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Chapter 1

IT WAS IN THE GARDEN that Diana felt most in control. When all else
around her seemed so unreal, here, within the high brick walls and always within sight of the massive, barely swaying lime trees, she felt a
sense of permanence even while the garden itself was constantly changing, renewing itself, becoming more beautiful every year. Why, she
asked herself again (though never bothering to find an answer), do the
English call these giant trees ‘lime’ when they have nothing to do with
the citrus fruit? Her German-born father, Robert Mathias, occasionally
called them linden, but Diana much preferred the French: les tilleuls.
One of the first things Diana had learned after arriving at Bosmelet three
years earlier was that these trees had been planted three centuries ago, in
two long avenues flanking a lawn fifty metres wide. The effect was to
draw the visitor’s eye to the château, whether approaching it from north
or south. One avenue of limes ran next to the east wall of the garden and
perpendicular to the château, which stretched across most of the lawn’s
width. Actually, once she had settled into the château and found excuses
to spend more and more hours in the garden itself, Diana soon realized
that these right angles did not follow any north-south axis. Finally checking a map, she saw that the château faced nearly forty degrees west of
north, obviously oriented toward the sleepy village of Auffay, four kilometres away, at the foot of the hill sloping from the château down to the
river Scie.
On windy nights the trees made a terrific noise, and even now the
leaves were rustling loudly and flashing grey-green in a light September
breeze. The two avenues of limes were interrupted as they approached
the château, and then resumed on the other side of it, leaving space for
distant views from the windows on the (roughly) east and west wings of
the building. From the garden Diana could look through the gap in the
line of trees and see, floating above the garden’s ten-foot wall, the upper

story and tall roof of what was now her home. A dozen years earlier,
when she was on a summer holiday from the latest of her three different
finishing schools, Diana cycled with a slightly-older friend, Veronica
Bigham, along the Loire and visited Chenonceau where she was struck
that one of the owners had been Diane de Poitiers. How lovely, she
thought, to be called Diana de something, which was an unlikely prospect for a girl from London. But now she was indeed Diana de Bosmelet, married to le baron Pierre Soyer de Bosmelet and the mother of the
next baron, Gentien Soyer de Bosmelet, the world’s most gorgeous twoyear-old, who should soon be waking up from his afternoon nap, assuming Nanny had not played with him for too long.

Post card, c. 1918. North side facing Auffay

Diana had always been drawn to gardening. While she had fleeting
memories of her Great-Uncle Ludwig Mond’s conservatory in St. John’s
Wood, full of ferns, orchids and luscious grapes, Diana’s first patch was
actually in the Botanical Gardens in Regent’s Park, and she shared it with
other small children from her nearby day school. Later, at Hayes Court,
her boarding school in Kent, the pupils were encouraged to develop
small plots of their own. Diana planned a ‘scented garden’, digging a
large hole, lining the bottom with moss on which she could lie down and
sniff the primroses, pinks, pansies, lilies of the valley, tobacco plants and
roses planted along the bank at the top. The hole filled with rain water
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and the plants in the bank dried up and died. She was given a zero for her
garden and later it was taken away from her. This did not kill her enthusiasm, and later on, after her brothers were away at university and the
family spent more time at their country estate at Bury in West Sussex,
there was no one (except for her father) with whom she would rather
spend time than Mr. Brown, the head gardener. Diana learned a great
deal from him, and he was still sending her seeds and plants. These contributed to her steady progress in improving the garden at Bosmelet.
When she arrived she found that the great walled potager was growing nothing but edibles for the kitchen. Diana thought it a shame to grow
staples that could be obtained easily at Auffay’s market, and she began to
plant sweet peas, snapdragons and rhododendrons. She also created a
pond in the centre, just opposite the great wrought-iron gate, and beyond
the pond Diana had installed—only three months ago—a statue of Demeter in a daringly unclassical style—and made rather crudely of limestone rather than finely-smoothed marble.
Normally grubbing around in Bosmelet’s garden was wonderfully
distracting for Diana, unaware that this only emphasized her Englishness
and caused some tut-tutting from her in-laws—or ‘in-law’, for she only
had one at Bosmelet. Pierre was grinning when he finally told her that, if
nothing else came of her digging, she had managed to entrench herself in
the affections of the villagers, for the word going around was that ‘Madame la Baronne did not fear to get her bottom in the manure.’ Only two
months ago Diana hosted a visit by seventy members of La Societé des
Amateurs du Jardin, and shortly before that she and Pierre had visited the
magnificent roseraie at l’Haÿ-les-Roses, and ordered a vast number of
different varieties, some historical and some recently developed, to be
delivered and planted in the winter. But now, instead of preparing for
that, or doing any of the usual end-of-summer tasks, Diana was reduced
to wandering around, dead-heading some flowers, and picking the odd
pear before the wasps got to it. She could not easily contemplate leaning
over a spade, let alone getting on her knees, now that she was five
months pregnant.
Diana’s steps led her gently toward a bench near the west wall, out of
the freshening breeze and the declining sun. Its early evening rays made
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even rosier the brickwork of the château, now more fully visible through
the gap in the lime trees. The sight brought the same amazement she had
felt on first seeing the château: that a building of such size—five bays on
each side of the central vestibule and two stories resting on a partly visible basement and surmounted by a steeply pitched roof—could seem so
light and cheerful. The pinkish-brown brickwork was relieved by a diamond pattern of black brick and by the light-coloured limestone surrounding the large windows and making up the quoins that framed the
entire façade. The château dated back to Louis XIII, but in the cellars one
could see that the structure rested on mediaeval foundations.
The child in her womb had only recently begun to kick. Diana didn’t
mind if it was a boy or a girl, but Pierre hinted he’d prefer another son:
‘an heir and spare’. She once told Pierre that he reminded her of Henry
VIII, though the comparison did not stop with his desire for a male heir.
The arrival of Gentien should have allowed some slight sense of triumph
on her part since Pierre’s first wife, Geneviève Bérard, had given him
two daughters—before he divorced her. Diana was not the only woman
to worry that her husband might abandon a second marriage as easily as
a first. While not a king, Pierre was a baron, far more handsome than
Henry VIII, and yet—Diana knew—he possessed a similar roving eye.
Diana had actually met Pierre before he married Geneviève. It was
ten years ago, in the summer of 1929, when her brother John had come
down from Cambridge to a London crammer to study for the bar. He became friends with Pierre, who already possessed a law degree in Paris
and now aimed to become an English barrister, specialising in international law. John spoke little French, not having the benefit of Diana’s finishing schools in Versailles, Meudon, and outside Florence, but it hardly
mattered since Pierre spoke perfect English. Yet when John brought him
down to Bury on two or three weekends, Pierre appeared utterly unlike
John’s usual friends from Cambridge. Pierre had a peculiarly Gallic
brand of handsomeness. ‘His huge black eyes were the most striking feature of his face,’ Diana wrote in a memoir many years later, ‘they were
very expressive with long eyelashes, large and melting, or flashing, as
the humour took him.’ The smile on his full lips had a similar effect to
his eyes, while also creating a slight dimple under each of his high
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cheekbones. His face had the rich
colour of someone who liked being outdoors. His nose bulbed
slightly at the tip, and his black
hair was neatly parted and combed
back from a high forehead. Pierre
was tall and lean, and his clothes
beautifully tailored.
Although John and Pierre
were both twenty-two years old
that summer, Pierre seemed infinitely more mature to Diana (who
would turn twenty-one at the end
of August). She later learned that
Pierre’s excellent English had
numerous sources. Most French
Pierre de Bosmelet, c. 1943
aristocrats of that period had at
least one extra language; Pierre had Anglophone (as well as Germanspeaking) nannies; he attended the lycée Janson de Sailly in Paris where
students were expected to become multi-lingual, and as a mere boy he’d
spent a few months in London during the Great War when his Bosmelet
grandmother decided he might improve his English and also be out of
harm’s way, by staying with one of her old friends, Walter Cunliffe, who
happened to be Governor of the Bank of England at the time. Pierre’s
grandmother spoke English well, as did her daughter, Pierre’s mother;
and Pierre’s father had also been fluent, spending part of the Great War
as a liaison officer interpreting for British General Charles Kavanagh.
Pierre mentioned that his father had been a manufacturer in leather
and upholstery and had died three years ago—which puzzled Diana, because she thought John had said Pierre had recently inherited the title
‘Baron de Bosmelet’ and owned a château in Normandy. Pierre had to
explain that his father, Robert Soyer, was not a nobleman, but a businessman. The ‘de Bosmelet’ bit was added to Pierre’s name after his
Uncle Adrien, the current baron, adopted him in April 1929.
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Diana remembered that they were at Bury, sipping coffee on the terrace that faced eastward, toward the meadow leading down to the River
Arun, in the morning sunshine,
when Pierre clarified his status.
The Bosmelet title came through
his mother’s side. She was the
eldest of two children, but of
course her brother, Adrien, had
inherited the title when their father died more than thirty years
ago. Adrien never married or produced a child, legitimate or otherwise, and when his health took
a turn for the worse a few months
earlier, Pierre’s mother persuaded
her brother that to continue the
family’s possession of the château
—that is, to prevent any cousins
getting their hands on it—Adrien
ought to adopt Pierre as his son
Diana Mathias, about twelve years of age
and heir.
Adrien had always liked Pierre, but even if he had been inclined to
ignore his sister’s pressure, he certainly bent under the will of his mother.
Pierre’s Grandmère had no intention of being displaced by her late husband’s brother—Pierre’s great-uncle Gentien. Actually, Gentien died just
a year after Pierre’s father, and long before Uncle Adrien adopted him,
but Gentien was survived by a daughter and a son, Adrien’s cousins.
Ever since Pierre’s mother had married she preferred the comforts of Paris to living at the château, but Grandmère lived at Bosmelet for half a
century, looking after her son, for Adrien, who was in very poor health,
though still in his forties.
Diana remembered how Pierre shifted the conversation from himself
to her, saying, provocatively, that he knew few women who looked even
better in the morning than they did in the evening. But Diana had grown
accustomed to a degree of polite flirting from the young Cambridge vis6

itors. She didn’t take it seriously, partly because it never progressed very
far, but mainly because she had a low opinion of her own appearance.
She made no such confession in front of this handsome Frenchman, but
she reflected to herself that she had been rather thin as a child—was even
nicknamed ‘Broomsticks’ for a while—but with puberty she had filled
out, rather too much in her opinion. There was a brief phase, when she
was about fifteen, of being suddenly very womanly, but within a couple
years she felt she had gone from ‘statuesque’ to overweight. Not terribly,
but attempts to modify her diet did not seem to shift it. Her mother did
not help with her occasional comments on Diana’s ungainliness, most
memorably when, three years before meeting Pierre, she performed the
‘walk-up-and-curtsey’ rather awkwardly when being presented at Buckingham Palace. And during her ‘coming out’ season it was sometimes
embarrassingly difficult to find young men to escort her to the various
dances and dinner parties.
Her own mother, the flamboyant Ena Mathias, had a certain grace
about her, but even she so disliked her own features that she avoided being photographed and allowed no photos of herself to be displayed either
at Bury or in their London houses, first at Montagu Square then Lees
Place. It was an embarrassment to Diana that when the other girls at her
various finishing schools could show photographs of their parents Diana
had to resort to postcards of paintings of her mother and father by John
Singer Sargent. Those schools did not help with the diet either, since Diana joined in with the other girls’ major social activity: finding imaginative ways to sneak in a second late-night dessert.
Diana longed to be accepted by the other girls, and after one of them
said, ‘Listen to her, more French than the French!’—because Diana had
learned colloquial phrases from a series of dreadful governesses—she
deliberately mixed genders and mouthed English pronunciations. Now, a
decade later, as she sat in her garden at Bosmelet, Diana regretted that
she was still struggling to make up for this self-inflicted set back in acquiring French.
The majority of the other girls at the finishing schools seemed to Diana much prettier and more confident, such as her two ‘best friends’,
Betty Holland, who married a French translator who’d been a school
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mate of Pierre’s in Paris, and Barbara Hutchinson, who married one of
Diana’s family friends, Victor Rothschild. But what should have been a
minor incident at school scarred Diana deeply. Her room-mate, Joyce
Turner, the daughter of the American novelist Mary Borden, was particularly bright and good-looking, and Diana was proud to think herself one
of Joyce’s closest friends. Yet one evening when a group of girls were
playing the fashionable game called ‘Truth’, someone asked Joyce ‘Who
of all the girls bores you the most?’ and she answered ‘Diana’. The victim managed to keep her composure, but laid awake all night. Was she
disadvantaged, she wondered, by not being very pretty, having a jaw that
was too dominant, eyes too small, and a nose indicating her Jewish heritage, though her family barely practised the religion?
Of course, her nose was not
that different from Pierre’s, and
he obviously knew the family
were Jewish before he met Diana.
He seemed to have more prejudice against Roman Catholicism
than against Judaism and he had
as little to do with religion as the
Mathiases did. Diana’s was an
enlightened and secular family,
and she was as English as one
could be whose father and maternal great-grandparents were born
in Germany. Her father, Robert
Diana Mathias: photograph accompanying her Mathias, was in industry, like
engagement announcement in The Bystander, Pierre’s late father, and her moth3 June 1936
er’s family were art and antique
dealers of the highest class. There was nothing in her background to
cause embarrassment, and her Jewish background did not seem to matter
to Pierre; nevertheless, Diana felt that a handsome French nobleman was
likely to find her a bit plain.
And yet Pierre seemed to enjoy her company and conversation,
though they disagreed about many things. Both enjoyed riding, but while
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walking the horses back along the Sussex lanes near Bury one day they
had a terrific argument about Pierre’s opinion that the English public
school system, especially the gender segregation, was ridiculous, and
that French women were better off without the vote, a right Diana had
only recently gained.
It was immediately after ‘these terrific, raging discussions,’ as Diana
later described the scene, and when she had known Pierre for only a few
weeks, that Pierre suddenly and ‘solemnly proposed to me.’ Diana
laughed, but ‘Pierre insisted he was serious and really loved me and
wanted to marry me.’ She told him ‘he was just romantic and very gallant, like all Frenchmen…I would never suit him…we disagreed about
too many things.’ Diana said he ‘must go back to France and marry a
pretty French girl who would cook, darn his socks and have lots of babies; I hated cooking, sewing and staying at home and didn’t wish to
have babies then: I wanted to have a career, be independent and vote.’
Diana left unspoken a deeper concern: that Pierre might be interested
in her partly, perhaps largely, for her money. Pierre had not yet entered
fully into the legal profession, and since Diana knew something about
the way the fall in land prices and the rise in labour costs since the war
had ruined many among the landed gentry in England, she could imagine
that the situation might be even worse on large estates in France, where
even more land had to be tilled by a workforce decimated in the trenches.
Pierre did soon return to France, and Diana would not see him again
for four or five years. She later learned that Pierre’s Uncle Adrien died at
the end of December 1929, and naturally he had to return to France to
deal with various issues; but she would have heard from her brother,
John, that Pierre came back to London in 1930 to take two sets of law
exams and to be called to the bar in November. And Pierre did marry a
French girl, Geneviève Bérard, and have two daughters: ‘Little did I
dream that he would follow my words so literally,’ Diana later wrote in
her memoir.
Diana put it all behind her since she had in the meantime fallen in
love with another of John’s friends from Cambridge—‘let us call him
Richard’ she wrote in her memoir—who was tall, with blonde hair and
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blue eyes, handsome and ‘devastatingly charming’. But when Richard
also suddenly went off and married someone else, Diana was so upset
she felt she had to get away from home. She dashed off with her friend
and distant relative, Jill Salaman, for a walking tour in the Black Forest.
Before this time Diana had tried to develop her knowledge and skill
as a painter, and longed to work in the Claridge Gallery which her mother had established. However, Ena was never very encouraging of Diana’s
artistic efforts. When Diana begged to be allowed to attend the Byam
Shaw Art School, she was only allowed to go two or three times a week.
At one point Diana ran away to Paris to study under the artist André
L’Hote, who had exhibited at the Claridge. Diana’s parents knew l’Hote’s
reputation for seducing his pupils, and her father came over to Paris and,
wisely, did not insist Diana return home, but offered to pay if she went to
Vienna for singing lessons. She thought she might manage to do some
painting as well, but in addition to being trained for opera under Madame
Kaczowska, Diana took German lessons, visited relatives in the area, and
travelled with a good friend, Eve Myers—daughter of the novelist Leo
Myers and his American wife—who was also in Vienna for a year, studying piano with Paul Weingartner. So there was little time for painting.
Returning to London, Diana and Eve shared a flat in the King’s Road
and pursued their musical interests, sometimes together at house parties,
Diana singing and Eve accompanying on the accordion. A friend at the
BBC arranged for Diana to give two recitals, but her mother kept obstructing other opportunities, so Diana returned to Vienna in 1935, where
Madame Kaczowska was organizing a grand concert around Diana to
take place in November. After hearing Diana rehearse for this, the Hungarian conductor, Eugene Ormandy, asked if she would be available in
the new year to participate in a concert to be given for Admiral Horthy in
Budapest. But her life suddenly changed course because of Pierre de
Bosmelet.
Daydreaming about Pierre is not going to do anyone any good! Diana
thought as she struggled to rise from her garden seat and wondered if she
had the energy to cut some flowers for the table. She loved having
freshly cut flowers in several of the rooms of the château, and one of her
first alterations to the garden after becoming the baronne was to plant
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some of her favourite scented flowers on either side of the grassy path
that led from the great iron gates, around the pond, and toward the statue
of Demeter she was now sitting behind, on a bench by the opposite wall.
She picked up her basket and secateurs and carefully kept her balance as
she bent over the blooms, pondering the surprising fact that it was she
who could enjoy this garden, and not Geneviève.
Sometime after Geneviève gave Pierre a second child in 1933,
Pierre’s legal practice brought him to London with ever increasing frequency. Pierre found excuses for making contact, and although Diana
told herself she was not eager to see him, in the spring of 1935 she arranged for him to receive an invitation to a party that her mother was organizing at which she and Maud Heaton—a fellow pupil of Madame
Kaczowska—were to sing, accompanied by Ivor Newton. Pierre came
with Geneviève, but the next time he met up with Diana he announced
that he was writing the libretto for a musical and had talked Eve into
composing the music for it. There were a couple of meetings about this,
but Diana always had Eve along as chaperone. Pierre somehow conveyed
the fact that his marriage to Geneviève was a mistake. The beautiful wife
and mother of his two daughters was now described by Pierre as lacking
maturity, sophistication, and sensibility. Yet Diana wondered if he had
simply come to agree with his mother: Pierre had once inadvertently
mentioned that his mother had opposed his first marriage because
Geneviève lacked wealth. Although Pierre’s legal work was expanding
slowly, he got himself involved in some dubious business ventures. In
trying to create a commercial organization of fellow barristers, Pierre
became company director of the ‘Sergeant Syndicate Limited’, which
never made enough money to cover overheads, according to Diana’s
brother John. Pierre was either tight-lipped about financial matters or insisted that money was not a problem, as he escorted her to the best restaurants and clubs. His only complaint was that he had married the
wrong woman, but Diana did not let his new advances prevent her from
returning to Vienna.
Then, just as her singing career was starting to blossom and she was
planning to take up Ormandy’s offer to go to Budapest, Pierre began
bombarding her from London with letters announcing his decision to be11

gin divorce proceedings, telegrams about his loneliness, and finally a
telephone call: ‘I can’t live without you; if you don’t return I shall fling
myself into the Thames.’ Overwhelmed, Diana suddenly believed in
Pierre, and could not take the risk that he might carry out his threat. With
the welcome company of Mary Lonsdale, another of Kaczowska’s pupils, who was keen to get home for Christmas, Diana set off in her Fiat,
with snow chains attached, to drive back to London.
Diana decided she had cut enough flowers for one day. It was time to
have a little nap of her own before she had a late tea with Gentien, when
they would wear each other out until his bedtime. After she walked
through the small gate nearest the château, she strayed a bit into a field
where she could pick some cow-parsley to enhance the flower arrangement. She wanted to keep up the standard, even though Pierre was away
and likely to remain so for some time. She missed him terribly, but
sighed over the fact that her marriage had turned out to be no fairy-tale.
Nearly four years earlier she had rushed back to London to stop him
throwing himself into the Thames, then bureaucratic problems with
Pierre’s divorce, along with the final illness and death of Diana’s mother,
delayed the marriage—which was low-key—until May, 1936. Gentien
was born just over a year later, and it was then that they decided, after
some wrangling, to leave the flat in London and set up permanently at
Bosmelet. She hoped they might then settle down to a peaceful existence—which never happened.
After Gentien was put to bed, Diana was too tired to write in her diary until the next morning: Monday 6.30 am Sept 4. Yesterday England
and France declared war. They opened hostility, England at 11 o’clock
France at 17 hours.1 Three days earlier, after the mobilisation had
already begun, she had driven Pierre to Amiens so he could catch the
train to Soissons. But it was three years earlier when Diana commenced a
war of her own—after she first visited Bosmelet.
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Chapter 2

SHORTLY AFTER DIANA RESPONDED to Pierre’s desperate pleas and returned to London from Vienna in December 1935, Pierre took her to a
recently-opened restaurant, L’Ecu de France, in Jermyn Street. After a
fine meal Pierre formally proposed marriage, and Diana, nearly at the
point of tears, accepted. Perhaps by this time both had made little confessions about past attachments. Diana could mention a couple previous
proposals and her disappointment over ‘Richard’. But Pierre ‘was so understanding and wonderful,’ Diana wrote in her diary the next day, 14
December. Pierre might have referred vaguely to three or four earlier
lovers, while insisting that all of these pre-dated his existing marriage.
After absolving each other, they could discuss the engagement.
They travelled down to Bury after the holidays to break the news to
Diana’s family. Pierre hoped to sell off the Sergeants Syndicate and stabilize his finances, currently dire with the prospect of a costly divorce
settlement. Two years earlier he had given in to Geneviève’s insistence
that she and the two girls live in London, since he seemed to spend most

Bury Manor, West Sussex (now Dorset House School, a preparatory school)

of his time there. For the past few months, after what he called the final
break-down, he had continued paying for the expensive flat while moving into a much cheaper flat himself. ‘He is lunching with Geneviève to
see the children,’ Diana wrote in the same entry. As a divorcé Pierre
could not be re-married in the Roman Catholic church, but he had little
regard for the church anyway. Diana’s family were quite secular, so no
Jewish service was contemplated. The Registry Office would do. Pierre
couldn’t imagine inviting his mother and grand-mother to attend the
wedding, and he had no other close family. In any case, the French divorce proceedings were likely to delay the announcement of the engagement.
‘What I can’t understand,’ wrote Diana two days later, ‘and what appals me is the way in which my darling will insist on treating me to the
most expensive wine & champagne, the whole time, and leap into taxis,
and take the most expensive seats—I know he is frightfully hard up….
While I was away he lived in a slum. At Christmas, according to Diana’s
diary, they went to a dance and had a lovely time, and on 3 January
Pierre telephoned to say that the divorce was through. Pierre went to sell
the Syndicate and was, in Diana’s words, ‘successful beyond wildest
dreams. Nothing will be paid for 6 months, but after a year he may be
getting anything from a thousand to a hundred thousand.’ In the meantime Pierre sold a lacquered Chinese table to gain some spending cash,
while Diana sought less expensive activities. When they drove down to
Bury early in January she talked Pierre into going for long walks on the
North Downs, but she had trouble sleeping; anxious thoughts would crop
up, ‘such as does he really love me, or is it only the money.’
At Bury Diana’s father gave his blessing by arranging with his lawyer to settle an annual payment on Diana of £800. She had hoped for a
thousand. Her younger brothers Tony and David seemed vaguely pleased
for Diana, but ‘John and Betty are very difficult and rude to Pierre,’
which was ominous since John knew Pierre better than anyone. It was
John who insured Pierre was given a bedroom at the end of the corridor
with himself in a room in the middle so any nocturnal wanderings would
be noted. Diana had been appropriately modest in her relations with
Pierre, never letting him go as far as he seemed to wish.
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During the following week, while Diana and Pierre were back in
London, The Times announced on the morning of 21 January that George
V had died near midnight. ‘The king’s death was very sudden,’ Diana recorded. It was nearly a decade since Diana had been ‘presented’ to King
George and Queen Mary.
The following weekend Diana and Pierre made another trip to Bury,
breaking the journey for lunch at Burford Bridge. In case Diana
wondered how Pierre’s family would react to his having a second wife,
‘Pierre told me about his family history. It seems that marrying twice is
the thing to do in his family.’ Pierre’s great-grandfather, the Baron Ambroise de Bosmelet, had a second wife after his first wife died shortly
after giving birth to his son and heir (the grandfather after whom Pierre
was named). That earlier Pierre had divorced his first wife to marry
Grandmère. All rather scandalous: had to go to a papal court. Even
Grandmère herself had been married once before she married the Baron
Pierre. In contrast, neither of Pierre’s own parents had married more than
once, though Pierre believed his mother had felt little love for his father.
‘We happened to talk about Rose Bingham…now the countess of
Warwick.’ The current scandal was that the countess was visiting Hollywood with her husband when both underwent screen-tests: he actually
got a contract while the countess allegedly committed adultery with a
film producer. Pierre ‘found that I was very puritanical and prudish in
my attitude about her—& wondered from whom I acquired the trait—
thought from Mother. He on the other hand admits that as regards matters of sex, he has no morals. It makes me a bit apprehensive!’
Back in town the following Monday, ‘Pierre received a letter from
[André] Prudhomme’—his former law professor for whom he also
worked—‘saying the divorce had come & was in Paris ready for him to
sign. Pierre plans to rush to get it.…Pa was pleased at Pierre’s desire not
to miss a working day.’ There would be no working day to miss: ‘Tomorrow being the Funeral’ of George V.
While Pierre was having ‘a horrible time, frightful crossing’ of the
Channel, Diana watched the King’s funeral, with a
15

‘good view from Lady Newman’s 146 Piccadilly.2 Next door to the Duchess
of York [wife of the late king’s second son, the Duke of York]. We were on
the veranda & Princess Elizabeth & Princess Margaret [3rd & 4th in line
for the throne] were standing on a soap box on our left; the other side were
the Rothschilds, & Hutchinsons—Victor, Barbara, St. John.

In the late 1960’s Diana wrote a 167-page memoir covering her first
twenty-five years, until she began her first diary in 1935. In her memoir
Diana mentioned Victor Rothschild, the husband of Barbara Hutchinson,
one of Diana’s ‘two best friends’ from school-days, the other being Betty
Holland. Diana also described how, as school-friends, the three girls discussed the issue of undergoing ‘confirmation’, and decided ‘this was too
grave a step to take without being better informed and completely convinced, so we decided to refuse to be confirmed and quite a few others
came along with us.’ This caused ‘great consternation’ and a threat of
expulsion ‘no doubt because of my non-practising Jewish parents.’ Diana
concluded that confirmation was just ‘opportunism and an insurance
against a rainy day…. I was not confirmed—and now realise that I have
not even been baptised.’ Later, when Barbara was to be married to Victor
Rothschild she ‘asked me to be baptised into the Jewish faith with her. I
decided not to be baptised.’
Diana’s diary entry about the king’s funeral also mentioned others
congregated near or in Lady Newman’s house: ‘St. John’ was Barbara
Hutchinson’s father, and other friends mentioned were Aldous Huxley,
Lady Ottoline Morrell, and her husband, Philip Morell, M.P.
When Pierre returned from Paris two days later Diana saw that he
‘isn’t at all well.’ But the cause may not have been physical, and Diana
was annoyed.
He would go and see Geneviève. Why should he always being going
around to see G.?…The children I understand—I must be brave and talk to
him about it. …Whenever he mentions Geneviève I feel queer. I try not to
show it. But I am probably repressing something that will pop out one day.
I will talk to him about it.
If he sends her money—talks to her on the telephone, & sees her once
and sometimes twice a week when he goes to see the children, surely that is
enough!!
The difficulty is he doesn’t want to come to the House too often—I, on
the other hand, don’t want to be taken by him to restaurants the whole
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time. He can’t afford it—yet he won’t let me pay—& we can’t manage unless we see each other at least once & possibly twice a day.

The next weekend spent at Bury caused Diana emotional turmoil. ‘To
Bury again last Sat. Pierre slept in the White Room again, with Tony and
John as guards. John a bit grumpy. After dinner Tony showed how to
play chess, a game we had both always longed to play.’ Then the diarist’s
post-mortem on the weekend reached a critical point: ‘Walked with
Pierre on beach. Asked him how long he had been engaged to Geneviève
before they got married. The answer, rather alarmingly, was 18 months.
That also led to the most awful conversation.’
Diana did not detail the conversation, but her diary entry continued:
He said I was jealous, and also doubtful about being able to put up with
his [illeg.] [that] I had better not marry him & that everyone told him it
was mad of him to marry again and that G. told him he was bound to make
anyone he married unhappy…and in fact that I was turning out more and
more like my ‘loathsome bitch of a cousin, Irene.’3

What this ‘awful conversation’ was about Diana does not explain in
her memoir or her diaries, both of which were shown to me by her son,
Robert de Bosmelet when I began this research in 2010. Robert also gave
me copy of an eighty-page journal that Pierre typed (in English) in 1941
describing his military activity in 1939-40, but this, of course, had nothing to do with his relationship with Diana. In November 2011, shortly
after my last visit with Robert he wrote to a member of his family:
‘Maybe a sign of destiny, I have not been able to put my hands on
Pierre’s scandalous history of the family, and thus Jim has not been privy
to all these adventures.’ Five months later Robert tragically died of an
inoperable cancer, but in July 2015, his family gave me access to the
‘scandalous’ memoir, which Pierre typed (in French) in the early 1970’s,
filling 186 pages. This, plus a few more pages of miscellaneous material
made available at the same time, provided valuable information and improved the balance of perspectives which hitherto had been dominated
by Diana’s diaries and memoir. And the nature of the ‘awful conversation’ of February 1936 could now readily be guessed.
*
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When Diana reported in her diary in February 1936 that Pierre said
that his engagement to Geneviève lasted eighteen months, that he then
called Diana ‘jealous’, saying she had better not marry him, that ‘everyone told him it was mad of him to marry again,’ and that ‘Geneviève had
told him he was bound to make anyone he married unhappy’––all this
suggests Pierre now told Diana more about his past love-life than he had
previously revealed.
Of course, Diana already knew Pierre was being unfaithful to
Geneviève by renewing his pursuit of Diana around 1935, and she would
soon learn that infidelity was hardly unknown among Pierre’s forebears.
But there was something ‘alarming’ about the engagement lasting eighteen months. Robert de Bosmelet provided me with a family tree he had
drawn up that stated that his father married Geneviève Bérard in 1929.
He also gave me a family tree drawn up by a cousin about the Soyer family, which also included that date, and ‘1929’ was also pencilled on the
back of a photograph of the bride and groom. In her memoir Diana’s
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three-page account of her first meeting with Pierre said they first met in
1929, but their acquaintance was quite brief—a matter of weeks—then
he returned to France, met Geneviève, but ‘a week’ later suffered a bout
of scarlet fever, was quarantined for ‘six weeks’, during which his mother intercepted and hid letters written to him by Geneviève; Pierre found
out, was furious. Then, according to Diana’s memoir, Pierre ‘decided he
would show [his mother] who was master in the house (he was just
twenty-two) and he would marry this girl. This he did six months later.’
Since Pierre did not turn twenty-three until October 1929, the dating of
the marriage to Geneviève according to the family trees and the photograph made sense. And yet the account in Diana’s memoir made no sense
if the engagement lasted eighteen months. According to the French civil
archives, the wedding took place in Derchigny (near Geneviève’s parents’ château at Wargemont) on 10 June 1931.
It is a mystery why, decades later, Diana recounted the story in her
memoir as if Pierre had married Geneviève no later than six months after
his twenty-third birthday, by, say, April 1930. Something was being
covered up. Perhaps Geneviève was already pregnant with Pierre’s eldest
child, Monique, before the wedding. Perhaps Diana worked out that
Pierre might have proposed to Geneviève even before he proposed to Diana. Or perhaps the ‘awful conversation’ in 1936 dredged up other stories
to which Diana reacted in a way Pierre could call ‘jealous’? In his own
memoir Pierre mentioned having other lovers even pre-Geneviève (at the
same time writing extremely little about his two wives and nothing about
any rejection, scarlet fever, hidden letters, or a long engagement).
Pierre’s memoir recounts many events in hiss pre-1936 life that
might have caused a truly ‘awful converstion’.
*
Alternating freely in his memoir between the first and third person,
Pierre used the latter when he described the first time he fell in love—
with Ann Cunliffe, the daughter of the Governor of the Bank of England:
‘Pierre is not to be blamed for falling in love—as much as is possible at
eight years of age—with…“the Honourable Ann Cunliffe”, a grown-up
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of fourteen years.’ This happened shortly after the start of the Great War
when Pierre’s grandmother, Valérie, took him to live for some months in
England because she feared the Germans might reach as far as Normandy (as they did when she was fifteen years old). Pierre had no salacious story to accompany that declaration of love, but a few pages and
years later, when Pierre had left the Lycée Janson-de-Sailly and first
entered the study of law—about the age of seventeen or eighteen—he
wrote that he ‘commenced to complicate life.’ He fell madly in love with
a fellow student who happened to be the daughter of a law professor. ‘It
was a beautiful love of youth, the first love, but their engagement was
not tolerated by [Pierre’s mother] Henriette, who didn’t like academics,
or by the professor who considered his daughter too intelligent for the
boy four years her junior.’ Still, Pierre enjoyed ‘communion together’
with the girl at the midnight mass in her parish church, while dealing
with the ‘grave dissensions’ of his mother. Pierre must have thought
money would help his cause so he asked his mother to let him have some
of the money that had been left to him by his paternal grandmother, but
his mother controlled the trust, and even though Pierre was ‘very near his
majority’ his mother ‘categorically refused’ to hand it over. ‘If you want
it, you’ll have to sue me.’ Pierre could accept ‘neither his mother’s attitude nor the thought of a suit against her.’ By the time of the summer vacation it no longer mattered: the girl yielded to her father’s pressure and
had to marry a rich young man, son of a merchant banker.
If Pierre told Diana this story, she might have been alarmed at how
early and impetuously Pierre tried to marry—and against his mother’s
wishes. Diana would have been more alarmed by the story of his next
love affair, but Pierre probably kept it secret even during the ‘awful conversation’, or offered a version far more brief than the one in his memoir.
And while the memoir never named the law professor’s daughter, this
next lover had a name—one that Diana never mentioned in her diary until the lover re-emerged a decade after Diana’s 1936 conversation with
Pierre. It was Jeannine, and, according to Pierre’s memoir, she apparently
entered Pierre’s life soon after he lost his fight for the law professor’s
daughter.
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‘After days of despair,’—note, not ‘weeks’ or ‘months’—‘Pierre had
the good fortune to meet a ravishing girl of his own age, very independent and popular.’ Elsewhere Pierre wrote that she was then eighteen, and
Pierre did not turn nineteen until October 1925. ‘The beauty of the one
and youthful ardour of the other soon gave birth to a new love, at least on
Pierre’s side.’ He introduced her to his uncle Adrien, ‘who very much
appreciated the lovely Jeannine and congratulated his nephew—not
without a bit of envy.’
Pierre could not be satisfied with the favours that Jeannine granted him
all too rarely; he continued to bicker with his mother, lost interest in his
third year of the law; he considered a dance act at a music hall with Jeannine but they retreated from the acrobatic prowess this would require….

And worst of all he arrived half an hour late for his military exam, but he
eventually admitted to the colonel that ‘I was in the bed of the most
beautiful woman, but it was in Deauville that I had to leave her at midnight.’
Information in Pierre’s military dossier suggests the above event took
place in 1926. The next event in Pierre’s memoir is when his mother, in
an obvious effort to end this relationship, arranged for Pierre to sail on a
cargo ship that provided cruises for students during their summer holiday: Pierre called it ‘a short exile to the U.S.A.’4 He didn’t enjoy it at all,
returning quickly so he could begin his military service. He cabled Jeannine announcing the date of his return to La Havre, but she didn’t show
up. Instead his uncle Adrien met him, they got drunk together in a bar for
sailors, with whom they brawled before spending the night in the cells.
The next day Adrien’s chauffeur drove them back to Bosmelet, where
Pierre’s grandmother ‘Valérie welcomed her son and grandson but Henriette refused to show herself.’
There is no further mention of Jeannine in the next 110 pages of
Pierre’s memoir, but the page following the Le Havre incident briefly
mentioned his legal training in Paris and London and involvement in his
first political campaign before noting his first marriage. The chronology
is impossible to disentangle: notices in The Times show that Pierre Soyer
(not ‘de Bosmelet’ because not yet adopted by his uncle) took an exam at
Lincoln’s Inn on ‘Constitutional Law’ in May 1926, when he was but
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nineteen years old; then no further notices until four years later, when he
took two sets of exams in 1930 before being ‘called
to the Bar’ in November of that year—by which
time he was twenty-four years old and ‘Pierre Soyer
de Bosmelet’, having been adopted in April 1929 by
his uncle who then died in December. The ‘first’
election campaign in which Pierre played some role
was for a seat in the general assembly and took place
in May, 1932, where he supported his law professor,
André Prudhomme, in the first round, but after the
professor failed Pierre supported his new friend,
Lucien Galimand
1904-1982
Lucien Galimand, in the second round, though he
also lost.5
In his memoir Pierre gave this brief account of his first marriage:
Registered at London and Paris, Pierre settled down by marrying an amiable childhood friend [une gentille amie d’enfance, i.e. Geneviève]—to the
fury of both families, veritable Montagues and Capulets in the Dieppe region. Two girls were quickly born. There was soon an amiable divorce under the auspices of Prudhomme, the young household unable to resist the
aggressiveness of the wife’s mother and the authoritarian jealousy of Henriette, now reconciled with her son.

After blaming his mother-in-law and mother for the failure of his first
marriage, in the very next sentence Pierre had even less to say about his
courting of Diana Mathias: ‘Pierre remarried with an English woman,
sister of one of his fellow law students in London.’ So, from Pierre’s
memoir it seems unlikely that Diana would be wildly jealous about his
childish crush on Ann Cunliffe or his impetuous pursuit of his professor’s daughter. Perhaps he did tell her about Jeannine, but certainly only a
minute fraction of what appeared in the sixteen-page biographical sketch
that he wrote decades later about ‘Fanny’, which is evidently the actual
name of the person identified in Pierre’s memoir as ‘Jeannine’ (which is
the name we’ll use for her).6
The sketch, found in 2015 in the same box-file as Pierre’s memoir,
was entitled ‘Passagère’. While the memoir was found in photocopy, the
sketch is an original typescript, with annotations in red ink. The last page
ends abuptly, so some pages are missing.
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Pierre began the sketch by noting that Jeannine’s grandfather was a
brilliant lawyer in Zürich, who married someone he didn’t love and had
three daughters. The youngest was ‘very beautiful and otherworldly
[romanesque],’ and out of wedlock, she gave birth to a daughter whom
her grandfather loved, though he died while Jeannine was very young.
Eventually Jeannine’s mother married an amiable Belgian engineer,
whose last name was ‘de Pau’ and who loved the child for the sake of the
pretty mother. Jeannine now found herself in Brussels, until ‘Papa de
Pau’ got a job in Barcelona, where Jeannine now added Catalan and
Spanish to her French and German. Then the Great War broke out when
Jeannine was eight years old, and, strangely enough, like Pierre, she and
her mother spent four years in England after her father, fighting in the
Belgian army, was gravely wounded and hospitalized in London. Her
mother worked as a translator. Her father’s recovery coincided with the
end of the war, and he found work in France in the Ardennes. So Fanny,
now twelve, came to live in her fifth country. But her father died after
falling from a building as he tried to clear a gutter. His pretty widow now
obtained work as a translator for a French officer in the army occupying
the Rhineland, so Jeannine resided in a sixth country, where the language
was that of her birth.
When Jeannine was fifteen her mother’s job in Germany ended, so
they tried to re-establish themselves in Belgium, then France, then back
in Zürich. There Jeannine found work in a large department store but was
bothered by the manager, just as her mother learned she could not get a
work permit in Switzerland because she’d married a Belgian. The two
women returned to the Ardennes, where sixteen-year-old Jeannine now
had her first love affair with Armand, three years older and the son of a
merchant. Armand’s family forbid the relationship and sent him to Paris
to do a course that might later be useful. Without ever telling her mother
about Armand, Jeannine now went to find work in Paris. She obtained a
nice job in a patisserie; Armand shared her hotel room. After some blissful months Armand decided he had to return home, where he married
some daughter of a fat bourgeois friend of the family.
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Meanwhile, because of her language skills, Jeannine had moved up
to a larger establishment, Rumpelmayer’s, much frequented by German,
English and American tourists. ‘From time to time,’ Pierre wrote in his
sketch, ‘she was invited for dinners, to the theatre and to go dancing.
Very quickly she became an habitueé of Zelli’s, a night club in Montmartre where she always wanted to finish the evening.’ The circle of her
male friends included an older American, several upper-class playboys, a
handsome archduke travelling incognito, some young Parisian bankers,
an illegitimate son of Alphonse XIII raised in a great French family, a
descendant of de Lesseps, and more young men of the same milieu. One
night she ended up in the bed of a handsome young American whom she
never saw again. She soon realized she was pregnant, at the age of seventeen, but wanted to have the baby.
Pierre described her difficulties in organizing the birth and getting
back to work, though he first met her shortly after the child was born,
around 1925. His narrativve suggests the relationship continued for four
or five years. ‘It was the moment when less wealthy young men emerged
to make their advances toward the pretty mama of eighteen years.’ One
of these young men was four years older than Jeannine and had started
up a small company dealing in timber, and ‘another was born in the same
year as her, and was completing his studies in English and French law.’
Neither young man was yet established, but both ‘were madly in love
with’ Jeannine. ‘With the future lawyer,’ Pierre wrote, obviously describing himself, ‘she spent some days in London during which he finished up
his requirement which consisted of eight dinners at Lincoln’s Inn.’ Since
Pierre passed his final exams in 1930 and was ‘called to the bar’ in
November of that year, it is likely he attended the requisite number of
dinners in 1930. He also wrote that, back in Paris,
the law student took the little girl for a walk in the Bois [du Boulogne],
holding her by one had while the other held the leash of the magnificent
sheepdog belonging to the mother who had received this gift from a friend
of [the famous entertainer] Mistinguette…. This did not fail to draw the
fury of the student’s mother, persuaded that her only son, the object of all
her ambitions, had had an adventure bearing fruit.

The ‘little girl’ was Jeannine’s child, now old enough to be taken for
a walk, a sight which shocked Henriette when she happened to see them
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and not unreasonably concluded that the child was Pierre’s offspring.
Pierre, still writing about himself in the third person, noted that ‘the boy
conceived the idea to ask [Jeannine] to marry him and to adopt the little
girl.’ She declined the offer, saying she would only marry a man who acknowledged the girl as his daughter. Pierre protested that the result
would be the same ‘and I love your daughter very much, even if she isn’t
mine!’ But Jeannine would not relent. In his memoir Pierre moaned that
‘the future lawyer only enjoyed very rare moments with the one he loved
so much,’ although there was at least ‘one short access of kindness’ on
Jeannine’s part because he had given the child a Christmas gift of a
painted rooster that worked as a rocking horse, which enchanted the little
girl. Meanwhile, his rival—‘the small, but becoming larger, businessman’—managed to take Jeannine to Deauville in his Bugatti, which
somehow broke down and had to stay in a workshop, which turned a
day-trip into an enviable weekend.
Pierre went on to write about the Crash of the New York Stock Exchange, ‘the end of the “Mad Years” and of easy money’ late in 1929.
Jeannine felt the effects indirectly: the fall of her small investments and
the turmoil for her richer comrades. ‘It was then,’ wrote Pierre,
that the businessman who was beginning to have success with his manufacturing asked Jeannine to marry him and let him acknowledge the little
girl as his own. ‘You see,’ she said to the young lawyer when they had one
of their last, brief but passionate meetings, ‘Jacques amuses me. He’s fun
and he acknowledges the little one; it’s over, I’m going to marry him.’

Pierre invented the name ‘Jacques’. Jeannine’s husband’s name was
François Pierre Marie de Goulet, born 18 December 1903.7 According to
the marriage recorded for 12 July 1930, he married Fanny de Pau in Antibes (though both groom and bride are ‘domiciled’ in Paris). While the
groom was an ‘industriel’, the bride was ‘sans profession’. She was born
in Zurich on 31 march 1906 (so she was six months older than Pierre),
and on the marriage record is a declaration legitimizing Fanny’s daughter, Jacqueline Monique de Goulet, born in Paris 18 June 1925. The record also lists Fanny de Goulet’s mother, Fanny Diethelm, but no father.
All these details fit with Pierre’s narrative except for his use of the name
Jeannine throughout his memoir even though she was apparently born
with and married under the name Fanny, which Pierre used in the bio25

graphical sketch. Since Jeannine is the only name used in Pierre’s memoir and also mentioned to me by other members of his family, I will use
that name.
In the sketch Pierre wrote that Jeannine’s decision to marry de Goulet
caused the son of Alphonse XIII to attempt suicide, but ‘the lawyer did
something worse: He spitefully decided to marry a young girl and arrange for her to meet [Jeannine] (in the secret hope of making the latter
jealous) at the moment the engagement was announced.’ According to
Pierre he took the opportunity to ask Jeannine, ‘What do you think of
her?’ The answer was, ‘She’s too good for you.’
Here, in Pierre’s short biography of Jeannine, we are told that when
he married Geneviève, it wasn’t when he was ‘still smarting’ from Diana’s refusal—as Diana wrote in her memoir—but because he wanted to
make Jeannine jealous. Since Jeannine and de Goulet married in Antibes,
far from their homes, it was probably a quiet event, with no need for a
long engagement. Pierre was probably told of the upcoming marriage
only a short time before it took place in July 1930. And if Pierre only
proposed to Geneviève in anger over Jeannine’s decision to marry de
Goulet, then Pierre’s proposal probably occurred shortly before July
1930. Pierre’s marriage to Geneviève on 10 June 1931 suggests the period of engagement was about one year, not eighteen months.
If Pierre proposed to Diana shortly after they met in 1929, as Diana’s
memoir says, then he was probably not yet engaged to Geneviève but
was still pursuing Jeannine, and had perhaps already proposed to her as
well. In any case, after being rejected first by Jeannine and then by Diana, Pierre proposed to Geneviève and married her just eleven months
after Jeannine married François de Goulet. Figaro’s announcement of
Pierre and Geneviève’s marriage didn’t appear until 2 June 1931, eight
days before the event. When Pierre and Diana had that ‘awful conversation’ in February 1936, he probably did not mention Jeannine and that
the ‘eighteen-month engagement’ with Geneviève was an awkward lie
Pierre invented to cover any trace of Jeannine. It surprised Diana in
1936, but three or so decades later when she wrote her memoir she apparently still believed that Pierre had only turned to Geneviève because
of Diana’s own rejection of his proposal, not knowing it was a rejection
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by another woman that wounded Pierre. However, Diana felt insecure
about her triumph over Geneviève every time Pierre went to visit his
daughters, Monique and Béatrice.
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Chapter 3

AFTER DIANA DESCRIBED IN HER DIARY some of the painful things
that Pierre said to her, she wrote: ‘It was frightful—[he] talked of the Colonial Army & suicide. And I wept.’ Pierre had become a reservist in a
Colonial regiment years earlier, and perhaps pondered out loud that he
ought to throw away everything—education, career, and family—and
bury himself in a military life: a Beau Geste moment. According to the
diary entry written four days after the ‘awful conversation’, Diana drove
herself and Pierre back to London, where Pierre asked to be dropped off
at Geneviève’s flat, saying he’d phone Diana at seven o’clock. ‘He didn’t
till 7:30. I thought he had flung himself in the Thames…frantic….’ But
Pierre did a complete about-turn, came to the house and was charming.
‘Afterward he played bridge with Pa. Then to Hamleys [to buy a chess
set]. Noel Coward play, on to the Ritz.’
The next four diary entries, in what remained of February, showed
the erratic behaviour that Diana had to endure. During a Sunday lunch on
in a French restaurant: ‘Pierre so adorable & rather mad. I love him
when he’s drunk but I think he was. But he was so sweet. I love him so.
He is so sweet to me & he loves me. It will be so perfect living
together….’ Then ‘Tuesday Feb. 18th:
Am so worried… Pierre worried about feeling responsible for Geneviève
going off with a married man; that he just brought tragedy on everyone he
loved; …that he was ruining my life because he said I didn’t realize how
difficult and impossible it will be for me at Bosmelet or at Dieppe & Pourville etc. He ruined Mé-mé’s life, Geneviève’s of course, made his grandmother unhappy, precipitating her death (She is very old and has been dying for ages). Thank goodness I was on a good day, felt fairly strong &
confident. I took him to H.H. [Pierre’s abode?] early, but stayed till 1,
which I am afraid must have rather exhausted him. But just couldn’t tear
myself away.
This morning we went to see some flats.

The next day: after a row with Pierre at lunch, ‘tonight thank God he
says he loves me, but admits that at lunch he didn’t really know.’
On Saturday, 22 February, Diana took her mother to Oxford to see
Richard II. ‘Pierre was busy all morning; lunched with G. and the children. Came round 5:30.’ He said he’d been ‘up till four last night’ having had ‘an amazing evening in a den of crooks. Kept sober but had a
splitting head.’ Diana may have found the tale hard to believe.
I am still feeling worried—feel he doesn’t love me. I notice whenever he
comes back from seeing G. and the Children he gets moody & distant. I
must be careful not to bother him. Or try to get him to show or say he loves
me. Have warned him, after we saw the Joan Crawford film together, I
would find a rival—it seems the best way to [illeg.] But then is any relationship and engagement, marriage or love affair, ever plain sailing? Must
use all my tact, cleverness to get us past these shoals.

The Joan Crawford film was probably, ‘I Live My Life’, showing
that week at the Empire, Leicester Square: an ill-matched couple quarrel
endlessly yet become engaged, then both seem to call it off, but in the
end the Joan Crawford character tricks her fiancé into going through with
the ceremony. Not terribly encouraging, yet the film seemed to inspire
Diana with the idea of making Pierre jealous by finding ‘a rival’. However, it proved difficult to ‘use all my tact’ : a week later she wrote: ‘He
talks to me so brusquely, almost rudely. Impatient, irritable over
nothing.’
Amid the problems with Pierre, Diana was under stress as her mother
fell ill. There seem to be several diary entries with a date missing or incorrect: ‘Sat. Mar. 29’, from its context, is more likely to be ‘Feb. 29’.
(Perhaps the leap year threw her.) The next entry is dated only as
‘Sunday’: ‘Mother suddenly ill, operation, gallstones.’ There must also
have been another row with Pierre:
Later 1 AM Pierre is not at H.H. I begged him to go to bed early. He needs
months and months of sleep to make up for—[left blank]. Am so worried
and tortured at my selfish beastly unworthy self. Am going to write out how
I must try to behave. Pierre has been so sweet lately, and I am just a selfish
swine.
He had a cable from India, saying sending £500 remittance. We stayed in
and played chess in the evening. I felt wretched (it was the beginning of the
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curse). He hadn’t kissed me once and didn’t want to come to tea at HH. I
afterwards found out because he thought I had the curse.
The point is—Please God, do please reassure him and calm him, and make
him feel happy and at peace. He has struggled so hard & I do believe he
has done everything from the right motive. Please help prevent me from
saying such awful wounding things, the way I do. I must be restrained and
strong.

There follows a note—Mummy died on March 6, 1936—a much later
insertion, uniquely written in pencil, and bizarrely incorrect: according to
a notice in The Times and the date on her gravestone, Ena Mathias died
on 24 March 1936. There is no further diary entry until Friday, 17 April:
‘Haven’t been able to write because of Mum’s death. It has all been such
a nightmare, if it hadn’t been for Pierre I don’t know what I should have
done. But it has helped so having our marriage, the flat, and my [illeg.]
to plan and look forward to.’ Her brother David and sister Betty took
their father away to Greece on a cruise, while her brother John went on a
trip to Palestine with ‘Uncle Bob’, their father’s cousin, Sir Robert
Mond. In addition to being a brilliant chemist, he was also a dedicated
archaeologist and rapidly becoming, like others in the Mond family, an
ardent Zionist.
The Mathias family showed little interest in the Zionist project.
Whatever the Zionists created in Palestine would be based on religious
claims and authority, which went against the tradition that had so benefitted immigrant Jews in England: being granted equal political and civil
rights, whatever your religion. But several of the Monds believed the
Zionist ideal of a spiritual home might somehow help Jews, not only
those suffering from persecution (whether under the old pogroms in Russia and by the Jew-baiting Nazis recently come to power in Germany),
but also those Jews in liberal Western Europe (like the Wertheimers,
Monds, and Mathiases) who risked ‘disappearing’ as they lost all connection with their religious heritage and married Gentiles. The good-natured
split between the Monds and the Mathiases about Zionism barely
mattered to Diana, who embraced only the non-religious bits of being
Jewish: the pride in being a slightly rootless cosmopolitan, always mildly
alienated, while having the knack of synthesizing different kinds of culture. In any case, Diana may have worried about her brother’s safety
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since the newspapers reported some kind of revolt breaking out among
the native Palestinians angry because the governing authority—Britain—
gave special privileges to the Jewish immigrants.
Pierre at the moment [probably still Friday, 17 April] is at Bosmelet.
Was coming back on Saturday, but I had a letter this morning & he says he
has sprained his ankle & may not be back till Sunday. Am so disappointed!
…Pierre writes that things at B. are going astonishingly well & his mother
thinks the dogs I sent are sweet & is determined to be nice to me—Isn’t it
wonderful!!

Pierre must have told Diana about his mother’s collection of porcelain animals, and Diana sent a gift to the future mother-in-law she had yet
to meet. Any doubts Diana may have had about Pierre’s story of a
sprained ankle delaying his return were soon dispelled:
‘Saturday: So thrilled Pierre turned up after all, hobbling on a stick. He
even went to the Witch Doctor in the Forest [near Bosmelet?] who practically cured his foot. His mother on her own accord suggested we should
have her room (it faces S.E) & she is giving us the silver—and wanted to
give Pierre a ring for me.’

Diana seemed completely satisfied with this sudden ‘cure’ by a
‘witch doctor’, but does ‘wanted to give’ mean Pierre’s mother did or
didn’t hand over a ring?
Setting a date for the wedding was no doubt complicated by Mrs.
Mathias’ death at the end of March after which most of Diana’s family
went travelling in the eastern Mediterranean. One assumed Mr. Mathias
must have returned from his Greek cruise by 4 May, when there appeared
in The Times the somewhat unusual announcement under ‘Forthcoming
Marriages’: ‘A marriage has been arranged, and will shortly take place,
between Baron Soyer de Bosmelet, of Château de Bosmelet, Auffay,
France, and Diana, elder daughter of Mr. Robert Mathias and the late
Mrs. Robert Mathias, of 8, Lees Place, W.1, and Bury Manor, Sussex.’ It
may have been Diana, but more likely her father, who submitted the announcement which, through some error, left out the name ‘Pierre’. The
notice perhaps allowed friends and family to start purchasing gifts, but
the date could not yet be announced for a reason clarified in Diana’s diary on 9 May:
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We are getting married on Tuesday May 12th. Only just, it was very much
touch and go. The wretched French lawyers would not send the papers.
They only arrived at 9 this morning.
The presents look like a jumble sale. Aunt Betty has given

The word ‘given’ ends the last line of the page: the following page is
blank, and the writing resumes on the next page at the very top with an
entry dated three and a half months later. Clearly, pages have been removed. The wedding, which took place in a Registry Office fashionable
for non-church marriages, received a notice in The Times two days later,
on 14 May:
The marriage took place quietly at Caxton House, Westminster, on
Tuesday of Baron Pierre Soyer de Bosmelet and Miss Diana Mathias. The
bride, who was given away by her father, Mr. Robert Mathias, wore a dress
of pale blue with a spray of orchids. Owing to the recent death of the
bride’s mother, Mrs. Robert Mathias, there was no reception. After a family
luncheon party the bride and bridegroom left for Paris.

The next diary entry (after pages were removed!) is for Sunday, 23
August, 1936:
Here I am at Bosmelet!…been here since Aug 1.…three weeks, it seems
much more like three months…not bored or time going slowly, far from it…
I have found it all so interesting. And all came together better than I could
have hoped. But because I feel so settled and installed and feel as if I knew
Grandmère for years—and also because it has all been and is being such
an experience for me.
At last I have time to write a bit as I have just started the curse.

The newly-weds left for Paris in mid-May, but Diana’s first visit to
Bosmelet did not occur until 1 August. Perhaps after a honeymoon in
Paris they returned to London, until the summer recess of the English
and French courts. Later evidence indicates there had been no plan to
take up residence in Normandy in the near future, since most of Pierre’s
work was in London or Paris. Perhaps Diana enjoyed her newly-married
status too much to rush off to the château. Perhaps Pierre felt reluctant,
or Diana nervous, to have Pierre’s mother and grandmother meet Diana.
Any of this may relate to, even if it cannot explain, the pages missing
from Diana’s diary. However, once she started writing again, her new
entry on 23 August demonstrated two points: first, her probable disappointment at not yet being pregnant—though the date of her first child’s
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birth in the following year indicates it was very soon after writing this
diary entry that Diana did, in fact, conceive; and second, Diana felt particularly welcomed by Grandmère.
*
WHEN PIERRE BROUGHT DIANA for her first visit to Bosmelet on 1 August 1936, the first person Diana was likely to meet was René Planquet.
She would later describe him as ‘our “Figaro,” a profession that exists
nowhere but in France. He was chauffeur, valet, semi-overseer, and our
dear friend and confidant. He was young and handsome and our love for
him was as real as for any member of our family.’ If the couple travelled
on the ferry from Newhaven, then René would have met them at Dieppe
and driven them in the camionette for the thirty-kilometre journey to the
château, where his wife, Marie, was the cook.
Pierre might have asked René to stop for a
while in Auffay so Diana could not only see
how pretty their nearest village was but also
observe the amusing clock in the church tower.
If they waited for the minute hand to reach the
hour, then two wooden automata in 16th century dress simultaneously twisted their heads
once and swung a hammer against a bell. Their
fanciful names—Hou-zou Benard and Paquet
Siviere—were engraved above the clockface. It
was then a five-minute drive up to the château.
Madame Soyer would hear the vehicle pull up
on the gravel, and before her son and daughterin-law reached the door she would be there to
welcome them.
By all accounts, Madame Soyer generally
had a youthful look, and at that time she was
fifty-six years old. Petite and slender, with a
handsome face, and hair not yet entirely grey
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and still showing some of its former red glory, she would plant triple
kisses on Pierre and serenely smile at Diana, slowing her speech as she
welcomed her. Diana no doubt replied with warm phrases practiced on
Pierre. Knowing that Madame Soyer could speak English and German as
well, Diana might think it a good omen that her mother-in-law acknowledged that Diana could speak French, if not quite fluently.
They moved to a sitting room where a maid soon brought in an elaborate tea tray, from which Pierre began to serve while Diana admired the
marble-topped tables, the chairs of striped silk, the vases filled with fresh
flowers, the ancient clocks, and numerous paintings and sculptures.
There was a bust sitting on the
mantle-piece: a small boy in Roman
garb, a bit of breast-plate showing beneath his stola, a laurel wreath crowning his curly hair. On the base were
the words ‘HADRIANVS IMPERATOR’. Terracotta rather than marble,
and not in a classical style: Diana
would have been curious. Madame
Soyer would explain that it was her
younger brother, Adrien when he was
five years old in 1887: later, Baron de
Bosmelet for twenty-five years, until
he died seven years ago. Diana knew
about his death for it occurred shortly
after she first met Pierre, who then
became baron.
The sculptor was Prosper d’Épinay, a very great artist, patronized by
many royals, including England’s late Queen Alexandra, back when she
was still Princess of Wales. It would be typical of Pierre to mention the
‘rumour’ that d’Épinay only sculpted Adrien as an excuse to be close to
his mother, Pierre’s Grandmère.8 After arriving at Bosmelet Diana would
soon see that there were three or four other sculptures by d’Épinay, all of
Adrien’s beautiful mother, Valérie de Bosmelet. These were produced
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between 1880 and 1890—including a
fantastic marble bust of Valérie as ‘Diana the Huntress’.
Pierre might have pointed out that
d’Épinay’s daughter, Marie, was a fine
painter who made a portrait of Pierre in
1912, when he was six.

The subject of artists-who-have-painted-our-family was an obvious
topic of conversation which could either forge links between Diana and
her mother-in-law or descend into a competition. The English painter
Walter Sickert had made frequent visits to the nearby village of Auppegard where the two artists, Ethel Sands and Nan Hudson—English and
American, respectively—spent their summers. In 1981 Diana produced a
23-page guidebook, Château de Bosmelet, and mentioned in a footnote
that when Henriette de Bosmelet ‘was a young girl…with a mass of red
hair that she wore tied in a bunch at the back, Walter Sickert… had met
her in Dieppe and had admiringly nick-named her “my little squirrel”.’
Diana knew Ethel and Nan well: she once gave a recital at their house in
Chelsea, with her friend Eve Myers playing the accordion, before a gathering of the Bloomsbury circle. And both Madame Soyer and members
of Diana’s family, including Diana herself, and had been painted or
sketched by Jacques-Emile Blanche. Diana’s father and all of her moth36

er’s family, the Wertheimers,
had been painted by John Singer Sargent. Diana could tell the
story that Sargent spent so
much time at her grandfather’s
house that a seat was always
prepared for him in the dining
room, where several his paintings were hung: her grandfather, Asher Wertheimer, called
the room ‘The Sargent’s Mess.’
There was also the story of
Sargent’s bizarre painting of
Diana’s mother, ‘A Vele Gonfie’, which Diana’s grandfather
gave to her parents as a wedding present. Later, Diana’s
mother decided to sell it to
raise some money for a gallery
she was creating, though she
had a copy made before letting
the painting go. When her husband found out he ‘was furious with mother, as was Sargent,’ Diana wrote in a 1986 letter. ‘It was not until 1935
that Dad managed to track down the portrait and buy it back…. It arrived
back in England in 1936, two days after my mother’s death….’ This
would have been fresh in Diana’s mind when she first visited Bosmelet,
five months later.
During that first day of her arrival at the château the conversation
about art and artists could have gone on indefinitely, but at some point in
the day it was inevitable that Grandmère would come downstairs to see
the young couple, or rather to be seen by them. Valérie Diane Napoleonne Theodora de Bosmelet (née de Woelmont) was a woman who always made an entrance without even trying. And whenever she walked
into that sitting room that day, Pierre would have been immediately on
his feet, rushing to greet his beloved Grandmère—though when he wrote
about her in his memoirs, he generally referred to her by the name she
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always used, Valérie. Diana would scarcely believe the woman approaching her was in her eighties. Though Grandmère’s gentle smile would
raise a host of lines around her eyes and mouth, she was notorious for her
beauty. When entering the room she may have leaned an umbrella
against the table that carried a statue of her younger self, for Diana
would soon learn (as she later recorded in the 1981 guidebook) Grandmère ‘took a daily walk round the three communicating rooms with an
umbrella through her elbows and behind
the back so as to preserve that wonderful regal bearing for which she was so
renowned.’
Sculpture of Valérie,
by Prosper d’Épinay

During Pierre’s introductions his
grandmother could put her grandson’s
wife at ease by pointing out that ‘Diane’
was one of her given names and she had
more than once been depicted as ‘Diana
the Huntress’. If Diana was uncertain
about the appropriate form of address
for Pierre’s grandmother—was she
‘Baronne’ or ‘Madame de Bosmelet’?—
Valérie herself would insist on ‘Grandmère’, for ‘Madame de Bosmelet’
would be correct but could annoy her
daughter, who had been the daughter of
one ‘Baron de Bosmelet’, the sister of
another, and the mother of a third, but
could only properly be called ‘Madame
Soyer’.
At some point in the conversation someone would mention Pierre’s
daughters, Monique and Béatrice, now back in Dieppe with Geneviève.
Diana would make it clear that she was looking forward to seeing the
girls (it is unknown if she had already met them in London). Any allu38

sion to Geneviève might have made Pierre nervous, but Grandmère could
relieve the situation by launching into the story of her romance with
Pierre’s grandfather, also named Pierre, who was her second husband and
she his second wife.
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Chapter 4
LONG BEFORE DIANA ACTUALLY MET VALÉRIE she would undoubtedly have heard a great deal about her from Pierre. Pierre wrote at
length about Valérie because she played a large role in his upbringing
and was a living link with a more distance past. She could, for example,
tell her grandson about her mother-in-law—Pierre’s great-grandmother—
Blanche de Virieu, who died at the age of 89 in 1904, two years before
Pierre, was born. Blanche’s husband, the Baron Ambroise de Bosmelet,
had died fifty years earlier, but the widow continued to look after the estate and her two sons—Pierre and Gentien—until the eldest came of age
and eventually married, twice. The second wife of Baron Pierre de
Bosmelet was Valérie. So, after 1879 and for a quarter of a century,
Valérie lived at Bosmelet with her mother-in-law, the dowager baronne,
Blanche. More than once in his memoir our ‘Pierre’ mentioned Blanche
as a strong protector of her family and property, and she and her second
daughter-in-law must have respected each other. Blanche had, in fact,
been Ambroise’s second wife after his first wife died while giving birth
to a daughter, Marie. After a brief interval Ambroise married Blanche,
who came from a well-connected but not particularly wealthy family.
She was much younger than her husband and quickly gave him his two
sons.
Blanche was a thorough monarchist, and didn’t approve of the upstart, Louis Napoleon. When her husband died in 1854, she even had her
eldest son pay homage at the court of the Comte de Chambord, whom
she referred to as Henri VI. Pierre was only sixteen at the time, but
Blanche felt his inheritance of the title of baron would not be proper unless approved by the legitimate royal line. Blanche also arranged—
through some German relatives on her father’s side—for her eldest son,
Pierre, to enter the service of the King of Bavaria so he might avoid
serving in Louis Napoleon’s army. As insurance, Blanche did allow her
younger son, Gentien, to serve in the French Army, where he made a
twenty-seven-year career for himself. Pierre’s sojourn in Bavaria lasted

only three years. According to the memoir written by his
namesake grandson,
Pierre was ordered to
take part in a duel
with a Prussian, and
when he asked why,
was told, ‘Simply
because he’s a Prussian.’ Then Pierre,
without really meaning to, managed to
kill the Prussian,
which, for some
reason, didn’t impress his comrades.
Meanwhile Pierre fell
in love with a girl in
Munich, but Blanche
considered a serious
connection out of the
q u e s t i o n a n d a rranged for Pierre to
Gentien de Bosmelet 1844-1927
return to France
where, in 1862, he married Julie de Chef d’Hôtel, who was wealthy but
proved also to be somewhat mad. Various legal papers (to be mentioned
later) indicated that Pierre had been put under pressure by a maiden aunt,
Eulalie de Bosmelet, who was very elderly and also happened to have
inherited much of the land around the estate, and she threatened to sell it
outside the family if her nephew didn’t marry someone suitable. Pierre
reluctantly married Julie, but as soon as his aunt died in 1869 and the inheritance was secured, he obtained a legal separation from his wife.
Since Grandmère had lived through the ‘War of 1870’ (called in Britain the ‘Franco-Prussian War’), she must have been asked by her grandson, Pierre, at some point whether her husband, having once served in
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the Bavarian Army, ended up fighting on one side of the conflict while
his brother, Gentien, fought on the other. She could have answered by
handing him a little book that her husband wrote about his service during
the war with the Gardes Mobiles. So both brothers fought for France
against the Germans, Gentien in the regular army and Pierre in the reserves, and both tasted the bitterness of defeat.
Sometime during or right after that brief war Pierre’s grandfather, by
then legally separated from his wife, was in Paris visiting a relative when
he briefly met for the first time Valérie. According to Pierre’s memoir,
she was ‘a ravishing but very young girl of fifteen’ who was the illegitimate daughter of a dancer in the Paris Opera House. Shortly afterward
the dancer ‘died while giving birth to a son, Raoul’ who was himself
killed in battle in 1870. The father of both children was Arthur de Woelmont, and, according to Pierre’s memoir, Arthur planned to marry his
mistress as soon as his disapproving father died.
Sil van Doornmalen9 has proven that Valérie’s mother was named
Victorine Desirée Hélouis and did not die while giving birth but lived
until 1906 (and I’ve seen evidence elsewhere that she probably was a
dancer). She gave birth to Valérie’s brother, named Raoul de Woelmont,
in November 1853, fourteen months before Valérie’s birth on 16 January
1855. Raoul (actually christened ‘Arthur’, but preferring ‘Raoul’) was
not killed in 1870, but died in 1888. If Arthur (senior) was waiting for his
father to die, it was not so he could marry his mistress (which he never
did). Possibly Arthur did wait for his inheritance to be secured, so he
could then divorce the wife he already had. Pierre’s memoir failed even
to mention that Arthur was married, but Sil has discovered that on 8 June
1854 Arthur had married the daughter of a wealthy Belgian family,
Valérie de Wal. Shortly after his father died on 7 March 1856 Arthur divorced his wife (9 November 1857). Sil has pointed out that there is
good reason to believe that Valérie de Wal was actually quite eager to
divorce the philandering Arthur, but that Arthur stalled, hoping to extract
some money from his wife before setting her free.
The inaccuracies in Pierre’s memoir probably arose because he was
misinformed by his mother or Grandmère or both, for understandable
reasons. The rest of Pierre’s brief account of Arthur de Woelmont is not
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contradicted by Sil’s research. Arthur de Woelmont was an eccentric son
of a Belgian baron who possessed considerable wealth and political
status. Arthur’s three younger brothers all became respectable civil servants like their father, but Arthur spent most of his youth in Paris, supposedly studying but mainly carousing and spending his father’s money.
Since Pierre did not know the full story, he could not point out that when
Arthur’s mistress, Victorine, gave birth to a daughter, Arthur made the
odd decision to call the infant Valérie—the name of the wife he intended
to divorce—although he also
gave his illegitimate daughter three other names as well
as his surname.

Valérie with her father,
Arthur de Woelmont

Arthur steadily lost money
through gambling and bad
property deals. Although he
acknowledged his two children and raised them (rather
badly), he never married
their mother. Pierre’s memoir depicted his grandmother,
Valérie, as having been a
headstrong girl who ‘was
mistress-of-the-house at age
thirteen when she ran the
château d’Amerzoon—their house in Belgium—for her father.’ Once
during a dinner there for ‘an old English friend’ of Arthur, her father
made some unfavourable remark about the meal; the girl shrugged her
shoulders and her father slapped her in front of the guest. When a valet
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came in with a torch to conduct
Arthur and his guest to the sitting
room, Valérie grabbed the torch
and set fire to the curtains.
It was, according to the chronology in Pierre’s memoir, two
years later that fifteen-year-old
Valérie first met Pierre’s grandfather in Paris. But by the time
she was seventeen her father had
married her off to one of his
friends, described by Pierre as a
‘rich Scottish Lord.’ Records
show the marriage took place in
London on 13 August 1874,
when Valérie was nineteen, and
the groom, James Cornwall
Valérie de Bosmelet,
Miller, about forty-two. Miller
portrait by Marie d’Épinay
had a military career and there is
no sign he was a ‘Lord’– or much of a gentleman, according to Pierre’s
memoir. ‘Unfortunately, on returning from a honeymoon in Italy, the
brave Scot gave a grand dinner at his manor in order to present his young
wife aged 17 [sic] to his tenants and friends.’ Naturally they served venison, but it was rather high, and Valérie refused to eat any. Her husband
gave her a slap; she ran off to London; there she met up with her father
who wanted to challenge his son-in-law to a duel but discovered this was
no longer legal in England. Valérie contented herself with a divorce—
easier to obtain in England than in France. Less than three years after the
wedding, Miller sued in court for a dissolution of the marriage on 27
January 1877.
The divorce papers provide the two main dates and also Miller’s
claim that the marriage was never consummated—which, considering the
age disparity and his ill-manners, seems feasible. He also claimed that
‘on numerous occasions’ since the marriage Valérie ‘has committed adultery with the Baron Pierre de Bosmelet and with divers other men whose
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names are unknown to your petitioner.’10 Miller also alleged that about
the month of July 1876 Valérie ‘cohabited with the said Baron de Bosmelet as his wife and habitually committed adultery with him at the Pension
Neptune at Zürich’ and likewise in Belgium.11 The Baron, by the way,
was six years younger than Miller but still seventeen years older than
Valérie.
While normally the husband accepted the burden of guilt, Miller put
all the blame on Valérie. But she just wanted to end the marriage, and
Pierre was not inclined to deny the claims. He wanted Valérie to be free
to re-marry, and he wanted the same thing for himself.
Pierre’s mother, Blanche, can’t have been pleased that he wished to
divorce the wealthy Julie in order to marry a divorcée, half his age, illegitimate, and probably lacking a dowry. On the other hand, Julie had not
given birth to a child (since Pierre never went near her) and Blanche was
desperate for her elder son to produce an heir to the Bosmelet titles and
land: otherwise everything might go to her younger son, the somewhat
rebellious Gentien (suspended from his lycée in 1862 for cheating on exams, and enrolled in the Saint Cyr military academy the next year). The
difficulty of gaining a divorce from Julie in France drove Pierre to try to
obtain one in Connecticut, and when that failed, he became a citizen of
Switzerland, where he obtained a divorce and was finally able to marry
Valérie on 24 May 1879. Valérie produced a daughter, Henriette, in 1880
and a son, Adrien, in 1882.
Even before the children were born, but with that prospect in mind,
Blanche had found it impossible not to accept her son’s marriage to such
a beautiful creature, however strange her background. But her acceptance
was conditional, which led to the acquisition of one interesting souvenir
of Valérie’s marriage to Pierre de Bosmelet that his grandson could show
to Diana during her first tour of the château. Since her son had been
named in the scandal of Valérie’s divorce and then tarnished by the peculiar steps taken to obtain his own divorce, Blanche required that Pierre
obtain some ‘royal’ approval, so once again Pierre had to ‘pay homage to
the Comte de Chambord whom she called Henri V,’ as his grandson recorded in his memoirs nine decades later. ‘The Pretender accorded Pierre
de Bosmelet an audience and even had the grace to give him a horrible
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alabaster paper-weight marked with a royal crown and some fleur-delys.’ He added the information—no doubt gained from his grandmother—that on receipt of the gift his grandfather ‘kneeled down and overflowed with tears (like a calf, he later said, mocking himself).’
Valérie’s success in providing her husband with a daughter and a son
as heirs caused some tension within the wider family, for Pierre already
had two ‘heirs’: his younger brother, Gentien, and his older half-sister,
Marie. All three had obtained lands from their shared father, with the
oldest son, Pierre, also taking the title of baron. But for nearly twenty
years after Pierre first married, it looked as if he might never have children—or at least not legitimate ones, while Julie refused to give him a
divorce. If Pierre died, Gentien was due to inherit—and he had finally
married in 1876 and was eager to have children. Their elder half-sister,
Marie, already had a son—who might become Baron de Bosmelet if both
her half-brothers failed to produce legitimate heirs.
Diana’s Pierre, having specialised in international law, was bound to
be interested in this, and described in his memoir how Marie and Gentien
encouraged Julie to challenge her husband’s Swiss divorce in a Papal
court, hoping to have his new marriage declared bigamous and his two
children illegitimate. It took years before a final decision was made: that
the divorce, the second marriage, and the legitimacy of Henriette and Adrien were all valid.12
Pierre’s grandson wrote in his memoir that with the legal position
technically sorted out, Blanche and her son, Pierre, ‘were able to continue to frequent the noble circle at the faubourg St. Germain, but Valérie
was barely tolerated.’ If not everyone approved of Valérie, many more
did. ‘During the winter months in Paris,’ wrote her grandson, ‘Valérie
turned many heads and inspired a veritable passion in her sculptor,
d’Épinay…who used her as the model for several busts….’ Diana would
have seen three or four of these during her first visit to Bosmelet, but
there is no evidence that among these was d’Épinay’s ‘La Ceinture
Dorée’, which Pierre described in detail in his memoir while asserting
that his grandmother was the model for this famous nude sculpture. The
work was exhibited to great acclaim in 1874—the year the nineteen-yearold Valérie was first married—but the only scholarly work on d’Épinay
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that mentioned the inspiration for this particularly sculpture merely said that d’Épinay used
several models.13 Pierre added that his grandfather, during the long stay in Italy while he
battled about the divorce case in the papal court,
came to believe there was nothing ‘inconvenient
in someone posing nude for an artistic work.’
D’Épinay had a studio in Rome for some years,
and Pierre’s memoir suggests that it was at that
studio that the Prince of Wales, the future Edward VII, first met a ‘very beautiful model, and
repressed his natural tendencies when d’Épinay
explained that she wasn’t a professional model
but a woman of society.’ The Prince then said to
Valérie, ‘Permit me to pay you a great compliment: You strangely resemble my wife, the Princess Alexandra.’ D’Épinay had already sculpted
the Princess in 1865, and would do more busts
of her and of many other royal and noble figures
in Europe—though not as nudes.
In the 23 August 1936 entry in her diary Diana wrote, after her first three weeks at Bosmelet, ‘…I feel so settled and installed and feel as
if I knew Grandmère for years….’ She did not
Prosper d’Épinay’s
write again until 20 September, describing a din‘La Ceinture Dorée’
ner with nineteen guests during a weekend
shooting party. She wrote that she ‘had only been out twice before’—
whether during this shoot or previous ones is unclear—but ‘managed
surprisingly well: two partridges on first day, on second day two braces,
and the third day five.’ She also mentioned having ‘a wonderful tea at
the farm with all the farmers and their wives and children.’ A week later,
on 27 September, notice appeared in the newspaper Figaro about an
event at Bosmelet that Diana didn’t even find time to mention in her diary:
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Last Thursday the dowager Baroness de Bosmelet [Pierre’s grandmother]
brought together in her château de Bosmelet some friends who had the
pleasure to applaud, in the course of an interesting musical evening, a select programme which included Mme Stiévenard-Lavello, the well-known
pianist; Mme Labrand, whose voice was so appreciated, as well as Mme
Foisy, violinist, and M. Foisy, an excellent cellist. The beautiful voice of
Baroness Soyer de Bosmelet [Diana] closed this agreeable session.’

Paul and Marie-Louise Foisy were friends and neighbours from Bellencombre, and Paul was also a frequent visitor for the shooting. It may
well be that Grandmère organized this event as the finale for Diana’s first
visit to Bosmelet. With the law courts reopening for the Michaelmas
term, Pierre would need to get back to work in London, and Diana may
have found the last two months more than exciting. The visit to Bosmelet
had been a success, and not only by introducing Diana to Pierre’s family.
She didn’t write in her diary again until 19 November, when she mentioned that Pierre had gone for the weekend to Bosmelet with her brother,
Tony. But Diana chose to stay in England ‘as I am expecting a baby’.
Judging from the date of the eventual birth, Diana probably conceived at
the end of September, perhaps just before leaving France.
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Chapter 5

DIANA’S NEXT DIARY ENTRY from Bosmelet was written on 1 December
1936, as she began her second visit, but the abdication crisis in Britain
was much on her mind.
We arrived here yesterday fairly nasty crossing.
We have been through an exacting period in England. Both Pierre & I of
course were on [Edward VIII’s] side and against Baldwin and the Archbishop. Pierre more so than I. I was all for a compromise, I couldn’t see
why Baldwin…could not pass a bill for a morganatic marriage as the King
wanted. Of course he did not want to as the King was too popular & socialistic inclined—He, Baldwin, said the Dominions would not stand for it
—had he really tried?
Of course the King had been foolish…scandal…photos in American papers
…. We sent a Xmas card to the Duke of Windsor, signing ourselves ‘his respectful and devoted one-time subjects.’

Diana returned to her diary on Christmas Eve. ‘Pierre goes shooting
every day from morning until evening.’ While Pierre was clearly enjoy-

Bosmelet Shooting Party (c. 1937) with Diana in the centre and on the far
right Pierre, whose armband may denote the recent death of his grandmother.

ing his much-loved past-time, Diana showed far less interest than she did
in September. ‘In the afternoon I join P. shooting. Don’t much care to
shoot rabbits. Can’t hit them and when and if I do I hate the way they
wriggle. But there is nothing else to do. Pierre is mad about it: can’t even
get him to come to the village with me.’
Feeling neglected, Diana was also disturbed by the behaviour of her
mother-in-law and even of Grandmère.
Sunday Dec. 27
Xmas is over. A lot of old fogies came & have now left. On Xmas day we
decorated the tree & the farm children came up and were given presents. It
was all very formal and everyone very shy. I suggested musical chairs & it
had a great success. I thought the present-giving was rather clumsily done
—[the children lined up] and then Pierre, Self & Madame Soyer went
round cutting off things from the tree & giving them indiscriminately.
Nobody knew the children’s names. It seems to me much better the way we
used to do it at home, by calling out their names and giving them something appropriate to their age and sex.

Diana was also thinking about future visits after their child was born
in June or July and worried about the room arrangements when they
came over again later in the summer, when Pierre’s daughters, only four
and three years old, were also visiting Bosmelet at that time.
Twice now I have tackled Madame Soyer about the room for the child. She
had offered to go to Pierre’s old room so we could have hers, but will it
ever happen? Pierre said very firmly that the child should have our present
room & we must have hers. …Her idea (quite mad) was that all three children [would be] in two rooms at end—imagine the English Nurse, the
French governess, the newly born child and the two other children—all
thrown together in one room.

Pierre’s daughters, Monique and Béatrice (or Babs), were actually
scheduled to visit Bosmelet on 29 December, to see their father and stepmother, and receive their gifts. The day before Diana was dismayed by
some of Madame Soyer’s preparations: …the goings on are really so extraordinary…never known such meanness.’ Diana described how her
mother-in-law had a decent rug rolled up and put out of way and instead
used ‘horrid little cheap Turkish rugs. On the other hand Madame Soyer
is always saying how proud she is of Bosmelet, so that one would think
she might try to make it look its best.
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If Diana wondered aloud about
her mother-in-law’s strange behaviour, Pierre might well have
provided some of the information
about her earlier life that he later included in his memoir. He evidently
felt that his mother and her brother—
his uncle Adrien—had somehow
suffered ‘small dramas’ because their
mother, Valérie, possessed such
stunning beauty ‘which lasted until
her death.’ Valérie’s husband, the
Baron Pierre de Bosmelet, died in
1903 (age sixty-five), when Valérie
was still in her forties and the two
children in their twenties.
Adrien was much more like his
mother than his father. A ‘very handsome boy,’ according to his nephew’s
memoir, ‘very fine, very cultivated, a
musician and poet,…feeling no attraction for the military life…[but possessing] scientific curiosity…romantic with women without facing material realities.’ He was certainly surrounded by strong women. At the
age of eleven Adrien was sitting at the dinner table when someone mentioned the recent assassination of the President of the Republic, Sadi
Carnot, and the boy said ‘the poor man’, and his eighty-year-old grandmother, Blanche, immediately slapped him, saying, ‘That will teach you
for being a Republican!’
Death carried off Adrien’s royalist grandmother just a year after it
took away Adrien’s father, so after 1904 Valérie had complete control of
her children’s upbringing. Adrien had recently been enrolled in St. Cyr—
France’s military academy—but he was always falling in love: the memoir mentioned one anonymous society lady and a famous opera singer,
but also asserted that Adrien went ‘from love affair to love affair, never
experiencing anything as deeply as an impossible love for his mother.’
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Pierre clearly believed that this was probably the reason why his uncle
‘Adrien tried to kill himself—but succeeded only in firing a bullet into
his chest’—possibly a ‘last deception,’ but if he planned to hit his heart,
he got the wrong side ‘because he was watching himself in a mirror.’
Valérie took Adrien to one of the foremost surgeons in Paris, who
opted for an innovative way to extract the ball and inadvertently sectioned the main nerve of the right arm, leaving Adrien with a paralyzed
hand and an atrophied arm. Constant pain led to drug addiction, until the
family doctor wanted him to go to a detoxification clinic. But Adrien
managed to escape his drug-dependence through a strong act of will. ‘Of
course, there was no longer any question of his becoming an officer, and
he remained with his mother until his death.’
Adrien’s name appeared among a
syndicat des apiculteurs in 1919,
and locals punned that he was the
‘Baron de Beau Miel’. One friend
allowed Adrien to pass through his
garden so he could discreetly visit
his lover, Alice Graille, whom Adrien had set up as a dressmaker in
Auffay. After Alice died of tuberculosis, a little girl once saw Adrien in
town looking depressed. She spoke
to him: ‘You must be sad.’ And he
replied, ‘You’re the only one who’s
said anything.’14
The prospect that Adrien might
never marry and have children apparently stimulated Valérie to encourage Adrien’s older sister, Henriette, to marry and produce an heir to
inherit Bosmelet. When Pierre wrote about Henriette in his memoir, he
was describing his own mother who had recently died, but years earlier
he may have told these same stories to Diana so she would better understand her new mother-in-law. He wrote that, at the time of her father’s
death, Henriette was ‘a charming young girl’ with a gift for painting. Her
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parents would never spend on art schools the money they reserved for
her younger brother. Henriette was also ‘disappointed in the impossible
competition with a mother who was too beautiful’, and this added to ‘the
natural preference of girls to prefer the father.’ Pierre believed his mother
had ‘not been very happy in the bosom of her family,’ and her ‘caustic
spirit’ caused her to turn to 18th century values and to her grandmother,
Blanche. She did manage to study painting for a brief while at the
Académie Julien in Paris and she had many personal friends among
artists throughout her life such as Yvonne de Coppet, Bunny Stewart,
Henri Vincent-Anglade, and d’Épinay’s artistic daughter, Marie, but
Pierre added that the greatest influence on Henriette was ‘an astonishing
woman, Lotus de Païni, a painter gifted with great talent and a most
lively intelligence, especially interested in esotericism.’
Pierre’s memoir said much more about Lotus, and a Bosmelet family
album included a photograph, c. 1900, showing two women in some
grassy area, sitting on a blanket, with paints and brushes all around as the

older of the two women paints a portrait in profile of the younger woman. Another photograph showed that very portrait hanging on a wall
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inside the château, and was probably still there when Diana first visited
Bosmelet. The painter was Lotus de Païni and Henriette was her subject.
Lotus was born in Italy in 1862, but her second husband was French
and between 1899 and 1903 they possessed a château at Sévis, 5 kilometres from Bosmelet. When the portrait was painted Henriette was in
her early twenties and Lotus about eighteen years older. Henriette’s son
commented in his memoir that ‘Lotus had no trouble making an admirer,
almost a disciple, of the young Henriette, despite the discreet opposition
of Valérie and of Adrien and then of the man she married in 1904.’
Henriette did have various flirtations before finally marrying at the
age of twenty-four, but her father had always disapproved of the young
men. About the handsome director at the sugar factory in Auffay, her
father said: ‘Can you imagine yourself behind the counter selling lumps
of sugar?’ There were two brothers, Henri and René Sarazin-Levassor,
from the automobile manufacturing family: Henriette’s father always referred to the eldest as ‘the ugly beard’ and said the younger was ‘too fat.’
There was Yvonne de Coppet’s brother, Marcel, a friend of Gide and a
future Governor General in the African Colonies: Pierre does not record
what his grandfather said about him, but noted that Marcel was not really
interested in women. It was actually Valérie who put her foot down when
Henriette managed to ‘inflame’—as Pierre put it—the American artist
Bunny Stewart, who was too old and alcoholic, a ‘barbarous drunk’, as
Valérie described him. But once Valérie’s husband died and her son became an invalid, she concentrated on match-making for her daughter.
According to her grandson’s memoir, Valérie had an old friend from
Belgium, Madame Burat, who was a close friend of Madame Lucien
Soyer, née Amélie Ehrler, Pierre’s paternal grandmother. Amélie’s father,
an Alsatian, was a high-class carriage-maker who married his daughter
off to Lucien Soyer, the son of a manufacturer of high-quality leather upholstery: an excellent match in business terms and also politically, as
both families staunchly supported Louis Bonaparte and the Empress Eugénie was a major customer.
Valérie had recently been widowed and Amélie had little to do with
her husband after producing a son and a daughter. She was a very attract54

ive woman, ravishing in her
younger days, and simply had
nothing in common with her
husband, Lucien, who was very
fond of horses, riding, foxhunting with friends in England, and gambling at the races.
Somehow Amélie came to meet
Valérie after consulting with
Madame Burat about how to
furnish a house where she could
spend time with a lover, some
admiral.
Diana may have had to remind herself that when her husband referred to the beauty and various flirtations of Valérie and Amélie, he was
actually talking about his two grandmothers. In any case, Pierre’s memoir asserted that Valérie understood that Amélie’s son, Robert, was heir to
a considerable fortune, and that his mother felt he had avoided marriage
long enough: he was nearly thirty years old and needed to settle down
after a rather adventurous youth.
Robert had been quick-witted
enough to do well at the Lycée
Condorcet, but shared his father’s
love of ‘horses, the race-course,
Anglicism [Anglophilism?],’ and
English fox-hunting. He also ‘loved
cards and naturally the prettiest
girls, matches on Sarah Bernhardt’s
tennis court with her son, Maurice,
often as witness, drinking sessions,
getting into debt….’ But Robert’s
father, Lucien, told him it was time
to settle down and get married.
When Robert showed no interest in
doing either, his father arranged for
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him to take a trip to Mexico where he could stay with friends who had
become great landowners there.
A passenger list showed Robert Soyer, age twenty-nine, ‘merchant’,
arriving in New York aboard the Lucania on 21 November 1903. According to his son’s account, Robert then lost a great deal of money while
learning to play pocket billiards. Once he reached Mexico, Robert discovered that the family friends had a huge ranch on which they raised
bulls for the arena. His hosts had a traditional way of amusing guests by
guiding them into the arena and then turning a bull loose. Robert was
very athletic in his youth, strong as a Turk, with great reflexes—also an
excellent ice-skater—and he was able at the last moment to jump the barrier to escape the charging bull. He moved to Mexico City and was hired
as a cashier at the stadium where the great national teams of Mexico
played pelote basque. Large sums were bet on the games, and the cashier
was armed with two very visible revolvers. Team captains made corrupt
deals with betting syndicates, and Robert often picked up useful tips by
letting people think he could barely understand Spanish. He made a lot of
money which he spent on women, including, unfortunately, the beautiful
mistress of a very large toreador.
Robert quickly caught a train for San Francisco, played more billiards, deliberately losing till the stakes were raised, before employing
what he’d learned in New York. He earned enough money to buy his passage back to France, arriving without warning only a few months after
he’d left. His father was delighted to see him, and, believing the trip had
made a man of him, he accepted Robert into partnership at the tannery,
and also hoped he might soon marry. But Robert had missed Paris and
also the horses, so he did a good deal of socializing, took part in the annual Cirque Molier—near the Bois de Boulogne, where fashionable
people rode horses and watched a few professionals do stunts—and he
became a great friend of the Comte de Valon, who organized the foxhunts in the fôret d’Halatte. Valon was much older, had been a brave soldier in the 1870 war, and remained loyal to the Bonapartists even after
they fell. Valon was also a great friend of the Rothschilds, and Robert
often went hunting with them. Like Valon, Robert was entirely on the
side of Dreyfus and had many Jewish friends.
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Hunting party, c. 1910, location unknown.
Pierre Soyer is first right, Henriette third from right, and Valon fifth.

Diana must have been pleased that Pierre’s family socialized with the
French branch of the Rothschilds while her own family were friends with
the English branch. And since she and Pierre had so recently come together—despite some opposition in her family—she would wonder how
Pierre’s parents fared in their courtship. In his memoir Pierre stressed
that his two grandmothers arranged for the couple to meet; Robert found
Henriette refreshing compared with the sort of women he’d been cavorting with in Paris; Henriette thought Robert was handsome and was conscious that she herself was nearly twenty-five, which some thought was
leaving marriage a bit late. Henriette could also see that Robert’s parents
lived very comfortable lives—and rather separately (chacun de leur
coté). Robert’s father was keen for him to marry, and Henriette’s was no
longer around to cause obstruction.
After a brief engagement, the couple were married on 22 November
1904, in the chapel at Bosmelet. A more lavish and expensive wedding
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was ruled out, according to the notice in Le Gaulois (28 Nov.), by the
grief for the recent deaths of the bride’s father and grandmother. Pierre
may not have mentioned to Diana, if he even knew, that one of the escorts for the two bridesmaids was André Bérard, who was later the father
of Pierre’s first wife.
For two years Henriette enjoyed the numerous parties, voyages, rich
relatives, and titled friends that her marriage offered. She also experienced ‘a bit of jealousy vis à vis Valérie whom her son-in-law admired a
bit too much and who tried to take part in some of the outings of the
young couple.’ Henriette’s artistic friends still had a special place in her
affections, including ‘Lotus de Païni, who exasperated Robert with her
argumentative attitude.’
Two years after the wedding their only child was born on 27 October
1906 and named after Henriette’s beloved father. Her relationship with
Robert began to break down. He still caroused with old school friends,
riding horses, drinking a great deal, and having their way with the girls,
and Henriette grew tired of pardoning his philandering. At this point in
his memoir Pierre expressed an opinion that he may not have confided to
Diana: ‘Among well-bred people, the husband and wife will end by according each other a liberty that is large and reciprocal—though it was
less so for Henriette.’
Pierre also wrote that his father ‘attached himself more and more to
Bosmelet and enthusiastically engaged in shooting, having become a bit
too overweight for the horses.’ His wife spent more time in Paris, to be
near her artistic friends and supervise young Pierre’s education. The
strange situation developed in which Pierre in Paris saw more of his
father’s mother, Amélie, than she saw of her own son, Robert, who spent
most of his time at Bosmelet with his wife’s mother, Valérie.
*
How much of this background information about Henriette was conveyed to Diana in the first year of her marriage is unknown, but one
would think she learned enough to empathise with her mother-in-law.
Both Henriette and Diana had domineering mothers whose glamour eclipsed their own; felt much closer to their fathers, though neither parent
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had appreciated their artistic ambitions; and both knew their husbands
possessed an overactive libido. Now, during her second visit to Bosmelet, Diana saw things subtly shifting. Madame Soyer was more assertive
than she had been during Diana’s previous visit, perhaps because Pierre’s
Grandmère had visibly aged since Diana had first met her only five
months earlier. And whether she was aware of it or not, Diana had also
changed, having recently realised that she was pregnant: and if she delivered up a son, he—and not Geneviève’s offspring—would be the future owner of Bosmelet.
At the moment there was another parallel encroaching on Diana’s
consciousness: Pierre’s father had been mad about shooting, and now
Pierre was out every December morning, with or without a shooting
party. Having confided to her diary on Christmas Eve that she couldn’t
‘even get him to come to the village with me’, six days later Diana wrote
one of her longest entries: about the difficulties that arose when fouryear-old Monique and three-year-old Béatrice (Babs) came to Bosmelet
for a day or two.
Wedn 30th
The children came over yesterday…Pierre was sweet and gave up his
whole day to playing with them. It was most exhausting. Madame S. &
Grandmère were of course very sentimental and silly about them. Tears in
the eyes, ‘les pauvres petites mioches’ the whole time, when the kids are
quite happy playing with their cousins & being with their mothers & have
2 sets of parents which they never had before—& Grandmère being able to
see them more often as they now live in France. Before they never came
over for Xmas or Easter.

While Diana acknowledged that Pierre’s mother and grandmother
were sad that his daughters did not live with their father at Bosmelet, she
preferred to see the silver lining. The ‘cousins’ were probably Christian
and Chantal, the eldest two children of Geneviève’s only sibling, her
older sister, Jacqueline Renaudeau d’Arc (who gave birth to a third child,
Martine, in the following year). Amid what should have been a happy
family gathering, Diana was disturbed not only by her mother-in-law but
even by the behaviour of the elderly Valérie.
Grandmère is extraordinary. In front of Monique when we were packing
up she said ‘I suppose they are taking the toys home to show to the people
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at V…’ I was furious & said, No certainly not, they are taking them home
to play with & then twice she asked Madame S. who said then back: Did
they admire the toys? Were they astonished? She by the way, had given
them nothing.

‘Grandmère one excuses because she is so old…, Diana added; her
mother-in-law’s behaviour was far worse:
Madame S. is also & nearly much more maddening with the children
[saying] things like, No this is your Home, not there, when Monique asked
if they were going home that evening. And Monique couldn’t understand &
said ‘but aren’t we going home to Mummy?’ so when Madame S. tried
again I very rudely shouted across the table—I was sitting at the top end—
‘Vous les embrouillez! Yes, Monique, of course you are going home to your
Mummy & then in the Summer when it’s fine & you can play on the Balançoir & with the sand in the Garden [when] you’re coming back to stay.’ I
was so enraged and so was Pierre…
[Madame Soyer] tries to complicate things & to unsettle their innocent
questioning little minds. She is always trying to tell Monique that she must
come & live here when she is grown up. Babs is too independent, won’t
listen…Monique tries to find things out & gets puzzled…& wants to know
what’s right.

The girls soon left, but other visitors came to Bosmelet a few days
later. ‘Monday Jan. [3]: Betty Leyris and husband Pierre are coming
today. Betty was Betty Holland, and strangely enough married a school
friend of Pierre’s.’ Pierre Leyris had been at the lycée Janson-de-Sailly
with Pierre de Bosmelet and became a prominent translator of British
and American literature, and his wife—a childhood friend of Diana—often worked with him. One can imagine that their visit occasioned a great
deal of reminiscence, in the course of which Diana and her husband
could learn more about each other’s childhood.
The 167-page memoir that Diana wrote in the 1960’s contained several stories about her youth. She wrote of going to Sunday lunches at the
house, near Marble Arch, of her maternal grandfather, Asher Wertheimer.
‘All around the dining room hung the huge and magnificent Sargent portraits of Grandpa and Grandma and all the Aunts and Uncles, 8 pictures
in all, now in the Tate.’ She also enjoyed visits to ‘Great Uncle Ludwig
Mond’s garden [in] St. Johns Wood…big conservatory full of ferns,
orchids, luscious grapes…In the house I remember a painting of Christ
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by Raphael, now in Nat. gallery as part of the Mond Bequest.’ She also
had some memory of the artist Walter Sickert, under whom her mother
had been an art student at the Slade. ‘Not a favourite in the house, where
he was nearly always drunk.’
Diana also remembered helping out when Edith Sitwell gave ‘the
first performance of Façade’, with the music composed and conducted
by a young William Walton.15 Despite being only eleven ‘I felt that the
whole performance depended on me.’ Her job, apparently, was to help
support the large megaphone through which Edith shouted from behind a
screen. At one point Edith fell back, fainting, and dropped the megaphone. ‘I rushed around and helped to splash water over her face… I
thought she must be dying—so did Willy Walton who, with her brothers
Osbert and Sachy, helped her to the sofa.’ On the front of the nineteenpage Façade programme Diana wrote ‘1st performed at Mrs Mathias, 13
Montague Square, London W1’. The event took place on 7 February
1922, and it was, in fact, the second performance, the first having occurred on 24 January at Edith’s home at 2 Carlyle Square. Attending that
performance was Diana’s mother, described
by another attendee as ‘a
high priestess of modern
art’ who ‘in spite of the
no doubt numerous remonstrances of her less
enterprising friends and
relations’ asked Osbert
to arrange another performance at her own
home.

Detail from cover page of
‘Façade’ typescript
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When the two couples, the Leyrises and the Bosmelets, spent the first
weekend of 1937 together, their childhood memories of the Great War
would have been stirred by the growing threat of a new war, already
broken out in Spain, where Franco’s fellow fascists, Hitler and Mussolini, were already using arms to crush a democratic swing toward socialism. Since both Diana and Betty were two years younger than their
husbands and lived in England throughout the war, the conflict had impinged less on their lives than on their husbands’. Diana herself declared
in her memoir, ‘I was born in 1908, strange how little I remember of the
WWI.’ She recalled being with her brother Tony and a nanny in Regents
Park on the day of the first Zeppelin raid (which was 31 May, 1915).
Feeding ducks on the lake; convalescent soldiers nearby; the Zeppelin
coming into view; black dots that grew and dissolved—‘we were told
they were anti-aircraft shells exploding’. A soldier said they’d be safest
on a boat on the lake. ‘Stayed for hours, rowed by the blue-clad soldier,
long after the Zeppelin disappeared.’ That, and the fireworks of the peace
celebration in 1918, were the only memories Diana recorded.
Any French boy born in 1906—like the two Pierres—would have
many memories of the war. Pierre de Bosmelet remembered being in his
parents’ apartment in the rue Malakoff in Paris and being awakened from
a nap by the sound of bells. He asked Grandmère what the bells meant.
‘The war, mon petit,’ she said, filled with emotion. ‘That’s terrible,’
Pierre sobbed, ‘it’s too soon—I’m too little to go!’
One of the two sons of Pierre’s great-uncle Gentien was killed in the
war. ‘Valérie rose above the ancient bitterness,’ Pierre wrote, ‘to express
her sympathy to her brother-in-law, who responded courteously, but their
contact stopped there.’ Pierre’s uncle Adrien, in his early thirties when
war broke out, wanted to serve the military as an interpreter because he
could speak German as well as English and French, but a medical panel
rejected him because of his crippled arm. Pierre’s father became a liaison
officer with a British cavalry brigade commanded by General ‘Cavanagh’
—evidently General Charles Kavanagh.
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Pierre recorded one story of his father’s active service. Adjutant Soyer was accompanying General Kavanagh on an inspection when the latter
wanted to have a look at no-man’s-land, and being undersized, the General wasn’t able to see even from the trench’s fire-step. He turned to his
faithful interpreter: ‘Give me a hand to climb over the parapet.’ The Adjutant quickly climbed up from the trench then reached down to pull the
General up by the arms.
‘They wandered a few metres
before the German fire became intolerable,’ wrote
Robert’s son. ‘“Merci,” said
the General to my father as
they descended; then he
turned to his staff officers—
who quite sensibly had remained in the trench—and
said “Good man that
Froggy”.’ Later on Kavanagh
received a set of decorations
to distribute in his brigade,
and he said to Robert, ‘Look,
there’s a Legion d’Honneur;
do you want it?’ ‘No, thank
you,’ said Robert, ‘since
France no longer has an Emperor, it doesn’t really interest
me.’ But he did accept a Distinguished Conduct Medal.
However well Robert conducted himself at the front, his behaviour
whenever he obtained leave was, according to his son, less meritorious.
‘During dead times Robert found horses and two pretty sisters at a
château in Picardy.’ Once, so that Pierre might have a chance to see his
father, Henriette took him to the seaside resort at Berck, not too far from
the front, but Robert ‘neglected to meet them there, preferring his pretty
Picardy chatelaine.’ (Twenty-five years later when Pierre was in Brazzaville to report to General Philippe Leclerc de Hauteclocque he mentioned
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that the General’s cousin in Picardy had been a ‘bonne amie’ of his father.)
Pierre’s memory was that his father actually did not enjoy visiting
Bosmelet when he was on leave because ‘he was a bit annoyed to find as
many military types at his house as he saw in Flanders or on the Somme.’
As mentioned earlier, Valérie arranged for her daughter and grandson to
spend a few months early in the war in the greater safety of England,
staying at the home of Valérie’s friend, Walter Cunliffe, the Governor of
the Bank of England, but when the western front stabilised, they returned
to Bosmelet—and Pierre felt ‘despair’ at leaving his new English friends
in ‘that land of welcome’. He soon discovered that ‘at Bosmelet Valérie
held open house and received all sorts of friends and acquaintances displaced by the war.’ Among them were: a mad American friend who married a count and dreamed of Hollywood; a de Woelmont cousin who was
an administrator in the Belgian Congo;16 Lotus de Païni ‘as ever’; and
soon some of the wounded soldiers convalescing at a Belgian army
centre in the fôret d’Eawy. Among the latter was ‘a future Benedictine
seminarian and Vatican archivist, the handsome Lieutenant Duez, a marvellous Sergeant Van Dieren, who had been shot by machine gun fire, a
gymnastic professor, etc.’
In the Bosmelet archives is a letter dated 14 June 1918, written on
‘General Headquarters, British Armies in France’ stationery, and signed
by J.B. Wroughton, who was in fact, General John Bartholomew
Wroughton, then aged forty-four, a trained barrister who was on the Adjutant General’s staff. He wrote to thank Madame Soyer ‘for so kindly
sending my bootjack’ which ‘my soldier servant’ must have left behind,
and also for her ‘kind messages and those of Madame la Baronne to
whom please give my best compliment.’ He promised that at his first opportunity he would ‘call on you and see my kind friends at Bosmelet.’
Pierre’s memoir never mentioned Wroughton but did refer to the British
taking over a Belgian camp in the fôret d’Eawy. Pierre wrote in passing
about a Scottish doctor and an ‘Irish architect who hated the English but
had to fight for liberty against the “abominable” Kaiser.’ However, Pierre
devoted about three pages to ‘the handsome Collier’, the owner of a shoe
factory in Northampton. This was John Veasey Collier, who would have
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been forty-four when the war broke out. He became a Captain in the
Northamptonshire Yeomanry.
‘He visited Bosmelet every weekend,’ wrote Pierre, ‘arriving quietly
on horseback, when the others usually arrived by automobile or bicycle.’
He obviously fell in love with Henriette, which rather disappointed
Valérie who was used to being the focus of men’s attention. Yet for
Christmas Collier gave Valérie a bottle of Atkinson’s Essence of White
Rose, her favourite perfume since her first marriage in England. Back
there Collier had a wife and five children, the youngest about Pierre’s
age. Collier’s eldest boy—‘Sonny’—was an infantry lieutenant who once
visited Bosmelet with his father during a short leave. On the next weekend, when Valérie was organizing a dance for various soldiers on leave,
Collier arrived as usual, and after his horse was put in the stable, Valérie
asked if Sonny had had a good trip back to his regiment. ‘Yes, Madame,
his return trip was fine, but the next day he was killed. I would ask you
not to speak of Sonny again.’ Valérie did as requested, and soon had Henriette and two of the serving girls busy dancing with all of the men on
leave.
Captain Collier took Pierre to visit his camp in the forest for a few
days. Surrounded by British soldiers as well as quite a few German prisoners, Pierre had his first taste of military life, and liked it very much,
‘except for the English cuisine.’ The boy had a horror of rice pudding,
but when bowls of it were placed in front of Pierre and the Captain after
lunch, Pierre forced himself to begin swallowing the horrible mixture.
Collier then said, ‘You don’t find it too bad then?’ asked Collier. ‘Me, I
can’t swallow the stuff unless it’s improved a bit.’ He brought out a
bottle of whisky and poured generously over both bowls.
Collier told Pierre that there was a lot of snobbery among the English
officers who disapproved of the fact that Collier allowed the German
prisoners to have musical instruments with which to pass the time, but
who really simply disliked Collier because he owned factories. It didn’t
matter that Collier kept a pair of horses for hunting foxes in Northamptonshire and even belonged to the Conservative Party: he was treated by
fellow officers with courteous disdain. Years later he became Mayor of
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Northampton, but had no chance of obtaining a seat in Parliament which
were reserved for members of the ‘Establishment’.
Collier had made the acquaintance of a charcoal-burner who lived in
the forêt d’Eawy with his family. The Captain once intervened for the
fellow with some forest wardens, and in gratitude the charbonnier
offered him the ‘usage’ of his seventeen-year-old daughter. After he politely turned this offer down, the Captain was given a puppy, which he
accepted and named ‘Dick’. At war’s end, before returning to England,
Collier gave ‘Dick’ to Pierre, who never had a better companion or hunting dog. A decade later when Pierre came over to London to become a
barrister, he visited Collier in Northampton.
Pierre’s stories of his war-time childhood display his admiration for
the English, and his growing animosity toward Germans. Early in the
war Pierre’s Grandmère received a letter from a former ‘Fräulein’ who
had loved both of her children very much, had taught them German, and
had greatly admired their father, ‘the handsome baron, a lieutenant of the
King of Bavaria’. When they grew up she left and was married in Germany. ‘Dear Baronne,’ she wrote to Valérie, ‘how happy I am that my
husband may make your acquaintance and be able to admire the château.
He is with our glorious troops conquering on the Somme and my letter
will doubtless arrive after him. Give my dear Adrien and my little Henriette a kiss from me.’ Pierre recorded that his Grandmère, being ‘more a
European of the 18th century than a nationalist’, said ‘Such a good woman!’—and Pierre’s mother was filled with such anger that she had to go
lie down: ‘she did not appreciate Germanic tact.’ Pierre himself once had
a governess who was a German Swiss and so excessive in her use of the
whip that she managed to upset both the boy and his mother. Another
governess whom Pierre liked much more, Mlle Heim, was an Alsatian
who greatly admired Germanic culture despite the fact that her family
had been exiled from Alsace in 1871, but when she tried to teach Pierre
German he was –‘repelled by gothic lettering and by the declensions
(though he loved Latin) and never made German his second language,
preferring Spanish.’
Pierre also wrote that Van Dieren—the Belgian sergeant who had
been shot by a German machine gun—had a young brother who secretly
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distributed the Libre Belgique newspaper in Brussels until he was caught
and shot by the Germans and also a
young sister put to death after being
raped by the soldiers. According to
Pierre, one of his uncle Adrien’s ‘flirts’
was Elizabeth Cahen d’Anvers, whose
son, Philippe de Forceville, along with
his cousin Nissim de Camondo, were
in the French Air Force. Nissim was
particularly handsome, and his sister
Nissim de Camondo
and father were friends of Henriette.
Although a dozen years older than
Nissim, Henriette felt ‘a love as great
as it was brief.’ Nissim was shot down in flames by the Germans in 1917,
and ‘Henriette cried forever in her heart’. According to Henriette’s
grandson, Robert de Bosmelet, ‘Mémé [Henriette] remained in contact
with [Nissim’s] sister, and it was Mémé who initiated the memorial
plaque on the museum outer wall as a tribute to the family who were exterminated in WW2 concentration camps.’ The ‘museum’ was the beautiful Parisian home of Nissim’s father, Moïse de Camondo, who died in
1935, bequeathing his home to be preserved as the ‘Musée Nissim de
Camando’. There are actually two plaques on the
wall of the museum,
Robert presumably meant
the one which named Nissim’s sister, Béatrice, her
husband and her two children, ‘déportés en
1943-1944 sont morts à
Auschwitz.’
Pierre, at the age of eleven, perhaps witnessed his mother’s grief over
the death in 1917 of the handsome Jewish pilot she loved so much. Nissim died in combat, and Auschwitz was then still in the future, but Nis67

sim’s death could only add to young Pierre’s antipathy toward the Germans.
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Chapter 6

AFTER WRITING ON 3 January 1937 that Betty and Pierre Leyris ‘are
coming today’, Diana then did not write another word about their visit.
The next paragraph had no separate dating but seems to relate to events
after the Leyris’s departure:
Pierre and I went to Dieppe, getting tired of the food here, longed for a
good lunch. Also [I] wanted to go to the Corsetiére. I felt sick after 6
oysters & a spoonful of Coquille St. Jacques. I was unable to drink more
than one glass of wine, and Pierre had the rest of the bottle…and the result
was quite deplorable. He got worse and worse. I tried to get him into a
cinema, but all were closed. Then he got it in his head to see Galimand.
Nothing would dissuade him. He dragged me right up the hill & if I ever
tried to stop or argue with him he got excited and started shouting. It was
dreadful.

Diana was about two months pregnant, perhaps relevant to her need
to see her corset-maker and to feeling sick. This didn’t stop Pierre, in a
foul mood, from rather cruelly ‘dragging’ her up a hill. Both Diana and
Pierre may have been affected by the time spent with Betty and Pierre
Leyris, a couple similar to them in background, yet enjoying a more collaborative marriage. Diana may have been depressed that her school had
kept her slender figure (according to paintings in the mid-1930’s by
Balthus) and was fluent in French and German. Pierre, perhaps finding
international law a bit dull, may have been eager to talk politics with his
friend and fellow Radical-Socialist, Lucien Galimand, who had been
elected to the National Assembly eight months earlier. It is possible that
Pierre was depressed by the need to return to England as the law courts
resumed operation, leaving behind the fresh air of Bosmelet and the daily
opportunity to go shooting or talk politics with friends.
In any case, according to the next entry in Diana’s diary on 7 February, they were back in England when they learned, probably a week

earlier, that Pierre’s grandmother was extremely ill. On 3 February Pierre
left for France, despite the weather being foul enough for Diana to decide
to follow later. ‘Grandmère died on Saturday evening, Feb. 6.’ Diana
must have left for France on the 8th for she was able to attend the funeral
service in Auffay on the 9th.
If any of Pierre’s favourite stories about his grandmother had not
been told to Diana already, she would have heard them now. Pierre’s
memoirs contain many. When Pierre’s father had done something that
particularly annoyed his mother, ‘Valérie had to intervene again to pick
up the pieces.’ Pierre noted that there was some rivalry for his affections
between his father, mother, uncle and grandmother, but he ‘loved his
grandmother, Valérie above all. Next came uncle Adrien….’ Since
Pierre’s father was so frequently away, especially during the war, ‘Pierre
became in fact the son of Adrien, who busied himself untiringly with the
child.’ Adrien ‘knew how to play, tinker, hunt, ride a motorcycle and
make his nephew participate in all his activities…above all the uncle
taught the boy to shoot and hunt.’ Pierre recollected that ‘one of the rare
times when Valérie showed anger with her son,’ Adrien, was the occasion
when Nissim de Camondo and his cousin ‘Pippo’ de Forceville were on
leave during the war and drove from the front on a motorcycle. Adrien
had his own motorcycle, but Pierre had only a bicycle. All four decided
they would like to go down to Auffay for some cider, and Adrien had the
bright idea of tying one end of a piece of string to the back of his motorcycle and the other end to a cork that Pierre could clench between his
teeth as he rode his bicycle: ‘If something goes wrong, just open your
mouth.’
‘When Valérie saw them returning, and bumping along the cobbles of
the lane between the gate and the château, she really believed that the life
of her grandson had been put at risk.’
Although Pierre was loved by his uncle, he was ‘adored by his
grandmother Valérie.’ Pierre remembered how she sat for hours at her
desk, keeping up her continuous correspondence with her numerous acquaintances, but she would
set it all aside in order to teach her grandson various things: to read the
time on her watch, orthography, mental calculations, the orientation of the
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sun applied to the hands on the watch, tapestry, innumerable games of patience, etc. She always came to read to him for half an hour before he went
to sleep and made him share her taste in 18th century memoirs.

Once the Comte de Valon told Valérie that the Prince of Monaco had
a passion for woodcock, so he invited him to shoot at Bosmelet, and the
Comte promised to send some truffles to bolster the princely meal.
Valérie was happy to receive the royal visit, and prepared her elevenyear-old grandson. ‘You will not say a word to him, and if he speaks to
you, you will reply in the third person; I will go on the hunt with the
Prince and Valon, and you can accompany me.’ When the Prince arrived at
Bosmelet, Valérie ‘made a profound
reverence. “Thank you, Madame, for
wishing to invite me.” “Monseigneur,
you are at home,” she said, rising as he
took her hand to kiss it.’ At dinner the
Prince talked endlessly of oceanography, about which Valérie knew nothing, yet she kept the conversation going
in such a way that the Prince asked,
‘How do you know all this, dear Madame? Very few people are aware of
my research.’ Decades later Pierre
commented in his memoir, ‘To this day,
I know nothing about this except that
he created the Marine Museum of
Albert I of Monaco, 1848-1922
Monaco.’
During the hunt for the woodcocks Valon suddenly stopped in a
forest lane to show the Prince some woodcock droppings. The Prince
immediately kneeled down, kneaded some of the droppings with his fingers, sniffed it, and concluded that it was fresh and the woodcock was in
the area. They soon shot three, and the hunt continued, but Valérie was
satisfied and retired with her grandson. ‘But, Grandmère, he is very dirty,
the Prince.’ ‘No, my child, it’s the hunt and nature; the Prince is a fine
hunter.’
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Thanks to his grandmother, Pierre took a liking to gardening; in the
autumn he helped her put geraniums on all the ground-floor windows;
and in the cellar he helped store the apple, pear and quince which
smelled so good and she allowed him two or three times a year to help
make preserves; he picked peas and haricots, and the flowers of the lime
trees.
Diana probably heard from her brother, Tony, a story Pierre recorded
in his memoir, since we know from her diary that Tony went to Bosmelet
with Pierre for a weekend just three months before Valérie died. Pierre
introduced Tony as his youngest brother-in-law, studying chemistry at
Cambridge. ‘Deploying all her charms,’ Pierre wrote, ‘Valérie overwhelmed the enchanted boy, until Pierre had to intervene gently toward
eleven o’clock to allow his grandmother to go to bed. “What an admirable woman! So beautiful! How did she know so much about chemistry?
I want to see her again soon. Can I return?”’
‘Valérie, at 82, had never let herself go,’ Pierre concluded. ‘She was
still beautiful, men always paying court and respects that seemed only
her due. For Pierre she was always the incarnation of beauty, tenderness,
the perfume of White Rose….’
Toward the end of the winter [1936] she slept in a room with a small
salon so she could continue to hold court. ‘Pierre, you remember about my
terror as a little girl at Amerzoon when during a burial the supposedly dead
man woke up and knocked so hard on the coffin that he was let out of it?’
‘Yes, Grandmère.’
‘Then promise me you’ll open some of my veins after my death. Only
you will keep such a promise. The doctor is very kind but he wouldn’t do
it. You promise?’
‘Of course, Grandmère’—was the irritated response from the last
Bosmelet of that era.
At the moment of death, a little later, Pierre asked the doctor, a friend
from the woodcock shoots, to cut the veins in Valérie’s wrists. Naturally
the doctor recused himself. ‘But Pierre, here’s a lancet, if you’re in the
mood….’ Pierre kept his promise, a last proof of his love for Valérie.

Two days after Valérie’s funeral, Diana described the event in her diary. Before leaving England she had confessed her trepidation to
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someone at Bury she had known for years and trusted implicitly: the
gardener, Mr. Brown.
Bosmelet Thursday Feb. 11th
Acting on Mr. Brown’s advice I
curtailed my participation in the
ceremony as much as possible. I
let Pierre & his mother see the
coffin carried out & only got up in
time to go to the Church. On
Monday evening Madame S. took
my black hat to the Village milliner
& had it draped with a thick black
crepe veil that hung down in front.
It was so hot and stuffy inside I
thought once or twice I was going
to suffocate.
The ceremony I found very
strange. When we arrived at the
Church we found Pierre standing
on guard under a kind to black
tent, or wigwam affair. Inside was
the coffin covered in wreathes &
surrounded with candles. Behind it stood Madame Fleury with a huge
candle about 12 ft high, and very fat, tied round with a bow of black tulle.
This apparently is an old local custom. The candle is called ‘la cierge
pleurante’ & has to be carried by the eldest serviteur, at least the farmer
whose family has been on the estate the longest. Apparently Madame
Fleury’s husband’s family has been on the estate for three or four generations. She is a war-widow.

‘The Fleury family, farmers for generations…,’ is mentioned also in
Pierre’s memoir. ‘Adrien inculcated in Pierre a profound respect for the
Grandmother Fleury, the perfect grand lady of the country who made her
own bread so admirable that Pierre took it for cake.’ Diana’s diary account of Valérie’s funeral continued to its strange end:
Pierre had no sister, but two sisters-in-law: Diana’s sister, Betty, and before that Geneviéve’s sister, Jacqueline Renaudeau d’Arc (née Bérard)
who probably came with her sister to the funeral.
We went & stood by Pierre’s sister[-in-law]17 under the tent by the side
of the coffin. The heat under the veil was frightful, & the smell of the
flowers and incense most oppressive. After bit people began to file past and
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we had to shake them all by the hand. Most fatiguing. Of course I hardly
knew who any of them were. Then the Curé, followed by his choir boys,
guests, etc. took the coffin and put it in front of the altar for the service. We
then followed. Pierre went on one side & I the other, with Madame Soyer.
Most uncomfortably I found Geneviève immediately behind—Madame S.
turned round & shook hands at the beginning of the service. I was rather
taken aback and thought I would do nothing about it, but changed my mind
when at the end the [illeg.] read out Monique & Béatrice’s names as thanking the people for coming & I thought after all she is their Mother & also
Grandmère was very fond of her & if she didn’t want to be seen or acknowledged why does she come & stand right up at the front—So just as we
were leaving I turned round & offered her my hand. I thought at first she
didn’t see, but then when she looked straight through me & as if I was shit I
realized she was refusing my hand, I felt so stupid, so furious & annoyed. I
was so annoyed with myself for having tried. It was & is the most horrible
feeling I have experienced for ages. Of course I did it from the best
motives, but it makes me rather hate her anyhow dislike her which I never
did before. Why the hell did she come & stand just behind me & every time
she knelt to pray I felt her breath on my back.18

A final note regarding the death of ‘Valérie Diane Theodora Napoleone’: that, with slight variations, is how her Christian names are inscribed in every official record available, but on the memorial plaque in
the Bosmelet family vault in Auffay, the first of the four names is
‘Diane’. No explanation is known.
*
Diana next wrote in her diary on 25 February, a fortnight after the
distressing funeral service, when she and Pierre were back in their London flat in Bryanston Court. ‘Pierre and I spend most of the time sorting,
re-cataloguing and pricing the stamp collection Grandmère left him.
Neither of us know anything about stamps, but found it most engrossing.
Amazing, one stamp is worth 4d and the next £4. You never know what
you may find.’ A week later she wrote about family tensions as her brother, John, ‘causes problems in some new company which Pa had set up for
Pierre to direct.’ This was ‘Tower Creameries Ltd.’, a margarine business in Mitcham registered on 24 February 1937. A generous Mr. Mathias recognized that an extra income-stream could be useful if Pierre’s legal practice was not proving very lucrative. Diana also noted that ‘My
mother-in-law is coming over on the 8th or 9th next week.’ On 19 March
Diana began her diary entry, ‘Mother-in-law,’
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[is] wonderfully tidy and gives no trouble. Pierre is quite changed, all
reserved and polite, & coiled up within himself…hides being perpetually
annoyed. He is so wonderfully courteous & polite to his mother, however
fault-finding & tiresome she is. I do admire it. Though I find it a great
strain trying to be likewise.
[After describing various social events:] Hope she will be pleased and
impressed that we know somebody and that Pierre and Self are popular.
She seems to think au fond that everyone will & does shun us, & that
Pierre has no work & will never get on here, & that he must come & live in
France. All that of course is absurd. I am always telling her so, but of no
avail. He does have some work…. Now that he is beginning to get known it
would be fatal to go away. It always is hard to stick to anything, but I am
sure of the need—it is that that counts.

The courts were recess before the Easter term, and it appears that
three days later Pierre and Diana travelled to France—with Madame
Soyer: perhaps the only way to get her to leave London. In any case by 2
April Diana was writing her next entry from Bosmelet.
We came over about 22nd with mother-in-law!
Shopping in Paris. Pierre always very good. Makes the vendeuse more attentive. Takes your arm and guides you across the Place de la Concorde or
Place de la Madeleine with perfect ease & sang-froid. He also knows what
Restaurants to go to and exactly what to order.
We are still in mourning so had to keep it a secret that we went to the
theatre.

After Paris-in-the-springtime, the couple went on to Bosmelet, where
‘At last, with the greatest difficulty imaginable my mother-in-law has
sadly said “Alors vous pouvez prendre la chambre en bas.”’ Pierre and
Diana could now use Grandmère’s former room, though it was very
cluttered. Diana remembered how Madame Soyer ‘used to always complain of her mother, but now won’t let the photos be taken down, and they
and prints cover the fine Louis XVI panelling. As soon at Pierre takes
photos from the mantelpiece, she put them back again.’
On 5 April—the day before the planned return to England, Diana felt
more at ease:
…helped the gardener to thin out the carrots in the frame; also cut the ivy
off the quince tree—in the afternoon walked up from Auffay with Pierre.
Got cramp in calf in middle of night; Pierre massaged and cured it. Pierre
is such a darling, and he is so sweet and patient with me, and explains
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everything to me and talks things over with me. He is much happier here
now. I think gradually he is taking things over and is becoming, as he
should be, the ‘master’ here.

Madame Soyer, however, was again causing difficulties the next day:
Supposed to be going back today, but Pierre busy dealing with one Farmer,
Giraud, who is consumptive, wants to buy or rent small farm belonging to
M. Soyer at St. Denis, and Pierre trying to get the farmer there at the moment to rent Giraud’s farm instead. Rushing between notaire and one
farmer and then the other.

They returned to England sometime before Diana’s next entry on 20
April. She was now in her seventh month of pregnancy, and there was a
scare over a blood clot, but it was resolved. She had further dramas with
Pierre, discussing whether to move to a new and larger flat, ‘when Pierre
said it seemed obvious we would go to live at Bosmelet in a year or two,
so why not now? His job will never be any good: the work just didn’t exist. The only thing that interested him is French Politics & for that he
must start nursing the constituency for at least four years.’ Diana said
she wouldn’t mind going back ‘if he was “master” and I was mistress,
but that otherwise it was impossible to live at Bosmelet with his mother.’
She also raised the sensitive topic of revenue, saying Madame Soyer
would have to share some of the income that came from the estate,
though she always complained about not having enough as it was. ‘But
Pierre agreed with me in the end to wait until his mother actually asked
us,…[then] to come to the rescue…we could do so at our terms instead of
hers. Also there is the faint hope that she may remarry.’
Madame Soyer clearly assumed that her son—the international lawyer, the first highly-educated professional in the family—ought to be
supporting her. Diana recorded that ‘Pierre has a wild scheme for travelling backwards and forwards twice a month (or even weekly). He also
does not want me to live in France with my mother-in-law, because he
thinks I would be unhappy.’ Pierre evidently thought these problems
could be solved if they lived in Dieppe. It would be the central location
for commuting to London and Paris, but Diana knew it was also a focus
for Pierre’s political ambitions—and too near Geneviève. Yet Diana also
wanted Pierre to make something of his chosen career. She consulted her
father who ‘does not agree that Pierre’s practice cannot be improved. He
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also thinks it is quite impossible for Pierre to keep up his connection with
London & for that matter make one in Paris when he lives in Dieppe.’
Although Pierre’s father and his mother’s father had both served in
the army without making a career of it, Pierre developed some vague
dreams of a military life, perhaps as a result of his mother reading too
much Dumas to him as a child, or because he quietly admired his rascally great-uncle, Gentien, who had pursued a military career for twentyseven years, campaigned in Mexico, fought in the Franco-Prussian war,
and earned a Legion d’Honneur. In his memoir Pierre recalled having on
the walls of his childhood bedroom ‘the ink drawings made by a wandering great-uncle who travelled by horse from The Tierra del Fuego to
Panama and passed by Easter Island.’ However, Pierre’s parents had
more lucrative plans for him. Robert Soyer had a great-uncle, Marcel
Jean Reboul, who had served on the Court of Appeal; and Robert’s
mother, Amélie, had been a cousin by marriage of Édouard Clunet, the
jurist who founded the Journal du droit international in 1874 and who
famously served as attorney for Mata Hari.
When Clunet died in 1922 the editorship of the Journal (later known
simply as ‘Le Clunet’) went to André Prudhomme, later one of Pierre’s
professors at the Sorbonne. But about the time that Pierre began attending the law school in Paris, his father thought it a good idea for him to
embark on legal studies in London, perhaps to perfect his English, or in
order to get him away from the strange girl he’d met at a night-club in
Paris. By June 1926—before his twentieth birthday—Pierre had already
passed one exam (in Constitutional Law) at Lincoln’s Inn. However,
Pierre was easily distracted from his legal studies, and admitted in his
memoir that, while back in Paris pursuing the elusive Jeannine, ‘he became disinterested in his third year of Law.’
Pierre initially worked in André Prudhomme’s law office in Paris, but
Prudhomme later recommended him to Jean Duhamel, who, according to
Pierre’s memoir, was ‘a French lawyer and Barrister-at-Law, like me,
who practiced in London as an expert on French law.’ Duhamel was also
‘a very handsome man, a former interpreter in the Great War, when he
knew my father, also interpreting for the English army.’ He was a ‘Society’ lawyer, with a congenial office. ‘He was always a likeable boss and
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became godfather for my second daughter [Béatrice, b. 15 Aug. 1933].’
Pierre recalled being ‘agreeably involved’ in one of the divorces of Barbara Hutton, but ‘unfortunately for the prosperity of the practice,
Duhamel managed to marry someone wealthy in France and…the
volume of business diminished.’ And now that Pierre himself had ‘married money’, his interests were gradually shifting from the law to politics.
In addition to arguing about Pierre’s legal career and where they
might live, there was, according to Diana, a ‘second question’ concerning
where their child, once it is born, would be brought up. ‘Pierre suddenly
became very conservative and conventional about it all. Stormy discussion & then to my astonishment, Pierre wrote a letter which I with great
difficulty answered.’
Whether arguing on paper helped resolve things or not, by the next
weekend they were in Bury where ‘Pierre has brought his books down
and is working on his article on taxation.’ Some compromise had been
reached. ‘Decided that we are definitely not taking the Flat. If we come
back in the autumn we can take a furnished flat or house for six months,
till we decide.’ Also: ‘Another reason for not taking the flat is my discovery that I only get £730 per year and not the £1,000 I was counting on. It
came as a great blow.’ She had a little rant about her father, money and
promises: no fur coat, or help with the rent, or anything extra for the
baby—a bed was all he’d helped with, and that was ‘only £20 at Heal’s’.
Diana remained in England to have her baby in a few weeks, while
Pierre carried on with his work in London and Paris and also tried to
smooth the path for their next visit to Bosmelet, not too long after the
child was born.
Regarding her mother-in-law, on 20 April Diana had expressed ‘the
faint hope that she may remarry,’ and eight days later she wrote: ‘Letter
from [illeg.] saying it looks and seems as if Madame S. & A.B. intended
marriage, but that as his wife had only just died, it couldn’t happen for
another month or so.’19
Until it was time to go to the London nursing home to give birth, Diana lingered at Bury, though she did go into London for some shopping
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on 8 May. ‘…crowds everywhere … The decorations [for the Coronation]
are hideous. Mostly white streamers, look like the week’s washing.’ A
week later Pierre went to France: ‘I phoned him about letter from [Clifford] Bennison [a friend and fellow lawyer] about the Mounette case, he
said all was going well, which I hope means the plans for Bosmelet.’ The
next day Diana wrote: ‘I do so miss Pierre. It seems as if he had been
away for weeks. I can’t join in with the others [at Bury], get tired
strolling around the garden. Have to retire to my room.’ And the following day, this:
When Pierre is away I get depressed & think how extraordinary it is
that he is divorced, or rather that he left Geneviève—I wonder how he
could have? The more we are together the more I find I want him and need
him. My whole life is centered around and revolves round him & our life
together. My family means so much less to me now…& poor Geneviève
after 4 years must have felt so much worse about it & two children. But I
must not dwell on that.

The next day, 19 May, Diana received a letter from Pierre, saying
he’d be back in two days. ‘All seems to be planning out wonderfully,’ Diana decided. ‘Madame S. & B. are getting married in September. Whether that will mean we are living there at Bos from then I don’t know, but
Pierre will tell me all about that.’
Pierre arrived two
days later, ‘in wonderful form. Have rarely
seen him so happy &
well or so sweet for
ages. We have decided
to stay on at Bosmelet
all this Autumn. In fact
to take up residence
straight away.’ So Diana was now willing to
do as Pierre desired,
partly on the assurance
that his mother would
no longer be around to

A studio photograph of Pierre Soyer de Bosmelet,
date unknown
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interfere. Diana also noted that she had informed the Nurse—carefully
hired before the actual birth—about the change of plan, ‘hoping she
won’t be deterred.’
Meanwhile, since Diana felt too pregnant to do much else, she now
devoted herself to making plans for developing the jardins at Bosmelet
when she becomes mistress of the château. She had Pierre drive her to
see Holland’s Garden. ‘I take a note-book & make copious notes, which
afterward mean nothing. I can’t remember the names of the plants. But I
hope it will all come in useful for Bosmelet….’ But the very next day she
despaired about Pierre’s lack of diligence.
I’m afraid P’s work on French and English taxation is not progressing.
He has hardly done a stroke since he has been back. Never works during
the W. E. though he could easily. Somehow I feel that if he does not finish
this job, I shall lose faith and never believe that he can really work—it is
all talk! And as Grandmère is supposed to have said to Pa: ‘He is bone
lazy like his father & once he gets to Bosmelet he will never do anything.’ I
hope to God that is not so.20

Diana’s 16 June diary entry declared, unsurprisingly, ‘Am getting
bored waiting. Been in London since last Monday week. Had an X-ray of
the baby taken on Thursday.’ Most mothers at the time probably could
not afford to have their foetuses X-rayed, fortunately. The following day,
Diana
Managed to make Pierre get up earlier & have his bath before breakfast
which meant that he got off before 10 whereas lately he has only gone
about 11 o’clock. It is so difficult to make him more energetic without bullying & nagging him…which only makes him dislike me & become disagreeable & rebellious.

She also noted his lack of progress with his book about taxation.
Nearly a week later, 23 June: ‘Still no baby. Doc now says 27th. Says
to take castor oil. Pierre is very anxious for the baby to be born on Friday 25 June 1937 as astrologically it is a good day. I am not at all averse
to having the baby as soon as possible.’ The next sentence again mentioned a name I found illegible, but it was probably ‘Lotus’, who
‘dropped us a line to say that “Spider was on heat.” Inexplicable, unless
it relates somehow to the romance of Madame Soyer and ‘B’. The rest of
the entry is all about shrubs and perennials, colour, situation, and height.
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Diana described her research as ‘arduous…but very interesting & very
pleasant.’ That ended abruptly the following night at 11:30 when she
went into the nursing home on Devonshire Street, W1; ‘about 12:30,
settled down to the faint pain, sent Pierre home to bed. …He and the Doc
came at 8:30 next morning. At 9:10 I got into the 3rd stage. I was unconscious with ether then a whiff of chloroform & at 9:30 baby was born.’
The boy was named Gentien, a name appearing only twice in Pierre’s
family tree: a 16th century founding ancestor and the younger brother of
Pierre’s grandfather, the great-uncle Gentien who earned the Legion
d’Honneur and died when Pierre was twenty years old.
The next—undated—entry suggests she was still in the nursing
home: ‘I am going out tomorrow. Pierre has only just got back from Paris.’ What followed was written sometime during the next five weeks,
with a different pen, and in a different location—Bosmelet: ‘with the
news that his Mother’s marriage was all off!!!’
Sunday Aug 1
Today we have taken over the reins of government. The cook came up
at 8:45.
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Chapter 7

ONE YEAR AFTER her first visit, Diana entrenched herself at Bosmelet on
the first day of August, 1937, intending to see Pierre established as the
master of the château, with no nonsense from his mother. That the cook
reported directly to Diana that morning was hugely significant, and no
doubt the reason why Diana had to record in her diary on 7 August that
‘Mother-in-law is going off to Austria (thank goodness), but she has left
us with no cook. All she says is “C’est bien difficile d’en trouver une.”’
A family outing was now organized, first to Dieppe, where they could
pick up Pierre’s daughters, then to Quiberville, a few kilometres west of
Dieppe, where the children could play on the sandy beach. ‘Pierre is so
sweet with the children & such an angel to me.’ Between Dieppe and
Quiberville was Pourville, where Pierre was despatched ‘to try & trace
two cooks we have heard of’.
The assemblage included ‘Nurse with Gentien, Babs & Monique
with Christine.’ Christine—elsewhere called Christiane—was a governess who accompanied Pierre’s daughters, and the ‘Nurse’ had been
hired in England before Gentien was born, eight weeks earlier. In her diary and later in her book (on which more later), Diana usually referred to
the nurse as ‘Nanny’, but occasionally as ‘Nana’ or simply ‘Nurse.’
Pierre never mentioned her in his writings, and Diana never provided her
name, but her identity became known and one of her descendants
provided several photographs, a couple postcards, and a letter, all dating
to her service with the Bosmelets between 1937 and 1940. For reasons
that will become obvious, and at the request of that descendant, I have
not used her name and will simply call her ‘Nanny’, as Diana normally
did.
The next day, 8 August, Diana wrote, ‘Yesterday was great success.
The children bathed three times, played on the sand & went shrimping.’

Diana also mentioned that ‘Pierre has taken his mother & Monique &
Babs to church. Marie & René have gone off to the wedding of Marie’s
sister.’ So Madame Soyer’s trip to Austria was still in the ‘threatening’
stage, and the cook, Marie, hadn’t yet been stolen away. Diana also mentioned a problem with her left breast: she had recently consulted a doctor
who said it was engorged. At the same time she ‘wanted to know if Pierre
& I could resume intercourse, so he poked me about.’
A week later ‘mother-in-law left for Austria…, saying as she left:
“Don’t worry about the domestic servants, everything will work out.”’
Three weeks later, on 7 September, Gentien was christened, and Diana
did not mention whether Madame Soyer was back from Austria, only
that Gentien behaved beautifully. ‘He just murmured once when the
Pages poured some water down his neck. But that they say meant that he
renounced Satan.’
Diana had little to report in her diary for the rest of September, except that on the 26th ‘we had a very successful shoot. I had the curse so
didn’t walk much.’ On 19 October ‘Pierre went off for 3 weeks to do his
“Periode militaire”. Won’t be back till Nov. 6.’ But before Pierre left
there was an incident. Diana was conversing with Monsieur Fourcade,
the family banker and old friend of Madame Soyer. His bank was in Paris, but he was a frequent visitor to Bosmelet. ‘He asked about the idea of
coming as a “P. G.” [paying guest, evidently]. I said he must come as a
friend; I couldn’t take his money.’ Then it became confused: she worried—aloud or not is unclear—that if he were at Bosmelet permanently
‘it would mean Madam S. permanently. He himself not so bad, but….’
Then Fourcade was upset—as Diana’s narrative seems to give his side
of the conversation: ‘Could he have heard right? Did he really mean that
I wanted to turn Madam S. out? Ashamed for Pierre; every tradition of
hospitality of Bosmelet had been broken. That it would never have
happened in Grandmère’s time.’ The upshot was that ‘Pierre was terribly
upset about the whole thing, especially as he had borrowed money from
Fourcade.
Diana then defended herself. ‘I wouldn’t dream or even hint of Madame S [having] to go, but I think in a year or two when she gets bored
with having no one of her own age, she will probably take a flat in Paris
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or Nice. Travel or something or other. It is so obviously the best plan.’
The more serious problem is not addressed: the fact that Pierre, now the
owner of hundreds of hectares of farmland, married to a woman with a
trust income of £730 annually (or more than £50,000 in 2020 values),
could only live in his accustomed style by borrowing money because his
potentially lucrative legal career was now apparently behind him.
His mother had believed—because her mother had believed it—that
in 1904 she was marrying money in the form of Robert Soyer. Quite
apart from the fact that Henriette ended up greatly disliking her husband,
in the long run the Bosmelet family did not benefit financially from that
marriage, or at least not for long. Robert de Bosmelet’s opinion was that
‘Lucien Soyer…had kept an account of his son’s debts, paid them off and
left his remaining fortune to his daughter.’ This may be true, but Robert
Soyer never showed any interest in his family’s carriage business, and
after his father died in 1917 his widow, Pierre’s grandmother, Amélie,
she re-married in 1918 to the son of a nobleman, hoping to acquire the
title ‘marquise’, then learned that her new husband was illegitimate, so
no title. She tried and failed to have the marriage annulled. According to
Pierre’s memoir, before Amélie died in 1924 she ‘made Pierre her universal legatee with Henriette having the usufruct until he reached his majority. Amélie’s daughter Charlotte refused to come to the interment.’
Pierre doesn’t mention whether Amélie’s son—Pierre’s own father—
came to the funeral, but the question remains why Amélie left everything
to Pierre, by-passing her own son and daughter? One suspects there was
not much money left to inherit anyway. So Henriette’s marriage to
Robert Soyer did not bring in vast sums and her son’s marriage to Diana
Mathias did not stop him borrowing money from the family's Paris
banker.
Meanwhile Diana went on a shopping trip to Paris on 26 October,
while Pierre was away doing his military training. She went to the legendary milliners, Reboux, on the Avenue Matignon, where the fashion
in headwear was determined. Diana was no stranger: ‘I…found Mlle
Paule & ordered a hat for 700 frcs. Hope it will be wonderful, saw Marlene Dietrich there.’ The next night she wrote: ‘Mother-in-law seems to
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be on top of me so much more. She and F. are always in my sitting room.
It is frightful how much I miss Pierre, and the wretch doesn’t even write.’
As soon as Pierre returned on 7 November, they travelled to London
and went to her father’s house at 8 Lees Place where Mr. Mathias was
holding ‘a pre-wedding cocktail for John and Lukey.’ Diana’s brother
had had a stormy relationship with Ludmila Krasin, who was the daughter of a high-ranking Bolshevik, Leonid Krasin (d. 1926). The engagement had been announced in The Times back on 28 July 1937. Lukey
outlived John by more than thirty years and died in 1996. Robert de
Bosmelet described Lukey as being a ‘bit crazy’.
‘Gentien five months old today,’ Diana recorded on 25 November.
Nothing about the wedding on the 9th (probably in a registry office), nor
about when they returned to Bosmelet. The rest of the entry was about
working in the garden:
The Shrubs arrived yesterday and we have been busy planting…the climbing plants, the wisteria, clematis, and the magnolia grandiflora.…We had
to get pick-axes and demolish the paving stones, bricks & cement, and
around the garage we came across the foundations of an older building.
Pierre worked like a nigger & this evening when the Lemoine’s & Mons. &
Madame [Edmond] Desjonquères—the Maire—came to dinner he nearly
fell asleep.

At the end of the entry Diana drew a fairly detailed sketch of the plan
for the all the plantings in the middle of the garden. Some other events
that Diana wrote about at a later date may have occurred around this
time. As the weather cooled and the leaves turned, the fireplaces were
soon blazing again, and Diana set about airing the house frequently,
which bit of Englishness caused one of the gardeners to laugh as he
called up through an open window: ‘No matter how hard you try, Madame Baronne, you’ll never be able to heat the courtyard!’ It was a goodnatured remark: the gardeners appreciated that Diana took such an interest in the garden. She brought about other changes as well: finding a
store that sold up-market bath-tubs, Diana ordered two and arranged for
builders from Auffay to install these—the first plumbed-in bath-tubs seen
in Bosmelet—in two bathrooms, one upstairs and another under the
staircase, where the builders nearly caused a wall to collapse.
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Garden plan, Diana’s diary, 25 Nov. 1937

Such innovations did not endear Diana to her mother-in-law, and the
relationship continued to crumble. 17 December: Madame S is getting
more and more [illeg.]. Can’t stand her, she is such a hypocrite, such a
liar, so mean & so selfish. 19 December:
Another row. Madame S. doesn’t want the girls to give out the presents &
the names of the children to be called out. Last year’s party was so frightful, can’t stand another like it…. Poor Pierre is upset about it all & says we
had better leave, but can think of no alternative or where to go. There
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seems no likelihood of her taking a flat or ever going away for any length
of time.

29 December: Madame S. insisted on putting off the Farm children a
second time because Geneviève rang up and changed [the dates for] our
children.
But the very next day Diana felt more positive, if only because she
got her way: ‘The childrens party on Thursday went off very well. On
Wedn night we all tied up the parcels and then Pierre called out the
names & Monique gave them. We then played musical chairs (on a
bench).’
And yet she also wrote that she ‘felt desperate, neither my shooting
nor my French seem to be getting any better. And they are the only things
I can do here, and I do so hate doing things I am bad at.’ Fortunately,
one important matter was going well: Pierre, ‘after a long interval, has
been so nice again, last night and this morning, that I no longer care.’
Nevertheless, the major war was still being fought:
Madame S who now wants Pierre to lease her the Chateau so that it would
belong to her—Pierre says to me he won’t do that, but he is willing to give
her legal right to live in her apartments. Apparently she is afraid of being
turned out!! Can’t get Pierre to tackle her.

In the first week of 1938 Diana wrote: ‘Have been feeling very odd
lately, and extremely nervy. And on Friday I suddenly started the curse
again, not very violently. It lasted three days.’ She then noted that she
had been dieting since 8 December and had reduced her weight from
‘66k. 700 grams’ to ‘64k. 430 grams’.
Pierre managed to find a mental escape from the tension in the
château by following the details on the wireless and in the papers about
the crise ministériel—as Diana put it—that occurred in mid-January
when the President of the Council, Camille Chautemps, the leader of the
Radical Socialist Party to which Pierre was loyal, drove the Communists
out of the coalition but then lost the support—for five days—of the Left
Socialists. None of this meant much to Diana, who was having her own
crisis since the diet pills she’d been taking seemed to be provoking another ‘curse’ which lasted three days and caused her to stay in bed on 28
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January. ‘Alas, since I have stopped taking Elytran [the diet pills] have
put on nearly all I have lost.’
When Diana next turned to her diary, eleven weeks had passed, partly explained by
the next entry on 27 April: ‘I never wrote a
stroke all the time we were at Villa Navahoe,
St. Jean Cap Ferrat. Never had time.’ Nanny
preserved some photographs from this period, and, decades later, she labelled one ‘Gentien and I in the South of France. Gentien 9
months circa 1937’—though the year can
only have been 1938.
Curiously, the diary reveals nothing regarding Diana’s feelings about the Anschluss
of Austria which took place in the middle of
March. The lack of comment may relate to
the apparent inevitability of the development: although the Versailles
treaty had specifically forbidden the joining of Austria to Germany and
Mussolini helped to stymie the first attempt by Hitler to bring his native
Philip Morrell (in spectacles) sitting with Betty, Ena, Diana and John Mathias

land into the ‘Third Reich’ in 1934, in 1938 no outside power, Versailles
signatory or not, was willing to use force to stop the Anschluss when the
German army—substantially re-armed in recent years—was able to walk
into Austria while cheered by ecstatic crowds.
Having spent many months in Vienna, Diana knew the dangers of the
rise of Nazism in Austria, land-locked and denuded of its empire. She
may not have known the actual figures, but about 200,000 Jews were citizens of Austria, 3% of the population, and most lived in Vienna. Diana
actually encountered Nazism even before she went to Austria, for she
described in her later memoir a journey she made to Germany in July
1932.
‘Richard’, the name Diana used for her ‘first serious love’, decided to
marry someone else that summer, and Diana avoided the wedding by go88

Diana, carrying a dog, with
Siegfried Sassoon

ing on a walking holiday in
the Black Forest with a distant cousin, Jill Salaman.21
Stopping along the way to
shop in Paris, Diana saw
‘Richard’ and his bride walk
into same shop, ‘an incredible coincidence,’ but she
successfully hid herself.
While hiking in the Black
Forest the young women met
up with some young men
heading for a rally for the leader of the National Socialist Party, Adolf
Hitler. ‘Little did [the young men] dream that we were two Jewish girls
by birth, at least Jill was half.’
Diana’s memoir, generally vague about locations and dates, mentioned that at the rally she happened to see an old family friend, Lady
Ottoline Morrell, and her husband, the MP, Philip Morrell.22 Earlier in
her memoir Diana had recorded that ‘Lady Ottoline, true to D. H.
Lawrence’s picture of her, was intensely interested in what she termed
“one’s love life”. I remember her telling me in her strange deep drawling
voice, “Diana, remember, the only thing in life that matters is Passion.” ’
Lady Ottoline was a keen photographer, and her albums are preserved in the National Portrait Gallery collection. One photograph taken
in 1925 shows Diana, her mother, John, and Betty sitting with Philip
Morrell at Bury Manor, the Mathias’ country property in West Sussex,
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Nazi Rally, Freiburg, 29 July 1932

and there is also a snapshot of Diana, taken about 1926, in which
Siegfried Sassoon figures prominently.
Seven years later Diana was with the Morrells again, this time at the

Nazi rally in Freiburg. Diana wrote that Ottoline, nearly sixty years old
now, ‘moved forward so she might get a close-up with her camera of the
Führer.’ Hitler arrived by plane, very late, and, Diana continued,
the little man hurried onto the raised platform and started his speech. His
voice was hoarse and trembling with emotion, rising to hysterical shouting
as he became more and more excited. Everyone cheered as he enlarged
upon the fact that Germany would soon show the rest of the world what
she was capable of and would soon become the greatest nation of all. Then
there was a tirade against England.… [It was] too much for Philip. He was
standing on his bench and at the mention of England he raised his fist and
shouted. I, meanwhile, had to interpret what Hitler was saying as best I
could, though my German was not too good. The crowd around us started
shouting at Philip to get down, and as he had a large hooked nose, started
shouting “Jude, Jude” at him; they were getting quite nasty. (As far as I
know Philip had no Jewish blood in him.) Ottoline came to the rescue, and
with her as figurehead, in her red, white and black dress, she cleaved a passage through the crowd and we made a dignified retreat.
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Lady Ottoline Morrell’s photograph albums include her snaps of the

rally which took place in Freiburg on 29 July 1932, and five days later
she described the event in her Journal.23 Lady Ottoline’s handwriting
even more challenging than Diana’s, but among the decipherable words
was ‘Diana’, and ‘we got tired waiting for Hitler from 6:30 to 7:40’, and
‘I had on inadvertently a chiffon dress of red, black and white pattern,’
corroborating Diana’s description. Lady Ottoline added that Hitler only
spoke briefly ‘as his voice was overstrained.’
Hitler actually gave four speeches that day, as he had been doing for
some time in the lead up to the federal elections that took place two days
after Diana heard him speak. The Nazi’s received 37.4% of the vote—
their largest share up to that date. Three months later, in a further federal
election, Hitler’s share of the vote sank to 33.1%—after which rightwing forces backed Hitler to keep the real socialists and communists out
of power. There would not be another free election in Germany until
after the Second World War.
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Two years after her visit to Germany, Diana was in Vienna. It is not
certain what exact date she was referring to when she later wrote in her
memoir: ‘It came as a terrible shock when suddenly Bruno Walter, because he was Jewish, was forbidden to conduct the Vienna Opera and the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Wilhelm Furtwängler from Hamburg,
was engaged to replace him. We were disgusted that F. should have accepted the appointment.’ It was in the winter of 1935 when Diana suddenly decided to leave Vienna and return to London because Pierre was
threatening to kill himself. ‘I couldn’t risk that he might carry out his
threat which would have haunted me all my life. So I set off for London
in my little Fiat armed with chains as it was snowing. We had to drive
through Germany….’ Diana was accompanied by a fellow singing-pupil,
Mary Lonsdale.
Writing thirty years after the event, Diana may well have felt that
‘Hitler had just come to power and the ghastly extermination of the Jews
was well under way,’ but of course he’d been in power for two years, and
the policy of actual genocide was not initiated until after the war began,
but certainly the gross persecution of the Jews ‘was well under way,’
which is probably what Diana meant. It was a horrible precursor of what
was to follow.
We passed a swimming pool with huge sign: ‘Keine Sonne für die
Juden’ (No sun for the Jews) and on the entrance ‘Alle Juden Eintritt Verboten.’ I boiled with rage. Two generations earlier I might have been born
in Germany instead of in peaceful friendly England.
At dinner a group of Hitler Youth in uniforms and swastika armbands
came round begging for alms. I naturally refused to give them any &
stopped my friend. We were immediately reported and the manager came
up to us and said that he & we, even though we were foreigners, might get
into serious trouble if we did not subscribe. I left the table and went up to
my room leaving my companion to pay for us both.

Feeling generally ‘disgusted’, Diana decided to break the law by taking reichs marks out of the country, hidden in sandwiches. Mary was horrified, ‘but I was adamant, insisting she was to deny all knowledge of
such goings on [and] I would take all responsibility and go to prison if
necessary.’ At the frontier, there was a ‘thorough search, even the sandwiches,’ yet nothing was found.
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These events occurred before Diana began keeping a diary in 1936,
but the memories must have come back to her during the Nazi take-over
of Austria in the spring of 1938. She would have had many friends and
acquaintances who were now suffering persecution and fleeing Vienna.
But in the first diary entry Diana made after she, Pierre, Gentien, and
Nanny returned from their holiday in the south of France, she simply detailed the fact that ‘We have been very busy with the garden.’ A week
later, by 5 June, Diana was again in England, going between Lees Place
and Bury Manor. Pierre came over for a meeting about Tower Creameries Ltd., and he was also involved in a high profile case involving the
owner of a lingerie store in London, a Madame Victorine Salti, whom the
French government wanted to extradite to help with inquiries about some
drug scandal involving organized crime and some diplomats.24
Then Diana’s diary entry for 11 June included a strange event.
‘Pierre suddenly arrived on Thursday morning. Rang me up at Bury…
furious to find me a Bury. Of course I never knew he was coming & I was
staying to see the new Nurse in.’ Apparently Pierre had expected to find
Diana in London, but she was with Gentien while ‘the new Nurse’ was
being settled into place in Bury with the infant. Diana didn’t mention
why Pierre was so ‘furious’ that she was in Bury, but later she wrote that
‘I went up [to London] on Thursday afternoon in time for dinner. Found
Pierre in an awful state. In [illeg.] of jealousy, insisted that I had been
unfaithful to him…with K[illeg.]n. Said he would kick him out of the
house—was rude and insulting about my family.’ It’s maddening that Diana’s handwriting was so obscure, but the whole thing must have been a
simple misunderstanding. ‘I managed with great difficulty to keep calm.
Thank goodness the next morning he was cured—we had a wonderful
day.’
Diana had a ‘new Nurse’ because ‘Nanny’, accompanying the
Bosmelets back to England for a few weeks, asked for some time off to
see family and friends in the north of England. Nanny sent a postcard to
her sister, mentioning that she was ‘still in Lees Place’ but would soon be
heading north.25 Diana and Pierre were still in England on 5 July, when
Diana complained in her diary that she ‘had to force Pierre to come to
Glyndebourne’, where she wanted to ‘introduce him to some of my
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cronies behind scenes.’ The rest of that page of her diary and the next one
are blank: perhaps she thought she might later fill in more about their
sojourn in England, but never did. Diana next wrote in her diary, at
Bosmelet, on 20 September, but it is certain she had already returned to
France before 25 August, when she took part in a musical evening. A notice of the event appeared on the 25th in Le Figaro:
Very successful musical and artistic meeting, these last days, at the home
of Mme R. Soyer de Bosmelet, the château de Bosmelet. A chosen program
was highly applauded by the elegant audience. Miss Pearl Argyle was exquisite in her Austrian and Spanish dances; Mrs. Clarke interpreted with
success some popular romantic songs accompanied by clarinet and accordion, and Baronne Soyer de Bosmelet charmed the audience with her beautiful voice.

Although both Madame Soyer and her daughter-in-law, Baronne
Soyer de Bosmelet, are mentioned, we cannot know the extent of their
collaboration. Pierre mentioned a ‘Clark’ family visiting Bosmelet in the
summer of 1938 as friends of Diana, and indeed Diana’s old friend Eve
Myers (who used to accompany Diana’s singing with her accordion) had
recently married a surgeon named Eric Clarke. Pearl Argyle, a beautiful
ballerina, had been Diana’s friend since June, 1935, when Diana was
asked to sing while the Ballet Rambert rehearsed. Diana mentioned this
in her later memoir, for she also ‘met Freddy Ashton, a star dancer and
choreographer, [who] had just
created the “Mermaid” danced
by the exquisite Pearl Argyle.’
The ballerina ‘came down to
Bury and stayed with us and
partly with the Branch family
who had rented a house in the
village. Later Pearl became engaged to Guy Branch.’ Although
Diana would become more involved with the Branch family
later, Pearl did not marry Guy,
but her career took a curious
turn. As Diana wrote in her
memoir, when she first met her,
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‘Pearl was just about to make her first film, “The Shape of Things to
Come”, by H.G. Wells.’
Not long after that film was released in 1936, Pearl met and married
a film director, Kurt Bernhardt, and bore him a son, Stephen, early in
1937. Bernhardt, who was Jewish, fled Germany when Hitler came to
power and had since made films in England and France. He was then
shooting La Nuit de décembre, in which Pearl had a small, unchallenging
role as a ballerina. Thanks to the success of a Maurice Chevalier film that
Kurt directed a couple years earlier, Warner Brothers had offered him a
seven-year contract in Hollywood, but he was torn between remaining in
France to see La Nuit through post-production and into the cinemas or
taking up the offer right away to escape from Europe before war broke
out.
The risk of war was huge, for the Sudeten Crisis had developed just
as Diana was organizing her musical and artistic evening. When Diana
finally returned to her Diary on 20 September, she wrote the longest
entry she ever made.
This last week has been terrible—hanging on the wireless till midnight &
then again at 7:30 in the morning. Our hopes raising and sinking. Feeling
sick, first of all with anxiety that there would be war. & now sick with disgust that both England & France would rather have Peace with dishonour
than war and honour & can’t sleep…. Everyone says that it is only putting
off the war for 6 months. I personally don’t agree. It seems to me if we
don’t fight now—& keep to our agreements with Czechoslovakia—we never
will—we will just let Germany walk over us. Could anything be more cowardly, dishonorable and weak than to create a Czechoslovakia & then the
moment it is threatened walk out on them. The whole object of [the Great
War] was to break up the German-Austro-Hungary Empire…. Now we are
just encouraging Germany…to re-make that empire & more. Hungary,
Rumania, Poland, Jugoslavia—all the Balkans are going over to Hitler as
fast as they can. They waited till today till they heard the result of the
Franco-British Conference & now knowing that we won’t fight at any cost
they ally themselves with Hitler. Who can blame them? Germany will
therefore be far stronger than she has ever been in history. Czechoslovakia
with all her coal mines Iron & munitions oil & factories will be here. Hungary with all her wheat; Jugoslavia & Rumania more wheat &…. How on
earth do we stand a chance or can we even think of war in 6 months.
The ghastly fact that emerges from all this is that liberty, Democracy,
civilisation, humanitarianism, & Christianity and all the things that we the
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British & French stood for have proved a failure. Strength, brutality, are
the only things that count. Just as the Fascists say. They see Democracies
are rotten & degenerated.
Even now at the 11th hour should we try to catch up with the Germans
& make our goal a 60 hours week instead of 40 hours, should we all become slaves for our country’s strengthening & re-armament, we can never
catch up the Fascist German Empire.
This is the end of civilisation & we can’t even fight for it. As Masaryk
said, ‘There are some things worse than war, such as slavery.’ I would
rather die than become Germany’s slave, and what is more die fighting &
with the satisfaction of killing a few Germans first.
My poor sweet Gentien, what kind of a world are we bringing you into?

This lengthy entry demonstrates the depth of Diana’s feeling, her
considerable understanding of wide-ranging issues, and the vast degree
to which she and Pierre agreed about these matters. Diana wrote the
above after reading for many weeks about Hitler’s fulminations against
Czechoslovakia and Britain’s and France’s vacillations, and four days
after Chamberlain returned from a meeting with Hitler but announced no
settled policy, and nine days before Chamberlain, making two more trips
to Germany, came back on 29 September with the ‘Munich Agreement.’
Pierre wrote two narratives about this period, the first composed two
years after after the war began and second thirty years after it finished.
The opening section of the Journal that Pierre composed in 1941 was
entitled ‘1938’. After a paragraph about the personal circumstances that
caused him to be living in Britain, Pierre wrote:
‘During the five years I had continuously resided in London I had
many a friendly argument with each and every one of my English friends
about the danger arising out of Nazi Germany, or better indeed, of eternal
Germany.’ Note that Pierre blames Germany itself, not just Hitler’s regime.
The obtuseness of the English has left me aghast. These determined
pacifists, refusing to arm, threw Italy into Hitler’s alliance by imposing
footling sanctions on Mussolini during the Abyssinian war though furnishing him with the one material they could and should have stopped: Oil.
They steadfastly refused anyhow to recognise in Hitler the Public Enemy
No. One and believed blindly in appeasing him at the expense of small
states. Thus the Anschluss with Mussolini’s approval.
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During the summer of 1938 our friends Clark, Bennison and other intimates of my wife had come to stay at Bosmelet. The gathering cloud over
Tcheco-Slovaquia left them unperturbed, naive, honestly pacifist and confident about the French strength if the worst came to pass.
At the time I created in Auffay a Radical-Socialist committee to prepare
the next General Elections which were to take place in 1941…. When Munich came I sent the following telegram to [Édouard] Daladier: ‘Can’t believe Army unready after your long and vigilant care. Anyhow Joan of Arc,
Villars, the Jacobins triumphed against the odds. We are all ready to follow
you still loyal not yet communistic.’
…Poor Dia was also shocked by the English supineness and … certain that
both our countries were definitely decadent and would never put up a
fight…we would go on buying peace at any price and anyhow we could
not afford to fight now that we had lost our oriental fortress [i.e.
Czechoslovakia].

In his later memoir Pierre mentioned the shame of Munich, conflicts
within his Radical-Socialist committee, the telegram to Daladier (which
received no reply), ‘lively altercations at the newsagents with some pacifists’, and his ‘first divergences with Galimand, a Munich-supporter’.
Pierre was bitter that ‘the loss, without firing a shot, of Bohemia, “the
bastion of Europe” according to Napoléon, caused an enormous loss of
confidence in the law, without considering the divisions of the valiant
Tcheco-Slovaque army.’
In addition to the Clarkes and Bennisons, another visitor in the summer of 1938 was described in Pierre's memoir in some detail. He apparently been visiting Bosmelet every summer since the Great War: ‘the
faithful Van Dieren,’ the Belgian sergeant wounded in battle by the Germans—who also killed his brother and murdered his sister after first raping her. In recent years Van Dieren brought along his young wife, and
now he had news that he was about to retire after spending twenty-four
years in the Belgian army, where he had never risen above the rank of
captain. His advancement had been held back by something he did when
he was serving with the army of occupation of the Rhineland. He was in
charge of a post on a Rhine bridge where he had to check the papers of
those crossing. ‘When the papers were not scrupulously regular he
simply dropped their owners in the river. These forced lessons in swim97

ming, without any pointless efforts at rescue, had blotted the Sub-Lieutenant’s record. His convictions did not change in the slightest.’
On this particular visit, Van Dieren naturally talked with Pierre about
the recent Anschluss of Austria and the shameful betrayal of
Czechoslovakia:
Pierre, the war is coming, and you’ll have to fight it. As an old soldier,
I’ll give you some advice. Don’t take prisoners, but if you have to take one,
start by putting a bullet in each of his knees and elbows: then he won’t escape. Don’t forget that the only ‘good’ Boche is the one lying dead in his
green great-coat.

The summer of 1938 ended with Europe on the brink of war until
suddenly the Munich Agreement was signed on 29 September. Although
Diana was at Bosmelet, she was able to hear BBC news bulletins on the
wireless, and could not help but feel ambivalent.
Oct 7
Last week was a pure nightmare. Alexandre [a recently hired gardener]
was mobilized, Pierre had packed his tin trunk & was expecting to go at
any moment.
Nobody knew what was going to happen. Chamberlain flew backwards
and forwards to see Hitler…. Then Mussolini & Roosevelt and above all
the British Navy stepped in & war was averted, but at the cost of honour,
prestige & safety. Pierre and I feel very relieved in a way, but ashamed,
depressed, pessimistic & apprehensive about it. So too does Duff Cooper,
Churchill and Lloyd George.
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Chapter 8

AS WINTER APPROACHED and the immediate fears of war gradually
faded, Diana concentrated on the usual gardening chores to be done before the spring, but also prepared for the longer-term future. She turned
to her diary only about once a month.
Nov. 4 Saturday
We have been hectically busy in the garden cleaning up border & planting
bulbs. We have made a new bed all along the wall. Also transplanted the
30 ft magnolia grandiflora from [Ethel] Sands [and Nan Hudson’s] house.
It was getting too big for their house. We have put it on the side of ours
under our bedroom window. Pierre has been working like a Trojan transplanting broom, hollies & [illeg.] from the woods to make a wind screen
for the Rhododendrons.
Dec. 12
Last week row with Pierre, quite made up since. He agreed to come to Paris more often. As [I was] suddenly looking around at the Opera, I realised I
was getting middle-aged. Everyone is middle aged and old at the Opera &
one seems to be middle aged and old all one’s life…. It lasts so long &
youth is so short. My youth & looks are going & I am not making the best
of them. It doesn’t matter so much for him, a man, but for me, a woman, it
does. I suddenly felt that looking around at the Opera.

In her first diary entry of 1939, on 7 January, Diana wrote rather
gleefully, ‘I started the New Year by having a row with Madame S.’ It
was a premeditated attack. ‘I said it was such a pity that everyone—even
the educated, like Madame S herself—always made politics a personal
matter [by calling] the other fellow a degoutant, satane, etc etc, &
changed their bucher if he held different political views.’ Madame Soyer
walked right into the trap, saying ‘that I misinterpreted everything she
said & that we had better not speak to one another.’ This, Diana wrote,
was ‘my chance’, because ‘hints’ alone had not previously worked.
‘“Since we are unable to speak to one another don’t you think it would
be much pleasanter if we each had our own sitting room?” I did this in

front of Fourcade, Rachel, & Madame Sausse. It worked wonderfully.’
Diana offered a parenthetical confession: ‘(Pierre was not there, I especially did it when he was away.)’ Madame Soyer ‘packed up her muck &
left [the room] with Fourcade. It has been marvelous ever since. Mme S.
has looked daggers, but has kept [to] her [own sitting] room with old
Fourcade.’ Diana then tried to convince herself of the necessity of her
actions. ‘I am so thankful that at last it has happened. It makes all the
difference when I have a friend here, or I want to write or do accounts. It
was quite impossible before.’
Before the month was out Madame Soyer enjoyed some revenge. A
gardener had left his employment at Bosmelet, and Diana hired someone
at a slightly higher salary but thought she could ‘more than make up the
difference in wages’ because the new gardener had a house of his own
and did not need the departed gardener’s house, which Diana decided to
rent out. But then ‘Pierre told me that the cottage belonged to his mother
… & that she had no intention of giving me the rent, which I thought very
unfair.’
In her diary entry for 4 February, Diana mentioned Pierre’s RadicalSocialist Committee ‘for Tôtes and Auffay’, an invitation to have a
Deputé address a meeting, and ‘the letter to Daladier’. In his Journal
Pierre wrote that ‘My friend Galimand…was my best support in the
party politics of the Departement by helping me in my anti-communist
and pro-Daladier position.’ All the news seemed to be bad: Franco’s fascists captured Barcelona, Hitler was making demands about Danzig, and
Mussolini was talking about lands stolen by France. ‘Once again,’ Diana
wrote, ‘the whole world is hanging on to Hitler’s & this evening Mussolini’s words to know whether there will be Peace or War. It is too
dreadful. All these refugees from Spain—German, Czechoslovakian, Russian etc.’ She managed to distract herself, as she recorded a week later,
by making ‘2 lots of grapefruit marmalade—delicious. Takes ages,
though. Have also been busy sowing seeds & learning to prune from
Coquerel’—the butcher, Jean René Coquerel, a part-time politician and
left-leaning friend of Pierre, but Diana may mean the butcher's wife.
After 10 February Diana made no entry in her diary until 20 March,
when she noted that ‘Germany marched into Czechoslovakia on Wednes.
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15th March 1939. It
took everyone by
surprise.’ Normally
Diana would not
have waited five
days before recording such a significant event—unless
she had been away
from her diary. In a
photograph album
are numerous photos
of Pierre, Diana, and
Gentien captioned as
having been taken in
Cannes, March
1939. Diana made
no reference to the
h o l i d a y. H e r 2 0
March entry continued: ‘Tony was in Prague at the time. On Monday he rang up the Foreign Office as there were rumours of things afoot. They said it was only rumours & that
it was perfectly safe. This evening this looked a bit better; Germany seemed to
have halted for the moment & not marched on to Rumania as we feared.
Diana was following the news closely now:
March 27
Yesterday Germany took Memel. Nobody attempted to stop them. We
are now waiting to hear what Italy wants.
March 29
The news is still very ominous. Poland says they will fight. Italy wanted
Tunis, Nice etc. German wants Danzig. Though of course they may wait a
bit.
April 2
Daladier made a wonderful speech on Wed. saying that France was
strong and would stand firm and would not cede an inch of her territory,
that her strength was built up of freedom, her own free will, and liberty, &
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not on the [illeg.] of her sons. (Mussolini had just made a speech saying
they must make still further sacrifices, in order to arm—Germany’s motto
for years has been ‘guns & no butter.’)
On Friday greatly to everyone’s astonishment, Chamberlain suddenly
announced that England would double her territorial army. (Of course
France & a great many English had been clamouring for conscription) &
that should Poland be attacked they would help her.
Easter Monday April 10
Mussolini marched into Albania…Chamberlain was in Scotland. No one
did anything. Hitler congratulated [Mussolini] along with Franco in Spain
who has now joined the Anti-Comintern Pact. Pierre and I feel that war
will be on us within a week or two.

‘The English people,’ Pierre wrote in his 1941 Journal,
only realised the extent of the danger in March 1939, when the Germans,
breaking their word for the countless time, annexed what remained of
Tchecho-Slovaquia. From that moment war became inevitable, as the English believed they would have plenty of time to array the immense forces
of the Empire behind the shield of the French Army which remained reflected in the glory of Verdun, depleted perhaps in manpower but backed by an
inexhaustible reservoir of brave black troops and above all blessed in the
possession of an unequalled officer-corps and General Staff. Like most of
my compatriots I partook in this comfortable wishful thinking. In any case
I staunchly believed it would be better to die fighting than to live enslaved.

According to Diana’s diary, ‘Nanny left for holidays’ in the first week
of April, and while she was away one of the household maids helped Diana look after Gentien. ‘Juliette has turned out trumps & is wonderful
with Gentien.’ Whenever Nanny returned she would have heard Diana’s
news, recorded on 4 May: ‘Have at last started another baby. It is now
about 7 weeks since last period. Am so glad about it, and so I think is
Pierre. Nanny is delighted. It is quite possible that this second child was
conceived in Cannes.
Ten days later Diana was enjoying a brief visit to England, perhaps to
tell her family the good news. Apparently Diana travelled alone, and had
an opportunity to visit the capital at some point:
The parks and squares in London are still in an awful mess with the
mounds of earth, made by the trenches dug in September. Doddery old
Chamberlain hasn’t yet decided what to do about them.
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The Browns are so sweet. Mrs. Brown remembered our wedding day
and sent us a card. Pierre of course had forgotten. May 12 1936, three
years ago. Brown’s given me lots of plants.

Diana was back in Bosmelet by 22 May, and made use of Mr.
Brown’s gift. ‘Pierre and I have been working very hard in the garden.
Planted out all the stock. The snapdragons, the [illeg.], sowing seeds,
weeding etc etc.’ Diana and her mother-in-law resumed hostilities.
Madame S has been bloody—got busy when I was away in England—
moved all the furniture about—changed the mirror in my room—the pink
room &…was horrid to Nanny & got hold of Pierre and pitched into him—
& told lies, when I got back. Odious creature.

On the previous Saturday there was the distraction of ‘le Bal des
Sous-officiers à Dieppe. Didn’t get back till 3.’ A few days later, on 27
May, Diana had only mundane items to report: ‘Pierre has gone off to
Dieppe to fetch the children—Nanny has gone to her French lesson….’
The new gardener, Alexandre, was spending too much time sharpening
his scythe so he could clear a patch of lawn for the children to play on
—‘only about 4 metres to cut…but he is the Boss & must show it.’ The
best news was that ‘Madame S. went away on Sunday in the Raymondeau’s care and came back on Wednesday with Fourcade. When he’s here
she’s a bit better on the whole.’
Two weeks later a minor scandal arose within the château, and Diana’s account displayed how her sense of morality differed from Pierre’s.
A nineteen-year-old cook, Giselle, ‘is going to have a baby…Docteur
Langlois came yesterday’ and said the baby was due in mid-September.
It was most astonishing, when I told Pierre about it he completely went off
the deep end, because I said she would have to go, as I wanted to keep Juliette whatever happened & if we kept Giselle and it was her 2nd offence it
would probably happen again & it would give the house a bad reputation
& no young girl would come.

By 19 June Alexandre, ‘after first denying it, has now admitted he is
probably the father & will marry her if his mother will consent.’ Diana
went to see Juliette’s mother and ‘Giselle’s mother [who] was so upset it
was pitiful. I did my best to console her by telling her they were getting
married we hoped & in that case I would keep her, & look after her & fix
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A sketch in Diana’s diary showing where she planned
to position the statue of Demeter

up the house opposite René for them.’ The next day Pierre went to see
Alexandre’s mother.
In his Journal Pierre wrote: ‘Certain that war was imminent my wife
and I took a last motoring holiday during June 39.’ Diana’s diary indicates a trip taking place sometime between 20 and 30 June: ‘Looking at
Roses went to L’Haÿ-les-Roses—a special National State Rose Garden
with all the old historical Botanical Roses as well as the newest.’ The
garden was located about 8 km south of Paris, and contained at least
8,000 roses. ‘We took down a lot of names, there and at Truffaut’s [a
garden centre in Paris and another rosarie 20 km south] for ordering next
winter.’ This meant further changes at Bosmelet, both deliberate and fortuitous: ‘…many of our [rose plants] have been killed this winter—I am
very thankful as they weren’t much good.’ Diana added further developments under her 20 June entry:
I’ve just heard this morning that our offer for the statue [of Demeter] for
the garden has been accepted. We are putting it at the end of the continuation of the Border. Too exciting. The garden will really begin to look like
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something. It is starting already. On July 3rd 70 people ‘La Societé des
Amateurs du Jardin’ are coming to visit.

Diana had a chat with Nan Hudson on 29 June and recorded the following day that they talked about ‘Lord Halifax’s speech last night. I said
I thought it was splendid. At last someone has told the Germans where
they step off.’ Diana commented that they were ‘all half expecting war
this Sunday’ over ‘this Danzig business,’ though she had a faint hope that
some ‘internal trouble in Germany’ might prevent war (perhaps by toppling Hitler), ‘but somehow I don’t think so. The Germans are brutes &
Hitler expresses for them all their desires.’
The next entry is dated only ‘Sunday’, but has to be 2 July. ‘I’m staying in bed this morning am so tired. Worked like a nigger all yesterday in
the garden cleaning etc. in preparation for Monday. The statue is up.
Looks splendid.’ Diana was more than tired, for she now brought herself
to write about ‘a dreadful experience’ that occurred ‘last Sunday Jun 25’,
perhaps shortly after their trips to the gardening centres near Paris. It
took her a week to decide to record what happened.
Pierre took the children back to Dieppe & went to dinner for Officiers
de Reserve. He took Nanny with him & she went to a Cinema. They didn’t
get back till 5.30 am. Ever since 2 am I had been awake worrying. He was
quite drunk when he arrived. The car is now at Rouen being repaired. He
collided with the curb & the steering went all funny.
When he arrived back at 5.30 he flew into an awful rage. Because I
said he was a bit late. He said he was leaving the house—Nanny had to
fling herself round him telling him he couldn’t go without her—(It would
look so bad for her) & then he turned on me & abused me and insulted me
abominably. Eventually we got him to bed. It was quite dreadful. How they
even got back safely I can’t imagine. Nanny was a brick.

The beginning of the scenario makes sense, but at some point the
cinema closed and the dinner ended. Pierre may have arranged to give
Nanny a lift back to the château, but how Pierre drank enough to be still
inebriated at 5:30 am is an unanswerable question. There are many other
obvious questions that are banal compared with why Nanny flung herself
around Pierre saying ‘he couldn’t go without her.’ Then there is Diana’s
parenthesis: Nanny did suggest that ‘It would look so bad for me’, was
Diana inserting some justification for Nanny’s actions. In the end Nanny
helped Diana to put Pierre to bed, and then Diana bestowed a high com105

pliment: ‘Nanny was a brick.’ Diana—normally so worried about Pierre
being unfaithful—would surely be more suspicious about what she had
just witnessed.
Perhaps Diana assumed Pierre would not be attracted to Nanny. She
was four years older than Diana and had been raised in County Durham
so, despite having elocution lessons in the nursing college to increase her
chances of employment, she probably had a slight Geordie accent, more
noticeable to Diana than to Pierre. Nanny was not especially attractive,
especially in her spectacles, and she occupied a lowly position—yet one
of trust. She had been Gentien’s Nanny for two years. During one of
those winters, either 1937 or 1938, and just possibly 1939, Nanny had
three photographs taken of her at Bosmelet, not with Gentien, and not in
her nurse’s uniform, but on horseback or standing beside the horse, properly dress for riding, jodhpurs and all. Two earlier photographs of Nanny
in the 1930’s show her riding a motorcycle, so she was not sheepish. A
particularly flattering photograph from c. 1929 shows a confident woman
of about twenty-five. Subsequent entries in Diana’s diary, and another
photograph, eventually shed a bit more light on what nevertheless remains an obscure tale.
It was just as well that Diana was preoccupied with preparations for
the visit by the ‘Amateurs du Jardin’. ‘Yesterday about 80 to a 100
people came to see House & Garden,’ Diana recorded on 4 July. ‘We had
a very hectic time getting things ready. The greatest success was the vase
of red currants with artichoke leaves in the staircase.’
The next time Diana mentioned Pierre it was to say he’d been
‘frantically busy lately, rushing from Rouen to Dieppe’—presumably for
some legal case—‘excellent thing, but very tiring for him. We are planning 3 days holiday next week, before the children come.’ This was written under the date 19 July, so presumably the girls would be coming for
their usual August holiday. And it must have been about a week later that
Diana gave her happy verdict: ‘Had four days most successful honeymoon trip.’
On the first day of August Diana wrote that the date reminded her
that it would be her birthday on the 28th. ‘I was going to ask Dad for a
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sewing machine, but darling Pearl and Kurt have just given me a lovely
new “Singer”.’ Pearl Argyle had performed at the château just a year
earlier, and she had Kurt must have paid another visit: perhaps the ‘Singer’ was something Pearl was happy to pass along before she went to
America. In any case, Diana could now scratch this from her list of
birthday presents she might suggest to her father. ‘The only other things I

Now owned by Diana’s grand-daughter, Yolanda Chetwynd, the machine bears
a serial number indicating that it was manufactured in Scotland in 1917.

can think of apart from Diamond bracelet, etc., are more linen, or glass,
or otherwise a Tennis Court, [illeg.] that is a huge undertaking, & also
help for the Barn, which I hope to start next year.’ Although at some date
a tennis court was certainly laid out at Bosmelet, Mr. Mathias was not
averse to buying his daughter jewellery: in uncertain times such portable
wealth might be useful.
Diana wrote the next entry, dated only as ‘Wedn.’, either the next day,
or one week after that:
Pierre left this evening for London, coming back on the night boat
Thursday.
Nanny is getting more and more impossible, moody, very excitable—
Pierre says it is all due to ‘lack of man’. Probably yes—anyhow have asked
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her to stay till I go to England in November & then I will look for another
Nurse.
Although Diana had praised Nanny for being ‘a brick’ six weeks

earlier, she had evidently decided to replace her. As Diana was planning
to go to England in less than three months for the delivery of her second
baby, due late in December, it was convenient to keep Nanny in her position till then. Pierre’s flippant diagnosis may have been correct, but
Nanny may also have been understandably worried about being in
France if war broke out, or perhaps she was bothered by the additional
burden of caring for Pierre’s two daughters during a good part of August,
when Pierre himself was not always around. Diana was clearly agitated
as well: ‘I am seriously thinking of going to England Pierre annoys me
so,’ she wrote on 12 August. ‘& Mme Soyer & the children get on my
nerves. Since Pierre is back he has not once come near me. The children
are never kept in order. They buzz around like flies. Diana, it seems, was
also suffering from ‘lack of man’—perhaps the same one—and her suffering grew worse in the next day’s diary entry: ‘Apparently yesterday
when Pierre was in Dieppe he saw their mother. He never told me. He is
getting so underhand in his dealings with me. He is always hiding
everything & never says what he thinks. I hate it.’
A week later, 20 August, Diana gained some perspective through the
usual distractions: gardening and the threat of war. She and Pierre went
to Ethel Sands house and ‘took cuttings.’ The news in the papers and on
the wireless ‘sounds very bad. There seems no way out of the impasse
that Hitler has led the Germans into. Other than war. All common sense
…points that way….’ Diana then found a novel way to describe her efforts to keep a stiff upper lip: ‘…up to now, thank god, my inside has held
firm—& has not started to sink. Maybe the unborn baby keeps it up!!!
(certainly out! I am enormous now.)’ Five days later ‘Things are looking
very black. Classes 2 and 3 and 4 have been called up & Alexandre was
again woken up by Gendarmes at 12 o’clock & has gone this morning.
Pierre has taken him to the Station.’
The next day, Monday 21 August, Diana’s father arrived for a visit
and stayed till Thursday. He was so sweet, Diana wrote in her diary on
Friday. He told me not to worry—that they were very used to having ba108

bies in France. ‘He thought there would be war. That the Germans may
win amazing victories for a week or two, but that can’t last & of course
we are bound to win.’
In his Journal Pierre also recalled that ‘my father-in-law paid us his
last visit on his way back to London. Dia was expecting our daughter; he
and I were certain that war was upon us and in complete agreement that
she should remain at Bosmelet “in complete safety”.’ Diana briefly refers
to this period in the book, In Golden Spurs, that she would publish late in
1944. She wrote that her father ‘wanted me to go back with him, to have
my baby at home, but I refused to leave. I wanted to stay where [Pierre]
could join me when he got leave.’ So, Mr. Mathias may have ended up
‘in complete agreement’ with Pierre that Diana should stay and have the
baby at Bosmelet, but he did not start out that way. Mr. Mathias may well
have thought that the original plan—that Diana would not come over to
England until November—was now too risky: war might break out any
day (and did about ten days later) after which it might not be possible to
travel to England. Diana’s argument of wishing to stay where Pierre
could reach her when he was on leave may have weighed less with Mr.
Mathias than the painful consideration that if war broke out, Hitler was
more likely to send aircraft to bomb London and Paris than rural Normandy.
Two years later when Pierre wrote that everyone had agreed that Diana would be ‘in complete safety’ at Bosmelet, he knew that prediction
had proved disastrously wrong.
Diana must have gone with Pierre to take her father to the ferry in
Dieppe, but the outing went wrong.
Yesterday Pierre, instead of going to the hairdresser as he said, went and
got drunk—dead drunk. After waiting for him for over an hour at the [Café
des] Tribunaux [a bar near the law courts], ‘I went to Nicole’s Bar [le Trianon Nicole] and found him there with 2 or 3 other men. Went to fetch
nanny’ [—presumably driving back to Bosmelet for that purpose—] and
with great difficulty, but thanks entirely to Nicole, we got him away and I
drove home. He could hardly stand up but thank goodness except for raving about Hitler [and] the Germans, he was quite amenable. Nanny was a
brick. When we got home I couldn’t get him to bed. He insisted on going
through the Dining Room. He kissed the children and burnt Bab’s hand
with his cigarette. I ran away, couldn’t bear it. After that he insisted on go109

ing for a walk in the wood with a gun. I was exhausted & lay on my bed.
Thank heaven Nanny went with him & brought him back safely to sleep it
off.

So ‘Nanny was a brick’, for the second time. Diana was feeling so
low that she was able, surprisingly, to take some comfort from the evening new bulletin on the wireless:
Although everything looks hopeless—all the news gets worse and worse
—I somehow instinctively, against all reason, think it won’t happen.
Though I hope & pray this time that we have learnt the lesson of Munich &
won’t give in. It will be fatal if we do. But even old Chamberlain seems to
be standing firmer & Lord Halifax made a very firm speech [to the House
of Lords] last night.

Five days later, Diana’s optimism faded.
‘Aug 30, 1939. War may be declared at any moment now. Already no
boats are running between Boulogne - Dover. And liners to American
and Canada have been cancelled. Sometime today Hitler’s final answer
to England will be made public.’
Two years later Pierre recalled in his Journal that
I began packing my kit. My pistol was in good working order, my uniform fitted well, my only bother came from my helmet which was made of
aluminium (for comfort).
I revised my will, gave Dia a power of attorney and she, with a true
English concern, insisted that I should take along some toilet paper, completely ignorant of the use we French make of political speeches in the
newspapers once things have taken a really serious turn
On the 1st of September I kissed Monique and Babs goodbye and sent
them home to their mother in the station wagon; Dia took me by car to
Amiens and was brave enough not to cry when I caught my train.

Diana also recorded some of Pierre’s experience on 1 and 2 September 1939:
I went to Amiens with Pierre this afternoon to see him off to Soissons.
‘Mobilisation Générale’ is starting tomorrow. But to avoid the rush &
scramble and to get there in good time Pierre preferred to go this afternoon. René [Planquet] leaves at 8 tomorrow morning…[but today he] took
Babs & Monique back to Varengeville with Christiane. Madame S, sobbing, escorted them, & Pierre and I couldn’t stand her tears.
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So far have managed to be brave and calm, but when I get to bed
without my darling Pierre it is much harder. It is so difficult not to think &
then to feel sad and sorry for oneself. Fatal! But though it is near 11.30
and I am dead tired, I can’t fall asleep. Must try again.
It is now 6 am half waking half sleeping. Now I feel quite sick.
If only he comes back to me soon. I hardly dare write such things, I
hope he will write me a lovely letter soon. I do love him so & we have been
so happy together. Of course we have occasional tiffs—mostly about keeping accounts. I will try to get the news at 6.30. Last night Nan [Hudson]
couldn’t get the news. The wave lengths have all been altered apparently.
Last night I paged poor René and said goodbye. He leaves at 8 this
morning.

This photograph was presumably taken by Diana on the day Pierre went off to war (found in
‘Au Bosmelet, dans les coulisses du second conflit mondial’, a pamphlet prepared in 2004 by
the author and friend of the family, Philippe Priol).

It was early September. The garden was giving signs that summer
was about to make way for autumn, part of an annual cycle of change
that was reassuring. But now the world had suddenly changed, from
peace to war, as it had done a quarter of a century ago. Diana remembered, nearly three years earlier, seeing her friend, Pearl Argyle, in
H.G. Wells’ film Things to Come. With modern technology—aircraft and
gas—the destruction caused by any major war was bound to be far worse
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than in the last war, which was horrendous enough. In the film Pearl’s
character had escaped on a flight to the moon, and now Pearl herself—
along with her two-year-old son and her German-Jewish husband—was
trying to escape to Hollywood.
‘Yesterday England and France declare war. They opened hostility.
England at 11 o’clock France at 17 hours,’ Diana wrote in her diary on
Monday, 4 September, 1939 at 6:30 am. ‘Last night I wrote to Dad asking him to find me another Nurse.’
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Chapter 9

ON 3 SEPTEMBER 1939, First Lieutenant Pierre Soyer de Bosmelet reported for duty at the military camp at Sissones and discovered that the
‘G.S.’ that had been stamped on his mobilisation papers did not mean
Groupement senegalais as he’d hoped, but Groupes Spéciaux. His assignment was not with the colonial forces, but the 23rd Battalion of Light
Infantry, a unit of reservists called, ironically, the Joyeux. ‘The Joyeux,’
Pierre explained in his eighty-one-page Journal written in 1941, ‘were
men who had been convicted by the criminal courts to more than 3
months’ imprisonment and were segregated from ordinary troops so as
not to contaminate ordinary decent civilians.’ No other army that Pierre
knew of failed to accept that in most cases such men had long since paid
their debt to society for relatively minor crimes often committed many
years earlier. The French government’s degrading policy was keenly resented by the troops, who hated the army more than the abstract principle
called Adolf Hitler. Yet they possessed a passion for liberty—of which
they knew the price by bitter experience—and this made them keen to
fight and nearly impossible to control. Of course, the officers of Joyeux
regiments were not drawn from criminal classes, but were mainly, like
Pierre, reservists rather than career officers. Pierre grimly considered
whether this posting was to be his punishment for a sin committed two
years earlier. ‘Around 1937 I had refused firmly and even insolently to
be earmarked as an Interpreter,’ Pierre wrote his memoir in the 1970’s,
‘which meant that in 1939 I found myself in a reserve unit of the
Joyeux.’
Pierre obviously did not wish to copy his father by serving in an essentially non-combatant role as an interpreter, and he had received all of
his reservist training with the 21st Regiment of Colonial Infantry based
near Paris. He was looking forward to commanding troops from French

Map II: Pierre & Diana’s travels in France, Sept. 1939 to Aug. 1940
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Equatorial Africa when they were finally shipped to France. They were
legendary as fighters, and Pierre knew that the French government was
relying on its large reserve of manpower in the overseas colonies, just as
the British were counting on the sub-continent as well as their Commonwealth partners. This was a resource not available to the Germans,
but France and Britain would need time to bring these forces to Europe,
and French and British general staffs were no doubt debating whether to
mount a quick offensive to aid the Poles or wait until manpower levels
were more favourable after the colonial troops arrived. In any case,
Pierre looked forward to leading African troops across the Rhine into racist Germany.
Instead, he found himself commanding a battalion of Joyeux. For two
days Pierre was the only officer present to greet the arriving troops, most
of whom turned up drunk and resentful, immediately casting insults toward their officer.
I calmly explained that I was a barrister and devoid of the usual moral
prejudice against a class of people whom I knew mostly as my clients;
anyhow there was no more any question of victimising them as bad boys;
this was war and I felt sure we would make up a happy family if only they
would fight decently under me.

Pierre felt that his little speech had succeeded. ‘By the end of the first
morning I loved them deeply.’ Even though Pierre served with the Joyeux
for less than two months, he filled thirteen pages of his Journal with colourful stories about the individuals he commanded. ‘To sum it up about a
quarter of the troop were good material, capable of making magnificent
fighters, half were ordinary good fellows who could have brought themselves on the best, and the last quarter were pretty useless cowardly stuff:
pimps, card-sharps, and receivers.’
Pierre was not happy with his superior officers either, and they were
not thrilled when Pierre, with his barrister training, defended his men
during numerous military tribunals. Pierre also recounted how a review
of the brigade was scheduled, but ‘after hours of waiting in the hot sun,
the men were finally dismissed after a perfunctory review by a few captains. …The rumour got around that the colonel…had got cold feet and
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was frightened of some rifle going off in his direction at the hands of one
of our terrible men….’
On 12 September they were finally transported, on a slow and uncomfortable train, about twenty miles southwest of Metz where they
made camp six miles from any village.26 Pierre took parties of men to the
village to fetch water, and stood them drinks at the tavern. There were
good times around the campfire as some of the troops—veterans of
desert fighting in Morocco—told wonderful stories. Then one of his corporals complained to Pierre that during the night someone had stolen 200
francs from the wallet in his coat. ‘I told him he was a fool for leaving
money about in a crowd of criminals but gave him 100 francs so that he
would not be without any cash at all.’ Later Pierre addressed his platoon:
I have heard that one of us has had some money stolen from him and
am frightfully disappointed at this news. I had thought that all your bad
civilian past was buried now we are at war, and I have trusted you as comrades, and will go on doing so. As a matter of fact, I am carrying quite a
large sum in my pocket book, 2,000 francs, [and] you all know that I hang
up my coat at night on a branch over my feet and I am sure that money is
and will always be safe in your care. The boy who has been robbed is not a
Joyeux any more than I, but he happens to be poor and that money meant a
lot to him.

The next morning the corporal found all the money that had been
stolen now placed under his blanket. Pierre later learned that the men had
had a meeting, did not expect anyone to return the money since he probably needed it, but raised a subscription to indemnify the corporal, arguing ‘After all we are all Joyeux together though some of us have not
been inside jail and we must stick together; we can steal plenty from civilians or regular troops.’
A fortnight later the regiment was ordered to go into the line north of
Metz, by marching 80 kilometres over two days, carrying 40 kilogram
packs. for no trucks were made available. Pierre and a fellow officer,
spent most of the time helping to carry the platoon’s two FMs, (fusils
mitrailleurs, heavy machine guns). While the men were straggling along
holding each other up, the platoon encountered General Condé, commander of the 3rd Army to which they were attached. Pierre already had
a dim view of the General after reading instructions he had circulated on
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the proper use of the FM, which included the idea that they should always be used for indirect fire—hoping to hit enemy positions that are not
actually visible—when really the shouldering and bipod version that had
been supplied were only suited for fairly direct firing. The General also
advised that in long grass one soldier should kneel on all fours while the
bipod was mounted on his hindquarters. Now this martinet was angry at
seeing the Joyeux proceeding in such a disorganized fashion and further
enraged when, upon reaching their new base and setting up camp, they
were suddenly dining off fine plates and glasses swiftly stolen from a
nearby regiment of dragoons.
Orders came down the line that the Joyeux should be disarmed.
Pierre’s captain ordered him to see to it; Pierre’s said, ‘I have never
learnt the method in any of the regulations, Sir.’ ‘Oh, just manage!’ said
the captain. ‘You’re a barrister after all so you should be able to talk the
men into it.’
‘I…tried to baloney them with the higher command’s wish to relieve
them of some of their load for the next march but it did not go down and
they kindly advised me to clear out as they would hate to forcibly disobey my orders.’ Eventually, as they were only fifteen kilometres y from
German lines, the troops were allowed to keep their weapons, but they
were ordered on another night march, and after a day of entrenching the
new location, they were ordered to fall back another forty kilometres.
After another night march the troops were so scattered it took another
day for those who hadn’t permanently disappeared to re-form. To their
relief, they were now put aboard a train, then unloaded 7 kilometres from
Sissones, where their march had begun. Next they were told to march 10
kilometres to a place near the old Hindenburg line, where some of the
trenches from the last war were still very evident. They were then tasked
to dig shell holes in the ground to make it look again like a battlefield so
that later on some decent unit could train for the best way of storming
Hitler’s West Wall.
Pierre’s superior officers changed frequently as they used any ounce
of influence to arrange transfers for themselves. A new colonel gave
Pierre and the other officers a tongue-lashing for failing to discipline
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their men, until he realised that they were actually doing their best. He
tried to mollify them by offering the officers and N.C.O.s a long weekend of leave, on a rotation. When they learned that there would be no
leave for the troops, the officers refused the offer. ‘The Colonel was furious and any hope we entertained of blackmailing him into leniency for
our fellows was dashed as nobody got any leave.’
Insubordination was rife. A visiting wife of an officer was raped by a
Joyeux; a policeman trying to stop a Joyeux from boarding a train for
Paris was murdered; at one point over a third of the men were behind
bars; and the Major had to delegate his powers as an investigating magistrate to as many officers as he could. ‘I refused the job at once arguing
that as I was a barrister I was precluded from appearing for the State, and
the Major gave in.’
Pierre was on a rotational guard duty when some of the prisoners
started an insurrection, and he risked his life and used up plenty of cigarettes to talk them out of it. He knew that in eighteen days he would have
another guard duty, ‘and I determined there and then to be out of this
bedlam before it came round.’
The next morning Pierre wrote to a friend, Henri Gérente, ‘a conservative deputy, employed at the armaments ministry and whom I knew to
have the right connections at Head Quarters, begging to leave a labour
unit—as it had suddenly become—and to be sent back to a combat unit
of the colonial army where I belonged by rights.’27 To post the letter
would have encountered the censors, so Pierre gave the letter to a welleducated Joyeux who was about to desert to Paris to seek a position as an
interpreter, the job Pierre had avoided. Pierre knew Gérente would help,
but worried that he would ‘at once try to get me sent to the British’, so
Pierre stressed that he ‘wanted to see the front line and not be cooped up
with some dull old General and that it must be just an ordinary regiment
of the Colonial Infantry.’
A few days later the order for transfer to a colonial regiment arrived
by telephone. The Colonel summoned Pierre and said angrily, ‘I refused
on principle to let you go but the General Staff insisted, so I suppose you
must be very precious to that fucking precious Colonial Army. How did
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you wangle it?’ Pierre wrote: ‘I disclaimed any knowledge of what had
happened but said I was naturally very pleased to go back to my own
corps though I would be very sorry to lose some excellent comrades.’ On
his thirty-third birthday, 27 October, ‘I left Sissones and slept in Rheims
on my way to the 53rd Regiment of Colonial Infantry then stationed near
Commercy east of Verdun.’
*
‘Haven’t a minute to write,’ Diana wrote on 12 September, eight days
since her last entry. ‘Am so exhausted every free minute I write to Pierre
or Dad…accounts…today Pesée [du nourrisson: weighing babies]…
[black-out] curtains for windows…Listening to news; a bit better today.
The Germans have not taken Warsaw. The French are advancing….’
Only twelve days had passed since the Germans invaded Poland, and
though Warsaw had not yet been taken, it was surrounded and under
bombardment. The French advance, begun on 7 September, was limited
to a twenty kilometre front near the river Saar and advancing only eight
kilometres—stopping short of the uncompleted Siegfried Line. Intended
to draw some German forces away from Poland, this move was a halfhearted affair, at odds with the overall strategy which involved being
ready to halt a German advance through Belgium. There was little actual
fighting between French and German troops, and Pierre’s Joyeux saw
none of it during what became known as the Drôle de Guerre (or the
Phoney War’).
Diana only took time to write a few more lines. ‘Madame S. as
bloody & tiresome as ever. Nanny I have to keep drugged with Bromide.
Organized rabbit hunt Sunday. 21 rabbits. Not so bad. Nanny is obviously in a state, but Diana was clearly unsettled as well, for a week later,
on 20 September, she noted that she was writing in her diary at 2:30 am,
after waking from a disturbing dream. Her anxiety grew out of her lack
of information about Pierre. ‘Yesterday I had a letter from Pierre asking
for woolen socks…[illeg.] and other things. Date 14th. Also a P.C. dated
15th saying he had not received any letters or news at all. I have written
to him every day—a letter or a P.C.’ This became a perennial topic:
Pierre may have been an unreliable correspondent, but it is certain that
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the French military postal system was chronically bad. Diana, heavily
pregnant, and receiving little support from her mother-in-law and Nanny,
had been turning to friends elsewhere.
Yesterday I went to Bellencombre to see M. Taddeu[? &] the Foisy’s etc.
They cheered me up, saying Pierre would have leave when I had the baby. I
got so excited, which caused the dreams. Also indigestion, and the baby is
moving about so.
I do love Pierre so. I pray to God to look after him & send him back to
me safely. God has never forsaken me yet, but when I think of all the millions praying the same thing. Oh why must there be war. The poor helpless
Poles! Attacked on all sides.

The Soviets began their invasion of the eastern half of Poland three
days before Diana wrote this, and two days later she opened her diary
again—at 3:30 am. Another letter had arrived from Pierre.
Can’t sleep. Have started writing to Lady Vaughan to see if she could
do anything to attach Pierre to an English regiment & make use of his
wonderful English. He has been put with the ‘Joyeux’ the I.L.A, that is to
say he is 1st Lieutenant in the Infantry Leger d’Afrique. Where the men
have all served a sentence in prison. He says they are wonderfully devoted
and it is a great honor to be chosen to command them. (His Sergeants are
mostly Garde Mobile, and Pierre who sees red at the sight of a Flick!) He
has forbidden me to try and change him. But if it was to join his father’s
Regiment, perhaps it would be different. and he would forgive me. Have
written to Dad about it. But letters take anything from a week to 16 days….
My last news from Dad was dated the 15th arrived the 19th.

Diana was either obtuse in not accepting Pierre desire not to be an
interpreter and interfering against his explicit request, or perceptive in
understanding that Pierre was dissatisfied with his posting. It is unlikely
Lady Vaughan, wife of Lieutenant General Sir Louis Ridley Vaughan,
would give any advice other than that Pierre go through the usual channels to seek a transfer. The early morning diary scribble concluded with
Diana’s continuing concern for Pierre and also, in his absence, looking
after the people on the estate.
Went to Dieppe yesterday and dispatched two parcels to Pierre, one with
woollies, the other a camera. Have wired to Fourcade to send him a Burberry from Paris…. Walked to La Petite Ferme. Took ages. Went to see and
try and cheer up Mme Vidal, whose husband left on Sunday, leaving her
alone with 2 children, aged 10 and 7. How hard life is.
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Diana wrote on 26 September that she had been ‘getting frantic’ at
not hearing from Pierre for six days, but finally ‘Had sweet letter from
Pierre, generous, dated the 22d. He is sending me some bulbs of crocuses
he has found. Heard today from PC to his mother that at last he has received some letters.’ In her next entry on 10 October Diana mentioned
receiving another letter from Pierre: ‘Not very cheerful. But he has received most of the parcels. But how I wish he was in another regiment.’
Diana also noted that ‘Pearl arrived’ and was ‘working like a nigger
making clothes for Stephen’, her two-year-old son. Pearl Argyle’s husband, the director Kurt Bernhardt, probably decided—just before the war
broke out—that he must take up the Warner Brothers contract for fear he
might be interned in France as a German citizen. Pearl was waiting for
her visa papers so she could join him in the U.S. In the meantime, she
busied herself with the sewing machine she had given to Diana. At some
point Pearl learned that her mother had been arrested in Limoges because
the place she was staying was allegedly run by spies. Diana took Pearl to
Pierre’s friend, the deputy Lucien Galimand, to see if he could help. ‘He
was so charming. Asked about Pierre. Surprised to hear where he was.
Said he would write to him & would tell him that the moment he wanted
to be transferred he must let him know. Galimand himself has enlisted &
was going…next week.’
A week later, 17 October, Diana was ‘frantic with excitement’:
‘Pierre may arrive from one moment to another.’ Whether she supposed
Galimand would arrange Pierre’s transfer or had learned that Pierre that
had written to Henri Gérente, Diana assumed there would somehow be
an opportunity to see Pierre, even if he couldn’t get leave to come to
Bosmelet. ‘I dashed into Dieppe this afternoon to try and get a sauf conduit so that I could meet him somewhere half way. Couldn’t get one. Can
only go to Paris or Rouen, not Zone des Armees.’
While in Dieppe Diana happened to meet an old friend, Alan PryceJones. They may have had mutual literary friends, but she certainly socialised with him in Vienna when he attended one of her concerts with
his then fiancée, Poppy Fould-Springer, of French/Austro-Hungarian/
Jewish descent and possessing vast properties in Austria. The couple fled
Vienna in 1938. ‘He to his great surprise has been made Captain of a
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camp for German prisoners,’ Diana reported. ‘The camp doesn’t exist yet
as there are no prisoners. He has been a week at Dieppe doing nothing.
He is coming to see us. Gave him my address and telephone.’ Alan’s wife
and their two-year-old, David, were staying in a house in Montreuil-surMer owned by Poppy’s mother: it was only a hundred and twenty kilometres eastward up the coast, so he hoped to visit them from time to
time.
Perhaps on her way to or from
Dieppe Diana stopped in Auppegarde ‘to see Ethel & Nan…so
sweet. Nan rather pro-Bolshie &
pro New Statesmen & Nation. They
have lent me 2 no’s. Perhaps to Diana Nan Hudson seemed ‘proBolshie’ because she hadn’t blamed
Stalin for the pact with Hitler or the
Soviet occupation of eastern Poland. Diana finished the 17 October
entry with: ‘I am huge now & the
baby kicking around. Oh Pierre,
Pierre Pierre.’
A week later: Just had a PC
from Pierre. Gérente has acted & Château d’Auppegarde, painted by Nan Hudson
he is being transferred. No word of
getting leave. Am feeling so depressed again. So long to see him. And on
1 November:
Pierre has been moved at last. He is joining his Colonials somewhere
at the Front. He is delighted. I hope he is happier. But just had a PC from
him. He has slept in a decent bed at Rheims, had warm baths, a manicure
and a coiffeur & friction with Chanel’s. He says he is feeling much better
almost normal. If only I could have met him at Rheims…. I am gigantic
now & waddle around. It is so sickening that Pierre won’t be able to come
till I am completely hors de combat. Probably prostrate.

In the same entry Diana noted that she was about to lose a good
companion. ‘Pearl has got her visa for America and is sailing on the 7th.
Apparently after the 7th the American boats may be stopped because of
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the levee of the embargo. I have managed to label the Dahlias & plant
the bulbs for spring…. At last Dad says that he will try to come over
around Xmas or the New Year. Patience Patience Patience.
*
‘Well, Lieutenant, I want to hear all about you. You’ve been in the
line, I gather; we’ve had no such luck yet. Tell me about your experiences with those terrible Joyeux.’
Pierre had now met his new Colonel, named Polidori, a Corsican but
clearly a gentleman, with one drooping eye-lid and a manner that was
‘slightly more scholarly than military…. And in pleasant chatter, with
skilful and kind questioning, he soon knew all he wanted from me.’ The
Colonel, hearing that Pierre was from Normandy, said he was a compatriot of his adjutant, a Captain who was also a canon of the bishopric of
Caen. Pierre had already spoken to the Captain—who he never named
—‘but then I realised what had been faintly worrying me about him: a
certain sleekness and fatness and unctuous rubbing of hands and his very
polite and unmilitary language fitted perfectly with his ecclesiastical career.’
‘Lieutenant,’ said the Colonel, ‘you will go to Captain Roche; a very
good Captain, one of my best, and I am sure you will be happy and recuperate from your trying times.’
As the ‘Canon Captain’ led Pierre from the Colonel’s office he began
whispering to Pierre: ‘I am very, very sorry for you, young man; poor
Captain Roche is not a bad man, but you will be miserable with him; a
completely uneducated man he boasts of not even having his school leaving certificate, and it certainly shows in his reports. Quite a peasant. But
I will do my best to have you removed to a company commanded by a
gentleman. Just keep in touch with me.’ Another Captain on his way to
the mess was passing them, heard part of this whispering, but pretended
he hadn’t, and suddenly clapped a hand on Pierre’s shoulder.
‘I hear you’re going to be with my old friend, Captain Roche. You
are a lucky devil; he is a fine fellow, one of the best, a true old Colonial,
been everywhere from Africa to China, as tough as you make them, and
the sweetest person you can find.’
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That night Pierre learned that his accommodation was to be a room in
the village café, which he would share with four other officers. He found
them playing cards, and one was his new Captain. ‘Roche was a short,
square man, going bald, with beautiful steely-blue eyes and a strong but
kind face…. [He] told me to make myself at home and I joined in a game
of cards.’
Pierre learned more about Roche: son of a farm labourer; enlisted in
1912; rose to sergeant before the last war began; two years’ service with
a ‘Corps Franc’, a dare-devil company undertaking the most dangerous
patrols and raiding parties; killed three hundred Germans, was wounded
five times, received the Legion d’honneur, the Medaille Militaire, and
the Croix de Guerre with seven bars; left the army a lieutenant; worked
as an overseer in a small factory; married a working girl, had three children, and adopted his brother-in-law’s orphaned son. Now back in the
army, he took tremendous care of his men’s welfare, and his only problem was writing reports, but one of his lieutenants always tactfully
helped him.
Another officer in the card game was a fat old lieutenant with bad
eyesight named Filhol. A salesman in peacetime, he’d been something of
a hero during the last war and on several colonial expeditions. Apparently the womenfolk at the café were in great demand, and a Major
named Seymour paid the proprietress lavishly for her favours, about
which Filhol made fun of him to his face, boasting that he himself got all
he needed for nothing, along with free drinks and foie gras.
‘Towards mid-November,’ Pierre wrote, ‘it was decided that each
Battalion should furnish a platoon of volunteers for the “Corps Franc”.’
Most officers, including Pierre and Filhol, quickly volunteered to lead
one of the platoons. As only one lieutenant from each company would be
accepted, Filhol made it clear that he’d done that sort of work in the last
war, and would fight anyone in the company who challenged his right.
Rather than protest about Filhol’s poor vision, Pierre and other hopefuls
smilingly gave in. But Major Seymour and the Battalion M.D. had some
misgivings about Filhol’s eyesight and got the Regiment Doctor quietly
to report Filhol for an inspection by an eye specialist at Headquarters.
‘One morning I found dear Filhol stamping about and cursing with fury’
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about having to go to the oculist: ‘he darkly hinted that there would be
trouble.’ As the fat lieutenant set out, Pierre noticed that the top of a
bottle of wine was poking out of Filhol’s bag, and expected he would
attempt bribery. Only later did Pierre learn that under the bottle was a
hand grenade, which Filhol produced in the consulting room, promising
to blow them both to bits unless he was passed perfectly fit. The terrified
oculist gladly agreed to let the madman return to his combat unit, where,
a month later, after leading a successful reconnaissance deep in German
territory Filhol won the first bar to his Croix de Guerre.
Pierre soon discovered that most of the men in his platoon were from
the Midi, and ‘Roche warned me that I would find it hard to get on with
the soldiers, the most cowardly and soft lot he had ever met.’ Their morale wasn’t so bad at the start of the war, according to Roche, but it went
to pieces when they read in their socialist newspapers about the retreat
from the Saar. Pierre learned that the disgruntled Midi conscripts complained about everything: the food was terrible; the officers were paid
too much; they’d received no training during this phony capitalistic war
and would be better off tending their vines at home. ‘Who was going to
tend the beloved vines and why should they have to fight in a war
between the foreigners who lived in France north of the Loire—where no
wine grows—and the Germans who would never come as far down as
the Mediterranean Sea?’
It took weeks for Pierre to get on friendly terms with the troops, who
learned he was not the push-over his predecessor had been. He gradually
wooed them through constant attention to their complaints about the
food, for as senior Lieutenant he had responsibility about the kitchens
and rations. He also gained their respect by being an exceptionally good
walker as a result of his many days shooting in the countryside around
Bosmelet, and during long training marches he often helped men carry
the heavier equipment.
Pierre and a few other officers endured the tedium by escaping—
without permission—‘every second Sunday’ to Nancy, fifty kilometres
away, where they could dance at ‘a place called the “Roxy” and we used
to manage to get fights with officers and other formations over girls and
drinks.’ Since Pierre wrote this Journal in 1941 to leave with Diana, I
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imagine he has omitted a great many interesting details. And it might not
have been ‘every second Sunday’, since within a fortnight of his arrival
at Commercy, Pierre was confronted Major Seymour, who had heard
about his escapades and now told Pierre that, since the Colonel was
complaining that the Battalion had done nothing to entertain the men, ‘I
appoint you entertainment officer as you must be well up on the latest
dance tunes.’ Pierre wrote about making preparations for a musical revue, but described it as never taking place.
‘Until the beginning of December’ the regiment was in the same
quarters and becoming ‘impatient of getting into the line.’ Then the Major told Pierre he must leave tomorrow for ‘an officer’s training course’
which would hasten his promotion to Captain. Pierre thought there was a
mistake because he knew there were older ranking Lieutenants who
ought to be promoted before him. ‘Anyhow, Sir, we have all heard the
rumours of the Regiment soon going into the line: please don’t leave me
behind at silly lectures once the fun starts.’ The Major said there was
nothing he could do and ‘the course only lasts 3 weeks.’
The training centre was on the other side of Commercy, but Pierre
was disgusted to discover that the course was the same one used in peace
time to train corporals. ‘To add to my annoyance our Regiment left for
the front on December 12th.’ It moved 100 kilometres east to Lelling,
only a dozen kilometres from the German border.
Pierre made new friends on the course, who were impressed especially when he discovered a means of transport so they could make
jaunts to Nancy. The local brothel keeper owned a car and was also an
ex-Joyeux in the last war ‘as was natural in view of his long career as a
pimp.’ It was ‘natural’ that one ex-Joyeux should help another, though
Pierre chose not to boast of being a familiar customer. Anyway, the
brothel-keeper
even offered to help me in getting my wife to come to visit me. The plan
was that she should pretend to be one of his new boarders and he would
find her a room in town where we could meet. Dia, when she heard of the
scheme, was quite game but it is perhaps just as well that my stay near
Commercy was too short to test the fundamental decency of the shady fellow.
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Since Diana would soon read what Pierre was writing in 1941, I suppose he was not making this up. And yet when Pierre was on this threeweek course, his wife was in the last month of her pregnancy, which adds
a touch of unreality. As we’ll see, Diana’s diary does not mention this
scheme—though she will describe a bizarrely similar event dating four
months later.
Pierre and his new friends were scheduled to be dismissed on a
Monday, but were released the Saturday before ‘to give us time to recuperate from our strenuous intellectual effort’. They planned to have two
nights in Nancy and still reach Metz early on Monday morning, then
catch a local train to Lelling. After celebrating New Year’s Eve in Nancy
they reached Metz to be told by a military police officer in control of the
traffic that the whole division had moved up to some place on the Belgian frontier. They asked him the best way to get there and were told it
would take two days on military trains, but it was quicker to take the
normal train to Paris and get to Laon from there. This was appealing, although they were all running short of cash and couldn’t collect their pay
until they rejoined the regiment. Pierre assured them he could obtain
cash in Paris.
While waiting for the train to Paris they learned they’d been misinformed: the Regiment was still at Lelling. Since their travel passes were
all made out and signed, they went to Paris anyway. ‘We got there that
evening and had a riotous time in Montparnasse; tired and jaded I went
to our old friend and banker, Fourcade, and borrowed 3,000 francs.’
When Pierre eventually went to the regimental HQ to find out where his
battalion was located, Colonel Polidori, listened to Pierre’s edited version
of their little odyssey; ‘the old man smiled and remarked that I had found
a very pleasant way, if roundabout one, of getting back to my unit but
that he knew that we had benefitted by the mistake of the Metz military
policeman….’
The Regiment was making preparations for the actual move to Belgium when ‘only 2 days before we started for the line, I at last received
news from home after a silence of 10 days, in the form of a telegram
from our local Doctor, dated from Rouen, to say that Dia had a little girl
and that both were doing fine.’ Pierre was surprised and alarmed that the
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telegram didn’t come from Auffay. ‘I jumped to the conclusion that it had
not been so easy and that she had been taken to a nursing home; that
same evening I managed to go to Nancy with a food truck and sent some
scent to Dia and a bauble for the baby.’
Meanwhile, Diana learned that having a baby in war-time France
differed from her previous experience in a London maternity hospital.
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Chapter 10

PLEASED THAT PIERRE had finally transferred out of the Joyeux but upset
that he had not arranged so they could meet at Rheims, Diana had to content herself with waiting until she went into labour, then a message could
be sent to Pierre so he could apply for leave. After Pearl Argyle left to
catch her boat on 7 November it was quiet at the château, but not for
long.
Sat. Nov. 11
Ethel & Nan have arrived for the W.E.; so glad to have them. Fourcade
here, very useful. Nanny went to Dieppe to meet some Nurses (arranged by
Alan Pryce-Jones). Fourcade is so dull, though [illeg.]. Alan Pryce-Jones
and his Major came to lunch last Wednesday, very nice successful visit.
Had a hurried scrawl from Pierre, who was in bed and feeling rotten
with a typhoid piqûre [injection].

Within four days Diana had another letter from Pierre saying he was
all right again and mentioning that he ‘has been appointed “impresario”
and has to arrange two concerts. He hopes to engage me as an artist in
Feb. Must start collecting repertoire.’ She wrote that she was considering
songs Yvonne Printemps had sung in 1934 in Noel Coward’s Conversation Piece and in her 1938 musical comedy film, Trois Valses. ‘Alan
Pryce-Jones has rung to meet in Dieppe for Lunch with Ethel, [with Diana] taking in Nanny. The “permis de Chasser” has now arrive. Laurence
has come twice and shot 50 and 40 rabbits respectively all alone. Am
trying to arrange for some officers to come out.’
Laurence is perhaps linked to Pryce-Jones. Diana was feeling expansive, and the entry for 16 November continued:
Go down to Auffay once a day for something or other; absorbing tasks,
such as making Xmas pudding, cutting out and sewing, jam scones, directing garden operations, and above all letters & accounts & knitting &
listening to the News. It seems like two years that Pierre has been away at
this now dreary war.

We are all asking for how long? It seems to me that Hitler is so
frightened he can’t decide what to do. He is in a trap. He tries to escape…
& contorts…of no avail. I think that in the spring he will be better disposed
or he will have shot himself—although we will have to occupy Germany.
There may be no fighting. Every day we are getting so overwhelmingly
stronger.
Churchill made such a good speech last Sunday on the 10 wks of war.
He says that whatever happens if we come through this winter as well as
we have started we will have won the first campaign. Of course all the time
our Navy and Air Force are getting stronger & stronger. (He uses such
lovely invectives—‘those twin contortionists’—referring to Ribbentrop &
Hitler.)

Only three days later Diana wrote again.
Pierre in his last 2 letters talks about going to Turkey & Rumania in the
spring & says he is convinced that the war will be decided in the Balkans. I
wonder?
The servants are behaving abominably. Marie is impossible, won’t do a
thing. Giselle is as stubborn as a mule, encouraged by her lazy good for
nothing husband Alex. Who loafs around never giving her or anyone else a
hand. I have to watch him & show him what to do all the time. Even then
he always finds an excuse and doesn’t do it. Mu is the only fellow who does
something.

Another three days, with Diana not enjoying her eighth month of
pregnancy: ‘I am feeling so tired depressed and dreadful these last 2 or 3
days. Pierre writes short notes saying one minute he is coming next
minute he is not & now worst of all that he is going to the Front….
The baby is tossing around most uncomfortably.’
Diana wrote more cheerfully on 4 December, having received ‘some
lovely letters’ from Pierre who ‘hopes to come about the 10th or 15th,
though last letter he said perhaps not till January.’ Meanwhile the war
news grew ‘worse and worse.’
Russia is attacking Finland. It looks as if Norway, Sweden and all the
Baltic states will be dragged in & apparently Russia is threatening the
Balkans too. The Russians are bombing Helsinki & the Civil population
are killing off all officers & the Cultural classes in Poland. Germany is
doing likewise plus a barbaric torturing massacre of the Jews. My God
(can there be a God to allow such happenings?) the world is in such a
chaos. As I wrote to Pierre 2 days ago: The more chaotic and hellish it gets
the more I realise how important our Love for one another is. It is the only
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real thing one can count on. It is like an Island where none of the chaos
can reach us.

Diana closed the entry more positively:
Had a sweet letter from Pearl who has arrived safely in New York &
from there flew with Stephen to Hollywood where Kurt was waiting for her.
Last Sunday Alan came to lunch & shoot with his Major & Colonel Wilson,
the head of the Medical Service in Dieppe who very kindly put 3 Harley St.
gynecologists at my disposal…. It poured rain…they only got ten rabbits,
but I think they enjoyed themselves.

Four days later she recorded that Pierre had written again: ‘Pierre has
been sent for a special course of training & won’t get leave till mid Jan.
Perhaps 3 days [leave] for the baby. Am very fed up & sick about it.’
On 12 December Diana reported experiencing both bad luck and
good luck regarding the pregnancy:
Apparently the baby has slipped around…to the wrong position. Have
to wear a bandage and if that doesn’t work will probably have to stay in
bed. A very fortunate coincidence has occurred. Dr. Rossdale is mobilized
at Offranville. Dad found out somehow & wrote & thanks to Colonel
Wilson he came over on Sunday and is coming next Sunday.

Dr. George Harold Rossdale was an eminent consultant physician known
by Mr. Mathias and probably Diana. His visit was particularly welltimed, as Diana recorded on Monday.
Rossdale came over yesterday to lunch & and shoot. He brought two
officers with him, Col. Blackwood and Major Allison.
On Friday Nanny had frightful ‘crises de nerfs’; she packed her trunk,
had it brought down & said she was leaving. After 3 hours hard work [illeg., perhaps ‘Marie’] managed to calm her down & got her to eat and
drink some café au lait. She hadn’t eaten anything for 2 days. Thank goodness Dr. Rossdale went and talked to her on Sunday. And prescribed a
calming medicine.
The kitchen stove won’t work and there is no chimney sweep to be had.
Photos arrived from Pierre. Examined under magnifying glass. He
looks cold in one, but smiling nicely in another. He looks well though. How
I long for the baby to come and to wire for Pierre. To see him again. The
most wonderful thing I can think of. The poor little baby, at first Pierre
used to say I only wanted him as a pastime for Gentien. But now I want
him as an excuse to get Pierre back for three days.
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The civil war between Diana and Madame Soyer apparently ended,
for reasons indicated in Diana’s book, In Golden Spurs. Diana wrote that
near the end of December, 1939, her mother-in-law ‘had been desperately ill with the flu and, on account of the baby’s expected arrival, was
not allowed near me’ for weeks. With a real war on, Diana heavily pregnant, Madame Soyer ill with flu, and Pierre away, Christmas was apparently skipped: no need to fight over how to hand out the gifts. Christmas
got no mention at all in Diana’s diary.
Diana left a gap of nearly two weeks before writing in her diary again
on the first day of 1940: ‘Still waiting for baby. Took a large dose of
Castor oil. It may happen tonight. Rather think so.’ It actually happened
the next night, but Diana waited ten weeks before recording that news on
14 March 1940! ‘The baby, a girl, was born at 9 pm on Jan 2.’ In Golden
Spurs offered a vivid account of the birth.
Diana’s her regular doctor had gone into the army, replaced by ‘an
old fuddy-duddy’ who didn’t show up as quickly as hoped, but she mentioned the assistance of a ‘midwife’ and ‘a neighbour’. Just as she went
into labour the lights went out: something wrong at the power plant, with
too many technicians gone through conscription.
Candles were hastily found and lighted…and then the door opened and my
mother-in-law appeared in the doorway. My blessed Mé-mé, who I had not
seen for nearly two months, stood there carrying in her hand a paraffin
lamp which shone like the north star…. She wore only the flimsiest of
night-gowns, obviously created for beauty rather than warmth. The French
woman does not give up easily. She bundled off to bed again and I was left
with cramp and horrible visions of her getting pneumonia from her nocturnal pilgrimage, when the doctor arrived. Two minutes later [the baby]
made her appearance.

Throughout In Golden Spurs Diana often called her mother-in-law
‘Mé-mé’, while her diary, from 1936 to the start of 1940, showed nothing
but ‘mother-in-law’ or ‘Madame Soyer’ (except once quoting Pierre using the affectionate ‘Mé-mé’). When she wrote the book France was still
under German occupation, so she changed or omitted most personal
names (including her husband’s and children’s). But after the birth of her
second child in 1940, Diana frequently used ‘Mé-mé’ in her diary—and,
I imagine, face-to-face. There would still be rows, but the relationship
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changed when an extremely ill Madame Soyer, in her flimsy nightgown,
found a paraffin lamp and carried it into her daughter-in-law’s bedroom,
and left immediately so as not to spread her germs. It was an act of kindness that would be repeated in the difficult months to come.
The château was ‘fiendishly cold’, and the central furnace in the cellar was supplemented with a glowing fire in Diana’s bedroom. Once the
baby was born she was set on a couch while everyone attended to Diana,
who looked over and noticed her daughter’s ‘face was a ghastly blue.’
The midwife grabbed the infant and held her over the fire, then returned
her to her mother with ‘the sootiest face any baby ever boasted.’ Two
days later, an elderly servant—doing the tasks of younger men now in
the army—overstoked the furnace, making the pipes red-hot. Diana, in
bed, heard noises in the cellar, saw smoke rising through the floorboards,
looked at the Louis XVI panelling on the walls—‘the wood was now
well aged’—fetched the baby from the adjoining room, and pulled the
bell-cord.
‘My English Nanny appeared to reassure me, with typical British
faith in the authorities, that there was nothing to worry about. She had
sent for the fire brigade…[and], for herself, was at a loss to know what
they could do since the furnace room was too hot to enter.’ The increasingly negative opinions Diana expressed in her diary about Nanny appeared vehemently throughout In Golden Spurs.
An hour later Diana thought she heard the fire brigade dealing with
the problem, but it turned out that, by wonderful chance, her ‘Figaro’,
René Planquet, just then arrived at Bosmelet on leave and immediately
sorted out the furnace. The fire brigade—understaffed because of the war
—telephoned the next day to ask if the fire was out.
René’s return was very welcome, but Diana really longed to see
Pierre. On the day when his new daughter was born Pierre was actually
closer to Bosmelet than he had been since the beginning of September—
in Paris, having ‘a riotous time in Montparnasse’. With Diana and Mémé both in bed, somehow it was left to the doctor—or some doctor—to
cable Pierre from Rouen with the news of his child’s birth. Pierre sent
gifts but was delayed in coming home.
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Diana clearly expected him at any moment. From the account in her
book, Diana was out of bed four days after the birth, then ‘a week or so
later’ her father arrived for a visit. Mr. Mathias approved of the baby,
gave five pounds to Gentien, and ‘insisted I should come up to Paris with
him for a few days.’ She was reluctant, thinking Pierre might be home
any day, but gave in to temptation and carefully left word about where
she could be reached not only at Bosmelet but also in several Turkish
baths in Paris. ‘I knew…that not even the thoughts of wife and children—even a brand new child—could keep him from getting thoroughly
clean. He would never be able to resist a Turkish bath.’ She wrote of a
shopping spree and ‘among other things,…a most beautiful scarf from
“Hermes”.’ Jewellery was, again, a likely gift. When she returned home
after three days there was no sign of Pierre ‘except a bottle of perfume
for me and a rattle for the baby.’
For Pierre the baby had arrived at a most inopportune time: he’d just
finished the officer’s training course and returned to find his men preparing to move up to the front line in two days’ time. Pierre knew that ‘the
length of leaves had been fixed to 7 days but with an extra 3 days in the
case of marriage, death or births’—and a birth ‘entitled one to immediate
leave out of turn.’ Captain Roche advised him to take the leave before
going to the front, ‘but I naturally did not want to walk out on the company just when it would see action for the first time.’ Instead he asked for
the three extra days ‘to go on record’ and be lumped with his first normal
leave ‘to be taken only once the Battalion comes down from the Front in
about a fortnight.’ But the system of rotation he was counting on failed to
work.
‘Mé-mé and I had found a really worthy bone of contention with
which to occupy ourselves during the tedium of waiting for Pierre. We
could not agree whether the Curé was to sit at my right hand or hers at
the christening breakfast.’ Diana doesn’t mention if her mother-in-law, or
even her husband, had much say in the naming of the baby. Diana’s first
diary entry after the birth explained that the child was called Hélène…
after [Diana’s] mother, “France” for Pierre & Anne after Nan Hudson,
who is her godmother. Diana’s musical neighbour, Paul Foisy, was godfather. On 21 February Pierre finally reached Bosmelet on thirteen days’
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leave, while the
battle over the
seating plan still
raged. ‘I don’t
think anything
could have given
him more of a
feeling of being
home!’ Diana
wrote in her book.
Hélène was
christened in the
chapel at Bosmelet
on the 24th.
On the night
that Pierre arrived
home some British
officers stationed
nearby paid a call.
Diana wrote that
‘we staged an impromptu concert
photograph taken at the time of Hélène’s christening. From left:
since one of our ANanny’s
arm, Gentien, and possibly Nan Hudson holding Hélène.
guests was a magnificent pianist’—probably Alan Pryce-Jones. ‘The Foisys, our neighbours, a cellist and a violinist’ appeared and Diana sang. For the last
three days of Pierre’s leave the couple went to Paris, ‘where flu caught
up with both of us’, treated with a ‘diet of quinine and champagne.’
They were busy shopping, ‘buying each other farewell presents.’ She
bought him a special watch and he bought her ‘a pin made up of a little
golden anchor, the symbol of his regiment in the Colonial Army.’ Then
they spotted a pair of beautifully made boots, ‘and already on them was a
pair of golden spurs.’ Diana wrote that Pierre’s mother had told her how,
during the last war, when her husband was home on leave, he had to put
his boots on a high shelf to keep his small son out of them. And Diana
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herself knew that Pierre was meticulous when cleaning and polishing his
military kit. Diana wanted to buy the boots for him, but Pierre said he
could not wear them because only a colonial captain was entitled to wear
golden spurs and he was only a lieutenant. Diana’s suggestion that the
spurs could be removed ‘was met with a look of utter horror…such a
profane suggestion was intolerable.’ But then they agreed it was only a
matter of time before he would be a captain, so the boots were purchased, and when Pierre went off to rejoin his regiment, Diana returned
to Bosmelet ‘carrying the precious boots with me for safe keeping.’
‘Myself am recovering from flu,’ Diana wrote in her diary on 14
March. ‘Now that I am about again it is impossible to write in my diary.
Much too much to do. I write to Pierre every day.’ She did, however, find
time to add one comment about Hélène: ‘—promises to be very beautiful.
She is an adorable baby, always smiling.’
*
Even before the Regiment moved from Lelling, near Metz, Pierre had
various experiences with these men from the Midi that left him unimpressed, but he was even more discouraged by encounters he had with
the divisional commander, Général Félix Sechet. At that time the Regiment was located in a thirty-kilometre gap in the Maginot Line and busy
fixing roads and pouring concrete for pill-boxes, which wasn’t easy
while the temperature was between 15 and 25 degrees below zero. When
Général Sechet paid an inspection visit, he asked the company captains
how they were getting on, and almost all told him what he wanted to
hear: that all was fine. But when it was Captain Roche’s turn he said, according to Pierre’s Journal, that
the morale was rotten; the food supplies irregular; the wine not only
frozen, but abominably watered down by one or several links in the long
chain of distribution, that the men were very cold, and that in spite of
Roche’s weekly requests, no sweaters or woolen gloves had ever been issued and it was unfair to expect the men to work when the skin of their
hands came off and stuck to the iron tools.

That evening a truck full of woolens arrived for the battalion, and the
story went around that the Major had been hard pressed to explain why
things had got in such a state. When Pierre and Roche were in the mess,
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the slimy Canon/Captain came up and said: ‘Surely, Roche, you ought
not to bring trouble to all your comrades by your indiscreet remarks to
the General; you know how difficult he is and after all your complaints
our poor Major got into very hot water.’
Roche replied that the General asked for information and he gave it.
‘Anyhow, we have, at last, received our winter comforts.’
‘Yes, yes,’ said the Canon, ‘I suppose you acted for the best, but
you’re old enough to know that the whole truth is not always welcome.’
‘You impudent hypocrite!’ Roche exploded. ‘What can you expect
when a clergyman advises you to become a liar! Kindly let me follow my
conscience and see to my company’s wants as best I can.’
‘On the 12th of January 1941 we arrived at Merlebach,’ Pierre typed
incorrectly: he meant 1940. He also thought incorrectly that he would be
on this front line for only a fortnight: it was over five weeks.
The village of Merlebach was on the edge of the Warndt forest. The
Maginot Line was thirty kilometres behind them, and a kilometre away
was the German frontier village of Nassweiler. This was ground that the
French army had seized back in September, right up to the bank of the
Saar, before the troops were ordered back toward the Maginot Line, and
the Germans quietly filled the vacuum. Now the French army was re-occupying the same ground, not very aggressively, and there was no real
fighting going on, just skirmishes as both sides tried to straighten out the
salients.
Pierre was shocked when the Germans shouted greetings across noman’s-land, identifying his battalion by name and number. The Germans
showed no aggression, and the French high command did not wish to
interrupt this happy state of affairs. Casualties at this point were thought
to be bad for morale. One machine gun platoon spotted a German work
party of half a dozen men five hundred meters away, and the Major told
them not to fire. ‘It will give away the emplacement of the guns and we
will surely get an awful strafing.’ Some of the veterans of the last war,
according to Pierre, ‘knew better than the high command how the spirit
of the soldiers was rotting away under the strain of this inactive, useless
war.’
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Roche saw things differently. He deployed Pierre’s platoon on a ridge
overlooking the German village of St. Nicolaus, hoping there might be
some action with any enemy troops that might probe from Nassweiler.
Civilian populations had been evacuated and Pierre’s platoon settled in a
miner’s cottage, putting sentries outside and also in the loft where they
could peer through holes Pierre knocked through the roof. The trees were
heavy from a recent snowfall, and the ground stretching toward the village seemed covered by the icing of a Christmas cake. If any Germans
approached Pierre hoped to take some prisoner; meanwhile he told his
men to stay alert in case Captain Roche popped by to check on them.
Pierre assigned watches, taking midnight to 4 a.m. himself, then went for
a nap.
At 11 p.m. Pierre was awakened by an angry Roche, wanting to know
why no one challenged him when he approached. Pierre went out to
question the sentry.
‘Either you were asleep or too frightened to give us the warning,
which was it?’ demanded Pierre. ‘In both cases your number is up; I have
to report this and you’ll face a firing squad, so you might as well tell me
the truth.’ The man confessed he saw what might have been a German
patrol, but knew if he told Pierre he’d start a fight; if he said nothing they
might simply walk by; no harm done. ‘This was the spirit,’ Pierre wrote,
‘of our glorious white troops.’
Pierre submitted a report to Roche, trying to find some mitigation
that might earn the man a life sentence rather than execution. Roche gave
the soldier a terrific dressing down, sent him away, tore up the report,
and told Pierre ‘to give the man all the fatigues I could and always use
him in the most dangerous spot as it might cure him and in any case
would probably rid us of him honourably.’
For several days Pierre studied St. Nicolaus through his field glasses,
seeing no movement of any kind, nor any tracks in the two-foot deep
snow. A few of his men begged for a chance to reconnoitre the village
with the hope of finding some loot or at least some jam. Pierre decided
this semi-martial spirit should be encouraged. As it was against standing
orders, he handed over command to a sergeant and led a few volun138

teers—plus the timid sentry—down the slope as darkness was falling. No
shots were fired; the men found plenty of jam; and Pierre picked up some
German toy soldiers for Gentien and a good type-writer. They also found
a box of ammunition and two spools of barbed wire, which helped justify
the action. Roche was delighted and decided to bring more men up to the
ridge, but the next morning Pierre was summoned to Roche’s office
where he found Major Seymour, ‘who started cursing me for a disobedient fool.’ Pierre could see that Roche was laughing up his sleeve, so he
knew he’d be alright. ‘I shall give you fifteen days under arrest!’ the Major shouted, and Pierre replied: ‘Right, sir, but then I must insist on your
including in the wording of the punishment the true reason which is that I
carried out a successful reconnaissance in the enemy lines.’
‘The Lieutenant is right,’ said Roche, ‘and as his Captain I am the
proper person to inflict the punishment, and I shall make the citation look
as good as a Croix de Guerre!’
Two weeks became three and then four—with no sign of a rotation—
and the closest thing to action that Pierre saw was when he re-deployed
his men into some woods to meet an advancing party that had been spotted from a great distance. Through good fortune, or perhaps timidity, his
men held their fire and thus avoided shooting any of the Corps Francs
who were returning from a reconnaissance patrol, although no one had
informed Pierre they’d be passing through his sector.
Finally, after five weeks in the line, the battalion was relieved, and
Pierre was able to take his ten-day’s leave to see his expanded family at
Bosmelet, where he arrived on 21 February. ‘The leave was wonderful
except for my exhaustion largely due to nerves and the cold which I particularly hate. Dia and I spent the last 3 days in Paris, and even poor
Mother admitted that Dia had earned some time of privacy with me after
the baby.’ Pierre was clearly surprised to find his mother showing any
sympathy for his wife. He also wrote that he was ‘dispirited at the prospect of going back to my cowardly soldiers.’ Worried at the thought of
the real fighting that was bound to come with fine weather, he ‘really believed I would get killed most stupidly and without any support from my
men.’ Consequently, he went to see Gérente ‘and asked him to use his
influence again’ so that Pierre could shift to a Senegalese Regiment,’
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while Gérente tried in vain to talk Pierre into an interpreter’s job. It
turned out that Gérente’s assistance was not needed.

Probably taken in February 1940, the actual
photograph included Nanny beside Gentien and
Pierre: the only photograph in which she appeared
without her spectacles and the only one showing
Pierre wearing spectacles. Perhaps he had finally
replaced his monocle and Nanny had simply left
her spectacles inside, but possibly something playful was going on.

When Pierre rejoined his regiment
near Vesoul he learned that the entire
regiment was preparing to absorb large
numbers of Senegalese troops, ‘keeping only a few white specialists.’
Pierre’s Regiment would now be called
the 53 e régiment coloniale mixte
sénégalais (R.I.C.M.S). Only the fittest
and best of the current manpower
would be allowed to serve with the
Senegalese, and there was intense
competition among some of the officers who wanted to stay. Roche himself decided to leave ‘as he had
really been tired out by the terrible winter we had weathered,’ but he
asked Pierre for a list of the men in his company who possessed proper
fighting spirit or specialist skills. Pierre could only recommend eight.
General Buhrer, chief of the whole Colonial Army, inspected the 5th Division and at a conference of all the officers ‘told us we must not believe
silly comments that the Siegfried Line could never be stormed: “It is
only a question of sufficient means and pluck; …I have obtained…the
awesome honour of accomplishing that job with the Colonial troops; if
anyone does not like the prospect he had better apply now to leave us….
The operation is scheduled for 1941”.’ When Pierre expressed concern
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that delaying nine or ten months would give the Germans time to attack
first, but he was shouted down as a defeatist.
While these large personnel changes were taking place, Pierre’s company was billeted at Montagney,
a lovely little village on a bend of the Doubs with a hamlet including the
Mayor’s house and an old mill on the north bank and the school with a
cluster of small farm houses on the other side across a funny crooked old
bridge…. I was wonderfully lodged with Mr. Petitjean, the Mayor who had
himself a family of 5 children…. The Petitjean’s were very kind to me and
arranged for my wife to come and stay with them in spite of all contrary
regulations by purporting to engage her as a governess to teach English to
their children.

Pierre only briefly referred to Diana’s visit to Montagney, but in her
book Diana wrote more, with a clearer explanation of ‘all contrary regulations’: ‘For some obscure reason, the army looked with tacit approval’
on the tradition of officers being visited by mistresses; however, ‘the
severest penalties awaited the man who dared to permit his wife nearby.’
So Diana could visit Pierre as his ‘girlfriend’ but not as his wife. At first
she was confused when on 5 April she received a letter from a Monsieur
Petitjean, mayor of some place called Montagney, offering her a position
as tutor to his five daughters. Then, checking a map, Diana saw Montagney was near Vesoul, where Pierre had reported after his previous leave
had ended. She also realised he could not write a letter on this business
for fear of the censors. ‘The next morning at dawn I started driving for
Besançon some six hundred kilometres away.’ Fortunately she was only
stopped twice, first near Bosmelet by a local policeman, to whom she
gladly showed her carte d’identité since he recognized her anyway and
simply waved her on; and then near Château Thierry when a soldier
asked for her papers and she pretended not to understand, did not show
her carte d’identité, and instead handed over Petitjean’s letter and kept
repeating in loud English that she had a job to fill. She was amazed to be
able to buy 35 litres of petrol at Troyes without paying any bribes.
After a twelve-hour drive she arrived in Montagny, where she found
the home of the mayor, his wife, five children and the officer billeted
with them, Pierre. Three days later, 9 April, she wrote her first diary
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entry since 14 March, describing her journey, the Petitjeans, and also her
husband.
I find my darling very nervy, and thin and run down. With perpetual headache & his liver is still bad. It is the food. But now he is coming to dine
here every night, so that it will be better. I have decided to wait for him till
I can take him back on leave. I am going to try and spoil him…he is
already look much better.

The next day, a Tuesday, Diana opened her diary again and, probably
with a smile, wrote: ‘We overslept….’ She then caught up on the news.
‘The Senegalese arrived Sunday night, great excitement. The poor
creatures are apparently frozen by the cold. Tied towels around their
heads. Fortunately Pierre had kept Mé-Mé’s woolies & was able to give
them some (mufflers, socks and gloves came in especially useful).’ This
was the first time Diana called her mother-in-law Mé-Mé in her diary.
She wrote again on the 12th: ‘There is complete chaos because all the
Senegalese have not arrived. The officers have not been appointed. The
Whites haven’t made room for the blacks & everything is topsy-turvey.’
The next day Diana wrote:
The Captain, an ugly black Senegalese from Sudan arrived…and is
sleeping here. …Pierre gets on with him very well. He is extremely cultured
& intelligent, St. Cyr, etc. has fought in Morocco. Last night he came and
listened to the wireless. He told us all kinds of interesting things about the
Africans…witch doctors, fetishism & healing. Pierre and I think he may be
a kind of witch doctor himself. He says he heals people with magic powers.
He is a very devout Catholic.
We are waiting to hear if the Germans have attacked Sweden. Also, will
Russia move? But we think not. Anyhow, it doesn’t look as if ‘leave’ will be
re-established for some time.

That was the last entry Diana wrote for nearly three months.
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Chapter 11

ACCORDING TO PIERRE’S JOURNAL, most of the Senegalese troops were
of Sudanese stock from around Bamako, with a sprinkling of Mossi, only
recently touched by French administration and still so near cannibalism
that they filed their teeth to fine points. There were also other recent immigrants to Bamako, foreigners quickly drafted by the local chiefs to
send on to Europe. All were very dark, most over 1.85 meters in height,
many with scarred faces showing their tribe. Some had arrived in Bordeaux the previous October, but received little training over the winter,
which took its toll on men with little tolerance for cold. Several died of
disease, and morale decreased as they tired of waiting for the fighting to
start. The Senegalese assumed that the French generals had delayed the
invasion of Germany till they arrived, and now they’d like to defeat the
Germans quickly so they could go home.
Diana, knowing vaguely of traditions in the British army, was surprised Pierre’s company included black sergeants who obeyed Pierre not
because he was white but because he was their lieutenant; and Pierre, in
turn, willingly took orders from a black captain. There were, in fact, few
black captains, but Pierre’s captain was a unique figure in the Colonial
Army, well known to all the regulars.
Captain Charles N’Tchoréré was a grandson of King Denis of Gabon,
who ceded his country to France. Queen Victoria had sent the King a
gold chain to win him over to British interests, and he signed trade
agreements with Britain, but Louis Philippe had trumped all this by decorating the King with the Légion d’honneur. Captain N’Tchoréré had
himself won the same decoration when severely wounded in Syria leading a charge of tirailleurs (the Napoleonic term for ‘skirmishers’, later
associated with colonial light infantry). He’d already served in Morocco
and the Sudan, but from that day he became a trusted friend of the Colo-

nial Army’s chief, General Buhrer, who promoted N’Tchoréré to captain
with the full privileges of a European officer.
He was coal black, short and, in Diana’s view, not very handsome,
but he was also highly intelligent. N’Tchoréré spoke most of the languages in Equatorial Africa, and was well educated by missionaries and
later at the école d’officiers in
Fréjus. Becoming an instructor at
the École des Enfants de Troupe
at Saint-Louis in Senegal, he educated the sons of chiefs, a number
of whom were now Senegalese
NCOs. N’Tchoréré was a devout
Catholic (named after St. Charles
Borromeo) and intensely loyal to
France. Interested in politics, he
saw military service as a ladder to
high positions in his country. He
was a decade older than Pierre,
Captain Charles N’Tchoréré
whom he came to admire because
of their mutual political interests, Pierre’s knowledge of administrative
and fiscal affairs, and also, as Pierre expressed it, ‘on account of his
weird notion that I was a “Seigneur” (Nobleman and chief).’ There was
another curious link: ‘N’Tchoréré was a personal friend of de Coppet,’
former governor of West Africa, ‘whom I knew slightly as a childhood
friend of my mother’s’—though Marcel de Coppet’s career was blighted
by his ‘left leanings and a liking for political intrigue coupled with an
unfortunate taste for nigger boys whom he preferred to white women’—
information not found in Diana’s book.
Both Diana’s and Pierre’s accounts note that N’Tchoréré was wonderfully social, threw parties for Major Seymour and the other company
captains, and got on especially well with the Petitjeans. After the Captain
discovered that their new governess was actually Pierre’s wife, N’Tchoréré showed her every kindness when she came to the camp. On one
occasion he organized a ‘tam-tam’, an amazing dance in which the normally placid Senegalese became increasingly frenzied as the drums grew
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louder. When the dancers became too acrobatic and erotic Captain N’Tchoréré called a halt. ‘If they have been left to themselves,’ wrote Pierre,
‘they would have gone on dancing for several days and no one could
have stopped them.’
‘My orderly was called Mama Sountoura,’ wrote Pierre, ‘he was very
tall and handsome; a young man who spoke quite a deal of broken
French [and] was pathetically devoted to me and to my wife who taught
him how to iron.’ ‘Though I confess,’ wrote Diana, ‘that my own affection wavered each morning when the first faint light of dawn would
bring his gentle tap at our bedroom door, followed by his softly spoken
“T’y dors?”…. Like a child he felt it was time we were up and, if we
were, he wanted to be with us.’ He also washed her car, but, coming from
a land where water was precious, tried to do the job with a dry towel.
They did not have the heart to point out the damage to the paint-work.
Diana’s and Pierre’s accounts do not indicate how long she was in
Montagney, and neither mentioned that at Bosmelet Nanny was looking
after their three-year-old son and three-month-old daughter while Diana
was pretending to be a mistress. ‘My masquerade,’ Diana wrote, ‘came to
a rude end with the invasion of Norway.’ That German aggression on 9
April signalled the end of the ‘Phoney War’ as the French and British
armies prepared for further attacks. Diana was still at Montagney on 14
April, but must have driven back to Bosmelet shortly afterward. She
wrote in her book that Pierre followed her two days after she left: ‘even
in the face of this new development leaves were being granted.’ This new
leave was for ‘an incredibly short seven days’, and Diana wrote that they
spent them ‘playing with the children, working in the garden, being
ourselves. Then he went back to his tirailleurs. That was on May 2nd.’
Pierre’s memory was of ‘leaving Paris and Dia on May 9th.’ The difference doesn’t matter: it would seem a lifetime before they saw each other
again.
*
‘N’Tchoréré was a mine of information about conditions in black
Africa and I used to love to draw him out and learn all I could from him
about our men and their country.’ Pierre wrote that in his Journal in
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1941, after he had spent less than five months with the Senegalese
troops, but it is clear throughout his Journal and his later memoir that he
did take great interest in everything regarding black Africa. He was extremely sensitive not only to the cultural gulf between Africans and a European like himself but also to the tribal differences that he encountered.
He gradually learned, for example that N’Tchoréré ‘belonged to the
Pahuen tribe which furnished the upper and totally rotten ruling caste of
Gabon mercilessly exploiting and despising the inland people much
nearer to nature and less spoilt by contact with the white.’ Pierre also
found out ‘that N’Tchoréré for all his gallantry had absolutely no knowledge of modern warfare’ even though ‘he could roll off by heart any
number of paragraphs from the regulations.’
As senior lieutenant responsible for the food arrangements, Pierre’s
task was simplified since rice was the staple of the tirailleurs’ diet. The
villagers knew the martial reputation of the Senegalese from the last war,
and provided large amounts of milk and butter. Pierre had difficulty supplying kola nuts until some friends in Paris recommended a bent pharmacist in Place Pigalle who did a roaring trade in heroin and also stocked
kola.
In addition to having an African orderly, Mama Sountoura, one of the
three sergeants in Pierre’s platoon was also African, ‘my faithful and
trusted friend Ouarokoro Koulibaly…who was directly responsible to me
for the whole platoon, acted as interpreter and generally looked after the
needs of his colour fellows.’
The tirailleurs were generally clean in their habits and they enjoyed
bathing in the river Doubs, once assured there were no alligators. Under
standing orders the men’s clothes were regularly steamed to kill lice, but
the Senegalese never removed their gri-gris, amulets worn on a cord
around their necks, which remained a breeding ground for the vermin.
One day Pierre marched his company six kilometres so they could be run
through the douches that might destroy the lice. Some soldiers slow at
getting dressed straggled behind during the march back to camp, so
Pierre sent Sergeant Gantier back down the line to hurry them up. Soon
Gantier showed up with Sergeant Ouarokoro, and both men were angry.
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Gantier said, ‘Ouarokoro has insulted me who am his superior and I
request that you should punish him.’ Pierre knew that regulations
provided that among soldiers of equal rank, like the two sergeants, the
coloured man owed obedience to the white man. Under questioning
Gantier explained that Ouarokoro didn’t help Gantier to hurry the men
along, and in fact ‘told the white sergeant to go and be buggered.’
Giving both men cigarettes to ease the tense situation, Pierre asked
Ouarokoro’s view. ‘Sergeant Gantier insulted me first and I only
answered him back; he made me lose face in front of the tirailleurs by
calling us all a lot of black buggers, including myself!’
Gantier admitted using usual military bad language, but had meant no
insult. Ouarokoro admitted that he should not have lost his temper with a
superior. Gantier then offered his hand to his comrade, and ‘under my
careful look and encouragement Ouarokoro had to take the hand.’
Later Pierre felt he had to explain his action to N’Tchoréré in confidence. The Captain approved Pierre’s handling, ‘but added that it was serious, more than I could imagine.’ N’Tchoréré then summoned all officers
and NCOs to his office. He mentioned the incident and said it was
closed, then made a little speech—which Pierre thought important
enough to report it at length.
We blacks are the brothers of the white Frenchmen; we are all French
but we are only the younger brothers as the whites were French long before
we became so. Now, in the big French family it is as in our black families
in the villages: the elder brothers have privileges and responsibilities and
the young brothers do not question this rule. As a matter of fact, do not believe that my white lieutenants do not tease me at mess when we are off
duty. Still I take it in good part, and as younger brothers all the tirailleurs
should do the same. We blacks must set an example and be perfect soldiers,
which includes being good comrades. Once we are in the fighting…all the
coloured sergeants must realise that they will have to take over their platoons shortly after being engaged because the German sharpshooters will
pick off the white men whom they know to be officers. Your Captain and
you tirailleurs stand a much better chance of surviving than the lieutenants,
so let us pull together and forget any silly little differences like the colour
of our skins when the only enemy is the German.

On 10 May, the day after Pierre returned to Vesoul after his second
leave with Diana, he was awakened at 04.00 by a German air raid which
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destroyed most of the planes on a nearby airfield. The base commander
had allowed most of his pilots to go on leave, now realised his blunder
and rushed out to the middle of the field to let the German machine guns
end his shame. This attack signalled the German invasion of Holland and
Belgium, and it was rumoured that Switzerland might also be overrun.
Two days later Pierre’s regiment boarded a train, assuming they would
move east toward the frontier, but after a circuitous four-day journey,
they had actually shifted 500 kilometres northwest by 16 May to a point
just south of Beauvais, apparently about to head toward the Belgian border.
While the train was resupplied the men cooked some breakfast.
Pierre worried the train was dangerously exposed and ordered several
men onto the carriage roofs with the company’s three FM’s in case of air
attack. Soon planes were spotted, 2000 metres high, their German identity confirmed when two dozen wheeled around and dropped bombs uncomfortably close to the train. Pierre ordered the FM gunners to fire: he
knew they could not seriously repel the attack, but they might discourage
the Germans from swooping too low. The Germans made two more attacks before departing, and fortunately none of the tirailleurs was killed.
‘Once it was over I was glad to find that I had forgotten my fright of the
first moment and that I had not had any colic…(I had always kept on
wondering if that nervous effect of fire would happen to me.)’ Meanwhile ‘the Major was under the engine and would not come out until we
persuaded him that the planes had really gone and he might be burnt by
cinders.’ When Pierre got back to his carriage, he found N’Tchoréré, who
had never left it, holding his sides with laughter at everyone else’s panic.
Soon they passed through Beauvais, which had been badly hit. The
staff train, with no machine gunners on it, had been heavily strafed,
killing one officer, mangling the legs of another, and destroying several
of the staff horses. Pierre’s train halted briefly while the tracks were
cleared, and his orderly, Mama Sountoura, asked for a little money so he
could shop in town for some leather wax. ‘Good idea, Mama: we’ll look
smart when we go up the line.’ To Pierre’s surprise Mama returned with
black shoe polish. ‘The Germans shoot well,’ said Mama, although he’d
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only seen the Luftwaffe at work so far, ‘and they’re going to look for our
white officers. Blacken your face and hand, mon Lieutenant.’
Pierre refused, but was very touched by the gesture.
Twenty kilometres north-northwest of Beauvais the regiment detrained quickly and marched through some woods to a small village beside a main road. Here Pierre first encountered the amazing sight of an
endless torrent of refugees fleeing southward. Many were on foot, others
pushed handcarts loaded with suitcases and caged chickens. Some horsedrawn wagons carried not only people but furniture and mattresses. Several cars wove past them, often driven by officers and soldiers. This
traffic slowed the regiment’s march, and N’Tchoréré found a bicycle
which he rode up and down the column, urging his men to move faster.
For days, it seemed, they did long marches carrying their 30 kilogram
packs. Pierre grew annoyed with N’Tchoréré for constantly telling Major
Seymour that his men had finished eating and were eager to move on in
the advance party.
After two days’ marching generally north and east, suddenly they
were ordered to make a night march thirty-six kilometres west through
pouring rain to Formerie, which Pierre knew to be about sixty kilometres
east of Bosmelet. At every stop N’Tchoréré had ordered that defenses be
thrown up, then complicated the task by altering the way Pierre had located gun emplacements. At dawn Pierre was getting the kitchens set up
under Formerie’s covered market place, when N’Tchoréré ran up.
‘Don’t bother about the food now: we must first organise the defenses. Your eternal concern about the men’s welfare is in excess of your
duties. Please attend to my orders first!’
Pierre explained that while the water reached boiling point most of
the men could be deployed and the rest could later be detailed to carry
coffee to them. N’Tchoréré insisted the men would have plenty of time to
rest later, because the Germans were still a hundred and fifty kilometres
away. Pierre saw no logic in this argument, but played on it by saying
that, after he had deployed his men, ‘I would to go a café I pointed out
and get a wash so that unless he needed me urgently I would not re-appear till 11 a.m.’
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Pierre put his men in several houses where they could keep watch on
the nearby crossroads by knocking holes through the walls for their guns.
He also had them build fires to dry out their clothes while they drank
their coffee and chewed their kola nuts. Mama Sountoura brought buckets of boiling water to the room Pierre hired at the café so he was able to
have a luxurious bath and wash his socks. At five past eleven he
sauntered down to N’Tchoréré’s command post where he found his captain in an excited state.
‘General Sechet is here…. The Germans have taken Aumale, 15
kilometres north of us, and he wants my company to retake it. I’m detailing your platoon to do the job, as I know you would be a volunteer.’
Although pleased that N’Tchoréré recognized his eagerness for action, Pierre was concerned at sending a single platoon to confront
whatever Germans occupied Aumale. As they rushed over to organize
Pierre’s men, they ran into General Sechet just as a battered group of
British soldiers entered the market square. Several were walkingwounded and one man was being carted in a wheelbarrow. Sechet, with
hooded eyes and a thick grey mustache, had an immovable face and a
corpulent figure, but he was now active, wanting to question the British
on the situation. Pierre translated as a British captain said they’d come
from Amiens, 60 kilometres to the northeast, where they had been strafed
from the air as well as shelled by tanks. The British had been as surprised
as the French that the Germans had advanced so far.
The General told Pierre it was urgent to re-take Aumale. Pierre pointed out that, ‘Aumale, sir, is a very large village, over 2,000 inhabitants
and if the Germans are in occupation of the houses…it is impossible to
take it with forty men.’
‘I will lend you two anti-tank guns of 25mm with their crews. As far
as we know only a couple of armoured cars have raced through the place,
and I think you can try it. Anyhow, I am going with you.’ Pierre’s men
climbed into two trucks and Pierre urged the General to let him take the
lead lest the General drive into an ambush.
‘I’ve not yet been reduced the rank of a subaltern,’ said the General,
‘and I’ll take no order from you.’ Pierre saw no anger, only bravado.
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Reaching Aumale, they found no Germans there, but the place had been
heavily bombed: gutted houses along the main street were still burning
and the only civilians to be seen were corpses. Sechet asked Pierre how
he would deploy his men, warning him that he would receive no supplies
and would have to fend for himself. It was 25 May, Pierre had little of his
last monthly pay left and Sechet had none to lend him, but agreed he
could requisition whatever he needed. Pierre asked where other French
troops were located. Sechet replied ‘blandly that my own company was
on my right, 10 miles away, and that the cavalry reconnaissance group…,
commanded by Colonel d’Harcourt was about 7 miles away on my left.
Behind us all was extremely vague.’ Pierre was probably glad to hear
that Colonel Georges d’Harcourt was not too far, for he was not only an
experienced and sensible officer but also a distant cousin: they shared a
Virieu great-grandmother. General Sechet ‘shook my hand before leaving
and said that he expected us to be killed to the last man before leaving
Aumale which was an important road center through which no Germans
were to be allowed at any cost.’
Pierre sorted out the machine gun emplacement before searching for
food for his men. He found some rice in an abandoned store and some
butter and eggs in an outlying farm, where he detailed two tirailleurs to
milk the cows. Back in the village he encountered a French officer commanding ten territorials, who were all exhausted from attempting to hold
the place for the last three days. Before being sent off to get some sleep,
the officer told Pierre that a refugee had reported that some English soldiers had been killed a few kilometres east on the road to Amiens. Hoping to find useful supplies or equipment, Pierre took one tirailleur on the
back of a motorcycle and after three kilometres found the bodies of six
soldiers machine-gunned from an armoured car whose tracks were very
evident. They took papers from the bodies and, using another motorcycle
found to be working, returned to Aumale.
Pierre found one civilian who had not fled—the village baker—and
set him to work. Refugees were still streaming through, including some
nuns who stopped to help the half a dozen Sisters of Charity tending the
wounded in what normally was an institution for sick elderly. Questioning the Sisters, Pierre learned that the village’s mayor, doctor, druggist,
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local policeman, and even the priest, had all fled. The lack of food and
medical supplies bothered the nuns less than the lack of a priest to give
last rites. By chance, some tirailleurs checking refugees at the road
blocks reported that a priest had just appeared in a car driven by a peasant. Pierre asked the priest to stop for an hour to help the nuns, and when
he nastily refused, Pierre was enraged, drew his pistol, and marched him
into the sisters’ institution. The mother superior was delighted and led
them into a common room where over eighty civilians lay wounded.
Pierre saw a baby, less than six months old, with a piece of shrapnel
sticking into its skull so far that it made one eye bulge. Nearby a man
was turning blue and was clearly in his last agony, so Pierre told the
priest to attend to him first. The priest reluctantly kneeled beside the
man, while Pierre and the mother superior tried to comfort others. Suddenly the priest stood up.
‘Lieutenant, this is quite unnecessary: the man is Polish and cannot
understand me; I can’t confess him.’
‘I lost my temper,’ wrote Pierre, ‘and hotly ordered the brute to give
the man an immdiate absolution. “It can’t hurt him and it’s your job!” I
also fingered my pistol….’
The Mother Superior ‘then told me that she had a woman spy and
parachutist in the ward whom she would like to get rid of.’ Pierre saw
her, ‘a slip of a pretty dark young girl, about 22, was lying on a bed in
the only straight-jacket the Sisters possessed.’ Pierre soon found that the
girl ‘pretended to conveniently have forgotten how she came to be there
and put on a very good imitation of a mystical mania.’ The Mother Superior said the girl had marks on her shoulders and waist made by parachute straps, ‘exactly in the same way as another woman parachutist who
was brought in here five days ago by the police with a broken leg. That
one conveniently died and you must rid me of this traitor.’
As he stepped outside, he met a gendarme from Rouen asking how he
could help. Pierre detailed him to guard the young woman. ‘You will stay
by her side without cease. Food for this garrison will be served at noon
but you can’t have any as long as you are on this job as I have no one to
relieve you. Of course, if she attempts to escape, shoot her.’
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At five minutes past noon the gendarme joined the queue for food.
He muttered to Pierre that the spy had attempted to escape and he had to
shoot her.
After eating, Pierre felt desperately in need of some sleep, but Sergeant Ouarokoro appeared and gave an overly formal salute.
‘What is it, sergeant? Have the Germans appeared?’
‘No, sir, but you see I told the tirailleurs that we are only a day’s
march from your home and that is only an hour for the Germans in their
tanks, so the tirailleurs they discussed the position and they sent me to
tell you that you can rest in peace: the Germans will never pass through
this village.’
Pierre suspected some Germans had probably already passed through
it and many more around it. ‘Well, that is very comforting.’
‘Yes, sir. The men they all know and love the Madame and they
know that you have babies at home so, they will all be killed to the last
man before any German gets through right here, because we don’t want
the Madame to be buggered by the Germans, if we can help it.’ And
Pierre knew they meant it.
Pierre tried unsuccessfully to use the civilian telephone line to locate
regimental headquarters, then was surprised that he managed to get a
connection to Bosmelet, where his mother answered the telephone. ‘I
must add here,’ Pierre later wrote, ‘that Aumale is only 50 miles northwest of Bosmelet…. Mother was terrified to hear me, gathering that my
regiment was not far away.’ When she asked where he was Pierre said he
‘couldn’t tell her point blank but conveyed it to her by reference to a
dirty French joke about the Duc d’Aumale, one of Louis Philippe’s sons.’
With a catch in her voice she asked: ‘Are the Germans so near?’
If the Germans were here, he cheerfully assured her, he wouldn’t be
able to telephone her. But then Pierre wrote that
I was the one to be struck with anguish when Mother announced that Dia
had left the preceding day with the two babies in our old station wagon.
After what I had seen of the blocked road and murdered civilians, I was
naturally worried at the thought that my wife and children were in the same
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dangerous plight.… Mother also announced that…my two eldest daughters
had also fled from Wargemont with their mother.… I finally learned that
Dia was heading for Chaumes where our friends the Raymondeau’s had
retired for the duration. This was near Châtillon on the south side of the
Loire. Mother was determined to stay on at Bosmelet.

In his Journal Pierre typed that the date when he arrived in Aumale
was ‘23rd of May’ but he later inked it over as ‘25th’.
*
After writing in her diary on 14 April, shortly before leaving
Montagney, Diana made no further entries until early July. Since Pierre
knew little about what was happening at Bosmelet, Diana’s later book
becomes our main source of information.
On Friday, 10 May 1940, the day after seeing Pierre onto his train
from Paris to Vesoul, Diana was at Bosmelet listening to the wireless reports about the German invasions of the Netherlands and Belgium. She
tried to keep busy, and on Monday she had the routine of the Peseé des
nourrissons, the ‘weekly period for the weighing and examining of children.’ This took place near the the railway station, where the bell suddenly started ringing. An unexpected train arrival was an event in Auffay,
and Diana and the other mothers quickly walked toward the station. A
delapidated locomotive from Belgium slowed down, coughing steam and
dragging a string of tall and dirty cattle trucks. ‘Hundreds of hands protruded from every opening, old hands, worn hands babies’ hands, dying
hands. And a horrible cacophony of voices all pleading for food and
drink.’ Most could only speak Flemish or Dutch. The train stopped only
for a few minutes, while Diana and other villagers gave whatever they
could find, and as it pulled out again dozens of the refugees shouted
‘Vive la France!’ while the anguished villagers cried ‘Vive la Belgique!’
The trainloads of refugees rolled in hourly, each more crowded than
the last. The farmers worked day and night hauling milk, butter and eggs
to feed the refugees. Diana and some other village leaders demanded that
the rail authorities open the doors so they could more efficiently distribute the food. Climbing into one truck, Diana saw unimaginable sights:
people lying on bare boards; an emaciated woman, too weak to speak,
clutching a two-day old baby; tortured moans; the cackling of some who
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had gone mad. As the refugees grabbed frantically for food, Diana found
her clothes being torn time and again, and somehow she got a black eye.
Once, as the locomotive jerked to life, a boy no more than eight years old
was leaning over the side of one of the carriages and fell out onto the
rails, breaking both legs. His mother was unable to fight her way off the
carriage as the boy was taken to the local hospital.
By the 19th the trains no longer stopped at Auffay—sitting targets for
German air attacks—but the roads from Dieppe and Neufchatel were
clogged with every conceivable vehicle: bicycles and tricycles pulling
trailers, farm wagons, and furniture vans. One morning eight hearses
passed through the village, loaded with still living refugees. The château
filled with friends and acquaintances who lived nearer the Belgian border. Belgian troops, after retreating along the coast to Dieppe, also
passed near Auffay on their way to Rouen, where the Belgian army had
maintained a GHQ during the last war. On 20 May a Belgian colonel arrived with two lieutenants and three soldiers. Twenty odd years earlier
when he was stationed nearby ‘the handsome Lieutenant Duez’ had frequently visited Bosmelet; now he seemed broken, although he was delighted to see Henriette again, sad to hear of her mother’s passing,
pleased to meet Henriette’s daughter-in-law, if somewhat amazed that
she was married to a Lieutenant who was just a boy when he’d last seen
him. Colonel Duez and his men only stopped for one night, as they were
trying to meet up with other elements of their regiment and find out
where the French army was making its stand.28 Duez and his party carried their regimental flag. ‘It stood in our drawing-room,’ wrote Diana,
‘and I never saw one of those Belgian soldiers enter or leave the room
without saluting it.’
The air was now thick with planes, always German. Diana and Mémé
noticed that the Luftwaffe pilots seemed to rendezvous over the château,
and Mémé deduced that their beautiful avenues of trees created the best
landmark for miles around. ‘Once we knew, how we longed to cut them
down.’
On 21 May Paul Foisy, their neighbour in Bellencombre, who was
also Hélène’s godfather, called in. ‘He wanted me to know he felt it time
to leave. He wanted me to leave too. I refused.’
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Chapter 12

AMONG THE VARIOUS PEOPLE who came to Bosmelet in these chaotic
days of the German blitzkrieg was ‘a friend of mine, with her two children,’ wrote Diana in her book. ‘She was an English-woman like myself,
married to a French naval officer…with a home closer to the border than
my own.’ Despite these clues, no identification has been made, but she
was present when Paul Foisy proposed that they should leave the area.
‘My friend was frantic to leave as she realised that our positions as English subjects would be even worse than that of the French if the enemy
broke through.’ Diana’s own position might have been worse still, since
she was Jewish—a fact never mentioned in her book. Her friend urged
her to pack the station wagon and start in the morning. But Diana was
reluctant to believe the Germans could advance further.
The next day, 22 May, while Diana took steps to amass some cash,
she heard that Dieppe was in flames. She and her friend listened to the
B.B.C. at midnight: the Germans had broken through and were heading
for Dieppe. ‘Mé-Mé was with us at the time and she insisted I must
leave. The packing began, while ‘Mé-Mé…made a little bag out of brocade with a lot of tape attached so that I could tie it round my middle. In
this I stuffed as much money as I could and all my jewellery…and wore
it under my corset (most painful at first).’
Extra petrol was carried in a ‘bom-bom’—a glass bottle for wine that
‘holds about 100 litres.’ Diana and her friend managed, in the emergency,
to lift it into the station wagon. It later took four strong men to lift it out.
Paul Foisy arrived during the night and Diana could see a mattress tied
on top of his car and, inside, his wife and three children, and another
woman and a boy. Diana wrote that the woman was Paul’s sister-in-law
and the boy her son, but gave no names. Jacques Foisy, the son of Paul
and Marie-Louise, provided some information: he was in his father’s car

along with his one-year-old sister, Jacqueline, his six-year old brother,
Jean-Claude, his eight-year-old cousin, Christian, and his aunt, Marguerite Mathivet. Jacques himself was only four years old, and, not surprisingly, he remembered nothing about Diana’s ‘English friend’ with two
children.
Paul asked Diana if his sister-in-law could travel in her station wagon
because there was so little room in his car. Diana agreed although her
vehicle already had to accommodate herself, Gentien, Hélène, her English friend and her two children, and Nanny. According to Diana’s book,
‘Nanny had gone completely “gaga” in this crisis and refused to do anything except berate me for my stupidity in marrying a Frenchman and
coming to live in this benighted country.’ Madame Mathivet, on the other
hand, ‘seemed very calm and practical’ and took charge of stowing the
luggage. Diana explained that everyone was limited to one suitcase each,
and Diana’s was filled ‘with chocolate, oranges, sugar, etc., [and] the
children’s was jammed with their clothes.’
To the very end Diana tried to argue her mother-in-law into coming
with them. ‘But she was obdurate. This was her home and here she
would remain. In the end she won our feud. She was left in command of
the field of battle.’ Paul Foisy had already set off and Diana was finally
ready to follow at 4 am. They had agreed to rendezvous at a crossroads
beyond the Seine. Paul Foisy’s plan was not stated, but Diana intended to
reach a place 400 kilometres due south of Bosmelet, the village of Les
Chaumes, near Arpheuilles. The Raymondeaus, long-time friends of the
Bosmelets’, had retired to Les Chaumes for the duration of the war, but
Monsieur Raymondeau was a colonel in the reserves, so only his wife
and young daughter were likely to be at their summer house, 80 kilometres south of the Loire. No one believed the Germans would be able to
cross the Loire: in the 1914-18 war they never got close to the river, and
in the 1870-71 war, even after successfully besieging Paris and occupying parts of France after the French surrendered, the Germans never advanced to the Loire. Two months earlier Diana had driven over 600
kilometres to visit Pierre at Montagney, and she did it in twelve hours.
She may well have hoped to reach Arpheuilles before the end of the day.
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Far from being worried about the Germans crossing the Loire, Diana
knew the politicians maintained that ‘the Maginot Line and the “best
army in the world” stood between us and the Germans’, and ‘even if the
enemy should infiltrate into the country, never would they be allowed to
get beyond the Seine. Those bridges would surely be destroyed.’ This is
why the first goal, Foisy had said, was to cross the Seine as quickly as
possible. Yet the roads to the crossing at Rouen were so clogged with
like-minded refugees that a journey which normally was over in thirty
minutes now took seven hours. ‘I could not even stop to feed the baby,
poor lamb.’ Hélène had been placed in a basket on top of the luggage.
‘Nanny was incapable of doing anything except moan about her own
troubles. My [English] friend did, I think, manage to unpack a little food
and feed her and the other children once.’

A typical scene during le Exode of 7 million French people in the summer of 1940

Across the river the road passed through some woods. Suddenly they
heard the devilish scream of the sirens that were attached to the German
dive bombers. Cars swerved off the road, people flung themselves into
ditches, bombs churned up the fields and dust flew up as machine gun
bullets struck the road. Diana was tempted to imitate everyone else’s reaction until she considered that she would take several minutes to unpack
enough luggage so she could lift Hélène out of her basket. Besides, if
they abandoned the vehicle Diana felt, irrationally, that it was more
likely to be hit: and the bom-bom would burn up all their possessions.
With the road now partly opened, Diana surged forward, dodging obstructions and careening onto the first lane she could find.
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Nanny and Madame Mathivet were by now hysterical, the latter especially, knowing that her son was somewhere along the main road in
Foisy’s car. Using back roads, Diana eventually came to the rendezvous
and found the Foisy’s, safe but in shock after seeing another car filled
with people they knew who were burned alive. Insisting that Foisy take
his crazed sister-in-law so she would not again be separated from her
son, Diana now discovered why Madame Mathivet had been so keen to
organize the re-packing: she had stowed four suitcases despite being told
to bring only one. Now, as Foisy drove off southwestward, hoping to
move as far from the fighting as possible, the four suitcases were left by
the side of the road.
Diana simply continued southward on the refugee-clogged roads, but
by 6:00 pm, after driving for fourteen hours and covering only 110 kilometres, Diana was exhausted; and it had begun to rain. They stopped at
Conches-en-Ouche, where no room of any kind was available, but on a
farm nearby they were allowed to use a barn. It was enclosed on three
sides only, but there was straw inside and the roof kept out most of the
rain. Nanny, nervously trying to light a small alcohol lamp, managed to
set the straw on fire. ‘Two of the lovely blankets I had brought to keep us
warm went to put out that conflagration.’
The children fell asleep from exhaustion, and while Nanny stayed
with them, Diana and her English friend walked into the town in search
of food. Unsuccessful and drenched, they returned to the shed. Diana
took off her clothes and threw on a chemise covered by an old mackintosh. As night fell, bedraggled remnants of the French and Belgian
armies staggered in to fill every corner of the barn. Shivering with cold
and nervousness, Diana brought from the car a pistol and kept it in her
pocket as she settled down to try to sleep. In the other pocket she found
her Hermés scarf and suddenly remembered how the Senegalese, hating
the cold, had often tied towels around their heads to keep warm. Diana
now did the same and managed to doze off.
Shortly before dawn German planes came over and dropped bombs
all around the shed. Diana later discovered that they were near an important railway junction. When the planes departed, Diana got everyone
into the station wagon by five o’clock, but the roads were still congested.
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At Chartres they paused long enough to wash their faces in the fountain
in front of the cathedral. A few kilometres later they had a puncture. Diana set about changing the tyre, unaware at first that a small crowd of
soldiers had stopped to watch. When she glanced up, she marvelled that
these smiling men could be so engrossed in watching her effort from a
short distance without offering to help. Then she heard little Gentien explaining to a soldier that ‘Mummy got her dress wet in the storm and it
isn’t dry yet.’ She then realized she had been bending over the jack, still
wearing her chemise and a mackintosh which had a long slit up the back.
She fled to the other side of the station wagon as the soldiers applauded
and finished changing the tyre.
That afternoon, still in the stream of refugee traffic, they reached the
Loire and crossed at Blois, having covered 280 kilometres since leaving
Bosmelet. They were fortunate to find a hotel that could offer a single
room for all seven of them. One of the children needed to recover after
being horribly car sick, and Hélène was feverish on this tenth day since
her vaccination. The following day they crossed the Indre at Châtillon
and soon reached Les Chaumes, the Raymondeaus’ summer residence in
Arpheuilles.
Unlike Diana’s diary which mentioned the Raymondeaus as old family friends and Pierre’s Journal which connected them with Les
Chaumes, Diana’s book never used that name and merely states that she
went to Arpheuilles because ‘I had an American friend there and I
thought she might be able to help me find decent lodgings where the
children could be properly fed and taken care of. But she insisted we stay
in her house.’ A few pages later Diana wrote, ‘My hostess, whose husband was a colonel, received word from him….’ So Diana was travelling
with an English woman who was married to a French naval officer and
stayed with an American woman married to a French army officer. Diana’s book avoided naming these friends, and perhaps she also invented
the non-French nationalities of the spouses. The Raymondeaus remain
unidentified.
Having brought everyone into relative safety, Diana collapsed in bed
for three days. Then on 3 June, according to her book, she went back to
Normandy ‘to get more things for the children, for Nana, and my friend;
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but, if I am to be honest,…I was desperate to get news of Pierre, and if
any word came from him it would be at our home.’ Because little petrol
remained in the bom-bom, Diana borrowed a bicycle and pedalled thirtyseven kilometres to Châteauroux, on the trainline to Paris.
Informed that she needed a special pass to use the train, in desperation Diana sought out the Commandant of the Gendarmerie to whom she
explained her circumstances to no avail—until she happened to mention
that her husband was with the Colonial troops. The commandant immediately stood up: having once served—and with his own sons now
serving—in the Colonial regiments, he escorted Diana back to the station, bought the ticket himself, found her a seat, saluted, and begged her
to convey his respects to her gallant husband. As he left the train air-raid
sirens screamed and German planes appeared overhead. The Commandant paused momentarily, then turned and gave the engineer an imperious
wave, ordering the train to depart. With the locomotive belching steam
and bombs falling all around, the train escaped the station. Diana never
learned if the Commandant survived, but he had probably saved her.
‘That night I arrived in Paris just in time to enjoy its first and only air
raid of the entire war.’ The city seemed relatively calm, with plenty of
vacant hotel rooms. The next morning Diana reached Auffay and was
able to telephone the château. Mémé herself came for her in the pony cart
‘and we fell into each other’s arms.’ She did have news of Pierre, who
had telephoned ‘the day after I left…. He could not tell his mother where
he was beyond the fact that he was on the Somme.’ Of course, from
Pierre’s account we know he gave his mother the clue that he was in
Aumale.
Diana remained another day hoping for some word from Pierre, but
Mémé insisted it was more dangerous than ever for her to stay and that
she should be with her children. Diana packed a trunk with more supplies, and begged her mother-in-law to come with her, but Mé-Mé would
only promise to leave with the village doctor and join her at Arpheuille if
the Germans did break through at the Somme. Diana ‘asked her to burn
all my old diaries’: it’s unclear whether this was only if the Germans
broke through; perhaps she feared they would help the Germans identify
her as British. This was the first evidence that Diana had written earlier
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diaries. She clearly took with her the diary begun in 1936, if only to prevent Mémé reading her disparaging remarks about her. Diana also asked
Mémé to look after Pierre’s ‘precious boots with the golden spurs.’
On 6 June Mémé carried Diana in the pony cart to the station. Safely
back in Arpheuilles, she heard over the radio that the Germans had
passed the Somme and reached Forges-les-Eaux, only 40 kilometres
from Auffay, which Diana assumed had by now been occupied. Her
world had been turned upside down and she could not stop visualizing
Pierre either killed or badly wounded. He had always said he would never allow himself to be captured, and ‘I knew he meant it. I had little illusions of what would happen to my outspoken husband in a prison camp.’
Diana’s English friend decided she would try to return to England
with her two children, and Nanny went with them. Diana drove them 80
kilometres to Tours ‘and from there they would go by themselves to St.
Malo where, on June 10th, they sailed for England by the last refugee
boat.’ When Nanny arrived back in England, according to one of her descendants, ‘she was in a terrible state…had a breakdown.’
Once she was back at Arpheuilles Diana may have expected to stay
there until the front was stabilised. If French and British troops didn’t
push the Germans out of Normandy, then perhaps Mémé would try to
join them at Arpheuilles, but Diana was not optimistic that her mother-inlaw would abandon her home. Shortly after returning from Tours Diana
heard on the wireless that Paris had been declared an open city;
Reynaud’s government abandoned it without a fight and was reportedly
pulling back to Tours.
Then on the 15th Colonel Raymondeau managed to get through to his
wife on the telephone. He believed the Army would indeed make a stand
on the Loire, but that meant the major battle might be fought within seventy kilometres of Arpheuilles. The Colonel ordered his wife to take herself and their daughter away from the danger. She and Diana bought a
trailer and then argued about what to put in it.
With the fall of Paris the roads south were again clogged with
refugees. ‘Instead, we headed west for the coast, keeping well south of
the Loire. Our destination was Les Sables d’Olonne. A woman we both
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knew well had a large villa there and we could stay with her until we
heard from our husbands and knew of their fate and the fate of France.’
Diana did not mention it in her book, but her diary and Pierre’s Journal
make clear that before the departure on 16 June Diana acquired an ad
hoc Nanny, the daughter of the Raymondeaus’ neighbour, Monsieur
Brunneteau. The mutual friend with the large villa is not identified, but it
hardly matters since they never got as far as the coast.
*
After Pierre was ordered to deploy his men in Aumale on 25 May and
fight to the last man, he received new orders the next day: move east toward Amiens. Pierre’s men rejoined the company just south of Poix, and
Captain N’Tchoréré let them take the lead as the march resumed. The
next order was to get as close as possible to Amiens before dark, unless
they made contact with the enemy. To avoid ambush Pierre formed two
files flanking the road, each soldier thirty paces behind the next, while
Pierre and his devoted orderly, Mama Sountoura, led them by a hundred
paces. After four miles Pierre saw two of the regiment’s motorcycles lying beside the road, one rider dead and the other so seriously wounded
that he was unable to speak. Since no information could be gained, Pierre
pressed on, only to have a furious N’Tchoréré eventually overtake him
on his bicycle, asking angrily if Pierre had not seen the two casualties.
‘Yes, sir,’ I answered, ‘but I could obtain no information from them so I
could not pass any on to you.’
‘You must be mad,’ he said, ‘don’t you realise that we have established
contact with the enemy?’ I knew full well that my plainest duty was to rush
on until we actually found the enemy, but I said nothing and waited for
orders.

‘Form the square!’ shouted N’Tchoréré. Pierre again saw that his captain knew nothing of modern warfare. They spent two hours digging in,
but Pierre was not allowed to erect a barricade by cutting down a couple
of trees: and the lightest German armoured car might have driven right
into the ‘square’ with machine guns blazing. Then, as dusk was falling,
N’Tchoréré passed along new orders: to reach Quevauvillers that night.
Pierre tried to imagine street fighting at night, but kept quiet lest he ‘appear frightened of being in the vanguard.’
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They entered the village without incident and found a wonderful depot left by the British, filled with cigarettes, tobacco and whisky. Another
Senegalese regiment passed through, returning from the outskirts of
Amiens where they reported ugly fighting against German armour, but
no infantry yet in occupation of the town. ‘They warned us to make no
prisoners as the Germans murdered all the black wounded they could
catch.’ But the following dawn the advance stopped as Pierre’s men
watched several buses arrive from Paris in order to rush them eighty
kilometres southeast toward Compiègne. There the regiment did nothing
for a week, until the same buses carried them back to within five kilometres of Quevauvillers, where they began a terrible twenty-five kilometre march to the northwest, arriving exhausted at the village of Airaines, where the road south from Abbeville crossed the road west from
Amiens. Fortunately the men had one day’s rest before they took over the
position at midnight on 3 June, to defend the important crossroads.
Airaines lay in a hollow ‘and the Germans enjoyed the high ground
around us, shelling us after easy observation at their leisure’. N’Tchoréré
apparently disagreed with the Major about how to defend the place with
so few men, so he only suggested to Pierre that it might be best to deploy
groups of men a couple of hundred yards up each of the roads leading
into the village. Pierre agreed and took the road heading north toward
Abbeville and established three barricades near it. He put Sergeant
Gantier’s section on the right, Sergeant Fabre’s on the left, and Sergeant
Ouarokoro’s in the middle. Pierre and some of the other lieutenants
feared they were going to miss the main action that would take place on
the Somme five kilometres to the east, but by 6 a.m. on 5 June, German
sharpshooters on the high ground began firing from hidden positions.
After checking Fabre’s section Pierre was returning to Ouarokoro’s
position when he heard an artillery shell pass overhead. He surprised
himself by resisting the temptation to run, and instead paused to light a
cigarette, feeling this would make the tirailleurs less fearful. ‘Mama
[Sountoura] was yelling at to me to hurry up.’
A few minutes later Pierre was summoned back to the village by
N’Tchoréré. Lieutenant Vinay had been asking for an anti-tank weapon,
and the Major sent him an ‘English anti-tank rifle’ that he’d found aban164

‘Tirailleurs sénégalais à l’entraînement sur mortier de 81 mm, Alsace septembre-décembre
1939.© ECPAD France.’ This photograph pre-dates Pierre’s transfer to his Colonial regiment,
but I liked the fact that the French officer shown training Senegalese troops resembles Pierre.

doned in a house: ‘As I was an English Barrister I might have some notions of British armament….’ N’Tchoréré wasn’t serious about this, but
he did have bad news: their position was completely cut off and they
could expect no supplies or reinforcements. On the positive side: the
owner of the villa where N’Tchoréré set up his command post had just
left in his car to take his family to Elbeuf and also to post a card that
Pierre had written ‘for my Mother which she eventually received’. Before leaving the owner asked the captain to look after his house. Pierre
suggested, and ‘N’Tchoréré agreed, that it might be as well to sample the
good man’s wine, for the whole village would no doubt be shelled to
bits….’
In the afternoon twenty men from the 22nd Colonial Regiment—not
a ‘mixed’ regiment, but all European—came past Pierre’s post. They had
no weapons, and a sergeant told Pierre they had been cut to pieces by
German tanks, and the rest of the regiment were dead or prisoners. Pierre
had two of his Senegalese escort the men to N’Tchoréré who could issue
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them weapons so they could then bolster Pierre’s position. Shortly afterward a lorry carrying an anti-tank gun and five men stopped at Fabre’s
barricade. A lieutenant informed Pierre that his infantry regiment had
been annihilated near Abbeville; he’d fallen back, but now asked if he
could be put somewhere useful. After Pierre placed these men near
Gantier’s position but then learned that the men of the 22nd had disappeared. Ouarokoro said: ‘Those white soldiers are no good. I heard you
tell them to stay there but they won’t fight anymore; they run away.’ An
enemy truck then approached Fabre’s barricade, but Fabre’s men shot it
to bits and the occupants fled.
About 19.00 as the sun was going down, Pierre heard another engine
approaching Fabre’s barricade. Walking toward the barricade, when
Pierre was fifty yards away and still heard no firing he shouted, ‘Qui va
la?’ The only answer was in German. Pierre drew his pistol, flung himself behind some sandbags, and peered over them to see three Germans
jumping from a motorcycle and side-car. One German unslung a submachine gun and started raking the barricade; Pierre ran for a ditch, repeatedly shouted ‘fire!’ at Fabre’s position, and emptied his own clip of
bullets at the enemy, who hurriedly fled on their machine. Fabre never
satisfactorily explained why he had not opened fire. Pierre had wounded
his face on some barbed wire in the ditch, his ‘only scratch of the campaign.’
Throughout the night German patrols further probed the French positions around Airaines but were repulsed, and shortly before dawn Pierre
decided he, Ouarokoro and another sergeant named Sara Oudreayo,
should catch some sleep in the roadside café near their position. Pierre
slept on the billiard table, the other two beneath it. An hour later he rose,
left the others to sleep a bit longer, and went outside. Some shots from a
distant clump of trees greeted Pierre, who ran toward one of his machine
gun crews to help direct their fire. Just then an artillery shell flew straight
into the café’s window. Pierre felt the shock and ran back in, expecting to
see the worst. But the two sergeants were unhurt, though covered with
plaster.
At 07.00 the Major’s adjutant, arriving on a bicycle, asked:
‘Lieutenant, I want to know how you feel about your position here.’
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‘Oh, I suppose we’re all in the same boat, but I’d rather be a couple of
hundred yards further out on high ground where I would have at least a
chance of seeing see what is hitting me.
‘Well, how long do you think you can hold out if the enemy attacks?’
‘I suppose about a quarter of an hour.’
‘Don’t you think you had better retire from here?’
‘Now damn it, sir, I have no opinion at all about the matter. I’ve been
put here and shan’t leave without a definite order!’

Shortly afterward N’Tchoréré came marching up, shouting that Pierre
must not abandon his post; but he also revealed that he’d already received a written order from Major Seymour that Pierre should pull back
closer to the village.
Pierre was by now furious, and made it clear that it was N’Tchoréré’s
decision, not Pierre’s, to disobey the Major’s order. ‘I shan’t move from
here until you tell me to do so.’
N’Tchoréré simply turned on his heel and headed back to the village.
Just then more Germans arrived on motorcycles to attack Gantier’s barricade. Pierre snatched a rifle and ran over to help drive them off. Soon
more German infantrymen were seen approaching through an orchard.
Pierre sent Sara Oudreayo to report this to N’Tchoréré, but the latter was
already on his way back to order Pierre to fall back to Lieutenant Guibbert’s position at a dairy on the outskirts of the village. Despite continual
enemy fire, Pierre managed to get all his men and equipment moved
back by assigning the job to Gantier while Pierre and Ouarokoro covered
them with an F.M., assisted by Mama Sountoura and Sara Oudreayo,
who refused to leave without them.
By 08.00 Pierre deployed his men in the police barracks across the
road from N’Tchoréré’s HQ, a villa where Guibbert’s platoon was now
stationed.
I was very tired and rattled with N’Tchoréré so I made a serious mistake
which later led me into considerable trouble. I lost count of the date and
went on signing my reports as from the 5th, which of course was the preceding day but did not seem so to me as I had been continuously busy.
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N’Tchoréré told Pierre that his men had been exposed too long: they
should rest in the cellars; he hope to use them for a counter-attack, but in
any case they could defend the position from the cellars. Pierre thought it
daft to leave his men huddled in darkness unable to see the enemy and
likely to be smothered in the ruins if the place was shelled or bombed.
Though Pierre put two squads in the cellars, he ordered Gantier’s squad
to man an outbuilding and picked Mama Sountoura and two other men to
follow him to the first floor to snipe at the Germans now overrunning
their former positions. The Germans soon set up a machine gun that
covered the road between the barracks and the villa, yet N’Tchoréré kept
sending messengers with needless orders about conserving ammunition.
Pierre ran across the road to find out what was happening about the midday meal. ‘It’s pointless,’ said N’Tchoréré. ‘We’ll all be dead before the
day is over.’ But Pierre got some rice boiling in the villa anyway, and
learned that the radio operator had caught a message from the English
who were supposed to be near Abbeville but were apparently retreating
toward Dieppe. No news at all from the Division, which seemed to have
melted away.
The rice was cooked just as the enemy had moved up his artillery,
Stukas were flying overhead, and they could hear the rumbling of tanks
assembling somewhere out of sight. Pierre ran across the dangerous road
and returned with three men who carried the food and some bottles of
wine back to the barracks. Not to be outdone, N’Tchoréré himself now
crossed over to the cellar where Pierre’s men were eating. Just then a
shell came down through the building and imbedded itself in the soft
sand in the cellar without exploding. They all scurried out to the barrack’s yard to finish their meal.
At 11.00 a German armoured car came rushing toward a bridge into
Airaines, the six occupants shouting ‘Kamerad!’ and firing machine
guns. N’Tchoréré’s men had already planted a mine on the nearside of
the bridge, and Pierre was pleased to hear the explosion which sent the
car flying. Two Germans were thrown into a ditch, the other four were
pinned beneath the overturned vehicle. Pierre took three men and ran
along the ditch toward the carnage. They were unable to free the men
under the car, two of whom were still alive and moaning loudly. The two
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in the ditch were badly injured and were carried back, along with some
leather cases containing papers, to N’Tchoréré’s HQ. Pierre asked
N’Tchoréré to send for the battalion doctor, but the Captain said, ‘Oh,
just let them die where they are,’ and turned to the papers. Pierre sent one
of his own men for the doctor, and then helped N’Tchoréré examine the
papers. One was a map showing German positions near Rouen, 100
kilometres west of Airaines. Pierre now knew the Germans would visit
Bosmelet before he would—if he ever got out of Airaines.
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Chapter 13

ON 7 JUNE, THE DAY AFTER DIANA left Bosmelet to return to Arpheuilles
with a trunk full of supplies, German planes bombed Auffay for the first
time. Pierre later recorded in his Journal what his mother told him about
events at Bosmelet during this period. Some village women sought
refuge for themselves and their children at the château. Madame Soyer
found space for them in the cellars where a growing number of the farmers’ wives and children were also sheltering. Various French and Belgian
soldiers passed through the estate, and Madame Soyer did her best to
provide food and drink, but did not encourage them to stay. A large remnant of a French regiment stopped for a few hours’ rest, but when German tanks were heard in the vicinity, they fled, hardly firing a shot. One
of their officers commandeered Pierre’s car in order—as Pierre phrased it
—‘to run away a bit faster than his men.’ Some members of a Scottish
regiment carried their wounded across the field after being driven out of
Bellencombre.
The Germans arrived at Bosmelet on 9 June:
She was in the cellars with some 70 refugee women and children, and
bombs were being dropped from the air. The French had fled after firing a
few rounds and she heard the door of the hall being beaten down so she ran
upstairs to open it and met 2 Germans with drawn pistols who threatened
her, in broken French, with the direst reprisals if any German were hurt in
the house. All her German from childhood days had rushed back to her in a
wave of fury and she sharply told them to put down their silly pistols
which were dangerous instruments and might go off by accident. ‘There
are only women and children in the house and if you want to visit it I will
show you round but you had better start by being polite.’ They had been so
astonished that they clicked their heels, saluted, and she had no further
bother.

Diana must have heard more about these events from Pierre because
according to Diana’s book, In Golden Spurs, Madame Soyer ‘then led

them on a tour of inspection, they formed their judgments and advised
her that two hundred soldiers would move in that afternoon.’ As one of
the officers wrote down her name in his notebook, he commented that
they had heard of her son, ‘who had so far escaped them but he would
ultimately be caught and, immediately thereafter, shot.’ Six days had
passed since Pierre telephoned from Aumale. This was the first news that
he might still be alive.
‘You have a gallant way of treating our prisoners-of-war, messieurs,’
she said. ‘I can only hope he shoots a good many of you first.’
The German smiled grimly. The firing squad was not for ordinary prisoners he explained. But his High Command, thoroughly imbued with the
insidious doctrine of racial superiority…had decreed that the black troops
were savages to be executed without delay. White men who…fight beside
them were disgraces to their race and obviously unworthy of any better
treatment.

This account depicts the Germans as classic villains. As will be described later, Diana co-authored In Golden Spurs with Anthony Veiller, a
Hollywood screenwriter and producer. Diana dictated information to
Veiller’s secretary and provided him with Pierre’s Journal. Veiller
worked with Frank Kapra making war-time propaganda films that never
depicted the Germans in a positive way. One can probably assume that
the German staff officers sent around to French châteaux to find quarters
for German units were probably more brutal than the line-officers who
eventually moved in with their troops. But we should note that Pierre
paraphrased in his Journal what his mother told told him about the Germans only a few days after they had occupied Bosmelet:
The German Major, who was rather pleasant, had told Mother that they
were rather anxious having pushed very far, terribly quick. He told her
Italy had entered the war on their side and that it was all up for France unless we miraculously recovered on the Loire, for they had already crossed
the lower Seine....

In the 1981 guidebook to the château Diana wrote:
The fact that [Henriette’s] father…had served in the Bavarian army…stood
her in good stead. The first German officer to occupy the Château was a
Bavarian aristocrat who kissed her hand and told her he would see that she
came to no harm. She persuaded him to put up a notice saying that no
German soldier should set foot in her wing of the Château.
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On 3 December 1940, not quite six months after the beginning of the
German occupation, Madame Soyer wrote in a letter that ‘On June 12 the
first occupant, “Major Dalmor”, stuck [a sign reading] “Reserved for the
Owner” on the door of the antechamber of my bedroom. This order has
been respected so far.’
Whatever the whole truth may have been—and ‘Dalmor’ is more
likely to have been ‘Dahlmer’—at least Madame Soyer had not been
evicted from the château and had two rooms reserved to herself.
Diana’s guidebook also reported that her mother-in-law had
collected all the most precious pictures and furniture and stored them in her
wing. Some were taken by the Rouen Museum…. Some of the pictures
were hidden by the local carpenter in his workshop in Auffay. Some of the
furniture was taken to Vernon, where an old faithful governess hid it in her
loft. The books and manuscripts were piled into three huge farm wagons
and taken to the shelter of the Curé of St. Victor, a village [Saint-Victord’Abbaye] 5 km. away.

There is evidence that some measures for safe-keeping such items may
not have been undertaken until long after the occupation began and a
great deal of art and furniture did not escape destruction, deliberate or
otherwise, during the German occupation.
Amid the shock of the first arrival of the Germans, it was difficult to
plan for the long-term preservation of one’s possessions: some time
passed before an armistice acknowledged France’s defeat, and one could
hope that the Germans would not occupy France for long. The last time
Germany defeated France—in the 1870-71 war in which Henriette’s
father and uncle had fought—only a small part of France was occupied
and then only until the French paid an indemnity, ahead of the three-year
deadline. Of course, the Germans then also obtained possession of
Alsace and Lorraine, which the French regained in 1918. It would be no
surprise if Hitler demanded the return of Alsace-Lorraine, which, quite
apart from vengeance, followed the logic of adding to his Third Reich
the German-speaking Austria, Sudetenland and Danzig. Hitler had
already taken over part of Poland in a way that seemed rather permanent,
but Poland had disappeared from the map more than once in its history.
There was no obvious reason for Hitler to attempt to rule permanently
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forty million French people. It was reasonable to assume that Hitler
would grab Alsace-Lorraine, destroy the Maginot Line, then withdraw
his armies after the French paid a vast sum of money. A matter of
months: then life would get back to normal.
*
It was on 6 June that Pierre, examining a German map, realised that
his present position in Arraines was now 100 kilometres behind the rapidly-advancing German lines. The particular Germans who now were
seeking to capture Airaines were shelling the small town in a haphazard
way. Suddenly a few mortar shells landed near the villa where N’Tchoréré had set up his headquarters. He shouted angrily, ‘Now I am going to use my own artillery!’, and ordered his men to fire the 60 mm.
mortar against the German positions. Pierre tried to stop him, knowing
the mortar could do little damage and would merely give away their position. After the first mortar was fired, the Germans ‘sent over 3 shells
perfectly aimed, one of which destroyed our mortar tube.’
Pierre ran across to the police barracks as the shelling intensified. He
ordered all the men back into the cellar a while he and four men manned
the first floor windows. Two men were killed by the shelling before they
could reach the cellar. Planes were raining down bombs, and Pierre only
learned later that many were flown by RAF pilots unaware that any Allies were still in Airaines. As the building was shaken by the bombs and
enemy shells which seemed to fall for hours, Pierre flattened himself on
the floor, feeling sick but exhilarated each time a shell came close yet
somehow missed him and his companions. When the shelling eased,
Pierre glanced through the window. Half a kilometre away German infantrymen were coming down the slopes, the villa across the road was
ablaze, and N’Tchoréré and his men were retreating in good order, with
their weapons and as much ammunition as they could carry. Half of his
own building was on fire, and Pierre rushed down to the cellar to get the
men out.
They dashed for a stream that ran behind the barracks and took a position in the tall grass along its bank. Some of the men from the villa ran
across to join them while others continued to retreat down the road, with
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N’Tchoréré himself covering their retreat, flinging grenades from a bag
slung over his shoulder. He was throwing wildly at any potential target,
and two grenades landed near Pierre’s position. ‘I got up and yelled to
him to stop his silly game as I might get hurt. He shouted back: “Oh, I
thought you were the Germans!” and disappeared towards Airaines
without any further instructions.’
Pierre stayed in position, expecting N’Tchoréré to send orders for
them to join him in the village, but the orders never came. Instead, a
German tank came down the main road they had been defending, crossing the bridge, rolling aside the armoured car and finally killing the men
who had been beneath it for eight hours. It was now 19.00, the light was
failing, and Pierre and his men could hear the Germans entering various
buildings previously manned by tirailleurs: those remaining must have
been dead or severely wounded. Pierre heard bursts from German submachine guns and assumed prisoners were being shot.
At 19.15 Pierre, with Mama Sountoura beside him, ordered his men
to cease all firing. Ouarokoro and Fabre executed a quiet roll call: only
eight other men were still alive. Pierre asked old Fassoum, the company
sergeant major, who had joined them after fleeing the burning villa, what
he thought of the position. ‘The Battalion, sir, he is goddam finished!’
Pierre asked Sara Oudreayo to try to find the new HQ and report back.
When he didn’t return, Pierre sent another man, who also failed to come
back.
Pierre gathered the survivors: it was time to escape. They slipped into
the stream, up to their chins, proceeded a few metres then heard someone
moaning on the bank. It was Sergeant Camboulives, the company accountant, with five small shell fragments in his back and a more serious
wound in the left foot. Corporal Bouvier, the company barber, known to
all simply as ‘Louis’, put Camboulives’ arm over his own neck and
helped him wade along with the rest.
Soon they halted at the sound of Germans searching for survivors.
Pierre cocked his pistol. The enemy gave up their search, moved off to a
farm house, lighted a fire, obviously preparing a meal. Pierre and his
men skirted west and then south of Airaines, which was entirely in
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flames, and when they reached higher ground they could see that the next
village, Dreuil, was also ablaze. Orange reflections on the clouds made it
appear that the whole countryside was on fire.
They started to cross a road, not seeing a German sentry who called
out a challenge, and as they ran for some tall grass Sergeant-Major Fassoum and another tirailleur were killed when the sentry opened fire. The
remaining five made it to a wood, where they dropped down, exhausted,
and slept through the rest of the night.
Before dawn on 7 June Pierre crawled to the edge of the wood to assess their position, and saw patches of woodland with dangerously open
country between them. If they headed southwest they might find the
French army in the Bresle valley or perhaps further along, making a
stand on the Seine. He roused the men, told them his plan, and even poor
Camboulives with his wounded foot was willing to make the effort. They
barely reached the next wood when they saw about fifty small German
tanks rushing across the fields and firing machine guns into any places
that looked capable of hiding a few men. After the tanks had passed,
Pierre led the men further south, reaching an abandoned village at
Croquoison. He found an almanac which had a small map, got his bearings, and offered his men a choice.
Since they could hear no artillery, the enemy must have pushed at
least fifty kilometres west. The British should be somewhere to the north
and have a base at Dieppe. ‘Personally, I would like to meet up with
them as they could take us off if they are re-embarking. On the other
hand, the French must be on the Seine; if you like I can take you to
Bosmelet where we are sure to find some help and perhaps my Citroën
car; with our three rifles…we could use it as a very light armoured
car….’ Ouarokoro and Mama said they would follow him to join the
English or anywhere else. The two Frenchmen, Louis and Camboulives,
preferred to find the French army, ‘so we agreed that I would try and lead
them to Bosmelet before attempting to reach the Seine.’
Pierre must have known that Bosmelet was 8o kilometres away, and
with one man with an injured foot and two Africans, his little party
would not be able to travel quickly or inconspicuously. They rested till
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dark and then set out. Pierre and Mama were in the lead and at 03.00—
now the morning of 8 June—got tangled in the line of a field telephone.
A sentry fired at them; they all dropped, hoping the enemy would decide
it was a false alarm. Mama Sountoura crawled close to Pierre and
whispered:
‘Lieutenant, it is not good here. We ought to get to that wood.’
‘I know, it’s rotten, but we can’t move with those fellows between us
and the wood. Keep still.’
‘Sir, we will be killed like chickens if they find us.’
‘That’s why they must not find us; if we don’t budge they may never do
so.’
‘But if they find us?’
‘Then we will each throw a grenade at them and jump for it…. But I’m
not going to start any trouble; if we wait they may move on.’
‘But we have no water left.’
‘I can’t help it; shut up!’
‘You have been a jolly good lieutenant up to now, but now you are a
damned fool…’
‘All right. But shut your mouth!’

Mama crawled off to wherever he’d been laying before. Ouarokoro
crawled up next, and Pierre whispered his intention to stay put till the
Germans stopped searching. After a few minutes the Germans gave up
wandering around, apparently deciding their sentry had simply been
jumpy. Another half an hour passed when Pierre heard a shot quite close
by and thought he heard the ping of a bullet hitting a helmet. He removed
the pin from his grenade and prepared for the worst, but nothing
happened. He could now see that the Germans were still positioned in
front of them. To relieve his thirst he chewed some of the green corn,
then dozed off till about noon. As the evening came on the Germans finally withdrew. Pierre got up on his knees and called softly to the other
men. All replied except Mama Sountoura.
Ouarokoro and Pierre crawled to where they thought Mama had
been. ‘I found my poor dear friend dead, lying on his back, awfully
swollen after a full day’s sun beating down on him.’ Mama had shot him176

self through the mouth. Ouarokoro told Pierre he had had a whispered
conversation with Mama about ten minutes before the shot rang out.
Mama had not said he was going to kill himself, but Pierre and Ouarokoro felt sure that Mama, who had promised Diana that he would
never leave Pierre, had decided they would all be caught like rats in a
trap, and preferred not to see Pierre’s end. Pierre gave Mama’s empty
water bottle, rifle and ammunition to Louis, and they took turns helping
Camboulives to limp along as they continued southwestward.
‘We found water only 24 hours later in a cattle trough.’ This was the
evening of 9 June. As the men tried without success to fill their water
bottles, the noise roused a sentry on the farm who fired in their direction
but did not pursue them as they fled in the dark. ‘On the morning of the
10th we had reached Foucarmont.’ Pierre didn’t mention it, but they must
have been able to fill their canteens when they crossed the Bresle river,
five kilometres before the climb up to Foucarmont. There they watched
for two hours as a column of horse-drawn German artillery passed, then
rushed down into the valley, but encountered a motorcyclist who caused
them to run madly through a hedge and into tall grass. Next they saw
some man, five hundred yards away, following them. Ouarokoro’s rifle
and Pierre’s pistol were trained on the path they had created through the
grass. As the man approached, they saw his head was bandaged and he
turned out to be a chasseur alpin also in flight who decided to join them
when he saw Ouarokoro’s black skin and knew they could not be Germans. He had been shot through the ear and cheek, and they replaced his
dirty handkerchief with one less bloody. Pierre gave him some grenades
to carry.
Continuing their journey, the five men were pleased to find some
cider in an empty house, and later, on a farm, some sour cream and a
dozen eggs which they fried in one of the plates from an old-fashioned
set of scales. They crossed the Béthune near Mesniéres and spoke to a
villager who warned that there was a German field hospital in the village.
As they skirted the village they actually saw a German nurse picking
roses near an empty cottage. Ouarokoro was for slitting her throat, but
Pierre said it would be wiser to continue on their way. They spent the
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night in the Forêt d’Eawy, and reached Bellencombre towards dawn on
the 11th.
I wanted to cross…the Varenne at Foisy’s house which I knew quite well
[from] fishing and shooting over the grounds with him on many an occasion. We were only 15 kms from Bosmelet. Unfortunately Bellencombre
was still burning after some fighting…by the rearguard of some [British]
motorised cavalry [later] destroyed at Veules les Roses…. There were
German sentries all over the place…and we had to cross the river higher
up….

Pierre probably knew, after telephoning his mother from Aumale on
25 May, that the Foisys had fled at the same time as Diana and the children.
‘After unbelievable escapes from long German columns’ they
reached Bosmelet towards noon. Near Montreuil-en-Caux—two kilometres from his family’s château—Pierre led the men to ‘the big Beech
tree where I always began our walking-up shooting on the estate in the
better days at the start of the partridge season.’ Creeping through the
Bois d’Heucleu, they were now on Pierre’s property. As they cautiously
crossed the Avenue Henri V Pierre saw some abandoned French equipment, and German tanks were visible in the orchard of the Briquetterie.
Pierre led the men toward a barn on Vidal’s farm. He knew it had a back
entrance from which, if need be, they could escape into the Bois Chouquet. He settled the men in the barn and planned his next move. It was
noon on 12 June—the day Major Dalmor (or perhaps Dahlmer) put up a
sign in the château to reserve two rooms to Madame Soyer; while Diana
listened to the radio at Les Chaumes with Madame Reynardeau, hoping
for information about which army was where and wondering if Madame
Soyer might soon join them.
Madame Vidal, observing men approaching the barn, ventured to find
out what was going on. She was naturally shocked to see Pierre—and
terrified the Germans might find him or any French soldiers on her farm,
‘but she came up to scratch and bravely set about cooking some eggs and
providing us with food and drink.’ After Madame Vidal confirmed
Pierre’s fear that Germans were in the château, he headed toward his
goal, and after covering the half-a-mile Pierre
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entered the courtyard through the small gate that the keeper always used
and crept up towards the house in the friendly shadow of the 300-year-old
lime trees. Some soldiers were resting outside the keeper’s lodge so I had
to be careful to avoid notice in getting to the last lime tree nearest the
house, opposite the stables. After some time I saw an old woman going
from the house to the stables so I signalled to her and she used her sense in
coming to me casually as if she were taking a stroll. When she saw I was
French she was very frightened on account of all the enemy who were all
over the place.

Pierre may have recognized this ‘old woman’, but had some reason
for not naming her. He asked if his mother was still there, she said yes,
and he asked her to go and fetch her. When Madame Soyer came out and
saw the state her son was in she was shocked.
She told me the house was full of Germans and I could not come in. They
had drunk all the wine and she could not give us a bottle; even for food it
would be very difficult as she messed with them but she would try and
secrete some away; she would come and see us that evening for she had
obtained a pass to go about and help the farmers with their stray cattle in
the woods.

‘Were the French totally defeated? What a disaster….’ It’s unclear
who asked the question. Pierre returned to his men ‘with the sad news
about the hoped-for champagne and the disappearance of my car.’ His
mother came to Madame Vidal’s barn about 19.00, with a little food,
some soap, a few tooth brushes and combs, an old razor, and some clean
shirts, ‘carrying everything under her apron and looking like an expectant mother.’ She also brought along Pierre’s dog, Gamin, who ‘was mad
when he saw me, and I hesitated about keeping him but thought he might
cause a lot of trouble on our night marches.’ Pierre’s mother also told
him about the day—just a week ago—when the first Germans arrived
brandishing pistols before the troops came to be billeted in the château,
commanded by a ‘Major who was rather pleasant’.
Pierre wanted to rest his men and give Camboulives’ foot a chance to
improve while his mother feared for his safety if he stayed: word had
already spread among the farmers that he was back. When Madame Soyer came back the following evening she brought Émile Thierry, ‘a good
farmer of ours who had kept Mother in food when there was none to be
had and who had brought us a bottle of wine.’ (Émile’s daughter, Renée,
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who was twelve or thirteen at the time, remembered carrying food supplies for Madame Soyer up to the château full of Germans.) Pierre wrote
that his ‘Mother took me aside with Thierry’ to explain that ‘the Germans
knew that I was with a black regiment and had warned Mother that I
would be shot if captured because if we drafted savages to fight them
they naturally would treat us as savages’—a statement later much elaborated, probably by Anthony Veiller, in Diana’s book. Pierre wrote that
his mother ‘thought I would be safer anywhere else but at Home,’ and he
agreed to leave that night, but mainly because he learned from his mother
‘that Paris had fallen, and Camboulives announced that he felt his foot
was good enough to start again.’
It was the 14th when they left Bosmelet, and as they said goodbye
Madame Soyer gave Pierre 20,000 francs—and also told him that she
‘had had my poor dog killed because she had no bread and she feared I
would take him with us and endanger our mad venture still more.’ One
can imagine her doing this very shortly after she heard Pierre ponder
whether to take him along; perhaps she used a previously hidden shotgun, which the mystified Germans would promptly confiscate. ‘We
moved off by the Avenue Henri V at dusk, and Mother ran after us to
give me a last hug, never believing that I would join our army again.’
And he told her ‘that everything was fine; we would make a stand on the
Loire—and had not her father himself fought all the way back from the
Seine to the Loire in 1870?’
‘To cheer us all up,’ wrote Pierre, ‘I made the most of my new pair of
breeches which Mother had ferreted out of a trunk in the linen room…;
she had taken what she found and they belonged to my wife so that they
were awfully tight.’
The men followed Pierre back into the woods, with Louis carrying
Camboulives’ pack for him. They walked all night, keeping a sharp
watch for German sentries as they passed through Saint-Victor-l’Abbaye
and crossed the road from Neufchatel. Near 6 a.m. they saw a small cottage on the railway line near Cleres. A woman tended some children running about in the yard. Pierre hid his men behind a hedge and introduced
himself to the startled woman, asking to buy some food and wine. She
told him she was Madame Bailleul; had twenty children; there was a
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baby in a cot, and a married daughter appeared by the hedge ‘to stare at
French uniforms after all the fighting was over.’ Pierre explained that he
and his men had fought until the end, ‘but she was furious with our army:
“Give me one of your guns and I will show them how they are used.”
Quite a little Joan of Arc…’ After she provided some food Pierre had ‘the
greatest difficulty’ persuading her to accept any money. Then ‘she even
insisted that we should take a few tablets of chocolate…so I had to put
my foot down and make her keep it.’
During the next two night-marches Pierre changed direction to keep
west of Rouen. Near Epinay a farmer hid them in a barn while German
planes flew low over the hedges, probably looking for stray parties such
as Pierre’s. The farmer urged them to surrender as the war was lost anyway and it was foolish to take further risks. But the men remained adamant that they would find the army and continue the fight. In any case, surrender might mean death for Ouarokoro.
On 17 June at 01.00 they reached the Seine near the ferry at La
Mailleraye. Someone met on the road had told them that the ferry itself
was sunk in the river, but the ferryman took people across in a rowboat.
They could see the empty ticket office by the light of large factory burning nearby.
Pierre thought their position too vulnerable and wanted to cross before dawn. He believed that he and Louis were the only ones who could
swim and quietly asked him to accompany him across either to contact
the ferryman or commandeer his rowing boat. Louis said he was simply
too exhausted. Pierre didn’t wish to leave everyone behind, for he might
not find the rowboat or any other way back. Even if he found the boat, he
might not be able to row it himself. And if he ordered anyone to go with
him, it should be Ouarokoro, ‘as the white men had a much better chance
in any case.’ Pierre came up with a plan: to ask for a volunteer, knowing
what would happen.
Ouarokoro leapt up. ‘I am good swimmer complete! I have certificate
from regiment saying I am good swimmer!’ Pierre told the others to look
after their clothes and equipment and not to budge for twenty-four hours.
The two men stripped and slipped into the swirling, oily water—the Brit181

ish, Pierre heard, had bombed oil storage tanks in Rouen. Ouarokoro
splashed a great deal as he swam, causing a sentry to hear them to take
pot shots in the dark. The Seine was three hundred metres wide here, and
half-way across Ouarokoro suddenly said: ‘I am not so good swimmer as
I thought, so good-bye Lieutenant. I will let myself sink without making
any trouble and you must get across for our comrades. Good luck.’
‘Of course I swore at the dear fool and ordered him to get on his back
and keep as still as he could.’ Pierre somehow managed to get both of
them across, by which time Pierre was exhausted. They lay shivering on
the bank, covered in oil. As soon as he caught his breath, Pierre made his
friend run beside him so they would both warm up. They couldn’t find
the row boat. Looking around, Pierre spotted a field with two small haystacks near each other. He shoved Ouarokoro in one and covered him
with hay to keep him warm then dove into the other.
At dawn Pierre heard someone’s footsteps. Unarmed and naked,
Pierre decided all they had left was the element of surprise. He kicked
Ouarokoro and they both leapt out of the haystack ready to fight or run.
The sight of the two black men—Pierre almost as dark with the oil—
nearly frightened to death an old farmer who had come out to collect
some sheets from a washing-line. After Pierre explained their situation,
the farmer covered each with a sheet, took them quickly to his house, and
gave them some warm milk.
Pierre left Ouarokoro with the nervous farmer while he searched for
the ferryman before everyone in the village awoke. Dressed in an apparent toga, he followed the smell of baking bread, knowing bakers are the
earliest risers. The baker, after recovering from the sight of what looked
like a ghost, took Pierre to a back room where he spent an hour scrubbing off oil. After the baker gave him some clothes and directions, Pierre
made his way to the ferryman’s house. While the ferryman’s daughter
took some food to Ouarokoro, her father led Pierre to the pier, but said it
was too risky in daylight to bring across his men, who were still in uniform. The ferryman’s terrified wife had told Pierre that her husband had
already saved thirty soldiers. Finding a secluded spot, Pierre tried in vain
to signal the three men on the other side by waiving a handkerchief.
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At 19.00 the ferryman rowed Pierre to the opposite bank where he
eventually found his companions. After re-crossing and fetching Ouarokoro, the six men found a place to hide which had been a depot for
the British Army: they found tins of food and tobacco and, best of all, a
few greatcoats and trousers. Ouarokoro cut the King’s buttons and insignia off a British coat and sewed on Colonial Army buttons from his
tattered coat. ‘After several attempts he still had the anchors upside
down, but I told him he looked fine.’
The rest of the night they marched southwest. Pierre hoped that before reaching Le Mans, over two hundred kilometres away, he might
learn whether the French army was making a stand on the Loire or on the
Brittany peninsula. The roads were thick with Germans, and they could
only travel at night, so the long June days gave Camboulives’ foot a rest.
Along the way peasants showed great bravery in helping them, despite
German curfews and threats of reprisals for helping fugitive soldiers.
After they’d already travelled sixty kilometres to Bernay, an old poacher
showed them a shortcut to Laigle. In that village a girl showed them a
Paris newspaper edited by the Germans: photographs of the enemy
parading under the Arc de Triomphe, praise for Marshal Pétain’s and
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General Weygand’s wise decision to seek an armistice. Pierre was
shocked, but his companions staunchly endorsed his choice to press on
until they received definite orders. Surely the fight could be carried on
from Africa, and Louis swore that if he reached the Mediterranean he’d
find a boat for Tunis or Casablanca.
They continued their journey on a more southerly route till they
reached the Pays d’Ouche on 28 June. The owner of a large farm turned
out to be the mayor of the local village and a captain of Chasseurs in the
last war. He was amazed to see Pierre in uniform.
‘Lieutenant, don’t you know the armistice has been in place since the
25th. You must get out of your uniform as soon as you can, you will only
be captured and you will be shot if you defend yourself now that the war
is over.’
Pierre replied that he wasn’t interested in this talk of an armistice.
‘Please…give me all the information you can about the enemy and help
my small troop with food and a safe place to sleep in.’
‘Now I give you my word as an ex-officer that it is over. If you won’t
believe me come and listen to my radio.’
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Chapter 14

LISTENING TO THE MAYOR’S RADIO, Pierre could scarcely believe his
ears. ‘By a coincidence, I heard that evening both Pétain and de Gaulle.
It was no use blinding myself to the facts so, with tears running down my
face, I went to fetch my men and told them the sad news.’
The date was 28 June; Pétain had addressed the nation—from Bordeaux—on the 25th to explain the terms of the armistice, and he may
well have spoken again on the 28th. General Charles de Gaulle certainly
made an address from London over the BBC on the 28th. Ten days after
his famous ‘Appel du 18 Juin’, de Gaulle was now able to announce that
‘The commitment the British Government has made today in recognizing
me as the leader of the Free
French is of great importance
and profound significance.’
Pierre now knew that the
French Army had been defeated, but it was encouraging,
if bizarre, that the British were
recognizing some French general Pierre had never heard of
as the leader of whatever
French forces were still fighting: the British wouldn’t do
that unless they intended to
carry on the war. But why was
that general in London?
Pierre discussed the implications with the men and
then with the mayor. The first
priority was not to be captured

‘Appel du 18 Juin’

in uniform, so the mayor provided civilian clothes. Learning that the
armistice terms allowed the defeated French government headed by Pétain to continue to function in an area of southern France which was not
occupied by the German Army, Pierre, as an officer, wanted to proceed
there to obtain a formal discharge and find out more about the political
situation. Louis and the chasseur alpin planned to make their way back
to their families, while ‘Camboulives swore that he would raise a troop
of franc tireurs once he got home.’ But they agreed they must first leave
the ‘Occupied Zone’ and reach the ‘Free Zone’ (soon known simply as
‘Vichy’). The problem was Ouarokoro. Any difficulties they had in
crossing the ‘Demarcation Line’ would be greatly multiplied if Ouarokoro was with them.
The mayor said, ‘The German were merciless to all blacks and shot
them at sight whether or not they were in uniform.’ He ‘advised me to try
and hide him at a monastery which was only 15 kms away.’ Pierre decided he must do that, then get the rest of the men across the Demarcation Line, and since that line ran along the Loire at this point, it was just
north of Les Chaumes—where his mother said Diana and the children
had gone—he would go there before continuing to Vichy.
The next morning they hid their old uniforms and arms in a wood and
set off for the monastery at Soligny, which was actually Notre-Dame de
la Grande-Trappe. Pierre had considerable disdain for the Church and for
monasticism in particular, but he probably knew that it was actually in
Normandy that the Trappists evolved out of the Benedictine order in the
17th century, and perhaps he guessed correctly that the Abbey he had
now come to was where that particular reform took place. Pierre was
pleased to find that members of this so-called ‘silent order’ were not unwilling to talk to strangers. Indeed, the monk who received them at the
door, Brother Eric, was an Alsatian who seemed keen to talk, devastated
as he was by France’s defeat but blaming it on the godlessness of recent
decades. Without pointing out the godlessness of the Germans, Pierre
said he intended to carry on fighting even if it meant joining the British
army. When Pierre added that he needed to leave one of his men at the
monastery, Brother Eric at first ‘refused to endanger the safety of the
whole monastery.’ But when he saw Ouarokoro and realised that Pierre
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was an officer of the Colonial Army, he changed his mind. ‘He turned
out to have been a Captain in the Colonial Army during the last war,’
Pierre wrote, and ‘he promised to do all that was humanly possible to
save Ouarokoro.’
Pierre explained to Ouarokoro that the monk was both an officer in
the Colonial Army and also a great marabout, a high priest. Still, the sergeant was in tears at their parting, as were Pierre and Brother Eric. Pierre
left his Bosmelet address with the monk and said to write to his family if
Ouarokoro needed anything.
Later that evening the four men found a garage whose manager
offered to take them south as far as Vibraye, which meant eighty kilometres they didn’t have to trek. No longer limited to night marches and
with Camboulives limping only slightly, the next day they walked another fifty kilometres in the direction of Amboise. Pierre decided it would be
safer to cross the Loire there than at Tours, and Amboise was closer to
the road that passed near Les Chaumes.
They reached Amboise on the morning of 1 July and lunched in a
café overlooking the Loire so they could examine the German checkpoint, a temporary ferry landing next to the blown-up bridge. ‘Alas we
were half a day late as the black uniformed special police’—presumably

The shattered bridge at Amboise, 1940
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he means ‘Gestapo’—‘had arrived there the preceding evening and were
carefully examining civilians to seek out soldiers escaping.’ The four
men watched the police at work ‘and discreetly enquired from some passengers coming North whether they had been examined.’ They said no,
but they were all elderly, so unlikely to be suspected. Pierre also learned
that there was an enormous camp for prisoners on the south side of Amboise, and it was evident that the Germans were actually forcing French
and Moroccan P.O.W.s to work under guard on the rebuilding of the
bridge.
Back at his own table, Pierre whispered that they should split into
two pairs, Pierre and the chasseur attempting the crossing first, and
Louis and Camboulives following if the first pair were successful. Pierre
and the chasseur would wait for one hour at a rendezvous south of Amboise before continuing without the other two. They boarded the ferry
late in the afternoon without being checked; strolled through Amboise,
trying to look inconspicuous; nerves on edge as they passed the large enclosure filled with prisoners. One prisoner, clinging to the barbed wire,
laughed as he shouted something at Pierre and the chasseur about their
speedy demobilisation. They carried on in silence, and fortunately the
sentry did not challenge them. At the first hedge beyond the camp that
offered some cover, they waited for Camboulives and Louis, but after
three hours Pierre decided they must press on another fifteen kilometres
to reach the Cher before all the light was gone.
They reached Chenonceaux about 20.00 and stopped in a café for
food and information. The proprietress saw they were escaping soldiers
and gave them food without accepting payment. She warned them: the
Cher’s bridges had been blown but were still carefully guarded, and the
Germans frequently came in looking for fugitives. Pierre and the chasseur finished eating just as a German officer walked in. The proprietress
winked at them, and they slipped out the back door.
Near the train station they passed five German lorries whose occupants were standing outside the station café, playing a phonograph and
drinking.
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‘We’ll pass them separately,’ Pierre whispered to the chasseur. ‘I’ll
be twenty paces behind you.’
The chasseur managed to get by unnoticed, and Pierre thought he
had done the same when one of the Germans summoned him. ‘I first pretended not to hear but he called again so I thought it better to gain time at
least for the chasseur and walked up to the truck, shaking up my canvas
bag from which protruded the neck of a bottle but under which I still had
my pistol.’ The German did not question Pierre, saying he could see they
were fugitives and must be hungry. ‘He forced on me a large can of
tinned meat. With a resounding “Danke schön” I left in a great hurry.’
When they reached the Cher there was still enough light to see a sentry at the bridge. They wandered along the bank, spotting two boats padlocked to each other and to a post, and a hundred meters further upstream
they saw some German soldiers fishing. When it grew too dark for fishing the Germans left, the chasseur showed some skill at lock-picking,
and soon they were punting across the river. Landing in a marsh, they
found some dry ground and slept. ‘At dawn we began walking again and
after evading a small picket which challenged us and shot once more in
our direction, we found ourselves in the Free Zone. This was the 2nd of
July, a month since we had entered Airaines.’
They walked south all day, and late in the afternoon reached Châtillon-sur-Indre ‘which showed evidence of fighting, but where there were
no more Germans.’ Now they avoided French policemen ‘because I
wanted to see my wife before reporting to the army and make up my
mind as to deserting straight away to rush to the British.’
‘At Chaumes I found Dia had left with Mme Raymondeau for the
west… All that was known was that they headed for the Sables d’Olonne
on June 16th. Mr. Brunneteau, whose daughter had gone with Dia to help
her with the children, put us up and we rested.’
*
There was a gap of more than two months in Diana’s diary after she
wrote an entry on 14 April 1940—while in Montagney with Pierre. Since
then the Germans invaded, Diana fled with the children, she made one
brief jaunt to Bosmelet before returning to Les Chaumes, and then on 16
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June she fled westward with Madame Raymondeau and her daughter.
Diana had no idea where Pierre was, but she knew Madame Soyer had
told him about the flight to Les Chaumes, and there the neighbour, M.
Brunneteau, would tell Pierre they had gone to Les Sables d’Olonne. A
much later entry in Diana’s noted that she wrote to Madame Soyer on 18
June, the day after she found herself stuck somewhere other than Les
Sables d’Olonne. She addressed the letter to Émile Thierry, in case the
Germans were reading Madame Soyer’s post. Diana or Mlle. Brunneteau
must have written also to M. Brunneteau telling him their new address,
but that letter arrived after 4 July.
When Diana wrote in her diary on 5 July—for the first time in over
two months—she noted her address as ‘chez M. Robert Adoué[?], Roche
sur Yon, Vendee.’ The resident’s name was partly illegible, and Diana
never named him in her book. The entry read:
Everyone seems to have gone mad. The French and the English are
fighting each other instead of the Germans.29 I have had no news of Pierre
since the 3rd June, when he was near Boulogne. No news of Mé-mé since
the 7th when 39 bombs were dropped on Auffay & 5 on the flower garden. I
am here with the children after a series of extraordinary adventures which
I hope to write about gradually.
My one idea now is to get back to Bosmelet as soon as I can. But for the
moment no one is allowed to move out of the departement or to circulate at
all by order of the German Kommandatur.
The children are fairly well, on the whole, though I am having a very
anxious time. Nanny having left me & the person I found, or rather that M.
[or Mme?] Raymondeau found for me being quite incompetent, & quite
ignorant. And I myself know so little about it all.

Diana’s ‘no news of Pierre since 3 June’ refers to her brief jaunt back
to Bosmelet when she learned about Pierre’s telephone call on 25 May to
Madame Soyer from Aumale—100 kilometres from ‘Boulogne’. Diana
may have hoped that Pierre might have escaped to England by retreating
north instead of southwest. On 7 June Diana may have telephoned Madame Soyer with the news of her safe return trip to Les Chaumes and
learned that German bombs had fallen around Auffay and even at
Bosmelet the day after she had left.
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Diana’s diary also mentioned that Madame Raymondeau found a
‘person’ to take the place of Nanny in helping with the children, but
Pierre’s Journal stated she was the neighbour’s daughter, Mlle. Brunneteau. Diana’s evident frustration with the girl’s incompetence and ignorance is a back-handed compliment to the previous Nanny and also a
measure of how much about child-rearing Diana was unexpectedly having to learn—‘And I myself know so little about it all.’30
Although Diana did eventually record the ‘series of extraordinary
adventures’ that brought her to La Roche-sur-Yon, she devoted only a
couple paragraphs in her book to the events between leaving Les
Chaumes and arriving at La Roche-sur-Yon. After setting out in the
morning Diana drove all day: they had punctures; ‘ran smack into an air
raid’; bought petrol ‘for a king’s ransom’; and were delayed by checkpoints that were manned not by Germans, who hadn’t yet arrived, nor by
French police, but by ‘young boys wearing armbands accompanied by
old men…with antiquated fire-arms’ trying to do something about spies
and Fifth-Columnists ‘moving with the refugees to spread confusion and
tell tales of terror yet to come.’
The goal, a villa in Les Sables d’Olonne, was 300 kilometres from
Les Chaumes, but they were 40 kilometres short when night fell and they
stopped in La Roche-sur-Yon. It must have been difficult to find accommodation otherwise they would not have ended up in private residences,
but they must have been desperate because Madame Raymondeau’s
‘little girl’ and Diana’s two children ‘were running temperatures from
exhaustion and irregular feeding and to continue our flight would have
been far too dangerous for them.’
Madame Raymondeau and her daughter were taken in by a lawyer,
while ‘my babies and I were taken into the home of the lawyer’s cousin.’
Presumably Mlle. Brunneteau was there as well. Disentangling the chronology of Diana’s In Golden Spurs, it was probably a day or two after
their arrival in La Roche-sur-Yon that Diana was dining at someone’s
house (evidently not the family with whom she resided), along with Madame Raymondeau, some titled French lady, and her host’s cousin, a man
Diana described as ‘collaborationist.’ Her account is unclear about who
said what, when
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…the conversation turned to the fast-approaching Germans.
‘A good thing, they are coming,’ said my host of the evening. ‘In
France there has been too much liberty. It was becoming Bolshevic. We
need order here, and the Germans will give us order and discipline.’
I replied that I had heard Churchill’s wonderful speech on the wireless:
“We shall fight on the beaches…” and I knew anyhow the British would
never capitulate. To which he replied: ‘It is all words, words.’ I left the
table.31

Since Diana wrote In Golden Spurs in order to extol, not defame, the
French, she immediately commented that in
La Roche-sur-Yon most people knew I was English, yet no one spoke of it.
When I got my ration card it was through lies and subterfuge. They all lied
with me. When, finally, the news reached us of the British attack on the
French fleet in Oran, my host turned pale and stood silent for a moment.
Then, very softly, he said, ‘It is tragic but it must have been necessary.’

It was a couple days after that dinner party that Diana’s hope that her
stay in La Roche-sur-Yon would be brief was dashed: the Germans arrived arrived on 22 June. French troops in the area, lacking leaders and
orders, simply surrendered, a white flag was raised over the town ‘to
prevent bombardment’, and the roads were opened to the Germans.
Some bold citizen made the gesture of parking a car across the main road
to prevent the German tanks from entering the town, but left the key in
the ignition.
Diana had long wondered how she would react if she ever saw the
enemy face to face:
Now I know. I stood in the window of the house looking out in the street,
and round a bend in the road came the first procession of light tanks, the
the grey-clad, grey-helmeted infantry, in grey lorries. The colourlessness of
their clothes and the rigidity of their movements and the way everything
was on wheels made them look not like men but like some strange race of
robots come to destroy the world. And suddenly, uncontrollably, I was violently ill, vomiting in great body-shaking gasps of revulsion and horror.

Two days later—a Sunday—the Germans set up the Kommandatur in
the mairie and issued orders: the surrender of all motor vehicles and
weapons and a curfew between 22.00 and 06.00. Diana’s pistol and her
car were the two possessions ‘I knew I must hang on to. …If ever again I
heard from Pierre, [the car] represented my one hope of getting to him.’
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Automobiles were supposed to be turned in by noon. The telephone
rang three times that morning but she would not answer it. She later
found out that the Adoués rang twice—having decided to stay at church
rather than go home in case the Germans began a house-to-house search.
Madame Raymondeau had also telephoned to urge Diana to hand over
the car to avoid trouble, and then she came to the door to make her plea;
Diana gave in and went out to the vehicle, which wouldn’t start. Madame
Adoué appeared, learned where Diana had buried the pistol, dug it up,
and insisted Diana hand it in or at least get it off the property: she endangered the whole family and the other refugees. Diana wrapped the
weapon in a paper bag, promised to get rid of it, and shoved it in her
handbag, just as she managed at last to get the engine to start. She drove
to the Place de la Mairie, taking a roundabout route as she pondered how
to avoid surrendering the car and gun to the Germans. She finally arrived, entered a long queue of cars, then heard that the time for requisitioning had passed for that day.
That evening Diana came up with a plan. While the Adoués were out,
she siphoned nearly all of the petrol into bottles and hid them in the Adoués’ loft. The next morning she took the car to a mechanic’s garage. The
owner helpfully removed the distributor: if the Germans asked he could
say he was waiting for a part on order.
Diana regretted deceiving her hosts, who showed such courage in
violating the Germans’ directives by harbouring an English woman and a
Polish girl. When the Germans did indeed visit the house on more than
one occasion, the Adoués had to hide the Polish girl completely, while
they claimed that Diana and her children were relatives who had fled
from another part of France. Diana’s French was good enough to fool the
Germans, but she was terrified that three-year-old Gentien might at any
moment blurt out something in English. Without really understanding his
mother’s explanation, Gentien managed to speak nothing but French during their entire stay in La Roche-sur-Yon.
The Germans seemed eager to dispel fears about the occupation by
behaving with propriety. Local shops did a roaring trade as German soldiers bought up all the silk stockings and women’s and children’s clothes
to send to their families, and supplemented their rations by purchasing all
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kinds of food. But they ran out of money and began requisitioning
whatever they wanted. Soon Diana, like everyone else, had difficulty obtaining food for her children, and she was disgusted to see German soldiers devouring milk and frying potatoes in mountains of butter, then
throwing the butter away. Although many officers spoke excellent
French, Diana continued to find their behaviour inhuman. Once, as she
headed for a food queue with Gentien by her side, she passed a German
soldier who had been ordered to strip to the waist and stand with his
hand raised to his forehead in a salute while an officer flogged him with
a leather whip. The soldier’s comrades sat on a nearby step, polishing
their guns, as if this was entirely normal.
Returning to her diary, Diana's first entry from La Roche-sur-Yon on
5 July noted that ‘for the moment no one is allowed to move out of the
departement or to circulate at all by order of the German Kommandatur.’
But two days later—on a Monday—an opportunity arose:
Hear today that Dr. Fleury from Rouen is going back to Rouen with his
wife on Thursday, so I dashed along to see if I could not too.32 Went to the
Mairie etc. but all circulation is stopped & nobody will listen to me when I
say I have enough petrol.

Meanwhile Diana had other complaints:
The Germans are requisitioning & buying up everything. There is no fruit
to be had. Veg is very scarce. No sugar. No coal. No coffee. No oil etc. etc.
… It is revolting to see the Germans stuffing themselves with ices & croissants at the Patisserie (cakes have been suppressed since their arrival—no
more sugar).

And a few days later: ‘The German soldiers are eating sandwiches of
Nestlés concentrated milk & our babies can’t get any!!!’ In her book Diana later recalled that
my friends and neighbours went round the town begging at each chemist,
hospital and doctor, with the result that I managed to muster a few tins of
Nestlés, Guicox, and Dryco. This varied diet didn’t suit poor Hélène as she
was then only five months old. She was sick, she had diarrhoea, she lost
weight and there I was with no nanny. I grew frantic—when I tried to get
an order for some milk from the German commandant I was told ‘Feed her
on carrot juice. That’s what we used in 1918.’33
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Perhaps Diana wrote that she had ‘no nanny’ because Mlle. Brunneteau
was either incompetent or simply not a wet-nurse. That the girl was still
with her seems likely from her diary entry on Friday 12 July:
I went to the Prefecture (as a last chance) and managed to get a laisser
passé to allow Frau Roger von Bosmelet to go back to her wohnung
Schloss von Bosmelet with her children & governess. In order to carry on
agriculture. It was all fixed to leave Wed morning at 6:30 with Dr. Fleury,
in a three-car convoy. The wretched car would not start. The batteries run
down. Gentien had been playing with it.

Perhaps ‘Roger’ was meant to conceal Pierre’s name. In her book Diana explained that Gentien had been playing in the car and left the ignition on. She also mentioned that Gentien fell ill, which may have foiled a
separate attempt to flee from La Roche-sur-Yon. But the 12 July diary
entry was revealing:
Now I am so thankful that I didn’t go. As Gentien isn’t well. That morning
at 7 oclock he sat on the pot and sucked a canule [tube] with potasse de
permanganate [a disinfectant, highly toxic if taken by mouth] in it. 2 hours
later he started having colic. It has been raging ever since, that evening he
had a temperature of 38.9.

So, half an hour after Gentien ruined the plans for joining the Fleury
convoy, he was somewhere unsupervised and sucked something that
probably looked edible. A different story appeared later in Diana’s book,
where she described a time when Gentien was seriously ill with what she
said was choleric dysentery which had broken out among the refugee
children that Gentien sometimes played with. Whatever caused Gentien’s
illness, Diana wrote in her book that
I completely lost my head. All I knew was that I had to get a doctor. My
poor hosts had to restrain me physically from going out into the street, forbidden after curfew. They knew my little boy might die during the night,
but they also knew that if I did run out—even if I did reach the doctor—he
would not dare return with me and I would endanger the lives of not only
my baby but also the other refugees in the house by setting forth and still
have no chance of helping my little boy.

The doctor came the next morning and Gentien slowly recovered,
though, as Diana wrote in her book, ‘for three weeks he lived on rice-water and sugar, which fortunately I had packed in my trunk instead of
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clothes.’ The next day 14 July, Diana cried out in her diary about the difficulty of getting suitable food for the children:
These Germans, this war! How can the Almighty allow such a thing?
And where is Pierre? And where or how is my mother-in-law? & what
ought I do to? Anyhow for the moment I must stay here as I could not
dream of leaving until Gentien is completely well again. The people here
are frightfully kind & I couldn’t be more comfortable or better looked after.

The next day someone told her ‘that I shouldn’t go back to Bosmelet
as I am sure to be put in a concentration camp, being English!!! Not far
from the coast, etc. etc.’ She also noted that she had written ‘again’ to the
International Red Cross in Geneva ‘to try to get some news of Pierre.’
Two days later, 17 July, Diana was
Waiting with anxiety for the threatened lightning attack on England. There
seems some hesitation…. Think the Germans will attack England from all
sides at once. Thank heaven there is Churchill—he has inspiration. The
French in England under de Gaulle sound very optimistic & decided. Is
Pierre in England? I do hope so, because that is what he would like to
choose. Continue the fight till the bitter end and liberate France. Oh where
is he? And above all is he alright?

On 20 July Diana noted that at long last she had ‘Received letter from
Mé-mé sent through Thierry.…The house is apparently occupied by
Germans, and Mé-mé is only allowed her bedroom, the Salle du Dais &
the Kitchen.’ The letter evidently arrived on the 18th and Diana replied
that day, via Thierry, ‘asking her when she can receive me.’ And yet she
noted in her diary: ‘It must be very grim for Mé-mé.’ Circumstances were
not bright for Diana either. ‘Madame Raymondeau becomes daily more
iced vinegar. Gentien after getting better had two relapses today, in bed
and in his knickers, the poor little fellow was so ashamed.’ It is startling
that Diana was contemplating going back to Bosmelet when the château
was crawling with Germans, but she probably reflected that while her
home was in the ‘Occupied Zone’, so was La Roche-sur-Yon. In which
case, wouldn’t she and the children be better off at Bosmelet? She closed
this entry with: ‘I wish to goodness I had never left. What a fool I was to
listen to the Foisy’s and also Peggy Branch.’34
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Chapter 15

PIERRE LEARNED ON 2 JULY that Diana and the children had left Les
Chaumes on 16 June—more than a week before the armistice—to escape
the German advance by travelling all the way to the Atlantic coast. But,
of course, the Germans had by now occupied that coast as well as the rest
of France except for the southeastern area governed by Pétain from
Vichy. Pierre was now in the ‘Free Zone’ and Diana in the ‘Occupied
Zone’. ‘I desperately hoped,’ he recalled in his Journal, ‘that she had
made for Spain and got away to England, but of course knew nothing for
certain.’ Being near Vichy, Pierre decided he should go there to deal with
his military status and see if he could find any friends who might know
whether Diana was still in Les Sables d’Olonne, had left the country, or
had returned to Bosmelet. He and the Raymondeaus’ neighbour, M.
Brunneteau—who was anxious about his daughter—‘promised to give
each other whatever news we would receive’ and then Pierre borrowed
two bicycles so he and the chasseur could set off for Montluçon where
each could find a bus, he for Vichy and his companion for his home
town, Clement Ferrand.
They said their farewells and Pierre arrived in Vichy mid-day on 5
July, only three days after Pétain’s government had established itself
there. The little town, normally a sedate watering hole for valetudinarians, ‘seemed a mad house,’ Pierre wrote, ‘impossibly crowded, excited
by its brief view of the German troops who had retired to Moulins [in the
zone occupé], after the Armistice.’ Pétain and his officials had taken
over the Hôtel du Parc, while the National Assembly convened—appropriately perhaps—in the Petit Casino. Despite every other building being
a hotel, Pierre could not immediately find a spare room, so he went to the
Petit Casino hoping to see one of his friends among the deputés, perhaps
Gérente or Galimand.

He was eventually caught sight of Galimand, wearing a tattered uniform and a Croix de Guerre. They fell into each other’s arms and recounted their adventures. Galimand had fought gallantly all the way from
Belgium to the Gironde before the armistice. As a deputé he had managed to secure a hotel room, which he now shared with Pierre. Gérente
had a room in the same hotel, and soon the three friends were re-united.
Pierre told them about the German occupation at Bosmelet and Diana’s
departure, but neither man had any news of her. However, they brought
him up to date with political developments.
The Royal Navy’s recent attack on the French fleet at Oran had
stirred up anti-British feeling. The notion had taken hold—and was
partly true—that France had been defeated because the British had never
sent over enough divisions and had then withdrawn them too early. Pierre
knew well that the British had done serious fighting and had been overwhelmed along with the French Army because they had largely adhered
to the disastrous strategy of the French high command. And General
Weygand, who had done so much to cause the débacle, was now strutting
around Vichy, using his influence to place old colonels and retired generals into offices throughout the Free Zone. To stop this military take-over
many deputés had felt compelled to support Pierre Laval as the lesser
evil. No one liked him, yet he had managed to convince many that Pétain, given enough power, would keep Weygand under his thumb, and
that Laval could somehow keep the eighty-four year-old Pétain under his
control. Meanwhile, the day before Pierre arrived, a military tribunal had
condemned de Gaulle—in absentia in London—for desertion and treason, and Pétain’s government showed no desire to carry on the war
against Germany from the French colonies in Africa.
Pierre had every intention of carrying on the fight and was contemplating somehow joining the British or de Gaulle. He was discussing this
with Galimand and Gérente over aperitifs at the Cintra Bar the following
evening when, as Pierre described it, ‘[General] Weygand spoke to
Gérente, whom he knew slightly, and said: “We are today July 6th; I can
assure you that within 6 weeks Hitler will be in London; it is all over and
we must make the best terms that we can with our enemy.”’ Hearing this,
Pierre was sickened by the thought that Vichy might now displace Mus198

solini from ‘his position of best friend to Hitler. …I despaired for a few
weeks of all hope to beat the Axis.’
Pierre reported to Colonial Army headquarters in Royat, another spa
town near Clermont Ferrand, ‘giving a full account of what happened to
my unit and asked for decorations for Camboulives, Ouarokoro, and
Louis. Of course I made the mistake to which I have already referred,
about the 5th and 6th of June….’ Having lost track of time during the
battle at Airaines, Pierre now erred by ascribing to 5 June events that had
occurred the next day, but all three men, and Pierre as well, were written
up to receive the Croix de Guerre. Pierre was then told he would be demobilised at the end of July, but must in the meantime report to a colonel
in the canton of Corrèze to help with the administration and demobilisations. Pierre found himself based in Tulle.
Pierre sent his new address to Brunneteau in Les Chaumes, who
replied sometime before 20 July, supplying Diana’s new address in La
Roche-sur-Yon. Pierre recalled in this Journal:
We were lucky enough to be able to correspond between the 20th and 30th
as the Germans had not yet clamped down their refusal to let the 2 zones
correspond even by mail. I told her to clear out of the occupied zone as
soon as she could and meet me at the St Esprit, where I was going to the
Barthelemy’s after being demobilised. She wrote that Gentien had been
very ill with a form of cholera or very bad dysentery and I was terribly
worried.

The Barthelemy family lived in Toulouse and some members were
more friendly to Pierre than others. But just before he left Tulle ‘I had
news of the remnants of my Battalion which had left Airaines 12 hours
after me.’
Pierre learned that Captain N’Tchoréré—rather typically—volunteered his Battalion to provide the rear-guard while Major Seymour and
what remained of the Regiment tried to break through the German lines
to the south. Eventually when the ammunition ran out N’Tchoréré decided there was no disgrace in not fighting with their bare hands, and
surrendered. The Germans rounded up the prisoners, segregating the
white officers from the tirailleurs. N’Tchoréré, standing with the other
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officers, was ordered to join the Senegalese. He repeatedly refused to
obey and a German officer shot him through the neck.
I was terribly upset to think that I had practically deserted my comrades
and went to see the old Major who was at Montaubon, on my way to Toulouse. He told me that he could not understand how I had left on the 5th
when the Battalion had left on the 7th. Also he could not make out how he
had been advised that the General had given Croix de Guerres to my party.
We thrashed out the whole question…found out my mistake in dates…
[from] my order book…and we parted good friends, agreeing that I had
made an honest mistake believing that the Battalion had been annihilated
as in fact they had spent the last night hiding in caves….

Pierre went on to Toulouse and ‘was received by the Barthelemy’s
with kindness from the old man and naturally from Rara, but not too
pleasantly by Mme. B. and Catou.’ Pierre’s previous relations with this
family are unknown, but, at least partially, they were now strained. ‘They
were very anti-British and pro-Pétain. At the end of the week I felt it better to leave and stayed on at Toulouse for a few days, waiting for news
from Dia and telephoning each day to the St. Esprit.’
*
After asking her diary on 20 July why she had allowed herself to be
talked into leaving Bosmelet, two days later Diana asked, ‘Oh why did I
ever leave Arpheuilles [i.e. Les Chaumes]?’ On that day she had ‘heard
through someone’s sister that Pierre had called at Arpheuilles, had
stayed the night & from there had gone to Vichy, had phoned from Vichy
to ask if there was any news of me, but she gave no dates.’ The ‘sister’
may have been another daughter of M. Brunneteau. ‘Anyhow, he is alright. I could die to think I missed him…. [Les Chaumes] is now Zone
“non occupé” and from there I could get to Vichy or anywhere to see
Pierre.’
Diana hoped to get a letter from him soon ‘as they must have given
him my address here.’ Four days later, 26 July, she was rewarded with
two letters from Pierre at Tulle. He hoped to be demobilised about 1st
August, and
He swam the Seine, the Loire and the Cher to escape. Only 3 men out of
900 got back. What a miracle that he was one of them. He told me to get to
unoccupied France asap. I wrote that I can’t for a week or ten days until I
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have someone with me to help with the children. Mlle Brunneteau won’t
follow me.

All this Diana wrote into her diary on 30 July, but had to add that
Since yesterday the frontiers of non-occupied and occupied are closed.
No one knows why or what for. No more letters come through. There is a
rumour going round that the Germans are having a bad time of it. Air raids
and mines every time they try and embark for England & that they have to
stand over the men with a machine guns to make them embark. They say
the coast is littered with dead Germans washed up by the tide.

The rumours were exaggerated, but demonstrate what everyone understood: if the British will not negotiate an end to the war, then they
must be at least threatened with invasion, and that required Germany
first to gain air superiority. But the Battle of Britain had only barely begun, and until the British accepted terms or were defeated, the Germans
had to control France’s Atlantic and Channel coastlines. France had surrendered, but the Germans could not withdraw until the British surrendered as well.
In her book Diana wrote: ‘…mad as it was to hope to pass from occupied to unoccupied France without the proper papers, I was determined
to try it.’ Mlle Brunneteau understandably ‘would not follow us [into the
unoccupied zone], to a strange country of unknown terrors, in which only
crazy people ventured never to return.’ This seems an odd description of
the part of France not under German occupation but containing Mlle
neau’s home. In any case Diana needed someone to replacement the girl
her because ‘it was impossible to drive the car and keep an eye on the
children, so I advertised in the local newspaper for someone to help me
and willing to accompany us into the unoccupied zone….’
Diana placed an advertisement in L'Ouest-Éclair on 3
August 1940: ‘Seeking an experience NURSE with references for two children of 7
months and three years. Write to
Bosmelet, 13, place de la Préfecture. La Roche-sur-Yon.’
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The next day Diana wrote in her diary:
Aug 4 Sunday. No letter from Pierre since 26th.’Mé-mé writes that Bosmelet is occupied from the cellar to the attic, that all the chickens and rabbits
have been killed & the potatoes and vegetables eaten. Pierre doesn’t seem
very anxious to return. Talks vaguely of long journey—America, Canada?
How? Via Spain, Portugal?

If the 29 July clamp-down on sending letters across the Demarcation
Line hindered Pierre, it was no obstacle for Madame Soyer. In his Journal Pierre mentioned his ‘Mother’s letters to Diana which she had received at la Roche sur Yon, advising her not to return home.’
Diana recorded now that
Pierre ‘told me to go to the [illeg.] Rara’s parents where he
will meet me. If he has already
left [Tulle?]. I must try to have
patience & above all confidence in Pierre. Since Pierre
didn’t know how soon Diana
could set out, it was possible he
would still be in Tulle, and if
not then he would be at the
Barthelemy’s in Toulouse, or
she should leave a message for
him at the St Esprit in that city.

13, Place de la Préfecture (now Place François Mitterand), La Roche-sur-Yon

Pierre apparently believed his family would be safe in Canada or
America than at Bosmelet or Britain, which might be invaded any
minute. was about to be invaded Pierre’s family might not be any safer
there. After the postal service between the two zones of France was cut,
Pierre could still communicate with Paris by telephone, Diana’s 4 August
diary entry revealed. What is my darling up to? Fourcade wrote from
Paris telling me that he had spoken to Pierre from…Tulle & that he advised me to stay where I was till I had further news from Pierre. But I
shall certainly go on Friday, unless I have news before telling me not to.
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Friday was 9 August, and Diana later wrote in her book that ‘It was
not until the 9th of August that little Gentien was well enough to travel
again….’ Fortunately, the advertisement paid off: ‘Just as I was in despair of ever finding anyone and had decided to go alone with the children, to some acquaintances near Toulouse and then search for Pierre, in
walked Jeannine.’ Whether or not that was her actual given name, in Diana’s diary she was called ‘Mlle Heunaux’.35 She was, according to In
Golden Spurs, perfect: ‘… only seventeen, but so wise, gentle and brave.
We immediately took to each other.’
After 4 August, Diana did not write in her diary again until 5
September, when she wrote a few lines about her ‘alarming time at the
frontier’, but the story is more harrowing in her later book. After bringing her petrol down from her host’s attic and getting her car back from
her friendly mechanic, they set out, ‘keeping to the main roads, believing
that was our one chance. With the German respect for rules and regulation, I felt sure they would never dream a lone woman with two children
would dare to drive through the country without a pass and probably
would not bother me.’ On the second day they reached the Demarcation
Line.
Soldiers barred the road and threw my luggage and provisions out on
the roadside. A young lieutenant demanded my papers. I started an involved explanation of how I had lost them and was trying to get to my
home in the Midi, but he afforded me no opportunity for my well-rehearsed
speech. I declared I would have to turn back if he would not allow me to
take my reserve supply of tinned milk for the baby, rice and sugar for the
boy. With a sudden gesture he snatched away my hand-bag and flung it
open. For the first time in my life I knew real physical terror. My pistol still
wrapped in an old piece of brown paper, lay in the bag. As I watched him,
the officer pulled out all the papers—and the pistol, holding it in its wrappings in his hand.

At this point one might suspect Anthony Veiller had artificially dramatised the incident: but in her diary she had already written about the
Germans searching through her handbag and pulling things out: ‘also my
pistol wrapped in brown paper.’
Without any volition on my part I went down on my knees in that filthy
roadway and quite suddenly was praying—aloud—and, most strangely, for
I had no idea that I knew how, in French, tears streaming down my face.
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He looked at me in some surprise and suddenly snapped to attention as an
enormous staff car pulled up with a tooting of its horn…. A staff officer
descended, furious at his way being blocked by my car.

In her diary Diana had written: ‘…fortunately a decent officer came
along and rescued me’—which was probably a bit too tame for the Hollywood screen-writer:
With typical Prussian tactics he turned on his nearest subordinate. Anybody
of lower rank must be to blame for any inconvenience. Harshly he ordered
the lieutenant to get my car out of the way. Then the major for the first time
looked at me still on my knees, and, as if in answer to my prayers, shouted
at the lieutenant, ‘What’s the matter with you? Can’t you see she’s only a
mother? Have you nothing better to do with your time?’…The lieutenant
slammed my belongings, including the still unwrapped pistol, back into my
purse, thrust it into my hands, and harshly ordered me to ‘Get on with
you…’

A few moments later they were in the ‘Free Zone.’ Gentien was unlikely
to comprehend his mother’s relief, but according to In Golden Spurs,
‘Finally he spoke. “When we see Daddy I’m going to tell him you were
frightened, and I wasn’t.”’
In the account Diana recorded in her diary three weeks later (5
September) she wrote: ‘Eventually I met Pierre at Montaubon.’ In
Golden Spurs offered a melodrama of driving through mountainous regions, low on petrol, with Diana too exhausted to reach Toulouse and
therefore stopping 50 kilometres short: ‘at dusk we came to Montaubon.’
Twenty-five pages later the book continued the story with Pierre being
‘frantic’ in Vichy, going ‘from ministry to ministry, questioning, questioning. Finally he heard that there were a number of English at Montaubon. Perhaps his wife was among them.’ But somehow he got there before Diana did, and the moment she walked into a hotel lobby she was
amazed to see him and shouted his name. ‘My husband turned in time to
catch me in his arms.’
According to Pierre’s Journal, he was in Toulouse—as he told her he
would be—‘waiting for news from Dia and telephoning each day to the
St Esprit. At last I got a telegram saying she would arrive in Montauban
on August 15th.’ This account—the only one spelling Montauban correctly—made perfect sense. Once across the Demarcation Line, Diana
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could send a telegram from, say, Limoges or Tulle, telling Pierre the car
might not make it to Toulouse but might reach Montauban that day or the
next. ‘I arrived at the hotel,’ Pierre later wrote, ‘just as Dia was backing
the old station wagon along the curb.’
*
‘Gentien looked very ill,’ Pierre commented in his Journal. That was
reason enough to stay for a few days at the hotel in Montauban—where
Mlle Heunaux apparently had to sleep in the corridor—before embarking
on any journey. ‘We discussed the future together and Dia was for returning to Bosmelet, not wishing to run away from trouble as an Englishwoman…’ There are three words after ‘Englishwoman’ that are heavily
overwritten with a pen, and yet one can work out the words ‘and a jewess.’ For many reasons Diana might wish to return to Bosmelet: the familiar comforts for the children; the reluctance to yield to Nazi oppression, and the competitive view that if Mé-mé could stand it, so could
they. But the fact of Diana’s Jewish heritage—which In Golden Spurs
never mentioned—would be relevant to Pierre as he continued to describe in his Journal their discussion of their future. ‘I was still under the
impression, collected in Vichy, that the Germans were bound to win and
saw no help for it at least in our generation. I was more worried than Dia,
however, about her position as a British subject in the occupied territory
and was in no hurry to get there.’
There was, according to Diana’s book, some delay before ‘we managed to get our papers as refugees from Normandy’, which papers would
allow them to obtain some petrol and permit them to cross into the Occupied Zone. Then, according to Pierre, ‘Providence helped us once
more by blocking the roads with refugees and hampering all progress so
that we halted at Chaumes on our way back and stayed there 3 weeks.’
Pierre and Diana both failed to mention whether they stayed with the
Raymondeaus or the Brunneteaus.
Pierre and Diana were certainly at Les Chaumes by 5 September,
when she opened her diary for the first time in a month. But a later entry
(16 September) suggests they must have reached Les Chaumes before 29
August, when they went on a side-trip to Vichy.
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It is strange how at first I was set on going back to Bosmelet and facing
the music. I was so certain that standing up to it was the best thing, that I
persuaded Pierre, too, and he spent his time (the first fortnight here) in
reading books on farming & we would pace in the garden planning how we
would live in the Maison du Chapelain or at Vidal’s farm, & farm and look
after the woods and the veg. But then we set off to Vichy on the 29 Aug. & I
heard at the coiffeur how the Germans were already persecuting the Jews,
& Pierre met Jock & Jim, the 2 English prisoners who had miraculously
escaped from the Germans & made their way South & then heard the tales
they told of the arresting of all English men and women in Paris (all of
course kept quite quiet) even I began to think a bit differently & then in
Vichy when we asked the advisability of going back & if the Germans
whom we know have made Bosmelet the Kommandatur gave us any room
& they said no, & advised us not to go back. We thought again.

On 5 September Diana wrote: ‘Since we went to Vichy we have decided not to go back to Bosmelet and are trying to get to Canada. Most
complicated. Pierre has gone in to Chateauroux to fix up Mlle Heunaux’s
papers so that if we go she can get back to the occupied zone.’
Any temptation to go to England was now extinguished by the Battle
of Britain. Diana recorded on 9 September that the ‘German-French
wireless says that London is burning and that the fire and smoke can be
seen on the other side of the Channel. The electricity has gone off, so we
can’t hear the English version.’
In Vichy Pierre was contacting friends for help obtaining the necessary permissions so he and his family could cross the Atlantic. In his
Journal Pierre wrote that during their three weeks at Les Chaumes ‘I got
a letter from Gérente telling me that my friend Jacques was employed in
high government circles. So that I thought it might be a good thing to go
once more to Vichy and see what was happening.’ Diana recorded that
Pierre ‘had a letter on Sat. [14 September] from his friend Jacques
d’Egremont who is in the passport office and says he will help if necessary.’ While Pierre avoided using d’Egremont’s surname, he noted that
Jacques ‘was employed as an attaché to Laval at the Press censorship so
he had a lot of inside information. He told me enough to confirm my
worst fears for Dia and Gentien so I decided to try to get them out of the
country by all means.’ Pierre also ‘met by chance at the Hotel Majestic’
in Vichy another friend—a fellow Norman and descendant of
Maupassant—Hubert Leroy-Jay, who
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put me on to the recently appointed secretary to the Minister of Interior and
he promised me that Dia and the children would get leave to go to the
U.S.A. As for me, he just laughed when I wanted a passport, as, of course,
the Germans were already in control at Vichy and would allow no man of
military age to leave France. We were advised to go to Marseilles where
the passport for Dia would follow in a week at the latest and she could obtain the necessary transit visas from the Spanish and Portuguese consuls.

On 17 September Diana was actually writing in her diary while sitting in the lobby of a hotel in Châteauroux. Pierre had cabled her from
Vichy the day before to say that he’d seen Jacques and also his old professor, Prudhomme, and that she must prepare to depart soon, ‘you and
the children.’ Diana added in parenthesis ‘not him!!’, appalled that Pierre
might not travel with them. Then ‘this afternoon at 4.30’ another cable:
‘meet me Châteauroux to sign the request.’ She rode a bicycle five kilometres to Clion to catch a train. There was no room to be booked at the
hotel, ‘so am sitting in a chair in the Hotel Lounge. The hotel is buzzing
with Germans. Tours was apparently bombed yesterday by the RAF.’
Diana was feeling miserable. ‘I have got ear-ache again.’ Then she
wrote what at first seemed a non-sequitur, but sitting alone in that hotel
lobby crowded with Germans—even though this was the ‘Unoccupied
Zone’—her mind was still weighing up the painful decision not to return
to Bosmelet. ‘Another reason we now don’t want to go back is the idea of
Gentien being brought up to be ashamed of his mother. Was this a fear
that at Bosmelet, under German occupation, Gentien might be confronted
by anti-British and anti-Jewish propaganda? ‘Have brought a ring with
three small diamonds; will probably have to sell it.’ Diana was thinking
about acquiring cash for her trip, or perhaps for bribes. ‘The idea of having to do this long journey on my own is perfectly horrible. But I mustn’t
get worked up till I see Pierre and know the worst.’ Then, finishing this
entry for 17 September: ‘My darling sweet little Gentien has remained
very delicate as regards food…irritates his intestines. This travelling is
all the more anxious making.’
It was more than two months since Gentien had ingested the potasse
de permanganate, and three and a half months would pass before Diana
wrote in her diary again.
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Chapter 16

THERE ARE NO DESCRIPTIONS OF THE JOURNEY from Les Chaumes to
Marseille in Diana’s diary or Pierre’s Journal, but Diana later wrote in
her book that ‘Travelling in those days was no joke, as we had discovered.’ There was no petrol for the car, and only two southward trains
per week. Jeannine Heunaux helped with the children and with their
‘luggage’: a hammock for the baby, a kit-bag for the methylated lamp
and enough food and drink for four or five days; bundles of rugs and
mattresses, to be laid on the suitcases in case they needed to sleep at a
station—which happened twice. According to In Golden Spurs, on 30
September 1940 ‘we reached the Mediterranean.’
The five of them found accommodation in a ‘dismal fifth-rate
hotel…all sharing a single room.’ Though they already knew there might
be no permission to travel for Pierre, even Diana’s travel papers failed to
arrive from Vichy. According to Pierre’s Journal, ‘Once Dia and I despaired of getting her permission to leave, we set about finding some illegal means of escape. I made friends with a smuggler…Jean Cabagnou.’
It would seem from the account in Diana’s book that the despair set in
before they even arrived in Marseille, for on that first night, while an exhausted Diana rested in the hotel room with the children, Pierre ‘and
Jeannine went out for dinner. And hour later the girl came back alone.’
For a while Diana was unable to get any explanation out of her. But finally Jeannine said that as soon as they finished dinner ‘monsieur asked
the garçon where was the nearest brothel.’ Diana was horrified. ‘Long
after midnight my errant husband came home, wan and tired.’ Diana was
furious, and when he heard her accusations ‘he lay on the floor, helpless
with laughter, tears rolling down his cheeks.’ He then explained that he
had suddenly remembered his days with the ‘Joyeux’ and ‘the familiarity
with which they had spoken of brothels and their inmates.’ He decided
that brothel-keepers were more likely than anyone to be able to put him

Map III: Marseille to Lisbon & Casablanca to Staoueli
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in contact with smugglers. And it worked—but none of this convoluted
story appeared in Pierre’s account, except the fact that he ‘made friends’
with Jean Cabagnou.
The first attempts to find a captain willing and able to smuggle the
family out of France fell apart at the last moment. Both her and Pierre’s
accounts gave details of different attempts that went wrong. Converting
jewellery into cash, paying over the bribes, making assignations in the
dark with the whole family, keeping the children quiet, while trying to
avoid both German officials and the French police, was a great strain on
Diana. At some point, Diana later wrote, ‘I determined on one last stab to
get out of the country legally, and against Pierre’s strenuous objections,
went back to Vichy.’ Pierre merely wrote that ‘She had to go to Vichy
herself, and had a terrible encounter with the local police….’.
At first everything went wrong. She had difficulty getting a room;
had to trudge ceaselessly from ministry to ministry; some jobsworth discovered that her carte d’identité was out of date and didn’t accept that
she couldn’t easily go back to Normandy to get it renewed, with Germans everywhere; then, according to Pierre’s account, ‘the local police
…locked her up for a full day and confiscated her pistol, which even the
Germans had never caught on her….’ Diana wrote that she was eventually released because somehow Pierre’s ‘friend at the ministry’—she
must mean Hubert Leroy-Jay—‘had heard of my plight and vouched for
my character.’ She then had a telephone call from Pierre saying she must
return to Marseille immediately because a boat was ready to sail. The
next train was tomorrow afternoon. In the morning Diana made another
effort at one of the ministries and while waiting to get in ‘was suddenly
hailed by an old friend whom I had known in Paris.’ He insisted she join
him and his wife for lunch ‘at the ultra-smart Hotel Parque.’ [Diana must
have meant the Hôtel du Parc.]
Later, while Diana sat in the lobby waiting to meet her friends, three
high-ranking naval officers walked past, and she overheard a part of their
conversation.
‘Do not disturb yourselves, my dear colleagues. There is no cause for
Alarm. We will give Hitler the Jews. They will satisfy him.’ Hungry as I
was, I suddenly had no appetite; their cold callousness was so unutterably
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horrible, I was sickened. They might have been speaking of potatoes instead of their fellow men.

Diana’s reaction of being ‘sickened’ by what she heard reminds one
of her feeling ‘violently ill’ when she saw the Nazi invaders for the first
time as they marched into La Roche-sur-Yon, and both reactions were
described in the book she wrote without ever alluding to the fact that she
herself was Jewish.
When her hosts arrived and they sat down to lunch, Diana picked at
her food while recounting her recent adventures. Over coffee she mentioned her hope of getting some help from the other side of the Atlantic
by writing to her brother, David, who was an associate of the International Nickel Company in Canada, of which her father was a director.
Hearing this, one of her friends mentioned that the representative of that
firm in France had recently been appointed to some ministry and was
here in Vichy. Diana immediately left the table and quickly found the unnamed minister, who announced that ‘he knew my father well and had
frequently stayed at my brother’s house in London.’ He spent the afternoon rushing Diana from ministry to ministry, trying to obtain the exit
visas. When Diana needed to catch her train rather than face Pierre’s
fury, the minister promised to forward the papers to her in Marseille.
By the time Diana returned, the boat Pierre had hired to smuggle
them out had already left. The next day they heard it had struck a floating
mine and all aboard were lost. Nevertheless, Pierre soon organized and
paid exorbitantly for yet another escape attempt. When they boarded the
vessel the captain announced that rather than going straight to Gibraltar
as promised, he must first sail up the Rhône for a cargo at Lyon. This was
intolerable for Pierre, but the captain shrugged, saying, according to Diana’s account, that ‘our passages were paid for and if we wished to forfeit the money he could not prevent us.’ The captain soon made a refund
when Pierre poked him in the ribs with his pistol. ‘My lawyer husband
had learned tricks not in the law books.’
After this disappointment, Diana came down with para-typhoid, followed by jaundice. Pierre brought two doctors who were unable to do
anything to help, and eventually Jeanne—‘a girl from the night club
haunt of the smugglers’ according to Pierre’s Journal—recommended a
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third doctor well-known in Marseille’s underworld for his specialty at
removing bullets and treating infections caused by back-street abortions.
Meanwhile Pierre was making another plan for an escape, and among his
‘fellow-conspirators,’ as Diana put it, was ‘a rich young American in the
U.S.A. secret service.’ As usual she did not provide a name, but later in
Pierre’s Journal he referred twice to an American named Owsley, who
had assisted them around this time.
Diana began a slow recovery—just as an envelope arrived from
Vichy. Enclosed were all the travel papers they needed, though none for
Pierre. ‘Ill as I was,’ Diana wrote, ‘I refused to leave without him.’ Pierre
said she and the children needed decent food and shelter, and staying in
Marseille with him would not improve his chances of finding a way out
for himself. ‘Triumphantly, I croaked that it was impossible for me to
leave. I was too ill to travel.’
Pierre recorded in his Journal that he consulted with the ‘crooked
doctor’ who agreed Diana was too ill to travel then but said she would be
well enough in five days. ‘I have no idea what he gave me,’ Diana wrote,
‘but he visited me four times a day, each time giving me an injection.
And on the fourth day my temperature was normal.’ Pierre added that the
doctor ‘injected Dia with enough pick-me-ups to last her on her train
journey.’
According to her diary, it was 11 November when Diana and the
children left Pierre at the train station in Marseille. Jeannine Heunaux
had already returned to her home was in the Occupied Zone, but according to Pierre’s and Diana’s accounts, Jeanne (from the night-club) accompanied Diana and the children to the Spanish frontier. At Cerbère, the
last train station before the Spanish border, Jeanne could travel no further. According to Diana’s diary the Spanish authorities ‘took all my
money from me (2000 frs & 10 dollars)…but I cheated with their consent’ and was allowed to take 900 frs with her. Of course, she still had
her cache of jewellery.
At this point Pierre’s Journal mentioned by name the same person
praised in Diana’s diary: ‘Max Schoop, a perfect fairy godfather, had arranged to fly a nurse from Madrid to Barcelona to get me met at the fron212

tier, Port Bou.’ In a letter to her father—one of the very few letters by
Diana that has been preserved—she mentioned that Max Schoop paid for
the Marseille to Lisbon journey, reimbursed by John Fairfield Thompson
of International Nickel Co. Ltd., Wall Street, New York—a colleague of
Mr. Mathias in that company. Max Shoop (the correct spelling) was President of the American Chamber of Commerce in Paris and local representative of the New York law firm, Sullivan & Cromwell, where his colleagues included John Foster Dulles and Allen Dulles. He would soon be
working with Allen Dulles in the O.S.S. (the forerunner of the C.I.A.)
and finding ways to supply money and weapons to French Resistance
groups. In her book Diana wrote that ‘a wonderful nurse, accompanied
by a Cook’s man…had been sent by an American business man [Shoop]
to whom my friend at Vichy had wired of our coming.’ By the time Diana reached Spain, as she later recollected in her diary,
both children were howling we were 4 hours late & I had come out in a
huge & terribly painful boil on my cheek near my mouth. Thos. Cooks &
the wonderful Nurse, saw me through Spain. I was almost senseless with
pain and exhaustion. Every time I picked up Hélène she hit my boil with
her hand.

The nurse and the man from Cook’s arranged rooms at the Ritz in
Barcelona and Madrid. In Barcelona, according to In Golden Spurs, Diana noticed the bomb damage from the civil war, the scarcity in the
shops, and the presence of German soldiers and officers. ‘In Madrid the
damage was not so bad’; however, ‘the food, even at the Ritz, was very
meagre and the bread very black. In the streets the hordes of beggars and
hungry children were appalling.’
Diana ‘arrived in Lisbon on December 5th…penniless and hungry.’
And the nurse was only able to travel with her as far as the Spanish border. When Diana and the children reached the Hotel do Parque in Estoril
‘the porter lent me money and saw that we were fed,’ thanks to ‘the
wonderful American [Shoop] who, alas, had just returned to the U.S.A.’
but who had prepared everything for their arrival. There seemed to be
plenty of food in Lisbon and when they reached the Hotel, Gentien
asked, ‘Mummy, do you know why the Germans haven’t bombed here?’
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The next morning Diana headed for the British Embassy: her father
had arranged for the Ambassador, Sir Walford Selby, to hold some funds
and letters that Diana would need for arranging her passage to America.
Unfortunately, Sir Walford had the day before been recalled to England,
and Diana had to deal with an officious under-secretary who was unable
to find any information about the funds and letters. Worse, as far as Diana was concerned, he did not take seriously her request to speak with
someone in British Intelligence in order to report on the underground
movement in France. While in Marseille, Diana and Pierre had learned
that there were over a thousand French airmen who wanted to join de
Gaulle in London. When the under-secretary said someone would contact
her in due course and meanwhile she should make a written statement, ‘I
exploded. “This is an emergency! A matter of life and death, man! Something must be done immediately. Besides I am far too exhausted and ill to
make a written statement.” She had to badger the under-secretary for
three days before he found the letters and money.
This solved Diana’s financial problem, but she still needed to arrange
visas for Canada or the U.S., and reserve seats on ships which were
already booked up by the thousands of well-heeled refugees from every
corner of Europe who had reached Lisbon long before her. Still, the
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longer that process took the greater the chance that Pierre would somehow be able to join her. Meanwhile, Christmas 1940 came and went
without any sign of, or message from, Pierre.
For the first time since September, Diana wrote in her diary on 7
January 1941, mostly summarizing her trip from Marseille to Lisbon.
Her next entry, three weeks later, expressed her frustration at the difficulties of arranging visas and tickets for clipper ships. The process required numerous cables to her father and to Cook’s, but by the 27th she
was able to write that
I would never have got through if it hadn’t been for the amazing coincidence of finding Mr. Reitenbach attached to the American Consulate here.
He is our neighbour at Bosmelet, and used to come over to shoot with the
[illeg.]’s. He has been frightfully kind & fixed everything up for me; is taking care of some money that I am leaving behind for Pierre in case he
should turn up.

René Reitenbach, of Alsatian ancestry, was born in 1886 in Massachusetts, largely educated in Europe, and was involved in the oil business; by 1914 he was also vice-consul in the American Consulate in
Rouen (residing in the suburb, Bois Guillaume), but during the Second
World War he became an Attaché at the French Embassy in Lisbon. Despite his best efforts, it still took three weeks for the clipper tickets to arrive.
A week after the previous diary entry Diana wrote on 3 February,
‘Still haven’t got off,’ but she was making frequent trips to the clipper
office. At some point she chatted
with an American journalist just back from London. He says the spirit and
morale are wonderful. He joins in the general opinion that conditions will
be very changed after the war. There will be no more ‘rich’ and ‘poor’ and
the working class will have a much higher level….
I often wonder shall we ever manage to live at Bosmelet again? Will
there be any servants? Will we be able to afford any? What will happen to
the lovely furniture if we have to live, say, in the Maison du Chapelain &
anyway we must still repair the roof. Also, what kind of a world will it be
for Gentien to grow up into? [After mulling over past wars, and the French
Revolution, etc., she concluded] and life has gone on. The great thing I
believe is to never give up, to evolve with your period, and to try & work
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out new ideas when the first—such as Peace, Pacifism, League of Nations—have failed.

Diana was imagining a return to Bosmelet while the Germans were
still occupying the château, and therefore she and her family might have
to reside in the Maison du Chapelain (a.k.a. the Orangerie). Did Diana at
that time believe the Germans—already in occupation for six months—
might continue to dominate France for many years? Such detailed
thoughts went unrecorded: Diana had more pressing concerns about the
immediate future. Having been in Lisbon for two months, Diana worried
that Pierre been arrested or killed in Marseille or elsewhere:
I sent thirteen messages to him, through the Quakers, the Jewish refugee
organisation, the American Legation, the British Intelligence Service, but
none ever reached him…. Then I learned he had left Marseille, the police, I
assumed, hot on his heels. But beyond that, nothing.

On Friday, 7 February Diana wrote in her diary, ‘The clipper people
say next Friday. I feel hopeless about it. I have been told one must bribe.
So I must try…will get M. Sepulchre to do it.’ That gentleman is unidentified. At least Diana was having some distractions from her other worries,
for the next day she recorded that she had ‘been flirted with by a goodlooking waiter (I had to almost smack him and take up the phone) [and a
second time by] a middle-aged attractive but extremely rude and impertinent Hungarian, and now this awful old Portuguese man.’ The next day
Diana wrote a short entry extolling Churchill’s ‘lovely speech about that
crafty blackguard Mussolini. That however grueling the fight, however
exhausting the vigilance, England will hold out, but America must give
them the tools to finish the job.’
Ten days passed, but on 17 February Diana could only report: ‘Have
wired to Thompson and also Michael Huxley (who is at the British Embassy at Washington) to pressure the Clipper co.’ John Fairfield
Thompson, of the International Nickel Co., had already helped secure the
assistance of Max Shoop, and Michael Huxley was a cousin of Diana’s
friend, Aldous Huxley. The next day she recorded a smattering of other
activities that gave her something else to think about:
Golf club…bored with solitary walks. Swimming lessons for Gentien in the
Piscene here three times a week. War news slightly better. Turkey and Bulgaria standing firm, with Greece and perhaps Yougoslavia. Berlin is ap216

parantly amazed at Franco & Mussolini meeting without their kind permission perhaps. Hélène has four teeth now. Must buy her a toothbrush.

In the memoir Diana wrote decades later she reminisced about some
curious things that occurred during this stay in the Hotel do Parque:
It was well known that the day porter was a pro-Ally spy and the night
porter was pro-German. Jock Murray of the British embassy made me so
nervous in Nov 1941 telling me on the phone that my husband had left
France and if he managed to get through Spain with the help of the Americans he should turn up at any moment. There was also a handsome German count who was staying at the hotel with his wife (or mistress) who
used to bake [sun-bathe?] every day and paddle his canoe for miles out to
sea, mostly at lunch time, but it was known that he took messages out to
German submarines that were lurking around & once I could have sworn
that I saw a periscope emerge near his canoe.

Lisbon was indeed a city of intrigue during the Second World War,
but after nearly three months of a comfortable but uncertain existence,
Diana was delighted when, at last, she could record in her diary on 20
February that she had received a
Wire from Dad: ‘Pierre telegraphs Marseille. Has 1 year passport America, desires American Portuguese Spanish visas & guarantees. Consult
Reitenbach. Sent Pierre your address. What are your sailing prospects.
Mathias.’
So thrilled. To think we will go to NY together.

*
‘My greatest worries were over once I knew the family was safely
out of France and I only had to find a way out for myself….’ This proved
more than a little difficult, as Pierre recounted in his Journal. Jean
Cabagnou, his smuggler friend, had been arrested by the Gestapo while
trying to arrange the escape of several British soldiers and admitted that
he had met the prisoners through Pierre, but added he’d had no further
contact with him after Pierre had managed to secure proper visas for his
wife and children.
To make things worse, a beastly German Major, attached to the Gestapo in
Marseille, had got to know me by sight and once, in a drunken fit, had
threatened to shoot me in a café where I was having dinner. I had drawn
my gun too fast for him and he had left the place at the point of my pistol,
but it did not help my position.
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Deciding Marseille had become too hot, Pierre went to Vichy, accompanied by a new friend, a mad explorer and ex-soldier named Roland
Michel who happened to have some good contacts in the Dieuxième Bureau—French military intelligence. Michel was penniless, and Pierre
agreed to fund him while he sought a way to get the two of them enrolled
in a mission to North Africa, ‘from where I could eventually join the
English or de Gaulle.’ Unsurprisingly, that plan fell through, but, as
Pierre wrote, ‘Everybody at the time was rather crazy in Vichy and we
met some interesting people…practically everyone I knew, who had not
been made a prisoner, turned up in Vichy at some time or other.’ Pierre
only received one cable from Diana ‘giving me her address in Portugal
and announcing her departure for December 24th.’ Perhaps because of
the long gap in her diary, there is no evidence supporting the idea that
she had obtained a reservation and departure date within the first three
weeks of her arrival in Lisbon on 5 December. It is possible that Diana,
alone with the children as Christmas approached, was nudging Pierre to
hasten to her side.
Then in January 1941 Gérente again came to Pierre’s aid, taking him
to Commandant Bernard of the Sureté Nationale, in charge of passports.
‘I explained that my wife was English and had left for the U.S.A. where I
wanted to meet her.’ Bernard did not bother to look up Pierre’s police
records once Gérente vouched for him, and Bernard would arrange a
passport for Pierre if the Foreign Ministry approved his departure. The
Germans had ruled that no man of military age could travel to the States
unless he had resided there before the war and had only returned to
France temporarily. Gérente now took Pierre to an official who pretended
to believe Pierre had practiced international law in New York (rather than
London), and ‘one fine morning in February 1941 I had my French passport and permission to go to America. It only remained to…obtain the
necessary visas from the American, Portuguese and Spanish
consulates….’ However, before working his way through the bureaucrats, Pierre decided he had another task to perform.
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Chapter 17

‘BEFORE LEAVING FRANCE I wanted to see Mother and my daughters
Monique and Babs; I hoped in vain to take the children with me.’ More
than six months had passed since Pierre last saw his mother, and leaving
France while she remained under German domination was distressing.
He probably doubted he could persuade her to leave Bosmelet (or that he
could bear going into exile with both Diana and his mother), but he
could at least make the offer, and also promise to come back as soon as
he could. He certainly could not offer to take Geneviève to America, but
he might convince her to let him take their two daughters out of harm’s
way.
Pierre did not dare to apply to German authorities for an Ausweiss to
cross into the occupied zone ‘as they might check up on the report from
the German Major in Marseille.’ With the help of ‘a nice boy from the
Compagnons de France who had recently slipped across to Paris without
any Ausweiss, I determined to try my luck.’
Despite having to ‘drop behind a bush’ when they encountered a
German patrol near the Demarcation Line, Pierre and his guide got
across and rode a train to Paris, where ‘I went to have breakfast with
Fourcade who gave me good news of Mother and Bosmelet and I arrived
at Auffay by the noon train.’ The date was ‘February 12th 1941’.
I slunk out of the station without being recognised and walked up to the
house by the back entrance. A large swastika was hanging down the front
of the house and, to avoid the sentry on the steps, I went in by the kitchen,
hurriedly said good morning to René and Marie and ran up to Mother’s
room by the cellars and the small staircase.36

When he entered her room ‘Mother just stared at me unbelievingly
and burst into tears; we settled down to give each other all the news and
she agreed that I was doing the right thing in going back to the fight, if I
could get there.’

She was having a bad time with her new lot of soldiers; only one lieutenant and 150 men quartered in the house, breaking all the furniture and
stealing what they did not break, but she was putting up a game fight and
arguing every inch of the ground. She had been left her room, the Salle du
Dais and the grand salon in which she had piled up all the furniture she had
been able to salvage.

What Pierre meant by ‘her new lot of soldiers’ only became clear
when, a few letters written by Madame Soyer were found in July 2015,
while we were actually looking for Pierre’s Memoir. The earliest letter
dated 3 December 1940—so she could have mentioned it to Pierre when
he came to say farewell two months later. Madame Soyer wrote to
Général de la Laurencie, who was ‘chief of the delegation of the French
Government in the Occupied Territories’—charged with exercising some
authority in the part of France where the Vichy Government had no authority. Madame Soyer began by mentioning that her father, who died in
1903, ‘often spoke of his friend La Laurencie, who was perhaps your
father’, and she took the liberty of asking for his protection. She then
stated that the first ‘occupant’ was ‘Major Dalmor’ [or perhaps Dallmer]
who on 12 June had put up the notice reserving two rooms to herself.
Then from 1 July 150 men occupied the house, and as they converted it
into a barracks the house ‘underwent daily depredations.’ On 18 December Madame Soyer received a reply from the Préfecture de la Seine-Inférieure, which, ‘at the request of Général de la Laurencie’, ‘intervened
with the German authorities to point out the inconveniences which were
affecting the the Château de Bosmelet’, and promised to update her regarding any response.
Madame Soyer wrote another letter on 17 April 1941 and a notation
in pencil explained that the letter was a reply to one received on 10 April
from M. des Guerrots of Monuments Historiques. The des Guerrots family held lands in nearby Heugleville, so Madame Soyer was probably
hoping to exploit a personal connection. Here she wrote that since ‘1 July
last until 7 September’ the château was occupied by ‘a company of about
150 aviators commanded by Captain Schwartz.’ Then from 14 September
to the present day (April) ‘by a company of infantry of 150-200 men and
60 horses.’ After describing the many fine features of the property which
had merited official protection in 1931, Madame Soyer ended her letter
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with the fact that ‘This beautiful habitation converted to a barrack endures every day new depredations—as do the paths, the ditches and the
walls that are the ornamentation of the grounds.’
All this means that in February 1941 Pierre’s mother could inform
Pierre that that she was enduring her third set of German occupation
troops (Pierre’s ‘new lot of soldiers’), and conditions were only getting
worse. Information that was probably passed to Pierre at this time appeared a year or two later in some notes that Diana wrote for lectures she
was giving on conditions in German-occupied France: ‘[The Germans]
have already, and this comes from an eye-witness, cut the heads off a
plantation of young sapling fir trees. Apparently the Huns cut off the tops
of a few to make Xmas trees for a barbaric celebration of their invasion
and looting of France in 1940, and then they proceeded methodically to
hack the heads off the rest of the plantation, row by row.’
Amid the unpleasant news that Pierre heard about, there was also
some good: ‘I was very happy…to learn from Mother that the monks had
written to her saying that ‘Her son’s friend’—Ouarokoro—‘was safe and
well.’ Pierre did not mention in his Journal one story which he must have
told to Diana, who used it in a speech she gave to a Soroptimists Club in
Long Beach, California, on 19 June 1942. (A version appeared later in
her book, In Golden Spurs),
My mother-in-law…used to lean out of her window at midday and watch
the ‘Salles Boches’ (fithy Huns) drilling in the courtyard and she prayed
every day that the R.A.F. might fly over and drop a bomb on the Chateau
and wipe out everything—the chateau that her family had lived in and
treasured since it was built in 1632.

In his Journal Pierre mentioned that René Planquet ‘had done very
well during the fighting and was decorated for bravery; he had been
lucky enough to retreat with his unit into the unoccupied zone and had
not been made a prisoner.’ And Pierre must be the source for another
story about René during this time which appeared in Diana’s book but
not in Pierre’s Journal:
René had won the Croix de Guerre and the Germans had a healthy respect for decorations. He kept their respect and amused himself when they
went to Dieppe for their fortnightly embarkation practice, by taunting them
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with ‘Ha, Ha, the war for me is over, but for you Glug, Glug!’ (accompanied by swimming and drowning actions).

Now René lent Pierre his bicycle which he used when, after spending
the night on the sofa in his mother’s room, he caught a train to Dieppe
and then pedalled the twelve kilometres to Wargemont.
Dieppe was not damaged to any great extent as the port had been
rendered unusable by the English before leaving. The spirit of the Normands was excellent and they felt sure that the Germans would be driven
out someday. My meeting with the children was pathetically short and their
mother would not hear of my taking them with me to America. There was
nothing I could do about it so I left sad and angry at the folly and obstinacy
of their mother.

Pierre wrote that in his Journal a few months after the event, but
thirty years later, when writing his Memoir, he was more inclined to accept that the ‘folly’ was on his side:
[The children’s] mother had refused to entrust them to me because, when
she demanded information about my way of crossing the demarcation line,
I had explained that by passing through a cemetery at La Rochefoucauld
and by running quickly one could avoid the dogs and bullets.—‘But for the
little ones?’—‘Precisely because they are little they can run fast and the
bullets will pass over their heads.’ I did not win my case….

Château de Wargemont, family home of Geneviève Bérard, Pierre’s first wife
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Geneviève and the girls probably had their own harrowing stories of
the period of fleeing from the German invasion before returning to live
under the occupation. Pierre re-told one story—more amusing than harrowing—that he heard at Wargemont:
Monique [nine years old] had done very nicely when she had first met
the German soldiers at Le Mans. All the inhabitants of Wargemont had fled
to Brittany where the invasion had caught up with them and Monique was
standing in the street with her little cousin, Jacqueline’s son, [Christian],
looking at the Germans march past. A soldier, no doubt playfully, had bent
over the little boy and snatched his lollipop; Monique, who was steadily
gazing on, had just finished unwrapping one for herself and the soldier
tried to take hers also. ‘I held on very hard,’ she explained, ‘but you see he
was much stronger than I, so I knew he would steal my sweet in the end;
but I put my tongue out and licked it while he was holding on so as to spoil
it for him; of course he did not take it then because it would have been
dirty.’

Pierre’s comment was: ‘The little girl had certainly showed more
pluck than many of our soldiers....’
According to Diana’s In Golden Spurs, when Pierre left Bosmelet to
return south, ‘he carried with him, carefully wrapped in an old potato
sack, my blue fox stole and the famous boots with the golden spurs.’ In
his Journal Pierre mentioned the potato sack and ‘Dia’s blue foxes’ but
not the boots. Either he lumped the boots with ‘the few clothes’ he also
mentioned, or the boots’ symbolism—aspiring for a promotion to captain—meant less to Pierre than to Diana.
Pierre wrote that on his return trip he ‘collected some money [from
Fourcade, no doubt] before leaving Paris, where Mother, on second
thoughts, came to spend a last day with me.’ In Golden Spurs did not
mention this outing in Paris, nor did it make any reference to Pierre’s
earlier side-trip to see his daughters. But Diana’s diary certainly took
note of that side-trip.
*
Crossing the Demarcation Line on his way back to Marseille Pierre
again ran into a German patrol that ‘fired wildly into the wood we had
just reached but we were missed for the Nth time.’ He rushed to Vichy
‘to straighten a few things there and went to Marseille the same day in
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quest of all the foreign visas. Once in Marseille I telegraphed Dad who
informed me that Dia was still in Portugal at a new address.’ We’ve seen
that Diana’s diary entry from 20 February mentioned a cable from her
father saying he’d sent her address to Pierre—who now had a passport
for America. Pierre then cabled Diana at her new address on 24 February.
Diana wrote about it in her diary that day:
Wire from P. Am so ashamed; he said he had been to Bos & Maman et
filles, vont bien & somehow that news just froze me up & it spoilt all my
joy. It is disgraceful to be so jealous. I just felt I wanted him all to myself; I
have since reasoned with myself & say to myself he loves me best. I am a
selfish unreasoning silly woman to feel that way about it. It almost makes
me feel I will flirt with the Hungarian or someone, again to make him jealous. But then he probably won’t be jealous & besides that would be worse
than anything. I love him.

Nevertheless, Pierre had reason to be grateful that Diana ‘had got to
work from her end so that I readily obtained the American visa; the others were a matter of routine as Dia wangled round the Police Captain at
Lisbon to give me a visa very quick.’
On 11 March Diana noted in her diary that she had given up on the
Clipper Co., and ‘got the [American] Export Line to give me the necessary paper and booked me, Pierre, the children, and Mlle on the Excalibur sailing the 25th April.’37 According to Pierre’s Journal, he left
France the next day, on 12 March, ‘and was helped through Spain by
kind Owsley who bought my ticket as the Spaniards would not change
any francs since the 10th of March.’ And by the 13th Diana must have
had some communication from Pierre: ‘…he got his American visa in
record time, before any of words to Wiley, Fullerton and also Reitenbach’s got through.’ Of the last three only Reitenbach is identifiable, and
‘kind Owsley’, as noted earlier, may be the ‘rich young American in the
U.S.A. secret service’ that Diana mentioned in her book.
The final sentence in Pierre’s eighty-one-page Journal, written a few
months after the final events described, was: ‘I met Dia in Lisbon on the
15th38 and our escape was finished except for a long wait for a passage to
the States, where we arrived at last on May 6th: from that date onwards
the only question was the settling of the family in California and joining
the Free French Forces once all was fixed.’ Pierre and Diana had been
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apart for nearly five months. Regarding their reunion Pierre wrote no
more than the date while Diana made a single reference in her diary:
‘Mar 26: Pierre has been here ten days now.’
During their long wait in Lisbon before embarking on the Excalibur,
Diana wrote a letter to her father on 7 April indicating uncertainty about
whether they would eventually disembark in New York or in Bermuda:
‘P. may change his mind about what he ought to do.’ She was not worried
in any case because she expected that John Thompson and another friend
of her father, Sir Robert Mayer, would help her. Pierre added a P.S.: he
might be able to find a ‘job’ in North Africa, otherwise he’d have to do
‘what I’d hoped to avoid but will stay on and see family off from here
first.’ The ‘job in North Africa’ would presumably be service with the
French military forces still existing in Morocco, which at the time
seemed preferable to joining the ‘Free French’ in London—led by a
renegade General and likely to end up fighting against the existing
French forces of which Pierre had recently been a proud member.
Diana did make one more entry in her diary on 12 April. It included
odd bits of information:
The Huns have taken Belgrade, Salonika & joined the Italians in
Albania…. There is trouble in France…ordered police to shoot any man
between 18 and 40 trying to get to De Gaulle…. North Africa is the only
hope, but Pierre has little. He doesn’t trust Weygand—he is old and doddery and a defeatist.

The strangest point is that ‘Pierre is up in Lisbon finding out about two
possibilities for S. Africa.’ Pierre perhaps wondered if it would be easier
to re-join the fight from South Africa than from across the Atlantic. Diana no doubt preferred that they stay together, or as close as possible. ‘If
the worst happens and Pierre is sent to Morocco, & I have to go on to
Bermuda along with the children I don’t mind so much.’ Bermuda was
one of Excalibur’s ports-of-call.
Pierre himself up-dated Mr. Mathias on 17 April: ‘…we can’t get to
South Africa’ and it would be ‘easier to get to Morocco via U.S. than
from here.’ So he would definitely accompany the family to America.
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In the end, they did simply disembark in New York. Diana’s final
sentence in that last entry before they left Europe was, ‘We both know
now that each other and the children are the only thing we each live for.’
*
It was just before Pierre and his family sailed from Lisbon that his
mother continued some correspondence with a notable acquaintance who
worked for Monuments Historiques to seek help. There is no reason to
suppose that Monsieur des Guerrots was able to forbid the Germans from
billeting troops wherever they wished. But Madame Soyer did preserve a
subsequent piece of this correspondence: a draft written in pencil on 2
May 1941:
Since your letter of 10 April and my reply of 17 April, Bosmelet has
been evacuated by the German troops and is left in an indescribable state:
all the furniture broken, the curtains shredded, the beds demolished, the
carpets wrecked, the stove-pipes pierced, the flues blocked: that there
hasn’t been a fire is miraculous. Will it be possible to avoid a return by
new troops? The locals are instructed [several words illeg.] the contrary
effect. It is a grand time to save what is left of this dwelling.

Madame Soyer had never concealed her dislike of the Germans. Diana included some stories about her mother-in-law in the guidebook she
wrote decades later: ‘The German soldiers were, at first, very disciplined
and did not molest her, even though she taunted them mercilessly.’ For
example, since the Germans forbade display of the tricolor, ‘in defiance
she painted many still-lifes of flowers—blue, white and red, delphiniums, lilies and poppies—and sold them at the village Kermesse (Church
bazaar). She always sported the sapphire, diamond and ruby ring which
she had specially made up.’ More importantly, as it became apparent that
the Germans were not going to invade Britain, when troops began to be
withdrawn from various locations in France and seemed to be directed
toward the east, it was a reasonable guess that Hitler might use them
when his non-aggression pact with Stalin became inconvenient. Madame
Soyer may have sensed that the German soldiers at Bosmelet had some
apprehensions about this. ‘She spoke very good German,’ said Diana’s
guidebook, ‘and would ask to see their treasured photographs of their
wives and children. After admiring them she would then sigh tearfully
and add, “Oh, poor widow, poor little orphans—how I pity them!”
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So, after nearly eleven months of having to share her home with
German troops, Madame Soyer was rid of them: but for how long?
*
We sailed on the 25th on the Excalibur. Pierre came too, Morocco fell
through. No visa possible. For some unknown reason we were given State
Cabin No. 1, a cot for Hélène, the couch for Gentien. Slightly rough; children not sick. Travelled with the Dubonnet’s and the De Brinon’s (the Ambassador’s cousin) [written above ‘Ambassador’s’: to the Germans]; the
latter insisted on joining our table to my distress—& discomfort. They were
pro German & Laval—and anti-General [de Gaulle]. Arrived NY May 8th.

Diana wrote this, her first diary entry since leaving Lisbon, two
months after their arrival in New York. The Passenger List, by the way,
showed the arrival was on 5 May, not the 8th, and that the ‘relative or
friend’ they expected ‘to join’ was ‘John F. Thompson, 67 Wall Street,
N.Y.C.’—who probably pulled strings to reserve State Cabin No. 1.
There were many other ‘refugees’ on the voyage, people from all nationalities but possessing the right connections to obtain reservations and
American visas. Several were Jews who were relieved to escape the Nazi
tidal wave, and many French families possessed at least one American
citizen. Diana and Pierre probably enjoyed the company of Paul Dubonnet (of the aperitif dynasty), who was about forty years old, and his
American wife, Jean, who was apparently older though very beautiful.
She was his second wife, and he was her fifth husband, although she
seemed to be sticking with this one. They had with them a ten-year-old
daughter, Anne. Paul managed to bring plenty of his family’s produce
with him, and he was planning to start producing it in the U.S.—probably using Californian grapes—since it was not possible to export from
France during the war.
To Diana’s annoyance the de Brinons regularly sat at the same table
as the Bosmelets. Nicolas de Brinon was travelling with his American
wife, Marion, their two small daughters, an eight-year-old nephew, and a
ten-year-old niece. Nicolas was a cousin of Fernand de Brinon, who had
been named Vichy’s Ambassador—‘to the Germans’, as Diana noted in
her diary. Actually, as Pierre had probably read in the newspapers before
leaving France, Fernand had been appointed on 17 November to replace
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Général de la Laurencie as ‘general delegate from the French Government in the Occupied Territories’. The Général probably proved insufficiently pliable to the German authorities, whether or not he tried to help
Madame Soyer when she wrote to him. In any case, the younger cousin,
Nicolas, was not someone fleeing German domination. If he had the
chance, Pierre would make it clear that he himself had already fought the
Germans and looked forward to doing so again.
A week after arriving in New York Diana wrote to her father, mentioning that John Fairfield Thompson put a two-room flat on West 24th
Street at their disposal—‘Pierre and I sleep on an innovative “sofa bed”
’—and Mrs. Thompson took Diana to Saks Fifth Avenue to buy new
clothes, all on the Thompson account. Her father’s friend, Robert Mayer,
arranged for an English nurse to help look after the children. They went
to see Dulles—presumably John Foster Dulles—and were planning to
call on ‘Max Schoop’ [sic] to thank him for all he had done to help Diana
when she was crossing Spain. Diana also noted that Mayer ‘showed me
your letter in which you say the Tower Creameries was hit and put out of
action: I hope there were no casualties.’ [The bombing raid that hit the
factory in Mitcham occurred on 16 April 1941.] Diana wrote that ‘Pearl
[Argyle] has offered me and the children hospitality’ and added that she
hoped ‘to get away from New York soon: no place for two children and a
dog.’ In a later letter to her father Diana explained that when Pierre
turned up in Portugal he brought with him a French poodle, ‘only a
puppy,’ Diana wrote.
On 18 May, six days after Diana’s first letter from New York, Pierre
also wrote to her father, repeating that Pearl had invited them to ‘stay as
long as we care’, so they planned to leave for California in the next
week. He also told his father-in-law that he was looking for a job with
the American army.
*
A photograph appeared in the Hollywood Citizen News on 30 May
1941.39 The press coverage may have been arranged by friends in New
York, or perhaps by Pearl Argyle herself. A brief accompanying article
mentioned that the family would be staying with ‘Curtis Bernhardt’ and
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that Pierre would then make
his way to West Africa to
join the Free French Forces.
On 1 June an Associated
Press report appeared in the
San Bernardino Daily Sun
which said that the Baron
was ‘en route to West
Africa where he said he expects reassignment to a
command of Sen[e]galese
troops.’ The report explained that
he was one among 24 of a
company of 900 Sen[e]galese
troops which survived the
Nazi push over the Somme
river in France a year ago.
‘German Panzer unit harried
us on the field,’ he said.
‘Stuka dive bombers let us
have it from the air. Our
Sen[e]galese troopers fought
on in the face of certain disaster and death. It availed
them nothing.’

This AP report is the clearest contemporary evidence of Pierre’s intentions and motivation as he arrived in California.
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Chapter 18

KURT BERNHARDT HAD ALREADY MADE two films for Warner Brothers
in 1940, and a week before Pierre and Diana arrived in Hollywood, his
third film, Million Dollar Baby, was released on 21 May 1941 with a
change in its director’s first name. Jack Warner himself had said: ‘Kurt,
we are about to go to war with Germany. “Kurt” is a very Germansounding name. Can we do something about this?’ His first name was
legally changed to ‘Curtis’, but he refused to have his surname altered.
A week after moving in with the Bernhardts, Pierre wrote to his father-in-law on 6 June that ‘it was only a matter of time before [the Americans] enter the war and make use of me’: he had already offered his services ‘to the English over and over’, but they ‘will only send me to de
Gaulle.’ Much of Pierre’s letter was about the need to sort out the family’s status with the U.S. immigration system. Diana added a postscript
about some friends, the Balderstons, ‘who say Veronica is due to arrive
from China; we may settle somewhere together.’ She also asked her father to send her the address of ‘Mrs. Parish and anyone else out here.’ Mrs.
Parish is unknown, but Balderston might be Hollywood screenwriter,
John L. Balderston,40 and Veronica was Veronica Bigham, Diana’s childhood friend with whom she once bicycled to Chenonceaux. She married
an Irish customs official in China, James Carew O’Gorman Anderson,
and, rather like the Bosmelets, they were fleeing with two small children
to California to escape Japanese expansion.
On 17 June 17 Diana wrote to her father, giving her current address
as ‘8946 Appian Way, Hollywood’, the home Pearl Argyle, her husband,
(still called Kurt by his friends), and their son, Stephen, who was four
months older than Gentien. The house—previously owned by Errol
Flynn—enjoyed a beautiful view of the Hollywood hills. ‘Balderston’s
sweet’, Diana told her father, adding that he was encouraging her to write
a story. She also mentioned that she was ‘being treated for internal disin-

fection, [while] Pierre is covered in boils that need frequent dressings.
Long to settle down out here and have a bit of a garden. Gardenia bulbs
the price of a buttonhole in NY. Shrubs and flowers too lovely.’
On 30 June Diana told her father that she and Pierre had borrowed
one of Pearl and Kurt’s two cars in order to drive seventy miles down the
coast to Laguna. She added that Pierre’s friend, ‘a charming American
who helped him through Spain, lives in a cove 5 miles from here.’ This
was presumably Owsley, but Diana was more interested in mentioning
the oleanders, hibiscus and hedges of geraniums that grew in the area.
‘Found a charming house, 3 bedr. $40 per week. Thinking seriously of
moving there in a few weeks.’ Diana added that she was ‘thrilled that the
Russians are holding up the Germans’, which was far from the case:
Hitler launched the attack on the Soviets on 22 June, and although Soviet
resistance proved stronger than expected, the German invaders were advancing rapidly.
It was mid-April 1941 when Diana last wrote in her diary while in
Lisbon, and her next entry, written 1 July, merely recounted information
about the Excalibur voyage. Two weeks later Diana wrote to her father
that Gentien was easily disciplined by simply telling him that something
would displease ‘Grandpa’. There may have been more need for ‘discip231

line’ than usual, now that they were guests in Pearl’s house. Three or four
days later the Bosmelets moved out of Appian Way. On 25 July Diana
wrote to her father from a place called Three Arch Bay, about fifty miles
south of Los Angeles: ‘the bungalow is so charming.’
Pierre wrote to his father-in-law on 4 August that his friend ‘Owsley’,
along with Thompson and Balderston, ‘helped with the immigration papers.’ Owsley was also ‘helping to arrange a lecture circuit’ for Pierre.
He also mentioned having no news from France for a long time, but believed that the Germans no longer occupied Bosmelet. It may have been
through Fourcade that Pierre learned that the German troops had left the
château about four months earlier.
Pierre also told Mr. Mathias that he had written to Washington with
‘my offer to lead guerillas on the Normandy coast.’ This may relate to
Pierre’s reference in his memoir three decades later to a certain ‘Cunningham, the colonel who had told me at the Pentagon “Never go to de
Gaulle, that enemy of our ally Pétain”.’41 Diana’s notes for a lecture she
gave a year later (in August 1942) provided more pieces for the puzzle of
events in the latter half of 1941:
After Dakar and Syrian campaign it looked as if the F.F. [de Gaulle’s Free
French] and Vichy would forever be in conflict with one another rather
than [with] the Italians and the Germans. That is why my husband, when
we arrived over here last June was determined if possible to join the American army. (In Portugal he had tried to join the British, but under their
agreement with de Gaulle all Frenchmen were sent to the F.F.) America,
[Pierre] felt convinced, would soon be in the war. In fact he was promised
a very [good] job [in the] Intelligence service once US [was] at war.

Pierre hesitated to join the Free French because, with Vichy controlling both the small French army the Germans allowed to exist in
France and the larger troop numbers in Africa, Syria, Madagascar and
Indochina, any action taken by the Free French seemed likely to involve
Frenchmen fighting Frenchmen. Pierre still had friends and relatives
serving in the forces supposedly loyal to Pétain.
Three days after he had written that Owsley was helping to arrange a
lecture circuit, Pierre gave his first lecture on 7 August to eighty people
at the Lions Club in San Diego. Diana mentioned this the next day in a
letter to her father; she also said that she had bought a typewriter and that
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‘Pierre is writing out his experiences’—which became the eight-onepage Journal. Diana added that she was also learning to type, which
would be a relief for her father.
In Diana’s next diary entry on 18 August that she finally explained
why they had left Pearl’s house after a stay of six weeks:
3 Arch Bay, South Laguna Beach, California42
We have been here in this darling little bungalow for a month. Alas our
visit to Pearl wasn’t such a success. Pearl was kindness itself, but Kurt was
v. difficult & the atmosphere became unpleasant. Nothing but German
Jews who seem to be entirely Pro-Hitler and Nazi—if it wasn’t for the unfortunate fact that Nazism persecutes the Jews. They would all be fatalities,
which shows how well Nazism (Prussianism) etc corresponds to something
deep in the German nature.43
We both got into the clutches of German Jewish [illeg.] & when Pearl went
to hospital for a few days, we managed to firm up the rent etc. & move to
this charming place. We are so happy here. If only it could last. The time
just flies by. The children are getting so brown, fat & well, run about naked
in the sun, eating this wonderful fruit and vegetables.

The family enjoying the beach at Three Arch Bay
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It was Diana’s thirty-third birthday on 28 August, and two days later
she recorded that she had received a ‘Lovely wire from Dad, wishing
happy birthday, & saying “Bank reply favourable, final decisions dependent on visa, amounting about $3,000 annually.”’ This was three
times the median annual salary in the U.S. at the time and equivalent to
slightly more than the £730 per annum that Mr. Mathias had previously
set up for Diana. So Diana had no financial worries. And in her diary she
noted other good news: ‘France is stirring. Pierre Laval was shot at.’
Pétain’s prime minister in Vichy, Laval, had been attending a rally of a
militia called the Légion des Volontaires Français, a group of collaborationists who were preparing to assist the Germans in their campaign
against Russia. Laval was only slightly wounded.
Diana also had to report a worrying development. ‘My Pierre is getting restless. Yesterday he went off to visit the “Triomphant” a Free
French destroyer that is in San Diego.’ Le Triomphant was sent by de
Gaulle to form part of a Pacific
fleet, and its captain was Philippe Auboyneau. The ship’s arrival in San Diego on 25 August
was reported in the Los Angeles
Times. Pierre later wrote in his
memoir that after he had managed
to deposit my two youngest
children, Gentien and Hélène,
in Laguna Beach, in California, I rallied to Free France at
San Diego on the occasion of
a stopover by the Triomphant
whose commander was my
comrade from the Lycée Janson de Sailly, the future Admiral Auboyneau. Welcoming
me aboard, Auboyneau had
me wait for a few moments on
the deck where I stared in horror at the lack of maintenance
of some rifles in a rack, inten-

Philippe Auboyneau
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ded to be used during landing. It was a ‘land-lubber’ reflex because, regarding what really mattered to a seaman, the ship itself was exemplary.
Auboyneau made me feel that I was wasting my time with my conference
lectures that raised funds among old ladies in Californian clubs (I was able,
all the same, to send 500 dollars to the Free French organisation in New
York) and with my reports about the consulates of Vichy and my letters to
Colonel Cunningham in the Pentagon.
‘I’ll give you a hammock’ [said Auboyneau] ‘and take you to Syria,
with a stopover in Tahiti; you can keep yourself busy with the landing
party.’
‘It’s a deal!’ Unfortunately I was not able to make that beautiful voyage
because the central committee of the Free French Forces in the U.S.A. directed me to London.

On 4 September Diana wrote to her father that Pierre nearly left with
the ship: he’d become restless, seeing the shooting of Laval as a sign that
France was turning against the Vichy regime, which made France seem
‘more worth fighting for’, while America seemed ‘less likely to come in
now that Russia was holding off the Germans.’ She mentioned that Pierre
had been told by Auboyneau that ‘de Gaulle is short of officers.’ She
ended her letter on a more pleasant subject: ‘Do you know a thing called
an avocado?’
Pierre’s decision to go to London
rather than Tahiti or Syria may have been
influenced by something else that Captain
Auboyneau could have told him. Back in
June, weeks before the Triomphant left
Plymouth, de Gaulle decided to send René
Pleven to Washington to forge links and,
in particular, to let the American government know how useful the Free French
could be to them, for example by providing naval bases in far-flung French colonies. Pierre and Diana had known Pleven
almost as long as they’d known each other.44 Like Pierre, Pleven spoke fluent English, and he and his wife, Anne, had
moved in the same social circles as Pierre

René Pleven
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and Diana. Pierre had lost touch with him when the war broke out, but
he’d heard that Pleven was working for the French government, trying to
arrange the purchase of airplanes in the U.S.
Captain Auboyneau could have updated Pierre on the fact that Pleven
was back in London when de Gaulle fled there from France, and had
immediately pledged his support for continuing the fight against the
Germans. De Gaulle had sent Pleven to French Equatorial Africa to bend
the colonies’ loyalties from Vichy to the Free French; and when de
Gaulle made a trip to Africa last spring, Pleven had been part of a fourman council that ran Free French operations in London in de Gaulle’s
absence—another member of that council had been Admiral Georges
Thierry d’Argenlieu, who was a passenger on the Triomphant at the very
moment when its captain was talking to Pierre.
If Pierre believed Pleven would be able to help him when he reached
London, his hope could only rise when he read in the newspapers the announcement that on 25 September de Gaulle had formed in London a
‘Free France National Committee’ and at the top of his list of commissioners was René Pleven, responsible for ‘Economy, Finance, and the
Colonies.’ Moreover, the commissioner for ‘Justice and Education’ was
one of Pierre’s former law professors, René Cassin.
Pierre had already made his decision to go to London by 21 September when Diana wrote to her father that Pierre was leaving for New York
on 5 October and that already ‘James Anderson, Veronica’s husband,
gave us a lovely lunch at the Brown Derby, Beverly Hills. Very fashionable. Adolph Menjou was there (ask Betty).’ Diana clearly doubted that
her father was au fait with Hollywood celebrities. On 8 October Diana
told her father that Pierre gave two lectures in San Diego—at the Alliance Française and the University Club—before he left Los Angeles.
Pierre later wrote that the train journey was ‘without interest’ and
‘made me a bit more disgusted with America’, but in New York he met
up with his former law professor, André Prudhomme. ‘I tried in vain to
recruit Prudhomme’ to support de Gaulle; he ‘asked me however, once I
was in London, to try to have him named Minister of Justice—the post
already occupied by my former professor, René Cassin.’
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Pierre was in Halifax by 12 October, but before he left New York Diana managed to reach him by telephone
and read him his mother’s letter of Sept. 11 that had just arrived, forwarded by Mr. Lavalle’s daughter. The Germans have left Bos. The children
are well. Their mother will not hear of them leaving France. My love just
said goodnight darling at the end, and Gentien said Bon voyage—he was
half asleep.

Two months earlier, when Pierre wrote to his father-in-law that his
mother must be all right ‘now that the invaders have left the house’, he
wasn’t clear about how he knew this. ‘Mr. Lavalle’s daughter’ has not
been identified, but the letter she forwarded from Pierre’s mother confirms that the German had not yet re-occupied the château as of 11
September. It was also good news that Monique and Béatrice were well,
even though Geneviève would not consider letting them leave France.
Hearing this, Pierre ‘just said goodnight darling.’ Perhaps with some
idea of cheering Pierre up—and reminding him of his two youngest children—Diana roused Gentien to wish his papa a bon voyage.
While Pierre’s ship, the S.S. Hektoria, was crossing the Atlantic, Diana wrote in her diary on 19 October that ‘I am trying to keep v. busy so
as not to miss Pierre too much.’
This afternoon Mr and Mrs Lowell and daughter came over for lunch
also M. de Marguttere [sp.?] from Laguna. They were most encouraging
about the writing. & they gave me the address of 2 agents in Hollywood for
talks. Typewriter has jammed of course, but I have made out the draughts
of the two letters.

The Lowells are unidentified and the Frenchman’s name was illegable, but it’s clear that Diana was thinking of writing about the adventures she and Pierre had recently experienced. She already had in hand
Pierre’s eighty-one page journal (typed, no doubt, on the typewriter that
Diana had since managed to jam), and although she would make use of
such information as she continued the ‘lecturing’ that Pierre had begun
for the Free French Relief Committee, Diana was also apparently hoping
for a ‘Hollywood’ treatment. Her next entry in the diary, on 26 October,
mentioned ‘Waiting for news from Pierre, from the 2 agents; from [illegible, but possibly ‘Disney’], from the Free French Relief Committee
NY, from Madeleine Marquez, about my money. I rang up Chewhalls yes237

terday, but no news & he is unable to help. I expect everything will happen all together. The children angelic.’
The Hektoria arrived safely in Liverpool on 31 October. Pierre sent
Diana a cable on 3 November, so she knew he’d arrived safely, and on
the 7th Diana’s father wrote a letter to tell her that some Californian
seeds and cuttings that Pierre had brought to Bury had now been put in
pots by Mr. Brown. Reading that her seeds had now been handed over
probably made Diana as emotional as old Mr. Brown was certain to be.
*
The day before she received Pierre’s cable Diana had noted in her
diary that an American warship had been torpedoed by the Germans and
sunk off the coast of Iceland. Only 44 of the 159 men on board the Reuben James survived, and Diana thought this attack would bring the U.S.
into the war, but, reading the newspapers over the next few days, she
realized that many Americans blamed President Roosevelt for a policy of
cooperation with the British which put American sailors in harm’s way.
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Diana’s diary entry on 3 November 1941 was the last one for over a
year. Before writing her next dated entry in December 1942, Diana
scribbled within brackets: ‘I find I haven’t written anything at all about 3
Arch Bay—I was too busy lecturing & writing letter to the F.F.R. Com. in
NY & of course to Pierre.’ This gap in our information is partly filled by
letters Diana exchanged with her father, and some additional information
comes from notes that were preserved from this period when she lectured
Californians about the war in Europe and why they should support de
Gaulle’s Free French forces.
On 6 November Diana told her father about meeting some soldiers on
the beach. One soldier kindly offered to take ‘Nico’—the deaf poodle—
as a mascot. He was the editor of the newspaper at their camp in Riverside, and he ‘has typed up copies of my story summary for me.’ They
also made an arrangement for her to be interviewed on the radio in about
six weeks’ time.
On the 12th Diana spoke to a meeting in Laguna of the American
Red Cross, and she announced plans to open a shop in Laguna to sell
‘Free French’ items—Christmas cards, cigarette cases, scarves and
handkerchiefs, all bearing the Free French emblem of the Cross of Lorraine and the motto ‘Victoire!’– to raise money for the Free French Relief
Committee. There were also Christmas cards (one still preserve in the
family papers) which cleverly quoted from a stirring pro-French poem,
‘O Star of France’, that Walt Whitman had written in 1871 following the
Franco-Prussian War. Diana informed her father on 21 November that the
shop had opened the previous day.
One story in Diana’s later memoir must date roughly to this period in
California. She apparently had a maid, or more likely a cleaner, whom
she mentioned only once—as ‘the coloured girl’—who
saw a photo I had of myself with Pierre’s coloured batman [Mama Sountoura] taken in France when he was in the Infanterie Coloniale. To her astonishment, she said, he looked just like one of us. But, I answered, he
came from the same country, Africa. Oh yes, she said, but he is a savage. I
didn’t tell her now [that] when Pierre was in France as a lieutenant [he] had
to serve under a black captain from Martinique who had trained at St Cyr.
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Diana wrote to her father on 8 December 1941 that the occasion
scheduled for the formal presentation of the deaf poodle to serve as a regimental mascot for some American troops has been cancelled because
the regiment has suddenly moved off: the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor
the day before she wrote.
On the 8th President Roosevelt asked Congress for a declaration of
war with Japan, and some visitors to Diana’s Free French shop probably
supported the idea that Americans should now concentrate all their resources on defeating the Japanese, and let the British and Russians do
what they can about Hitler. It must have been a great relief for Diana—as
it was for Roosevelt and certainly for Churchill—when Hitler declared
war on the United States two days after Pearl Harbor.
For days the Los Angeles newspapers reported sightings of Japanese
aircraft over California or submarines off the coast, and in her next letter,
on 18 December, Diana remarked that for a moment she had ‘thought of
moving to Colorado Springs.’ She also noted that ‘blackouts’ had started.
Contemporary accounts suggest that although streetlights and neon advertising signs went dark and motorists were stopped by police and told
to dim their headlights, no one yet had authority to enforce any such rule
on private residences, and many people were busily decorating their
houses with Christmas lights. Nevertheless, Diana wrote that the Americans were ‘taking the war very seriously, but I’m horrified Congress will
not vote for the conscription bill as the President asks.’
The evidence is lacking to show how the topic arose of Diana coming
to England. There may have been a perception that Britain was no longer
likely to become a battleground, and that crossing the Atlantic would be
less dangerous with the increased patrols by the American Navy. In any
case, on the first day of 1942 Diana let her father know that Pierre had
written to say that if she came to England, as she would like to, the moment she arrived he might be posted to Africa.
A week later Diana reported to her father that ‘people are less jittery
now, but worried by new taxation,’ they were trying to save petrol and
rubber ‘by not tearing around as much,’ and she herself was ‘learning
first aid, knitting and making bandages at the Red Cross.’ Diana added
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that de Gaulle’s ‘stance on St. Pierre and Miquelon is most upsetting,’
and regarding de Gaulle’s ‘refusal to sign the “Allied Pact”…I and most
intelligent people realise de Gaulle’s side of the question.’
American news outlets provided little information about these complex issues, but in essence American foreign policy-makers still believed
in maintaining good relations with the Vichy government while General
de Gaulle sought to obtain for the Free French the official recognition
that he had already gained from Britain. When de Gaulle acted as if he
was the head of a sovereign power—as when he ordered the seizure of
two French islands off the coast of Newfoundland away from the control
of Vichy officials—the Americans especially became annoyed. It is disputed whether de Gaulle had made any attempt to consult with the British and Americans before
the seizure took place on
Christmas Eve, 1941, but
when, a few days later,
Roosevelt did not invite de
Gaulle to sign the Declaration of the United Nations,
the British convinced the
Americans to issue the invitation three days later, and
then de Gaulle refused to
sign, until his government
was officially recognized.
Because so little of Diana’s correspondence with
Pierre has survived, we
have no record of when he
informed her of his promotion to the rank of Captain
on 24 December 1941. It
may well be that the story
of the boots-with-thegolden-spurs was somewhat
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overblown, but the question is not answered by the two surviving photographs of Pierre taken when he was serving with the Free French in London. Unusually, one photograph framed him full-length, and yet some
decoration at the bottom of the photograph makes it impossible to see if
the boots have spurs. One may wonder if Pierre actually did salvage his
boots during his last visit to Bosmelet in February and carry them to Lisbon, New York, Los Angeles, Halifax and London. In any case, on the
back of the photograph there is written in ink (blurred by water-damage)
‘Capitaine Soyer de Bosmelet’.
Diana’s father responded to an earlier letter when on 2 February he
advised her—after discussing the matter with Pierre—against coming to
England in the near future. He also made the practical suggestion that she
make certain her jewellery is insured: he listed thirteen items, totalling
the value at £2,548. Of course, Diana had already sold some of the pieces
while escaping from France.
That letter may have arrived after Diana wrote her next letter on 8
February. She remarked that she was hoping to come to England in the
summer: ‘…can’t be without P for the duration of what is going to be a
long war.’ Diana mentioned preparing a lecture for the ‘Alpha Phi Beta
Sorority’. Subsequent letters and some notes found in Diana’s papers indicate that she also spoke to the ‘National Business and Professional
Women's Club of Long Beach’ at their International Relations dinner on
16 February. The Long Beach Independent reported on 19 February that
‘Contributions of tooth-paste and brushes, shaving cream, razor blades,
first aid supplies and cash were made for the Free French army, who are
fighting with little or no pay, completely removed from home and
family.’ There was a further lecture in Long Beach on 2 March, and the
Palos Verdes Peninsula News announced that on 18 March a presentation
about ‘Life in France Under the German Occupation’ would be given to
the Palos Verdes Woman’s Club by ‘Madame Soyer de Bosmelet…
whose former chateau is now the residence of 200 German soldiers billeted there…. Guests are asked to bring with them to the meeting either a
cake of inexpensive soap or shaving cream to be sent to the Free French
Forces.’ In more than one speech Diana said that German soldiers were
currently occupying the château: either she had received new information
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not evident in existing papers or she sought to heighten the drama despite
knowing since October that the troops had left.
Among Diana’s papers
is a printed invitation to a
fundraising event: ‘French
Songs by Miss Vera Sallee
Williams for the benefit of
The Free French Relief.
Thursday May 14th [1942]
at Miss Williams Studio
270 Brook Str. Laguna,
3pm to 5pm. Please bring
soap, toothpaste, brushes or
donations for the soldiers
of De Gaulle.’ There were
also a few photographs
connected with this event,
including one on the back
of which Diana wrote:
‘Hélène [dressed] as a
Niçoise, selling bouquets at
the Free French Relief Tea
at Laguna Beach, May 14th
1942. Yvonne Dunn [a tenyear-old neighbour whose family lived on Cabrillo Way] and Gentien, in
his soldier’s uniform.’
Amid all this activity, Diana also received a stern letter from her
father written on 27 February: ‘You must sort out your immigration
status with a declaration before the consul. In July to declared you had a
transit visa, extended 6 months, and were applying for a resident visa.
Pierre says you have not done this.’ Again, it is possible this letter arrived
after Diana wrote a letter (on 3 March) to her father on this very subject.
She told him that she had made a formal declaration at the British consulate: ‘I intend to remain in the USA for the duration and if necessary will
apply for a Quota Immigration visa in order to do so.’ In that same letter
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Diana wrote: ‘I lunched with Anthony Veiller at the Brown Derby.’
This was the first time Diana mentioned his name, but this was probably not their first meeting. Now,
according to her letter, they discussed a contract for Veiller to
make her story into a ‘scenario for
the screen.’
Preserved among Diana’s papers was a postcard (bearing a Victory in France symbol) dated 27
March 1942 and addressed to GenAnthony Veiller
tien from his Aunt Betty (Diana’s
sister): ‘I see Daddy very often and he is very well and has told me what
a big boy you have grown into.’ A letter written by Diana’s father on 7
April informed Diana that Mr. Brown wasn’t very happy about having
‘two Land Girls working for him…he doesn’t like innovation.’ On the
16th Diana replied to her father about something he wrote in a letter otherwise unknown: ‘I disagree that I’ve been indiscreet by using my name
on the book.’ She argued that she was ‘too small fry for the enemy to
care about.’ (In the end, Diana altered many of the names in what eventually became In Golden Spurs by the time it was actually published in
1944, though her own actual name appeared on the title page.) On 6 May
Mr. Mathias sent Diana a letter that avoided any pressing topics, but responded to Diana’s description of driving through the orange groves of
Santa Ana by mentioning that ‘your Uncle Alfred [Mond]’ was so impressed after first seeing orange groves in Sicily and later on in Palestine
that he had to establish his own groves on the Lake of Galilee.
In the following month Diana’s correspondence with her father took
on a more serious tone as she made up her mind to leave California in
order to be with Pierre once again. There was no longer any risk that Diana would show up in London only to have Pierre suddenly transferred
to Africa, because on 1 May Mr. Mathias wrote to tell Diana that a few
days ago he had seen Pierre who now had permission to go to Africa.
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Diana’s career on the lecture circuit continued until August: she went
as far afield as San Francisco, and mentioned in July that she was about
to give her seventh talk in Long Beach, but it was also in that month that
she began making arrangements to send back her unsold merchandise
from the shop.
Eight months had passed since Diana had seen Pierre, during which
time Pierre exchanged with Diana an unknown number of letters (which
survive only as references in her diary), and he was also mentioned in
letters or postcards from Diana’s father and sister. About his activity in
London it is doubtful Pierre’s letters revealed much, and Diana presumably never had the opportunity to read Pierre’s description his escapades
in the memoir he wrote in the 1970’s, though by that time Diana probably would not have been surprised.
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Chapter 19

BEFORE PIERRE REACHED LONDON, he did send Diana one of the few
letters that have survived. He wrote it on 12 October 1941 while he was
in Halifax, waiting for a convoy to be organized before he could depart
aboard the Hektoria. He apologized for the fact that he had to leave New
York before he was able to arrange anything with the Free French Committee about setting up a committee for San Diego, but he provided Diana with an address for the New York committee.
While dawdling in Halifax, Pierre found time for other concerns. He
later wrote in his memoir that he
was alerted about some shortages in England at the time. In a large department store I addressed myself to a delightful salesgirl at the cosmetics
counter: ‘Please, can you let me have a dozen lipsticks?’45
‘Yes, sir, but what shade?’
‘I don’t know.’
‘Well, are they for a blonde or a brunette?’
‘Miss, I don’t yet know to whom I’ll be giving them in England, so sell
me a gross of various shades.’
She served me with a smile, agreed to dine with me that evening, and
wished me good hunting in England.

The Hektoria arrived in Liverpool on 31 October. Pierre travelled to
London, possibly under escort, since it was at the Royal Victoria Patriotic School in Wandsworth that a special Reception Centre—or centre de
triage, as Pierre put it—had been set up ‘for all foreigners who reached
England in order to uncover, if possible, the Nazi agents who could have
slipped in among us.’
It is likely that Pierre was given a printed sheet supplied by le Comité
national français (CNF), which welcomed him to Britain, declared itself

the government of the Français Libres, and suggested he contact their
headquarters in London to find out how he can help liberate France.
Pierre wrote that after eight hours at the Reception Centre he was directed to the Free French headquarters in Carlton Gardens where
…the orientation service tried to direct me to Cassin, then to Pleven, because of my legal and political science training, but I refused, confirming
that my only desire was to join a unit of black tirailleurs with whom I
would try to avenge my brave men of the 53rd R.I.C.M.S. (Régiment d'Infanterie Coloniale Mixte Sénégalais) massacred by the Germans who had
pushed the black prisoners on the manure heaps of Picardy farms in order
to machinegun them and leave them there, without burial.

Pierre was disappointed that, ‘because of my bilingualism and personal relations in England,’ the orientation service directed him to the
Free French Military HQ in Dolphin Square, where he was posted as an
orderly to General Petit, the Commissioner of War. Pierre wrote that he
was ‘again dressed as Lieutenant in the Colonial Army before I presented
myself to General Petit,’ so he probably had visited Simpson’s in the
Strand where a French officer’s uniform could be run up in a flash. It was
perhaps while he waited for the uniform to be prepared that Pierre
dashed to Bury to hand over the Californian seeds to Mr. Brown.
Pierre also mentioned that the Commissioner of war was about to
change. For nearly a year General Ernest-Emile Petit had filled that role,
but was about to be sent to Moscow as de Gaulle’s military liaison. Petit
was awaiting his replacement, General Paul Legentilhomme, to arrive
fresh from the successful campaign in Syria, where, with British help, he
had defeated the Vichy general, Dentz.
Pierre took an immediate liking to General Petit, who ‘had rallied [to
de Gaulle] while he was a Colonel with a French mission in South America; he was married and profoundly Catholic.’ Pierre didn’t mention it,
but during the Great War Petit had been held for months in the same
Prisoner of War Camp as de Gaulle. ‘He showed me great kindness,
presented me to his comrades at the Commission and introduced me to,
among others, Mrs. Smith and Lieutenant de Boissieu.’
According to Pierre’s memoir
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Mrs. Smith had the British rank of Captain and was busy providing necessary material to our offices while also liasing with the English services.
She did not hide the fact that she had belonged to Intelligence Service and
been imprisoned in Hungary because of her activities at the British consulate. She was twice the widow of naval officers killed at the beginning of
the war. Her father had been Lord Mayor of London. She was regarded as
being on the best terms with General Petit, only because she sometimes
rode horseback with Petit in the morning and, with her natural charm,
brought him tea to his office every day—but these were merely the musings of young soldiers attracted by an agreeable woman.

While Pierre believed some of his comrades imagined Mrs. Smith to
be more involved with General Petit than she was, Pierre himself may
have been partly deluded about her as well. When Pierre eventually mentioned her given name, Marjorie, it was possible to discover her maiden
name, McRea.46 She was about five years younger than Pierre, but her
life had already been eventful. Although Pierre worked alongside her for
several months, and saw her again at the end of the war, she was cautious
about what she revealed of herself. Along with some minsunderstanding,
there was also some deception. No evidence suggests Marjorie had any
rank in the British military, worked for British intelligence, or was imprisoned in Hungary. Her father, Sir Charles McRea, was a London businessman and Alderman of the City, but never ‘Lord Mayor,’ the only
‘fact’ that Pierre reported about him. Some evidence suggests Marjorie
was on bad terms with her father, but it was probably through his political connections that Marjorie became at an early age a life-long friend of
the young MP, Robert Boothby. One of Boothby’s later biographers interviewed Marjorie in the late 1980’s, and although she may not have
been entirely honest with him, he recorded things Pierre never mentioned.47
Pierre stated that Marjorie had been widowed twice when her husbands, both naval officers, had been killed at the start of the war, and
perhaps he never knew that both of Marjorie’s previous husbands were
still alive when Pierre first met her, though both died in combat in 1943,
Francis Brooks in June and Charles Janson Smith in October. Since
Pierre was silent about the fact that Marjorie had two children—a boy
and a girl who were respectively six and four years-old in 1941—perhaps
she never mentioned them either.
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Marjorie became Mrs. Smith sometime before she started working in
1940 at the Free French HQ in London, as she’d been encouraged to do
by Boothby, who knew about her considerable intelligence as well as her
secretarial skills and fluent French. The two children lived with Marjorie’s parents at their home in Mill Hill while Marjorie began her career
with the Free French.
As well as being a highly intelligent French-speaker, Marjorie Smith
was also attractive, with dark brown hair, large hazel eyes slightly
hooded, an aquiline nose, full lips, a strong chin, and a slender figure.
The other staff member to
whom Pierre was introduced by
General Petit was Lieutenant Alain
de Boissieu, who had arrived at
Dolphin Square only a few weeks
before Pierre. A cavalry officer
seven or eight years younger than
Pierre, de Boissieu had fought
bravely in the 1940 campaign before being captured by the Germans. After nine months in a prison
camp in Pomerania, he and two
comrades escaped eastward, but
when they reached Soviet lines
they were imprisoned again until
Hitler invaded Russia and the Soviets became allies of the Free French. Tall and very thin, with jutting
cheekbones, beaked nose and prominent chin, de Boissieu was temporarily assigned to serve the General Staff, but he was receiving parachute
training to be ready for any future commando action.
Pierre was nearly convinced that nothing was going on between Mrs.
Smith and General Petit, perhaps in part because Petit had managed to
bring his wife and two children to London. But ‘on the eve of his departure for Moscow,’ Pierre wrote,
General Petit surprised me: ‘I believe, Bosmelet, that you have a collection
of lip-sticks.’
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‘Yes, mon général.’
‘Do you know what colouring Russian women have?’
‘No, but I think there must be some blondes and rather more brunettes.’
‘Could you sell me some of your lipsticks, because I believe Russian
women must be lacking them even more than English women?’
Naturally I refused to sell the cosmetics, but made a gift to my good
General of a dozen different lipsticks from my gross, having barely dipped
into my supply at the end of a week.

Pierre promised to send the General more in the diplomatic bag if he
needed them, but ‘General Petit never had recourse to my services.’ The
story ends strangely: ‘To everyone’s astonishment, he became a communist during his stay in Russia. Without a doubt the lipsticks were still
a capitalist and bourgeois product in 1941.’
*
General Paul Legentilhomme
arrived to replace Petit, and we
may assume Pierre had already
made it his business to find out
what he could about him. Legentilhomme was fifty-seven years
old, so four years older than Petit,
and like Petit he did not come
from a military background. His
father was a tax-collector. Legentilhomme entered Saint Cyr in
1905 at twenty-one, one of the
oldest in his class, and when he
left he chose to serve with the Colonial Infantry. He commanded
Tonkinese tirailleurs until 1912,
then when the Great War began
Legentilhomme was captured before the first month had ended and, like
both Petit and de Gaulle, remained a prisoner until the war was over.
Then he was in Indochina again, spent a couple years as chief of staff in
Madagascar, then back to Indochina in the early 30’s when he com250

manded a regiment of Senegalese tirailleurs. Shortly before the present
war Legentilhomme had been made second-in-command at Saint Cyr,
and was then sent to the Centre for Higher Military Studies and promoted to brigadier general.
When the present war broke out Legentilhomme was commandant in
French Somaliland. He denounced the armistice as soon as he heard of it
and tried to rally the colony to de Gaulle. The officials remained loyal to
Vichy, so he left and reached London at the very end of October 1940
(after spending several hours in a lifeboat when his ship was bombed by
German aircraft off the coast of Ireland). Three months after offering his
services to General de Gaulle he was leading Free French forces in Sudan in coordination with British forces under General Wavell, defeating
Vichy and Italian forces in the Horn of Africa. From there he led the Free
French forces, again assisting the British, against the Vichy forces in Syria.
Regarding Legentilhomme, Pierre particularly recorded that when he
once took part in a war-game at the Centre for Higher Military Studies
that involved a simulated capture of Damascus, he
proposed an operation that was bold and therefore scarcely acceptable to
the military big-wigs who rejected it, but it was exactly the same manoeuvre that permitted him to take Damascus [on 21 June 1941] when he
commanded the Free French Forces and also a brigade of Sikhs trained by
the English. It was no longer a war-game; he was wounded while he was
having a snack on the running-board of his command-car with his delightful English driver—who was, at that time, one of his numerous lovers.48

It was a Vichy aerial attack that severely wounded Legentilhomme
nine days before the capture of Damascus, and his left arm was still in a
sling when Pierre first met the General. Although he became a highlytrusted comrade of Legentilhomme, Pierre was initially disappointed at
the first encounter. ‘Legentilhomme arrived and kept me on under his
authority, declaring that he didn’t speak English well enough to let me
go. I was furious, having hoped to leave for Free French Africa on the
occasion of the change in the Commissioner of War.’ But Legentilhomme
soon demonstrated his faith in Pierre.
After a fortnight, at the end of November 1941, Legentilhomme—who
had made me his chef de cabinet in addition to my functions as orderly—
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asked me: ‘Bosmelet, you’re acquainted with the place now. What do you
think of Mrs. Smith?’
I was embarrassed, having dined twice with the charming Marjorie and,
because of some air raids, having to give her shelter in my flat in Hanover
Square on these occasions. Twice I gave her my bathrobe while she took a
bath, and both times she tranquilly occupied my bed and I had to sleep on
the armchair while waiting for the service car that took us to the Dolphin
Square offices the next morning, forever brother and sister. Knowing the
casual slander of some comrades, I felt myself in the hot seat.
‘Mon Général, Mrs. Smith, beneath the exterior of Anglo-Saxon liberty,
seems extremely serious to me. Everyone says that she was the mistress of
General Petit, but I am certain that this is false. Petit was not cavalier, he
had not yet become a Cossack in the U.S.S.R., and it seemed to me impossible that they could get up to much during their morning promenades
on horse-back in Rotten Row. Anyway, to my great regret, when she slept
at my place twice, it was, alas, entirely honourable.’
‘That’s good, Bosmelet; cigarette? You are now a Captain and I inform
you that Mrs. Smith is mon amie since yesterday evening.’
‘Felicitations, mon Général.

According to Pierre’s military records, the promotion was formalised
a month later, during the ‘Christmas
promotions.’ And it is clear that he
remained friends with both Marjorie
and the General.
Pierre had his first meeting with
de Gaulle at the beginning of December. One day Legentilhomme told
Pierre that at 11.00 he would present
him to de Gaulle, who was receiving
each of his officers in turn. ‘I shall
order myself lunch at Prunier’s,’ said
Legentilhomme. ‘A double whisky
will await you in the guise of an
aperitif—because you’ll be in tears,
like everyone else: he is so disagreeable!’

Marjorie Smith (née McRea) in a photograph she gave to Paul Gentilhomme, who
would marry her in 1947
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When Pierre presented himself to ‘the Grand Charles’, he was seated
behind his desk but ‘seemed taller than me standing up.’
‘Was it you, Bosmelet,
who came from America?’
‘Yes, mon Général.’
‘What were you doing
there for three months?’
‘I had to find shelter
for my children whose
mother is Jewish and English, which presented
some risks in France.’
‘Yes, very well, but
didn’t you try to join the
English in Lisbon?
‘Yes, mon Général, but they only wanted aviators or specialists with
tanks.’
‘And in the United States you wanted to enlist but it was before Pearl
Harbor!’
‘Yes, mon Général, but I supported Free France through sending in the
money I raised through lectures.’
‘But WE were here: why did you delay joining us?’
I could picture myself in the Tower of London, but thinking frankness
would pay with such a man, I took the plunge: ‘Mon Général, I’m anti-militarist, like most Frenchmen; I wanted to kill the Boche who invaded us; I
detest the generals who led us to defeat. You are my only recourse for taking up arms again. So, once I was here I rallied to you.’
‘Ah! I understand. Now that you’re here, do your work well.’

Dismissed, Pierre made the regulation half-turn at the door, found
Legentilhomme at Prunier’s, ‘drank my large whisky dry, and remained
captivated for the rest of time.’
In her own memoirs, Diana recounted a pithier version she may have
heard from her husband: when asked by de Gaulle why he had not joined
the Free French before now, ‘Pierre answered: “Je ne pouvais plus souffrir les généraux français, mon général.”’ [I could no longer stand the
French generals, my general.]
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*
In mid-December Legentilhomme ordered Pierre to prepare an ‘Advancement Table.’ Pierre explained that he hadn’t the least idea how to
go about it. The General handed him an ‘Army List’ that someone had
brought from France and told him to promote to the next rank every officer who had rallied to Free France, regardless of normal seniority.
Pierre momentarily baulked at such an irregularity—rewarding men for a
political choice rather than for genuine military merit. His memoir did
not reflect on his own recently-promised promotion, achieved not
through past military or political endeavour but for future discretion. Legentilhomme said: ‘We aren’t numerous; do your work in pencil and I’ll
verify it: but in any case, spare me this desk-job!’
After finishing the promotions, Pierre tried to bring about some administrative efficiencies. It generally took eight days for correspondence
generated in Dolphin Square to be delivered to the correct official in
Carlton Gardens. He found ways to simplify entry-books, by-pass the
calligraphers, utilise copying machines, and give priority to truly urgent
documents, but never managed to reduce the delay to less than fortyeight hours.
Legentilhomme sometimes instructed Pierre to go to Victoria Station to
receive some officer suspected of being
deficient in English and likely to get
lost.
That is how I met Robert Guillaumet who eventually became my
brother-in-law. He arrived from Syria
where he had left the Battalion of the
Pacific which he had helped to raise.
Born in Lorraine, he belonged to a
large and very Catholic family, trained
as a mining engineer in Nancy, and his
work brought him to Nouméa, where
he heard the Appeal of 18 June 1940.
He commanded a company of
Canaques [indigenous people] and
played bridge with the Governor of New Caledonia.
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Pierre wrote another story about Robert’s life in New Caledonia, ‘going to meet for the night one of two sisters, local girls, who liked him and
took turns to provide a bit of feminine comfort to a poor metropolitan
alone in the vast Pacific. On an American radio Robert heard the Appeal.’
The next seven lines are heavily inked over, but probably relate to the
‘sisters’ who are significant to what followed :
The next morning the Governor rallied to Free France…and Robert was
able to keep his rank in a combat unit: from which followed the creation of
the Battalion of the Pacific and the enrollment of the ‘No. 1’ Volontaire
Féminine Française Libre—one of the pretty sisters who were girlfriends
of Robert. I had the pleasure to meet this charming and beautiful girl in
London, in Douala and then in Algiers and finally in Paris, covered with
well-earned military decorations.

This young lady was almost certainly
Raymonde Jore, who, as we’ll see, reappeared in Pierre’s memoir and also authored her own story, about the Free French
auxiliary service, the Volontaires Féminines.
The service was originally named le Corps
féminin des Volontaires Françaises, but because of ribald references to ‘le corps féminin’ the name was changed in December 1941
to Corps des Volontaires Françaises (CVF).
When Raymonde wrote her book about her service (and she was by then
Raymonde Teyssier-Jore), she opted for the more interesting title ‘le
Corps féminin’.
In his memoir Pierre failed to mention that in Syria Legentilhomme
had plucked Robert Guillaumet from the Battalion of the Pacific and attached him to his own staff, and Guillaumet now found himself in London in January 1942 for the same reason.
When Pierre first met Guillaumet the fact that he had worked in New
Caledonia for La Société Nickel must have provided a nice topic for conversation, since Pierre’s father-in-law had been involved with the International Nickel Company in Canada for years. Whether or not Pierre
took him to Bury to meet Diana’s father, Guillaumet at some point became involved with Diana’s sister, Betty.
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‘Another Frenchman that
I met at the station later became my excellent comrade,
Billotte. This young Captain,
a career officer, was the son
of General [Gaston] Billotte,
who died in a tragic accident
during the battle in Belgium.’
Pierre Billotte had served in
Indochina when his father
was the commander-in-chief
for whom Legentilhomme
was chief of staff. ‘Legentilhomme thought of him as a
son.’ Billotte, the same age as
Pierre de Bosmelet, was on
the staff at General
Headquarters when the war
broke out. Captain Billotte quickly trained to command a tank company,
distinguished himself by destroying many enemy panzers, but on 12 June
was wounded and taken prisoner. Along with Bosmelet’s colleague at
Dolphin Square, Alain de Boissieu, Billotte had escaped from Germany
only to be incarcerated by the Soviets until Hitler’s invasion made Russia
an ally of the Fighting French. Billotte, Boissieu and a dozen others were
released and shipped to Britain, in September 1941. They immediately
rallied to de Gaulle—a month before Pierre de Bosmelet had done so.
Pierre wrote in his memoir that Legentilhomme ‘told me, “Don’t forget
him on the Table of Advancement.” So I listed him as promoted from
Captain to Commandant and told the good news to de Gaulle’s secretary
on the general staff.’
Since this was the ‘promotion de Noël’ and another one came a week
later for the New Year, Pierre asked Legentilhomme if he should raise
Billotte even further ‘in view of his exceptional services’. Legentilhomme said, ‘Of course, another stripe.’ Pierre telephoned the news to
Billotte’s office, ‘but unfortunately it was he himself at the end of the
line.’ Billotte’s reaction was to say, ‘Why only a “Lieutenant Colonel”?
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The promotions are being handled by an idiot.’ Pierre replied, ‘I’m sorry,
Colonel, but it’s General Legentilhomme who signed this promotion.’
Billotte simply said, ‘I continue to think the same thing!’ Pierre marched
into Legentilhomme’s office to say that, lowly Captain that he was—and
he’d only been so officially for a week—he ‘could not accept being
spoken to so grossly by a career officer, even the son of a general.’ Legentilhomme’s only response was, ‘I’ll sort it out in the Easter promotions.’
Some days later Billotte was feeling better and invited Legentilhomme to a dinner to celebrate his promotion. The General wasn’t free,
so reluctantly I had to represent him, but everything went well, from my
point of view, because I managed to steal away from the Colonel a beautiful English woman he had invited…. Much later Billotte became a General
and a Minister, covered in honours and married one of my childhood
friends, and often showed me great marks of friendship.49
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Chapter 20

WHEN DIANA WROTE IN HER DIARY on 7 January 1941 that de Gaulle’s
‘stance on St. Pierre and Miquelon is most upsetting’, she probably
guessed correctly that Pierre would be anxiously observing the business
from close range and dealing with the repercussions.
After Admiral Émile Muselier—who was also Commissaire of Naval
Affairs—seized the two French islands off the coast of Canada so that
the pro-Free French inhabitants no longer had to endure an administration loyal to Vichy, this added to tensions between de Gaulle and both the
Americans and the British. Gradually, the matter seemed to settle down,
despite the negative result of Roosevelt’s long-term distrust of de Gaulle.
However, weeks later, after Muselier had returned to London and was
fêted by de Gaulle, the ambitious admiral turned on de Gaulle during a
meeting on 3 March, accusing him of dishonest conduct for denying the
admiral certain information. Muselier then resigned from the National
Committee, assuming the Naval Officers would support him rather than
de Gaulle.
De Gaulle formally accepted Muselier’s resignation and immediately
appointed a new Commissaire for Naval Affairs—Pierre’s old friend,
Admiral Auboyneau. But he was still in the Pacific, and the news
reached Dolphin Square that de Gaulle had asked the trustworthy Legentilhomme to look after the Navy as well as the Army till Auboyneau returned to London. According to Pierre’s memoir, it was in the ‘afternoon,
after a stormy Cabinet meeting, that Legentilhomme reached his office in
a foul mood.… He explained that he had to assume the interim command
of the Navy.’ Pierre knew that Legentilhomme
actually came from a Norman family of sailors, and always regretted that
he had not been able go into the Navy because of a problem with his eyesight. ‘Bravo, mon Général, you’re now an admiral, as you wished!’
‘But, Bosmelet, you’ve got it all wrong: I’m sure it’s only interim.’

‘All the same, I suggest you order a tailor to make you a uniform, half
blue, half khaki.’
Fortunately Marjorie was amused, which saved me being sanctioned for
my impertinence.

On a more serious note, Pierre heard rumours that some naval officers—either personal adherents of Muselier, or leaning toward Vichy,
or simply possessing a more anti-British attitude than army officers—
might take some action against Legentilhomme. Without the General’s
knowledge Pierre approached some friends of his in the French navy and
organized two dozen people, including a couple drivers and secretaries,
to serve as an inconspicuous bodyguard for Legentilhomme.
The British government was also aware of and nervous about dissension among elements of the French navy. The day after Auboyneau was
appointed as Muselier’s successor, the British Foreign Secretary, Anthony Eden, met with de Gaulle to suggest—strongly, with consequences
if no action was taken—that de Gaulle should re-appoint Muselier
Commissaire for Naval Affairs. De Gaulle would brook no such interference in the ‘sovereignty’ of the French government-in-exile over which
he presided, and he wrote a long letter to Eden on 8 March saying so.
When he received no reply—was simply ignored—de Gaulle wrote a
long note to three of his closest colleagues, René Pleven, André Diethelm
and François Coulet, explaining his actions and why, for the sake of
France, he could not back down. De Gaulle then surprised his wife on 18
March by showing up at their house in Berkhamsted on a Wednesday,
when normally she did not see him till the weekend. De Gaulle had decided to break off contact with the British and make himself unavailable
to provide instructions or signatures.
‘At the end of five days,’ Pierre wrote,
with the situation becoming untenable, Legentilhomme ordered me to organize for him to inspect the Free French training camp near Camberley.
Very openly, with the English fully aware, we went to have lunch at the
camp where we were received by my friend Colonel Raynouard. After the
coffee, Legentilhomme lingered a while, which surprised me bacause he
usually hated to waste time. ‘Bosmelet, go make sure the car is filled up
with petrol.’ I already knew there was enough for the return to London,
but, instinctively, I abstained from making any remark and carried out the
orders.
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Only after leaving the camp did Legentilhomme tell the driver and
Pierre the new destination: de Gaulle’s house in Berkhamsted, which
would add a hundred kilometres to their journey. ‘Understand, Bosmelet,
I don’t want the English knowing that I’m going to see the boss.’
‘Is it a conspiracy, mon Général?’
‘No, diplomacy.’
When they arrived at de Gaulle’s house, Legentilhomme disappeared
into an office while Pierre sat with Madame de Gaulle, her daughters,
and de Gaulle’s aide-de-camp, Claude Serreules. After a while, to relieve
the ladies, Pierre and Serreules went for a walk in the garden. Then they
chatted with Pierre’s driver (who had been wounded at Dunkirk) and
later with de Gaulle’s cook, a devoted patriot who accompanied Madame
de Gaulle into exile so the Général ‘could avoid this horrible English
cuisine!’ Then they returned to the sitting room where Madame de Gaulle
called for some tea. Through the window they saw an official British
automobile drive up and deliver a man that Pierre recognized as the Foreign Minister, Anthony Eden. He was shown into the office, but in a
quarter of an hour all three men came out. Eden was all smiles, Legentilhomme less so, and de Gaulle looked exhausted. ‘Peace was made,’
wrote Pierre, ‘and de Gaulle had not yielded.… Legentilhomme and I
had to wait until our return to London and the welcome of the amiable
Marjorie…in order to have a good cup, because at the de Gaulle’s house
we didn’t have the right to have a second cup of tea.’
*
Pierre had two occasions to dine at General de Gaulle’s table at the
Connaught Hotel, once with Legentilhomme and Madame de Gaulle as
the only other guests. Pierre’s colourful description of the event that followed from this particular dinner lacked any information about the date.
The City of London had decided to make one ward of a hospital near
St. Paul’s available for the Free French and had invited the Leader of the
Free French to the inauguration of the medical service. The Lord Mayor
would conduct the ceremony in person, but unfortunately Général de
Gaulle and Général Legentilhomme both had prior engagements, and it
was Madame de Gaulle who was to represent Free France. But she disliked
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ceremonies and barely knew any English. Legentilhome then appointed me
to accompany her….
I was able to strike up a little acquaintance with the wife of our Chief
and I endevoured to reassure her on the official character of the labour
she’d been forced into. ‘Madame, the Lord Mayor will welcome you, a
nurse will offer you flowers, and you will say in English: “Thank you very
much.”
During the half-hour drive from the West End to the City, zig-zagging
around the bomb craters, I tried to help Madame de Gaulle to overcome
that great stumbling-block in English pronunciation, so redoubtable for
French-speakers, the ‘TH’.
The Lord Mayor, in wig and robe and accompanied by his mace-carrier,
greeted Madame de Gaulle and pronounced some words of welcome in
hesitant French. [She replied:] ‘Merci, My Lord,’ and we followed the Lord
Mayor to a beautiful room on the first floor where Madame de Gaulle
walked up to each bed and had a kind word for each of the French children.
At the end of the visit a very pretty nurse carrying a beautiful bouquet
of roses bowed in reverence before Madame de Gaulle, to whom I
whispered, ‘Thank you very much.’ The English phrase did not come out
of her mouth, but I did obtain a ‘Merci, mademoiselle,’ and I did not miss
the opportunity to take the flowers in my left hand, raise the pretty nurse
with my right arm, and give her a kiss, as one should.
Before their departure there was a brief buffet where the Lord Mayor
offered some champagne ‘de France, pour vous, Madame’ while holding
out a glass. Madame de Gaulle preferred tea, and it was I who took and
raised the glass: ‘Thank you, M’Lud, to the City of London!’ And I then
accompanied my English pupil back to her hotel.

*
Pierre’s other story of dining with General de Gaulle involved Pierre
as the fourth person along with two female ‘genérales d’AFAT, l’une
anglaise et l’autre canadienne’. A contemporary newspaper report indicated that the ladies were actually Jean Knox and Leslie Whateley, who at
that time were respectively Chief Controller and Deputy Director of the
Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS), the umbrella organization for British
women who served the war effort. Both women were, in fact, English
(though Knox made a seven-week recruitment trip to Canada in 1942),
and Pierre should have written ‘ATS’ instead of ‘AFAT’ which stands for
Auxiliaires Féminines de l’Armée de Terre, a name that did not yet exist
in 1942, but was invented in 1944 for the unit which, we’ve noted, had
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already been renamed once as Corps des Volontaires Françaises (CVF).
Pierre can be forgiven for never remembering any of these correct titles
for the French organisation, despite the large role he claimed to play in
its creation.
The reason for my presence was my knowledge of English and de
Gaulle’s desire to learn about the [British] units of women in uniform because he wanted more Frenchwomen in the service since English girls
were being mobilised. Following this dinner Legentilhomme ordered me to
help as much as possible with the creation and organisation in London of a
unit of Volontaires Françaises de la France Libre.
Placed at the disposal of [the two leaders] Simone Mathieu and Hélène
Terray’ [actually, Terré], I found, thanks to Marjorie, a house near Hyde
Park to shelter the unit in training.

The Volontaires Françaises had existed a year before Pierre arrived
in London; however, the unit underwent a major re-organisation based on
‘Décret No. 74 du 16 décembre 1941’, which was perhaps when Pierre
was drawn into the effort. One thing he did was to teach the girls some
proper drill, so that after about a month they were ready for a formal review by the General. Pierre noted in his memoir that during the inspection of their quarters
de Gaulle was dissatisfied that the refectory tables were covered with
waxed cloth instead of linen—‘as it ought to be for girls from France.’ I
dutifully noted down the General’s questions, hoping Marjorie could sort
them out later. In the dormitory the beds were all squared away, and under
interrogation, I affirmed—in perfect ignorance—that they were three feet
apart, ‘in accordance with British Army regulations.’

In the toilet and bathroom areas the General remarked on the absence
of certain sanitary installations common in France, Pierre jotted another
note, without any hope of finding bidets in England. In Raymonde
Teyssier-Jore’s book, le Corps féminin, she mentioned General de
Gaulle’s visit to inspect Moncorvo House, noting that de Gaulle had
brought along his commissioner of war [Legentilhomme] who was accompanied his aide-de-camp, [Pierre], and she even quoted de Gaulle’s
question: ‘Mais…où sont les bidets?’
Regarding the Volontaires Françaises, Pierre’s memoir also mentioned General Valin, commander of the Free French Air Force, who created a unit of twelve of the prettiest Volontaires Françaises who inevit262

ably came to be known as les Filles de l’Air. A British liaison officer
complained to Pierre that Valin’s unit of only twelve females was commanded by two adjutantes, which was impossible according to regulations.
With respect, friendship, and diplomacy, I asked Valin if he could
modify his feminine hierarchy. ‘Besides, mon Général, what is the need for
two adjutants?’
‘My dear Bosmelet, it’s cold here in London and I need a blonde and a
brunette on each side in my bed.’
‘In that case, mon Général, make one a sergeant and the other a sublieutenant.’
‘But that wouldn’t be fair and would cause jealousy.’
‘Fine. At the end of three months demote the first and promote the other. That could work well, since the war is going to last for several threemonth periods.’
Dear old Legentilhomme was enchanted when I revealed my method,
which satisfied both Valin and English regulations.

*
When not dining with de Gaulle or Legentilhomme as part of his official duties, Pierre was free in the evenings. One night—probably early
in 1942—he went to ‘a little pub in Soho that I frequented before the war
because of its oysters and the kindness of its patrons, a large Irishman
and his pretty little Cockney wife.’ After they recognized him despite his
uniform and exclaimed their support for the Free French, he ordered and
ate six oysters, then was hesitating about bothering the landlady for another serving when
there appeared from the kitchen an extraordinary beauty. She installed herself behind the bar and commenced to open oysters for a client. I ordered
another half-dozen and chatted with the delightful girl. No, she was not
employed there, but was a friend of the patrons. Since I was with the Free
French, was my office at Carlton Gardens or Dolphin Square? She herself
lived at Dolphin Square; did I have a service vehicle to go back there because she had a nursing job at night during the bombing raids? In short, we
became friends. I met her parents and her sister, all of whom lived in separate apartments on the same floor. The two girls were married to officers:
one would later be killed in Libya and the other was in hospital. I was
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offered an omelette à la française and in spite of not liking omelettes, I
acted with good grace.

Dolphin Square, built in Pimlico in the mid-1930’s as ‘the largest
self-contained block of flats in Europe,’ according to Nikolaus Pevsner,
offered 1,250 up-market flats and, on the ground floor, business units—
some given over to the Free French. The situation was very convenient
for Pierre.
Three weeks passed before I took her in my arms. ‘For a Frenchman,
darling, you’re not very quick!’ She had been one of the most beautiful
‘Debs’ of her year, a little before the war; she rode in a hunt; she danced
beautifully, she had a large dog that I walked in the mornings before going
to my office, some floors below. The next few weeks were very agreeable
for me, but also for my friend Robert [Guillaumet], who I introduced to the
sister who worked in a Ministry and possessed a small dog. Robert was
also under orders for a morning promenade with the little dog belonging to
the pretty little widow.

Pierre avoided naming his
new lover but something he
mentioned later in the story
enabled identification. She
had the wonderful name of
Primrose Salt: born in 1915,
daughter of a Major General
who worked with the Air
Ministry during the war. His
other daughter, Babette, was
born in 1922. Primrose was
‘deb of the year’ in 1933, and
two years later, at the age of
Primrose Salt in 1937
twenty, she married Major
Anthony Hope Osborne, who would be killed on 8 March 1943. Babette
married at the age of nineteen to Major John Warter, who died at El
Alamein on 2 November 1942. So neither sister was a ‘pretty widow’ yet
when Pierre and Robert were making love to them. In fact, both husbands were in the 2nd Dragoon Guards, a tank regiment deployed to
North Africa in November 1941, perhaps not many weeks before Pierre
met Primrose.
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The proximity of Pierre’s places of work and play caused problems.
One morning, when I was still in bed, [Primrose] received a visit from
some deliveryman and made me slip out onto the balcony. The terrible cold
of February; a delay in my arrival at my desk; the mild surprise of the
Général who did not find his mail sorted out as usual. ‘Please forgive me,
mon Général, but I was detained in my pyjamas on a balcony.’
‘An inopportune husband, Bosmelet?’
I explained the incident to him.
‘Fine, it’s nothing. But next time tie your fanion to the balcony, and I’ll
see it as I arrive and won’t worry.’

A fanion was a flag or standard, originally for soldiers to rally
around; fanions might flutter on a staff car, and officers, and sometimes
other ranks, might carry a personal fanion, often one embroidered for
them by some loved one. Pierre went on to explain that his own fanion
had recently been shown to Legentilhomme, who approved the design
but not the size.
‘That’s for a five-star general! Definitely not regulation. Still, do as
you like: after all, you’re a Free Frenchman!’
In his memoir Pierre went on to describe his fanion:
Gold and azur, emblazoned with the Bosmelet scimitars and a colonial anchor bearing two bars to form a Cross of Lorraine, it was sewn by the hand
of a charming cousin, an English girl in uniform. She did not know how to
embroider but was full of good will—in all sorts of ways—and had done
well to put it together in the course of one of our amorous weekends.

The only ‘cousin’ that fits the description is Viviane Gibbs, the
grand-daughter of Pierre’s great-uncle Gentien. She was twenty-two at
the time, and if she was in uniform it is possible she was posted in or
near London. Viviane eventually married a British major in August 1948,
so at least Pierre’s cousin was unmarried at the time of their ‘amorous
weekends.’50
Another complication with the beautiful Primrose happened when
Pierre was leaving her apartment one morning to walk her dog. As he
neared the lift its doors opened and out walked Major-General Salt, presumably dropping by to see one or both of his daughters before heading
for the Air Ministry.
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‘Morning, sir,’ I said, as airily as possible.
‘Hold on: you’re here at this time of morning?’
‘Yes, sir: just had time to take your daughter’s dog for a walk before
going to my office downstairs.’ And I opened the door of the lift to let him
pass.
‘Wait a minute, I’m late anyway and must get a taxi, so I might as well
get her sister’s dog and join you.’
At that very moment Robert [Guillaumet] stepped out of the younger
sister’s apartment with the second dog. Robert had too little English to hold
a conversation with the father, so I hastily descended in the lift, preferring
to leave them to their dialogue of the deaf.

*
The lack of dates in Pierre’s memoir makes it difficult to say when he
began to chafe at not being involved in any combat, but such feelings
must have existed around the time period when he was involved with
Primrose. On 6 February 1942 Diana’s father wrote that ‘Pierre is rather
worried to be here as he wants to go out fighting.’ Mr. Mathias also mentioned that Pierre had seen Nan Hudson and Ethel Sands ‘in London recently’, although they were ‘now in Somerset.’ It was only two days later
—long before her father’s letter could have arrived—that Diana wrote to
her father about hoping to come to England in the summer because she
‘can’t be without Pierre for the duration of what is going to be a long
war.’
After Pierre told the story of bumping into Primrose’s father early in
the morning, his next paragraph began
A short time later Captain de Boissieu—promoted the same time as me
and the future son-in-law of de Gaulle—a charming comrade, told me in
confidence that he was going on a little hit-an-run action in the Gironde
during the weekend and, if I’d like a chance to burn a little powder, I
should arrange to have a 48-hour leave.

Captain de Boissieu had already slipped out of his staff job, which
involved liaising with Combined Operations, in order to train with commandos in Scotland. He would be involved in several important missions, but the action he was now mentioning is not easily dated, for reasons that become obvious. Pierre, for the first time, asked Legentilhomme
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for leave from Friday to Monday, since there was nothing in the diary.
‘Gladly, but why?’
Pierre mentioned that ‘the pretty girl with the balcony’ [Primrose]
had a horse waiting for him to accompany her on a fox-hunt in the Midlands. ‘A pleasant idea, though I believe she’s been providing you with a
“mount” right here. Still, leave granted.’
Pierre actually needed to drive down to Falmouth by midnight on the
Thursday, but at 17.00 Legentilhomme brusquely said to Pierre, ‘A thousand regrets, Bosmelet, but I need you tomorrow night to accompany me
to a dinner at the home of one of my old friends and, unfortunately, of
her husband, a high-ranking British officer.’
A frustrated Pierre had to tell de Boissieu that he couldn’t get away,
and he sulked all weekend about missing both opportunities for action,
for he really did have an invitation to the Midlands. Boissieu dropped by
Pierre’s office in the following week. ‘You didn’t miss a thing, Bosmelet.
The swell was too rough so we couldn’t launch the canoes.’ Later that
afternoon, when Pierre went to get some signatures from Legentilhomme, the General said:
It’s all for the best, Bosmelet! You haven’t broken your skull falling off
a horse or made an imbecile of yourself as a Commando.
But, mon Général….
Enough. No one’s told me anything, but you can’t teach an old dog new
tricks. I just made the connection between your unusual request for leave
and the timing of the Commando raid—which was supposed to be TOP
SECRET.
Nothing remained for me but to smile about my multiple humiliations.

An aborted commando operation in the Gironde around February or
March 1942 has left no traces in the main secondary sources. Immediately after Pierre described this failed effort he wrote about his ‘third and
final hitch’ in his relationship ‘with the beautiful inhabitant of Dolphin
Square.’
Dancing together, as usual, in one of the numerous parties given by
Allies who were refugees in London, we were noticed at the exit from the
Czechs’ party by a photographer for a gossip magazine and we had the
honour of an acidic commentary in the Tatler or the Bystander. On the one
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hand, my General told me, ‘De Gaulle doesn’t want stories about chasing
ass. That English girl is married, and so are you: keep quiet.’ On the other
hand, the next day, a propos of nothing and in the best English tradition,
my sweet friend declared: ‘Dear, we’ve had a good moment; it’s over, let’s
remain friends.’ With the despatch of a dozen roses I sealed the end of a
lovely fling.

This story, at least, led to a date, for the article in what was then
called The Tatler and Bystander, mentioning ‘two good-looking people
sitting together, Mrs. A.H. Osborne, once Primrose Salt, and Captain
Bosmelet, of the Free French Army’, was issued 4 March 1942.
*
The loss of Primrose ended the idyll. Something snapped. ‘I was
more and more furious at being in London, under sporadic bombardments, but never with an occasion to fight back.’ The memoir continued:
‘One spring day Legentilhomme said to me: “Be my scribe. Sit behind me at the Council of the National Committee, and keep a record of
what happens.” ’ The meeting took place sometime after the fall of Signapore (in mid-February 1942), an event that ‘traumatised Legentilhomme, a veteran of Indochina, and convinced us to accept the possibility of defeat, without in any way diminishing our determination to fight
to the very end.’ But for once the British actually asked for de Gaulle’s
opinion about an operation involving a raid on St. Nazaire.
De Gaulle explained to us that this was not an actual invasion but a commando action from which the Allies can gain intelligence about the rapidity
of enemy reactions, in preparation for a future and real operation on a
grand scale. The question that had been posed was whether he, de Gaulle,
consented to issue a ‘call-to-arms’ of the people so that the exercise would
appear to be ‘the real thing.’

Pierre realized why Legentilhomme wanted a record kept. Everyone
knew that the Germans had shown themselves capable of savage reprisals against civilians, not only those caught working for the Resistance
but even innocent citizens taken as hostages whenever some Occupation
official was assassinated. Many Council members had moral or practical
arguments against such an appeal to the people before the actual invasion
was set in motion. But ‘Legentilhomme, for his part, declared that if such
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an appeal was indispensable for military reasons, then he would resign
himself to it.’
‘Fine, gentlemen, I have heard you.’ Pierre’s hand may have shaken
as he scribbled de Gaulle’s conclusion. ‘And I have decided to make the
appeal. France has a need for martyrs.’
‘It is the most cornélienne situation that I have ever known.’ Pierre
meant it was a dilemma in which both choices were detrimental: risking
lives in order to obtain vital information without which many more lives
might be lost. Pierre also referenced the execution of twenty-seven hostages in Chateaubriant following the assassination of the German commander of Nantes, before writing ‘My conviction, as opposed to my feelings, was definitively established: de Gaulle was a true leader, the only
chance that remained for France.’
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Chapter 21

‘I FINALLY FOUND AN OPENING for my departure from London,’ Pierre
wrote, without offering any date.
The Americans had asked their allies to define their ideas about the
treatment of Germany, once defeated. The National Committee of Free
France was evidently supposed to offer its opinion. ‘It’s a legal question
which doesn’t interest me: and the war’s far from won,’ Legentilhomme
declared. When I pressed him about his view Legentilhomme grew profoundly irritated. ‘You will represent me…you’ll represent the Commissariat of War at this futile meeting: I won’t go!’
‘Very good, mon Général, but what should I say?’
‘I don’t care.’
‘But…about the left bank of the Rhine, about the German navy and air
force?’
‘I don’t care. You have carte blanche.
‘I can say whatever I think?’
‘Yes, for the last time, you will speak in my place. That’s an order.’
I sat, therefore, in the quality of a member of the government of Free
France at this sacred session. De Gaulle asked everyone’s opinion, beginning with [René] Cassin, the Commissioner for Justice, and continuing
with all the non-military Commissioners before finally turning to me. ‘So,
Bosmelet: you’re “War” today?’
‘Yes, mon Général, by order of General Legentilhomme.’
De Gaulle’s face and voice expressed no emotion. ‘Good. Well?’
‘Realizing the democratic imperatives of our epoch, I cannot propose,
as I would like to, the real solution. It is that of Charlemagne, who, after
conquering the Saxons, stuck the point of his great sword in the ground and
ordered the decapitation of every Saxon male whose head was higher than
the pommel.’
There was an interrogative raising of de Gaulle’ eyebrows. ‘So what
then?’

‘In spite of the problems we might anticipate from the Vatican, I would
ask that we sterilise—with anaesthesia—every German over the age of
twelve. Then we’d need to occupy Germany with our black troops and we
could hope the result would be a good mixed race of civil people.’
‘Is that all?’
In fact, there was a general protest. Cassin—the future Nobel Prize
winner—pulled on the hairs of his grey beard. ‘How could you, Bosmelet?
One of my former students, and a liberal!’ And everyone said similar
things. My proposal was not adopted, but when I reported to Legentilhomme he said, ‘O.K. I gave you carte blanche. But you will not represent
me again at the National Committee.’

Pierre, perhaps disappointed that Legentilhomme had still not decided to rid himself of his troublesome chef de cabinet, apparently tried
something more radical. ‘A bit later in May, following the script of a
scene with Marjorie—which did not fool the General—he realized that it
was time to let me return to the troops.’ And yet Legentilhomme proved
reluctant to let Pierre leave.
I had difficulty finding a replacement because of the General who
wanted to keep me. ‘If you stay on, you’ll make Commandant in the 14
July promotions.’
‘I’m not a career soldier, and I don’t want to remain so far from a combat troop.’
‘After the war I could nominate you for a legal position in Indochina.’
‘I’m not interested in Asia, only in Africa, the continent of my tirailleurs on the Somme.’
‘A district governor, perhaps?’
‘No, thank you, sir. At the end of my engagement under de Gaulle, I
will return to politics: and I’d prefer to be elected to a position rather than
nominated.’
‘You’re crazy, you know. Leave the war to career officers—who, by the
way, often prefer staff jobs. But, unfortunately, you can take the next convoy and I’ll give you a letter to take to General Leclerc, Free France’s
senior general at Brazzaville. In the meantime, consider yourself on leave.’

The wait proved long. Convoys left Britain almost every day, mostly
involved in carrying vast amounts of vital war material across the North
Atlantic or on the Murmansk Run to the Soviets. Ships going to West
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Africa were few and booked up well in advance. Two months passed before Pierre could leave.
The weeks of waiting, without an office, without my ‘father-and-mother’ General, without the spirited Marjorie, and without “affaires”, seemed
very long. I saw my comrades: [Maurice] Schumann [a friend from Jansonde-Sailly and Sorbonne days]; de Boissieu; and Robert [Guillaumet],
among others.
Happily, during this period, I was given an interesting assignment by a
friend who was a Major in the British Army: to defrigidify his wife, who
was delicate and fragile as a piece of Meissen porcelain. I did my best during six weeks of amorous tussles with the charming child, but had no more
success than her husband in achieving the hoped-for final pleasure.

*
On 3 March 1942, the day before Pierre’s and Primrose’s names were
linked in The Tatler and Bystander, Diana had lunch with Anthony
Veiller at the Brown Derby. She hadn’t written anything in her diary
since November, apparently spending much of her time working on ‘the
book’, when she wasn’t giving lectures to raise awareness and money for
the Free French Relief Committee, or responding to her father’s frequent
letters, or sending letters to Pierre in London—of which almost none
have survived. Perhaps her father sensed her frustration, so he was
prompt to send along any news he had of Pierre. On 1 May he wrote that
he ‘saw P a few days ago: now has permission to go to Africa, having
found a successor for his position to Legentilhomme. Hopes to go to the
Chad Lake, but will not know till the last moment.’ Mr. Mathias mentioned that Pierre had spoken of Diana joining him, but he had talked
Pierre into agreeing there was no use thinking about this till he had been
there some time. He also warned Diana that the climate would not be
good for the children’s health: he had already spoken to a French general
about this.
Mr. Mathias wrote again on 12 May: Pierre was now ordering kit as
he prepared to leave for Lake Chad. It is unknown whether Diana had
already heard from Pierre that he was about to leave for Africa and
would like her to join him there, or if her first news about this came from
her father’s letter. Either way she would undoubtedly be excited and also
disappointed that her father was throwing cold water over the idea by
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consulting some
French general to
strengthen his argument. After, or perhaps
before, her father’s letter arrived, Diana
wrote one on the 16th:
‘Since Pierre had this
wonderful idea of our
being able to meet before the end of this
war,…no doubt you
think it is very mad of
us.’ Diana had already
made up her mind, was
gathering information
about West Africa, and
mentioned that her
French nanny, Madeleine, did not wish to
come along.
B y 5 J u n e M r.
Mathias must have received Diana’s letter, which moved him to send a
long cable strongly advising against this idea of taking the children to
Africa. Diana’s usually mild-mannered father added that he understood
now why she had dragged her feet about sorting out her immigration
status. He also mentioned that Pierre had still not left England. The very
next day Diana sent her father another letter, this time quoting some information about the climate in the Camerouns that she found in a library
book. But after parrying her father’s evidence with her own, she then
chose a concilatory tone, saying she would wait to hear from Pierre
whom she’d cabled in Brazzaville. Evidently her father, or more likely
Pierre, had written something about a future posting to Brazzaville, and
Diana perhaps wrongly assumed that Pierre might be travelling soon.
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Another cable from Mr. Mathias on 22 June told Diana that Pierre
had just left London. Either there were other cables and letters that are
missing, or Diana was keeping her powder dry, waiting for information
from Pierre. But five days after his last cable, Mr. Mathias sent another,
saying he didn’t mind if Diana chose to go to Africa but he pressed her
with the view that taking the children could ruin their ‘health for their
whole lives.’ He added that Pierre had left about a week ago, but may
still be in harbour. Diana responded with a letter the very next day, 28
June. She seemed to cave in, but without yielding to her father’s arguments. Instead, she wrote that recent military setbacks in Libya meant
that she mustn’t go to Africa till the Germans were defeated there. Perhaps to reassure her father that she was sincere about staying on in California for the immediate future, she mentioned that she had started a typing class at the local high school.
That year-long gap in Diana’s diary means we lack both the immediate insight into Diana’s thinking and the frequent references to Pierre’s
(mostly lost) correspondence that might have clarifed what was happening. However, the Diana-and-Dad correspondence is supplemented by a
document that Diana wrote in 1965 and the memoir that Pierre wrote in
the early 1970’s.
In addition to Diana’s 167-page ‘memoir’—written around 1970
about her life from childhood up to 1935, filling the gap until the first of
her surviving diaries begun—there is a separate document among her
papers, only half a dozen pages long, that Diana prefaced with these
words: ‘I think it would be a good idea to try to account very briefly, for
my children and grandchildren, what happened between their father,
Pierre & myself.’ References to her grand-daughters’ ages date the document squarely to 1965. Diana mentioned that some of the traumas she
and Pierre endured up to their arrival in California could ‘be read about
in “Golden Spurs”’—or her offspring could plough through her correspondence with Pierre (much of which probably still existed in 1965) or
her diaries. It was perhaps that year-long gap in that latter that this new
narrative was meant to fill. It began, ‘After six months in America Pierre,
…seeing that America had not come in the war & was not going to use
him in the Intelligence Service…, grew impatient and after meeting
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Commander Auboyneau in San Diego, decided to join de Gaulle in England.’ She then described her difficulties in trying to join Pierre in Africa,
but after a few pages—with a few digressions—the narrative ended abruptly once she and the children were sailing across the Atlantic: ‘The
Portuguese ship seemed quite large and thank goodness the sea was
calm.’ This was the exact point when her diary entries resumed after the
year-long gap. So, if her children wanted to know about the origins of
her trip to Africa, they could read it here—rather than ask their father for
his version, which—whether she knew it or not—he would soon be recounting in his own memoir.
Regarding Diana’s dilemma whether to go to Africa or not, the key
passage in this document reads:
After a year in London, Pierre grew impatient at being what he called un
officier de Salon, polishing his belt and mixing cocktails for General Legentilhomme. Pierre eventually got permission to join Leclerc in W. Africa.
Unfortunately his boat was held up, mines, etc. and he arrived at Porto
Noire one week late. Leclerc had already left for his famous march from
Tchad to N. Africa. Pierre was then shipped on to Douala, where he cabled
to me in California asking if I would like to come and join him with the
children. I immediately wired back: Rendez vous Cameroun and proceeded
to try to get here. A very difficult job as it turned out…. At that time, August 1942, I was in California lecturing for the Free French committee in
New York.

Apart from two factual errors (Pierre spent eight months, not a year,
in London; and Leclerc’s ‘famous march’ to Libya began five months
after Pierre’s arrival in Africa), the main point is that Diana’s memory of
the events was that Pierre arrived in Africa, then reached Douala, and
then cabled Diana to bring herself and the children to join him, in August
1942. Her next sentence was: ‘I wrote to my father in England and he
was completely against my going to the Camerouns.’ But we’ve seen that
it was at least two months earlier that Mr. Mathias was urging Diana not
to go to Africa, or, if she must, then not to endanger the children. And the
only evidence we’ve seen so far that Pierre wanted Diana to join him was
when her father reported to her in May that Pierre now had permission to
go to Africa and had ‘had spoken of Diana joining him’, but Mr. Mathias
talked Pierre into delaying any decision till after he’d reached Africa—
and then consulted with a French general (perhaps about the wisdom of
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taking children or even to discover if there was some regulation that
would prevent such an action). And when Diana replied on 16 May with
‘Since Pierre had this wonderful idea of our being able to meet before the
end of this war…’, it may be that she was merely parroting her father’s
words and, while avoiding the word Africa, pretending that travelling to
see her husband was not her idea but Pierre’s, even though Mr. Mathias
had already talked Pierre out of that.
Though getting a bit ahead of the actual story, one must note that
when Diana did finally write in her diary again, on 10 December, she
was aboard a ship nearing the African coast and feeling rather gleeful:
It is amazing how difficulties vanish. In America most people thought and
said I was mad to try and go out to the Cameroons to join Pierre in War
Time, & take the Children. Dad actually wrote & forbade me, & Tony advised me to disobey my husband if he told me to come and join him.

One might read too much into this, but her brother’s advice—‘to disobey my husband if he told me to come and join him’—suggests Tony did
not know whether Pierre had told Diana to go to Africa, otherwise he
might have been more direct. The lack of direct correspondence between
Diana and Pierre and the gap in her diary means that the only evidence
that Pierre himself asked Diana to join him in Africa is found in the 1965
narrative, saying his request came after he was actually in Africa, though
her correspondence with her father shows she had already decided to go
to Africa long before Pierre arrived there.
Pierre’s memoir is clear (which doesn’t make it true):
In the spring of 1943 the most grand drama of my life intervened.
Brusquely my wife arrived from California with my son Gentien and
his little sister Hélène…. Naturally I was neither consulted nor forewarned.
The entire character of my wife, the needless dangers of crossing the ocean
in spite of the torpedoes, the precariousness of my unit’s station, all combined against the folly of such a voyage, in spite of my joy to see the children again.

It’s ‘his word against hers’, but the truth may lie in between. As soon
as Diana’s father had written that Pierre spoke once to him about Diana
coming to Africa, that may be all she required to believe what she
wanted to believe. And Pierre may have simply followed his father-in276

law’s suggestion and waited till he was settled in Africa before inviting
Diana to join him—which fits the account in Diana’s memoir. Or perhaps
in some earlier communication that hasn’t survived, Pierre may have
given her some direct encouragement. However, three decades later, in
the memoir in which he could never bear even to mention his wife’s
name, he could not bring himself to share any of the responsibility for
having Diana bring the children to Africa.
Perhaps Pierre initially raising the topic with Diana’s father exactly
so that Mr. Mathias could talk him out of it, and Diana as well. It had
been one thing in 1940, during the drole de guerre, for Pierre to ask Diana—without the children—to join him at Montagny, a twelve-hour drive
from Bosmelet, and quite another to have her come with the children to
Africa. In the end there is abundant evidence that Diana’s longing for
Pierre far exceeded his longing for her.
*
Toward the end of my stay in
London, my sister-in-law [Betty],
who was in uniform working with
the teams of anti-aircraft barrageballoon operators, complained that I
never presented any of my comrades
to her. I met her at the Albert Hall
where de Gaulle was giving a speech
in which he coldly declared that
Vichy accused him of being simultaneously a Jesuit but also surrounded by Jews, divorcés and adventurers. ‘That is true, without a doubt,
but is it my fault if the respected
notables haven’t rallied to me?’

It was 18 June 1942, the second
anniversary of de Gaulle’s famous
‘Appeal.’ Pierre chose to quote a
fairly humorous line from de Gaulle’s
speech, but must have been moved by
the General’s peroration:

Diana’s sister, Betty, and her father,
Robert Mathias
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Yes, for two years now the waves have not ceased to batter the France that
fights. At home, oppression, propaganda and poverty have combined for
her subjugation. Abroad, she has had to overcome countless material and
moral difficulties. Yet invincibly Fighting France emerges from the seas.
When, at Bir Hakeim, a ray of her reborn glory touched the bloodied brows
of her soldiers, the whole world recognised France.

Despite being on a long ‘leave’ from Dolphin Square, Pierre would
have been following the events in North Africa very closely, so he knew
why the audience in the Albert Hall cheered loudly at the mention of Bir
Hakeim.
Only three weeks earlier news had come in of an action in North
Africa by the 1st Free French Brigade under General Pierre Koenig, who
had served in Syria under Legentilhomme. The Brigade had shifted from
Syria to Egypt and was now assisting the British Eighth Army under
General Ritchie as he tried to halt Rommel’s latest offensive in Libya.
Ritchie established a line of defended positions stretching from Gazala
on the Mediterranean coast to Bir Hakeim, 80 km. south east. For Rommel to get behind the British by going around Bir Hakeim he must
greatly extend his supply line, giving the R.A.F. more opportunity to interrupt the Germans’ re-supply. The task of defending Bir Hakeim was
given to the French.
Koenig had 3,500 men, a mixture of nationalities, the majority metropolitan French. When Rommel attacked on 26 May 1942, he pushed
against the centre of the Gazala Line, but after night-fall he sent major
elements to the right flank, part circling far to the south, around Bir
Hakeim, and another part planning to overrun Bir Hakeim’s defenders
themselves—the French, whom Rommel had last fought so successfully
two years earlier.
For the first three days of the battle, although The Times mentioned
the fighting around Bir Hakeim frequently, British GHQ in Cairo did not
brief the press that it was the French who were holding Bir Hakeim. Finally, on 30 May the Carlton Gardens issued a press release asserting that
Free French forces had destroyed thirty-five Italian tanks.
On 4 June The Times reported that Mr. Churchill had briefed the
House of Commons the previous evening on the battle in Libya: captured
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documents revealed that the main ingredient in Rommel’s plan was ‘first
to capture our defended locality at Bir Hakeim, held by our gallant allies
the Free French—(cheers)….’ Pierre felt like cheering as well, proud that
French soldiers were showing their real fighting qualities—and against
Rommel, whom Pierre despised.
Pierre no doubt scanned The Times every morning for further reports
about the French at Bir Hakeim: that an Italian colonel, driving up to the
fortification and urging the defenders to surrender, received ‘the Free
French equivalent of “go to hell”’; that the French made a sortie that released 600 allies from a prisoner-of-war camp; and that the men fighting
under General Koenig ‘are mostly French metropolitan troops, including
a large number of Bretons and Parisians.’ Pierre could see the Carlton
Gardens propagandists were getting into their stride: the next reports described Koenig as an Alsatian—‘like so many good French soldiers’—
with experience in the French Foreign Legion, ‘a battalion of which, now
85 per cent. French in composition, is serving under his orders.’ Cairo
reported that General Ritchie had sent a message to the French troops at
Bir Hakeim: ‘Yours is an example to all of us.’
As German tanks and artillery massed around the French position,
the R.A.F. pilots ‘took personal pleasure in going to the assistance of the
Free French.’ The French signalled the R.A.F.: ‘Bravo! Merci pour la
R.A.F.’ and received a reply: ‘Merci for le sport!’ There was fighting going on at other points along the Gazala Line and genuine concern that
Rommel might yet break through and manage to seize the important port
of Tobruk, which was certainly his main goal, but in the 8 June reports
Pierre would mainly notice that ‘Attacks on Bir Hakeim are unabated.’
On 9 June: ‘The Free French are imperturbably maintaining their astonishing stand in beleaguered Bir Hakeim…. Three more attacks on the
Free French.’ The Germans were not only persistent about Bir Hakeim,
but had also crossed the Gazala Line so far as to capture Benghazi. When
the Times’ correspondent seemed to echo some off-the-record GHQ
briefing—‘To keep the armoured forces united is the soundest tactics
from several points of view’— Pierre may have sensed the British were
about to retreat from the Gazala Line. Would the French would be left
behind as rear-guard?
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The next day Pierre read that during
a lull over the main battlefield in Libya,…the inexpressibly gallant Free
French defenders of Bir Hakeim have repulsed another and far more serious attack than those they have suffered recently…. The “grand show” put
up by our French allies is one of the main topics of conversation throughout the desert.

It was also reported that on the 10th General de Gaulle sent a message to General Koenig at Bir Hakeim: ‘All France looks to you in her
pride. Please convey this message to your men.’
On Friday 12 June The Times quoted GHQ in Cairo: ‘On the order of
General Ritchie the garrison of Bir Hakeim was withdrawn on the night
of June 10-11. The Free French troops…have played a vital part in upsetting the enemy’s plans. Their magnificent fighting qualities have earned
the admiration of the United Nations.’ Also, Downing Street officially
announced that General de Gaulle had visited the Prime Minister on
Wednesday the 10th, ‘when Mr. Churchill congratulated him on the brilliant conduct of the Free French forces at Bir Hakeim.’ An editorial the
next day proclaimed that ‘General Koenig and his troops have shown
that the old military traditions of France are still safe when entrusted to
hands worthy to bear them.’
The Albert Hall meeting proved an unforgetable event for Betty as
well. Pierre wrote that ‘my sister-in-law spoke French very well, and I
ended up presenting Robert [Guillaumet] to her. They would get on so
well that she became pregnant….’ From this point, of course, Pierre was
then describing events that occurred months after he left London for his
journey to Africa.
After interventions by Pleven and Vleeschauwer [a minister in the Belgian
government-in-exile]—friends of my father-in-law—and after a threat
from Legentilhomme to take the matter to de Gaulle, Robert ended up marrying Betty, but on one condition: that he be allowed to join a combat unit
within eight days of the wedding. This led him to Cassino where he became a Commandant, to Strasbourg,…to the Légion d’honneur and to the
rank of Colonel in the reserve.
*

Although the battle of Bir Hakeim had been a public relations triumph for the Free French, in the end General Koenig’s brave troops had
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Betty Mathias,
with her
grim-looking groom,
Robert Guilllaumet,
on one side,
and her father,
Robert Mathias
on the other.
5 March 1943

to be evacuated as part of the overall retreat because the British Eighth
Army had been driven to the Egyptian border by Rommel. These were
the ‘recent military setbacks in Libya’ that Diana had mentioned in her
28 June letter to her father, seemingly abandoning her plan to go to
Africa until the Germans were defeated there.
Diana knew from the cable her father had sent her six days earlier
that Pierre had only recently left London. In her next letter to her father,
written on 14 July she mentioned—rather belatedly—that she ‘gave a
Free French tea here in Laguna on May 12th’ and that she was able to
send to the Relief Committee in New York ‘a large case filled with soap,
tooth brushes, sunglasses, razor blades, etc. that I collected at my talks’
in Long Beach. But she also said she was sending back to New York the
Free French merchandise that she had been selling in her shop in Laguna.
She mentioned receiving from Pierre some photos, including ones signed
by de Gaulle and General Legentilhomme, which he must have posted
shortly before leaving London. Finally, Diana was excited to tell her
father that she was ‘going up to Hollywood’ on 26 July to help with a
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Benefit Tea for the Free French hosted by Annabella, the French wife of
Tyrone Power.
This letter crossed one that her father wrote two days later (16 July),
telling Diana that he was trying to help facilitate the immigration papers:
‘I have seen in London Mr. Foster Dulles from NY, who is flying back to
NY tomorrow…. He remembers you and Pierre,’ and Dulles was also
willing to help with with legal advice. Ten days later Mr. Mathias wrote
again to say that he had received a letter from Pierre, who had apparently
arrived in Lagos in time to celebrate the 14th of July with a representative of the Free French and Government House.
It took twelve days for news from Lagos, sent via England, to reach
Diana in California, and Pierre may have learned that sending post direct
ly to Diana would take even longer or be uncertain of arriving at all.
Since Diana had not yet resumed writing in her diary, we don’t know if
Pierre sent the same news to Diana.
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Chapter 22

PIERRE HAD BEEN AT THE ALBERT HALL on 18 June and Mr. Mathias reported that Pierre had left London by 22 June. He had received orders to
proceed to a ship in Glasgow. ‘The night before my departure for Glasgow,’ he wrote in his memoir, ‘she gave me a dog as a mark of her affection.’ ‘She’ was the delicate wife of a British officer who had asked
Pierre to ‘defrigidify’ her. He had tried for six weeks without success;
however, ‘my failure did not damage our tender reciprocal friendship….
The dog was of a rare species [probably Basenji], originating in the
Congo, whence a missionary had brought the dogs parents.’
Pierre always liked dogs, had no reluctance to accept this gift, and it
proved no problem during the train journey to Glasgow,
but at the Embarkation Centre an English naval officer declared that I
could not take my little dog on board. ‘Against regulations, but more importantly, if you are sunk by a torpedo, as is probable, then this rare beast
would be lost.’
‘I declare that I will not embark without my dog, which was given me
by General Legentilhomme and which I absolutely could not send back to
him.’
The officer tried for two hours to obtain instructions from London,
either from the Admiralty or from Legentilhomme. Very happily, the line
was blocked, and, either from war-weariness or because of the great sympathy that the English have for Free French madmen or the English love of
dogs—the kind officer allowed us to embark.

Pierre’s ship was not torpedoed, though the convoy was ‘several
times attacked, never hit’. There was one stop at Freetown when they
were not allowed to go ashore and another when they could visit Lagos,
where he wrote to his father-in-law about celebrating Bastille Day at
Government House. Pierre didn’t mention that in his memoir, but wrote
that at Lagos he was put in charge of fifty tirailleurs who had fled from
Guinea—part of ‘French West Africa’ was still under Vichy control—to

Map IV: Pierre in Africa
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Britain’s colony, Nigeria. A few days later they disembarked at the major
port in ‘French Equatorial Africa’, which had rallied to de Gaulle.
With my dog on a leash I descended from the cutter at Pointe Noire. To my
surprise twenty little yellow dogs with white paws—all cousins of my dog
—gathered on the quai and whined (because they don’t bark). I’d gone to a
lot of trouble to bring from England to Africa a little dog that was truly a
native.

The dog’s fate is unknown, but Pierre handed over his tirailleurs to
the local Commandant. Pierre found the climate cooler than he’d known
for many days, ‘and I had the joy of finding in a tailor’s shop a proper
marine-blue uniform jacket with golden-anchor buttons…so I was Colonial soldier, at least in costume.’ He then dined on very good oysters,
which he hadn’t expected, before taking the Congo-Ocean railway 500
kilometres to Brazzaville, to find Général Leclerc.
At the town’s military HQ, Pierre presented his route orders to an
elderly lieutenant sitting at a desk and asked to be received by General
Leclerc. The lieutenant said he would speak with the General’s orderly
and asked him to take a seat. Pierre suddenly recognized the lieutenant:
he’d been battalion Adjutant at the Bicêtre when Pierre was recruited in
1926. They shared a couple stories and the lieutenant said he would never have expected him to become a captain.
Then the orderly—a captain, colonial administrator, and nevertheless
amiable comrade—introduced me to General Leclerc de Hauteclocque.
Through Legentilhomme and some telegrams, I had some idea about
this officer. ‘A good riding instructor at St. Cyr Military School when I was
second-in-command there, very go-ahead; I am recommending you to him
for operations in Fezzan or anywhere else.’ Such was Legentilhomme’s
opinion, who wrote Leclerc a laudatory letter about my character. We knew
him, otherwise, in the offices on account of his effective mania to promote
himself one or two ranks when, while rallying Cameroon to de Gaulle, he
had to negotiate on an equal footing, first with the Commandant in charge
of Douala, then with the Colonel commanding the whole of the Cameroon
Territory. London always hastened to ratify these self-promotions. Legentilhomme, on the contrary, had happened, unfortunately, to make him a
brigadier on the first operation in North Chad, and Leclerc dismissed the
very notion in an insolent telegram. He only accepted the promotion after
Koufra, and only because the breadth of his responsibilities made neces285

sary his pre-eminence over all the other superior officers of the various
forces raised in Free French Africa.

Philippe de Hauteclocque was
born in 1902 near the Somme to a
long line of minor nobility who
regularly served in the armies of
France. Philippe was too young to
serve in the Great War (in which
his father was the only one of three
brothers to survive), but was educated at Saint-Cyr, then the Cavalry
School at Saumur, then after many
overseas postings, he was an instructor at Saint-Cyr. He married
the daughter of a baron and
fathered six children. When the
Germans invaded in 1940 Philippe
was chief of staff for an infantry
division and was soon placed in
charge of three infantry battalions.
He was captured twice but got away both times. Rejecting Pétain’s
Armistice, Philippe managed to join de Gaulle in London six weeks after
the latter’s famous ‘Appeal’. To protect his family he adopted his nom de
guerre, ‘Leclerc’, and de Gaulle sent him to French Equatorial Africa in
August 1940 (accompanied by René Pleven) to organise it for the Free
French. Leclerc used military force to topple the Vichy regime in Gabon,
and then was ordered by de Gaulle to Chad, Free French territory that
bordered Italian-controlled Libya. In the difficult terrain of the southern
Sahara, Leclerc attacked increasingly larger outposts of Italian troops. In
March 1941, after the capture of Koufra, Leclerc had his men swear an
oath that became famous: not to lay down our arms until the French flag
flew over the Cathedral of Strasbourg.
Leclerc had hoped to link up in the near future with the British
Eighth Army which was penetrating Italian North Africa and could solve
some of Leclerc’s supply and transport problems. But this was indefinitely postponed by the arrival in March 1941 of German forces, sent by
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Hitler to keep the Italians in the fight. The Afrika Korps was commanded
by General Rommel, who soon acquired a reputation as ‘The Desert
Fox’, although for Pierre he was forever guilty of massacring Pierre’s
beloved Senegalese troops at Airaines.
In August 1941 Leclerc was promoted Brigadier General and from
his headquarters in Brazzaville he began to make plans for a much larger
attack northward.
All this happened before Pierre began serving Legentilhomme in
London. In the spring of 1942—just as Pierre was becoming impatient to
get back into the field—Leclerc led another large raid into the Fezzan,
the southwestern part of Libya. A further advance had to be postponed
after Rommel’s success in driving the British back to Egypt (despite the
brave stand made by Koenig’s Free French troops at Bir Hakeim). Campaigning over long distances in the Sahara was virtually impossible in
the summer, which Leclerc spent trying to stockpile supplies of fuel and
water. While Leclerc was waiting for a cooler season and for some new
advance by the British against Rommel, Montgomery was preparing for
the next big battle—which would not take place until November, at El
Alamein.
This was Leclerc’s situation when Pierre showed up Brazzaville in
late July 1942.
‘What are you doing here?’ was the only answer when I presented myself, standing at attention. Decidedly, some generals did not offer you a
warm welcome.
‘I am obeying my marching orders, mon Général, and permit me to
deliver this word from General Legentihomme.’ He read quickly, keeping
me standing to attention.
‘Understand that I have a horror of recommendations and even more of
drawing-room officers.’ Silence, still standing at attention. ‘So, do you
know the desert?’
‘No, mon Général, but I shall learn, as you have done.’ He looked even
more displeased, but then, seeing my Croix de Guerre ribbon: ‘And you
won that under bombardment in London bombings.’
‘No, mon Général, during the battle on the Somme, at Airaines.’ On
hearing the name of this village, the General’s attitude changed. He was
well acquainted with Airaines—a family castle stood there—and we ended
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up tracing cousins from Picardy to High Normandy, through the de Belloy
and the de Franssu. He became kindly. ‘Just now, in the desert, I need only
experienced officers used to Africa. I don’t have time to prepare you, so I
am sending you to Cameroun, where the climate is good; you’ll be ready to
leave with the new battalions.’
I was not to meet Leclerc again until my discharge in 1945: he asked
me then to follow him to Indochina. I naturally declined, since I considered
this new war a “dirty” one, opposed to the spirit of the Brazzaville Conference.51

Pierre’s travel orders were to go by river to Bangui and then by road
to Yaoundé. Leclerc wished him a bon voyage: ‘You’ll see: going up the
Congo in a steamboat at dawn will make you grasp the heart of Africa.’
He had to wait ‘a few days’ for the first boat, so he visited Brazzaville’s
Botanic Gardens, ‘with their flowers so unusual for a French lover of
English gardens.’ He also made use of a letter of introduction he’d obtained from Albert de Vleeschauwer, the Belgian Colonial Minister, ‘who
I’d known in London and who had helped the Allies by putting the mineral riches of the Belgian Congo at their disposal.’ With this letter Pierre
was welcomed in Leopoldville after crossing the Stanley Pool from
Brazzaville in a large canoe manned by singing rowers. ‘The Museum of
African Art in Leo was, for me, an initiation and an approach toward the
Bantu religion and civilization.’
Pierre described his excursions during which he had encounters with
numerous people—singers whose rhythms reminded him of the Black
American jazz he heard at Zelli’s in Monmartre, merchants of various
trinkets, local artisans from whom he bought carvings in ivory and
ebony, hunters and fishermen, women carrying fresh fruit—and ‘they all
meant as much to me as my dear tirailleurs of the Somme.’ Everything
was penetrated by a particular odor of Africa, especially of the African
forest, very different from the smell of the countryside in Europe, particularly loved by city-dwellers like himself. In Africa the decomposing vegetation, the humid heat, the brilliant sunlight—‘it’s truly a melting-pot
of nature, life ceaselessly reborn from death, without seasons; and it is
partly because of this that the blacks are able to commune equally well
with both the vegetable and animal kingdoms.’
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Enchanted by everything he saw while travelling up the Congo river,
Pierre felt real joy as he landed at Bangui. The charming little town,
perched on a sharp bend in the river that forms the boundary with the
Belgian Congo, ran down from a command post to a very colonial hotel
whose patrons sat in its flower garden of bougainvilleas, canna lilies, and
hibiscus, watching a tame young lion—which, all the same, surprised
new-comers. ‘The military commander here was Colonel Barré—an old
friend of Legentilhomme—who warmly welcomed me.’ The obligatory
invitation to the mess brought Pierre into contact with Barré’s orderly, a
captain who invited Pierre to dine with him the next evening before going to a dance at the hotel. There the captain introduced Pierre to
Florence, a beautiful American woman in uniform, who was evidently
very amorous with her handsome captain.
After five or six days in Bangui, Pierre resumed his journey. Having
travelled over a thousand kilometres by river, he now covered another
thousand by road. At various stops—one a village called Bouar where
the locals grew potatoes, ‘a most rare vegetable in Africa’—he enjoyed
local entertainments. The music and dancing made him think again of
‘my friends on the Somme’. He wrote of his ‘love for Africa, to which I
remain, definitively, a faithful lover.’
Finally reaching Yaoundé Pierre
presented himself to the military commander of Cameroun, Colonel Claude
Chandon. In his late forties, Chandon
was tall and handsome, had served
valiantly in the Great War, ran a banana plantation in French Guiana,
which he had to leave when the authorities would not rally to de Gaulle.52 He
had arrived in Yaoundé—with his wife,
Rezy, ‘a grand lady…affable and courteous’—to take command a few weeks
before Pierre’s arrival. After learning
about Pierre’s duties in London—and
also suffering a lack of officers—
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Chandon decided to assign him to serve on his General Staff, to Pierre’s
exasperation. ‘We were never friends, but I served him as best I could,
until June 1943.’
The Chief of Staff, by contrast, was a charming lad who welcomed me in
the traditional colonial manner, that is to say, inviting me to his home. I
liked him even more because he had a girl-friend with admirable legs, who
loved dancing, and suffered, as did so many European women, from the
erotic influence of the climate. She very quickly became my ‘Mme Commandant’, as she was called by my faithful orderly, [Mekambo], a Baya
from Batouri.53 Our difficulties of arranging meetings were sometimes alleviated by a good Lieutenant—a missionary in his status, charged with
censoring letters—who let me use his lodging when he was away on an
intelligence mission against the outdated Vichyites in their posts in the
bush. On one occasion he returned inopportunely, but ‘Not seen, not
caught,’ as the Legionnaires say.

Colonel Chandon gave Pierre two delicate missions. The first was to
convert some Vichy sailors captured in Gabon to the Free French cause.
They were held in ‘an insalubrious camp badly run by a moron with the
mentality of a prison warder.’ Pierre chatted with the senior officer
among the prisoners, but there was no meeting of minds. Pierre managed
to arranged better sanitary conditions and rations for his unfortunate
compatriots, and, after going through accounts of the ‘warder’ and noting
the least irregularities, he had man relieved of his command.
The second task was to find more potential officers for a new battalion. ‘The Colonel desired, quite naturally, to raise a brigade that he
could lead into battle, perhaps earning himself a couple stars.’ Pierre examined all the personnel files and reported that, alas, all the suitable
Europeans had already left with battalions that had been trained earlier.
All that remained were some disabled men and missionaries, both Catholic and Protestant.
Leclerc, when he’d taken over Cameroun, had already promised the Bishop
of Yaoundé, Mgr. René Graffin, that he would not call up missionaries who
are ‘more useful to France in their missions than wearing a uniform.’ But
while making my report to the Colonel, I asked, ‘Are you not afraid of difficulties with the Monsignor? You know, he’s an Alsatian and curiously
germanophile, and, since the armistice, he’s had new catechisms printed in
German to replace those in French.’
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Pierre was either confused or misleading about this, but his representations moved Colonel Chandon to ask: ‘In the files, how many Catholic missionaries are there?’54
‘Around thirty.’
‘And Protestants?’
‘Eighteen.’
‘Then there are more than enough to make up a cadre of twenty officers
and NCO’s for a new battalion. The execution is your responsibility.’

Pierre courteously requested an audience with the Bishop and explained to him that the conversations with General Leclerc had, unfortunately, been rendered obsolete by wartime necessities. ‘It’s scandalous,’
said the Bishop. ‘A French officer who does not keep his word!’
Pierre tried to deflect his anger by asking if the Bishop could help
him to find some French dictionaries because he was particularly interested in instructing his tirailleurs. The Bishop calmed down long enough
to direct Pierre to the supplier, but still refused to allow his priests to be
mobilized. ‘Monsignor, permit me to suggest a compromise. I will
choose six Protestant pastors and you will furnish fifteen brothers or
priests among those least useful to your missions.’ Graffin grumbled his
acceptance, but also warned, ‘I will inform General de Gaulle, and this
will cost you and your Colonel!’ Pierre left without kissing the ring
which he had done, ‘purely out of politeness,’ on his arrival.
After Pierre related all this, Chandon said, ‘I have another job for
you, Bosmelet, you infidel! Arrange a palaver between Chamaulte and
the priests. Of course, his rubber is vital to the war, but I’ve had complaints that he doesn’t allow his workers to attend Mass on Sundays.’
Pierre had already heard much about Henri Chamaulte, the most important rubber planter in the Sanaga valley. He was a decade older than
Pierre, had won a Croix de Guerre in the last war, gave important aid to
Leclerc as he rallied Cameroun to de Gaulle, and was generally reputed
to be a great man in the old colonialist tradition, unscrupulous but, in his
own way, paternalistic toward his workers. Pierre went to visit
Chamaulte, who
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received me like the lord that he was, and when I asked him to make some
gesture to calm the religious authorities, Chamaulte said: ‘They fuck me
around with their damned pieties, but the fact is that my boys are either
Muslims or fetishists; in any case, they’re not “good Christians”.’
‘And you, Monsieur Chamaulte?’
‘I don’t believe in God or the Devil, and I fight the war in my own way
by furnishing all the rubber I can.’ In the end he promised to give his
workers Sunday mornings off.
‘Naturally you’ll stay for dinner, mon Capitaine; and you’ll have the
joy of seeing a curé and a pastor while you’re here.’

A little later, after introductions were made and Pierre paid his respects to the men of God, they all enjoyed a magnificent dinner: local
prawns, a giant African threadfin (known as a poisson Capitaine), and
antelope cutlets, with fine wine and champagne. Everything went well in
the old colonial style as the the liqueurs arrived with the magnificent
African maître d’hôtel who presented boxes of cigars.
The missionaries helped themselves just as Chamaulte thundered, ‘What
about lighting them?’ The maître d’hôtel struck his forehead for forgetting
and shook his service bell. Immediately four young black girls, perfectly
naked, entered, waggling their bottoms, all of which seemed to shock no
one. Each of the girls had inserted a lighted candle into her posterior. And
Colonel Chandon had no more complaints on the subject of the Chamaulte
plantation.
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Chapter 23

LATE ONE MORNING Pierre heard a racket coming from the Colonel’s office, two doors down from his. As he approached the doorway he saw a
huge and rowdy character wearing a sergeant’s stripes, twirling around
and swinging a whip as he sent papers and what-nots flying off the Colonel’s desk. Chandon sat impassibly while the sergeant shouted, ‘I’ll
have my petrol, or I’ll set it all on fire!’
‘Bosmelet,’ said Chandon, ‘come in here at once and put this individual under close arrest. Take him away!’
The operation did not seem so simple to me. The sergeant, still armed
with his whip, now turned toward me: ‘And you: bugger off!’
‘Let’s go, my friend; you’re a bit agitated, which is hardly surprising in
this heat. Come with me for a whisky in the mess and you can explain
what’s wrong.’ To my great relief the sergeant followed me, no doubt because he was thirsty. He was a Legionnaire who came from Chad at the
head of a convoy searching for a place that could provide fuel for Leclerc’s
current operation. My Colonel, as any chief in his place would have been,
was extremely protective of his petrol allocation, and he shilly-shallied
because the sergeant’s paperwork was not entirely perfect.

The sergeant knew the importance of his mission and bridled against
what seemed to him like stalling over trifles. With Pierre he calmed
down, and Pierre put his papers in order and, after dinner, went to obtain
the Colonel’s signature.
‘You have the man under close arrest? You’ll be testifying because I’m
going to put him in front of a Council of War.’
At the end of an hour of respectful pleading, I made the Colonel accept
that, in any case, Leclerc must be satisfied, that only the sergeant was capable of leading his drivers to Fort Lamy, and that he’d simply had a bout of
‘jungle fever’ while drinking too much. The sergeant and the convoy left
the same night and the Council of War was avoided.

During this time Pierre met Raphaël Saller,
governor of Yaoundé province at the time. Born in
Martinique, Saller had trained in colonial service,
but was now rather bored after being dispossessed
of much of his power for the duration of the war
by the military, namely Colonel Chandon. Saller
was a few years older than Pierre, but they developed a close camaraderie. ‘A thorough womaniser, Saller frequently organized rather wild
parties in Government House and I was always
invited. We sometimes shared some good-looking
European visitors found hanging around the railway turn-table in
Yaoundé.’ Pierre admired Saller’s intelligence and his brilliance as an
administrator, and was disappointed that Saller was transferred to Djibouti in December 1942 when French Somaliland finally came under de
Gaulle’s control.
A rare chance to date one of Pierre’s activities occurred when ‘One
beautiful day de Gaulle passed through the Cameroun and, naturally,
there were ceremonies and the presentation of notables to the General’:
de Gaulle, on his third tour of Free French troops in the Levant and
Africa, visited Yaoundé on 16 September. At the reception Pierre stood
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near Colonel Chandon as the General shook hands with the guests who
filed past. Pierre had previously made arrangements with the friendly
lieutenant who was responsible for censorship to ensure that no letters or
telegrams from Bishop Graffin regarding the mobilisation of priests
reached de Gaulle or anyone of any importance. But Pierre still had forebodings of some hitch during de Gaulle’s visit. The Bishop was among
the first to be presented to the General. Pierre, knowing de Gaulle’s level
of piety, was not surprised to see him kiss the Bishop’s ring, but he was
delighted when, according to Pierre’s memoir, the Bishop said, ‘“Mon
Général, I must protest. A French officer has broken his word and—”
“Enough. Attention, dismissed,” said de Gaulle, cutting him. One can
imagine the discreet jubilation felt by Governor Saller and me, among
others.’
*
From somewhere rumours began concerning a possible aggression
against Cameroun by Spanish Guinea. Supposedly two thousand
‘Moros’—native troops recruited in Spanish Morocco—were on the
frontier, three hundred kilometres south of Yaoundé, preparing to attack.
Colonel Chandon wanted to send a strong force to the frontier district of
Ambam and, since most of his officers had been able to join the battalions sent off to the Fezzan or Djibouti and he had no career Captains
with experience under fire, he placed Pierre in charge but also made him
the civil administrator for the district since the last one had also gone off
with Leclerc. He told Pierre that the military threat was more important
than the civil administration, and that there was no need for Pierre to
make reports for the Regional Administrator or for the Governor—who
were ‘mere civilians.’
On a quick drive down to Ambam General Chandon accompanied
Pierre to the Ntem River, thirty kilometres north of the border with Spanish Guinea. A bridge was under construction, and Chandon said, ‘Bosmelet, this is a strategic bridge. It’s an absolute priority to have it finished so
we can transport reinforcements if necessary. There’s a Public Works officer who’s in charge on the technical side. Help him to keep his workforce well-provisioned.’
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While based in Ambam Pierre met a Sub-Lieutenant, Félix Soulier. A
colonial administrator before the war, Soulier had only just finished the
officer-training course in Brazzaville when he had temporarily been put
in charge of the troops Chandon had sent down. The Governor of
Cameroun, Pierre Cournarie, no doubt to annoy Chandon, had also put
Soulier in charge of the administration of the district. He was only a year
younger than Pierre, who judged him to be ‘very independent and full of
imagination.’
Since Pierre outranked Soulier, he wanted to take charge of the troops
and hand over all of the civil administration to Soulier. However, Soulier
replied, ‘Mon Capitaine, I refuse to busy myself with the district, a job I
know too well. I want to look after the command of the troops, which is
something I need to learn about. You take the district, about which you
know nothing. In this way we’ll both be approaching our problems with
an open mind.’
Pierre agreed, enjoyed ‘excellent camaraderie’ with his subordinates,
and admired Soulier’s benevolent firmness in handling the men. ‘Soulier
was one of the rare administrators who really liked the Africans, and the
tirailleurs worked happily under his orders’
Mekambo, Pierre’s excellent orderly, assisted as he toured the district
and got to know which tribes made up the population and how they related to those in Guinea and Gabon. Then Pierre arranged a visit to the
Captain of the Spanish forces across the border. Spanish was not one of
Pierre’s languages, and the Captain had none but Spanish, yet with some
hesitant Latin they established friendly relations. Pierre let the Captain
take whisky across the border tariff-free as well as some magnetos, and
in return he supplied Pierre with some tires, port and sherry, and conserves of shell-fish. The returns filed with the Governor were quietly accepted because of the strategic need for tires. Pierre invited the Spanish
Captain for dinner at his command post, let him review the troops, and in
return Pierre paid two more visits to the Spanish territory. He never saw
any sign of the ‘two thousand Moros’, and reported so to Colonel Chandon.
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While in Ambam Pierre tried to make improvements: the lanes were
swept clear of dead palm fronds; in the river a bathing pool was enlarged
(and soon invaded by a village of lepers); and in the rubber market he
cracked-down on Africans weighting their loads with rocks and the Lebanese and Syrian traders falsifying their scales. Pierre watched the construction of the bridge making little progress and decided that the food
provided for the work-force was leaving them undernourished. He reprimanded the manager sharply and arranged to have two elephants
butchered every month and fair payments for the women who baked the
loaves made out of tapioca. Pierre earned the confidence of the native
chiefs in the cantons, often receiving them at his table, and took pride in
his new role as administrator.
One night Mekambo woke Pierre up at one o’clock: ‘Mon Capitaine,
there’s a woman here who asks to see you.’ Pierre grumbled until he saw
on his porch a poor girl, heavily pregnant. There was no doctor for fifty
kilometres; Pierre rushed to wake up his cook, set a lot of water boiling,
and carried the woman to his bed, where eventually appeared a still-born
infant. Mekambo translated the young girl’s tale: that even while pregnant she had to work in the fields; the manager at the bridge-construction
site tried to steal her basket of tapioca without paying her; and when she
tried to run away he’d thrashed her and left her where she fell. ‘She then
dragged herself thirty kilometres to find me, the Good White Man. This
was the occasion for one of my great fits of rage.’
At dawn Pierre took a corporal and six men in a truck in order to
seize the manager, tie him up like a sausage, and throw him into Ambam’s prison. He then sent reports to Governor Cournarie and Colonel
Chandon, asking them to take the prisoner off his hands because he felt
quite capable of killing him. ‘A nervous telegram from Chandon said it
was too bad about the loss of a black baby, but asked how I would finish
the bridge without a technical agent.’
Pierre showed the telegram to Soulier, one of whose sergeants,
Chalot, was an expert on forests and full of useful advice, having seen
other bridges being built during his civilian career. They cut enough trees
to form a deck, then covered it on all sides with twice as much concrete
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as necessary. By the time they finished Pierre was certain that their
bridge was one of the most solid ones in Cameroun.
Eventually Chandon decided Pierre was too inclined to be an administrator than a soldier, and the Spanish danger had evaporated, so Pierre
was reassigned to Douala to facilitate the movement of supplies and men
toward Yaoundé as Chandon tried to build up his ‘brigade.’ ‘A quick trip
to Yaoundé and time—all too little—to revisit “Mme Commandant” with
the lovely legs, and also to arrange for Soulier to be dispatched to Douala
because he was longing to be in a city again rather than in the bush.
Then, accompanied by Mekambo, I took the train down to Douala.’ Governor Cournarie had his seat in Douala, which Pierre described as ‘a
large city, port, and the lung of Cameroun.’
Pierre’s memoir then describes the beginning of a new love-affair,
though the woman remains unidentified.
With the introduction of a bad husband but good comrade, I made the
acquaintance of a woman called the ‘Joan of Arc’ of the A.F.L. because she
actively participated in rallying Brazzaville during the ‘Three Glorious
Days’. Ignored by a drunk and eccentric husband, this delightful bit of history was bored. I set myself to distract her.

‘A.F.L.’ equals Afrique française libre, and the ‘Three Glorious Days’
were 26-28 August 1940, when most of Afrique Equatoriale Française
acknowledged the leadership of de Gaulle.
For lodging Pierre had a pleasant villa by the river, near Government
House and across the street from a more beautiful house built during
German rule in the city. The occupant was a high personage in the Magistracy who came to the house openly with the charming wife of another High Functionary from a different department. Pierre often met up
with them for bridge or ping-pong, for they had a table in their garden,
which was otherwise neglected and over-flowing with weeds.
The European women had put in place an excellent system of convenient ‘safe houses’ for their escapes. Those from Douala simply could not
have their hair done anywhere but Yaoundé, and the reverse was true for
the darlings from Yaoundé. Thus they could, without scandal, absent themselves from their conjugal domaines and share their charms with the poor,
celibate officers at each terminus. ‘Jeanne d’Arc’—called ‘Mme Capitaine’
by Mekambo—often did me the honour or sharing my siesta time. But one
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day a telegram from ‘Mme Commandant’ announced she was coming
down from Yaoundé to see her hairdresser, and would stay with me for a
week.

Pierre knew the train times and felt he could see Mme Capitaine in
the early afternoon and still receive Mme Commandant in the evening. ‘I
warned Mekambo that it absolutely must not happen that the two women
meet each other in my villa.’ Regretably, the train ran short of coal and a
car was ordered that transported Mme Commandant more swiftly than
expected, in fact while Mme Capitaine was still in the bath before departing. Mekambo answered the knock on the door.
‘Tell your Captain that I’m here.’
‘Madame, the Captain is not here.’
‘It makes no difference. Let me in and I’ll wait for him.’
‘No, madame, you cannot come in. You can rest at the Lido or the
Grand Hotel.’
I could hear my faithful servant struggling, like a bayonet against a
cannon. She left, shouting about the imbecility of negroes. ‘Mme Capitaine’, rather unhappy, rapidly got dressed and returned to her home. I
congratulated my excellent Mekambo, but later that day I perceived a veritable wave of taxis approaching when the two ladies, not finding me in
town or at the barrack, desired to solve the mystery. I sprinted across the
road, arriving breathless at the home of the High Magistrate, and said to
him: ‘Just let me hide myself in the grass under the ping-ping table: I’m in
danger of an attack by panthers.’ This understanding man and his lover hid
me as long as necessary, and I lost forever my two little lovers.

In most ways life in Douala was as cheerful as in Yaoundé, ‘except
that the tone of some of the wives of the High Functionaries was a bit
stiff.’ Pierre described a ‘gaffe’ he committed on 11 November 1942. As
guests arrived for the jour d’armistice ceremonies he was supposed to
have his men present arms when the car carrying Governor Cournarie’s
wife arrived. When Pierre saw a car with a fanion fluttering and a rather
large woman sitting behind the chauffeur, he ordered the salute before
realizing the woman was the wife, not of the Governor, but of another
High Functionary. ‘The two women were as fat as each other, so naturally I had seen them as rarely as possible and felt the error was understandable.’ In the end he had to apologize to both women, one of whom,
on hearing his excuses, said, ‘Besides, I’m not as ugly as she is!’
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Around this time Pierre encountered an old acquaintance, Jacquelin
de la Porte des Vaux, a Free French naval officer and ‘an entirely mad
and charming comrade.’ Jacquelin was born in Paris, four years after
Pierre, the son of a banker of noble origins, so naturally the Bosmelets
knew the family. Pierre had run into him several times recently in London—Jacquelin seemed to know most of the Volontaires Françaises girls
at Moncorvo House and had become a great friend of Raymonde Jore,
who later devoted six pages of her book to him. Pierre’s abiding memory
was of ‘a reception in the office of the First Lord of the Admiralty at
which Jacquelin looked with horror upon some pieces of bread with fois
gras on them—because it was Friday—then scraped the meat from two
of them and replaced it with some goldfish, making a sandwich, which
he ate.’ Pierre didn’t mention it, but Jacquelin was famous for having
some cartes de visite made up which included the words:
Vicomte Jacquelin de La Porte des Vaux,
definitive title.
Capitaine de Corvette, provisional title
Chevalier de la Légion d’honneur,
posthumous title.
The joke was that he did in fact have the Légion d’honneur, for heroic deeds at the time of
Dunkirk, when at one stage he was left for
dead.
Now in Douala Jacquelin was as crazy as ever. He asked Governor
Cournarie for some paint so he could spruce up his corvette before he
would be required to provide a passage for General de Gaulle. The response was that there was no paint available in Douala for the purposes of
the Navy. Jacquelin then went with some of his crew and broke into a store
in the port. He was then able to explain his behaviour by saying to the
Governor: ‘You told me you had no paint, Monsieur le Gouverneur, and I
could not doubt your word: but now I’ve sorted things out.’ De Gaulle later
congratulated him on the fine presentation of his ship and never knew that
it was the result of a burglary.

*
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Pierre’s memoir continued the narrative of his months in Cameroun
for several more pages, but three pages beyond the point just reached,
that narrative was interrupted by the insertion of two pages, clearly written after the main narrative had been completed, but typed with the same
typewriter on the same kind of paper. Pierre must have had difficulty deciding how to include this story, which began: ‘In the spring of 1943 the
worst drama in my life occurred.’ But this ‘drama’ had an earlier cause:
on 28 December, 1942, after a separation of fifteen months, Diana and
the children arrived in Douala.
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Chapter 24

INEVITABLY, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN a bright, sunny morning when Diana
drove up to Brentwood and
parked on Saltair Avenue near
the beautiful home of Mr and
Mrs Tyrone Power. Diana was
one of a large group of women
who had been fundraising
throughout California for the
Free French Relief Committee
and who now arrived at the
appointed time to learn how
they were to assist at this
grand event.55 Diana would
have tried her best to chat with
Annabella herself in French,
and whether or not she had the
opportunity to speak with Tyrone Power, just seeing him in
person would have been a sufficient thrill.
In a letter to her father on 30 July Diana mentioned that a gold ring
worn by a sailor at the battle of Midway was auctioned. Various sources
report the presence of Joan Crawford, Gary Cooper, Fred MacMurray,
Claudette Colbert, and many others, ‘each one with a stall where their
personal belongings were sold…; painter Moïse Kisling offered for auction one of his oil paintings.’ Other celebrities included Carole Landis,
Rudy Vallee, June Haver, Lana Turner, Gene Tierney, Linda Darnell,
Merle Oberon, Sir Alexander Korda, Jack Benny, Henry Fonda, Don
Ameche and Edward G. Robinson. Tyrone Power and Ingrid Bergman

sold autographed photos and Joan Crawford auctioned her favourite negligée.
Diana told her father she was disappointed that Charles Boyer did not
appear (although a report mentioned that ‘Charles Boyer offered his own
engraved cigarette case’). Diana did note that California Governor Culbert Olson was present and made a speech. Another report described an
outdoor dance floor and an orchestra, and ‘tickets were sold even for refreshments.’ Diana may have been involved with the refreshments since
she told her father that she ‘arranged for tea to be brought to the table of
Louis B. Mayer, and was asked for my autograph’—which suggests he’d
been informed that she was the ‘Baronne de Bosmelet’. She also told her
father that the garden party raised $5,000.
The rest of Diana’s letter mentioned that she was about to give her
seventh talk to a ladies’ group in Long Beach on 5 August, but was having difficulties getting a sponsor for immigration. There were problems
with the Vichy consul in Los Angeles, and complications with having to
register Hélène on the French quota. It was probably a few days later
when Diana received her father’s letter of 24 July, providing the news
that Pierre had arrived in Lagos some time before 14 July. Diana might
have wondered if her father deliberately delayed the news since he could
have sent a telegram. Mr. Mathias posted another letter on the last day of
August, congratulating Diana on the $5,000 raised at Mrs. Power’s house
and thanking her for the clipping from the Long Beach Telegraph about
her latest lecture: he sent a copy of it to Madame de Gaulle.
Less than a week after her father’s letter arrived Diana and the children boarded a train for New York where she arrived sometime before 16
September. It is unknown when she informed her father about the move.
She was defying her father’s (and her brother, Tony’s) fervent wishes,
and she would later express considerable relief when she felt she managed to restore relations with her father.
In her memoir Diana endeavoured to explain her actions:
I adored Pierre and kept on thinking maybe he will get killed and I shall
never see him again. Also, I was so appalled at the American children’s
hooligan manners, playing Red Indians and shouting and running through
my bungalow at Laguna Beach (with me naked in the douche) and the idea
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of Gentien behaving likewise, and how could I stop him once he went to
school, horrified me so much I could…[illegible]…after I wired Pierre I
went to San Francisco to give one of my lectures on the Free French and de
Gaulle. Set off for NY with two infants towards end of Sept. 1942 [In fact,
before 16 Sept.], accompanied by Madeleine Mass, a French friend from
my village in Normandy who had been living with me and helping with the
children. There at least I thought I could find out how to get to the
Camerouns. I was so afraid Dad might go to de Gaulle in London and ask
him to cancel my special permission from General [Pierre] Marchand [military commander of the French Camerouns].

No reference to any application to General Marchand appeared in her
correspondence with her father. However, among Diana’s papers was an
unaddressed draft or record of a letter, entitled ‘Re: Baroness Soyer de
Bosmelet and her two Children,’ initialled by Diana and dated 22 Sept.
1942. The statement mentioned that Captain Bosmelet is now with the
Fighting French, stationed at Yaoundé, French Camerouns, and it ended:
‘Therefore Diana de Bosmelet earnestly begs to be allowed to go to the
Cameroons with her two children.’ If this is an application to someone
such as General Marchand, then perhaps Diana only received the advice
to write it after she had arrived in New York.
Before Diana began using a new diary in December 1944, having
filled the last page of the first surviving diary, she left some loose papers
folded at the back of the old diary. One sheet bore the title ‘Gentien’s
Sayings’, and included a story that began, ‘On hearing we were leaving
Laguna for Africa….’ The same story appeared in Diana’s later memoir,
though told in a more logical form:
…Gentien was 3 and 1/2 years old and was thrilled. I bought him a globe
to show him where we were going to join Daddy. Gentien, put feathers in
his curly hair, and jumped on the bed trying to learn to fly. He explained,
using globe: ‘We must travel by train first, and if that breaks down I can
get out and run. Then a ship, and if that breaks down I can swim; but then
we take an aeroplane, but if that breaks down I can’t fly, which is why I
must learn to fly.’56

*
Diana reached New York by 16 September, the date on a letter she
wrote from the Hotel Ruxton, at 50 West 72nd Street. In her memoir Diana’s first action after arriving in New York was to go to the Free French
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Committee. ‘They said I and the children would have to get vaccinated
for yellow fever, typhoid, para-typhoid, & smallpox. But how I could get
to the Camerouns they had no idea.’ Diana had the vaccination before the
children did.
I was told it only happened to one in a thousand, but it happened to me: the
yellow fever vaccination took. I became delirious and felt as if I was soon
to die. Lasted 24 hours. I was loath to put my two little babes through such
an ordeal. (I did, they were not too ill.) There still remained the great problem: how to get to the Camerouns.

Diana soon learned that there was no suitable passenger service
available between New York and French Equatorial Africa—and little on
other transatlantic routes—for the same military reasons that had delayed
Diana’s escape from Lisbon nearly two years before.
When her father’s influential friends could do little to help, it was
apparently Diana’s own idea to write to the wife of the President of the
United States, which she did on 16 September. ‘Mrs. Roosevelt seemed
very sympathetic and to be all powerful in those days,’ Diana wrote in
her memoir. ‘I had a letter of introduction to her so in desperation I decided to write to her to ask for an interview.’ The letter of introduction
(evidently enclosed with Diana’s hand-written letter, but not preserved)
was ‘from René Le Roy, which he wrote for me when we were both in
Marseille some time ago.’ Le Roy was a famous ‘flautist who accompanied me at a recital given in mother’s drawing room at Berkeley Square,’
probably around 1934. Le Roy paid many visits to American and had
performed in front of Mrs. Roosevelt. The letter of introduction may
have helped: Diana’s wish for an interview was granted,
and I was told to find her at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel at 3pm. I reminded
Gentien how to kiss the ladies’ hands in the true French manner. Dressed
up Hélène, and armed with photographs, accompanied by a friend to watch
the children, we waited. Eventually Mrs. Roosevelt emerged from a lift &
looked around and recognizing her I pushed forward. Gentien duly kissed
her hand for which needless to say she was not prepared. I told her I
wanted to get to Camerouns, & didn’t know how to…Could she help?
Showed her photos of Pierre, madly thinking that as he was so handsome
the sight of him would melt her heart. However, she told me that I must
write to her about it & and she would see what could be done. And disappeared in another elevator.
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Three weeks later Diana ‘received an answer, suggesting a Norwegian boat going from America to Belgian Congo, but on inquiry they refused to have a woman and children as they had no proper doctor on
board.’ Presumably the Belgian Congo appeared less like a ‘war-zone’
than neighbouring Cameroun. But it was only one week (not three) after
her first letter that Diana wrote a second, on 23 September, this time using a typewriter. After referring to Mrs. Roosevelt’s ‘memo’, Diana’s letter said that ‘at your suggestion the Belgian consul is asking his Embassy
in Washington to take the matter up with the State Department with a
view to seeing whether the regulation forbidding the West African Line,
in the transport of children, can be waived in my favour.’
But suddenly a different plan arose. ‘In the meantime my cousin, Ian
Wilson-Young, a diplomat from Rio de Janeiro was on leave with his
wife in New York.’ Ian, the son of Diana’s Aunt Hylda (née Wertheimer),
was born the same year as Diana. In Diana’s early twenties, according to
her memoir, she was not invited to join Hylda on a trip to Washingtion
(where Ian was third secretary) ‘because Ian and I were too fond of each
other.’ Now Ian came to her rescue. ‘We hit on the plan of going to Portugal, by a Portuguese neutral ship & from there then proceeding down
to Angola again in Portuguese Africa in Portuguese ships, and make our
way back to Brazzaville.’ In terms of the U-boats, far better to travel on a
neutral vessel than on a ship from Norway or Belgium, both under German occupation so possibly ‘belligerent.’
Around this time Diana sought the help of both Sir Robert Mayer and
John F. Thompson. Among Diana's papers is a letter Mayer wrote to her
father on 26 September. After praising ‘Dia’s sensible arrangements to
travel by neutral Portuguese shipping,’ he gave her a ringing endorsement, intended to bring father and daughter back into harmony. ‘This
very arrangement brings me to the next point: the extraordinary cool,
purposeful, determined way in which your daughter had handled
everything. It bodes well for all she wishes to undertake.’
A week later, on 2 October, Diana wrote to her father—possibly her
first letter to him since 29 August. It was addressed ‘C/o Dr J. F.
Thompson, 67 Wall Street, New York.’ After referring to ‘Robert Mayer’s wonderful letter’ and the ‘support of darling Dr. Thompson’, Diana
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felt emboldened to ask her father ‘to rescind ban on going to Africa.’ In a
P.S. she added, ‘Don’t bother getting the story published: I want to make
it into a book, and will go on writing whilst I am in Africa. It is such an
awkward length at the moment. Maybe I shall turn some of the incidents
into short stories. So glad you enjoyed it.’ Diana had sent a draft of what
she and Anthony Veiller had been writing before she left California.57
On 7 October Diana wrote to Mrs. Roosevelt a third time, asking her
for help to obtain a Portuguese Transit Visa, as she helped John
Latouche, who had mentioned it to Diana. John Latouche was a very
popular lyricist in American musical theatre, and how Diana met him is
unknown. Whether through the intervention of Mrs. Roosevelt or her
cousin, Ian, the Portuguese embassy issued Diana a visa, and she obtained a booking on the S.S. Nyassa, scheduled to return from Lisbon and
arrive at Baltimore in about ten days. On 25 October Diana wrote to the
Bank of America’s branch in Laguna, requesting that her dividend from
the International Nickel Company be paid to John F. Thompson. This
would pay for the booking and also fund the shopping spree on which
Diana now embarked.
‘It was quite difficult to find summer clothes in New York in
November, but I did find a sun helmet for myself but none yet for the
children. (I should have, of course, got them in California where it is
summer all year round),’ Diana wrote in her memoir. She also bought
‘Mary Chess beauty products…, various scents and four lipsticks.’ And
then, suddenly, we find evidence that Pierre did know about Diana’s decision to come to Africa before she arrived, weakening his later account
that ‘Brusquely my wife arrived from California…, I was neither consulted nor warned.’ Diana remembered her shopping spree in this way:
Then I had the good idea of buying a long mirror. It could be packed
between the mattresses that Pierre had requested. The mirror had many
adventures, remained in tact and was the envy of all the ladies of the
Camerouns, (the only one I believe in West Africa). Pierre wrote to say that
soap was very scarce and ‘Whatever you do bring French—or is it Dutch—
rubber caps, in quantities. You will be the most popular person in the
Army.’ So, I asked (in the drug store) for a large quantity. The man suggested a gross. ‘Oh no, 12 gross,’ said I, little knowing what a gross was, 12
dozen. You can imagine my husband’s and my own astonishment when the
cases were unpacked.
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Three interesting things happened in the last days before Diana and
the children left America. First, at some point Diana’s father advised her
to see Albert de Vleeschauwer, Belgian consul, and Diana wrote her
father that she ‘saw him an hour before leaving New York.’ It may be
that Vleeschauwer, a friend of both Mr. Mathias and Pierre who had been
sent on a long mission to America in May by the Belgian government-inexile in London, was able to make arrangements so that Diana was later
able to enter the Belgian Congo (rather than disembark at Luanda in Portuguese Angola) so she could travel to Léopoldville and thus be just
across the Congo River from Brazzaville, where perhaps she thought
Pierre might meet her. Probably none of Vleeschauwer’s friends knew
that he was in the U.S. in order to facilitate American access to sources
of uranium in the Belgian Congo.
In her memoir Diana also told a bizarre story: just before her departure she was asked some questions by some officials, and in her answers
she mentioned her previous sojourn in Lisbon and her awareness of proAlly and pro-Axis spies at the Hotel do Parque in Estoril:
I told all this to the American Safety Police 2nd bureau, when they questioned me before leaving with the result that they asked me to act as a spy
for them.58 My job was to report to them the feelings and actions of the
Swedish Consul, on board the ship to Portugal. Also to pass on any information I could when in Portugal.

Beyond this paragraph, there is no information on Diana’s career in espionage.
The S.S. Nyassa sailed out of Baltimore, and in a letter to her father
Diana mentioned that Sir Robert Mayer came down to see her off. She
and the children were on board by 30 October and the ship sailed for
Lisbon on 5 November.
‘The Portuguese ship seemed quite large and thank goodness the sea
was calm,’ Diana wrote as her memoir’s last reference to her preparations for reaching Africa. While Diana was at sea, and just a few days
before the Nyassa reached Lisbon on 24 November, a massive number of
British and American naval vessels sailed down from Britain to North
Africa for the ‘Operation Torch’ landings. This campaign, in which
American troops for the first time confronted German troops, would have
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a great impact on the war and Pierre de Bosmelet’s place in it. But for the
moment Diana was simply concentrating on reaching Pierre.
About the journey to Africa, Diana’s memoir no longer had to fill a
gap because for the first time in more than a year Diana made an entry in
her diary on 10 December 1942:
On board the Angola, about opposite Dakar
The journey from America on the Nyassa was most enjoyable. I only
had one week to wait in Lisbon. Two letters from Dad at British embassy.
He now seems reconciled & instead of saying how crazy now [that I’ve?]
made [it?] now says how brave how enterprising!

A letter dated 9 November may be one of those Diana found at the
Embassy. Mr. Mathias either hadn’t received or simply ignored the 2 October letter in which Diana told him not to bother trying to find a publisher for her book about her and Pierre’s experiences during the German
invasion of France. In fact he had approached Constant Huntington, the
American who served as London chief for Putnam and Co. Mr. Mathias
probably knew Huntington personally, for he had lived for decades in
Amberley House, West Sussex, only two miles from Bury. Huntington
tried to interest Frederick Muller Ltd., an independent publishing house
in London founded in the 1930’s. Unfortunately, ccording to Mr. Mathias’ letter, Muller did not wish to ‘use any of his scanty paper’ for her
book. War-time rationing of paper was a serious matter, but also the story
of France’s defeat was now more than two years old.
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On 30 November Diana let her father know she was planning to
leave Lisbon soon on the SS Angola, hoping to arrive at her destination
on 16 December. The Angola—another ‘neutral’ Portuguese ship—was
bound for Luanda. Rather than sail all the way to Luanda, Diana could

disembark near the mouth of the Congo River and travel up to Léopoldville (capital of the Belgian Congo) so she would be just across the river
from Brazzaville (capital of French Equatorial Africa). In her diary entry
on 10 December Diana noted that she had sent Pierre a cable on the 6th:
Arrive ‘Angola’ avec enfants et gouvernante Portuguese, a Zaire 18. Intentions aller Leopoldville. Cablez instructions. Agent. S. Tome.
‘Zaire’ was a name the Portuguese sometimes used for the Congo
River, and, by happy coincidence, Diana’s Portuguese governess, Madame Santiago, was born on the island of São Tomé, where Diana hoped
to find instructions from Pierre when the Angola arrived at the island.
Five days later, on 15 December 1942—at ‘10.45 pm’— she made her
second diary entry since leaving Lisbon: ‘I have just been dancing with
the “commissaire” the Purser. We are just on the Equator.’ The ship
probably reached São Tomé a day earlier than Diana had anticipated in
her cable, for she noted in her diary for ‘Thurs. 17’ that she had received
a ‘Telegram from Pierre instructing me to take a plane from Leopoldville
to Duala, where he will be waiting for me.’ Diana and the children probably had a chance to walk around São Tomé, for Diana added: ‘One just
has to wear a sun helmet (I managed to get two for the children in Lisbon).’
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On the sheet entitled ‘Gentien’s Sayings’ which Diana left folded at
the back of this particular diary, she wrote: ‘On arrival in Africa, as we
went up the Congo in the small launch that took us from the “Angola” to
Jazano, looking around at the palm trees and the sandy banks: “Maman,
c’est bien. It’s just as it should be.” A cable that Diana sent her father on
30 December mentioned arriving at Matadi, then flying from Léopoldville to Douala. Matadi is a ‘port’ on the Congo River, 148 km from its
mouth and the last point that is navigable, below the Livingstone Falls.
Diana’s next entry was the last for 1942: ‘28 Dec. Pierre met the plane at
Duala.’
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Chapter 25

DURING THE SECOND HALF OF 1942, while Pierre was adjusting well to
life in Cameroun and Diana was desperately struggling to reach Africa,
both of them thought Madame Soyer’s situation had improved because
the Germans had left Bosmelet. Back in February 1941, Pierre had (for
the second time) seen the German occupiers of the château with his own
eyes, but within three months they had left Bosmelet. In the Bosmelet
archive there is an official credit notice dated 19 June 1941 from SeineInférieure—as the département was then known—authorizing a payment
to Henriette Soyer, through the bank of ‘Germain Fourcade, 28 rue de
Naples, Paris’, of the sum of 30,320 francs, ‘due for the costs of furnishing the needs of the occupation forces.’ Madame Soyer no doubt made
good use of it to try to repair some of the damage caused by nearly a year
of occupation by German troops. She had reason to hope there would be
no further the occupation of her property.
How long that situation lasted, and how and when Pierre or Diana
learned about it is uncertain. Since Diana wrote nothing in her diary
between November 1941 and December 1942, we’re missing her occasional comments on letters or cables received from or sent to Pierre or
her father. Much of the evidence for this period comes from the unusual
survival of correspondence between Diana and her father. Diana was
busy looking after the children, writing presumably numerous letters to
Pierre, raising money for the Free French Relief Committee, and plotting
somehow to join Pierre, if not in England then in Africa, while trying to
assuage her father’s antipathy to this idea.
Just days before taking the plunge by leaving California for New
York, Diana wrote a letter to her father on 29 August 1942. Perhaps to
avoid discussing Africa, she mentioned that she had received ‘a few days
ago’ a wire from her mother-in-law that merely said ‘Tous bien’. Diana
sensibly assumed that Madame Soyer was simply letting Pierre and Di-

ana know that none of the family had been harmed during the Dieppe
Raid, which took place on 19 August. She may not have known that
Pierre was now in Africa—or even that he was no longer in California—
but she understood that Pierre would be concerned about the safety of his
two daughters who lived so near to Dieppe. Diana also told her father
that sometime after receiving the cable she also received from Madame
Soyer a letter, undated, but clearly written before the telegram: she mentioned looking forward to having the Monique and Béatrice spend their
holiday at Bosmelet between 15 August and 15 September. ‘So,’ Diana
told her father, ‘I am hoping they missed the commando raid.’
Nothing in Diana’s letter about the news from France suggests that
Bosmelet was again being occupied by the Germans. The idea of the
girls visiting for a month makes a German re-occupation of the château
seem unlikely. The fact that Madame Soyer’s cable—sent after her letter
but arrived first—also gave Diana ‘a new address to write to’ may not
have seemed odd to Diana, who provided no details in her letter to her
father. Perhaps Geneviève and the girls re-located to be further from
Dieppe; or it may concern a new third party address so that no letter referring to Pierre might fall into German hands. However, we now know
that when Madame Soyer sent that cable and letter Bosmelet was indeed
under German occupation again, and had been since at least July 1942,
and probably for several months before then. We know this because of a
document produced by Madame Soyer at some unknown date after the
war had ended. It was called ‘Ma Prison.’
Diana’s son, Robert de Bosmelet, told me in 2010 something about
his grandmother’s imprisonment by the Germans and said that it
happened in 1943 and that she did not return to Bosmelet after her release but instead went to live in her flat in Paris. A few months later
Renée Thierry, a farmer’s daughter on the estate and thirteen or fourteen
years old when Madame Soyer was imprisoned, recalled that Madame
Soyer was in prison from 31 October till Noël 1942, and that she came
back to the château, only to be expelled by the Germans much later, in
October 1943. Renée’s account, in the end, proved to be correct.
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Before dealing with the significance of Madame Soyer’s location
after her imprisonment, we should explore why the Germans incarcerated her.
*
Robert de Bosmelet provided me with a ten-page document entitled:
‘Ma Prison: récit par Henriette Soyer de Bosmelet.’59 It proved to be a
moving account of a woman experiencing not only a grave injustice
against herself but also an entirely new awareness of people in social
classes with which she had rarely if ever associated. Madame Soyer’s
courage and compassion shine through, but we can only deal with a
small portion of her story. Her account began:
I authorized a family from Dieppe, bombed out, to occupy a house near
the front gate where our chauffeur kept his furniture. The father came on
Saturday, René asked me to allow the 19 year-old daughter to come and
sleep, at the end of the week, in his bedroom since he and his wife were
occupying the room that belonged to my children, in order to preserve as
much as possible from being occupied by the Germans. This did not bother
me at all and helped the people because the gate house was very small. But
a short time later I noticed the girl, named Pierrette, chatting and laughing
familiarly with the soldiers whose so-called rooms she was sweeping. This
manner of behaviour did not please me, and on a beautiful day in July—
while carpenters worked in the château, putting up shelving needed for
departmental mortgage registers to be stored in my home—I heard cries
and laughter and so much noise that I looked out the window.

‘Pierrette’, was the niece of René Planquet (the ‘chauffeur’ married
to Marié, the cook).60 More important is the starting date: July (clearly
1942 from the context). In May 1942 it was nearly a year since the
R.A.F. had last bombed Dieppe, but in that month there were two small
raids and four more in the first week or so of June: the Allies were testing
the Germans’ defenses prior to the famous raid that would occur in August. And just as a family from Dieppe might be bombed out and in need
of refuge, so also some official buildings might have been ruined so that
records needed to be stored elsewhere.
Back to Ma Prison, where it is clear that Germans are once more in
residence at the château: Madame Soyer looked out the window and was
shocked.
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The girl was sitting astride a motorbike with her arm around the necks of
the soldiers admiring her legs. Angry, I cried: ‘It’s shameful for a French
girl to behave so, if these men haven’t killed her father or her brothers or
any relations, it’s only because they haven’t had the chance. She disgusts
me. Marié, tell that girl she can no longer sleep here.’

Problems naturally ensued as the incident was reported to the Germans’ commanding officer:
The commander of the occupying troops, who called himself Koupka and
said he was of Russian origins, arranged to meet me outside, approaching
me with a charming and entirely false smile, and asking if I would grant
him a favour.
‘I have no favours to give you: since you are living in my house, I am
nothing here.’
‘But Madame, we do not have permission to accommodate women.’
‘So?’
‘If you would rent a room to the young girl who does your housework,
it would be different.’
‘I’m not a landlady and I don’t do that other job.’
From that we finished speaking about the rain and the good weather.

The fact that the commander was of ‘Russian origins’ is a clue that
these troops were obviously not front-line soldiers. After the German invasion of Russia in June 1941 the German Commander-in-Chief in
France, von Rundstedt, protested at the stripping out of his best troops
for service on the Eastern Front and replacing them inferior units. These
replacements lacked transport and artillery and were made up of men a
bit too young or too old for normal service as well as ‘volunteers’ from
the Eastern Front who had been recruited into the German army from
among disaffected Czechs, Poles, Russians and Ukrainians who hated
Stalin and thought they were joining the winning side. Again, it is not
clear when they arrived at Bosmelet, but although such troops would
largely remain at their posts until the Allies invaded—and even then they
could scarcely manoeuvre due to the lack of transport. However, Captain
Koupka’s troops, as we’ll see, will be elsewhere long before D-Day.
It may have been only a few days after her tense conversation with
Captain Koupka when the Dieppe Raid took place on 19 August. There
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was heavy fighting less than thirty kilometres north of Bosmelet as six
thousand Allied troops, mostly Canadian, were landed on the coast. Their
goals were limited and few were achieved, but valuable lessons were
paid for as 60% of the men were killed, wounded or captured. Pierre’s
friend, Alain de Boissieu, was one of the few Free French troops involved. Pierre, by then in Africa, may not have heard what Madame Soyer must have: that Hitler, to make propaganda out of the Allied failure at
Dieppe, decided to thank the people of Dieppe for (supposedly) opposing
the Allied troops. He ordered the repatriation of any prisoners-of-war
who happened to be from the city of Dieppe, from among the hundreds
of thousands French soldiers held by the Germans. Based on lists submitted by French authorities, a thousand men were freed, many of whom
were not from Dieppe. Madame Soyer had many friends in Dieppe and
would know that virtually no one sided with the Germans during the
Raid. She herself was no doubt greatly relieved that her grand-daughters,
Monique and Béatrice, had arrived at Bosmelet on 15 August for a
month-long visit, though their mother, Geneviève, was presumably at
Wargemont, where she could have heard all the fighting. At Bosmelet
itself, the Raid must have unsettled Captain Koupka, knowing that if the
Allies had attempted an actual invasion through Dieppe, his small, illequipped, force would find itself no longer in a pleasant backwater, but
about to be overwhelmed.
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The Dieppe Raid may have delayed the subsequent result of Madame
Soyer’s confrontation with Captain Koupka: ‘On Friday 28 April 1942 I
was in my bedroom when my grand-daughter Monique burst in, completely distressed: “Mémé, Mémé, the German police want to see you.”’
This specific date suggests Madame Soyer consulted some old pocket
diary as she recounted her experience years later. Her account continued:
I entered the Salle de Dais where I found two policemen. One shouted
at me in German: ‘You say that we are dirty Boches, and you’re going to
see that that will cost you: tomorrow, 2 o’clock, the Gendarmerie of
Dieppe.’
‘Don’t shout so loud and talk such rubbish; I’ll go to Dieppe tomorrow.’
I turned my back on them. Beneath my window the girl and about 15 soldiers burst out laughing. The next day, while I was on the station platform,
I saw a German officer and the damsel descend from a car; the latter took
the train.

At the police station in Dieppe Madame Soyer was directed to a waiting room with ragged curtains and half-broken pieces of furniture. A tall
policemen sprawled on a tattered armchair, snoring loudly. She stared at
him in disgust for two hours. A door finally opened, and she was
summoned into a room which was bare apart from a table and five
chairs. She was told to sit in one, and four German officers in the other
chairs proceeded to fire questions and insults at her.
‘So, you’ve said that we are “filthy Boche”! You, you are a filthy
Frenchwoman. You’ve forgotten what it is to be young. You won’t accept
that a woman could be cheerful and friendly with us. You’ve never laboured, so you don’t understand that one needs to have some distraction.
You live off rents: how much land do you own?’

Charged with some real crime, or treated with some respect, Madame
Soyer might have deigned to reply, but ‘all these questions I opposed
with the most profound silence, and got back to Bosmelet on the last
train.’
That was not the end of it: three weeks later, on 19 September, Madame Soyer was summoned back to Dieppe. This time she was interviewed by a single German officer, who wasted no time.
‘You said that we were “filthy Boche”.’
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Madame Soyer decided to respond. ‘I’m not stupid enough to say it,
but I certainly think it.’
‘You are sentenced to two months in prison.’
She was told to report to the Bonne Nouvelle Prison in Rouen within
a fortnight. Returning to Auffay, Madame Soyer went to see the notaire
and good friend, Bernard Lecoeur, who advised a consultation with a
young lawyer in Rouen, Alain Crosson du Cormier, who often assisted
people in difficulties with the occupation authorities. She saw him on 22
September, and his questioning raised the point that Madame Soyer had a
minor lung problem: a medical examination might allow her to avoid the
imprisonment. ‘On 5 October I was summoned to a medical examination; I went to Rouen where a great devil of a German received me in an
empty room, told me to sit down, grabbed my head with both hands,
looked into my eyes for a moment, and then shouted “C’est bon!”’
On 22 October Maître Crosson wrote to tell Madame Soyer that she
would indeed have to serve the two month’s sentence. She did not have
to wait long before the Germans made the next move:
On Wednesday the 28th a motorcycle carrying two gendarmes pulled
up in front of the château steps. They announced that I had eight days to
report to the ‘Bonne Nouvelle’ prison in Rouen. As my little dog, Tokio,
gave me a worried look, one of the men played the good apostle: ‘Poor
little beast, how sad will you be without your mistress; when is she going
to leave you?’

‘Tomorrow,’ and I went to pack a bag.
*
At the end of October 1942, while Diana and her children were
boarding a train in New York to go to Baltimore and embark on the S.S.
Nyassa, Madame Soyer was arriving by train in Rouen to be imprisoned
because she annoyed the Germans.
‘I swore that I would not be too upset, and even decided that serving
two months in prison would be an interesting experience, and in any
case, it was a test one had to face up to.’ The family lawyer, Bernand Lecoeur, accompanied her, carrying one of her two suitcases, which were
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filled with a dozen hard-boiled eggs, two dozen prunes, two pots of jam,
six tins of liver pâté, and a packet of biscuits.
At Lecoeur’s suggestion, before presenting herself at the prison Madame Soyer met his friend, the priest at St. Sever and also prison chaplain, in case he might be of any help. Lecoeur also took her to the Prefecture, hoping the Prefect might be able to set aside her sentence, to no
avail.
Finally, after a good lunch, Lecoeur pushed my valise in a hand-cart
and escorted me to the prison. Then an enormous door, with a sinister look
I shall never forget, opened itself and then closed behind me with a frightening noise, making me jump. It was already dark outside, and now I was
blinded by the light of an oil lamp which swung in front of a figure.
‘Come on, step forward when called; here’s the registrar.’
‘What is your name? Have you any money, or jewelry? Sign here.’
A large woman draped in a cape said, ‘Follow me.’

The supervisor—French, but working for the Germans—walked
briskly along endless slippery corridors and entered a deathly cold room
which was not quite dark enough to prevent the new prisoner from seeing the water which ran down the walls. ‘Open your suitcase. Ah! A fork:
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not allowed. A knife: not allowed—and yet, this one seems rather delicate. I’ll allow it.’
‘This knife is a family souvenir,’ Madame Soyer wrote,’ a great grand
uncle, de Guitaut, used it in Prison during the Terror.’61
The supervisor then told her, ‘Pick everything up. I really don’t know
where to put you, maybe in a cell. No—too bad—in the infirmary. Follow me.’ The infirmary, it turned out, was the softer option, perhaps arranged for Madame Soyer by the chaplain.
She found herself in a small, black and filthy kitchen. Two women
were inside. One was slim and pretty, in a white blouse, putting curlers in
her hair. The other was fat and dirty, but had a welcoming smile as she
spoke. ‘Here is the bread. There’s nothing else to eat. You’re sleeping in
there.’ She gestured to a door. Madame Soyer opened it, and saw a long,
gloomy room containing two rows of beds along the walls. Bumping into
the beds as she groped along, all were occupied by women who swore at
her until she found an empty one against the far wall. She undressed with
a heavy heart and sought escape in sleep, only to be awakened repeatedly
as different women made their way to a bucket near her bed, where they
relieved themselves while others made rude comments, punctuated with
cries of ‘Quiet, we’re sleeping!’ Madame Soyer could hardly imagine
spending sixty nights in this place.
At 7 am the door into the kitchen opened, an electric light was put
on, and the fat woman—someone called her Dumouchel—came in
shouting jovially, ‘Good morning all, which of you is allowed juice?’
Madame Soyer was able now to examine the room, and saw that there
were several of these foul buckets, an unlighted stove in the middle of
the room, a cold radiator against one wall, about thirty beds, and night
stands holding combs, jam jars, soap and so on. She counted only thirteen bodies in the beds.
In the bed opposite she saw a woman who had been coughing all
night and was still doing so, and next to her was a healthy-looking brunette. Further away someone in a sackcloth overcoat was sitting up in
bed, with unevenly-cut hair, and feet in enormous slippers: it was hard to
believe it was a woman. In the bed next to Madame Soyer’s another large
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woman with grey hair, but a nice, sympathetic face, asked, ‘How did you
sleep, my little lady?’ Before she could answer, another woman in the
bed beside the radiator—brown skin, jet-black eyes, a strong head—said,
‘How can you speak like that, my poor Renaud, without even knowing
who you’re speaking to?’
Madame Soyer then noticed that another bed apparently belonged to
Madame Dumouchel and the next one along to the young woman in the
white blouse whom everyone called the Nurse. Madame Dumouchel,
having given out the juice, now came in with an apron full of bread rolls,
giving one to each of the sprawling figures. To Madame Soyer she said,
‘Take it. It’s to last the rest of the day. 300 grams.’
At the same moment I heard, ‘Soyer, to the mensuration.’ I got out of
bed and was getting dressed but the supervisor shouted, ‘Go on, quickly,
throw your clothes on.’ Crossing through the kitchen, met in the passage by
a woman who said ‘Follow me,’ still running down corridors and up a
staircase, finally a door opened and I found myself opposite two men in
braided caps. One consulted a file and said, ‘You have a noble name:
they’re put behind bars these days.’ And as I thought of the revolution, I
replied: ‘It’s not the first time.’ Evidently he didn’t understand and looked
at me, astonished. ‘Your foot, your arm, your head; come on, you can hold
out your arm better than that! Your feet are big, and so is your nose! Your
eyes, hold still, not bad; Come on, the fingerprints. Well, what are you
waiting for? Get out!’
I retraced my steps, having gone through this bit of anthropometry like
a common criminal; I would now have a file of measurements. It would be
funny if it wasn’t so sad.

On her second day Madame Soyer got to know several of her fellow
inmates. When ‘breakfast’ was brought around at 10 am by Madame
Dumouchel, she was offered one from a tray of bowls. It looked like
dishwater, with three pieces of beetroot floating around in it. ‘What is it?’
she asked.
‘The ten o’clock soup. You’ll get something similar at five.’
‘No, thank you.’
‘Take it anyway,’ said her neighbour, Madame Renaud. ‘Perdrix will
eat it.’ She pointed at the figure of undetermined sex dressed in sack321

cloth. The latter had been watching; now glided over, reached for the
bowl, and downed it in three gulps.
I ate a hard-boiled egg and a prune, then the conversation began. My
neighbour said in a pleasant tone: ‘It’s your first time here, you’ll see one
gets used to it. I’ve been here for two years, and have two months to go.
All for helping the wife of a prisoner, a wealthy lady who was pregnant.
You can see it’s really not wrong to sort out a lady like that, nothing wrong
with that. I could never have refused to help. Don’t you agree?’
‘Oh, I don’t know…in some cases…,’ and to change the subject I
turned to the brunette woman who moaned like a broken soul: ‘My God,
you’re really suffering, aren’t you?’
‘Oh, yes, I am suffering. It’s awful. It’s been like this since the courthouse. I’ll tell you one day. I’m on the Control. And you?’ The poor child
put her head under the covers to stifle her moans.
I turned to the bed opposite mine. ‘Have you been here a long time?
For what reason? And what’s “the Control”?’
‘The Control is when you’re imprisoned by the Germans: you’re allowed to wear your own clothes, while the common prisoners must wear
the brown dress. I’m in here for using false ration cards.’
‘I’m on the Control, too,’ said her neighbour. ‘Oh, those bastard Germans: it’s because I’m a Communist. And I hope the Russians get the
Germans to fuck off back home soon!’

*
The tall supervisor woke her the next morning. ‘Soyer, get up! You
have to go for your vaccination. Hurry! Don’t get dressed, just throw
your skirt and your jacket over your shoulder.’ Corridors, staircases, a
courtyard, a pavilion; thirty or so women lined up, gaunt faces, frizzy
hair, all seemed young. A voice called out ‘Soyer!’ She moved forward,
passing the line of women. The tall blonde supervisor made some imperceptible sign with her eyebrow, then pushed her through a door.
A man in a white shirt spotted with blood sat at a small table; another
man, similarly dressed and smeared in red, handed him a syringe. ‘Come
on, hold out your arm!’ He brusquely pushed up my sleeve and plunged the
needle into a vein; nothing was coming. ‘Clench your fist; no, not like that:
slower, harder.’ There was no pain, but I was afraid of fainting from the
disgusting spectacle. Dried blood on the table, blood everywhere, test tubes
of blood on the shelves; the two men speaking with you in a manner as
brusque as it was crass. Finally I left, while the supervisor told me I could
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return to the infirmary, where someone explained that, having been sentenced by the Germans, they had to take blood samples to determine if I
was syphilitic or not. It seems they have a fear of contagion! In spite of my
age, my situation, I had to go through what the poor creatures go through
who work in the gutter. I regretted not being diseased and young because I
would try—in spite of the repulsion that these men inspired in me—to contaminate these gentlemen who worried so much about their precious
health.

Madame Renaud once asked Madame Soyer if she had an occupation
in life,
and I eluded the question by addressing myself to a young woman lying a
bit further away: ‘And you, what do you do in Rouen?’
‘On the game!’ she replied in a cheerful voice.
Madame Renaud to my astonishment said quietly, ‘She’s all sweetness
and light in here, but outside she’s different, with a bedroom in town!’ So,
virtue and vice have their degrees!

Madame Soyer soon learned that being in the infirmary was a privilege. She also discovered that Madame Dumouchel had been in prison
for nearly two years for keeping in her shed some stolen items which she
thought were simply surplus goods she was storing for a friend who she
thought was honest. Carrying food around the prison, Madame Soyer
came into closer contact with other prisoners: the young prostitute always greeted her with a cheerful ‘Hello, how are you?’ She learned how
much worse the other parts of the prison were compared with the infirmary. There was a room for women nursing their children, many of them
born in the prison. A roaring stove in the middle of the room was surrounded by drying racks covered with clothes that looked like rags. Seven or eight urchins, half-naked or wrapped in rags, played, fought,
squealed and rolled around the black slimy floor. Unkempt women, some
of them topless, chattered loudly. A few were pregnant.
A large and cold gallery on the ground floor contained some miserable women working on German camouflage nets. The material was not
hemp but something ersatz that unravelled when touched. Fibres floated
in the air, irritating nostrils, eyes and skin, even causing boils. Madame
Soyer felt especially angry that the Germans caused this suffering.
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She also took food to the laundry where, she was told, a maximum of
fifty women worked before the war; now it was over two hundred. Some
hot water was available for the inmates to wash themselves, but the room
was atrociously cold, and there was nothing like a towel available, so the
women only washed themselves when compelled.
When not distributing food or sweeping, Madame Soyer was peeling
vegetables from eight in the morning till seven in the evening. Working
in the kitchen meant that she was almost decently fed, and at 5 pm when
she received her bread ration, she sliced it up and put whatever garnish
she could find on the slices and took them to share among her roommates. This often caused jealous disputes as there was never enough for
everyone. She anguished over not being able to do more for her fellow
inmates.
The farmers and friends in Auffay regularly sent packages for fear
that Madame Soyer would starve in prison. She managed to get a message to them warning it was forbidden to include letters in the parcels.
Unfortunately, her grand-daughters did exactly that, and the German who
supervised the opening of the packages discovered the notes and banned
her from receiving any packages for two months—which meant not at
all. But she arranged to have her packages addressed to Madame Dumouchel. When the Nurse noted the change and reported it to the Director, he summoned both and threatened dire punishment if the practice
continued. Madame Soyer pretended not to understand what he was referring to.
Prisoners were allowed visitors once a month, and on the day she
heard someone cry ‘Soyer, to the Visiting Room!’ she became excited by
the prospect of chatting with whichever of her friends had made the
journey to Rouen. She now discovered that the room was divided into
three parts, an area where about thirty prisoners stood, another where
about twice that number of visitors stood, and in between an empty space
a meter and a half wide, bordered on each side by a barrier made up of
iron bars as thick as her wrist. While a supervisor watched a clock in order to end the visit after ten minutes, prisoners and visitors tried to make
themselves heard above their own din.
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I could see opposite me the handsome face of F, the pretty figure of
Madame L, and dear Madame T. I was astonished that I could not make out
a word that the three of them were crying out to me. I’d been so certain
that I was going to be able to sit beside my friends that the sight of these
people behind these iron bars upset me. The odor of the crowd made me
start to choke, and I wanted to get away. I asked a woman beside me if it
was always like this, and if she’d been in the prison very long. ‘My husband was condemned to ten years in a fortress in Germany, and I have to
do five years here, all because they found in our house two cartridges for a
hunting rifle.’ I made a friendly sign to my visitors, and went back to my
rutabagas.

[Madame Soyer’s grandson, Robert de Bosmelet, was confident the
initials referred to Paul Foisy, Madame Lecoeur, and Madame Thierry,
mother of Renée and Rémy.]
Madame Soyer described many more of her fellow inmates and their
suffering and kindness. She saw people die and babies born, and near the
end of her account she wrote:
I was exposed to great psychological and physical torment there. I must
say that I was surprised and touched by the prisoners’ attitude towards me.
With a few exceptions, they always and immediately showed a certain respect and trust which touched me. ‘You are not one of us, but you are not
proud at all, and you are always friendly,’ they told me. Some of them were
so morally corrupted that to discover a good feeling in them always moved
me. Among the supervisors, there was one really bad woman, with neither
pity nor understanding, hated by all, while there was also Madame Dru, a
good, simple creature, much appreciated. She had a kind way of saying
‘Hello’ or ‘Goodnight’ that touched the heart. My ‘sunbeam’ was truly
loved and respected. I realised all the good that could be done even in circumstances so unfavorable to the development of fine feelings.
On the day I left the whole room was so sad that my happiness at leaving this hell was for several seconds overshadowed; but when the massive,
intimidating door opened to let me out, I leapt over the flowing gutter of
that ugly street in a single bound.
Under cataracts of water falling from the sky, the handsome dripping
face of our friend, Bernard Lecoeur, who had come to find me, seemed
completely marvelous.
FREE, FREE...! I was out of that horrible abyss, which I’d often feared
I would never leave.
The date must have been at the very end of December, 1942.
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Chapter 26

NEAR THE DATE WHEN MADAME SOYER was released from the prison in
Rouen, Diana and the children met up with Pierre at the airstrip outside
of Douala, Cameroun on 28 December. No description of that moment
exists, but Pierre could how much Gentien, five and a half years-old, and
little Hélène, almost three, had grown since he last saw them fourteen
months earlier. Diana probably looked exhausted after caring for the
children during the last stages of her journey without the help of the Portuguese governess, Madame Santiago, who presumably continued on the
ship to Luanda. A few days later Diana would remark in her diary that
the children ‘both have whooping cough, caught on the “Angola.”’ The
exhausted and sick mother and children would have found their sunbronzed Pierre as handsome as ever. Diana may have recognized that
Pierre’s uniform was basically American, as supplied to the Free French
by the U.S. government. Diana’s wardrobe must have been very limited
because, according to her diary, she did not have all of her luggage with
her. Perhaps because she had more trunks and cases than the river-transport to Léopoldville or the aircraft to Douala could accommodate, Diana’s luggage was left in the care of Madame Santiago for later transport
back up the coast to Douala. Although Pierre suggested in his later memoir that he’d played no part in his wife’s decision to come to Africa with
the children, we have seen that this cannot be true. And yet it is also true
that her arrival would not only curb the exuberant social life that he had
enjoyed for over year, but also distract him with responsibilities at an
awkward time in his efforts to get back into the fight against the Germans.
Pierre had now been in Africa for five months, had come to know a
good deal about the region, and no doubt felt himself sufficiently acclimated by this time to join Leclerc’s front-line forces. But he never re326

ceived a call, and perhaps a combination of Pierre’s good and bad qualities worked against him. He was a reserve officer whose only experience
of commanding men under fire was limited to a few weeks in 1940. Most
of his experience since rallying to de Gaulle had been staff work, and
perhaps he had some reputation for his brand of socialising. On the other
hand, he was good at the staff work, got on well with important people,
had acquitted himself satisfactorily as a civil administrator in Ambam,
and genuinely liked and was liked by the African people he dealt with.
This was probably why he—like Felix Soulier, who had accompanied
him to Douala—was perhaps considered more valuable as a recruiting
and training officer than as a leader in combat. And at this stage in the
war the Free French were desperate to recruit as many Africans as possible into their force.
One lesson of the Dieppe Raid in August 1942 was that a genuine
invasion of France would require a great deal of preparation. Meanwhile,
Free French troops had already shown their ability in Syria and at Bir
Hakeim, and in October they participated with the British in the successful second battle of El Alamein. General de Gaulle’s only hope of playing a larger role in the fighting was to expand from his bases in subSaharan Africa, employing mainly native troops. There were thousands
more French troops in North Africa, but they were still loyal to Vichy.
These, in fact, were the first ‘hostile’ troops that the Americans fought
after crossing the Atlantic and landing in Morocco in November for ‘Operation Torch.’ The Americans’ hope that the Vichy forces would quickly
switch sides is one reason why they did not involve de Gaulle in this operation. Although the British were partners in Operation Torch, Churchill
reluctantly acceded to Roosevelt’s desire to exclude de Gaulle. In the
end, the Vichy forces did call a cease-fire after a few days’ resistance to
the invaders. At that point Hitler decided to occupy the ‘unoccupied’
zone of France, and increasing numbers of Vichy troops would gradually
seek to join de Gaulle’s forces.
Back in September, when Pierre saw de Gaulle during his third tour
through Africa, the General already knew about the American-British
plan to invade North Africa without consulting with him. At that point de
Gaulle finalized plans with General Leclerc to launch his northward at327

tack against Italian positions, aiming for Tripoli and a junction with the
Free French troops already operating with the British Eighth Army.
That attack began in the middle of December—just before Diana and
the children arrived—and we can assume that Pierre was disappointed
not to be taking part. Leclerc’s force consisted of 670 French and 4,000
Africans, many of whom Pierre had helped train. At that point it was far
from clear that the former Vichy troops in North Africa would swell de
Gaulle’s numbers, but it was clear that although Leclerc needed more
French officers, he had a much greater need for more African troops. An
ambitious recruitment drive was launched in Chad, the Camerouns and
the Congo, and the immediate need for training officers meant that Pierre
and Soulier had to stay with Colonel Chandon, who was also hoping to
lead his men in battle someday, ‘perhaps’, as Pierre wrote, ‘earning himself a couple stars.’ And as the reports came back of the Italian outposts
that Leclerc’s men were capturing—starting with Ouigh el-Kebir on 22
December—Pierre found himself busy with logistical and training issues,
just as his wife and young children arrived.
*
After Diana’s first diary entry on African soil on 28 December (the
terse ‘Pierre met the plane at Duala’), she next wrote on 6 January 1943:
Yaounde—Fr. Cameroons
Pierre had to leave me for camp. I am so frantically busy & tired looking
after the children. They both have whooping cough, caught on the “Angola” & today both seem to have colic or something dreadful. I spend my
time trying to keep them clean.

Perhaps with his children being ill Pierre decided the family should
tarry for a while in Douala, but, barely a week after their arrival, Pierre
brought them all to Yaoundé, 230 kilometres to the east, slightly less
populated than Douala, and certainly not as hot: the elevation is well
over 700 metres. The actual training camp was about fifty kilometres further north, on the Sanaga River. Perhaps Pierre thought Diana should see
what sort of work he was doing, or maybe he thought she needed respite
from looking after the children on her own, because six days later she
wrote:
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Camp Ornano
Tuesday 12 Jan.
Pierre insisted on bringing me back with him.
Diana may have still been in the camp with Pierre when she wrote a
letter to her father the next day, 13 January. Mr. Mathias must have written after 14 December, for the first point that Diana commented upon
was her father’s announcement of his marriage to Mayme Branch, which
took place that day. Diana later wrote her in memoir (shortly after Mayme’s death) that Mayme
had been ‘a very charming
friend of my parents, a
beautiful pianist, and a
lovely woman.’ To her
father Diana wrote that she
was pleased ‘that Mayme
should be Maitresse de
Maison at Bury.’ Since her
mother’s death and her
Robert Mathias and Mayme (née Branch)
own marriage to Pierre, her
sister Betty had played that role, but it was ‘perfect’ for Mayme ‘now
that Betty is married.’ This is a confused reference to the wedding of
Betty and Robert Guillaumet. ‘Pierre tells me that Robert, my new brother-in-law, is so charming and a really fine fellow & that Betty adores
him, so I do hope she will be very happy.’ Diana was somehow unaware
that Betty had not yet married Robert. The Times carried a notice on 7
November 1942: ‘The engagement is announced between Captain Robert
G. Laumet, of the Fighting French Forces, and Elizabeth, younger
daughter of Mr. Robert Mathias….’ The true story later appeared in
Pierre’s memoir. Two or three months after the Times’ announcement,
whether through passion or calculation, Betty became pregnant; pressure
was put on Robert (by Pleven, Vleeschauwer and Legentilhomme) to do
the right thing, which he did only on the condition ‘that he be allowed to
join a combat unit within eight days of the wedding.’ The Times announced—again mangling Guillaumet’s name—that the wedding took
place: ‘On March 5, 1943, at Midhurst, Sussex, Captain Robert Laummet
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….’ Guillaumet’s military dossier shows that he was ‘sent on a mission
to the Levant, 13 March 1943.’ A daughter, Françoise, was born on 14
September 1943.
Diana was back in Yaoundé when, after a two-week gap, she wrote a
long entry in her diary on 26 January.
Have had an awful time with abscess in my ear. Better now. Pierre is
away at camp all the time. The children’s whooping cough is worse again.
It was really better then Gentien suddenly caught a frightful cold which he
gave to Hélène and their coughing has all started again. This evening Victor took a huge chig, complete with eggs and poisonous matter, out of Gentien’s foot. Operation very successful.

‘Victor’: regimental doctor? Obviously the tropical climate was taking its toll on Diana and the children. When they arrived Diana learned
that the ‘rainy season’ would begin in about six weeks and last ‘about ten
months.’ Diana, however, determinedly wrote in her diary about the good
aspects of coming to Africa:
Found sugar cane in the garden. And Marcelle the ‘cook’ showed the children how to chew the canes & such. They enjoyed it. We have papayas,
avocados, bananas, haricots—verts et blanc—green peppers, pimentos,
tomatoes & sugar cane in our garden, as well as flowers, roses, bougainvillias, hibiscus & nasturtiums. Not too bad. Oranges, grapefruit, grow
wild. Getting local carpenter making a table out of local mahogany.

Diana had limited success following events in the wider war. ‘News
good: The Russians advance. Leclerc with the F[ree] F[rench] from the
Tchad has now joined the British. Can’t find out anything much about the
Roosevelt, Churchill, De Gaulle, Giraud meeting at Casablanca.’
Roosevelt had flown over to Casablanca to meet with Churchill as
American and British forces were now pushing German and Italian
troops from both east and west and toward eventual defeat. Plans were
being laid for the future, and Churchill wanted de Gaulle to come and
meet with the President. But the French leader was reluctant because
Roosevelt, still hoping the Vichy Government might join the fight
against Germany, refused to recognize formally the Free French as a viable Allied power. Roosevelt was promoting a French rival to de Gaulle,
General Henri Giraud, who had been captured by the Germans at the
start of the war but escaped in April 1942, went to Vichy but failed to
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convince Pétain that Germany was bound to lose the war, then secretly
began to cooperate with American agents. He had mixed success in convincing Vichy troops in North Africa to side with the American forces
invading as part of Operation Torch, but Roosevelt persisted in wanting
to have Giraud appear at the Casablanca Conference, which began on 14
January 1943. Churchill had to press de Gaulle into coming to Casablanca. De Gaulle did little more than pretend to cooperate with Giraud,
because he knew what mattered was that the Free French forces in Africa
were larger than Giraud’s and still growing. Also, as Diana noted, since
id-December de Gaulle’s best general, Leclerc, had overrun three important Italian bases in the Fezzan, capturing seven hundred prisoners,
forty pieces of artillery, and eighteen armoured vehicles. Leclerc met up
with Montgomery in Tripoli on the very day Diana wrote about this in
her diary. She did not comment directly on that on the fact that Pierre
must have been bitterly disappointed at not being with Leclerc’s force.
Lt. Soulier came by today to tell me that the Company is leaving on
Friday. My poor darling is so upset because as my baggage hasn’t come I
won’t be able to go with him. He was so upset he wouldn’t come today
(also he was having his treatment for his ‘Vers Solitaire’ [tapeworm]). Besides the children poor darlings are far from well. I am so worried about
them. Their colics are no better, in fact, worse. Gentien was sick again with
his whooping cough.

Pierre’s company was
not leaving to join Leclerc, at least not in the
near future. Instead the
high command told Colonel Chandon at the start
of 1943 that two new
‘demi-brigades’ of infantry reinforced with an
artillery battery, a command staff, and engineers,
were to be created from
Tirailleurs training in Africa, 1943
the four ‘bataillons du
marche’ (BM) currently being trained in different areas of Chad and
Cameroun.62 Chandon was promised command of the Cameroun demi331

brigade made up of BM13 and BM14, and he set up a new training camp
at N’Gaoundéré, which was over 700 kilometres north-northeast of
Yaoundé. Pierre was no doubt preoccupied with establishing the new
camp, and since it was so far away, Diana was probably more upset than
Pierre was that she could not join him until her baggage arrived. With
tapeworm, Pierre was probably not feeling his best at the moment as
well, and with the children still ill, both parents may have hoped that
N’Gaoundéré could be more salubrious, since it was 1200 metres higher
in elevation. Meanwhile, what Diana thought was an amusement for the
children may have been an attempted magical cure for their illnesses:
Found a bird tied to a log upside down, by its leg. I thought it was
dead. The ‘boys’ [servants] left it as a plaything for the children! I made
them let it go. They couldn’t understand.
The next day, 27 January, Diana had difficulty explaining to herself
why, after travelling so far to be with Pierre, life was proving so difficult:
Pierre has just left. We both pretended it was for the best…would give him
time to look around and find a ‘cas’ for us. But it really is I—and all because the wretched luggage hasn’t come. Must have blanket and warmer
clothes for the children. Pierre’s regiment has to be ready to leave for N
Africa, Syria and the war on the 30th March.

Diana was missing both Pierre and the sense of purpose she had the
last time Pierre left her on her own—in California, fundraising for the
Free French Relief Committee.
Jan 31
Yesterday I wrote to Mme Chandon, the Colonel’s wife (we dined with them
last week) asking her if she could see me before Tuesday re FFR Committee of New York. No answer yet.

Two days later Diana was relieved that ‘Pierre wires to come as soon
as possible,“viens plus vite possible, logement assure. Love Pierre.”’ Her
next diary entry, on 14 February, was from N’Gaoundéré, mentioning
that she ‘Arrived with children after three-day trip.’ Diana reminisced
about this trip two years later in her diary (1 March 1945):
…how I just have to go to Pierre when he wants me, how we went through
the jungle on a lorry with the two children and 3 blacks to join Pierre, and
I how I got so frightened when they drew up at a dirty little mud hut. I was
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told ‘this is where the whites eat’ & I was horrified, and so tired and
hungry I could hardly hold back my tears. I insisted on driving on to eat
out of doors. & eventually found a shady clearing on the outskirts of the
village, with mounds that served us as a table—not till we left was I told
that we have been picnicking in the graveyard & eating on a grave.

Shortly after her arrival in N’Gaoundéré Diana met a man who made
a great impression on her, the Lamido, the traditional hereditary leader of
the Fulbe Muslims, who were the majority of the population in this savannah where grazing animals was more important that agriculture. Although nominally in power, the Lamidos had to carry out French
policies, just as, before 1918, they had carried out German policies—
though before the 1880’s no Europeans held sway in the area of
N’Gaoundéré.
The Lamido came to see us in great state, most impressive. He had a
vast retinue of men on Arab steeds. The riders dressed in wonderful scarlet, emeralds & orange embroidered flowing robes and gigantic turbans.
The Lamido never takes a step without loud blasts on his trumpets and fife
and drums. He came to visit ‘Les Travaux’—the houses his slaves are
building for the married white soldiers. We are living in one of them. Tips
of his fingers hennaed red.
He is a Muslim but he drank two whisky sodas and took off a bottle as a
present. Although he understands French perfectly he has a courtier
crouch at his feet and interpret for him. He started off by saying ‘Madame
est tres belle.’ I smiled and thanked him. When he left he said to Pierre.
‘Quand le Capitaine part pour la Guerre, il ne faut pas qu’il s’inquite pour
sa femme. Le Lamido s’en occupera.’63 Is that an invitation for his harem?
I wonder.

At some later date Diana wrote by hand an eleven-page description
of ‘My Visit with the Lamido of N’Gaoundéré.’64
We were stationed at N’Gaoundéré in 1943 in the north of French
Cameroun, in the Savanna, the country between the jungle and the mountains and deserts of Tchad. Several times the Lamido, the chief prince of
the region, called on us in our round mud hut or ‘cas’ as it was called.
Whenever the Lamido left his palace in the middle of the village on the
hill, a procession was formed. Drums were beaten and bugles blown. The
Lamido on his horse, a beautiful Arab stallion, was surrounded by retainers
on foot, running along holding a brightly fringed and tasseled canopy over
his head. The chief courtiers also on horseback followed all wearing voluminous turbans, flowing cloaks, baggy trousers, green, scarlet and yellow.
Their long leather boots, the horses’ saddles and bridles, are all em333

broidered in colored leather. Their multi-colored robes, the huge trumpets
and the embroidered trappings reminded me of the Benozzo Gozzoli procession painting in the Medici Chapel in Florence.
Pierre…affirmed that the Lamido came to see us so often because
Pierre (very wrongly I thought) gave him whisky to drink. The Lamido was
a Moslem and was not allowed alcohol, but Pierre was very careful not to
announce what it was, but with just a curt nod, passed him a glass. One
day, on one such visit, with great pride the Lamido ordered his courtier to
show us his special treasure. It turned out to be an Iron Cross that had been
awarded to his father by the Germans in the 1914-1918 war. Pierre greatly
admired it and assured him that the Lamido was just as heroic as his father
and would fight for the valiant General de Gaulle, who had come to liberate them, to which the Lamido assented eagerly. All conversations were
carried on in French through the court interpreter as etiquette would not
allow him to speak French, though the Lamido understood and spoke
French fluently.
The Lamido invited me to come and visit him in his Palace, not once
but each time he called. In fact, once he called and Pierre was out. There
was a rumor that the regiment would be moving on, I was told that I and
my two children would be very welcome in the Lamido Palace and would
be very specially looked after. He was such a tall powerful looking man,
towering above all others. He had such huge black eyes that seemed to
glint straight through me, that this suggestion filled me with apprehension.
So soon after this I made arrangements to visit him while Pierre was still
with me.
I was told I must take presents for the Lamido's wives, but how many?
It was known that he had at least a 100 wives. It was decided in the end
that I need only take presents for the four chief wives. The only thing that I
had four of were Mary Chess beauty products obtained in New York; so I
managed to collect 4 bottles of toilet water, various scents and four lipsticks. I packed them up the best I could and put them on a tray.
It was rumored that the Lamido with his 100 wives was said to have
extraordinary sexual prowess. It was known that he kept his wives extremely busy, and had fathered hundreds of children. That in fact he possessed mysterious secret aphrodisiacal potions, made from rare tropical
flowers and roots and ground rhinoceros horns. The garrison’s men and
wives were longing to know more details as none had been invited.
At last the day arrived, we set off in the jeep carrying the precious
presents, we drove along the winding narrow mud track across the valley
up the hill to the Palace which looked like a village of Pota-pota (black rich
mud) houses with their palm thatched roofs. We halted in front of the main
gate which was made of palm thatched roofs and the Pota-pota high mud
walls surrounding the compound. There we were told to get out, our
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presents taken from us, we followed the courtier in his flowing robes,
through what seemed like endless passages and courtyards until we
reached a larger courtyard where we were told the Lamido’s numerous
wives and children lived, but they were all but invisible to us. We were
ushered on still further. There the walls were painted in this covered courtyard, decorated with small pebbles making mosaic designs. This, we were
told, was the Lamido's stables, where he kept his beautiful Arab horses,
that were far more precious than his numerous wives and children.
After crossing this large pebbled space we were shown into the innermost courtyard, surrounded by more elaborately decorated walls and
doorways, and on into a raised central Throne room. The Lamido was
swathed in layers of robes, a tall turban, with only his glinting eyes showing. He was sitting on a modern stainless steel dentist chair. Through his
interpreter, who squatted by his feet with some more courtiers standing
behind the Lamido, he greeted us and announced as a special treat we
would be allowed to meet his four chief wives. While waiting for them to
arrive I became aware of a beautiful scent that seemed to fill the mud hut.
Ah! I thought this must be some magical aphrodisiac potion.
The four wives were led in. They wore the heavily draped robes of the
Fulbe women (a very handsome race arriving it is thought from Ethiopia).
Their faces were carefully veiled with only their eyes uncovered. They
seemed young and slender, but were bent double bowing low, their eyes
fixed on the ground, not allowed to raise themselves in front of their lord
and master. I stretched out a hand meaning to shake their hand but they did
not look up. My hand was left in mid-air. I felt very stupid and uncomfortable but worst was yet to come. Not knowing what to say I mentioned the
beautiful scent surrounding us. Everyone was puzzled and then the tray of
presents was brought forward. I realized to my horror that most of the
bottles of scent were lying on their side, broken. That is what had created a
smell which I had first thought was some aphrodisiac. Then I presented the
lipsticks, one to each wife, they examined them carefully on all sides and
in every direction. They then asked, through the interpreter: ‘What to do
with them? Were they to eat them?’ Carefully I tried to explain that they
were to paint one's lips and demonstrated, but they were more puzzled than
ever.
I was presented with a series of very pretty small round straw mats in
colored raffia that I still have at Bosmelet, and use as stands for flower
vases. I was then asked what I would like as a real present and asked for a
traditional bed which was a square platform which you could put your mattress on.
We were then ushered out, but by then both Pierre and I felt so awed by
the meek, modesty of the Lamido's wives that he found himself leading the
way and I was humbly following, hardly daring to stand up, even after we
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had returned to our ‘cas’. It took us a few hours before I could even stand
erect in front of Pierre and he waved me to go first through the door.

Pierre’s memoir briefly mentioned the Lamido on two occasions, the
first probably occurring shortly after the Diana and the children arrived.
‘A great joy for the children came from the fantasias that the Lamido often gave. Under the African sun, the caparaisonned horses, the cavaliers
in coats of mail and helmets, the red dust, the cries, all made a spectacle
that always attracted me and naturally enchanted the children.’
While the children were enchanted by the sights and sounds of
Africa, they never adjusted to the climate.
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Chapter 27
Friday Feb 27
Hélène started a cold and cough; Doc says it is a kind of flu; then
I caught it, then Gentien. I am better, Hélène is still bad & Gentien is in
the middle of it.
Both children had improved by
the next entry on 15 March, perhaps
because Madame Santiago arrived
the 7th with the remaining luggage,
which meant Diana was able to
clothe the children more warmly.
Pierre was also in high spirits because the latest group of recruits
were now officially organised as the
13th and 14th Bataillons de Marche
(BM 13 and 14) which together made
up one of the two demi-brigades that
were being created by the Free
French high command in Africa.
Colonel Chandon was to command
the demi-brigade and Pierre was assigned to be a section leader in
BM13, which was be commanded by
Captain Fernand Audier. Diana was
Diana in Africa, with luggage arrived
and insecticide in hand
pleased for Pierre, but concerned that
he would be leaving to go on campaign in a fortnight. In any case, they decided to celebrate:
Pierre is in the middle of 15 days leave. Sat. evening we gave a Small
Chop Party from 6.30 to 3 am. Great Success. At midnight ‘Meschouin’—a
mutton roasted whole. We danced on a superb floor made of 16 matts sewn
together and laid in the courtyard. Neighbours brought lamps and chairs.

We go riding every morning and sleep the rest of the day, when we are
not eating or having aperitifs with our neighbours, chez nous ou chez eux.

All was still well a fortnight later, when Diana next wrote on 1 April,
just after Pierre’s departure:
Last Sat. we were invited to a dance at the camp. A ‘small chop’
modeled on ours.
On Sunday I took Gentien up to the Falaise with me to visit Pierre’s
company, which are camping up there for a week’s maneuvering 1800
metres high. Lovely wild mountain country with streams everywhere &
little native villages, antelopes, wild geese in particular. Drove to a precipice, with Sahara one way, the Atlantic the other, and where the three rivers,
the Sangha, Bénoué, and Logoné have their sources. We came back with
the Ford decorated with mimosa and a silver velvet leafed tree with scarlet
hanging flowers. If we hadn’t stopped so often on a wild goose chase after
wild geese we would have had along poinsettia—It grows wild up there.

This trip was presumably a special treat for Gentien, with little
Hélène left behind at the ‘cas’ in the care of the ‘boys’, Mekambo and
Marcelle.65 But what Diana wrote next in her diary was evidently a new
entry, later in time and different in tone: the failure to provide a new date
was probably a result or her distress.
Poor Gentien fell ill, or rather started to feel rotten and couldn’t bear
the noise & dreadful rattling and shaking of the [illeg.]. He is up today Fri
for the first time really [in?]a week.
First of all fever. Headache (then was terrified of meningitis, it is prevalent) & a very stiff neck, 2 days later bad earache, and now very swollen
gland.
We all have diarrhoea—Hélène, Gentien & I—but they seem to be responding to rice water, diet & Lacted while I am not doing so well on Bismuth, rice water & diet.
It is 3 oclock, 2nd day that punctually at this time the thunder and tornado comes. The [illeg.] has brought in some wood to keep it dry. Breakfast was an hour late thanks to damp wood.
Pierre is coming back this afternoon.

Clearly, the campaign had not yet got under way. Pierre may have
delivered to Diana what he considered good news. During the latest recruitment drive a young career officer Pierre respected, Captain Joseph
Grollemund, had followed orders to enlist as many Saras as possible into
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the new 14th Bataillon de Marche. The Sara people were a distinctive
group from southern Chad who were tall, tough, and accustomed to the
harsh dry climate. Their language was unrelated to the more common
Fulbe tongue; they remained animists at odds with the Moslem majority;
and they had been hardened by centuries of fighting off Arab and Fulani
slave traders. The gruesomely decorative body-scarring that they practised gave them a fearsome appearance. In his memoir Pierre described
them as ‘magnificent human animals, of an exceptional size… the best
soldiers of the Cameroun though belonging to an ethnic group that was
little evolved.’ When Grollemund was assigned to a new task, Pierre was
delighted that Colonel Chandon transferred him from BM 13 to BM 14
and put him in charge of a rifle company made up of Grollemund’s
Saras. On 14 April Chandon made a terse note in Pierre’s military file to
justify the new command, describing Pierre as having ‘good willingness,
but rather little military experience. Very assiduous with his work, daily
seeking to improve, Captain Bosmelet ought to succeed. Excellent behaviour, conduct and morale. Very good military spirit.’
Pierre enjoyed the challenge of leading the Saras. Having learned to
communicate fairly well with the Fulbe-speakers, now he set about compiling a dictionary of French, Fulbe and Sara expressions of command.
He also decided that the Saras, who till now had always gone barefoot,
should be equipped with boots, and he had to raid not only his own
Quartermaster’s stores but beg help from English liaisons in order to obtain large enough sizes. ‘Within a fortnight my troop was shod and able
to drill proudly, making as much noise doing so as the boys from south
and west Camerouns.’
It was also on 14 April that Diana made her next entry in her diary,
probably written only five or six days after the last one.
Gentien got a bit better for 2 days; temp was normal & now for the last
3 days he is in bed again with a temp every evening. Poor darling, he is
getting so thin and weak.
I have found a small white pony for him, very old and quiet. In the
meanwhile Hélène’s donkey was eaten during the night by a hyena almost
in front of our house. He was hobbled. All his stomach was eaten away.
We have had a straw shelter made for the pony.
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The donkey’s demise was horrific enough, but Diana’s next story was
simply bizarre.
On Saturday Marcelle the cook came rushing in streaming with blood. He
was terrified. I told him to keep outside of the house (so as not to drip onto
carpet). Thank goodness Pierre was here, and gathered what it was all
about & told Marcelle that it was his own fault if he slept with the tirailleur’s woman. Marcelle had a boy.

Perhaps that entry was so confused because Diana was so distracted
at the time. A fortnight passed, but all Diana could report on 25 April was
that
Gentien has been ill all the time. At last he seems a bit better for the last 3
days his temp is down. The three Docs after one month of occasional visits
suddenly grew alarmed & said he must leave at once for Yaoundé (1000
km) [actually about 800km] to be radiographed, they suspected lung
trouble—Pierre had a row with them, & after one very dramatic day when
for 3 hrs we thought all our lives were uprooted, we decided & after long
talks we discovered, there was no electric treatment to be had at Yaoundé,
we would stay here until we could leave the Tropics for a better climate.

Frustrated by the poor guidance offered by the three attending doctors and uncertain when and where Pierre and his battalion would be
ordered to march, Diana accepted that she probably would not be able to
go with him, but for Gentien’s sake she must take the children somewhere beyond the tropics.
I sent a cable to Dad via the British Consul, saying: ‘After whooping
cough, in view coming separation necessary change climate, prefer Maroc
to S. Africa. Please arrange transit via Lagos.’
Now that Giraud and De Gaulle are coming to an agreement & that De
Gaulle will probably govern Algiers (it being French territory) Pierre has
just told me that he will try & go there too when Legentilhomme is called
back from Madagascar.

Diana clearly wanted to remain in Africa, but either end of the continent would be better than the tropics. Morocco was preferable because
it was French territory, and if Chandon’s demi-brigade wasn’t sent to
North Africa soon, then Pierre might serve Legentilhomme again, this
time in Algiers); and because in South Africa Diana and the children
would feel they were as remote from Pierre as they had been in California. As it turned out, Pierre was eventually right about de Gaulle (who
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entered Algiers on 30 May) and Legentilhomme (summoned to Algiers
in August), but it is hard to imagine Pierre being happy in another staff
position—or that Legentilhomme would have eagerly appointed him. In
the end circumstances changed radically.
During this period of illness, Gentien received a present from his
father—‘the Foulbe sword I gave him in advance of his birthday’: perhaps fearing his son would not last until 25 June.
Next, Diana wrote ‘April 28, 1943’ in her diary, but something distracted her from making an actual entry until 14 May. The gap is filled
somewhat by a letter found among loose papers at the end of her diary. It
was typed on air mail paper in N’Gaoundéré, under the imprecise date
‘May 1943’, but a p.s. at the end is dated to ‘May 11.’
My dearest Dad,
I hope the cable I sent you the other day through the British Consul at
Duala didn’t alarm you. Your cable saying ‘Capetown or England money
impossible Morocco’ has just arrived. I am rather disappointed, but Pierre
thinks it is only matter of a month or two and all will be settled, and De
Gaulle will settle with his Govt. in Algiers.
Gentien is now ever so much better…in any case, a non-tropical climate is essential for his complete recovery.

Mr. Mathias probably wanted Diana to bring the children to England,
but ‘Capetown’ would suffice: British territory, non-tropical, and it
would signal the end of Diana’s scheme to be physically near to Pierre.
Credit facilities seemed to provide Mr. Mathias with some leverage,
whether Morocco was ‘impossible’ or not. But an improvement in Gentien’s condition gave Diana some room for maneuver: yes to ‘non-tropical’, but Algiers was still a possibility.
Gentien apparently remained well through the rest of May. In his
memoirs Pierre told two stories about Gentien that must come from this
period.
Gentien—returning for lunch from the little infants school…—asked
me seriously ‘Is it actually a company that you command Daddy?’ ‘Yes,
why?’ ‘Because the little ones at school don’t understand that there is a
war, so I’m also going to make a company for the war.’ ‘Bravo!’ ‘Isn’t it so
that I march straight like a Guard?’ and he hurried off to play….
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And:
When there appeared a crowd of flying ants—which the [Fulbe] wives
collected avidly to fry up as a delicacy—I found my son with the wives,
near an old woman collecting the ants to the sound of a particular song. He
stopped when he saw me arrive on horseback and explained to me that he
helped ‘that lady there, Daddy, because, you see, she is very old and needs
help.’ Everyone admired that little one.

In a postscript to the letter to her father quoted above, Diana wrote:
‘Yesterday was Joan of Arc Day, the “Mamie” for General De Gaulle as
the natives call her. The soldiers had a defile and the Lamido presided
and arranged a display of horsemanship and horse races all of which we
enjoyed no end. The rainy season has begun here.’
So there was a general sense of relief, which comes through in Diana’s next diary entry on 14 May:
Great rejoicing. The bells have been ringing in England to celebrate
the Germans being thrown out of Africa. The remaining armies have surrendered. 150,000 prisoners, 9 generals up to date. (200,000 more in
Tunis.)
Last Sat., 9th or 10th, was the Fête de Jeanne d’Arc [traditionally on
May 8th, which was Saturday]. Pierre, who was acting Commandant in
[Captain Fernand] Audier’s & [illeg.]’s absence, saluted the colour at the
head of his batallion. He also saluted the Lamido on his throne (the dentist’s chair) under a tent on a hillock overlooking the race course. There
were native horse races. The riders all wearing marvellous coloured robes
& embroidered saddle cloths. I took some photos. Interspersed were exhibition charges of the Lamido’s horsemen. Afterwards most of the officers
came back & had drinks at our ‘Cas’ & then we were invited to lunch &
tea dinner at the Mess at the camp. Lunch was all we could manage.

The rest of May was equally idyllic, with Diana happily engaged in
some competitive gardening:
June 1st 1943
For the last fortnight since the rainy season has started we have all
been vying with each other in our gardening effort. The Varieras started by
putting up a hideous porch of straw, nice to sit under, and planting Piquant
latuses everywhere. The Chalots retaliated with a fence, and wooden archway, to be covered one day with climbers. We, not to be outdone, planted
two square beds of Zinnias & Flox…and got the Lamido’s men to make a
round graceful porch for piquants. In the courtyard which I have enlarged
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I have planted seeds—radishes, lettuces, Zinnias & peas. The tomatoes are
coming on splendidly & we have eaten most of the lettuces.

On that first day of June the news about Gentien was positive. ‘Gentien
started school a week ago. He likes it & has learnt all his coursework &
I calculated in another 6 weeks ought to be able to read. I have written to
M. [Leo] Petillon (chef du Cabinet du Gouvernement Gen) Leopoldville
to ask him to send some books for Gentien.’ The next sentence was evidently added the next day: ‘Since yesterday Gentien ill in bed with fever
and headaches & tummy ache - The Doc’ Those last two words were
scratched through.
Excerpts from Pierre’s memoir and from a letter he later wrote to his
father-in-law describe what happened next:
Then [Gentien] became sick in the head, went to bed…. On June 2nd
when I came home for a week I found him in bed with the same temperature 39.5 as before. Voice thickened, so only Dia and I could understand
him…the two military doctors came every day…. Suspected he had an
abscess at the back of the nose. At midday on the 5th the doctor insisted
that we should be given a better house to which we went in a good closed
car. The doctors tried sulfa drugs again and hope for a fixation of an abscess. At 11 o’clock that night Gentien gave a hand each to Dia and to me
and told us ‘going away, going away’…. I sent his mother to rest…[she
went] next door to the neighbour’s wife, the doctor’s as it was, because the
child was resting…. [I] awaited the last visit of the doctor, after his bridge.
…the little one seemed asleep. I made a sign to the doctor not to awake
him…[he] raised the mosquito-net. ‘Captain, he is dead.’

It fell to Pierre to send the sad news to Gentien’s grandfather:
N’Gaoundere
June 17, 1943
This is first available mail since we lost our dear Gentien 12 days ago.
…Dia, of course, is overcome and she must join you all for what comfort
you can give her.
The Tirailleurs loved Gentien very much and in two battalions they all
called him ‘Corporal’ because he always wore that badge. [After describing
the boy’s final illness, quoted above, Pierre continued:] He had a funeral
the next day which must have been a boy’s dream. Dia never saw him once
he was not alive, but I and my Tirailleur [Mekambo], pinned upon him his
Corporal’s badge and crossed his hands over the Foulbe sword I gave him
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in advance of his birthday when he was ill the first time and which he
loved so much.
He knew about Jews, Christians and Moslems and shared your broad
outlook. [Because Gentien had been] baptised the priest read the service
and according to Catholics he is an angel of God’s which must be a consolation for those who have that faith. Unfortunately, Dia and I have lost all
that we lived for and the loss is the greater because he was so exceptionally
bright and mature—a complete companion to his mother. Anyhow, he
knew Victory is now certain and that was his only worry.
Dia wanted another child at once, but she now shares my view that the
moment is scarcely opportune. We will never have another boy quite like
him, but will do our best to turn Bosmelet, or its emplacement, into a home
for tubercular children, as they will be numerous after the war. Dia sees
that she will be continuing a fine Mond tradition and I can make no plans
just now but to try and comfort her.
Tell Robert [Guillaumet] that under the boy’s head I laid the standard
which was given me by the ‘Volontaires Françaises’ in London.
It seems absolutely certain according to all the doctors that his death
had nothing to do with the climate and that it would have happened in the
same way in Europe or in the States and the whole thing must be traced to
the frightful dysentery-cholera he caught during the invasion when it killed
off so many other children but only weakened him.
Sad love to all and specially to you who loses your 1st grandson.
Ever yours,
PIERRE

In his memoir Pierre wrote that a regional administrator—‘married,
with infants the same age as ours’—looked after Diana and Hélène while
Pierre dealt with the funeral. ‘Mekambo and I were alone at the cemetery
to receive the condolences. The Lamido, overwhelmed, came circling
around the tomb with his cavaliers. “He loved that so much,” he told me.’
In Diana’s diary a note was added to the 1 June entry: ‘Gentien died
on June 5th’, and then Diana did not open her diary for another two
months. Decades later Diana wrote in her memoir:
A month or so [after her visit to the Lamido’s palace, described earlier]
my beloved Gentien died. I was completely shattered but had to keep going
to look after my little daughter Hélène, 3 years old. All the garrison were
sympathetic and tried to comfort me, but it was the Lamido whose sym344

pathy touched and encouraged me most. He sent a courtier asking if I felt
strong enough to receive him. I said I would be honoured and pleased.
On the appointed day, bugles, drums, Arab steeds—suddenly the noise
ceased 200 yards from the house. The Lamido dismounted, his courtiers
too, approached silently on foot. He renewed the offer to visit his palace,
said when my husband was sent away he would look after me and Hélène;
that his priest had instructions to pray regularly that I should have another
son.

It is evident that very soon after the shock of Gentien’s death Diana
was speaking of the need to have another son, and Pierre was less than
enthusiastic. Both parents suffered in their separate ways, but it was
Pierre who had to write to the grandparent who had always advised
against taking the children to Africa. The letter reveals Pierre’s tormented
feelings. He may be deluded to think that Diana ‘now shares my view
that the moment is scarcely opportune’ to have another child: ‘We will
never have another boy quite like him.’ Instead he has a bizarre plan ‘to
turn Bosmelet…into a home for tubercular children.’ At that moment
Pierre may have imagined that the château might, by the end of the war,
be a ruin, but as far as he knew at that time, the house was no longer
even occupied by the Germans—though, in fact, it was. This despair
about Bosmelet seems to relate less to the physical structure than to the
impossibility of passing on an inheritance to the son he so adored. Perhaps Pierre also felt a desire to unshackle himself from responsibility for
the old, debt-ridden property. In any case, he dressed up the disposal of
Bosmelet as philanthropic act in the ‘fine Mond tradition’—on Diana’s
side of the family. But the greater delusion was to cite the opinion of ‘all
the doctors’ that the cause of Gentien’s death went back to events in
Europe two years previously and had nothing to do with bringing the
children to Africa.
One can read too much into a letter written at such a stressful time.
But thirty years later Pierre wrote in his memoir that Gentien’s death
marked ‘the collapse of my mad plan at the time of my divorce, which
procured me a son. I was tormented by a memory of [Victor Hugo’s] La
Légende des Siècles’—the moment when Napoleon finally had an heir
and, holding the infant up before the crowd, ‘shouted joyfully with a sublime air: / “The future! The future! The future is mine!” ’—but it was the
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next two lines that Pierre quoted: ‘ “No, the future is no one’s / Sire! the
future is God’s!’ ”
Pierre burdened himself with the tragic view that he had tempted fate
by divorcing his first wife who had failed to provide a son. The painful
corollary was that his marriage to Diana had always been wrong. But for
the present the best he could do for his family was to help them leave
Africa. ‘Hélène suffered from the heat; I was able to find them both
places on a flight for London where the unhappy mother would return at
least to her family.’
There was no point writing to his own mother: even if a letter got
through, what good would it do? She too would be bitterly sad at the
death of a grandchild and the loss of an heir for the title of Baron de
Bosmelet. Pierre could imagine she would side with Diana on the issue
of having another child and devote herself to making sure that someday
he produced a son. But for the moment Pierre’s first task was to send
Hélène and her mother to England.
Pierre’s lengthy letter to Diana’s father must have been preceded by a
telegram, for the letter could not have reached Mr. Mathias before he sent
a telegram in reply on 21 June, saying that he was contacting, Herbert
Brackley, the son-in-law of his cousin Sir Robert Mond and the second
highest executive at British Overseas Airways, about arranging air transport for Diana and Hélène back to England. It is not clear what Mr.
Mathias managed to arrange, but at some point Pierre took his wife and
daughter to Douala. Then, according to a later entry in Diana’s diary,
With Hélène I left Duala on July 14 by plane, stayed the night at
Cotonou [in what was then Dahomey and is today Benin], then on to Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire. Where we were stuck for three days with Mme Pradieu
& her three children, M & Mme Lesquen du Plessis…. De Gaulles’s newly
appointed Governor General [of French West Africa, Pierre Cournarie] at
Dakar came by & gave me a lift to Dakar. There I was stuck for four days
then got a lift to Algiers, stopping one night at Casa[blanca] with Admiral
& Mme Glassford [William Glassford, American naval officer, Roosevelt’s
personal liaison with the French authorities in Morocco].
One frightful nightmarish week in Algiers where I got an attack of malaria for the 1st time in my life, and then M. Pleven embarked me.
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When Diana was well enough to travel, Pierre’s old friend, René
Pleven, not only found first-class accommodation for her and Hélène on
the S.S. Orion, a British troopship heading for Liverpool, but also arranged for them to be accompanied by a fifty-three-year-old nurse, Miss
M. G. Dunnett, originally from Surrey.
Diana was ‘somewhere between Gib and England’ when on 5 August
she wrote in her diary for the first time since Gentien died exactly two
months earlier. She briefly recorded the difficult journey quoted above,
then she ignored her diary for another month.
The shipped docked at Liverpool on 11 August 1943, and Diana and
Hélène were soon at Bury with Mr. Mathias and Diana’s new step-mother, Mayme. Catching up with the family, Diana would meet for the first
time her two-year-old niece, Victoria, the daughter of her brother, Tony,
and his wife Cecily, who lived in White Webb’s Cottage in Bury so they
joined Mr. Mathias and Mayme for most meals. Cecily was eight-months
pregnant, as was Diana’s sister, Betty, whose husband, Pierre’s friend,
Robert Guillaumet, had left England a week after the wedding in March.
Robert briefly returned at the end of June but had left again—for North
Africa—just days before Diana reached Liverpool. And Mayme’s daughter, Bridget, was seven-months pregnant, with a husband serving in the
R.A.F.
Diana needed to adjust to all this, trying to cope with her own tragic
loss while surrounded by toddlers and pregnant women. Cecily delivered
her second child, Julian, on 7 September, and one week later Betty gave
birth to Françoise. In between, on 9 September, Diana wrote in her diary
for the first time in over a month, and made no reference to pregnancies
or births:
Back now nearly a month. Hélène thought the Grande ville et le Ritz
‘tres jolie’—and on entering our bathroom down here she also found it
‘tres belle’. H. can’t understand why the haystacks are not proper ‘cas’ and
that you can’t go into them. I can’t get used to having my nightdress put out
on a chair & also seeing Cecily & Mayme in bed wearing fluffy, lacey,
frilly bedjackets. It is now nearly 4 years since I have seen such things.

*
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Acording to Pierre’s memoir, immediately after his wife and daughter
on an airplane out of Douala, he ‘learned’ that Colonel Chandon had
uttered the words, ‘For Bosmelet, it’s just as well, with the character he
has.’66 While Pierre pretended to have liked Chandon, the Colonel had,
in fact, written glowing reports about Pierre in September 1942 and April
1943. In his next report, on 18 September 1943, Chandon wrote: ‘Intelligent officer, presenting well, but lazy and without will, and, after having
good beginnings, no longer interested in his Company. Morality relaxed,
has a regrettable conduct, not afraid to be familiar with non-commissioned officers to enjoy easy pleasures.’
This change in Pierre may have resulted from Gentien’s death or
Pierre’s exasperation at being stuck in the training camp, unable to fight
the Germans. Probably both were causes.
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Chapter 28

IN SEPTEMBER 1943 DIANA—still shattered from the death of Gentien—
was living with little Hélène in the Sussex country estate of Diana’s father and new stepmother, Mayme. Pierre was in Cameroun, receiving a
poor report from his Colonel because of his ‘regretable conduct’. And
Madame Soyer was at Bosmelet, still trying to protect the family inheritance from the depredations of the occupying Germans. Because lines of
communication were so haphazard, she probably did not know where her
son and his family actually were. She knew the family had gone to California, but may have been unaware of Pierre’s move to London and then
Africa, where he was joined by Diana. Madame Soyer did not know that
her only grandson—the heir to Bosmelet—was no longer alive. And
Pierre and Diana had no way of knowing that nine months ago Madame
Soyer had been released after spending two months in prison.
Madame Soyer’s narrative, Ma Prison, did not say where she went
after her release, and among her descendants there is some confusion
about this. Her grandson, Robert de Bosmelet, said that she did not return
to Bosmelet, but went to live in her flat in Paris. Robert’s mother, Diana,
mentioned her mother-in-law’s imprisonment in a guidebook, Château
de Bosmelet, which she wrote in 1981: ‘After two months and two days
[Madame Soyer] was released. On her return to Bosmelet she found the
place swarming with workmen, machines, cranes, cement-mixers, and
she was told that she must get out. So she left, and took refuge at
Châteauroux, south of the Loire.’67 On the other hand, Renée Thierry, a
young girl in 1942, told me that Madame Soyer did return to Bosmelet
after her release in December of that year and that ten months passed before the Germans expelled her from Bosmelet.
Evidence that supported Renée’s testimony only came to light in
2013 and 2015, and it is likely that Diana and Robert had never read this

particular set of letters, which belonged to Madame Soyer, having been
sent to her by her former daughter-in-law, Geneviève, a lawyer who was
a friend of both ladies, and employees of a museum and a Historic
Monuments commission.
The earliest document was an empty envelope sent from the Musée
de Beaux-Arts in Rouen, postmarked 28 August 1943, and addressed to
Madame Soyer de Bosmelet at the Château de Bosmelet. This is the first
evidence that Madame Soyer had indeed returned to the château after her
release from prison in December 1942. A note on the envelope in Madame Soyer’s hand reads: 27 aout 43 1ere description des objets reçu.
The enclosure must have been a detailed list of precious art works and
furnishings sent by Madame Soyer to be stored in Rouen: ‘1ere’ because
some objets had yet to be either sent or described.
Something had changed. During the previous billetings of German
troop in the château Madame Soyer had been allowed to continue her
occupancy, though limited to only two or three rooms in which she also
stored her precious possessions. Now she was sending them off to a museum.
On the same day, 28 August 1943, a letter from Pierre Giffard at his
law office in Dieppe was posted to Madame Soyer at the château. It
mainly concerned arrangements with Geneviève for Madame Soyer’s
grand-daughters, Monique and Béatrice, to visit Bosmelet. The need for
an intermediary is unclear, but the tone is friendly, saying the girls cannot
come for 1-15 September because they are ill, apparently following some
injections; Geneviève is very sorry and proposes the girls visit for a week
at Christmas and another week at Easter. After delivering this unwelcome
news, Giffard added: ‘I have also learned of the new and strengthened
occupation of Bosmelet. A trouble never comes alone. I’m sorry for you
and wish you good luck.’ This sounds like more than a continuation of
the existing occupation: ‘new and strengthened’ suggests it is recent and
somehow more severe.
On Château de Bosmelet stationery Madame Soyer wrote a reply on
14 September which made no reference to the German occupation, but
accepted the proposed dates. Perhaps, despite deciding to store some of
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the château’s objets in Rouen, Madame Soyer still expected to continue
residing at the château; or maybe she assumed Geneviève would allow
the girls to visit their grandmother at her flat in Paris. Also, Madame
Soyer referred to some unnamed item of value which she was arranging
to send as a gift for Monique (possibly another indication of wishing to
keep things out of German hands).
In the meantime, another officially-stamped envelope arrived at the
château for Madame Soyer, postmarked 4 September 1943 and sent by
Paul Franchette, Architecte des Monuments Historiques de la Seine-Inférieure, in Rouen. Again, the enclosure is missing, but the actual correspondence is clarified by a rough draft of a letter bearing the date 5 October 1943 that Madame Soyer wrote in pencil on the back of a six-monthold wedding invitation.68
Dear M. F.[ranchette?]
Since your coming here and despite the letter that you advised me to write
to the Ministry of M[onuments] H[istoriques] the devastations follow their
course, the chateau is still occupied and the walls that surround the park
and that have such pretty curves are little by little being demolished in order to pave the lanes, the roots of some centuries-old trees are naked, [illeg.
…] by some infernal machines and some pourings of cement replace the
land, the trees [illeg….]
Do you not think that beyond the habitation, to which in fact the beauty
[illeg.…] is part of the ensemble that the commission of M[onuments]
H[istoriques] must protect? Must I write anew to the Minister or can you
show him this letter? I hope for your influence.

Presumably Madame Soyer fired off a letter shortly after 4 September to Monuments Historiques, hoping they would stop whatever the
Germans were doing. However, she apparently saw no sign of redress a
month later.
In a letter only dated as ‘Lundi’ but which must date to early October
1943, Geneviève thanked Madame Soyer for the items sent for the girls,
adding that she herself was very happy to wear the broach that had belonged to ‘Grandmère’. She added that Madame Soyer’s previous letter
had been ‘nauseating’ with its news of ‘you having to leave dear Bosmelet that you love so much and in which you leave so many dear memor351

ies. Have you managed to send off the rest of the furniture? And where
are you going to be able to live?’
Madame Soyer’s reply to this must have included an enquiry whether
she could store some of Bosmelet’s furniture at the Bérard mansion in
Wargemont, where Geneviève and the girls lived, for in another letter
that Geneviève sent to ‘Ma Cherie Mummy’ on 14 October she repeated
that she was sickened ‘to see that your life is so complicated day to day
at Bosmelet’ but also responded to Madame Soyer’s question
as frankly as you have written: apart from what you’ve set aside for the
little ones, I really do not believe Wargemont can be a place where you can
store things safely. It’s exactly eight days since Berneval was bombed…
there’s often talk of evacuation, and if we are obliged to go we will have to
leave everything behind. But I hope that will never happen.

There is no further correspondence for nearly four months, when
Geneviève wrote early in February 1944 to Madame Soyer, who was
then clearly residing in Paris. She probably left Bosmelet before the end
of October—just as Renée Thierry had said.69 While previous ‘occupations’ had allowed her to remain at the château, these new occupants
were determined to seal off the château from unauthorized gaze. This
change of policy was determined by the man who commanded Flak Regiment 155, the Luftwaffe unit specially created to launch a revolutionary weapon, the ‘flying bomb’ later known as the ‘V1’, which might help
Germany win the war. The commander of this regiment was Colonel
Max Wachtel.
*
Most books about the V1 mention Colonel Max Wachtel at some
point, but none address an obvious question: why him? Most authors
merely repeat the sparse information found in two works written more
than half a century ago: Rocket (1957) by Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip
Joubert de la Ferte (probably the first book mentioning Wachtel’s name);
and an article in Der Spiegel (1965), ostensibly written by Wachtel himself, though the style is that of a magazine editor. Even David Irving’s
ground-breaking 1964 study of the German secret weapons, The Mare’s
Nest, added nothing about Wachtel’s background despite the fact that
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Irving, like Joubert, actually interviewed Wachtel. However, more information can be found in other, largel unpublished, sources.
A brief profile of Max Wachtel appeared in the Hamburger Abendblatt in 1950 when he was appointed director of Hamburg Airport. He
was born on 6 June 1897
in Rostock on the Baltic
coast, but his father,
working for the telegraph service, was transferred to Hamburg when
Max was two years old.
He had one sibling, an
older brother who was
killed in the Great War.
Max attended a Grammar School in
Zeughausmarkt, originally founded in 1815 as
a Liberal Jewish school,
but admitting children of
any faith after 1859. By
Wachtel’s time it was
one of the largest
schools in Hamburg,
Colonel Max Wachtel
with less than 10% Jewish students.
Because Max was only seventeen in 1914, he had to obtain a socalled Emergency Exam Certificate in order to leave school and enlist.
He became an Artillery officer—a point also mentioned by Joubert—and
received the Iron Cross first and second class by the age of twenty-one.
After the war he went into business—and Joubert lauded Wachtel’s ‘organizational talents and his flexibility (which may be explained by his
many years of work with industry) in successfully dealing with the unusual,’ but he never identified the ‘industry’. However, the Hamburger
Abendblatt stated that Wachtel’s first training in business took place in
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Erfurt, but he then settled in Dresden where he became ‘a director of the
Second International Hygiene Exhibition’ and later ‘a director of the
German Hygiene-Museum.’ In 1934, according to the newspaper article,
he had to resign his positions ‘for political reasons,’ and ‘for the same
reason’ two years later he also had to leave the Board of the Odol Factory. The article added that he had two grown children. Emilienne
Peterson, a descendant of Wachtel’s second wife, provided information
that the children were born in 1929 and 1931 to Wachtel’s first wife, a
Dresden woman named Senta who evidently died before 1941.
The archivist of the Deutsche Hygiene Museum, Marion Schneider,
provided additional detail: in 1928 Max Wachtel took over the management of the industrial department of the 2nd International Hygiene Exhibition Dresden which opened in 1930 and again in 1931. The catalogue
listed him as the head of the exhibitor department. ‘He then became director of a cigarette factory.’70 On October 1, 1933, Wachtel became head
of the exhibition office of the German Hygiene Museum. In 1934 he was
also managing director of the newly-established ‘State Academy of Racial and Health Care,’ which had its headquarters in the Hygiene Museum, and he took over the management of the Saxony Sub-committee of
the Reich Committee on Public Health Service. ‘He is said to have been
on leave in November 1935 and was terminated on 31.12.1935.’
At some point Wachtel became a manager at the Lingner Factory in
Dresden, which produced the popular antiseptic mouthwash, Odol. The
inventor of Odol, Karl August Lingner, had organized a massive ‘International Hygiene Exhibition’ back in 1911 and established the German
Hygiene-Museum in the following year. In 1928 Lingner’s successor recruited managers to help organize the ‘Second International Hygiene Exhibition’ visited by three million people in 1930 and another 1.7 million
the following summer.
According to the Museum’s website, ‘After 1933 the museum’s ideas
of popular health education and highly developed modern communication methods were placed in the service of Nazi racist ideology.’ Some of
the Museum’s exhibitions encouraged public support for the involuntary
sterilization of ‘mental defectives’. Ernst Wegner, a doctor who had
joined the Nazi Party in 1930, was in charge of the Health Department in
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Saxony in 1933 and became a leader of the Hygiene Museum in 1935,
where he promoted the policy of ‘euthanasia’ for ‘incurables.’ He was
also an extreme anti-Semite. The Museum’s Jewish employees were
dismissed.
There is no evidence that Wachtel was Jewish, and it may be wishful
thinking to assume the ‘political reasons’ for leaving various posts might
include opposition to the racist policies of the Nazis. The two bodies on
which Wachtel served in 1934 (the State Academy of Race and Health
Care and the Saxony Subcommittee of the Reich Committee for Public
Health Services) were both Nazi organizations. And yet Wachtel was
already employed by Odol, the Exhibitions and (probably) the Museum
before the Nazi’s came to power, so he didn’t owe those appointments to
the Nazi regime. The jury is still out on why Wachtel left those positions
in 1934 and 1936. According to Joubert, ‘In 1936 he placed himself at
the disposal of the new Wehrmacht…with the rank of Captain, and from
then on belonged to the anti-aircraft artillery.’ Why, at the age of thirtynine, he chose to rejoin the military, one can only speculate.
Anti-Aircraft guns developed as fast as Air Power itself, and the
Anti-Aircraft force, or Flak Korps, was controlled by the expanding
Luftwaffe. Flak gunners not only protected cities and industries, but also
accompanied troops advancing through France in 1940. Using the versatile 88mm Flak guns, the gunners shot down over 500 aircraft—but also
destroyed 152 tanks, 151 bunkers, thirteen forts, and over twenty warships and naval transports. The one background detail in Wachtel’s Der
Spiegel article that had not already appeared in Joubert’s book was that
in 1940 ‘as a Major I led the 1st Division of the Breslau 7th Flak Regiment, of Colonel Walther von Axthelm’s 1st Flak Brigade.’
In the spring of 1941 Axthelm was promoted General of the 1st Flak
Korps and may have instigated Wachtel’s promotion to Colonel and appointment as an instructor at the Flak School in Rerik on the Baltic coast.
Wachtel was at the cutting edge of the technical developments in Antiaircraft gunnery. It may have been Axthelm who, later in 1941, had
Wachtel assigned to a special project, mentioned by both Joubert and the
Der Spiegel article. ‘His gifts as a leader of men,’ wrote Joubert, ‘were
soon recognized by the higher command, so that in peace-time as well as
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at the beginning of the war he was
always entrusted with special tasks.
He was thus put in charge of the development and operation of the socalled “Siebel Ferries”.’
The Siebel Ferries were 15m x
30m platforms on pontoons first developed by Friedrich Siebel—a
Luftwaffe colonel and former aircraft
designer—when the Germans were
preparing to invade Britain in 1940.
These multi-purpose shallow-draft
vessels could serve as ferries, landing-craft, and Flak gun emplacements. When Operation Sea Lion was
cancelled, the ‘ferries’ were used
General Walther von Axthelm
elsewhere in large numbers. In 1941
Wachtel was posted to Antwerp to prepare more vessels and crews for a
new task.
The Germans and their Finnish allies were trying to starve the city of
Leningrad into submission, and the Siebel ferries were meant to interrupt
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Russians efforts to move supplies into—and civilians out of—the city
across Lake Ladoga, using lorries when the Lake was frozen in the
winter, but otherwise boats. Shortly before the lake froze October 1942
Wachtel personally led one harrowing mission to land on a small Russian-held island, knock out its artillery pieces, radio station and lighthouse,
and capture prisoners and intelligence material. The German Navy didn’t
provide enough sailors for the 20 Siebel Ferries, so Wachtel had to use
his Flak gunners, and he achieved only half of his objectives. During the
return journey Russian aircraft and patrol boats harassed the slow-moving ferries, five of which had to be abandoned or were sunk. Wachtel lost
2 men killed and 57 wounded, but his guns did shoot down six Soviet
planes. On the whole, the Siebel ferries were not very effective, but
Wachtel had certainly demonstrated again his courage and flexibility.

Conferring with a Finnish Officer,
Max Wachtel (centre) and Fritz Siebel (right)

After receiving the Finnish Cross of Liberty,
Wachtel (1st left) and Siebel (3rd from left)

Shortly after the operation both Wachtel and Siebel were awarded the
Finnish Cross of Liberty, and in December Wachtel received the German
Cross in Gold, a gaudy badge with a massive swastika that
Hitler had invented to reward the bravery of the German
troops sent to destroy Bolshevism. It was sometimes called,
in a whisper, the ‘Nazi Party Badge for the near-sighted.’
Wachtel spent the winter of 1942 in Cherbourg providing Flak protection for U-boats. He was back at the Flak school by March 1943, and
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some weeks later he was summoned to the Air Ministry in Berlin by
General von Axthelm, who had risen to command all of the Flak forces.
Wachtel was forty-five and ‘the old man’ to his students—behind his
back—but hugely admired because of his contrasting qualities: tall and
energetic, if bit stout; the military haircut and sharp parting obscured the
fact that his sandy hair was thinning; there was something unmilitary
about his general courtesy and sense of humour, yet he had great deal of
combat experience, despite not being a career soldier. The 1965 Der
Spiegel article had Wachtel describe—in a breathless first-person,
present-tense—how he became involved in a new project:
This morning an orderly asks me to interrupt my lecture: ‘The Lieutenant
Colonel is needed on the telephone.’ I go to the anteroom. The orderly
hands me the phone. I answer, ‘Wachtel.’ ‘Stams.’ Lieutenant Colonel
Stams, Chief of the Staff of the General of Flak Artillery Walther von
Axthelm. Stams makes it short: I am ordered to see the General—‘Today,
16.00, Office of the Flak Artillery, Berlin, Fasanenstraße.’ No comment.
The End.

When Wachtel reached Berlin he found Axthelm behaving even more
oddly than Stams, closing not only both sets of doors to his office but
also the window.
Axthelm: ‘Ever heard of “Cherrystone”?’
‘No, Herr General.’
‘And “Fi 103” ?’
‘No, Herr General.’
Axthelm gets up and walks to his desk. He pulls a bottle of Cognac from a
drawer. He pours it out: ‘Cheers, my dear fellow…’
‘Your health, General!’
Axthelm sets down his glass. ‘Much of what I’m going to say you must
forget when you go out that door. It’s not only secret. It’s Most Secret. Very
few people know about this.’

The General went on to explain that at Peenemünde, on the Usedom
peninsula, the Luftwaffe was testing a weapon to be used against London. It was a small unmanned aircraft that could deliver a 1,000 kg payload over a range of 250 km. It was not quite ready yet: the first success358

ful test launch happened just before Christmas, and in January Axthelm
witnessed a second launch himself.
Wachtel would certainly ask how it was launched and if the aircraft
was radio-controlled. Axthelm could answer that the first tests of the airframe involved having it released from a Kondor patrol bomber, but the
first powered-flight involved setting the aircraft on a sled, switching on
the engine, then using six small rockets to push the sled up a ramp, since
the pulse-jet engine didn’t have enough thrust to lift the 2,000 kg aircraft
from a standing start. A more efficient system for getting the aircraft up
the ramp was being developed.
There was no radio-control: gyroscopes and an internal compass controlled altitude and direction. It was basically a flying bomb: no pilot and
no need for fuel for a return trip. The airframe was developed by the
Fieseler company, so the industrial name for it was ‘Fi 103’, then it was
code-named ‘Cherry-stone’, and more recently it was re-named FZG 76
—hoping the enemy, if they see the name, might guess it is some
Flakzielgerät [radio-controlled target-plane] for the flak batteries to practice on.
According to Wachtel’s account, Axthelm stressed that the new
weapon has been given the highest priority. A testing command must
now be set up and, in order launch the offensive by the end of 1943 that
command would later become a new regiment. ‘Its commander,’ said
Axthelm, ‘would receive all conceivable powers.’ Wachtel’s first
thoughts were: ‘As an artilleryman, I’ve never shot anything that far, and
as an organizer I’ve never had that much responsibility.’ The article does
not mention the most important question anyone in Wachtel’s position
would be bound to ask: What exactly is the weapon for?
Although General von Axthelm would be privy to more information,
both men were aware that the Luftwaffe was in a mess. The Eastern front
was consuming aircraft and pilots at an unexpected rate, and sixteen
months had passed since the Führer had declared war on the U.S. whose
airforce, like the R.A.F., was building up huge fleets of long-range
bombers. Incredibly, Germany’s efforts to develop a long-range bomber
had somehow stalled, and although German fighter pilots and Flak gun359

ners took a serious toll of enemy aircraft attacking Germany, the enemies’ bombers were still getting through.
The Der Spiegel article provided no date for this important meeting
in Axthelm’s office, but it must have been only a few days before 10
May 1943. In the previous six or seven weeks, Britain’s Bomber Command had launched massive attacks on two German port cities. Both
contained some military assets, but they were attractive targets mainly
because they were on the Baltic coast: easy to spot from the air at night
and no need to fly any great distance over German territory. And both
contained densely-populated residential areas consisting of houses that
burned extremely well. Lübeck was bombed on 28/29 March: three hundred people were killed, but 15,000 lost their homes. Over four nights,
23-27 April, two hundred people were killed and 3,000 buildings destroyed in Rostock, Wachtel’s birthplace.
In response, Hitler ordered the bombing of some English cities—
ones less well defended than London—such as Exeter and Bath, and he
also made a speech to the Reichstag on 26 April, accusing Churchill of
‘carrying on air warfare against the civilian population with new methods’ and saying ‘From now on I will retaliate blow for blow until this
criminal falls and his work dies.’ But Axthelm and Wachtel both knew
that the Luftwaffe was struggling to mount retaliatory attacks. Wachtel
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might have heard the rumours that the German Army was secretly developing some long-range rocket, and Axthelm was now in a position to
confirm the rumours and clarify that the Army’s rocket might someday
strike back in a way that the Allies could not defend against; however,
the rocket might not be operational in time to make any difference, now
that Pearl Harbor, Stalingrad, and El Alamein had turned the tide of war.
However, the Luftwaffe’s ‘flying bomb’ could deliver a warhead of
the same size as the Army’s rocket, 1,000 kg. It used ordinary petrol, unlike the rocket’s expensive blend of alcohol and liquid oxygen. The cost
of a single rocket, would pay for twenty flying bombs, which were easier
to transport, store and conceal. True, the rocket would be virtually impossible to shoot down, while the V1, though flying at 400 mph, followed a straight line at a height reachable by British anti-aircraft. Still,
the flying bomb’s greatest advantage was that it was scheduled to be operational before the end of 1943, eight months away.
Once the flying bombs went into mass production, a regiment was
trained to launch them, and suitable launch sites were constructed in
northwest France—within reach of London—then the offensive could
begin. If Wachtel accepted the challenge of helping to develop the
weapon, the regiment and the launch sites, then his objective would not
be to reduce London to rubble, but to show the British government that
he could—and that they could not stop him except by agreeing to end the
Allied policy of carpet-bombing German cities. Since the Allies would
strive to knock out the launch sites as soon as possible, Axthelm thought
it essential to have a large number of sites ready at the start, perhaps a
hundred, and to train the crews so that they could launch as many as V1s
possible from the beginning of the campaign. How many flying bombs
could be launched from each site per day was something Wachtel would
have to determine, and how accurate they might be remained to be seen.
But it was feasible that a thousand flying bombs might be dropped on
London every day, without the loss of a single German bomber and its
aircrew. Hopefully, before the British managed to destroy too many of
the launch sites they would see that London might be obliterated unless
they halted their raids against German cities. And when that happened,
the production levels of German war industries would be greatly im361

proved, fewer resources would be needed to defend those cities, and
more manpower could be released in order to duplicate the great
achievement of the last war: to knock Russia out of the war.
‘Do you want the job?’ Axthelm asked, according to the Der Spiegel
article. Wachtel replied: ‘Yes, sir. I look forward to this task!’ The General told Wachtel he would receive further instructions soon. Wachtel’s article finally provided a specific date: on 10 May he received orders to go
to Peenemünde, and two days later he took up residence in the Hotel
Prüssenhof in Zinnowitz, a former resort ten kilometres southeast of the
testing laboratories and testing grounds used by the Army for its rocket
and the Luftwaffe for its flying bomb. ‘My room had a balcony and a
sea-view.’
On 12 May 1943 Wachtel was put in charge of a temporary ‘Experimental Command’ for the Luftwaffe at Peenemünde. He was appointed
Commander of a Training Group on 11 June, then promoted to Colonel
on 1 July, made Commander of Flak Regiment 155 (W) on 15 August,
and on 1 September was ‘Colonel and Commander of the Wachtel Training and Testing Command.’
As soon as Wachtel began dealing with the designers, the testing
technicians, and the manufacturers of the flying bombs, technical problems with most of the key features of the newly-created weapon became
apparent. While he waited for these to be solved, Wachtel concentrated
on the tasks he could control. He recruited dozens of officers and hundreds of men, mainly from the Flak Korps. He ordered the construction
of a training base at Zempin, just three kilometres further down the coast
from Zinnowitz and thirteen kilometres southeast of Peenemünde. He
placed some of his staff officers in an office in Paris from which they
could seek out appropriate locations for launch sites and also coordinate
the design and construction of these sites. He obtained target maps of
London and established a meteorological service that could provide wind
information crucial to aiming the aircraft—whenever he finally obtained
some aircraft which he could train his men to shoot.
Wachtel’s recruits were drilled on the launch procedures for a long
time before they actually had spare prototypes of the flying bomb. The
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Air Ministry had created an airfield at Peenemünde for testing experimental aircraft back in 1936, but in 1938 the Army was allowed to establish a facility for testing the huge rockets that had already been under development for more than four years. While the Army’s facilities expanded over the years, the Luftwaffe only became serious about developing
a flying bomb about ten months before Wachtel was informed about it.
The testing was done near the airfield in what was then known as
Peenemünde-West. Wachtel probably worried that the Army’s test firings
of its rocket engines might draw the attention of the British, and he may
also have found it worrying that a flying bomb launch ramp had recently
been set up on the northeast corner of the Peenemünde peninsula not far
from the Luftwaffe airfield. This was flat, open shoreline, and some of
the land had recently been ‘reclaimed’ from the sea. But he had to make
use of this area until new launch ramps could be constructed among the
pine trees near the new base at Zempin.
If the busy Colonel Wachtel was at Peenemünde-West on 12 June, he
might have noticed the de Havilland Mosquito flying overhead at 10,000
metres, on course for England. Every flak gunner knew that such a plane,
flying alone at such a height, was probably on reconnaissance, having
just photographed some German city bombed within the last few hours.
The flight path rarely brought such planes over Peenemünde, but this one
seemed to be on a line about a kilometre east of the airfield, so right over
the Army’s rocket testing grounds. Wachtel must have hoped the cameras
were not running as they passed overhead.
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Chapter 29

THE CAMERAS WERE RUNNING, but interpreting the 12 June photographs
of Peenemünde would become a matter of contention between two Englishmen, born within two years of each other in South London, and both
working, in different ways, for British Intelligence. The one who saw the
photograph first was Flight Lieutenant E. J. André Kenny. Born in 1911
to rather elderly school-teachers, Kenny was nurtured as a classical
scholar at Dulwich College and went on to Trinity College, Cambridge,
where he became an archaeologist.
An untypical academic, Kenny became fascinated by all things
mechanical: bicycles, cars, cameras, tools, any kind of equipment or machinery. While exploring the Cambridge countryside for evidence of antiquity, Kenny took a great interest in the historical development of the
Fens, and joined the Cambridge archaeologists who formed the ‘Fenlands Research Committee’. One founding member was O.G.S. Crawford, famous for his use of aerial photography, and Kenny’s 1933 article in
The Geographical Journal about a
Roman bridge found in the peat was
illustrated with an aerial photograph.
Kenny was elected a fellow of the
Royal Geographical Society and published an article about ancient Greek
hydraulic engineering. After a year at
the British School in Athens publishing more articles and helping Crawford to produce a map of ancient
Athens, Kenny returned to Cambridge
and worked on his doctoral dissertation, ‘Questiones Hydraulicae’, but—
as Kenny must have related the story
André Kenny

—the project succumbed to the university’s inability to find a suitable
assessor, either a classicist familiar with engineering and an engineer
who could read Greek.
Rather than remain a Cambridge don, Kenny took a job with the
Great Ouse River Catchment Board, and described himself as ‘engineer’
on his marriage certificate when in 1936 he married a much older woman. Kenny kept in touch with the Fenland Committee and reviewed
books in the Journal of Hellenic Studies. When the war broke out, he
found himself swept into the world of Photographic Intelligence.
Dr. Hugh Hamshaw Thomas, a wellrespected Cambridge botanist who had
pioneered aerial photography in the Great
War, rejoined the Air Force at the outbreak
of the Second World War and played a
large role in establishing the Photographic
Interpretation Unit (PRU) that eventually
found its home in Medmenham, on the
Thames near Marlow. Hamshaw Thomas
swiftly recruited most of the archaeologists and geologists at Cambridge.
Medmenham’s recruits were granted
commissions in the RAF, and Kenny, gazHugh Hamshaw Thomas
etted as a Pilot Officer at the end of 1940,
became Hamshaw Thomas’ assistant in
May 1941 in the newly-created D Section, which analysed photographs
of anything to do with German Industry. The work expanded as the
nature of the bombing campaign evolved and by the end of 1941 the staff
had grown from two officers to fifteen, with one clerk. However, the
fifty-seven-year-old Hamshaw Thomas felt the strain and groomed André
Kenny to take over leadership of D Section.
The first aerial photographs of Peenemünde that Kenny might have
examined would have been those taken somewhat accidentally on 15
May 1942 by a Reconnaissance pilot, Flight Lieutenant Donald W.
Steventon, flying sortie A/762. The images were poor and there were no
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previous photographs to compare, nor were the interpreters looking for
anything in particular. Steventon had noticed an unremarkable airfield
and Flight Officer Constance Babington Smith, head of the Aircraft Section, later recalled seeing ‘some extraordinary circular embankments’, a
feature outside her remit. In 1957 she wrote Evidence in Camera, the
first book about Medmenham’s important contribution to the war effort.
She frequently mentioned her fellow section-leader, André Kenny, but
didn’t say if he had any comment about that 1942 photograph, about
which no immediate report seems to have been preserved. Since no one
at that time was looking for anything to do with secret long-range
weapons, if Kenny saw those ‘circular embankments’ on the photographs
he might, as an archaeologist, think of Bronze Age henge monuments—
which they couldn’t be, otherwise Kenny would have heard of them.
Kenny might possibly have
noticed in the northwest corner
of the Peenemünde peninsula
clear evidence of a coastal land
reclamation programme: it
wasn’t a matter of cutting
channels through marshes to
drain water seaward, as in the
Fens; instead, the Germans
were dredging the shallow sea
near the coast to make it more
navigable, and then pumping
the sludge ashore to fill ‘ponds’
which gradually dried out
through evaporation, effectively enlarging the area of the
airfield. The sludge-pumps
were barely visible but would
have been fairly obvious to
Constance Babington Smith
Kenny. In any case, the photographs were simply filed in the Medmenham library, along with photographs from two later sorties in January and March 1943. But Kenny
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would need to look at all of them again in April 1943, when Peenemünde
became an urgent project for Medmenham.
It was another man, two years younger than Kenny but born in the
same part of South London, Reginald
Victor Jones, who wove together many
of the threads of information about enemy’s secret development of long-range
weapons. R.V. Jones—‘Reg’ to all his
friends—was a scientist assigned to Air
Intelligence at MI6. The son of an
N.C.O. in the Grenadier Guards, Jones
was admitted to Alleyn’s School in Dulwich through a competitive examination,
and another one brought him to Oxford,
where he achieved a First in Physics.
Like many boys of his generation Jones
took up the hobby of making radio-sets,
R.V. Jones
breaking ground unknown to previous
generations.

Frederick Lindemann,
later Lord Cherwell

Jones completed his doctoral studies in
1934 at the Clarendon Laboratory under
Frederick Lindemann, an eminent physicist who had the ear of Winston
Churchill, then on the back-benches but
always eager for Lindemann’s advice on
scientific matters relating to Britain’s defence. Jones himself rather remarkably
came to have open lines of communication with numerous people in the world
of Intelligence, giving him unique access
to an extraordinary range of primary
data. In July 1936 Jones was appointed
Scientific Officer for the Air Ministry. He
then had a brief assignment at the Admiralty Research Laboratory (A.R.L.) at Ted367

dington, but soon the Air Defence Committee decided Jones should work
with the Intelligence Services in order to provide the Committee and the
Air Ministry with information about German scientific advances that
could affect aerial warfare. Jones’ new position—Assistant Director of
Intelligence (Science)—commenced on 1 September 1939, the day the
war began.
Jones now answered to Wing Commander Frederick W. Winterbotham,
head of the Air Intelligence branch at
MI6’s headquarters in London. Jones
began reviewing pre-war intelligence
files for any information on German
‘secret weapons’. These files had been
evacuated to a place called Bletchley
Park, where Jones was temporarily billeted with the deputy head of the Government Code and Cypher School. Here
Jones made contact with MI6 cryptographers grappling with the problem of
‘breaking’ the German ‘Enigma’ coding
machine, and he became life-long
friends with Frederick ‘Bimbo’ Norman,
a German-language professor from LonF.W. Winterbotham
don University. Jones returned to London
to report that the pre-war files mentioned many weapons too fantastic to
take seriously, but they should watch for future references to bacterial
warfare, new gases, weapons using flames, long-range guns and rockets,
gliding bombs, aerial and naval torpedoes, submarines, pilotless aircraft,
magnetic guns, engine-stopping guns, and death rays.
Winterbotham presented Jones with a recently-arrived German document, the Oslo Letter. The Intelligence Chiefs in all three services
thought it was a plant, not to be believed, but Jones eventually decided
the letter, which described a dozen different ‘secret weapons’ the Germans were working on, should be taken seriously. The Chiefs were not
persuaded, but Jones frequently went back to it in coming years, particu368

larly the weapon described as a remote-controlled glider carrying a large
explosive, for which ‘the test site is at Peenemünde’.
It was through Winterbotham that Jones
learned that Bletchley Park had broken the
Germans’ Enigma code. This was the most
top secret intelligence operation of the entire
war, which would be ruined if the Germans
ever learned their encryptions had become
readable. MI6 had a very short circulation
list for their decrypts: the Prime Minister, a
few—but not all—of the military Chiefs of
Staff, the head of MI6 who, through Winterbotham, passed along items about German
scientific activities that no one else could
figure out to the young scientist at MI6.
Frederick ‘Bimbo’ Norman
Jones also received information frequently
from the Photographic Interpretation Unit at Medmenham and from
Group Captain Denys Felkin, who was in charge of interrogations of
German prisoners-of-war at Trent Park.
In December 1942 Jones learned that a Danish chemical engineer had
overheard a conversation that mentioned Germans working on a rocket
that would carry five tons of high explosive. A month later a vague report
from Stockholm mentioned the Germans testing such a weapon at
Peenemünde. Then in March 1943 Jones received a report from Denys
Felkin who had secretly recorded conversations between two recentlycaptured German generals: one was surprised, after being brought to
London, that he’d heard no sound of explosions, even though he had
witnessed large rockets being testing along the Baltic coast a year earlier,
when he was told, ‘Wait until next year, and the fun will start!’
Meanwhile someone in the War Office had already passed the same
reports to the Director of Military Intelligence and the Chiefs of Staff.
The Chiefs recommended to Prime Minister Churchill on 15 April 1943
that a single person coordinate an investigation, even suggesting that Mr.
Duncan Sandys, M.P., would be a good choice: while serving in the
Army earlier in the war he had worked at an experimental station devel369

oping new solid-fuel rockets for use by
the military and had more recently
served as Secretary to the Ministry of
Supply dealing with weapons development. Also, he was Churchill’s son-inlaw. Monitoring the development of
German secret weapons was codenamed Operation Bodyline.71
Jones felt his own investigation was
going well and was annoyed that an outsider had been brought in. He waited for
Sandys to consult him, while pressing
his contacts for more prisoner interrogations and any evidence from foreign
Duncan Sandys, M.P.
workers—forced-labourers—employed
in German war industries. Any long-range projectile would require tracking by German radar operators, so Jones asked ‘Bimbo’ Norman at
Bletchley to pass along any decrypts regarding the two leading regiments
of German radar operators. On 4 June Jones received reports based on
information provided by two Luxemburgers working as forced-labourers
at Peenemünde. They mentioned weapons such as a ‘cigar-shaped projectile ten metres long’ with a range of 250 kilometres and a ‘torpedo…
started from a catapult.’ Several months passed before Jones understood
that these were descriptions of two different weapons.
Shortly after Sandys was appointed chair of the Bodyline Committee
on 20 April—and several weeks before he contacted Jones—Sandys became acquainted with André Kenny. On the previous day the Air Ministry instructed Medmenham to investigate the German secret weapons
programme and send reports to the Air Ministry, War Office, and Duncan
Sandys. On 22 April another sortie went out to photograph Peenemünde
again, and on the 24th two scientists working for Sandys arrived at
Medmenham and met with André Kenny and other leaders at the Central
Interpretation Unit (CIU). The scientists said the interpreters should be
looking for a rocket, probably transported by rail, and for launch sites,
both in the area of Peenemünde and—since London was the most obvi370

ous target—in northwest France. Kenny gathered all the photographs of
Peenemünde taken in May 1942, January and March 1943, as well as the
22 April photographs, and five days later, on 29 April, Kenny wrote up
the first D Section report entitled New Development at Peenemünde
(AIR 34/196).
According to Constance Babington Smith, ‘On 29 April André
Kenny set off for the Ministry of Supply to report what had so far been
found at Peenemünde…. Kenny spread out plans of the whole area…
with Mr Sandys were his scientific advisors….’ The photographs, from
the most recent sortie showed ‘a cylindrical object 38 ft. by 8 ft.’ The
conventions at Medmenham dictated that interpreters only described
what they saw and could measure; they did not draw conclusions. Also,
about six weeks earlier the War Office had passed to Medmenham some
intelligence which suggested a German rocket might be 95 feet in length
and less than three feet in diameter. Kenny would have to leave it to
Sandys’ experts to decide whether the ‘cylindrical object’ found on latest
aerial reconnaissance was a German rocket. Babington Smith added that
‘This was the first time Mr Sandys had come into touch with a photographic interpreter, and he was much surprised and impressed by the
amount of detailed information the photography could yield.’
Kenny’s 29 April report about the Peenemünde peninsula also described an area ‘on the extreme northern tip of the peninsula where land
reclamation has been in progress for the extension of the Peenemünde
Aerodrome.’ Because of his interest in the Fens, he probably spotted this
reclamation work the first time he saw a photograph of Peenemünde, eleven months earlier. Now he mentioned seeing ‘a length of pipe supported on a movable trestle carriage. This is used for pumping material
dredged by the suction dredgers over the banks of the enclosures into
which the reclamation area is divided.’
André Kenny made increasingly frequent trips to London to brief
Duncan Sandys or even the War Cabinet on the results of air reconnaissance. Perhaps because Sandys had his own scientific advisors and kept
the investigation kept under tight security, R.V. Jones found himself sidelined. In Most Secret War (1978) Jones wrote that friends at Medmenham
‘heard of a veto on the Peenemünde photographs going to anyone but
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Sandys’, but they promised ‘to pass to you any photos that might interest
you.’ As part of his long-standing remit regarding radar installations
Jones still received from photographs of Peenemünde, though some were
delayed in reaching him.
On 24 May André Kenny wrote report D.S. 3 after sortie N/825 photographed Peenemünde on the 14th. He spotted ‘a cylindrical object similar to that described above and apparently the same dimensions.’ He also
noted that ‘material is being dumped on the fan-shaped area on the foreshore…by a pipe connected to a suction dredger.’ Two days later he
wrote D.S. 4 about photos taken on 20 May (N/832), and spotted another
‘cylindrical object’ lying on a ‘traverser’. D.S. 5 came out the next day,
still about N/832 and still describing a ‘cylindrical object’, 40 ft long and
8 ft. in diameter; but Kenny also could not resist commenting on developments with the land reclamation, noting that ‘the darkening of the fanshaped area on the foreshore…has progressed since the last sortie.’
On 3 June Kenny attended a meeting at the Air Ministry to consider
expanding the air reconnaissance of France within 130 miles of London,
to look for sites from which some sort of rocket might be fired (AIR
2/14508). Kenny’s next report on Peenemünde was D.S. 9, issued on 16
June 1943 about the reconnaissance flight N/853 which took place on 12
June.72
These photographs became in later decades a matter of contention
between R.V. Jones and those who supported André Kenny. At this time
Jones was miffed because Sandys had still not consulted him and he was
receiving fewer aerial photographs and reports from Medmenham. Jones
may not have seen the photographs and reports from the reconnaissance
flights over Peenemünde in April and May, except for frames relating to
radar facilities, but friends at Medmenham did in fact send him copies of
the 12 June photographs though these didn’t reach him until 18 June.
Kenny’s analysis in D.S. 9 was issued on 16 June, but another week
elapsed before Jones finally saw that. Nevertheless, as soon as the photographs arrived, Jones went over them with a stereoscope—which made
him feel like a genuine Medmenham PI (Photographic Interpreter). In
Most Secret War, Jones described what happened next:
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…by this time the Medmenham interpreters had had at least five days to
study them: there ought to have been no pickings left. But suddenly I spotted on a railway truck something that could be a whiteish cylinder about 35
feet long and 5 or so feet in diameter, with a bluntish nose and fins at the
other end.

Jones summoned his assistant to look through the stereoscope and ‘He
immediately agreed that I had found the rocket….’
Although Jones had read intelligence reports suggesting the rocket
might be about ten metres long, this was the first time he had seen one,
and thirty-five years after the event, he still believed—wrongly—that he
was the first person in British Intelligence to recognize the rocket.
Jones was keen to use this ‘discovery’ to undermine Duncan Sandys
who still hadn’t contacted him. Jones consulted his old professor,
Lindemann—by now Lord Cherwell—for he knew Cherwell was so annoyed about Sandys’ appointment that he had lately described the whole
rocket story was some sort of hoax. This photograph might convince
Cherwell that the rocket was no hoax, and Cherwell might argue that
Churchill could pull the plug on Sandys’ investigation since Jones’ team
was doing the job perfectly well. However, Cherwell sagely advised
Jones to send Sandys a note so he could to react first before Jones told
anyone else about it. Perhaps Cherwell suspected the truth: that Sandys
already knew about the rocket in the photograph.
On 19 June Jones wrote to Sandys: Lord Cherwell has asked me to
draw your attention to the fact—should you not have already noticed it—
that a rocket seems to be visible on sortie N853 of Peenemünde; it is
about 35 ft. long.
Jones received no acknowledgment of his note, but later recounted that
‘two or three days later there appeared an addendum from Sandys’ interpreter to his previous report saying that an object was visible on the photograph, without any mention that anyone else but himself had found it.’
‘Sandys’ interpreter’ was André Kenny, and Jones mentioned him,
disparagingly, three times in his book without giving his name. They certainly met each other either at Intelligence committee meetings or during
War Cabinet briefings, and Jones knew Kenny or some of his colleagues
well enough to be able to repeat that story that Kenny’s ‘Cambridge
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Ph.D. thesis…was not accepted because’ no qualified assessor could be
found. Jones also said that Kenny’s experience working for ‘a river
Catchment Board’ perhaps ‘coloured’ his interpretation of something else
in the Peenemünde photographs: according to Jones, ‘What were in fact
catapults for flying bombs were, for example, interpreted as “sludge
pumps”….’—a point we will turn to later.
When Jones was writing in 1978, most of the original reports were
still classified under the thirty-year rule, though Jones possessed personal
copies of many of these reports. Jones was also a principle source of information for David Irving’s 1964 book The Mare’s Nest, though Irving
mentioned Kenny by name and added an interesting detail about the
‘Addendum’ that Kenny did indeed issue after Jones sent his note to
Duncan Sandys: ‘Now the hunt was on. Kenny called back the earlier
covers of Peenemünde and found several finned “objects” on other photographs….’ David Irving—not for the last time—was twisting the truth,
for Kenny was not hunting, but demonstrating. Kenny’s ‘Addendum’ to
report D.S. 9 does not simply refer to ‘earlier covers’ (i.e. photographs)
but to earlier reports, citing specific references to ‘cylindrical objects’
described in his 29 April report, and D.S. 3 and 5 (26 and 27 May). The
fact is that long before Jones ‘discovered’ a rocket on a 12 June photograph, Kenny had already satisfied Sandys and his team that the ‘cylindrical objects’ on photographs taken in April and May were what they
were looking for. Indeed, in his report on the 12 June photographs,
Kenny had indeed seen and described (para. 2, xiv) yet another ‘object’
which had been more difficult to see, for it was standing upright in a
nearby field—which is perhaps why Jones had failed to see that one.
Kenny described it as ‘a thick vertical column about 40 ft. high, and 4 ft.
thick’.
Even in his ‘Addendum’ Kenny chose not to use the word ‘rocket’,
sticking to the Photographic Interpreter’s job to describe, not to speculate. After the war, Kenny never responded to the allegations made first
by Irving and then by Jones, but one of his colleagues did. Ursula Powys-Lybbe, a professional photographer before the war, led the team that
was responsible for examining airfields. In her own account, The Eye of
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Intelligence, published in 1983, referring
to the search for the ‘rocket’, Powys
wrote:
André Kenny, who had the misfortune
to describe the mysterious things he saw
at Peenemünde as either an object or a
vertical column according to the rules laid
down by his superior officers, has been
pilloried by almost every writer on the
subject for not spelling out the word
‘rocket’. [Jones], for instance, implies
that the CIU interpreters failed in their
duty to identify the rocket, and that he
was responsible for the discovery. André
Kenny, on the other hand, assures me that
none of the highly trained PI’s who had
studied the photographs ever doubted that
the objects were rockets.

Ursula Powys-Lybbe

On 12 June 1943 Colonel Max Wachtel was right to be worried about
the reconnaissance plane flying over Peenemünde, even though no one at
Medmenham or on Sandys committee had yet heard of Wachtel, Flak
Regiment 155, or the flying bomb.
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Chapter 30

R.V. JONES WAS FINALLY INVITED to a meeting with Duncan Sandys on
26 June. Presumably Sandys did not mention that he’d seen the photographic evidence of the rocket’s existence weeks before Jones sent his
little note about his ‘discovery’. They agreed that the rocket was real and
not a hoax, as Lord Cherwell kept suggesting. Jones and the MP also
agreed that action needed to be taken against the rocket threat as soon as
possible.
Three days later Jones attended a War Cabinet meeting chaired by
Churchill in the bomb-proof War Rooms deep beneath Whitehall. Along
with the top ministers and service chiefs, Sandys and Cherwell were also
present. Sandys’ secretary, Colonel Post, had previously written to Medmenham: ‘Mr. Duncan Sandys would be most grateful if the services of
Flight Lieutenant Kenny could be made available to him on Tuesday,
June 29th from 15.00 hour onwards.’ Kenny briefed Sandys before the
M.P. made a presentation based on the latest photographs. Sandys offered
his conclusions: the rocket was not a hoax, but was in an advanced state
though not yet operational; its range was probably about 130 miles, and
areas in France within that distance from London were being examined
for potential launch sites (though they had no idea what these sites would
look like); Hitler was believed to be pressing hard for the weapon to be
put into use even if all technical problems had not yet been solved; the
rockets could inflict very heavy damage on London; the best countermeasure was for Bomber Command to destroy Peenemünde’s research
and manufacturing areas; and the Air Staff believed an attack on the appropriate scale should be delayed until mid-August, when longer nights
would provide more cover.
Lord Cherwell played devil’s advocate, but his former student, R.V.
Jones, backed up Sandys’ recommendation. Churchill summed up: ‘The

arguments on the whole are stronger for leaving Peenemünde alone until
we can really devastate it.’
*
Colonel Wachtel’s resolve to meet the deadline of 1 December 1943
for opening his campaign against London was no doubt strengthened by
the grim news he received at the end of July: a week of devastating
bombing raids on Hamburg—where Max Wachtel had been raised—had
created a fire-storm that killed over 40,000 people. This devastating result owed much to an invention by R.V. Jones, codenamed ‘Window’. It
involved aircraft dropping metallic strips that slowly floated through the
air and effectively fooled German radar into detecting aircraft where
there were none. Bomber Command had delayed using of ‘Window’,
fearing the Germans would develop it as well and compromise Britain’s
air defence system. However, it was used for the first time on Hamburg,
and then again three weeks later, on 17 August during the attack on
Peenemünde as part of a feint to trick the Germans into thinking Berlin
was being attacked.
Jones later wrote that, if asked, he would have given higher priority
to bombing the testing and manufacturing areas rather than the residential area on Peenemünde at Karlshagen—where the German scientists
lived. Jones felt the weapon was largely beyond the research and development stage, so killing the scientists was less important than destroying
production and launching facilities. André Kenny’s team provided vital
maps and photographs of Peenemünde for Bomber Command and following the attack Kenny wrote a brief damage report that mentioned important installations that were undamaged or only slightly damaged.
However, the R.A.F. declared that there was no need for an immediate
follow-up because the raid had been a success—despite the forty-one
aircraft being brought down, a 6.9% loss rate, normally deemed unacceptably high.
The day after the raid the War Diary of Wachtel’s Flak Regiment 155
recorded that
Immediately after the alarm was given [almost midnight], Peenemunde
West was screened by smoke. This may explain the fact that the enemy
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aircraft were unable to locate the Luftwaffe's experimental station. Nor was
any damage caused to the installation of the Wachtel Training and Experimental Command—firings ramps and assembly shops.

Wachtel wrongly assumed the R.A.F. was trying to attack his flying
bomb operation as well as the Army’s rocket programme. And the diary
distinguishes between the ‘experimental station’ near the Luftwaffe airfield at Peenemünde West and the ‘Training and Experimental Command’ installation, a dozen kilometres to the southeast at Zempin, where
Wachtel was creating most of the facilities that would later be reproduced on launch sites in France.
Fearing another raid on Peenemünde, the German Army transferred
rocket production to other areas deep in Germany, while Wachtel became
more eager to complete his flying bomb tests and get the launch sites in
France ready to receive his men. It was actually a fortnight after the
Peenemünde raid that the British first learned about the flying bomb and
Wachtel.
*
Three weeks before the raid on Peenemünde, both André Kenny and
R.V. Jones attended a ‘Bodyline Scientific Co-ordinating Committee’
meeting chaired by Duncan Sandys in London on 26 July. When Jones
learned there would be no immediate follow-up attack on Peenemünde,
he decided to take a fortnight’s holiday since he was ill from working flat
out for nearly three years. However, Jones was away barely a week before being summoned to London to attend a War Cabinet meeting on 31
August. When he reached his desk Jones had only a brief time to review
three new reports that had come in during his absence.
The first report, dated 12 August, came from a source ‘well-placed’
in the German Army Weapons Agency who asserted there were ‘two different secret weapons under construction’: a ‘pilotless aircraft officially
known as “PHI 7”’ and a ‘rocket projectile officially known as “A.4.”’
The source, connected to the Army, admitted knowing nothing about
Luftwaffe’s pilotless aircraft except that it was being developed at
Peenemünde. So it appeared that two branches of the German military
were competing to develop their own long-distance weapon.
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According to the next report some sort of pilotless aircraft crashlanded on a Danish island, Bornholm, on 22 August. There was a photo
of a Danish policeman standing beside a crumpled mess of metal. A Danish naval officer took measurements and produced a sketch: the aircraft
apparently glided in on some sort of wings, but had no warhead, since it
didn’t explode. If this came from Peenemünde, then it flew over 75
miles, either off-course or farther than expected.
The third report, written in French, was dated 25 August, but for
‘date of information’ it read: ‘Not stated, probably July 1943.’ The title

Detail from the first page of the report that first mentioned the name of Colonel Wachtel
(AIR 40/3009)
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(translated) was: Information communicated by a serving Captain attached to the Test Centre in question. Jones was overwhelmed by the detail in what came to be known as the ‘Wachtel Report’: three security
passes for Peenemünde, a base nearby at Zempin, Flak Regiment 155,
Colonel Wachtel, Lehr-und-Erprobungskommando Wachtel, a Major
Sommerfeld, areas for deployment in northwest France, sixteen batteries,
220 men each, and 108 catapultes—which sounded like something used
to launch an aircraft rather than a rocket. However, having just read the
other two reports, Jones was intrigued by the reference to a ‘stratospheric’ missile ‘ten cubic metres in volume’, which was several times larger
than the Bornhold aircraft, more like the Peenemünde rocket, and unlikely to use a ‘catapult’. It could reportedly reach an altitude of 80 km,
with a range of 500. The French source evidently picked up information
about the rocket as well as the pilotless aircraft, without knowing the difference.
When Jones tried to find out more about the source, he heard that
MI-6’s Kenneth Cohen, who ran the French agents, had no direct contact
with this one. All he knew was that the agent was ‘une jeune fille la plus
remarquable de sa generation’. Two decades passed before Jones even
learned the jeune fille’s code-name, ‘Amniarix’.
*
At an early date Wachtel and Axthelm had agreed that the more
launch sites in France, the heavier the attack and the harder it would be
for the enemy to find and destroy the launch ramps. However, General
Milch, the senior Luftwaffe officer beneath Goering, proposed instead a
small number of huge bunkers, knowing Hitler’s fondness for masses of
concrete. In June Goering brokered a compromise: four massive bunkers
plus ninety-six small sites, of which sixty-four—the main operational
sites—would be constructed by October and the other thirty-two—in reserve—by the end of the year. There would also be eight forward supply
depots, which makes sense of Amniarix’s ‘108’.
Amniarix reported that ‘the catapults could each fire a bomb every
twenty minutes’—an issue Wachtel would surely have been working on.
In theory sixty-four launchers could fire 192 flying bombs in an hour and
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1,536 in an eight-hour shift. But it is doubtful that Wachtel had been able
by July to test the rate of fire thoroughly. Still, if his Flak regiment could
fire about a thousand flying bombs per day, it would be sending as many
tons of explosives against London in four weeks as the Luftwaffe had
delivered during the eight-month-long Blitz.
Wachtel had an office on the Avenue Hoche in Paris where some of
his staff officers coordinated the construction of the launch sites in
Northwest France by facilitating negotiations between the Todt Organisation—the Third Reich’s construction arm—and a syndicate of French
building firms sub-contracted for the early stages of the site construction.
The French syndicate brought along a translator to these meetings, a
24 year-old graduate of the Sorbonne, brilliant at languages, fluent in
German, and very attractive: Jeannie Rousseau. She met some of
Wachtel’s officers, convinced them of her admiration for German culture,
and through a pose of incredulity, encouraged them to convince her that
Germany would win the war thanks to their superior weapons. Jeannie
had begun passing information about German military forces to a Resistance network back in 1940 when her family had fled Paris during the invasion. She was then in Brittany, but came under suspicion and was ar-
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rested—but soon released thanks to the testimony of friendly German
officers. Ordered to leave Brittany, she went back to Paris and found a
job which brought her again into contact with the German military. In
spite of the few points of confusion in her ‘Wachtel Report’, the overall
impact of her dangerous effort was to shift the focus of the British investigations from the rocket to the flying bomb.
The search for the flying bomb launch sites was on and Sandys’
Bodyline Committee called for a massive expansion of aerial reconnaissance flights over Northwest France and the Baltic Coast near
Peenemünde. Flight Lieutenant André Kenny was more or less seconded
to Sandys’ Ministry of Supply to coordinate the requests. The problem
was they no one knew what such a launch site would look like. That crucial information would soon reach British Intelligence, partly through
French agents on the ground—such as Michel Hollard—and partly
through a monumental blunder in the design of the launch sites.
*
At Bosmelet in 2010 there was
an information board which gave
me my first acquaintance with the
story of Michel Hollard.73 There is
an excellent biography published
by George Martelli in 1960, Agent
Extraordinary: The Story of Michel
Hollard, and a more recent biog r a p h y, M i c h e l H o l l a rd : l e
Français qui a sauvé Londres
(2005), written by his son, Florian
Hollard. A few other books make
passing references to him, and
some articles in Auffay’s local history journal, Altafagus, are by or
about people who knew him. In the
Archives nationale at PierrefitteMichel Hollard 1898-1993
sur-Seine one can find forty pages
of material about Hollard’s intelligence network—Réseau Agir—which
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has never been quoted in any publication. The daughter of one of Hollard’s close associates provided some valuable insights. And the son of
George Martelli allowed me to examine some papers left in his possession.
Before Robert de Bosmelet died in 2012 he gave me photocopies of
three British intelligence reports from 1943-44 apparently based on information provided by Hollard. I did eventually find the original papers
at Kew, but this search failed to uncover even more official reports that
could certainly be attributed to Hollard.
In Most Secret War, R.V. Jones gave an important account of Michel
Hollard’s activity, a few pages after his account of Jeannie Rousseau’s
‘Wachtel Report’. Along with his own memory, Jones was able to rely on
Martelli’s 1960 biography of Hollard and also on maps and plans that
had been sent to London by Hollard in 1943, two of which Jones reproduced in his book. Of course, Hollard’s name would never have appeared
on any of the intelligence reports he sent in during the war, but immediately after the end of the war Jones must have been told Hollard’s name
(and was probably further briefed by Kenneth Cohen) when Jones was
asked to write the citation for the Distinguished Service Order that was
awarded to the French resistant. That citation was printed at the front of
Martelli’s biography:
Capitaine de Réserve Michel Hollard
This officer in January 1942 organised and conducted, with the greatest
skill and devotion for two years, a highly successful information service in
favour of the Allied Cause in Northern France.
He, at great personal risk, reconnoitred a number of heavily guarded ‘V.
1’ sites and reported thereon with such clarity that models thereof were
constructed in this country which enabled effective bombing to be carried
out.
His courage, devotion to duty and unsparing efforts were a constant inspiration to his team. Finally arrested in February 1944 by treachery, he
was deported to Germany, from where, after severe privations and despite
torture under which he revealed nothing, he succeeded recently in escaping.

In 1978, when Jones described Hollard’s contributions toward an understanding of the threat from the V-1, he relied mainly on Martelli’s
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1960 account. Hollard was undeniably a heroic figure. Like Wachtel, he
was underage when he enlisted during the First World War. He survived
with a Croix de Guerre. When the next war broke out Hollard was an engineer in a government weapons-testing unit. He refused to accept the
shameful Armistice and quit his job when his employer could not avoid
collaboration with the German occupiers. To support his wife and three
children, Hollard established a business installing gazogènes (coal-fired
engines to circumvent the petrol shortage), but he also made contact with
British intelligence in mid-1941 through the British embassy in Geneva,
and over the next two and a half years made forty-nine dangerous trips to
Switzerland. The biographies by George Martelli and Florian Hollard
describe Hollard’s numerous and amazing adventures when he created an
intelligence network of over two hundred agents operating throughout
France: the present study is limited to Hollard’s discoveries regarding the
V-1 and his fruitful labour in the vicinity of the château de Bosmelet.
According to the two biographies, Hollard’s three most important
exploits concerning the flying bomb were: 1) his discovery of a construction site—at Bonnetôt, six kilometres from Auffay—which included
structures carefully oriented toward London; 2) obtaining precise drawings of a particular launch site, Bois Carré, further north in the Pas de
Calais; and 3) obtaining careful measurements of an actual flying bomb
stored inside a railway carriage in Auffay train station.74
Both biographers were vague about the dating of these events, which
is particularly frustrating in connection with the Hollard’s first exploit—
discovering the launch site at Bonnetôt. In Martelli’s account, the discovery took place in August, 1943, and Florian Hollard’s biography added a detail that bolstered this dating.75 The story begins when Hollard’s
secretary gave him a message from a recently-recruited agent, Jean-Henri
Daudemard, a railway engineer at Rouen. According to Martelli,
Daudemard had
overheard a conversation in a café between two building contractors
[about] some new and unusual constructions that were being carried out on
German orders at various points in the Seine Inférieure Department….
[They were ‘unusual’ because of] the amount of material required and the
extreme accuracy demanded for the siting of certain buildings.
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Hollard ‘decided to investigate himself,’ and ‘one day in August’ he
went to a Labour Office in Rouen, pretending to represent a Protestant
welfare organisation that delivered religious and moral tracts to young
men recently engaged to labour for the German occupiers. The official he
addressed wrote down the general locations of some construction sites.
Several were located near the railway line linking Rouen and Dieppe; the
nearest station was Auffay. En route he changed into working-man’s
clothes, but when he reached Auffay no one seemed to know about any
construction sites in the area. Hollard probably saw a map at the station,
for he then decided to follow for five kilometres each of the four roads
that led out of the town until he found something or had to give up.
‘After drawing three blanks he tried as a last resort the road which led
westward toward Bonnetot le Faubourg,’ wrote Martelli.76
Once Hollard finally spotted a construction site at Bonnetôt, according to Martelli, he then found a wheelbarrow on the edge of the site, hid
his haversack behind a tree, and started walking around purposefully. It
is also possible that while Hollard was inspecting Bonnetôt Madame
Soyer was still in her château, sending precious objects to the Museum in
Rouen while similar contruction was going on all around her.
At Bonnetôt Hollard noted ten separate structures, none more than a
storey high, with concrete paths being poured to link them. Another strip
of concrete ran for about fifty yards toward a corner of the area furthest
from the road. There were wooden posts down the middle, a line of
string stretched between them, and the posts and string continued for another hundred yards into the grass. Metal discs on the posts reminded
him of markers used by surveyors. Hollard bent down, pretended to tie
up a bootlace, placed on the ground the Boy Scout compass he always
carried, and took a reading on the line of string.
When he asked a French labourer what the place was for, the man
said he had no idea and suggested Hollard ask the foreman, pointing at a
man talking to one of the German engineers. Hollard managed to speak
to the man alone by following him to a latrine. The foreman at first
answered Hollard’s questions—mainly to grumble that the Germans never said what anything was for—and even mentioned similar sites in the
area: ‘at Tôtes and another at Yerville, then at Le Bosc Melet, Brauquetu385

it, Abbémont, St. Vaast-du-Val….’77 Soon Hollard was on the train back
to Paris where he checked the compass reading on his maps: the string
was pointing toward London.
Hollard ‘reported his find in Switzerland a few days later’, and his
MI6 handler—always called ‘O.P’ by Martelli, but later identified by
Florian Hollard as James Kruger—‘took it seriously enough to forward
the report to London.’ After describing the intelligence received about
rockets and flying bombs at that time, Martelli wrote: ‘It can be imagined, therefore, with what interest Michel’s report was read in London.
It was the first definite indication that whatever was threatening would
be arriving from bases in northern France and would be aimed at London.’
The story of the discovery of Bonnetôt as told by George Martelli
and Florian Hollard differs from two other accounts which predated
theirs. A folder about Hollard’s network, the ‘réseau Agir’, is catalogued
in the Archives Nationales in Paris, as 72 AJ 35.78 The folder includes a
ten-page typescript written by a researcher, Marie Granet, after she interviewed Michel Hollard on 21 February 1950—probably the earliest written account of Hollard’s exploits, and evidently unseen by either George
Martelli or Florian Hollard.

A detail
from the
earliest
post-war
account of
Michel
Hollard’s
activities,
from the
Archives
Nationales
in Paris.
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in the 1950 interview Hollard apparently did not mention Daudemard’s role as initiator. Instead, during a description of various men who
were recruited into his network, Hollard’s interviewer wrote that one of
Hollard’s recruits put him ‘in contact with the French Inspector of
Works, M. Marion.’ Marion was always accompanied by a German officer, but got away momentarily to relieve himself, at which point Hollard followed him and questioned him (resembling the story of following
a ‘foreman’ into a latrine at Bonnetôt). The 1950 notes then say ‘Very
quickly the Frenchman informed Hollard that there was, very near, another similar construction site.’ [The ‘another’ does not quite make
sense.] Hollard is told it’s ‘Bonnetot, near Totes, on the route nationale
27…where the works were more advanced.’ The notes continue: ‘M.H.
explored the region in the days that followed and found a rather large
number….’ Bonnetot is then the first of a list of twenty-five that Hollard
recited during the interview, adding ‘and there were around 200 between
Valognes and Calais….’
The 1950 account then continued:
While drawing the plans, M.H. realized that the axis of all the ‘ramps’ was
directed toward London…. He resolved to transmit the intelligence immediately to London…. The report left Switzerland in the middle of October
’43. Immediately the British High Command…ordered him to concentrate
on this business, to send them a precise plan of every construction site, especially of the [launching] platforms.

So the key divergences in the 1950 account are: no mention of
Daudemard, inclusion of a named Inspector of Works, the orientation of
the launch ramps is worked out from numerous plans (not from a compass reading at Bonnetôt), and when Hollard reports to Switzerland it is
in the middle of October and about several launch sites, while in Martelli’s account he ‘reported his find in Switzerland a few days later’—so,
probably still in August—and probably (though not certainly) about a
‘single’ site, Bonnetôt.
The ‘réseau Agir’ folder also contained information from a bulletin
called ‘AGIR’ which Michel Hollard apparently wrote periodically for
veterans of his network. This 1948 issue included a brief account of the
discovery of Bonnetôt closer to Martelli’s later account in that it did
mention Daudemard’s role, though without naming him: ‘One of our
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men, having been alerted by a surprise conversation in a Rouen brasserie
between two businessmen in the service of the Germans, informed me
that some considerable and unexplained works were taking place in the
region. I went then to ask the Departmental Labour Commissioner which
stations the teams of workers were being sent to….’ Hollard then described a large construction site four kilometres from Auffay, ‘purpose
unknown’—and here unnamed, though obviously Bonnetôt. Next, with
five comrades, he ‘searched the area by bicycle and rapidly found several
other sites, all alike, which were located on a map.’ And then he took this
information to Switzerland where his liaison officer told him it could be
very important to the course of the war and to give it top priority.
In this 1948 account Hollard did not mention using a compass or noticing an orientation toward London; in the 1950 interview notes Hollard
noticed that orientation when he was drawing plans of several sites; and
in Martelli’s 1960 book Hollard dramatically wielded his Boy Scout
compass on the first site he visited. But the Réseau Agir folder also held
notes of another interview. Marie Granet’s colleague, Henri Michel, conducted this interview in 1947 with Jean-Henri Daudemard. A note at the
end shows that it was Daudemard who provided the researchers with the
address of Michel Hollard. He could not have known that Hollard’s accounts would differ significantly from his own.
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Chapter 31

JEAN-HENRI DAUDEMARD, educated at the Polytechnique, worked for the
railways before the war began. Soon after the Armistice he was involved
with different Resistance groups, at least two of which were ‘blown’, before he began in June 1943 to work for ‘Colonel Hollard.’ Both were
Protestants and met through a friend. Daudemard’s 1947 interview notes,
also mention [Alfred] Auber, a retired colonial official from Toulon
(Daudemard’s home-town), who had been appointed director of the
S.T.O. for the five départements of Normandy and who provided
Daudemard with a great deal of intelligence ‘because, thanks to him,
agents could be placed in all the construction sites to keep watch.’ The
‘S.T.O.’ was the Service du travail obligatoire, through which the Vichy
authorities organized the young men who—like Norbert Dufour—were
forced to labour for the Germans, usually in Germany, but also on military constructions in France. The interview notes continue:
In July 1943, D. heard in a café a conversation between two Frenchmen,
one a contractor working on business for the Germans. D. had already been
ordered by the Germans to deal with the transport of materials needed for
some construction sites in various places all within thirty kilometres of the
sea. D. had been intrigued by these orders, but he believed at first that the
Germans simply wanted to strengthen their essential fortifications so they
might survive any shelling by the Allied fleet whenever the invasion began.

The delay between what Daudemard heard in July and what Hollard
was told (in Martelli’s account) in August is readily explained by Hollard’s three-week distraction getting Brocard to a hospital in Switzerland.
But note that Daudemard was curious about ‘construction sites’ even before he overheard the conversation, in the course of which
…the contractor spoke to his companion about rectangular platforms
whose axes on the plans converged on London. D. had his attention drawn
by this all the more because, at that time, the Germans were talking a lot
about secret weapons. He immediately alerted Auber and Hollard, who

went into the countryside, especially as London, immediately informed,
gave orders to investigate this business thoroughly.

Contrary to Martelli’s account, Daudemard had already heard something about these sites having ‘platforms’ that were oriented on London,
though one assumes Daudemard excluded such details from the letter he
sent to Hollard. Yet he would have mentioned this to Hollard as soon as
he came to Rouen. So any compass measurement done by Hollard,
whether at Bonnetôt (Martelli) or while Hollard was later drawing plans
of several sites (1950 interview), was more of a confirmation than a discovery. Also, it is significant that Daudemard’s reaction to the ‘conversation’ was to alert not only Hollard but also Auber (who is never named in
any of Hollard’s or Martelli’s accounts). London was immediately informed (…Londres, aussitôt prévenu…), though it is not clear by whom.
Hollard’s system for sending information to London was far slower than
a radio transmission, which might have been used, however, by some
other network to which Daudemard or Auber was connected.
Every book that mentions Hollard sending a report about Bonnetôt to
London cites Martelli’s biography, but never an official intelligence report. The three British intelligence reports that Robert de Bosmelet gave
me, saying they were based on information sent in by Hollard, were not
about discovering Bonnetôt. The earliest is dated 2 December, 1943
(transmitted 30 November) and bore the code number Pingpong 53;79 the
second is Pingpong 109 (transmitted 13 December); and the third is
Pingpong 110, ‘date of inf.: November 20th’ (probably transmitted with
109). All three were sent from Geneva and carry the code-number for
Hollard (or his network): Z.165. For ‘Source’ is described variously, but
basically is ‘Author of Pingpong No. 25, 41 and 45’, with the last report
adding No. 53 and 85. No. 53is also described as a follow-up to No. 45,
dating to 28 October 1943.
No. 53 gives two pages of detailed information about Bois Carré—an
important site to be discussed later. No. 109 provides a list of twentyfour launch sites (none in the Auffay area), with brief descriptions of
three of them and more details about Bois Carré. No. 110, entitled
‘Names of Contractors’, lists eighteen French ‘enterprises charged to execute some terracing and concrete-pouring in Seine Inférieure for…the
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Luftwaffe.’ This is the only one of the three documents that mentioned
Bonnetôt, merely as one in a list of many construction sites.80 No. 45,
evidently concerning Bois Carré, probably didn’t mention Bonnetôt
either. Still, that leaves 25, 41 and 85: No. 25 might have been Hollard’s
earliest report about Bonnetôt, but none of these three reports has yet
been found.

Detail of p.1 of a British Intelligence report for which Michel Hollard was the source (‘Z.165’)

The originals of the three Pingpong reports provided by Robert de
Bosmelet were eventually found in the National Archives (DEFE 40/10).
During that search, other reports turned up that were curiously similar,
though lacking Hollard’s code-number, Z.165.
In an Admiralty file at Kew (ADM 199/2480) was a general report
about Bois Carré dated 29 October 1943 (the missing Pingpong 45 about
that site was sent on 28 October). It had no Pingpong or A.I. (Air Intelligence) number, but the Naval Intelligence Department (N.I.D.) specified
that it was ‘a copy of a report as sent War Office. From our Neutral organisation O.’ While briefly describing several structures, the Admiralty
report mentioned ‘Zinquat’—a ‘synthetic product’ used to make hinges
for a building which ‘contains absolutely no metal parts’—while Hollard’s No. 53, promised that ‘a sample of “Zinquat” non-magnetic nail…
will follow as soon as possible’. Like all of Hollard’s reports, this one
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was sent from ‘CX.12421’ (MI6’s Geneva office) and mentioned a
‘Common No. 280/281 of 28.10.43’ while Pingpong No. 53 associated
No. 45 with ‘Tel. 280 of 28.10.43’. The source is declared to be
‘MONTRESOR’.
In the same file was another ‘Montresor’ report sent from Switzerland and channeled to Naval Intelligence after receipt by the War Office,
but dated a month earlier, 28 September 1943. The very short message
was about locations in France
A firm of building contractors has been charged with the construction of
large concrete platforms each with “axe de symetric” pointing towards
London, near the following places:–
Totes, St. Saens Auffay, Ponnereval, Neufchatel-Bray, Bures, St. VaastEquiqueville, St. Ouen, Poucarmont.
Note by M.I.6. Source is endeavouring to secure pinpoints.
Copy to Mr. Sandys.
M.I.6.
Common no. Te. 26 of 26.9.43

An almost identical report was found in AIR 2/14508—no Pingpong
number, but labelled A.I. No. 30896: the same CX number, and two days
earlier in date, 26 September 1943. But the source was not Montresor or
Z.165, but ‘B.3.’ Based on the pattern of some misspellings, the Montresor report was probably copied from this A.I. report. Also, the A.I. report
includes an additional sentence (about the contractor also having been
ordered to build ramps on the Seine’s bank near Rouen for the embarkation of tanks), which may have seemed somewhat irrelevant to whoever
was passing along information taken from the A.I. report. Finally, the
A.I. report noted ‘Common No. Tel. 867… 26.9.43’, while the Montresor
report read ‘Common no. Te. 267 of 26.9.43’—so ‘267’ is another misreading. Both reports, of course, are based on some original report that
arrived in Switzerland in French: the quotation marks around ‘Axe de
symetric’ demonstrate this, along with the peculiarly French spelling of
symmetric.
What is the connection between Hollard (Z. 165), Montresor, and B.
3? The same person? Different members of the same network? Did Hol392

lard have a colleague carry the information to Switzerland by a separate
route? One curious alteration stood out in the wording of B.3’s report,
which probably preceded Montresor’s: ‘Rouen building contractor firm
owned by a friend of source charged with the construction of …’, while
Montresor wrote: ‘A firm of building contractors has been charged with
the construction of …’ Perhaps ‘B.3’ considered the information more
reliable because it came from a friend, while someone else saw the link
age as a security breach. Perhaps Daudemard’s story about ‘overhearing’
so much detail was a bit far-fetched: possibly one of his contacts in the
world of construction simply informed him about strange sites with
structures oriented on London. But if Daudemard’s information (or anyone he told it to) fell into German hands, he could deny that he knew the
name of someone overheard in a café. Then again the phrase ‘contractor
firm owned by a friend of source’, might suggest Hollard was reporting
that his source (Daudemard) was a friend of the contractor.
Both ‘Montresor’ and ‘B.3’ mentioned nine locations, five with railway stations, and the rest mostly within four or five kilometres of one.
These are small towns probably well known to a railwayman such as
Daudemard; they are not specific construction sites, but both reports
stress that the ‘source is endeavouring to secure pinpoints’, though B.3
also said: ‘and exact descriptions.’
The central problem remains: if Daudemard first heard about these
strange sites in July and Hollard actually visited one in August, why did
the news not reach London until late September? Two factors could have
combined to cause the delay. Hollard’s schedule of carrying information
to Switzerland every two or three weeks had been upset by the need to
help his injured agent reach a hospital in Switzerland. Upon returning
from that exhausting mission, Hollard received a vague message from
Daudemard. Perhaps he delayed travelling to see Daudemard because he
wanted to complete another circuit of his main agents and pass along
their information before being distracted by something else. Or maybe,
after seeing Daudemard, Hollard needed time to organize his first trip to
Auffay. Or, after seeing Bonnetôt and hearing of similar sites in other
areas, he prioritised organizing his network to begin the search. In any
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case, it would appear that no report about Bonnetôt was likely to have
reached London before 26 September.
Eventually a Pingpong report, No. 113, was found at the National
Archives among R.V. Jones’ papers (DEFE 40/11), that was actually entitled ‘Bonnetot’. It came from Switzerland, but dated 20 November—
too late for a ‘discovery’ report. However, the source was doubly described: ‘Z.187’ and ‘Author of Ping Pong No. 22’.
No. 113 is seven pages long, and as ‘an amplification of Pingpong
No. 22.’ Apparently plans were originally attached which had been mentioned in No. 22. The report mostly described Bonnetôt, with the last two
pages offering brief notes on seven other construction sites. While touching on the key structures at Bonnetôt, Agent Z.187 seemed particularly
interested in how the Germans were supplying this and neighbouring
sites with water from the river Scie.
The author emphasized that the site is incomplete, and that the Germans wanted it ‘completed by the 1st of November’, but they’re far from
that and a severe winter might further disrupt their plans. This information was collected before November, and ‘20.11.43’ was merely a for
date of transmission or receipt. Two particularly interesting aspects of
this report are probable references to Bosmelet and to Michel Hollard.
Z.187 listed three other sites in the region of Bonnetôt:‘Thorp Mesnil’, ‘Belleville en Caux’, and ‘Beaumeslet’. ‘Torp Mesnil’ (as it should
be spelt) and Belleville, 10 km. and 4 km. west of Bonnetôt, and Bosmelet (using the spelling on some earlier maps) about 5 km. east of Bonnetôt. Z.187 noted German arrangements to channel water from the river
Scie to ‘les chantiers de Beaumeslet et de Bonnetôt’.
The misspelling of Bosmelet may help to explain a curious problem.
A reconnaissance report that listed 59 launch sites as confirmed by 29
November 1943 included Bonnetôt and Belleville as well as nearby
Fréval and Pommereval, but no Bosmelet (or even ‘Beaumeslet’). Since
Z.187 mentioned ‘Beaumeslet’ only twice in his report, perhaps he only
interviewed a worker, heard the place-name, but never saw it in print except on an old map. Whatever the explanation, the archaic spelling may
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have delayed confirmation of the launch site under construction if the
Photographic Interpreters didn’t know where to look.
Z.187 also mentioned that Bonnetôt was ‘visited some time ago by a
French officer from the Polytechnique and a specialist on heavy artillery,
[and it] cannot, in his opinion, correspond to an installation that could be
used for a known ballistic missile.’ Michel Hollard had the rank of a reserve officer, had been trained as an engineer, had worked for the French
government in the field of weapon-testing, and (according to Martelli)
had already visited Bonnetôt, so he might be the person mentioned by Z.
187. The key word in the officer’s opinion is ‘known’: nothing in the
structures’ configurations corresponds with the emplacements needed for
existing types of artillery. An alarm was ringing.
According to Keith Jeffery’s MI6: The History of the Secret Intelligence Service, 1909-1949 (2010), ‘Z.187’ was an eighteen-year-old
Frenchman who travelled to Switzerland hoping to go on to England and
join de Gaulle’s forces. The British mission in Berne discouraged this
and arranged for him to be taken on by Swiss Military Intelligence while
also becoming ‘one of Hollard’s sub-agents’. Jeffery wrote that ‘Z.187
was caught in June 1944 and never heard from again, presumed shot by
the Gestapo.’ Martelli’s biography offered a footnote apparently about Z.
187, though Martelli never used this code number or Hollard’s, Z.165:
‘One other patriotic organisation also handled by “O.P.” made a smaller
but valuable contribution by locating some of the sites. Its gallant eighteen-year-old leader was afterwards captured and shot by the Germans.’
The young agent was apparently François Claude, who had his own network of agents and worked with a Swiss intelligence agent, Paul de
Saugy, while also working with two MI6 agents, Victor Farrell and
James Kruger.81
In his biography of Michel Hollard, George Martelli had acknowledged assistance from Victor Farrell and James Kruger (‘O.P.’). Victor
Farrell was George Martelli’s brother-in-law. A small notebook kept by
Victor Farrell is in the possession of Martelli’s son, Amyas Martelli. Originally written in pencil, there are erasures, re-writings in pencil and a
few in blue ink.
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Farrell touched briefly on the subject of German long-distance
weapons, referring to ‘O.P.’s agent’ as ‘187’ in two pencilled entries. In
the entry for 11 November 1943 he added an asterisk in pencil signalling
a note (also in pencil) at the foot of the page that read: ‘Michel Hollard’;
at some later point blue ink was used to write ‘165’—Hollard’s correct
code-number—over the ‘187’. On 28 December Farrell again wrote
about ‘187’ in pencil, but a question mark in blue ink appears after the
number. It may be that Farrell was confused about which number belonged to Hollard, or perhaps later on he (or George Martelli?) decided
he must have been confused.82 It was disappointing that Farrell’s notebook made no reference to any particular discovery, such as Bonnetôt.
Jean-Henri Daudemard’s daughter, Élisabeth, was born in 1947, the
year of her father’s testimony to the researchers into the Resistance networks who produced the file on Hollard’s Réseau Agir. Regarding her
father’s role in the discovery of the V-1 sites, Élisabeth passed along
what she remembered hearing from her father:
In July 1943, my father had lunch in a café-restaurant in Rouen. At the
neighboring table there was a well-known masonry contractor—for the fact
[is] that [the] Germans often commissioned works. This contractor was
discussing with a man an important stock of materials to be transported to
the coast at specific locations (I do not remember the names).
My father was intrigued by the fact that it was a matter of constructing
platforms along the Atlantic. He quickly understood the importance of this
information because he was well aware of the existence of the V1. (He had
obtained the confidence of certain German officers who received him in
their offices and that is how he saw on a map the positions of German
submarines bombed by the RAF, but that [is] another story).
In the evening, my father took a map, laid the points on the platforms
and as a result of compass calculations, he understood that the direction of
all the platforms was directed to London. From that moment on, there was
no longer any doubt, the platforms were intended for the installation of
[the] V1.
He immediately pointed out to his Réseau the importance of his discovery.

In his 1947 testimony Daudemard said the ‘contractor spoke to his
companion about rectangular platforms whose axes on the plans converged on London.’ His daughter’s account implies that the contractor
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actually gave Daudemard information (compass readings?) that allowed
Daudemard to work out the conclusion on a map. At the time—July 1943
—the actual construction had probably not advanced very far, and the
contractor’s understanding was based on information on the plans.
It seems more plausible that the ‘well-known’ contractor—probably a
friend of Daudemard—was the person who made the discovery on the
plans he had seen and simply told Daudemard about it. Élisabeth was in
no position to confirm or deny such a suggestion. Her initial statement
quoted above was made before Élisabeth received a copy of the 1947
testimony, which she had never seen. She reacted by writing that it ‘corresponds totally to everything he told us about the platforms of the V1.’
She also said that by the 1950’s her father felt that his view of some past
events ‘had been distorted by some of Michel Hollard's remarks.’
I remember that in the seventies the TV made a show on ‘The Man Who
Saved London’.83 My father was filmed and interviewed. But during the
passage of the program, he was totally censored because his testimony did
not correspond to that of M. Hollard. My father was a discreet man, working a lot. He had no time to devote himself to sterile polemics.

Élisabeth would have been in her mid-twenties at the time and would
remember her father’s comments. Her bias is obviously in favour of her
father, but R.V. Jones had no such bias. In Most Secret War he mentioned
the discovery of the launch site at Bonnetôt without providing a date or
citing any specific report: he simply paraphrased Martelli’s description of
the event after admitting he himself had received little information at the
time about who did what.84 If, as Martelli implies, Hollard sent in his report about Bonnetôt in August 1943, perhaps it reached MI6 chiefs during that fortnight before 31 August when R.V. Jones was on holiday; perhaps on returning he was distracted by the backlog of reports
(‘Bornholm’, ‘Phi 7’, and the ‘Wachtel Report’) and failed to notice a
report on Bonnetôt because so many reports were by then coming in
about strange constructions in northwest France. By the end of the war,
as is clear from the citation he wrote for Hollard’s D.S.O., Jones held
Hollard in high esteem, and in Most Secret War he would be unstinting in
his praise for what we are calling Hollard’s second exploit in connection
with the V1. Regarding the discovery at Bonnetôt, if Jones knew any397

thing more about it than he read in Martelli’s book he would have said
so.
The search for ‘ground reports’ about Bonnetôt did turn up a Medmenham report, B.S.82, dating to 6 November 1943 and interpreting aerial photographs taken three days earlier: Bonnetôt appeared in three
frames of the film. The report described it as a ‘new’ site that ‘has been
reported from ground sources in A.I. No. 31281, and a reference in A.I.
31524 co-relates it with the Bois Carré site….’ Pingpong 53, the earliest
report based on information from Hollard, was described as being a follow-up to A.I. 31524, transmitted 28 October 1943, but never found in
the archives; however, this was the first evidence of A.I. 31281, an Air
Intelligence report based on ‘ground sources’ referring to Bonnetôt.
Maddeningly, no date is given, though it must be earlier than 28 October:
it too has never been found. Evidently, nothing in 31281 caused alarm or
provoked a bit of aerial reconnaissance.
In 1948 the Air Historical Branch produced Volume 2 of its RAF
Narrative: Photographic Reconnaissance by the RAF in the War of 19391945 (AIR 41/7), which indicated that ‘during the summer and early autumn’ of 1943 the Medmenham interpreters looking at photographs taken
during routine missions (looking for radio and radar installations, enemy
airfields, etc.) also ‘noticed that military installations of a new type had
begun to appear in the Pas de Calais area. Activity at one such site at
Bois d’Esquerdes [70 km. N of Bois Carré] was first reported on the 24th
September, and shortly afterwards an agent’s report gave six pinpoints in
Northern France as “secret weapon launching sites”.’ Since April 1943
photo-reconnaissance pilots had been doing major sweeps across Northern France, not just on ‘routine missions’ but also hunting for some
place, probably near a railway, from which some sort of rocket might be
launched.
According to a separate study (Operation "Crossbow": History of the
Photographic Interpretation Investigation of V1 and V2 sites, Feb. 1943
- Apr. 1945, Sept. 1945; AIR 34/80), a photograph of Bois d’Esquerdes
taken on 26 July, showed no activity in that location, but one taken on 18
September (and reported on 24 September) showed ‘only tree clearance
and dumped building material’. So these photographs were not taken be398

cause of some ground report, but were followed up by a ground report
‘shortly afterwards’. But why do these official sources say ‘shortly afterwards’ rather than give a precise date?
F.H. Hinsley (British Intelligence in the Second World War, vol. 3,
part 1: Its Influence on Strategy and Operations [1984]) clearly
wondered about it—and never saw the ‘agent’s report’—for he wrote a
footnote contrasting the 1948 RAF Narrative’s time-description ‘very
soon after 24 September’ with a committee report of 17 November that
said ‘only very recently’, and another committee’s report of 24 November that said ‘after…24 October’. He concluded that ‘towards the end of
October’ seemed most probable ‘in view of the fact that the PRU began
its search [to photograph the reported sites] on 3 November.’
One very unofficial publication provided a specific date that may be
significant. André Besson, a prolific novelist, biographer and historian,
has published many works concerning the Second World War, especially
relating to his native Franche-Comté on the French-Swiss frontier. In his
2009 book, Clandestins de la liberté: Ligne de démarcation et frontière
suisse 1940-1944, a chapter about Michel Hollard begins and ends with
the story of one date, 17 September 1943. Martelli’s biography clearly
provided background information, but there is considerable additional
information about people who helped Hollard during his forty-nine
crossings of the Swiss frontier. And Besson noted that he based his account on what Hollard told him when he interviewed him in March 1992
—along with several of the people mentioned in the chapter—for a television documentary later broadcast on France 3. Whether the 17 September date—which I’ve seen in no other biography or primary source—was
provided by Hollard or one of the other interviewees is unclear. But it is ,
according to Besson, the date that Hollard crossed the Swiss frontier carrying the first crucial information about the flying bomb sites, information which he handed over to his control, ‘O.P.’ on 19 September.85
Besson’s order of events is interesting: Hollard is not contacted initially by Daudemard with some information about construction sites as
the biographies assert, but rather he is told by his MI6 handler in
Switzerland ‘to orient the activities of his agents in the direction of the
Channel coast’ because aerial photographs by the R.A.F. raised concerns
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about ‘mysterious landscaping works’ nearby. Hollard then decided personally to have a look around Le Havre, but when nothing showed up
after several days he was about to look elsewhere when Daudemard contacted him. Unlike Martelli’s account, Besson adds something to what
Daudemard relayed concerning the overheard conversation: on the
strange construction sites ‘There were kinds of roads that seemed to go
nowhere’—and when Hollard later wandered around Bonnetôt ‘he was
not slow to spot the famed cul-de-sac about which the Rouen entrepreneurs had spoken.’
As in Martelli’s account, Besson describes Hollard having the intuition to
take a compass reading at that moment, but while Besson said that the
British already knew something dangerous needed investigation near the
Channel, Martelli stressed that when Hollard’s information about Bonnetôt reached London ‘it was the first definite indication that whatever
was threatening would be arriving from bases in Northern France and
would be aimed at London.’ Besson repeated the list of other construction sites nearby that Martelli said Hollard heard about while at Bonnetôt
(Saint-Vast-du-Val, Yerville, Branquetuit, Abbémont, Tôtes and BoscMelet), and, in a slight variant, Besson wrote that it was in a hotel in
Auffay, not back in Paris, where Hollard consulted a map to check the
compass reading taken at Bonnetôt.
In both accounts Hollard met with ‘O.P.’, his contact in Switzerland
only a few days later, but before doing so he checked out some of the
other construction sites he’d been told about at Bonnetôt and found similar concrete ‘paths’ aimed toward London: in this task he was assisted
by one of his agents, Pierre Carteron, according to Martelli, though
Besson mentions no assistant. Martelli suggested that ‘O.P.’ transmitted
Hollard’s information to London immediately, but Besson said the Englishman delayed sending the material for several days, and was later admonished by London for not labelling the material ‘Urgent’ (which suspiciously echoes a digression by Martelli about one of O.P.’s transmissions of a different agent’s information). Both accounts agree that London now ordered Hollard to concentrate on finding more about these
sites, and Martelli mentioned two tasks: locating all similar sites and obtaining a complete plan of one of them.
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Chapter 32
FLORIAN HOLLARD RE-TOLD MARTELLI’S ACCOUNT of the discovery at
Bonnetôt with no significant alterations, though he considered the story
so important that he made it the first chapter of his book. In both accounts, after Hollard’s report is sent to London, a message comes back—
which he received on his next trip to Switzerland—‘to follow up his discovery and concentrate all his resources on finding out more.’ And in
both accounts he’d already started doing exactly that before he received
the order. What is unclear is whether Hollard reported to London on
Bonnetôt immediately, or spent some time usefully following up new
leads about other construction sites nearby before making his next trip to
Switzerland. We’ve noted that in his 1950 interview Hollard said that it
was after he’d looked at plans of numerous sites that he realized that the
‘ramps’ or platforms were on the same alignment. This suggests he and
his team were not only sketching buildings and adding dimensions but
also taking compass readings. And since he mentioned Bonnetôt first, the
readings may well have started there. At that point, according to the interview notes, ‘he resolved to transmit the information immediately to
London: he was in contact with London through the British Legation at
Berne. The report left Switzerland in the middle of October, 1943.’ But
Besson suggests Hollard brought his information to ‘O.P.’ by 19 September: which is not necessarily a contradiction because there are plenty of
vague stories about ‘O.P.’ delaying the transmission and then being chastised by London for doing so. The length of that delay, however, is quite
uncertain. But it is time to turn at last to Hollard’s second exploit in connection with the V1: producing the Bois Carré plans.
This is, happily, a far simpler tale about a most valuable contribution.
Martelli described with great detail how Hollard managed to convince a
young French engineer/draughtsman, André Comps, who was working
on a particular German construction site called Bois Carré, to risk torture

and a firing squad by endeavouring to make copies of the construction
plans and smuggle them to Hollard in Paris.
After an interesting account of how Comps was recruited, Martelli
described how Comps first showed up with some simple sketches of the
layout of Bois Carré ‘scarcely more informative that those Michel had
made himself’ when he originally checked out the site; nevertheless,
Hollard took those sketches to ‘O.P.’ for transmission to London, after he
told Comps ‘I’ll give you a fortnight’ to produce detailed drawings.
Comps met the deadline, but then Hollard said, ‘We’ll need several days
to interpret these drawings and produce an intelligible plan.’ Martelli
wrote that this task took four days, after which Hollard carried all the
material to Switzerland. ‘O.P.’ sent the material to London in a diplomatic bag, and told Hollard he would receive acknowledgment of the arrival
in four days. When the telegram came it read: ‘Booty received safely.
Congratulations.’
In Besson’s far less detailed account of all this ‘only a dozen days’
passed between the date when Hollard initially assigned Comps the task
and the date when Comps returned with ‘detailed plans of all the installations’ under construction at Bois Carré. On the very day Hollard received
the drawings, he set out for Switzerland and on 17 September 1943
crossed the Swiss frontier with the papers in an envelope strapped under
his shirt.
There are reasons to think important information reached the British
‘shortly after’ 24 September: we’ve seen reports from ‘Montresor’ and
‘B.3’ (who may be Hollard or people working with him), being transmitted on 26 September, listing nine vague locations but specifying the ‘axe
de symetric’ threat to London. These were not accompanied by any detailed plans. Comps’ material must have come later.
Certainly ‘pinpoints’ is the wrong word for the list of six places given
by Martelli and Besson as ‘other’ construction sites mentioned to Hollard
while he was at Bonnetôt. Yet Bonnetôt would surely need to be included, making seven. That list appeared on p. 157 of Martelli’s biography, but on p. 162 there is a map which shows (according to the legend) two ‘Areas of Flying Bombs Sites discovered by Michel and his
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team’: in one area appear the names of Bonnetot le Faubourg, Auffay,
Tôtes, and the other Bois Carré, Maison Ponthieu, and Ribeaucourt. Why
Martelli chose only to mention those six is unknown: in his narrative
Auffay, Tôtes and Ribeaucourt are never mentioned as specific launch
sites: Auffay might indicate Bosmelet, though he might as well have
written ‘Bosc-Melet’ as he did elsewhere; Tôtes was simply the nearest
town to Bonnetôt; and Ribeaucourt was mentioned in a later connection
(p. 189) when Hollard reported that some scientists connected with the
V1 were staying at the château there. However, those six places named
on Martelli’s map were later mentioned in an article in the magazine
After the Battle (no. 6, 1974), which seems to have influenced many (including Wikipedia) to believe those were the first sites reported to British
Intelligence by Hollard.
Here is a possible overall scenario:
Before the end of April 1943 British Intelligence was concerned
enough about the threat of some long-range weapon being fired at London from somewhere in northwest France that arrangements were made
for areas within 130 miles of London and Southampton to be covered
by the Photographic Reconnaissance Squadrons. The only thing that
turned up, in May, was the initial stage of the construction of the massive
structure at Watten, which was kept under watch and finally bombed in
late August. A second sweep of the same area was ordered in mid-June,
but the fact is that the construction of the V1 launch sites was not begun
until late in July (and by the time the V2 became operational in September 1944 the massive bunkers, such as Watten, had all been ruined, and
in the end the V2s were fired from mobile launchers eventually developed for that purpose). It was probably in late July or early August
1943 when Michel Hollard (and perhaps other networks) were asked by
M16 to look for evidence of large construction projects near the Channel
coast.
It is impossible to say whether Hollard began his search before or
after his emergency rescue of his agent, Joseph Brocard, taking him to
Switzerland in the latter half of July and early August. At some point, if
Besson is correct, Hollard had been searching around Le Havre to no
avail when he was contacted by his agent at Rouen train station, Jean403

Henri Daudemard. It may have been two or three weeks earlier, in July
anyway, when Daudemard—and probably other managers on French
railways—first became suspicious as orders came in for transporting vast
amounts of building materials to areas in Seine Inférieure and the Pas de
Calais. According to Norbert Dufour—who was forced to labour at Bonnetôt—the actual construction of that site did not begin until 15 August,
and it may have been near that date when Hollard was able to meet up
with Daudemard in Rouen. If we accept Daudemard’s account from 1947
(and some aspects of Besson’s account) rather than Martelli’s, then
Daudemard was in a position to tell Hollard that French contractors said
the plans for these strange construction sites apparently included concrete strips pointing toward London. Hollard was able, with his Boy
Scout compass, to visit several sites (starting with Bonnetôt) and confirm
(rather than discover) the peculiar orientation of these odd concrete paths
that otherwise led nowhere. But it was probably still August, and, based
on Martelli’s account, Bonnetôt’s construction had probably not advanced very far.
The MI6 reports that came in from Switzerland on the 26 September,
with their source listed as ‘Montresor’ and ‘B.3’, may have been based
on Hollard’s initial report of Bonnetôt and a few similar sites (which may
have been included in Hollard’s Pingpong 25, as yet undiscovered).
Those MI6 reports said that the source was ‘endeavouring to secure pinpoints’ and ‘exact descriptions.’
Over the next month such information gradually came in. Later reports refer back to Hollard’s Pingpong 41, date unknown—though presumably shortly before Hollard’s Pingpong 45, which was cabled from
Geneva on 28 October and was reported on in A.I. 31524 of 31 October.
It should be noted that No. 53 dated to 30 November; No. 109’s ‘date of
information’ is ‘Mid November’ but appears to have been sent on 13
December; and No. 110’s ‘date of information’ is ‘20 November’, with
no transmission date. No. 109, entitled Descriptive matter and plans for
Yvrench (Bois Carré) and other similar emplacements in the same area,
described itself as ‘further to Pingpong nos. 25, 41, 35 [should be 45],
53, mentioning plans to follow, copies of which are now attached to the
present report and 85.’ So the actual drawings understandably arrived
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later than the cabled reports. Having seen none of the actual reports that
pre-dated No. 53, one can only say that Nos. 25, 41 and 45 must have
contained the names of constructions sites, but probably only 45
provided enough information to allow Medmenham to produce target
maps for to guide the Photographic Reconnaissance pilots. On 3 November six sorties were flown, bringing back numerous photographs. It is
clear from the flight plans of these sorties that they were following up
reports about far more than six sites, and they would soon discover many
more that had not yet been reported. From the photographs brought back
on 3 November the analysts at Medmenham learned an enormous
amount, long before they were able to see the technical drawings, which
did not come in until after 30 November.
Hollard’s reports during October and November would prove his
most important contribution to the war effort—and would also cause
Colonel Max Wachtel to alter his plans dramatically.
*
Whether or not Colonel Max Wachtel himself saw the lone reconnaissance plane flying over Peenemünde on 12 June 1943, he probably
wondered why the R.A.F. waited till mid-August to attack the rocket facilities. Although no bombs fell on Wachtel’s flying bomb facilities—
launch ramps near the northeast corner of Peenemünde and half-built
training base at Zempin, a few more kilometres south of the Army’s
rocket facilities—he was eager to finish setting up that base and to finish
his training operations so he could transfer his command to France. ‘It
should soon be possible to begin launching operations at Zempin,’ the
Regimental Diary noted on 16 September:
Bottlenecks have been frequent. The choice of personnel has not always
met with required standards. Rapid progress is being made with preparations in theatre of operations. The Regiment has taken all measures to ensure that operations can begin on the date fixed: 1 December 1943.

The High Command agreed in August that the offensive against London would begin on 15 December, but Wachtel wanted the construction
finished a fortnight earlier and the labourers removed so his men could
move in, bolt the final sections of the launch-ramp in place, and stock up
for the opening attack.
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On 26 September the Diary recorded an inspiring communication
drafted by Wachtel, quoting recent speeches by the Führer, Dr. Goebbels
and Dr. Speer—all promising that the German people’s sufferings under
the Allied ‘terror’ bombing would be more than avenged by ‘reprisals to
be taken by other, more effective means’. Wachtel concluded:
There can be no doubt that the Regiment’s mission falls within the scope of
these intimations. From this it follows that the Regiment has two important
obligations to fulfil:
1. to make every effort to ensure that operations can be commenced at
the time fixed, however great the difficulties that have to be overcome.
2. to observe strict security.

But both the schedule and security were already being breached. On
that same day Wachtel learned that air raids were hampering the delivery
of construction materials in France, so only ten of the first sixteen launch
sites would be finished by the contracted date of 1 November, though the
second phase of construction should still finish by 1 December. On 30
September German intelligence informed Wachtel that enemy agents had
recently become very active in seeking information on the new weapon,
and that one of Wachtel’s test missiles crashed on Bornholm island,
where an enemy agent had managed to photograph it.
The conclusion drawn from agents’ reports is that the British have not yet
discovered the purpose of the building project. The strategem of camouflaging the sites as an extension of coastal defences has proved successful.
The policy of playing down the importance of the project should be maintained. But it must be assumed that in the long run it will be impossible to
keep the purpose of the installation a complete secret.

Of course, by that date R.V. Jones had already written up a report
based on Jeannie Rousseau’s ‘Wachtel Report’ compiled by, and reports
were just coming in about construction sites with ‘platforms’ orientated
on London. Wachtel couldn’t know this: his greatest headache was the
failure of Fieseler factory to deliver enough examples of the production
series flying bombs so that his men could practice firing them. Wachtel
was told that a Volkswagen factory would soon speed up production and
had been promised that in September 500 flying-bombs would be produced, 1000 in October, 1500 in November, 2000 in December, rising to
5000 per month by May. Wachtel may have been disappointed by these
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figures, since he expected to be capable by December to fire far more
than 5000 flying bombs in a month. However, the manufacturers had
problems re-tooling after frequent modifications and expanding the
number of skilled workers, who were being swallowed up in the Army’s
rocket production. Only fifty-one flying bombs had reached Peenemünde
by 25 September, all lacking necessary fittings, greatly hampering the
training schedule.
Other bottle-necks delayed the construction of the final version of the
launch ramp at Zempin. The Diary’s entry description of a launch on 16
October was rather lyrical (and slightly wrong: the 16th was a Saturday):
Today the first missile of the limited production series was fired at Zempin,
on a fine, mild autumn Sunday. At No. 1 Ramp everyone waits tensely. The
power unit roars, flare signals for the pursuing He 111 rise into the sky, the
launcher goes into action, and with a long exhaust flame the missile takes
off smoothly, rising slowly then faster and faster—the FZG 76 gains height
and takes course. Very quickly it disappears from sight.

A still from a film of a V1 launch. The piston that pushed the aircraft to the top of the launch
ramp is seen falling away, to be recovered for re-use.

An ‘advance party’ of No. 1 Battery had left on 12 October for
France, to be accommodated temporarily 15 km. southeast of Calais until
their assigned launch site was ready to be occupied. Wachtel was keeping
to his schedule for gradually transferring troops to the theatre of operation.
On the night of 22 October the RAF launched a massive raid on Kassel, not only killing ten thousand people who lived in the city in which
Diana’s father, Robert Mathias, had been born, but also severely damaging an obvious military target, an aircraft factory. The RAF did not
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then know that the Fieseler Works was gearing up to produce flying
bombs, but the result was another delay in supplying Wachtel with ammunition. On that same day the Inspector of FGZ 76, Colonel Georg von
Gyldenfeldt, visited Zempin and asked whether the training shoots could
be speeded up in view of the good weather. The Diary records that
Wachtel replied: ‘Not until VW deliver six missiles a day.’
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Chapter 33

Although André Comps’ detailed drawings of Bois Carré would not
reach London until after 30 November, by 3 November enough information about specific launch sites had been sent through Switzerland—
mostly, one presumes, by Hollard—that Photographic Reconnaissance
pilots were able to photograph numerous construction sites on that date.
The Medmenham reports (such as B.S. 76, 80, and 82) mentioned that all
of the sites found by agents in France were reported through Switzerland
and discussed in three Air Intelligence reports, A.I. 58030 (25 October),
A.I. 31524 (28 October), and A.I. 58402 (3 November). Ten sites had
already been mentioned in these earlier reports (Bois Carré, Gueschart,
Maison Ponthieu, Bonnetôt, St. Josse au Bois, Raye-sur-Authie, Campagne-les-Hesdin, Flixecourt, Gorenflos and Ailly-le-Haut-Clocher), but
many more sites were discovered on the photographs themselves.
The ‘Operations Record Books’ at Medmenham noted that on 28 and
30 October 1943 Flight Lieutenant André Kenny attended ‘a Most Secret
Meeting’ first at the Ministryof Supply then at the War Cabinet Office.86
Presumably he was going over the latest evidence from Peenemünde,
since Lord Cherwell continued to question whether the Germans were
capable of creating a ‘rocket’ of the dimensions extracted from the photographic evidence. But while Kenny was doing this, elsewhere at Medmenham maps were prepared for the Photographic Reconnaissance pilots
who flew six sorties over France on 3 November and brought back a
wealth of views that would reveal important information about the
launch sites. An Army Captain, Neil Simon, was responsible to examine
the photographs of France and he wrote many of the B.S. reports mentioned above. The first of several interpretation reports about these new
photographs, B.S. 76, was issued on 5 November and explained that the
sites had been previously described with reference ‘to a concrete plat-

form with the centre of axis pointing towards London.’ However, the
sites ‘at present bear little or no resemblance to any installations which
have hitherto come under observation in connection with the investigation.’ In other words, they don’t look like the test sites at Peenemünde
and are not located along railway lines, which had hitherto been considered a probable characteristic, since the ‘rockets’ were expected to
weigh at least ten tons. ‘There are, however, a number of features which
make it clear that all these sites are similar.’ Although topography influenced the lay-out, ‘at a number of sites there are constructions which,
while varying in dimensions, are identical in shape. The attached sketch
shows the shape of these objects, and the dimension at the various sites
are given in the text below.’

*
On the very day when this sketch was issued by Medmenham, 5
November, Colonel Wachtel was meeting with General von Axthelm,
Colonel von Gyldenfeldt, the Army’s Lieutenant-General Erich Heinemann, and numerous scientific and manufacturing advisors. Two key target-dates were recorded in the Regimental Diary: testing of the flyingbomb to be completed by 15 January 1944 and range-table shooting by
February. There were still problems with the FZG 76—particularly the
navigation equipment—and only when reliable flying-bombs were being
produced could Wachtel’s men work out all the factors that determined
the accuracy of the weapon. By 12 November the Diary was specific:
‘The earliest date at which the Regiment can commence operations under
these circumstances is now 1 March 1944.’
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Although a limited amount of practice with ‘dummy’ flying-bombs
could continue as well as the training of specialists at the industrial
centres, there was naturally a sense of being adrift, which Wachtel
countered by organizing a competition for the design of a regimental
emblem.87 The ‘most simple and original’ idea came from the regiment’s
medical officer, Dr. Soblik: a crest with a mathematical fraction inside it:
above a line was a ‘W’ and below it an ‘8’: W + achtel (German for
‘eighth’). Small wonder that this was the winning design—entirely suppressed within weeks for security reasons.
Despite other problems, the construction of the 96 launch sites in
France—88 in the St. Omer - Amiens - Rouen area and 8 more in the
Cherbourg peninsula—would be completed by 1 December, long before
all the Batteries would complete their training. Back on 16 August the
Regimental Diary recorded that one battery commander, Captain Gerhard
Nagorny, had already been ‘in the theatre of operation [France] for some
time’ liaising with the ‘Schmalschläger Directorate of Works, which coordinates the work of the various construction units in Belgium and
Northern France.’ Nagorny was assisted by an expert buildings advisor,
Schiebeler, assigned to the regiment as Superintendent of Works, and by
Captain Henry Neubert who was setting up a communications network.
Wachtel’s 1965 Der Spiegel article mentioned Nagorny’s involvement in
seeking suitable launch sites, but neither the diary nor the article clarify
if it was Captain Nagorny or persons he worked with who allowed something to go desperately wrong, first with the design of the launch sites
and then with their construction.
The design and construction was carried out by authorities beyond
Wachtel’s control: the Air Ministry in Berlin, the Todt Organisation’s
Paris headquarters under Karl Weiss (already busy constructing the Atlantik Wall), and the senior Luftwaffe Commander in Belgium and North
France, General Wilhelm Wimmer, also based in Paris. Once the blueprints had been prepared in Paris, the actual construction was to be supervised by Army and Luftwaffe Special Engineering Staffs, but materials and manpower—both in short supply because of work on the Atlantik
Wall—were scrounged in various ways. The labour came through deals
with the Todt Organisation, the occupation authorities, the Army, even
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the SS, to supply mostly foreign workers in the form of French ‘volunteers’ or requisitioned labour, prisoners of war, convicts, and concentration camp inmates of numerous nationalities. Materials, transport and
equipment were arranged through sub-contracts with French firms, who
weighed their qualms about collaboration with the enemy against the difficulty of finding other employment for their workers. They also gave
employment to Jeannie Rousseau, translator and spy.
From a tactical viewpoint, the sine qua non was the orientation of
both the launch ramp and what came to be known as the Richthaus, to
be aligned with the direction of London. There was some flexibility
about the location of other structures.
Wing Commander Denys Felkin wrote a report on ‘Wachtel and the
Flying Bomb’ in November 1945. At that time Felkin could not interview
Wachtel, but was able consult the Regimental Diary and interview two of
his associates, General Karl Koller, Chief of Luftwaffe Operations Staff,
and Colonel Werner Eberhard, Senior Staff Engineer. Felkin reported that
‘the original scheme envisaged the construction of 64 main firing sites
and 32 reserve sites,’ each having ‘storage accommodation for a stock of
20 [flying] bombs…in three sheds, two of the sheds holding seven
bombs and the third six.’‘Shed’ must have seemed the least ridiculous
way to describe structures 82.00 m. long, 4.30 m. wide, 3.35 m. high,
and made of concrete blocks, with a reinforced concrete roof. The overall
design for the entire complex of launching- and supply-sites
was drawn up entirely at the R.L.M. [Air Ministry] and apart from a few
suggestions for minor modification the Regiment had no part in it. They
accepted it with a certain amount of reserve, however, and considered it
from the first as somewhat too ambitious. The big sites especially were
viewed with suspicion because of the labour required to construct them and
because their size made them an obvious attraction for enemy air attack.

The ‘big sites’ may have been the eight V1 supply depots serving the
ninety-six launch sites. It remains unclear whether Captain Nagorny or
Colonel Wachtel or anyone in the Regiment questioned the design of the
‘sheds’ (or storage buildings) that later proved to be, as Felkin put it, ‘an
obvious attraction for enemy air attack.’ Each site had three of them
which together stored twenty flying bombs (with their wings dismounted). With a lower profile than the average house, the sheds were not par412

ticularly conspicuous to passers-by. However, one end of each building
curved in an arc of about 45°. This was intended to prevent the blast
from enemy bombs, or the bullets from enemy strafing, from causing
damage too far along the building. Without that curve, the entrance
would require thick steel gates, which, whether suspended on hinges or
from a track-rail, would necessitate stronger masonry than the two
wooden doors that were actually provided. So the curved design must
have seemed a low-cost solution to a problem.
Bauhaus designers might have approved, but one would have expected Captain Nagorny or Colonel Wachtel to have noticed that, from the
air, these buildings would appear to be not only narrow, but bizarre.
Either the blueprints were not shown to the right people at the right time,
or their protests were outweighed by the savings in construction-time and
in material (e.g. nearly 100 steel doors framed by reinforced concrete).
By November 5 Captain Simon at Medmenham attached to his B.S.
76 report a sketch of the storage units that came to be known as ‘ski
buildings’—and the launch sites themselves as ‘ski sites’. This hugely
simplified the search for launch sites because, mirabile dictu, no one had
ever before constructed buildings in France that were ‘ski-shaped’.
On 8 November a team from Medmenham—the Technical Control
Officer, Wing Commander Douglas Kendall, Flight Lieutenant André
Kenny, and Captain Neil Simon—went to London to brief a War Cabinet
committee chaired by Sir Stafford Cripps who had been asked by
Churchill to assess the evidence about the German secret weapons. The
top brass from the services, Intelligence chiefs, scientific advisors—including R.V. Jones—and also Duncan Sandys were all present. This was
when Kendall revealed for the first time that Medmenham had confirmed
the existence of a whole system of installations that were almost certainly launching sites. When Cripps asked how many had been found,
everyone was shocked when Kendall replied, ‘Up to midnight last night
we’d found nineteen.’
While Medmenham continued to receive coordinates for suspicious
sites in France from agents on the ground, thanks to the ‘ski’ design
many sites were simply spotted on the photographs. By 24 November 60
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An early sketch
of the Bois
Carré launch
site, produced
by André
Comps and
Michel Hollard.

An aerial photograph of the
same site taken
by sortie E/463
on 3 November
1943.

sites had been reported by agents, and 38 confirmed by Medmenham. A
week later 72 sites had been located in Seine-Inférieure and Pas de Cal414

ais and another seven in the Cherbourg peninsular. In other words, only
seventeen had not yet been found. Meanwhile, Hollard kept sending in
more detailed drawings of Bois Carré’s structures common to all of the
‘ski sites.’ For the analysts at Medmenham, the Air Ministry, and on the
new ‘Crossbow’ committee (set up on 15 November to replace Duncan
Sandys’ ‘Bodyline’ committee), it was now time for countermeasures to
be considered.

Wing Commander
Douglas Kendall

It was the arrival near the end of October of Hollard's initial reports
about Bois Carré and several similar sites that directly caused the halfdozen sorties flown on 3 November to bring back photographic evidence.
On that same day Duncan Sandys sent Colonel Terence Sanders, Director
of Technical Development at the Ministry of Supply, to brief the section
leaders at Medmenham on the fact that the German secret weapon might
not be exclusively a rocket to be transported all the way to the launch site
by rail: it could be a lighter projectile—possibly winged—that might be
launched from a ramp.
At that point Douglas Kendall assigned Flight Officer Constance
Babington Smith, officer-in-charge of the Aircraft Section, to make a
fresh search of photographs of Peenemünde for an aircraft that might be
pilotless. Months earlier Babington Smith had used a particularly sharp
photograph taken on 23 June 1943 to find a small aircraft, provisionally
named ‘Peenemünde 30’ because the wing-span appeared to be 30 feet. It
turned out to be the hitherto unknown Messerschmitt 163 jet. Now, in
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November, Babington Smith, told to look for something even smaller,
returned to that 23 June photograph and spotted ‘an absurd little object’,
as she later described it, sitting behind the hangars of the Luftwaffe airfield. The aircraft was so small that she could say nothing more about it,
but Kendall ‘seemed certain that the “Peenemünde 20” was very important’ and ‘urged me to continue my search.’
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Chapter 34

THE TECHNICAL DRAWINGS OF RAMPS AND BUILDINGS that Michel Hollard provided throughout November, with confirmations from aerial photographs, gave the analysts the data to make good estimates of how many
flying bombs could be stored in the ‘ski buildings’, how wide they were
when the wings were attached, and how they were propelled up the
ramps. R.V. Jones’ monitoring of the radar tracking the flying bomb test
flights indicated the missile had wings, did not travel as swiftly as a
rocket, and was still very inaccurate. Jeannie Rousseau’s ‘Wachtel Report’ in August suggested that the Germans would launch their campaign
in December, but Jones’ believed the weapon was not yet ready for deployment. Whatever the ‘Peenemünde 20’ might be, it was more likely
than an A4 rocket to be launched from these sites in France; but no evidence yet connected that winged aircraft to those launch sites.
More photographs of Peenemünde were taken on 28 November, but it
normally took four or five days before new photographs reached Babington Smith’s section, so on 1 December she was still looking at the excellent 23 June photographs she sought more examples of ‘Peenemünde
20’. Extending her search further from the hangars on which she usually
concentrated, she followed one road to the northeastern corner of the
peninsula, beyond the airfield, into the area of land reclamation, where
she could see ‘bucket-ladder dredgers’ and ‘suction dredgers’ bring material up from the shallows and spreading it out to dry. However, ‘…at
the end of the road was something I did not understand—unlike anything
I had seen before.’ She thought it might be something used ‘to launch
something out to sea.’ The shadows indicated a ramp banked up with
earth and supporting rails inclined upwards toward the sea. ‘“I’d better
check with the Industry interpreters,” was my first thought. So I took the
print along to the Industry Section, and was told that these “things” had
been looked at long ago, and interpreted as something to do with the
dredging equipment.’88

Her later book was not explicit on this, but Babington Smith must
have wanted to consult her colleague, André Kenny, head of the Industry
Section. He wasn’t there. Had he been, Kenny might have said that she
may have found a ‘launch ramp’; it wasn’t in the same position as the
other dredging equipment; perhaps it wasn’t there when Kenny last studied this part of Peenemünde in May; and if it was, he would have known
better than to describe it as dredging equipment, but no one was in search
of ‘launch ramps’ back then.
But Kenny was absent, and Babington Smith was not satisfied with
his subordinate’s answer. ‘Back at my desk I gazed at the photographs
again. “I don’t believe it,” I thought. “I must show them to Kendall.” She
phoned his office and was told Kendall was in London and might not be
back till late. ‘I asked that the moment he arrived he should be told I
would like to see him.’
According to Babington Smith, Douglas Kendall and Neil Simon
were in London on 1 December briefing the Crossbow Committee about
the very 28 November photographs (that Babington Smith had not yet
seen) and also the latest evidence about the growing number of putative
‘launch sites’ in France. The 1948 RAF Narrative also said that ‘two representatives’ from Medmenham met with the Crossbow Committee on 1
December, but my guess is that Kenny was also probably at that meeting,
though not as a ‘representative’. Since April he had served Duncan
Sandys’s Bodyline investigation whenever requested, and after the
Crossbow Committee was set up in November Kenny seems to have
served Air Commodore Claude Pelly, who oversaw the Committee for
the Joint Intelligence Committee.89 In any case, what Babington Smith
wrote in 1958 about her visit to the Industry Section must have been read
by R.V. Jones before he was interviewed by David Irving as the latter
researched for his 1964 book, The Mare’s Nest. And Jones—already illdisposed toward Kenny over Jones’ tenuous claim to have been the first
person to identify the rockets—was happy to assume that Kenny had
mistakenly identified as a ‘suction pump’ what later proved to be a
launch ramp. Jones, of course, repeated the allegation in his own book,
Most Secret War, in 1978. Irving’s and Jones’ charges against André
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Kenny annoyed his colleague at Medmenham, Ursula Powys-Lybbe,
who later wrote that she
contacted André Kenny who assured me that the allegation was incorrect.
In his capacity as a land-drainage expert, a much earlier sortie covering the
area was brought to him for his comments, and he was able to identify a
suction dredger but did not apply this term to what later turned out to be
the launching ramp. These findings were supported by his senior officer
Squadron Leader Hamshaw-Thomas, and had nothing in common with a
ramp seen on the earlier sortie.90

While Babington Smith was trying on 1 December to determine
whether she had just found on the 23 June photographs an actual ‘ramp’
in the northeast corner of Peenemünde, Kendall and Simon (and probably Kenny) were in London explaining to the Crossbow Committee that
the latest photographs taken on 28 November showed that further down
from the rocket sites there was a ramp visible at Zempin, more complete
than anything seen in France, but of similar design. The ramp was part of
a launch site which resembled the ‘Bois Carré’ layout and lacked only
the three ‘ski buildings’, demonstrating that those were indeed for storage purposes, unnecessary at this training base in Germany (B.S. 162,
1.12.43 in AIR 34/118).
Back in Medmenham Babington Smith was impatient to see if the
recent 28 November photographs of Peenemünde would also show her
‘ramp.’ While she waited for a subordinate to try to obtain the prints,
Kendall himself finally appeared. Babington Smith showed him the 23
June print on which she’d spotted a possible launching ramp amid the
land reclamation equipment. She was surprised when Kendall immediately said, ‘That’s it!’, and went off to show the print to Neil Simon. At
that time Babington Smith had never seen any of the photographs of the
French ‘ski-sites’ with their (albeit incomplete) ramps, nor did she know
that Kendall had already seen a launch ramp at Zempin on the 28
November photographs.
When those photographs later arrived in her section, and Babington
Smith immediately searched for a frame showing the land reclamation
area, and there she spotted the ramp again—and something else: a
‘Peenemünde 20’ actually sitting on the lower end of the ramp. Now
Kendall incorporated Babington Smith’s two discoveries into a new re419

port, B.S. 164, which he wrote that night, after he had other interpreters
go through previous covers to work out the history of the development of
the ramps both at Zempin and in the area of Peenemünde’s land reclamation.
British intelligence was now virtually certain that the ‘Bois Carré’
sites in France were designed to fire a small, winged, pilotless aircraft.
R.V. Jones had suspected as much for some time, and was also right in
thinking that the Germans were having serious difficulties solving design
problems and had not yet gone into full production.
When the Crossbow Committee produced its Second Report on 4
December, it was able to inform the Chiefs of Staff that 64 ‘ski sites’ had
now been confirmed, though the total number of sites was likely to be
100 (based on Jeannie Rousseau’s ‘Wachtel Report’). The Committee felt
there was evidence that some elements of Flak Regiment 155 and perhaps Wachtel himself had arrived in Northern France during the first half
of November. Under ‘scale of attack’, the Committee estimated that from
a 100 ski sites the Germans could send over the ‘equivalent’ of a 2,000
ton bomb raid every day. Or, it added rather alarmingly, ‘it might be 4 or
5 times as great.’ (CAB 79/68, pp. 96-99.)
Two days later, on 6 December, Medmenham produced a map of the
launch sites and a target list, now showing 69 ski sites. From Comps’
drawings and the images of the training launch site at Zempin, it was
possible to judge how close each site was to completion (‘less than 50%’,
‘50-75%’, etc.). When the Crossbow Committee replaced the Bodyline
investigation, its First Report on 24 November had disagreed with the
earlier recommendations by both Sandys’ experts and the Cripps Report
for a rapid attack on the launch sites—even before it was clear what they
were for. Now the Crossbow Committee’s view was that the sites were
not yet ‘ripe’, and the bombing campaign would need careful planning.
The Allies were not sure how many launch sites would be involved, or
the exact dimensions of the pilotless aircraft—so they could only guess
the size of its payload. Nor did they know where they were being produced, how many had already been produced, or where they might be
stored. Above all they did not know how difficult it might be to knock
out the launch sites.
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As an experiment, using fighters and light bombers onlythe R.A.F.
attacked three sites on 5 December, with extremely poor results. At the
Chiefs of Staff Committee meeting on 15 December the chairman, Air
Chief Marshal Sir Charles Portal, made the case for starting a major
bombing campaign right away. Terrible weather was currently delaying
all bombing operations, so a start should be made. He thought American
heavy bombers should be deployed. The operations in France would not
interfere too much with the campaign against Berlin and German industries because it was ‘unlikely that favourable weather conditions over the
North of France would coincide with those which would be suitable for
precision bombing over Germany.’ Portal also relished the idea that the
campaign in France ‘would probably bring about air battles of which we
could take advantage’: the Allies were keen to destroy as much of the
Luftwaffe as possible before the invasion of Europe. (CAB 79/68, p.
175.) The attacks began in earnest on 16 December.
On that day a new target list was prepared by Medmenham, showing
75 ski sites. Although the 4th Crossbow Report two days later suggested
they might eventually find 150 sites, the fact is they had already found
all but 21 of the 96 launch sites that Wachtel was preparing. But Medmenham’s target list did not include Bosmelet.
Michel Hollard had not spotted it even though Bosmelet was the
nearest launch site when he got off the train at Auffay ‘one day in August’. According to Martelli’s biography, Hollard was told about a construction site at ‘Bosc Melet’ when he first visited Bonnetôt, but it didn’t
appear on those reports in late September from ‘Montresor’ and ‘B.3’—
unless they were referring to it when they mentioned ‘Auffay’. We know
that construction was going on at Bosmelet before 5 October when Madame Soyer wrote about walls ‘demolished in order to pave the lanes’,
the roots of ancient trees exposed by excavations, and cement poured
everywhere. When six reconnaissance sorties were flown on 3 November, the one filming over Bonnetôt, E/465, also managed to photograph
three other previously unknown sites nearby; however, the flight path
was slightly too far north to pick up Bosmelet. Evidently none of the pilots day had received any pinpoint for Bosmelet. A report by Hollard’s
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colleague, François Claude—‘Z.187’—at least mentioned ‘Beaumeslet’
about 20 November, but it wasn’t until 29 November—the day after the
launch sites at Zempin and Peenemünde were photographed—that a reconnaissance flight, E/643, snapped a few frames of ‘Chateau de Bosmelet’.

One of E.643’s photographs of Bosmelet, 29 November 1943, with the château and part of its
grounds visible in the upper right-hand corner and part of Auffay in the opposite corner.

From the photographs the interpreters at Medmenham could work out
the coordinates which then enabled them to find an earlier photograph in
Medmenham’s photo library, taken on 7 May 1943, before any launch
site was built on the estate. Comparing past and present images, the Photographic Interpreters could only report ‘new constructional activity’—
the actual ‘ski-buildings’ were too well camouflaged beneath the stately
rows of lime and beech trees. The report on the earlier photograph, B.
529, had seen indications that the château was being used ‘as a possible
H.Q.’. The new photographs were the subject of report B.S. 163 of 1
December—sandwiched, as it happened, between B.S. 162 and 164, the
galvanising reports concerning the launch site at Zempin and Constance
Babington Smith’s discoveries at Peenemünde. B.S. 163 gave no hint
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that any agent’s report or Air Intelligence report had ever referred to
Bosmelet. The excellent camouflage provided by those ornamental rows
of massive trees hampered the analysts’ efforts to discern the elements of
a launch site at Bosmelet. It would end up on the target list, but only after
a surprisingly long delay.

Detail from another photograph taken by E/643, with descriptions added for this publication.
The report, B.S. 163, did not spot the launch ramp platform but did mention ‘a building approx.
43’ square…which makes this a possible BOIS CARRE type site.’ Such buildings were later
known to be the non-magnetic ‘Richthaus’, where the launch crews set the course-controlling
compass.
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Chapter 35

RAYMONDE JORE, THE ATTRACTIVE New Caledonian member of the
Volontaires Françaises who became a great friend of Pierre in London,
was posted to the Camerouns in the summer of 1943, and, apparently by
pure chance, she met up with Pierre shortly after arriving in Yaoundé,
where she was feeling confused about her latest assignment. She described the scene in her 1975 book Le ‘Corps Feminin’. Her chronology
is imprecise, but it was evidently close to 3 July, while she was having
lunch in the dining room of a hotel in Yaoundé, when she spotted
a French officer that I had known in London and who was among my best
friends. This unexpected encounter gave me inexpressible joy, and I felt
comforted, less alone, and ready to face the new tests which awaited me.
When I briefly informed him about my situation, Captain de Bosmelet
gave me excellent advice and facilitated all my steps with the military authorities who, in spite of their amazement, finally accepted ‘la corporale’.

Raymonde also mentioned that Pierre quickly found her accommodation in a large furnished house with four rooms. She made no reference
to the fact that Pierre’s son had died a month earlier in N’Gaoundéré or
that he was then busy arranging to send his wife and daughter back to
England. And yet it is hard to believe that Pierre didn’t mention this: seeing Raymonde must have reminded him of the fanion—probably bearing
the Cross of Lorraine—which had been given to Pierre by the Volontaires
Françaises, possibly by Raymonde herself, and which he had placed under Gentien’s head in his coffin. In her book Raymonde wrote: ‘As for
Captain de Bosmelet, he joined his unit in Douala.’ Perhaps Pierre had
been in Yaoundé because he had already decided to take his wife and
surviving child away from N’Gaoundéré, and perhaps that is why he
went to Douala, rather than to ‘join his unit’. According to a later entry in
Diana’s diary, she and Hélène flew out of Douala on 14 July, and Pierre
no doubt accompanied them to the airfield. In Yaoundé Raymonde believed she would be taking up new duties after Bastille Day, 14 July, but

she suddenly received orders to go without delay to Algiers. So she went
to Douala where she had to wait a week before a boat could take her to
Casablanca:
I spent most of my time at the Lido [a large hotel with in-house band] in
the company of Captain de Bosmelet who I’d met up with. There, I did not
risk expulsion. On the other hand, my friend was almost put under close
arrest. It had come to the ears of the Colonel commanding the place that
every evening de Bosmelet was dancing with a corporal. A summons followed, since this particular type of friendship, in public, was not to the liking of the brave ‘colonial officer.’ However, this did not prevent him from
bursting with laughter and offering his apologies when he learned from the
mouth of the ‘delinquent’ that the ‘corporal’ in question was a woman!

So, a pleasant week was enjoyed by the two dancers, and Pierre later
recorded in his memoirs that he had ‘the pleasure of seeing this charming
and beautiful girl’ not only in London and now in Douala, but later in
Algiers and Paris, though he gave no details of any of these encounters.
Pierre had never warmed to his commanding officer, Colonel Chandon, and the relationship grew worse during the unexpectedly long wait
for the two demi-brigades (formed in March 1943 under Colonel Pierre
Hous in Chad and Colonel Chandon in Cameroun) to be transported to
some place where they could fight the enemy. Chandon was upset during
July when the High Command decided that, because of the relative lack
of European officers, the two demi-brigades with two battalions each
should be consolidated into one brigade with three battalions. The new
brigade mixte de l’Afrique française libre, with a strength of 5,000 men,
was to be commanded by Colonel Hous, who had campaigned in the
Fezzan with Leclerc. Chandon still hoped for a fighting command, but
until that happened he remained in command of the training camp at
N’Gaoundéré. And whether he liked Bosmelet or not, he needed to retain
every European officer he possessed.
Later, writing about the aftermath of his son’s death Pierre said, ‘I did
not go completely mad because the command of the company had to be
assured.’ Pierre developed strong friendships with several colleagues,
especially three of his subordinates, Soulier, Moscovitch and Hornof.
Lieutenant Félix Soulier was the former colonial administrator with
whom Pierre worked in Ambam shortly after arriving in Africa. It is not
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certain when he met Lieutenant Alex Moscovitch, though Pierre’s memoir mentioned him many times, just as Pierre is named several times in
Moscovitch’s 1977 memoir, Le Temps des Punaises.
Born in Kiev, Moscovitch was five years younger than Pierre and the
son of a prosperous Jewish family. As a child Alex had a German-speaking governess as well as a French one. His father nevertheless had been a
socialist and supported the Bolsheviks until Lenin died in 1924. The family then fled to France. In 1931, when his parents decided to return to
Kiev, Alex continued at university in Paris and enrolled as a reservist in
the French army. Two years later, after Alex became a journalist, he was
briefly based in Moscow until he got in trouble with the censors and had
to flee to the French embassy. His father was executed by the Soviets in
1935, and after the Germans overran Kiev late in 1941 Alex never heard
again from his mother or other relatives and assumed, correctly, that they
had been killed by the Germans.
Alex was with his regiment near the Maginot Line when the Germans
invaded France in 1940. Rejecting Pétain’s armistice, Alex rallied to de
Gaulle in London. Alex sent de Gaulle a note outlining about the
U.S.S.R.’s position vis-a-vis the Germans and why the Free French
should establish relations with the Russians as soon as possible. He took
part in the Dakar operation, which meant he was on board the Westerland
with de Gaulle for six weeks. Alex then stayed in French Africa for the
next three years. Before the end of 1940 he served under General Leclerc
and Major Koenig in forcibly toppling the Vichy regime in Gabon. At
Lambaréné Alex had a struggle to stop his tirailleurs from killing Albert
Schweitzer after they’d seen a photograph of him in a German uniform
doing a year’s compulsory military service forty years earlier.
After several months in Gabon, Alex was transferred to the
Camerouns where he served under Colonel Chandon, with whom he got
on very well. Chandon assigned Alex to form a motorised detachment for
his Mixed Brigade of Free French Africans—basically teaching tirailleurs to ride motorcycles though they’d never seen one before. He was
proud of this position, and of his friendship with Madame Chandon, who
embroidered a fanion for Alex which included the devise ‘Toujours
devant.’
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It appears from Moscovitch’s memoir that he and Pierre met in
N’Gaoundéré and became firm friends. Although they were the same
height, Moscovitch was fleshy, with dense black hair above his shortback-and-sides, thick dark eyebrows that seemed permanently raised except when he scowled, and by evening he needed another shave, if he
could be bothered. Pierre liked the wildness in ‘Mosco’s’ temperament—
always shouting ‘Nom de Dieu’ and ‘Mort aux cons’ while telling the
most improbable stories. Despite a gruff manner with ordinary Frenchmen, Moscovitch worked well with the African troops, and also showed
considerable interest in African women. When exactly Moscovitch
joined Pierre’s battalion is unknown, but evidently he was already in
place in June 1943 when a new officer joined the unit—perhaps near the
time of Gentien’s death. Lt. Vladimir Hornof was appointed Pierre’s
second-in-command and became his best friend.91
Born in 1914 in Prague, Hornof was fluent in Czech, German and
heavily-accented French. He had been a career soldier from the age of
twenty, and Pierre, though eight years older, freely acknowledged
Hornof’s professional superiority. He also approved Hornof’s bitter
hatred of the Germans. In March 1939, while in command of a section of
machine-gunners, Hornof was ordered to hand over his arms to the Germans when they took over the portion of Czechoslovakia that had not
been given to Hitler at Munich the previous September. Within three
months Hornof fled through Poland to France—neither country yet at
war with Germany—and offered his services to the French government.
He was disappointed to be enrolled in the Foreign Legion with the rank
of sergeant and based first in Algeria and then Tunis. By September
France was finally at war with Germany: Hornof was brought back, given important commands, then had to flee the Germans for a second time,
via Gibraltar to England.
As part of a Czech army-in-exile, Hornof spent over three years in
garrison camps in England. He envied the Czech pilots who managed to
serve with the RAF, and to improve his chances of seeing action Hornof
trained as a parachutist. Then, seeing that de Gaulle’s Free French forces
were actually fighting the Germans in Africa, Hornof managed to enlist
in de Gaulle’s army in May 1943 and was swiftly sent to French Equat427

orial Africa. Some time in June, he
was attached to the 14th Bataillon de
Marche as second-in-command of
Pierre’s company. A Czech friend of
Hornof later wrote that he also filled
‘at the same time the post of instructor of the motorcycle
section’ (either serving under or superseding Alex Moscovitch in this
role).
At 1.90m Hornof towered over
Pierre and Moscovitch, both about
1.72, and the nickname they gave
him nodded to his great size, his
gentle nature, and the almost permanent grin on his long, narrow
face: Binguel, which was Fulbe for
‘child’. With a strong cleft chin and a
long nose that stuck out near its end,
Hornof always said ‘I look like
Fernandel, but better.’ And his accent, he said, was like that of another
film-star, Romanian Elvire Popesco. Hornof was always exact in his duties, but never annoyed his comrades. The African soldiers came to love
him, and for Pierre he was partly the military mentor he needed, partly
the brother he never had—and perhaps even the son he’d lost.
Hornof wasn’t as wild or quick-witted as Moscovitch, and he believed repetition was the soul of wit. Pierre enjoyed hearing Hornof set
people up with his usual tale: ‘At home in Czechoslovakia, among the
sons of the great families there is always a doctor first, then a lawyer,
then a churchman, and then a career soldier. The last one is the stupidest.’
Someone always fell for it. ‘But I thought you were a career soldier?’
‘Yes, but I’m an only child!’
Pierre laughed every time at this absurdity—which wasn’t even true:
Pierre knew Hornof had at least one brother, a doctor. But Hornof was
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anything but stupid, and Pierre later described him as ‘the best officer I
ever met.’ The Senegalese troops loved him because he always showed
them proper respect. Pierre also discovered that Hornof was extraordinarily attractive to women.
After Gentien’s death in June, Pierre was more eager than ever to
leave the back-water of Cameroun in order to go into battle with the
Germans. He must have been dismayed as the weeks of waiting stretched
into months. Regarding the period from June to the end of 1943, he had
nothing to say in his memoir. Moscovitch, in his even less systematic
memoirs, offered for this period only a couple tales of a drinking competition with a regimental chaplain and obtaining a fine horse from the
Lamido in return for several cases of whisky—with each bottle’s label
replaced with one reading ‘Medicinal’.
As 1944 began, Pierre, Moscovitch and Hornof were all still waiting
impatiently for their Mixed Brigade to be transported out of Cameroun.
What Colonel Chandon wrote about Pierre in September 1943 (quoted
earlier) was probably also true of Moscovitch, though less so of Hornof:
‘…Morality relaxed, has a regrettable conduct, not afraid to be familiar
with non-commissioned officers to enjoy easy pleasures.’ Those ‘easy
pleasures’ may also have taken a toll on Pierre’s health, as Diana learned
later.
*
After arriving back in England in August, Diana was shattered and
grieving. A month passed before she turned to her diary on 9 September,
briefly recording Hélène’s reactions to her new surroundings and her
own surprise at once again seeing her women ‘in bed wearing fluffy,
lacey, frilly bedjackets.’ Diana made no comment on the fact that within
a week of that diary entry both her sister, Betty, and sister-in-law, Cecily,
delivered up healthy babies. Somehow Diana lost her diary for three
months or the will to write in it.
Diana’s activity at Bury—where her father had been residing fairly
permanently since the war broke out—was sedate, tedious, and unable to
assuage her loneliness at being apart from Pierre or her grief over the
loss of Gentien.
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Dec. 12
At last I have found my diary again.
Went over to Biddy’s [Mayme’s daughter, Bridget Branch] with Dad &
Mayme for the christening of her daughter Harriet Ann. Sat next to the
Duchess of Richmond who is just back from Washington with her two sons
(aged 12 & 13). She is very charming & great fun. We compared notes on
America. She liked it but has brought her sons back for Eton & school in
England.
Have been terribly worried about Pierre who wired that he has gland
trouble. Since heard he has been in bed one month (terrific for him). Wired
Legentilhomme & Pleven & saw General [Adolphe] Sicé, head of [the Free
French] Medical Service, & sent him a formal ‘demande’—Legentilhomme
wired back: ‘Pierre [illeg.] now quite recovered—cease efforts.’ Still am
extremely anxious.
I seem to miss Gentien more every day. Especially now Xmas is coming.
My first in England with presents, etc. I sometimes feel my heart is really
broken, it aches so at times.

Nearly a fortnight passed before Diana took up her diary again, and
then, after re-reading the last entry, wrote a continuation:
Dec. 24 1943
Especially at night time that is why I can hardly even write. Have to try
to bury myself in a book or paper. Must note things about Hélène though.
In London she saw at least eight lions down Brompton Road: adverts,
stones, then around Trafalgar Sq her eyes were just popping out. ‘Maman,
Maman! Regarde les lions! Est-ce qu’ils sont méchant et les lions qui vous
mangent?’
After Africa it amazed her.

The distraction of occasional trips to London brought Diana some
relief, but burying herself in the newspapers was unlikely to put her mind
at ease. One can assume everyone at Bury pored over The Times. The
news from the Russian front was frequently encouraging, though the localities meant nothing; likewise with the war in the Pacific; from Italy,
plenty of familiar place-names frequently repeated during the slow advance toward Rome. Details of the air war against Germany sometimes
provided clues about the aircraft heard passing overhead the night before.
The news on 26 October—‘…More than 1,500 tons of high-explosives
and incendiaries were dropped on Kassel…. Our bombers, 44 of which
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are missing, gave a good account of themselves…—would remind
Robert Mathias of the city of his birth, and Mayme of her son, Guy,
killed in the Battle of Britain.
Late in December reports began to appear about bombing ‘military
targets’ in France, which would especially alarm Diana. On 23 December
The Times reported:
RAF medium and light bombers again attacked military objectives in
northern France…an attack was apparently made against the stretch of the
French coast from Boulogne to Calais. According to agency reports the
cross-Channel offensive is believed to be directed against emplacements
for Germany’s “secret weapons,” possibly rocket guns. The Germans have
for some time been saying that emplacements for their secret weapons
have been constructed on this coast.

‘Rocket gun’ meant nothing to anyone at Bury—or at The Times. At
least the Pas de Calais was a good distance from Bosmelet.
Diana wrote again four days after Christmas, which she judged
‘pretty ghastly’, with lots of squabbling among siblings and spouses. Of
course, ‘Hélène was thrilled with Christmas, chanting “Thank you,
Father Xmas, thank you, thank you.”’ Pierre managed to send a wire
‘wishing happy Xmas and hoping this was the last wire from
N’Gaoundere. As he says nothing I presume his health is better.’ It was
just over a month since she had last heard from him.
Diana wrote the last entry for 1943 on 30 December, after re-reading
some of her diary:
The part in Lisbon in 1941. How cheerful I seem to keep in spite of
everything. Now, three years later I feel at least 20 years older. Can’t see
anything in a funny light. I am always expecting the worst may happen.
Can’t believe that anything good or happy can come to us. I can’t even
pray—the other day I heard a terrible crash, I thought ‘there goes Hélène
& the pram.’ Down the stairs. I was so petrified that I couldn’t move or go
& help her—I never used to be such a coward—I wonder if I will ever get
straight again—one must be brave, ruthless & confident to achieve anything—I feel I never can be again—I am so anxious about my beloved. If
only he can come back to me this spring….
I keep on dreaming about Gentien—Hélène is always talking about him
& says how she wishes he would come here & why did he go au ciel voir le
bon Dieu? When she wants him here—why, oh why, indeed?
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Her father and Mayme had gone up to spend the day in London:
I put the radio on [but] cannot find anything but Paul Robeson or Blues
or German marches. I had to switch it off as Paul Robeson makes me think
of the lovely Natives out in the Cameroons. How noble, dignified, sympathetic & sweet they were when Gentien died. M’Kambo & the Lamido. I must
try and write about it some day.

*
Colonel Wachtel had known since mid-November that even if his
troops had been train and his sixty-four primary launch-sites finished by
December, he might not have enough ‘ammunition’ to begin his campaign before March. At the start of December he was optimistic that the
enemy had not yet acquired much intelligence about himself, his launch
sites, or flying bomb’s capabilities. Ironically, while the Allies now knew
quite a lot of that, their ignorance about the flying bombs’ exact dimensions, the factories producing them, and the places storing them, resulted
from the fact that mass production had still not begun.
Late in November Wachtel consulted with authorities in Paris, Brussels and Amiens and toured the still-unfinished launch sites. Although the
British had already bombed Watten, one of the four huge bunkers that
General Milch included in the original plans (and probably considered
sitting ducks by Wachtel), none of his launch sites had yet been attacked.
Wachtel may have been back at the training base at Zempin on 28
November when another Mosquito, circling at eight or nine thousand
metres, photographed the launch ramp.
At the end of November a new production schedule said there would
be a delay in reaching the goal of 5,000 FZG 76’s per month, and in the
meantime only 1,500 would be produced per month. Wachtel would believe it when he saw it: right now his men at Zempin could not fire more
than two per day. The next 2,000 were so faulty they had to be scrapped.
Production was halted, while the scientists argued over a final design.
The Regimental Diary noted on 2 December that the Army’s Lt. Gen.
Erich Heinemann—a fellow artillery man in the last war, though nearly
twenty years older than Wachtel—had been put in charge of the 65th
Army Corps, newly-concocted to coordinate the deployment of the two
long-distance weapons developed by the Army and the Luftwaffe. Un432

surprisingly, a Luftwaffe officer was chosen to be Heinemann’s Chief of
Staff, and Wachtel suspected Colonel Eugen Walter had been chosen because he was someone Goering could easily spare. Too young to serve in
the last war and with little actual fighting experience in the present war,
Walter was the type of self-important staff man disliked. Wachtel could
hope that putting the leaders of the rocket project under Heinemann’s
control might weaken the rocketeers’ control of precious labour and material resources, and Wachtel preferred being answerable to the
Luftwaffe, and Axthelm in particular, rather than to the Army.
The 65th Army Corps was to share the German Army’s H.Q. in
Saint-Germain-en-Laye, near Paris; when Wachtel transferred his regimental headquarters to France he headed for a spot eighty kilometres further north. Three-fourths of Flak Regiment 155 had already been shipped
to France and securely billeted in places other than their designated
launch sites. On 7 December the Regimental Headquarters staff and Battery No. 10 set off from Zempin, travelling mostly at night, avoiding
bombed out rail lines, and finally disembarking at the station nearest
their new billet, the Château de Merlemont, 10 km. from Beauvais.
Temporary till accommodation ready at Doullens: and for security
reasons it is not yet expedient to occupy permanent H.Q. Chateau very
nice; before regiment arrived was being used by Directorate of Works. Requisitioned in 1940 by Wehrmacht, had been home of comte de Merlemont. Regiment has extremely pleasant living accommodation. Population
polite but aloof.

So recorded the Regimental Diary on 15 December 1943. Wachtel was
now in the theatre of operations, with plenty to keep himself and his men
busy, as they waited for the flying bomb to go into mass production. The
Diary never mentioned that on 5 December the Allies dropped bombs on
three of Wachtel’s launch. The brevity and inaccuracy of the raid, plus
the lack of follow-up, perhaps led to the assumption that the launch sites
had not be the actual targets of the attacks. The Regiment’s personnel
were not yet occupying the sites, so no significant casualties resulted.
The Allies’ next attack, delayed by bad weather and uncertainty how to
knock out sites that were so small, occurred on the night of 16 December
and was experimental.
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Château de Merlemont (Oise)

Two launch sites near Abbeville were attacked using two different
combinations of aircraft and bombs. On the first site four 100 lb. bombs
were dropped, the closest missing by 450 yards. For the second target
nine 12,000 lb. bombs were released, with similar results. Wachtel’s regimental diary acknowledged these attacks, though neither site was damaged. There was another delay while Bomber Command worked out a
different approach.
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Chapter 36

MICHEL HOLLARD WAS SOMEHOW INVOLVED in the discovery of the
earliest flying bomb launch sites and was unquestionably responsible for
later providing detailed drawings of Bois Carré, but his third exploit, as
described in Martelli’s book, was the most dramatic. Hollard received a
message from the station-master at Rouen, Pierre Bouguet, a friend of
Daudemard. The message was ‘that some unusually shaped crates had
recently arrived at Rouen in a goods wagon and had been sent on to the
station at Auffay.’ In the Florian Hollard’s biography Bouguet’s first
name is correctly given as André, and he’s described as a member of
Hollard’s network who decided to contact Hollard because in Rouen he
had been able to see between some planks and perceived some large
metallic parts, roughly cyclindrical.
Michel Hollard contacted one of his agents, Pierre Carteron, to accompany him on this mission, when the two men arrived in Auffay, the
first person they spoke to was the local station-master, named Bourdon.
Martelli wrote that Bourdon was ‘not known to either of them’, while
Florian Hollard specified that the man’s name was René Bourdon, ‘a fellow patriot active in intelligence work with his colleague André
Bouguet.’ Bourdon told them that the Germans stored the crates in a requisitioned shed guarded by a sentry at all times. Carteron distracted the
sentry with conversation while Hollard slipped into the shed; and using a
tape measure (his wife’s, according to Florian), Hollard managed take
numerous measurements, while the sentry was kept amused for nearly an
hour. Martelli wrote that a week later the measurements were on their
way to London, and Florian echoed that his father made haste to write up
and carry a report to Switzerland.
Following the story of Bois Carré, Martelli wrote that this third exploit began ‘soon afterwards’—so perhaps sometime after mid-November 1943. Later he mentioned 25 December as being ‘five days after
Michel’s return from Auffay’ Florian indirectly indicated the exploit oc-

curred before 22 December.92 André Besson also mentioned the date 22
December: when Hollard crossed the Swiss frontier during ‘the week
following’ the measurement-taking in Auffay. Hollard himself made a
reference to the arrival of flying bombs at Auffay (roughly following the
Bois Carré business and preceding the Allied bombing of the launch
sites) in his 1950 interview. ‘The first construction site where a cargo of
projectiles arrived was Bonnetot. At Auffay, a dozen V1s arrived. (The
V2s did not arrive until later and not everywhere.)’ But it is curious thatHollard specified that there were a dozen flying bombs, but did not mention obtaining dimensions to send to London.
There are serious problems with the story of this third exploit. First, a
lack of evidence that any flying bombs had yet been delivered to the operational areas in France in November/December 1943.93 Second, it
would be odd to transport flying bombs to the area of operations three
months before the campaign was to begin, especially when the training
of the launch crews at Zempin was still hampered by a shortage of flying
bombs. Third, Colonel Wachtel was fanatical about security and would
not want flying bombs brought to the area that early or tolerate having
them stored near a train station in a shed guarded by a single sentry.94
On the other hand, Hollard was Martelli’s principal source and presumably approved what Martelli published. Neither man had any reason
to invent the story. Among George Martelli’s papers (along with photographs of the Auffay area in 1957) is a sketch labelled ‘Plan de la Gare
d’Auffay’, drawn with three different pens. One of the ‘hangars’ has an X
beside it: this seems to be the position of a structure visible on a photograph that appeared in Martelli’s 1960 biography with the caption:
‘Auffay station. The shed in which Michel discovered a flying bomb is
indicated [by an arrow] on the right.’ The lettering on the sketch is
clearly French in style, but the handwriting doesn’t resemble Hollard’s.95
Martelli seems to have made a good effort to research the background of
the ‘measurement story’.
Perhaps the most important evidence comes from R.V. Jones. He admired Hollard; he repeated Martelli’s story about Bonnetôt even though
he had no specific evidence of a ground report; he provided more examples of the crucial drawings of Bois Carré than Martelli did; but re436

garding the ‘measurement story, Jones was silent. Information about the
measurements of the flying bomb was vitally important to his work—but
he makes clear that the only information he received came from a Medmenham analysis of aerial photographs and ‘from German sources at the
end of the war’. No publication has ever used any ‘sketch’ of the flying
bomb produced by Michel Hollard, and the earliest ‘official’ drawing,
dating to 16 June 1944, was based on the examination of 70 examples
that crashed in England.96
Since it is hard to believe that George Martelli or Michel Hollard invented the measurement story, two possible explanations come to mind.
First, a dozen flying bombs may have, inncorrectly and temporarily, been
misdirected to Auffay after they left the manufacturers. Wachtel was desperate needed weapons to be sent to the testing facility at Peenemünde
West and to the training facility at Zempin and another one further east at
Brusterort, near Königsberg, but perhaps the transfer of many of
Wachtel’s batteries between these sites and then on to France caused
some confusion. Moreover, there were eight “supply sites” scheduled to
be built to provision the sixty-four launch sites in northwest France, and
one of the southernmost was at Biennais, just ten kilometres south of
Auffay. There is evidence that the construction of the Biennais facility
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may never have been completed. If some flying bombs were—rightly or
not—directed toward Biennais, they might have been diverted temporarily to Auffay before being re-directed to the larger underground facilities
which were then being established. Second, an error might have occurred
when Hollard’s report on the measurements somehow never reached the
desk of R.V. Jones or anyone else at MI-6 who was sufficiently interested.97
*
The head of Bomber Command, Sir Arthur Harris, continued his strategic campaign against Berlin and other German cities and was loath to
waste manpower and machines trying to hit tiny flying bomb launch sites
which posed a debatable threat. ‘Only when we have nothing better to
do,’ was Harris’s basic rule, ‘and then only Stirlings & 617 Sqn.’ The
British and American air forces would press on with bombing Germany:
the flying bomb sites could be a side-show for 617 Squadron, the ‘Dam
Busters’, already famous for
the precision bombing of the
Möhne and Eder dams
(though at the cost of eight
Lancasters and crews). Early
in November 1943 Wing
Commander Leonard
Cheshire took over command from Wing Commander Guy Gibson, V.C.
The tall, gaunt, twenty-sixyear-old was already legendary, having recently
published a book about his
first tour of duty. After surviving three tours, being
promoted the youngest
Group Captain in the RAF
and made a station comLeonard Cheshire, V.C.
mander, Cheshire lobbied to
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get back into operations, despite the loss of rank. Gibson was a tough act
to follow, but Cheshire soon won the men over with his personal concern
for their well-being and lack of caution for his own safety. Determined to
crack this problem of how to bomb such small sites, Cheshire was
pleased when five more sites were added to the list of those designated
for experimental attacks by Bomber Command. Three of the five—
Herbouville, Fréval, and Bonnetôt—were near Bosmelet, itself still not
on any target list.
On the night of 22 December, Cheshire’s 617 Squadron tackled Fréval for the first time. The farmers on the Bosmelet estate and any
Luftwaffe personnel guarding the Château itself had an anxious half hour
as they heard ten Lancasters—invisible because of cloud-cover—circling
overhead. At Fréval, the Mosquitoes that preceded the Lancasters
dropped two red target indicators, which local villagers might have seen,
but Cheshire and his pilots didn’t. The Lancasters loitered for thirty
minutes, uncertain whether they were in the wrong place or the markers
had burnt out before they’d spotted them. Finally, Cheshire gave up and
ordered his crews back to base, without dropping their 12,000-pound
bombs. The next day the 2nd Tactical Airforce attacked a site at Pommeréval (8 miles east of Bosmelet) using Mosquitoes, not to lay markers
this time, but simply to drop bombs from a low level. They were greeted
by heavy flak which damaged three of Mosquitoes and caused another to
crash-land when returning to base.
R.A.F. strategists, fearing the launch sites might soon become operational before the R.A.F. could degrade them, asked the American Eighth
Air Force to give the sites a pounding. On Christmas Eve—in the largest
raid the Americans had yet mounted in the war— 526 B-17 ‘Flying Fortresses’ and 196 B-24 ‘Liberators’ bombed twenty-three targets in the
Pas-de-Calais. Four aircraft were damaged beyond repair and no airmen
were killed, but it was subsequently determined that only three of the the
twenty-three targets were seriously damaged by the 1,700 tons of bombs
dropped on them. Bosmelet was not in that region, nor yet on the general
target list.
*
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On that same Christmas eve, ten days after arriving from Germany,
Colonel Wachtel threw a party at his Château de Merlemont headquarters. Although the enemy had learned of the existence of a number of his
launch sites, only a handful had yet been attacked, with very few damaged. The Regimental Diary didn’t record when the news arrived that
three launch sites were destroyed by the Americans’ bombing, but the
party was a success: ‘a table was stacked with presents…no shortage of
good French red wine. Plenty of biscuits, chocolate and cigarettes were
available, but the nicest present was a book inscribed by the commanding officer which everybody received.’
That happy description the diary preceded an almost daily tally of
bombings and the rate of degradation of the launch sites. Wachtel may
have been surprised—as were the Allied Air Force chiefs—how many
tons of bombs had to be dropped in order to cause any serious damage to
his sites. Casualties were low as only a few guards or construction workers had been at the sites, and the latter soon disappeared altogether. On
30 December Wachtel attended a conference at 65th Corps Headquarters
in Saint-Germain-en-Laye. The status reports said the tests on the flying
bomb would probably be complete by 1 February; the latest production
plan was for 1,400 bombs to be produced by the end of January, 1,200 in
February, 1,240 in March, 3,200 in April, 4,000 in May, rising to 8000
per month in September.
Wachtel had to doubt these estimates and was more interested the
actual testing results. More than 50% of the flying bombs were now
meeting requirements; distances ranged between 180 and 250 km. and
altitudes between 500 and 3,000 metres, but the lower altitudes promoted
greater accuracy. The deviation was 6 km. in good conditions, 15 km. in
unfavourable weather. The 830kg of explosives had the effect of a landmine, similar to a basic 2,000kg high explosive bomb. The normal speed
was between 480 and 550km. per hour, which meant both enemy fighters
and anti-aircraft guns would be able to shoot them down, but the technicians were trying to raise the speed to 600km. per hour.
Neither the enemy’s attacks, nor the unreliable promises on production, nor the less than brilliant figures on his weapon’s performance, dis440

heartened Wachtel. Regarding the launch sites, he would make a virtue of
necessity. The diary’s description of the 30 December meeting continued,
Of the sites at present under construction, so far seven have been destroyed, three of them being completely obliterated. These positions will be
replaced by accelerating the construction of second priority sites. Strenuous efforts are being made to simplify the sites [original emphasis].

The old blue-prints were trashed, and the new sites would be as
simple and well-camouflaged as possible. No more ‘ski-buildings’; new
systems of storage and re-supply; expansion of the supply centres. From
now on Wachtel insisted the construction be handled only by Germans or
by prisoners who could not communicate with the outside world.
‘Launcher now being redesigned.’98 Wachtel wanted a ramp whose components could be left in storage until a few days before operations actually began. Production of the new type of ramp would begin in the following week, and ‘95 can be completed by 25 February.’ They would not
be sent to the area of operations at first, but stored elsewhere. ‘The assembly of one launcher will take 6-8 days… the whole regiment will be
at readiness in the area of operations from 1 March 1944.’
Wachtel decided to let the enemy believe he was repairing many of
the older sites now being bombed: if the Allies thought they were destroying all of his launch sites, they’d be less likely to look for new ones
—which would be harder to find in any case. Flak batteries set up near
the original sites could bring down enemy planes making low-level attacks. Allied bombs falling on abandoned launch sites were not falling on
Berlin.
Back at Merlemont on 31 December, Wachtel posted his order of the
day:
All Ranks! Once more we stand at the threshold of a New Year. The
war still rages inexorably around us, a war forced on us by those countries
who, as in 1914, could not tolerate the rise of our nation. All attempts that
the Führer made before the war to avert a conflict failed and in the same
way several offers made to Britain in 1939 and 1940 to end the war remained unanswered. And so this gigantic struggle must go on to the end,
which must be victory for Germany if we are not to surrender ourselves
and our future.
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In this struggle we have been given a special duty to fulfil, and it will
be our proud task to carry out this duty in the coming year. I therefore wish
all officers, NCOs and men of my Regiment all luck for the coming year,
which will bring us much nearer to final victory and peace. (Signed)
Wachtel, Oberst and CO of the Regiment.

*
Following a number of overflights and bombardments, the H.Q. of the
Flak Regiment ‘Wachtel’ was transferred from Doullens to a chateau near
Creil, situated exactly 55 km from Paris, near a small town having the initials ‘M.b.B.’ (in German); that is to say: ‘M.s.B.’ or ‘M.e.B’ (Marcq-enBaroeul?).

Thus began Jeannie Rousseau’s report on what she’d learned about the
Germans’ secret long-range weapon by ‘late December’ 1943. As with
her previous ‘Wachtel Report’, ‘Amniarix’ was collecting information
while translating for the French firms doing contract work for the Germans. Most of the meetings probably took place at Flak Regiment 155’s
apartment in Avenue Hoche. Perhaps more than one member of
Wachtel’s staff was inadvertently showering information while trying to
impress the wide-eyed French girl, yet they evidently avoided using the
usual code-numbers or code-names for the flying bomb in Jeannie’s
presence, and instead referred to the ‘stratospheric shell’ (l’obus stratosphérique), which appears in both this and her earlier report of late July
1943, though nothing about the flying bomb was stratospheric.
In that previous report Jeannie had mentioned Usedom, Peenemünde,
and Zempin, and reported that the regiment was to be transferred to
France in ‘late October or early November’ with its headquarters ‘near
Amiens.’ Now, in late December, Jeannie mistakenly believed Wachtel
had abandoned an H.Q. at Doullens—probably intended to be a communications hub rather than a proper H.Q. Jeannie was correct that Wachtel
had set up an H.Q. near Creil—at Merlemont—but was unaware that this
was meant to be temporary while a permanent headquarters—well-hidden underground—was being prepared at Saleux, which was indeed near
Amiens.
Jeannie may have seen a list—perhaps an internal telephone directory—from which she concluded that ‘M.b.B’ was the new headquarters.
She and the leader of her network, Georges Lamarque, apparently be442

lieved this was a German version of ‘Someplace-sur-something’ or
‘Someplace-en-someplace’, with he ‘b’ abbreviating the German
‘bei’ (‘near’). Their maps would reveal no such place-name near Creil,
but they spotted a suburb of Lille that was at least an example of what
they sought: Marcq-en-Baroeul, bracketed with a question mark. (No

Part of the first page of Jeannie Rousseau’s report of 10 February 1944,
including a sketch of the ‘crest based on the name of the commander [Wachtel]’ (DEFE40/11)

French map showed a ‘Merlemont-sur-Beauvais’ or ‘-en-Beauvais’.)
Jeannie had heard that the new H.Q. was exactly 55 km. from Paris, she
could not know if that meant ‘from’ the Hotel de Ville, or Avenue Hoche,
or St. Germain-en-Laye. Her report declared ‘there was a great mystery
around this transfer, and the Headquarters Staff believe the position is
still unknown [to the enemy] since it has not yet had an aerial reconnaissance flying overhead.’
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Jeannie noted that Wachtel’s command was now called ‘Flakgruppe
Creil’ in the telephone system, and the regiment’s emblem was based on
the name of the commander. This, of course, was the competition-winning design of early November, never displayed on any badge, equipment, or vehicle because of the security risk, but perhaps Jeannie spotted
it on some folder.
Jeannie’s report noted that the twenty officers of the full H.Q. staff,,
were expected at the beginning of January, but Wachtel would frequently
be away on missions to Belgium, Paris, and Berlin. The platforms will be
ready and the personnel on stand-by, but the batteries will not be in place
until the month of March. Jeannie had also learned that the officers expected a commando raid or some landing with a mission to prevent this
weapon from being employed: the HQ would be well defended with
electric fences, constant patrols, and anti-aircraft guns. And she closed
with two surprising statements: first, a visit to the new H.Q. by Goering
or even by Hitler was expected; second, ‘an interpreter who dealt with all
the purchases for the unit and with long-term relations with the French
authorities could probably gain access to the H.Q.’
The British had no way of knowing that Jeannie was herself an interpreter, offering in essence to place herself in a most exciting and incredibly dangerous position.
R.V. Jones’ copy of Jeannie’s 2nd report (rubber-stamped as Pingpong No. 394) is preserved in the National Archives in Kew. Athough the
‘date of information’ is ‘End of December 1943’ the MI6 transcript is
dated 10 February 1944. The month-long delay (while Jeannie’s superiors arranged a courier to bring the report to London) which meant much
of her information was out-dated. Meanwhile the Allies continue bombing the launch sites, unaware that they too were out-dated.
*
When asked if they remembered when Bosmelet was first bombed by
the Allies, Reneé Thierry and her brother, Rémy, and the Abbé Dufour,
all gave the same answer with no hesitation: ’4 January 1944, 19h30.’
Official reports show Bosmelet was not put on the target list until 16
January (when perhaps enough leaves were shed by the massive trees
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around the château that obscured the ‘ski-buildings’); and a report dated
22 January still listed Bosmelet as ‘Not yet attacked.’ Eventually it was
discovered that on 4 January 1943 Bomber Command attacked four ski
sites, testing different aircraft, bombs, fuse timings, marking procedures
and flying tactics. An attack aimed at Fréval was carried out by Leonard
Cheshire’s 617 Squadron (whose last attempt against Fréval on 22
December was aborted). Now Cheshire had a chance to try out some new
techniques on Fréval, which was only 4.5 kilometres north-northeast of
Bosmelet.
The ‘Oboe’ navigational system told the Mosquitos when to drop the
markers, but a strong tail-wind from the north complicated the release
and pushed the two red indicators off target: one by three-quarters of a
mile, the other by over three miles. The roar of a Mosquito overhead was
soon replaced by the deep thrum of Leonard Cheshire’s Lancasters. Most
of the eight heavy bombers that had arrived over Fréval had dropped
their bombs on the first target indicator, but one Lancaster that spotted
the second indicator still had a bomb-load to release before heading
home.
Falling half a kilometre south of Bosmelet’s château, this string of
bombs exploded across one of Bosmelet’s farms, the one worked by
Anatole Hibon. A report archived at the Château de Vincennes was written the next day by Commandant Gosse of the Tôtes Gendarmes:
…At 19h15, some Anglo-American planes bombed some German defense works near Auffay (hameau de Bosmelet). In the course of this bombardment 17 bombs were dropped. M. Ybon, farmer, was wounded in the
arm. Two horses and six cows that belonged to him were killed. One building was completely destroyed and two others damaged.

Six weeks later a report from Auffay’s Mairie mentioned ‘…the
Hibon farm, whose chief farmer was gravely wounded in the bombardment of 4 January 1944.’
The R.A.F. never recorded the first bombardment of Bosmelet because the target had been Fréval, but the locals never forgot it. In recent
years two aerial photographs were displayed in the Château de Bosmelet.
One was taken on 14 January 1944, and the grounds looked pristine
compared with the later photograph that showed the Bosmelet estate
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The original identification label is displayed above the photograph;
the words and arrows are my additions

pock-marked with bomb craters. I assumed the photos were ‘before’ and
‘after’ any bombs fell and only later noticed that the 14 January photograph showed a string of craters on Hibon’s farm: so far from the German launch ramp that they at first escaped my attention, not being much
of a Photographic Interpreter.
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Chapter 37

‘HÉLÈNE IS FOUR TODAY,’ Diana recorded on 2 January 1944, and a week
later she recalled that on the 3rd
a letter arrived from Parrain, via Switzerland and USA written on May 3rd
43. Says all at B well, the Farmers paying their rent regularly. I wired to
Pierre on the 3rd: ‘Beloved please see Pleven, Brazzaville end of January—news Parrain all well written May. Fondest love, Diana B’.

Although the ‘news’ from ‘Parrain’ was nine months old, it was first
Diana had received about Bosmelet for a long time. Pierre would be interested and, like Diana, evidently know who ‘Parrain’ was. The most
likely candidate is Diana and Pierre’s neighbour and friend, Paul Foisy,
Hélène’s actual godfather.99 This massively out-of-date letter provided
Diana and Pierre with no clue that normal life at Bosmelet had ceased,
with Madame Soyer banished from the château because vast launch site
has been built on the estate.
Diana’s request that Pierre see their friend Pleven in Brazzaville was
part of her effort to help Pierre get out of Cameroun. A 2009 article by
Sylvain Cornil-Frerrot mentioned that because
the Europeans in the brigade were impatient with remaining far from the
theatres of operations, the commissioner of the Colonies, René Pleven,
convinced the General Staff in Algiers, in November 1943, Colonial Minister in the Free French provisional government, to transport the troops to
North Africa by the land route across Chad, the Fezzan, and Tunisia used
by Leclerc some months earlier.

Pleven had recently helped Diana during her sad odyssey back to
England, and Pierre was probably one of the ‘Europeans’ who complained about not being able to get into the fight. Nothing happened
soon. One of the last stories Pierre told about his time in Cameroun concerned his unloved Colonel Chandon, but it must date before 28 January,
when Chandon left his command after being sidelined.

Five months had passed since the reorganization of the brigades under Colonel Hous—to Colonel Chandon’s chagrin—but since August no
orders had arrived concerning a move. Pierre wrote in his memoirs that
‘Toward the end of our sojourn in N’Gaoundéré General Marchand organised an exercise that involved crossing a river and taking a hill, with
further manoeuvres toward N’Gaoundéré, 20 kms. due north.’ Colonel
Chandon begged to lead the operation, and Pierre’s company that spearheaded the river-crossing. He then presented himself at Chandon’s command post and asked for the orders for the further objectives. Chandon
‘gave me a compass reading to follow. I carefully wrote this down,’
Pierre later reminisced, ‘and made him sign it. He said to me: “Anyway,
you know very well how to find N’Gaoundéré, and this is just a bit paper
that will end up in the manoeuvre file.” ’
Pierre knew the compass reading made no sense, and after following
it for a hundred metres he halted his men by the side of the road. ‘General Marchand, passing in a side-car, asked me for some explanation. I
gave it to him with pleasure. The Colonel’s error was obvious and signed
by him.’ Pierre concluded his story about Chandon: ‘He did not manage
to become a general before he was killed in Normandy in 1944.’
In January 1944 Chandon left Douala for London, where he was given an administrative job helping to liaise between the Allies and the local
French Resistance movement after the eventual Normandy invasion.
Chandon would never realize his dream of leading men in battle, but he
had managed to get himself out of Africa long before Pierre would.
*
Diana used to enjoy holidays at Bury, but now she felt trapped.
Pierre’s silence made her feel worse. Have had no letter from P. for ages,
she wrote in her diary on 9 January 1944.
[No letter] Since the 26th Nov (written 6th) so upsetting, though thanks to
Xmas wire we know he is alright. I get so upset when he doesn’t write that I
find it quite an effort to write to him. Though the only thing I long for is for
both of us to write all the time to one another. It is the only way to keep in
touch. Is he too miserable? Has he taken to drink? I can’t imagine it can be
women as there are so few there—though of course he manages to dig them
up from anywhere (not mummies as it sounds, far from it).
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However, the same entry recounts Diana’s delight with a recent escape to London: ‘lunch at [the] Normandy with Eve, Eric & the
children.’ Her old friend Eve Myers, was now Eve Clarke, whose husband, Eric (or ‘Ricco’), was a Royal Navy surgeon. Their two children,
Laura and Jimmy, aged seven and five, and probably fussed over Hélène,
recently turned four. ‘Eric on leave, in uniform. Evening: Wildes’ “The
Ideal Husband” Very entertaining, well produced, made me want to read
all his other plays.100 On the journey back to Bury Diana ‘Read in train
Balzac’s “La Femme de trente ans”’—perhaps wishing that she had
something by Wilde instead.
On 11 January Diana recorded that
The vicar, Mr [Bertram] Davies heard his 2 children in Durban on the
wireless speak to him this afternoon. Saw him afterwards. They, his two
boys and wife, have been separated now for nearly 4 years. He was very
moved and upset and said that if the war went on much more we would all
go crazy—quite a lot for a clergyman to admit!

The next day Diana had another jaunt, presumably without Hélène
this time:
In London went to “Le Carnet de Bal” at Studio 1 with Eve. Wonderful
film, beautifully produced, wept terrifically over the mother who had lost
her son & had gone mad, thinking he would be back at any moment & had
lost all sense of time. It is very sentimental, nostalgic & depressing. Yet so
true to life. Everyone starts out with such dreams and ideals and ends in
failure, or complete dreary drabness.

Diana’s depression was tersely expressed in her next entry, 19 January: Still no letter. A later entry indicates that on 29 January she sent a
cable to Pierre asking why he hadn’t written and when he would leave
Cameroun. Neither of them could know that on the previous day the future of their lives together was shattered by a blow almost as severe as
the death of their son.
*
Regarding the first weeks of 1944, the diary of Flak Regiment 155
tells an interesting story of the immediate effects of the Allied bombing
of Colonel Wachtel’s launch sites. Elements of the story later appeared in
the 1965 Der Spiegel article (supposedly but probably not written by
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Max Wachtel himself): dates in the article do not always accord with the
regimental diary.
The diary told a dramatic story in which Wachtel, while mid-air in a
Heinkel 111 between meetings in Germany and Belgium, was ordered by
radio to change course to meet with General Koller in Paris. When
Wachtel reached Koller’s office the general handed him a piece of paper
to read: Radio interception: Enemy order to Allied fighters in the Channel area. Urgent to shoot down a single Heinkel 111, flying direction
Westfalen–Rheinland–Brabant–Limburg. Wachtel immediately concluded that the enemy had tapped his telephone; Koller insisted Wachtel
stay in Paris until counter-measures could be arranged; a German intelligence officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Erich Heidschuch, said that the name
Wachtel must disappear and that he would now be known as Colonel
Martin Wolf. A false pay-book was issued to ‘Wolf’, who also had to
grow a beard. After a week he made his way back to Zempin, where 150
men, still waiting to go to France, stood at attention while Wachtel announced: ‘Men, I am Colonel Martin Wolf and have replaced your
former commander Wachtel. Colonel Wachtel has taken on another role.’
The Der Spiegel article mis-dated Wachtel’s flight to 28 July 1943.101
The regimental diary entry for 5 January 1944 mentioned that ‘questions
of security have been discussed’ with Lt.-Col. Heidschuch in his office in
Arras. Another entry, on 25 January, said Arras sent word that an enemy
radio message to some agents in France dating to 1 November 1943 ‘has
come to light’ (perhaps filed away before Heidschuch had taken charge
of the office) which caused alarm: ‘Extremely interested in all information concerning Oberst Wachtel and his Special Flak regiment. Mainly
for this reason keep watch on Amiens area.’
As a result of the 4 January meeting with Heidschuch ‘the unit will
be informed that Colonel Martin Wolf has taken over command of Flakgruppe Creil and that Colonel Wachtel is with the Demonstration and
Experimental Detachment in Zempin on special work.’ Two days later
one of Wachtel’s officers announced the Colonel’s new name to the HQ
personnel at Château de Merlemont—which makes more sense than the
Der Spiegel article’s story of Wachtel travelling from Paris to Zempin to
declare that his name was now ‘Wolf’: the whole point of becoming
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‘Wolf’ was to throw enemy agents off his trail in France, so they would
think Wachtel was still in Germany.
While the regiment at Merlemont heard Wachtel’s new name announced, the HQ staff were told that a Corporal Paul Schmidt, had recently been sentenced to twelve years’ imprisonment for carelessly giving away secrets about the FZG-76 and the strength of the regiment. ‘…
Officers, N.C.O.s and men will be pledged to special secrecy’; ‘all Germans of foreign citizenship’ in the regiment will be transferred back to
Peenemünde to be be employed on guard duties, and thus seeing little of
the new weapon; and from now on every paybook would carry the owner’s photograph.
An curious story—which surprisingly didn’t make it into the 1965
article—appeared in the diary on 10 January: one of Wachtel’s men
has handed in a carrier pigeon which an enemy aircraft had dropped inside
a container with parachute near Hauvin, for espionage purposes. It carried
propaganda in French inciting civilian population to spy. A pencil for taking down reports, and bag of corn complete the equipment of the corpus
delicti, which has been passed on to the Security Office, Arras.

The pigeon could live off the corn until some Frenchman found him and
became an amateur spy, following the instructions about attaching the
scribbled note to the leg of the pigeon, for whom, sadly, the parachute
landing proved fatal.
‘…A number of important security and camouflage measures,’ were
noted in diary on 24 January. ‘…To deceive enemy agents and their observers the Colonel usually wears civilian clothes when travelling on
duty and has also been authorized to wear any service uniform except a
naval one.’ The Der Spiegel article corroborated this with a photograph
of General Heinemann’s 29 January letter confirming these arrangements. A Parisian tailor immediately made a field-grey army uniform for
Wachtel to wear back to Merlemont. But shortly afterward an enemy aircraft strafed the château for the first time. It may not have been a deliberate attack on Wachtel’s HQ, but to avoid further risk most of the HQ staff
were shifted eight kilometres southwest to the Château d’Auteuil. Only
the supply department remained at Merlemont, while on 9 February the
rest of the staff
Château d’Auteuil
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travelled in small groups and civilian
cars to Paris where they took off their
Luftwaffe uniforms and received either
civilian suits or the brown uniform of
the Organisation Todt. When they
made their way to Auteuil they found
their new HQ bore a sign reading Organisation Todt. Schmidt Site Management. Some officers took the opportunity to send their uniforms to some Parisian laundry, which then
difficulty returning them.
*
Anatole Hibon would have been surprised to learn that it was twelve
days after Allied bombs had wounded him and destroyed his farmhouse
that the Crossbow Committee finally placed ‘Château de Bosmelet’ on
the No-Ball target list on 16 January. An aerial photograph of Bosmelet
taken two days earlier still revealed only two-thirds of the buildings expected on a Bois Carré site—the third ‘ski’ building, for example, had
not been spotted—but the prioritizing system assumed a daily amount of
progress, even if invisible on photographs, so Bosmelet was finally
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judged ripe for bombing. Medmenham prepared photographs and maps
for the bombing crew.
By this time, Medmenham had confirmed 92 ski sites, expected to
find 108 (though the Germans actually built only 96), and the Allies had
attacked most of them, dropping 6,889 tons of bombs in the six weeks
since the campaign began on 5 December. But the sites were so difficult
to destroy that the number of neutralized sites was greatly outpaced by
the number reaching completion and added to the target list. By 22 January 96 sites had been confirmed by Medmenham, and in the previous
week 45 ski sites were attacked—officially, Bosmelet remained ‘Not yet
attacked.’ The Photographic Interpreters estimated that 19 sites were now
‘Category A’, meaning severely damaged and not needing further attack—for the time being.
The first authorized attack on Bosmelet occurred on 28 January. 613
Squadron, recently converted to Mosquitos and training for low-level
missions which would be needed during the eventual invasion of France,
was assigned the new target. Details of the attack can be gleaned from
Operational Reports, aerial photographs taken before, during and after
the attack, and bomb-damage reports produced at Medmenham—all
available in the National Archives at Kew. And some information was
found at the Royal Air Force Museum, Hendon in the flying log
books of the mission’s commander,
Squadron Leader Robert N.
Bateson.
‘Bob’ Bateson took command
of 613 Squadron in October 1943,
age thirty-one. Bateson was a career RAF pilot officer in the Middle
East when the war broke out. Within six months he was awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross and
made commander of 113 Squadron.
Early in 1942, with eighty combat
missions under his belt, Bateson
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became a training officer in Ceylon (where he met, fell in love with, and
married the daughter of a Scottish tea-planter). Shortly afterward
Bateson was posted back to Britain to serve in an Operational Training
Unit before obtaining command of 613 Squadron.
The Mosquito fighter bomber was a versatile aircraft, armed with
four 20mm cannon and four machine guns, all grouped in the nose. For
most No-Ball missions the Mosquito’s bomb bay was loaded with two
500 lb bombs, with another carried under each wing, so each of the eight
aircraft Bateson led on this attack could deliver a ton of bombs to
Bosmelet.
The tactics for attacking the ‘Crossbow’ sites were evolving. Many
squadrons crossed the Channel at a low altitude to avoid German radar,
then pulled up to five or six thousand feet until the target had been spotted, then made a shallow dive and from 1,500 feet released the bombs,
set with instantaneous fuses. But as more flak guns were defending the
ski sites, Bateson’s and some other squadrons practiced staying below
fifty feet not just over the water but across the swiftly-passing landscape.
They were gone before the German radar or flak gunners knew they were
coming. Two problems emerged: the bomber’s target was visible for
mere seconds before it was too late to release the bombs; and bombs released as such a low altitude might well damage the aircraft dropping
them or the aircraft on his tail. Fortunately, Mosquitos had a two-man
team, pilot and navigator, so the target was more easily spotted with four
eyes looking for it, and 613 Squadron’s bombs had fuses set with an eleven-second time delay.
After the morning briefings on 28 January—for what was to be his
eighty-seventh combat operation—Bateson sat down for lunch beside his
long-standing navigator, Flying Officer Bernard Standish. He’d worked
for the Prudential Assurance Company, so, being good with numbers,
Standish trained for navigation—and became Bateson’s second pair of
eyes.
Bateson had already chosen the crews for the other seven Mosquitos
on this mission, and one of the aircraft would carry the camera for taking
oblique shots of the attack in progress. No specialist training was re454

quired, and bombing the target and dodging the flak always had priority
over the photography. Still, the pilot had to be calm enough to remember
to switch on the camera just before the attack began. Bateson placed the
camera-loaded aircraft in third position: it would only catch sight of the
bombs released by the first two aircraft, but German flak gunners were
less likely to get it in their sights than the seventh or eighth aircraft.
One of Bateson’s pilots was Robbie Cohen. When the Germans overran the Netherlands, Robbert Simon Cohen was a seventeen-year-old
student at the prestigious Technical Institute in Delft. Within a month,
Cohen and a friend, Conrad de Jongh, escaped to Britain in a canoe on
which they mounted a small sail. They crossed a hundred miles of sea in
two days. Both young men yearned to fight the Germans. Cohen, from a
Jewish family in Rotterdam, hated the Nazis not because they were antiSemites but because they had invaded his country. Both men managed to join the RAF, where ‘Robbie’ commenced training in
September 1941. He was assigned
to 613 Squadron in October 1943—
four months after Conrad was
killed while flying a Spitfire for
167 Squadron. In mid-1942 Robbie
had learned that his family had
been sent to some forced-labour
camp in Poland. As the months
passed and he heard no more, Robbie began to fear the worst, without
knowing his family had already
been gassed at Auschwitz.
The squadron took off at 13.20, making one circuit of the airfield to
get the eight Mosquitos in line. They set course for Littlehampton, then
veered from it only slightly as they sped across the Channel at a height of
thirty to forty feet before pulling up to 350 feet in order to get over the
chalk cliff at Tocqueville at 14.02. A quiet location, far enough from the
ports of Le Treport and Dieppe and topographically ludicrous for an am455

phibious assault, Tocqueville had little need for defensive artillery, the
Germans thought. But the Mosquitos had been using this route so often
that the pilots themselves started calling the place ‘Mosquitoville’, and
the Germans soon took notice. There was a wooden shed near the edge of
the cliff that provided a useful marker for the pilots, and when, eventually, some gunner with a light flak gun took up residence and began
shooting at the passing Mosquitos, the British pilots were reluctant to
deal with ‘Hans Schmidt’—as they’d christened the gunner—for fear of
losing their marker. But recently someone decided Hans was getting too
good at his job and demolished the shed with rocket-fire.
The heading would have been 210, though Standish and Bateson actually relied more on the visual information provided by the maps and
photographs prepared by Medmenham. They flew south-westward near
the eastern edge of a large wood beyond which was St. Aubin-le-Cauf.
After another five miles, they reached Longueville-sur-Scie. The Mosquitos, having covered sixteen miles of French territory in four minutes,
changed course to head almost due south, with the valley of the Scie and
the Dieppe-Rouen railway line to port and the Route nationale 27 to
starboard. When they spotted Auffay, Bateson nudged the aircraft into an
eastward turn, wide enough to preserve altitude. Soon they saw the spire
at Saint-Victor-l’Abbaye—familiar to the crews who had bombed the
many sites in this area—and Bateson completed his turn to approach the
Château de Bosmelet from the southeast. The January sun was behind
their left shoulders.
The target, No-ball code number X1/A/92, was named ‘Constructional Works, Château de Bosmelet’, but the château itself was not the
objective, despite being so close to the German constructions that it was
likely to be damaged by any bomb attack. Amid the geometry of the
rows of lime and beech trees, the most visible structure on the photograph was the château. White arrows—drawn on the negative with India
ink—pointed at the German installations, labelled with code-letters.
Medmenham had managed to spot only two of the three ‘ski buildings’ ,
but also—despite the camouflage nets—the launch ramp, the
‘Richthaus’, and two of the four bunkers that ran in a row to within a
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This photograph bears the original markings added at Medmenham to help Allied pilots locate
the prime German installations: ’D’ = launch ramp platform; ‘Q’ = the ‘Richthaus’; ‘R1 & 2’
= bunkers used to prepare the flying bombs (note their proximity to the château); and ‘S1 & 2’
= storage units (‘ski buildings’), the third of which remained undetected.

dozen yards of the east wing of the château. None of the white arrows
were aimed at the château.
The mile-long strip of grass flanked by trees looked like a runway
with a château obstructing the view of the last quarter of its length. The
shadows on the aerial photographs showed that the row of trees just beyond the château was taller, and they and the château itself would obstruct
the view of the German constructions if one approached from any direction but southeast. After coming out of his turn and levelling off, Bateson
had ten seconds to position his aircraft on a line that would take him and
the following aircraft over this row of constructions just before he flew
past the château, on his left-hand side.
The time was exactly 14.11 when the pilot of the third Mosquito—
perhaps Robbie Cohen—pushed the button that made the shutter on his
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nose camera begin to click rapidly. Cohen agreed with Bateson’s plan of
attack: the German occupiers would have thrown out the owners of the
property, but, although the château was useful for accommodation, destroying it would not neutralize the launch site. Whoever flew in the third
position was not thinking of that now, but concentrate on the two aircraft
in front off him, staying exactly behind them so the camera would see
their bombs dropping. The instant he saw those bombs fall he’d release
his own.
Something changed in the last
three seconds of the bomb run.
Bateson was trying to line up on the
enemy constructions indicated on
the photograph: but the photograph
offered the vertical view from a reconnaissance aircraft, and Bateson
found it was harder to see through
the trees on his low-angle approach.
The target was on a slight plateau:
he needed to adjust his altitude because his starboard wing was about
to be sheared off as he flew toward
the three-hundred-year-old lime
trees. Instinctively he pulled up and
veered to port, then corrected, realizing he mustn’t move away from the
‘constructions,’ then remembered to
release his four bombs as he flew
northward. The pilot flying 1.5 A post-war drawing showing the location of
bunkers in relation to the Château, the
seconds behind him was startled by four
Orangerie, and the rows of trees.
Bateson’s maneuver but pulled up
and followed the leader northward releasing his bombs the moment he
saw Bateson’s fall. The eight bombs dropped by the first two aircraft
came down almost simultaneously, and the third aircraft’s camera captured seven of them in mid-air.
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A post-war photograph showing how close Bunker 4 was to the Orangerie.

Bomber Command’s crews knew the problem called ‘creep-back,’
that occurred—especially during night missions—when successive
waves of bombers at high altitude could see some German city burning
in the distance, and each wave, rattled by the intensifying flak and nightfighters, dropped its bombs a bit prematurely compared with the previous
wave. Now, with low level attacks in day-light, at high speed in a tight
line, and with each pilot less certain of seeing the target than of seeing
the release of bombs ahead of him, even those pilots with the best reaction times tended to drop their bombs further and further beyond the target.
A few weeks earlier a typical Mossie squadron that had just released
its bombs might fly a quick circuit to see how well they’d done, but the
increasing number of flak guns appearing near the launch sites dampened
curiosity. And during the attack itself only the last aircraft was likely to
see the first of the time-delayed bombs explode—hopefully in a rearview mirror and not while flying through shrapnel.
Ten minutes after entering France they now followed a heading to
reach the coast without back-tracking. Tocqueville was avoided, but they
crossed their previous route near Bellengreville, where a flak unit protecting a goods train had seen them go out and awaited their return. All
of Bateson’s men saw the tracers during the three seconds that the planes
were in the flak guns’ range, and Bateson now broke radio-silence to
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learn that two crews suspected they’d been hit and a third was positive,
since their starboard aileron was jammed. Fortunately, all eight Mosquitos landed safely at Lasham at 14.55, an hour and a half after take-off.
While Bateson filled out the report—timings, course, location of the
enemy flak, and number of aircraft dropping bombs, malfunctions, damage by enemy fire, and landing safely—the film was unloaded and sent
to Medmenham. The next day the wing commander at Lasham received
the preliminary interpretation report and passed it on to Bateson. ‘Seven
bombs are seen falling in a locality not identifiable because of the high
speed and low altitude of the aircraft.’ Since the interpreter could not see
where any bombs landed, he or she wrote ‘none’ beside the category:
‘Bursts in target area’. And the result was ‘Target still in Category D’:
Bosmelet would remain on the target list until it reached Category A, indicating that essential military structures had one or two direct hits.
Four days later Bateson was shown the Damage Assessment Interpretation Report K.S. 399 which was written at Medmenham on 31 January and was based on photographs taken by a Reconnaissance Pilot who
flew over Bosmelet shortly after it was bombed on the 28th:
1. One direct hit on château type building near rectangular buildings.
Approximately one fourth of building destroyed.
2. One crater near this building.
3. Nine craters just N. of target area.
Target is now Noball Damage Category C.

Of the thirty-two bombs Bateson’s crews had dropped at the launch
site, none had landed in the target area, only eleven could be accounted
for, and one of those had severely damaged the château. None of the
Germans’ military installations had been hit, but the Damage Category
was raised from D to C, presumably for depriving some of the Germans
of their luxury accommodation. However disappointed he may have
been, Bateson was 99% certain—and wished it was 100%—that none of
his own bombs had struck the château. The bomb that did all the damage
must have been released from one of the six aircraft flying behind the
second one. He assumed it was not a deliberate action to harm the
château: the pilot might have copied Bateson’s swerve to the left and
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then released his bombs before correcting himself. Or perhaps the line of
aircraft had become strung out too far and a time-delayed bomb exploded
in front of a pilot, throwing him off course. In the end it was the bloody
Germans’ fault for building most of their bunkers within spitting distance
of the château.
If what Diana reported is true, that in 1940/41 Madame Soyer prayed
every day that the R.A.F. might fly over and drop a bomb on the hated
German occupiers ‘and wipe out everything’—including herself and the
chateau, her prayer was partly answered. In her Paris flat she would
eventually learned that the bombing, which did not kill her, also probably
killed no Germans. One day she would see on the ground what is shown
in the aerial photograph below, taken less than a month after Bateson’s
attack: the German installations are mainly untouched, while the château
casts a huge shadow, except where the morning sun shines through a
massive gap.
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Chapter 38

AFTER COMPLAINING TO HER DIARY on 19 January that she’d received no
letter from Pierre since the end of November, Diana waited ten more
days then cabled him, and would not write in her diary again until she
heard from him. On 4 February, the day she and Hélène were about to
set out for Exmouth, where her friend Eve rented a house to be near her
husband Eric’s posting, she was able to report: ‘Cable from Pierre. Feb 4
in response to mine Jan 29th. “Sorry failure. Mail, at last. Soon nearer
you. Heaps of love for you both. Hoping kiss you soon. Yours tenderly,
Pierre Bosmelet.”’ If the trip to visit Eve was meant to shake Diana out
of her depression, the cable cheered her with the thought that Pierre
might soon be arriving in England. The family at Bury had strict instructions to contact her about any further communications, and in the meantime Diana plunged into the happily busy life at Exmouth, where Eve
had no servants. Diana recorded on 26 February that she was so Frantically busy cooking housework, washing etc that haven’t had time to write.
Five days later, 2 March, Diana recorded that she and Hélène were
now staying in a private hotel in Exmouth: Eve’s husband
was suddenly sent to Plymouth for a week on a special course. So Eve
asked her “miner” down, and I came here partly for appearances sake (to
leave a spare room) but mostly because I felt very much “de trop”. Poor
little Hélène has been confined to her room again, third cold since arriving
in Exmouth. She also has had ear trouble. Doc says need to have adenoids
removed. It has all been very upsetting & I do believe Pierre at last is being moved & once he gets to N. Africa (which Robert in his last letter to
Betty hinted) which [has] given me new hope.

Diana’s brother-in-law, Robert Guillaumet, may well have learned
that Pleven’s plan for transferring troops from West Africa to North
Africa had been approved in January, but a shortage of vehicles meant
the transfers only began in mid-February. Neither Robert nor Pierre
could have predicted it would take many weeks for the operation to be

completed. And while Diana’s best friend was busy having an affair behind her husband’s back, Diana dreamed that Pierre might soon be at her
side.
Diana and Hélène stayed for three or four days at the hotel in Exmouth. One day they had lunch with Eve before a jaunt to Weymouth,
which surprised Diana by being ‘full of U.S.A. troops, tanks cannons &
ambulances. All in preparation for the invasion. Icy cold. Last week it
tried to snow. And I saw a USA sentry wearing snow boots. (Pretty well
equipped for South Devon.) But they were back in Bury by 6 March, and
Diana found that her sister, Betty, with her infant, Françoise, had once
again moved back to Bury about two weeks earlier to escape ‘the sudden
ferocious raids on London’, as Diana described what came to be known
as ‘the Baby Blitz’.
To the Germans this was ‘Operation Steinbock’, a bombing campaign that continued intermittently for four months and was meant to retaliate for the increasingly effective Allied Combined Bomber Offensive
against Germany. But ‘Steinbock’ merely proved how antiquated the
German bombing arm had become since the Blitz of 1940-1941—and
how effectively the British Air Defense systems had been developed. Although over fifteen hundred British civilians lost their lives during these
attacks, what really mattered was that the British lost thirty aircraft during this running battle while the Germans lost over five hundred.
Having Betty around never improved Diana’s mood. Alas, Hélène is
in her room again, with the beginnings of a cold, Diana wrote on 13
March.
She looked so well when we got back here. I keep on getting horrid
painful shocks here, when I suddenly see Gentien’s cowboy boots standing
in the hall. He was so proud of them. & his poor little satchel hanging
waiting on a chair. Inside are his sunglasses, lesson book, pencils. I just
haven’t the heart to move it. I suppose I ought to put it into a trunk, but
then I will get another shock when I find it again.
My control of myself and my temper is just something appalling. I seem
to be much testier and more difficult than ever. I can well understand it
when Pierre writes that he has taken over a new role, that of ‘Emmerderer’.
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This morning I am very ashamed to confess that sister Betty annoyed
me so much that before I knew where I was I gave her a kick in the pants as
she was haughtily leaving the room. She makes me so mad. She would insist on washing the babies woolies in the kitchen sink, just at my busiest
moment.

Amid her misery, Diana failed to record her usual joy at receiving a
letter from Pierre, perhaps because Pierre was reporting his own
wretchedness because the troop movement proceeded so slowly. On 3
April Diana wrote in her diary:
A fortnight ago I cabled Pierre. I received no direct answer. And was supremely happy. I somehow felt sure that he must be on his way to kiss me
as he had said in his last cable. & that one day he would ring up from Amberley Station. Today I feel as if I had been hit on the head with a brick.
A cable has just come from N’Gaoundere. ‘Sorry mail so bad. My hut
burned. All belongings gone. Mecambo & Blanchette safe. Will wire soon
new address.’
My poor darling still there and yet one more calamity.

Many years later Diana’s ‘poor darling’ recorded in his memoirs
various activities that took place during this long period of waiting to be
transferred out of West Africa. Pierre’s anecdotes generally lack dates,
especially for this period, but one story obviously relates to the cable
which Diana’s diary mentioned on 3 April.
In his memoirs, Pierre reminisced about organizing hunting parties so
his men could have a more varied diet and negotiating with the camp
chefs so that better beef was available. To communicate better with his
men Pierre tried to learn more of the native languages: ‘I learned Foulbé
by ear with one of the ravishing girls who had been instructed, like
geishas, in the pleasures of love.’
A paragraph later Pierre mentioned a Captain who had befriended
him in Bangui when Pierre had first arrived in Africa a year earlier. This
was the Captain who had a liaison with a beautiful American named
Florence. Pierre now invited the Captain to have dinner with him in his
hut—‘If it won’t bother you to eat with my Foulbé girlfriend.’
In the next paragraph Pierre wrote about a season of tornadoes,
which on one occasion flooded the camp while the lightning killed eight
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men. The troops took it as a sign of evil spirits and began to desert in
substantial numbers. Pierre sought the advice of a merchant from whom
he had bought a lot of trinkets: a sharp businessman and not a very good
Muslim, who Pierre called ‘Abo crapule.’ Abo had a lot to do with the
sorcerers, and Pierre asked for a way to stop the lightning. Abo said he
must buy a beautiful sheep and then kill it with a bullet through the left
eye fired from 100 metres. Pierre carried out the execution in front of his
men, though he fired from ten paces. Abo and his sorcerer friends shared
the sheep, and the tornadoes and desertions stopped.
‘A few days later’—
and lightning is not mentioned as a cause—‘a fire
broke out in my cas while
I was in the mess-hall.’
Pierre wrote that
Mekambo ‘et ma gentille
Asta’ got out in time but
‘la professionnelle Aïcha’
who was in Lieutenant
Moscovitch’s bed had to
struggle like a serpent to
get out from under him
when she saw the thatched
roof going up in flames.
Alex came out wearing
only his pyjama shirt and
his boots; he’d saved his
canteen and was not at all
bothered. When Pierre
asked Aïcha a question,
she responded: ‘You know
A blurred photograph of Pierre (smoking a pipe) in
very well, Captain, he
Africa, beside (presumably) Mekambo
can’t get an erection
without his boots on. He’s a Cossack.’
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Possibly Pierre’s ravishing language teacher, his Foulbé girlfriend,
and the ‘gentille Asta’ were all the same person. Diana’s fear that Pierre
had another woman—‘he manages to dig them up from anywhere’—was
justified. But she was spared any knowledge of this. On 28 April she
wrote in her diary:
Planes roaring over day & night. If only the invasion will start soon. I
had a letter from my love. He loves me still. It was only 1 week old, via Rabat [and], Lisbon. It was written just after the fire. He says that all of them
alternate between feelings of rage at being stuck out there or go completely
dead and numb.

Diana still tried to help bring Pierre out of Africa. According to her
diary, sometime before 19 April she ‘went up to London to see Col.
[Claude Hettier] de Boislambert, head of the Liaison Administration. He
agreed Pierre was just the man he needed, and said he would try to get
him sent here.’ It appears that Diana didn’t know that Pierre’s former
commander, Colonel Chandon, whom she had known in Yaoundé and
N’Gaoundéré, had fairly recently travelled from Africa to London where
he’d been given a position in the Mission Militaire Française, in Boislambert’s Liaison Administrative. Perhaps after meeting with Diana Boislambert had a word with Chandon about Pierre, which could explain to
us, if not to Diana, the sudden alteration is Boislambert’s attitude: ‘This
morning received letter from [Boislambert] to say due to changed circumstance nothing could be done. He was sorry he couldn’t help.
On April 20 Diana recorded: ‘Dad received letter from my darling, 2
months old, enclosed Gentien’s death certificate.’ Presumably, in anticipation of an imminent transfer, Pierre thought the document should be
preserved somewhere more safely, but wished to spare Diana the sudden
sight of the certificate. No doubt her father tried to find some gentle way
to show her, but she was nevertheless upset. The diary entry continued:
Bombers roar over, mostly going to France.
What a world. And I believe the root of it was that we had lost sight of
the truth that ideals, Beauty & Freedom, are always worth dying for.
Moral values are more important than physical things. The USA doesn’t
realize that: refrigerators, bathroom and showers are all-important to
them…England thought nothing worth dying for: reason, compromise
could prevail.
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France had died too often, she was too exhausted.

12 May was Diana’s wedding anniversary. ‘Mrs. Brown was the only
person to remember. 8 years.’ Two days earlier she had received ‘a sweet
letter from Pierre’, but it was dated 15 April, nearly a month earlier, and
understandably made no reference to the anniversary. Diana felt encouraged: ‘He seems to be on the move at last…. Thank God he still seems to
love me. That to me is more important than anything else in the world.
But I must go very warily not to let him know. I must keep him up to the
mark.’
When Pierre sent a cable on 4 May, he made no reference to their upcoming anniversary and, contrary to her earlier impression that Pierre
was ‘on the move at last’, he merely revisited his desperation to get out
of West Africa, urging Diana, as she put it, ‘to continue trying my end.
He could do nothing from his. So, according to the diary entry for 12
May, Last night I wrote to Col. [Pierre] Chevigné (chef de Cabinet to
Gen. Koenig) [recently placed in charge of Free French Forces in
Britain]: “Je vous supplie comme une mère française et une femme très
malheureux de m’aider.” Ten days passed. ‘No answer from Chevigné.’
But Diana was not giving up: Tuesday am lunching with Mlle. du Litteret, the Fr. Ambassador Viénot’s personal sec.’
The same diary entry mentioned: Planes roaring over—seem to take
a final dress rehearsal, dive over our house, & the church before leaving
for France. Diana continued to be upset that an increasing proportion of
Allied aircraft were dropping their bombs not on Germany but on
France. On 24 May she wrote:
De Gaulle is coming to London at Churchill’s invitation.…I seethe with
indignation at the way the French are snubbed & the Americans refuse to
recognize the Prov. Gov’t. But I am sure as always De Gaulle with his inflexible will, and surety of the obvious rightness of all he says and does,
will carry the day.
Things are going better in Italy at last. & surely the Allies cannot go on
pulverizing and starving the people of France forever.

A few days later Diana learned Pierre had finally left the Camerouns,
and in his memoir Pierre does not provide a date for his departure, but he
does record that he and his men embarked on a ship at Douala. The art467

icle by Sylvain Cornil-Frerrot confirms that Pierre’s unit did not follow
the desert route, but was transported by sea. A letter written by Lt.
Vladimir Hornof, Pierre’s closest friend—even closer than Moscovitch,
who frolicked with his professionelle in Pierre’s cas—says they ‘left
Cameroun toward the end of April.’ Presumably Pierre was still in
Cameroun when he sent a cable to Diana on 4 May. Sylvain Cornil-Frerrot says that his unit disembarked at Casablanca ‘in May’.
Before he left N’Gaoundére Pierre attended a party thrown by the
Lamido. Near the end, he was approached by ‘Abo crapule’:
‘Mon Capitaine, you go to war and risk getting killed. I don’t wish that
to happen and I wish to give you a talisman.’
‘A good idea, thanks very much, my old friend.’
‘Here it is: a cosh in the form of a stick sheathed in Foulbé embroideries; it contains a verse from the Quran.’
‘Thanks again!’
‘Yes, but it is thirty thousand francs.’
‘My dear Abo crapule, you take me for an idiot. Twenty thousand
francs at most, and only if I return from the war.’

Somewhat saddened, Abo consented; and Pierre kept his side of the bargain.
*
Although it became clear the enemy would obliterate his launch sites
before he had the chance to use them, Max Wachtel energetically created
a new system of sites, greatly simplified and more easily camouflaged.
Only labourers who were either Germans or their permanent prisoners
worked on these sites. Wachtel also benefitted from the fact that German
Counter-Intelligence—the Abwehr—intensified its efforts to infiltrate
and destroy the French Resistance networks that constantly transmitted
information to the Allies and could be expected to create tremendous difficulties for the occupation forces the moment the Allies landed in France
—which seemed certain to occur in 1944 after the winter abated.
The Abwehr and the Gestapo had altered their tactics: instead of
swiftly executing suspects on the slightest evidence, the Germans in468

creasingly kept suspects in custody: the prisoners were more likely to
reveal information if they did not assume they would soon be dead anyway; interrogators could return to raise new questions based on information extracted from other prisoners; and instead of supplying France with
new martyrs the Germans supplied themselves with forced-labour, deporting trainloads of prisoners to Germany where the unwilling workers
were housed in concentration camps while slaving in the arms factories.
Among the many French Resistants who had already supplied the
Allies with crucial information about the Germans’ secret long-range
weapons, two who had made particular contributions were now arrested
in the first half of 1944: Michel Hollard and Jeannie Rousseau.
Hollard’s capture was the result of a betrayal, coupled with a momentary lapse in his own security measures. For over three years he had
been enlarging his network of agents in various parts of France, making a
circuit every three or so weeks to pick up their information and then carrying it to his British handler in Switzerland. Among GeorgeMartelli’s
papers was a seventeen-page memoir by Hollard’s wife, Yvonne. It
provided many insights into the strain on the family of a Resistant. A
single example: in the autumn of 1943, when Michel decided to bring
André Comps to the family’s dwelling so they could work together on
the technical drawings of Bois Carré, Yvonne reacted strongly. She later
wrote: ‘I boiled over…this was the last straw…I was livid.’
After the arrest of so many of Michel’s agents near the end of 1943—
including the Rouen station-master, André Bouguet, and the transport
engineer, Jean-Henri Daudemard in December—Yvonne believed ‘the
net was tightening round Michel.’ When Michel made his forty-ninth
dangerous crossing to Switzerland, Yvonne severely chastised him for
the risks he was taking.
The Gestapo finally managed to set a trap for Hollard, capturing
him when, unusually, he went to a café in Paris to meet with three of his
agents at the same time: Joseph Legendre, Henri Dujarier and Jules
Mailly. That day, 5 February 1944, might have been his last, but turned
out to be the start of a long imprisonment.
*
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Elsewhere in Paris, and about two months after Hollard was arrested,
Jeannie Rousseau, was instructed to travel to England, where she could
be of more use than in France. Since early in 1944, when French contractors were no longer involved in construction work for the Luftwaffe,
Jeannie had practically no contact with the German officers from whom
she had previously extracted information. If sent to London Jeannie
could act as liaison between Georges Lamarque’s Druids and the larger
network, the Alliance, now run from England. Also the British could professionally debrief her about German industry and constructions both in
France and even in Germany, where she had made several trips in her
role as translator for French industrialists.
The plan was for Jeannie and two other people to be picked up by
boat at midnight on 28 April 1944 near a village on the Brittany coast,
Tréguier—about sixty kilometres west of Jeannie’s birthplace, Saint
Brieuc, which was sixty kilometres west of Dinard, where Jeannie had
first spied for the Allies until arrested by the Gestapo in January 1941
(though soon released for lack of evidence). Her luck had held now for
over three years, but when her party was led to a house in a coastal village where the owner was to guide them through the minefields to the
pick-up point, the door was opened by a German officer. Jeannie used
her perfect German to make excuses before retreating, but soon six German soldiers armed with machine pistols encircled them. One of her
party managed to vault a wall under a hail of machine pistol bullets, and
escaped. Jeannie and the others were taken to the Saint-Jacques prison in
Rennes to be interrogated and tortured.
One of the prisoners, identified as a member of the ‘Alliance’ network was transferred from Rennes to Fresnes, later deported to Buchenwald, and, near the war’s end, died at the Dora concentration camp near
Nordhausen, where prisoners were forced to work in a vast underground
factory producing flying-bombs and rockets. At the prison in Rennes
Jeannie’s apprehensions must have been extreme since she had been
briefly incarcerated there in 1941. However, this time she was not ‘Jeannie Rousseau’: her forged papers were for ‘Madeleine Chaufeur’, none of
her colleagues knew her name, and no one at the prison recognized her.
*
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Late in May—a month after Jeannie Rousseau’s arrest—Michel Hollard was still in Fresnes prison, waiting to be shot. But now he joined a
group of men being loaded into buses, and eventually deported by train
in cattle-cars to Germany.
During the transfer, Hollard was surprised to find in the same bus
convoy Jean-Henri Daudemard, who had been arrested six or seven
weeks before Hollard. Daudemard’s 1947 testimony he asserted that by
February 1944, after a long period in Fresnes prison, he had managed to
convince his captors that he had not been involved in any Resistance
activity and was about to be released; but then Hollard was captured
while in possession of papers that included Daudemard’s name. Confronted with this evidence Daudemard admitted being approached by Hollard
but said he’d never had a chance to work for him because of his arrest in
December. To Daudemard’s amazement the Germans accepted this story.
Daudemard may have thought Hollard should not have been carrying
papers bearing Daudemard’s name, but Hollard had been tortured for
names of accomplices and had kept silent. During the transfer to German, while the two men were temporarily imprisoned in Compiégne,
Daudemard deliberately interrupted Hollard as he was about to attempt
an escape, telling Hollard that it was madness to risk his life now when
—with the Allies expected to invade France at any moment—the war
would soon be won. The biographies say Hollard was annoyed, but understood that Daudemard was acting with good intentions. Daudemard’s
action probably saved Hollard’s life.
On 4 June the train began its hellish four-day journey to another hell:
Neuengamme concentration camp near Hamburg. The meticulous German records note that Hollard’s train had carried 2,062 men, and 98.93%
were French. Nearly forty per cent would not live to see France again.
*
Three times in the week following D-Day the Allies bombed Rennes,
a major railway hub only 150 kilometres from Normandy. Jeannie’s prison was soon overcrowded as more Resistance fighters rose up to assist
the invasion and were captured. Hundreds of prisoners were transported
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to Paris and distributed among its many prisons. Jeannie was placed in
the women’s section of the prison Michel Hollard had just left, Fresnes.
After weeks of hopeful anticipation that the Allies would soon overrun Paris, at dawn on 15 August Jeannie found herself and all the other
women at Fresnes being loaded buses and driven to the Pantin railway
station. Two thousand prisoners—a quarter of them women—were herded onto cattle trucks. At Ravensbrück, the main women’s concentration
camp 90 kilometres north of Berlin, Jeannie was registered under her actual name. In the rush to move the prisoners to Germany, the inmates’
paperwork did not reach Ravensbrück until after they had been issued
with new uniforms and their old clothes taken away and burned—along
with the identifying number patches. Because several prisoners died or
escaped during the journey, the SS at Ravensbrück assumed the file for
‘Madeleine Chaufeur’ belonged to one of these—and when they asked
Jeannie why there were no papers for her, she said: ‘How should I
know?’
With the beach-heads in Normandy secured in June 1944, just as the
Russians mounted successful offensives on the eastern front, Germany’s
defeat now seemed inevitable. Many believed Germany would surrender
soon; Hitler would be toppled just as the Kaiser had been; the war would
be over by Christmas. For Michel Hollard and Jeannie Rousseau, the war
could not end too soon, but for Captain Pierre de Bosmelet and Colonel
Max Wachtel, it might.
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Chapter 39

HOW MADAME SOYER, LIVING IN HER PARIS FLAT, learned of the bombing of the château is unknown, but less than a week after the attack, her
son’s first wife, Geneviève, who lived near Dieppe, wrote her a letter on
black bordered stationery, dated 3 February, 1944:
I have not ceased thinking of you since I learned of the bombardment
of dear old Bosmelet. What a terrible new shock for you my poor Mummy.
I can never say enough how sorry I am for you; so many dear and old
memories. Le Bosmelet was so beautiful that I can’t even realize that it
might be reduced to a pile of stones. What’s going to become of you my
poor mummy? Are you going to continue at your pied-à-terre?

Geneviève briefly left the topic to enquire after Madame Soyer’s
banker and old family friend, Fourcade, who had recently had an operation ‘still dangerous at his age.’ After closing she added a postscript:
‘What is going to become of the poor farmers?’
At 4.15pm on the day that Geneviève wrote her letter, the R.A.F. was
close to launching its second official attack on Bosmelet, to be carried
out by four Mitchell II bombers from 98 Squadron. The attack was led by
twenty-eight-year-old Squadron Leader A.M.K. ‘Mickey’ Phillips, whose
aircraft carried a new version of the Gee navigational system on its first
operational outing. The weather was suitably cloudy for testing Gee-H,
but when it malfunctioned and they couldn’t find Bosmelet, Phillips was
unwilling to drop his bombs at random. On the way back to the Channel.
a four-gun flak battery near the coast fired at Phillips’ aircraft; he
swerved to fly directly over the battery—on the principle that partridge
seemed harder to hit when they flew straight over your head. Another
aircraft followed and both dropped their full loads. The actual target of
the mission, Bosmelet, remained in Damage Category C.
Six days later another bombing raid on Bosmelet was scheduled.
Seven aircraft from the 2nd Tactical Air Force dropped twenty-eight 500

lb. bombs (with eleven-second time delays) on Bosmelet beween 09.34
and 09.44 on the morning of 9 February. Perhaps on Bateson’s advice,
final bomb run was at four hundred feet, but the approach was still difficult because of the dense rows of tall limes and beeches—planted by
Captain Pierre de Bosmelet’s ancestors and now assisting the Germans’
efforts at camouflage. Medmenham reported that three bombs burst 150
yards northeast of the target area, two more 400 yards southeast, the rest
were unaccountable, and ‘no fresh craters or damage are seen in the target area…. Target is still Noball Damage Category C.’
The fourth authorized attack occurred two days later, on 11 February.
A preliminary report shows that eight Mosquitoes dropped twenty 500lb.
bombs, with ‘2 hits observed close to Q. bldg; other bursts appeared in
vicinity’. A Reconnaissance Pilot photographed the site on 14 February
(see photograph above, p. 457), and the resultant report noted: ‘1. Few
new craters in target area. 2. Probable farm building half demolished.
Target still Category C.’
A general summary dating to 12 February indicated that by this time
20.3 tons of bombs had been dropped on Bosmelet, but for the neighbouring sites of Bonnetôt, Belleville and Fréval the numbers ranged
between 63 and 175 tons.
On the afternoon of 15 February, the fifth attack took place: the first
time Bosmelet was bombed by the American 9th Air Force. B-26’s of the
386th and 387th Bombing Groups were involved in double-missions that
day. From a height of 12,000 feet, about thirty-five planes in total
dropped two-hundred-and-ten 500lb bombs on Bosmelet that afternoon.
With good visibility, light flak, no enemy fighters appearing, and a return
to base in less than two hours, it was what the airmen called ‘a milk-run’.
The pilots involved thought the bombing was ‘good’.
The next day Medmenham issued damage reports: ‘Bursts in Target
Area: at least 130.…no bursts are seen near essential elements of the installation but there are several bursts on and near other buildings,’ and
twenty-two ‘bursts are seen immediately West and…Northwest of the
target area.…Target still in Category C.’ On that same day the Maire of
Auffay, Joseph Vermont, filed a report with the Prefect of Dieppe. He
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didn’t realize the aircraft flying over Bosmelet at such a high altitude
were not ‘anglais’, but he noted carefully that thirty bombs fell on the
farms of Jourdain and Thierry (and the Gendarmerie reported two unexploded bombs on Fleury’s farm). The main house on the Jourdain farm
was entirely destroyed as well as the stables, a barn containing about 200
quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg.) of grain and straw, and 125 quintals of oats.
The main house of the Thierry farm was also badly damaged and
rendered uninhabitable. Fortunately, there were no casualties as the farms
had been gradually evacuated since the first major attack on 28 January.
The Maire issued special praise for the children of the Jourdain family,
whose father had recently died, so it was only through their efforts that
so much of the harvest, as well as the animals and the moveable furnishings, had been transported to a safer area. And Émile Thierry was singled
out for not only saving his own harvest and furniture, but also helping to
evacuate the same from the Hibon farm, since Anatole Hibon had not yet
fully recovered from the injury suffered on 4 January. The Maire added
that these actions had been taken despite the ‘menace of nearly daily
bombardments’, which is hardly an exaggeration since Bosmelet had
been bombed four times in nineteen days during which Allied aircraft
also sprayed bombs around the nearby sites of Fréval, Bonnetôt, Belleville or the station at Auffay.
Senior Air Force officers, both American and British, thought that
using medium bombers, such as the B-26’s, was a waste of resources: the
statistics showed that low-level attacks by lighter bombers—Mosquitos
and Typhoons—used fewer sorties and tons of bombs to ruin a launch
site. They also paid a higher price in aircraft shot down by the increasingly effective German flak batteries.
Five days after the massive but ineffective American bombing of
Bosmelet, the RAF launched the another attack on 20 February. Twentyeight 500-pound bombs were released, and two days later Medmenham
reported that there were only two fresh craters seen in the target area:
‘No damage can be seen to important elements.’ On the day that report
was issued, thirteen more Mosquitos attacked Bosmelet, dropping fifty
500 lb. bombs from altitudes of 50 to 500 feet. They were especially
hoping to destroy the ‘Q target’, the ‘Richthaus’ with the compass-set475

ting function. Whether the aircrews understood the building’s purpose,
they’d read enough Medmenham reports to know that hitting it was the
surest way to secure a ‘Category A’ damage level. However, once over
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the target, the crews hadn’t been able to see that building through the
snow flurries, which also made their attack photographs useless.
The next day at 13:10 Flight Lieutenant George Basil Singlehurst,
one of 542 Squadron’s most experienced reconnaissance pilots, took off
from RAF Benson in his Spitfire XI. Weather conditions were uncertain,
but the sky cleared over Bosmelet, though the low sun meant the
château’s trees cast long shadows. The next day, 24 February, Medmenham issued report K.S. 593, which declared that ‘many fresh craters are
seen in the target area’ and ‘the square building (Q) appears to be
wrecked.’ The report stated that the ‘Target is now Noball Damage Category “A”.’ It had taken seven attacks and 84.7 tons of bombs, but
Bosmelet was now on the suspended list. However, the farming families
of Bosmelet, sheltering in other accommodations in and around Auffay,
had no reason to believe it was safe to return to their shattered homes.
Ten days later, on 5 March, a reconnaissance sortie photographed
Bosmelet, and Medmenham reported the next day in KS 660 that there
was ‘no visible change’, meaning no evidence that any repairs had been
made. Nearly eight weeks passed before another photograph was taken
on 30 April. Medmenham’s report KS 947 issued on 2 May spotted no
change: ‘Target is still Damage Category A’. Yet five days later, on 7
May, despite the fact that Bosmelet was on the suspended list and no sign
of any repairs had been recorded, it was attacked for an eighth time by 24
Typhoons dropping twenty-two 500 lb. bombs. A summary for the Chiefs
of Staff covering the period 30 Apr.-13 May showed Bosmelet on the list
for ‘harassing attacks by the TAF.’ Medmenham’s Damage Report on 12
May—probably delayed by the workload at Medmenham in preparations
for D-Day—recorded no new damage or craters in the target area, and no
sign of repairs. On both 11 and 12 May there were two more attacks on
Bosmelet, with only ‘preliminary’ reports available: thirty 500 lb. bombs
dropped by 31 Thunderbolts apparently achieved ‘good’ results, and the
next day thirty more dropped by 15 Typhoons caused ‘16 bursts in target
area.’
On this and the following page are two halves of a particularly clear aerial photograph of
Bosmelet taken on 6 July 1944: the halves overlap along the area of the château itself, where the
shadows again make the severe damage obvious. The first image shows the launch ramp platform
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to the right of the château; the second shows the damage to the walled garden as well as a bunker
that the Germans never finished constructing, at the extreme left side of the photograph.

There is no evidence of further harassing attacks after 7 May, and a
summary for the period 14-27 May showed Bosmelet on the suspended
list. On 16 May 1944 Madame Soyer’s ex-daughter-in-law, Geneviève,
sent her a letter, mentioning the constant bombing going on around
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Dieppe: ‘I hope that you’re comfortable in your petit hotel, and I am
more tranquil knowing that you are in Paris.’ This bombing was part of
the run-up to D-Day, and now took precedence over further pommeling
of the ‘ski-sites’. Although Bosmelet was on the suspended list, at the
National Centre for Aerial Photography in Edinburgh there are five more
reconnaissance photos taken in July and August, probably just cautious
searches for any sign of repairs. The lack of photography in June can be
attributed to the fact that the reconnaissance pilots were busy, first with
tasks connected with the D-day landings and shortly after that with the
commencement of the actual flying bomb offensive—which employed
launch sites that had not been part of the original scheme.
*
In February 1944, shortly after moving his HQ from Merlemont to
the Château d’Auteuil, Wachtel received new estimates on the rate of
Flying bomb production: not to reach 1,000 per month until July. Disappointing, no great surprise, and in a way a lucky escape: if the campaign
had begun before the end of December, as originally planned, the Allies
would have been able immediately to bomb every site and strangle
Wachtel’s offensive at birth. Now, Wachtel could prepare for a later startdate using the the new ‘modified’ launch sites being constructed under
the most secure conditions. Meanwhile the flak guns installed around the
old sites (as if they still mattered) provided opportunities to shoot down
enemy aircraft usually flying much lower than they did when bombing
German cities.
Unavoidably Wachtel had to locate his new sites in the same part of
France—nearest to London—where also, it was assumed, the AngloAmerican invasion would take place. Hitler wanted the Allies to attack
that part of the coast line where he had built the strongest sections of the
Atlantik Wall. The Führer had for months been assured that the new
weapons would be unleashed ‘soon’ so he felt reassured that the Allies
would have to throw themselves against that coast in order to deprive the
Germans of their launch zone.
According to the regimental diary, on the last day of 1943, with the
Allies only two weeks into their bombing campaign against Wachtel’s
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launch sites, Wachtel was confident that his men would be ready by 1
March 1944 and hoped enough flying bombs would be supplied so he
could start his offensive shortly thereafter, but he also put in a request for
‘sufficient demolition material to enable equipment and ground installations to be destroyed promptly in the event of enemy ground attacks.’
Ideally, Wachtel’s offensive would begin before the Allied invasion,
causing such damage to London in a few weeks that the British would
seek terms to end the destruction—perhaps not yet offering peace feelers,
but postponing the invasion and calling off their bombing campaign
against Germany. But if the Allies invaded before Wachtel could launch
his attack, then his launch sites nearest to Calais would be the most vulnerable. This may be part of the reason why Wachtel accepted the plan—
also followed by the Army with its rocket programme—of having some
launch sites on the Cotentin peninsula near Cherbourg, which was
stretching the limit on range for reaching London, but brought Plymouth,
Bristol, Portsmouth and Southampton within reach. If the Allies crossed
the Channel near Calais, then Wachtel could retreat southwest through
Normandy toward Cherbourg to carry on the fight.
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This touches on a controversial point. In the 1965 article Wachtel asserted (in a breathless present tense):
I urge that the launchers are not aimed only at London. I strongly recommend that Portsmouth and Southampton, the ports of departure for the
expected invasion, also come under our fire. Moreover, I ask that it be considered whether the Channel might also be a worthwhile target area to
cause confusion among the Armada of the invadors. I mean: imagine how
much panic a couple of our sharp ‘cockchafers’ might cause amid a
crowded fleet.
But the Führer doesn’t want to know about it. He orders: ‘retaliatory
strikes exclusively on London.’

However, the evidence is overwhelming that Wachtel understood completely that the inaccuracy of the flying bomb meant its only practical
use was as a ‘terror’ weapon aimed at London to counter the Allies’ ‘terror bombing’ of German cities.102
In March 1944 Wachtel had participated in a war-gaming exercise in
Paris in which systems were tested for an offensive against London and
Bristol. However, this exercise was organized by 65th Army Corps, and
Wachtel had to use the set parameters. The fact that Flak Regiment 155
manned launch sites near Cherbourg that were more suitable for attacking southern ports of England than London, may, as suggested above,
have been related to a desire for a
fall-back position if the Allies overran the Pas de Calais. More to the
point, they only amounted to eight of
the ninety-six launch sites, and, according to the regimental diary, by
20 May—before the offensive even
started—Wachtel had already pulled
his men out of the eight Cherbourg
sites.
Der Spiegel’s 1965 article included many photographs, presumably from Wachtel’s own collection,
regarding activities at Château
d’Auteuil in the spring of 1944. This
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one, though not used in the article, must have been a favourite since after
the war Wachtel sent an autographed copy to one of his veterans.
Several photographs in the article show Wachtel in civilian dress,
which he apparently donned for security reasons when visitors—including General von Axthelm, also in civilian clothes—arrived for meetings held
at the Château.
As production levels for the flying
bomb gradually increased, Wachtel became increasingly confident that his
offensive could soon begin. On the first
day of June, 1944, as Allied bombing of
the France intensified, Wachtel could
feel some satisfaction that the enemy
was only bombing the ‘old system’—
making the rubble bounce on the ‘skisites’—and apparently knew nothing
about the ‘modified’ sites his men were
creating. The diary entry for this day
continued:
Viewed in this light the past few months have been a bitter, unremitting
struggle with an enemy who enjoys the advantage of air supremacy and
believes even today that he can stop the ‘rocket guns’ coming into operation. In the brief interval between now and X-day (when the codeword is
sent to open the flying bomb offensive), the battle will enter its decisive
phase. The question is: Shall we get in first? or Will the enemy be across
the Channel beforehand?
Every man in the Regiment is firmly convinced that ‘Maikäfer’ will be
on the other side before Sammy and Tommy are over here.103
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Chapter 40

Pierre’s memoirs mention that, after sailing from Douala, he battled
with his chief to allow the tirailleurs to sleep on deck, not only to have
some fresh air but also, in case of a torpedo attacks, to avoid being
trapped like rats, but he gave no date for when the voyage began or
ended. Certainly he reached Morocco before the end of May, 1944, for
on the 29th Diana received a cable from Casablanca, sent by a ‘Herr
Berger’. It read: Pierre actuellement Casablanca vous envoie tendresses.
Pierre probably found someone in Casablanca to send a telegram for
him so he could avoid military censors: Berger is otherwise unknown
(perhaps an Alsatian, or a German refugee who frequents Rick’s bar and
prefers La Marseillaise over Die Wacht am Rhein). After the telegram of
29 May, no further communication from Pierre was mentioned in Diana’s
diary until 22 June. She a letter from Pierre, delivered to her on 16 June
by an unnamed RAF Squadron Leader ‘just back from Casablanca where
he had spent ten days with Pierre.’ The officer, Diana wrote, ‘came down
on Friday & stayed the night. He brought some lovely ivory broaches &
bracelets—& a silver F[illeg.] heart. Pierre is a darling. It made all the
difference. He gave me an address. I have written and wired.’ This is one
of the very few letters penned by Pierre that has actually been found, in
July 2015, while searching at Bosmelet for Pierre’s ‘scandalous memoir’.104
Pierre’s letter is dated ‘May 31st 44’—only two days after Berger’s
cable:
‘My own sweet darling,
Have just found an RAF occasion to send you this small parcel. As
you may know we can’t correspond just now—’

One wonders if, because of the military censorship, there was a deliberate effort not to reveal the RAF officer’s identity. Diana merely
wrote that the officer said he’d spent ten days with Pierre, and it was
probably just before the officer departed for Britain that Pierre scribbled
his letter hastily on both sides of a single sheet of paper. Half-way
through the second side Pierre had to resort to pencil: ‘No more ink or
time what with the RAF….’ The missive mentioned some of the accompanying gifts:
…you remember the ivory shop in Duala—I managed to go there again.
Unfortunately your beads found by Madame Gariod burnt with all the rest
—I would like Hélène to have an elephant from “Her Africa”. Please keep
the bracelet for yourself, it is a good copy of a lovely thing from Foumban.105

Pierre’s next sentence—‘I hope to change soon from an unfortunate
unit to a paratroop unit with great possibilities—for now and afterwards
politically’—suggests he had been in Casablanca long enough to make
an important decision.
General de Gaulle was eager to contribute more and more French
troops to the Allied cause, but he preferred that they were ‘metropolitan’,
or ‘European’, French rather than tirailleurs from French colonies. This
policy is sometimes harshly described as the blanchiment (laundering,
whitening) of the French army for racist reasons—such as disapproval by
France’s American allies, who still segregated black troops until shortly
after the Second World War. But General de Gaulle was reliant on the
U.S. for uniforms and equipment, and he was planning to wield these
finite resources in the political task of re-uniting France by drawing the
(rather left-wing) men of the French Resistance into his more disciplined
(and less left-wing) Free French Army.
In Casablanca Pierre probablygot wind of the fact that units of African troops were low on the priority list for transport to the fighting front,
so he was hoping to transfer from his ‘unfortunate unit’ to a ‘paratroop
unit’ which would get him into battle with the Germans and would also
benefit him in his future political career.
Pierre’s letter continued:
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Page 2 of Pierre’s letter to Diana, 31 May 1944

Poor Mekambo is shut up as all the Tirailleurs have caught measles. He is
not becoming more intelligent but remains beautifully loyal and pathetically fond of Hélène—when you can write again do so to Monsieur Georges
Provot, 118 Rue de Tour, Casablanca Maroc, with whom I am in touch.
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The Provôt family were bankers linked in business and marriage with
the Fourcades, the Bosmelets’ bankers. Both names appear among the
founders in 1930 of a company exploiting the agriculture of West
Cameroun, but also, as early as 1926, among members of the administration of an industrial company based in Casablanca. So it is not surprising
that Pierre quickly made contact with Georges, obtaining a temporary
postal address—as well as some startling information:
He has given me good news of Mother—dated March 20th—who now lives
in Paris. I don’t suppose much remains of home! The little girls also are
well—we are all living on mad hopes—Some of our people are in Italy so
that in any case even without paratroops I will be busy soon.

Pierre apparently knows his mother is no longer living at Bosmelet
because not ‘much remains of home.’ Is he referring losely to the damaged caused by years of occupation by German troops? Or has he learned
from Provôt, who learned from Fourcade, that the château has suffered
serious bomb damage? Would he conclude it was irreparable? Was his
language vague—almost flippant—to spare Diana’s feelings or because
he wrote in haste? In any case, he would not blame the RAF for shattering his ancestral home: he would charge that to the Germans, just as he
blamed them for massacring his Senegalese troops in 1940 and causing
his son’s death less than a year ago. ‘We are all living on mad hopes’
seems a strange juxtaposition, and probably refers to his battalion, just as
‘Some of our people are in Italy’ must mean French troops: perhaps he
even knew that his brother-in-law, Robert Guillaumet, had been serving
there since April, but didn’t dare name him in this letter.
Then, after shifting to pencil, Pierre wrote that he only had time ‘to
try and tell you how madly I long to see you soon and hold you terribly
tight in my arms. Je t’embrasse bien bien tendrement. Your Pierre.’ Then,
in the last inch of paper he wrote: ‘Here is also a Foulbé H[…]t just as
we have both got all ours there.—Don’t have it engraved the meaning for
us is only too clear—’
The illegible word later became clear when Pierre’s letter was compared with Diana partly illegible diary entry about receiving from Pierre
a silver F[illeg.] heart: now the two sources came together so one could
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see the reference to the little boy whose name was too sacred to mention
or engrave.
*
After eleven months in Cameroun, Pierre was delighted to find himself in Casablanca. ‘A real town, full of white men and of white women
who were found ravishing by veterans like Soulier who had been surprised by the war while working in Africa and who were therefore very
worn down.’ It was also full of former Vichyists who had stupidly made
a brief show of opposition when the Americans had landed back in
November and who now perceived Pierre’s battalion as Gaullist adventurers. ‘Our poor battalion of black F.F.L., badly equipped, were not given decent billets in the city and had to camp 20 kms away.’ But one could
travel into town on horse-drawn vehicles, and ‘the bars of Casa therefore
saw us often and we even took rooms at hotels.’ Pierre himself shared a
hotel room with the battalion’s adjutant, and he installed his ‘command
post’‘chez une femme charmante, patronne d’un petit Bar.’ The adjutant
and Pierre ‘wore our stripes in the evening when we served behind the
bar, welcoming with open arms our mates, Soulier, Moscovitch, Hornof
and others.’
Alex Moscovitch’s memoir, Le Temps des Punaises (1977), mentioned a few reminiscences from the war which corroborated Pierre’s,
although Moscovitch never mentioned Hornof by name, only once indirectly referring to him as Pierre’s ‘best friend’. Moscovitch also described
Pierre as his own ‘best friend’. Pierre wrote that Hornof had been
nicknamed ‘Binguel’ (kind little boy) by the flock of pretty Foulbés who
cheered up the battalion. In Casa, ‘Binguel’ continued to justify his nickname and continued to be, for me, a friend more than a comrade because I
could always appeal to his experience as a career officer, recently retrained
in England.

Pierre’s 31 May letter shows that after about ten days in Casablanca,
he was already thinking of joining a unit of paratroops. Both his memoir
and Moscovitch’s mentioned that, practically as soon as it arrived, their
battalion was placed in quarantine because of an outbreak of meningitis,
isolated for twenty-one days in Moscovitch’s account. Pierre wrote that
the Commandant and his Adjutant excused themselves from the quarant487

ine, saying pressure of business necessitated their regular trips into Casablanca, but ‘my band of lieutenants, Hornoff, Soulier, Moscovitch and I,
decided that our liaisons with girlfriends in Casa’ also made evasion of
the quarantine necessary. Moscovitch similarly wrote that he ‘climbed
the wall as in my memories of school’ and ‘left with three comrades to
conquer Casablanca.’ The result was eight days of close arrest according
to Moscovitch’s account, and fifteen according to Pierre’s.
In both memoirs the decision to join the paratroops followed this unpleasant quarantine-and-arrest. It was then that Moscovitch heard that
André Diethelm, the commissioner for war in de Gaulle’s provisional
government, was going to visit Casablanca for forty-eight hours. ‘I immediately took a decision,’ he recalled. ‘I had to see the minister of war.
We knew that at Staouéli near Algiers a parachute brigade was being
formed, composed of men who had fled from France. On that basis, Captain de Bosmelet, Adjutant Schneider, and I, could take part.’ Moscovitch
arranged to be notified as soon as Diethelm arose the next morning,
gained entry to his hotel room while the commissioner was still in his
pyjamas, explained what he wanted, and obtained a promise that the
transfers would be made. Returning to the battalion, Moscovitch shared
the good news with his comrades, but otherwise they kept it a secret until
the orders arrived for the three men to proceed to Staouéli.
Pierre’s slightly different account says that after the quarantine, ‘Diethelm, the commissioner for war, passed through Casa. Naturally, I
knew him in London when he had other functions. Moscovitch forced his
door and obtained for me an audience.’ Then Pierre shifts to a coinciding
event: the ‘charming woman’ who owned the bar where Pierre had his
‘HQ’
…had fallen into the arms of a quartermaster during my close arrest…
[who] invited me to dinner and urged me to leave Casa—‘Go join the
Commandos de France, some paratroops who are forming near Algiers.
Your poor Camerounian battalion will never be engaged; you’ve missed
Bir Hakeim and Italy, don’t miss out on the landing [in France]….’

‘And so,’ Pierre continued, ‘I obtained from Diethelm a promise of a
transfer to the Commandos for Hornof (already a para), Moscovitch, my
Belgian friend, Lt. Gérard, and myself.’106
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An entirely new unit, the Commandos de France, had actually come
into existence at the beginning of May through the efforts of three members of de Gaulle’s Consultative Assembly in Algiers. Their idea was to
find a useful purpose for the many young men who were escaping from
France—partly to avoid the forced-labour groups requisitioned by the
German occupiers—and at the same time develop a force that could be
dropped behind enemy lines in France to coordinate the expected uprising by the numerous but largely untrained Resistance groups. Recruiters
had been circulating across North Africa, which is no doubt why everyone in Casablanca had heard about the new unit before Pierre arrived.
This must have seemed his best chance to enter the fight to drive the
Germans out of France. A Czech friend of Hornof later wrote that he met
up with him in Casablanca in June and that it wasn’t until July that
Hornof joined ‘an assault unit’.
While Pierre mentioned that he and Hornof were able to chat with
Gérard more than usual during their long train trip from Fez to Algiers,
he also came to know Moscovitch better than he had before. That seemed
surprising, considering Pierre’s earlier tale of Moscovitch and a prostitute caavorting in Pierre’s hut when it burned down, but perhaps Pierre
had kept some distance because of his own antipathy for Colonel Chandon: ‘we [Pierre and Hornof?] didn’t know him well at the time when he
was the Colonel’s pet (chou-chou) as chief of the motorcycle squadron at
Yaoundé.’ But now Pierre stated that Moscovitch claimed to be ‘my
cousin by marriage because he would be the half-brother of one of my
sisters-in-law by marriage who was the offspring of an important figure
of Russian Revolution.’107 Pierre commented that, despite being the offspring of the Revolution, Moscovitch himself was a ‘professional gambler, a capitalist at least by vocation, annoying but friendly…good at
bridge, unbeatable at poker—which we refused to play with him!’
Pierre’s narrative lacks dates, but he must have arrived in Algiers
long after the D-Day landings in Normandy had already occurred. Pierre
did not mention the invasion in his memoirs—nor did Moscovitch in his
—but the news doubtless intensified their desire to transfer to the new
Commandos de France, in hope of seeing action before the war ended.
*
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After Herr Berger’s 29 May cable Diana at last knew Pierre had left
Cameroun and arrived in Casablanca. She immediately wired back to
Berger, and recorded in her diary two days later that her cable ‘has not
been returned so P may get the message, which I hope will encourage
him to make all efforts’—presumably to re-enter staff work, either in Algiers, or better, in London. But although Pierre wrote her a letter on 31
May the R.A.F. officer’s delivery took over two weeks.
Meanwhile, on 31 May tensions were beginning to boil over at Bury.
At all hours, day and night, British and American aircraft flew overhead
on their way to Germany—or, increasingly, to the nearest parts of
France, as the Allies sought to destroy bridges and railways to prevent
the Germans from moving up troops to repel the Allied invasion, which
was soon to occur. ‘The planes and explosions are incessant,’ Diana
wrote that night.
I managed to swallow my rage this morning—which flared up yet again
when I remarked to Mayme what a noisy night we had had, & that I hoped
to goodness the invasion would start soon. & Mayme turned to me and said
‘Yes, you speak like that because you have no one in it.’

This was a double cut. Mayme’s son, Guy, had been killed in 1940, and
now Diana’s French husband was nowhere near any front lines. ButMayme had never had to flee a German invasion with small children, or
see her country occupied by the enemy, or know that her friends were
being bombed by your own side—‘& she who knows the agony I go
through. All the time thinking of the poor little starving children, the
haggard frantic mothers & the dazed, crazed old people. Writing in her
diary in the evening Diana found the words she hadn’t found in the
morning:
If you have once seen what an invasion means to the refugees you know
what it is to be a mother & not be able to get food for your child, when you
know what this cutting of the railway lines & communications are for the
civilized population, how can you not want the agony over as soon as possible?

Diana added: She knows my bête noire too. Presumably in previous
conversations Diana ridiculed the common view that Britain ‘stood
alone’ while France failed miserably to halt the German invasion. Diana
believed the English Channel deserved some credit.
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People over here cannot know what this bombing means. Things over here
even in the worse blitz never got dislocated for long. I am afraid when and
if (as I hope) we go back to France all my sympathies will be for the
French, & I will be terribly anti-English. So few of them realise that they
were not braver or more wonderful, Churchill yes, but the English people
—a handful of airmen, the Navy & above all geography did the trick.

In the same 31 May entry for Diana wrote: This month getting out all
the summer clothes & the anniversary makes me—well, it is just bloody.
The 5th of June: a year since Gentien’s death. Then she wrote a confused
sentence: I believe we are having our own battle or something at the
moment. The entry ends with something her brother picked up in London: John thinks because of the tide etc. the invasion may be planned for
next week.
*
During May Diana began to write a curious story she later dispatched
to America, hoping it would be published. Two versions survive among
Diana’s papers, both typed, entitled ‘The Wallpaper’, and about four
pages in length, though one has an addendum as well as some information added to the first page. With a different typewriter (so presumably
later) Diana typed her Bury address near the title. At some point she added by hand ‘Written May 1944’ and below that ‘by Henriette de Bonnespoir’. Although the story is about the château de Bosmelet, the family
name never appears in it, and the nom de plume is presumably a further
safeguard in case the story was published while the Germans were still
occupying France. (Diana may have typed in her actual name only later.)

In Normandy, somewhere North of the Seine, about 15 miles from the
coast, there stands a small Château. It was built in 1632 and has remained
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unspoilt, untouched, up to this date—at least up till May 1943 when the
last news of it came through.

So began Diana’s story. The ‘Parrain’ letter, written on 3 May 1943
belatedly reached by Diana on 3 January 1944 (‘Says all at B well,’ according to her diary, ‘the Farmers paying their rent regularly.’) So Diana
knew nothing of the tribulation that Madame Soyer had since had to deal
with, nor anything about the destructive bombing on 28 January. And
Pierre’s vague phrase (‘I don’t suppose much remains of home!’) did not
reach Diana until 16 June.
Diana described the château in loving detail as something that only
improved with age: ‘The Château since it was built has always remained
in the same family…and each successive generation collected very beautiful furniture, clocks and pictures of their period.’ She expressed her
admiration for the avenues of ancient trees, planned ‘by Lenôtre, the
master landscape gardener of Versailles.’ Half-way through her second
page Diana returned to the near-present:
Will the Germans have cut these avenues down I wonder for firewood; for
charcoal, or just out of wanton destruction? They have already—and this
comes from an eye-witness—cut the heads of a plantation of young sapling
fir trees. Apparently the Huns cut off the tops of a few to make Xmas trees
for a barbaric celebration on their invasion and looting of France in 1940,
and then they proceeded methodically to hack the heads off the rest of the
plantation, row by row.

The ‘eye-witness’ of course, was Madame Soyer, whose report reached
Diana via Pierre when he joined her in Lisbon. On page three Diana’s
tale becomes more focused:
It is inside the château where the main interest lies. The interior is one
of the few in France that was never touched by the hordes of the Revolution, and where all of the original wallpapers are still intact and in very
good condition. There is one particular wallpaper that the family is very
proud of and every visitor is shown. The design is red on a cream background and looks like a woodcut. It repeats itself like small islands floating
on a sea. In fact, the design is an island of billowing cloud, with a figure
representing France on a throne, a shield in one hand and the other held out
in welcome to a small group, or procession, of people. These people represent America. One can tell this because the first figure is carrying a flag
with a few stars and stripes and is dressed faintly like the ‘Uncle Sam’ we
know nowadays, only younger; probably a resemblance of Benjamin
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Franklin. Behind are excited figures waving flags or Phrygian bonnets on
sticks (I am told the bonnet was a symbol of Liberty). Then come two or
three Red Indians with long feathered head-dresses, otherwise naked; one
of them has a long pipe. In the background wave two large palm trees.

Diana saw a lesson to be learned from Bosmelet, a message for all
who did not understand France’s grief and suffering and especially for
Americans and any British still refusing to recognize General de Gaulle
as France’s standard-bearer. She intended to remind Americans that their
links to France go back long before this century.
The curious thing about all this is the little pieces of paper—like stamps
—dotted about at regular intervals. It is only on very close scrutiny, and
because one or two little bits have come off, that you can see them at all.
They are painted to tone in with the rest of the paper, and only gradually by
comparing the unstamped islands with the covered ones will you discover
that each figure of Royalist France has the crown covered with a wreath of
olive leaves, and the shield with the ‘fleur de lis’ is covered with a piece of
shaded paper exactly fitting the framework of the shield. This covering-up
was so thoroughly carried out that not one figure from the wainscoting to
the high ceiling was left undisguised.
The work of rendering the wallpaper harmless was carried out under the
orders of the Chateleine in 1790.108 When two years later a rabble of villagers and soldiers, fired by revolutionary ardour, surged up to the château,
brandishing knives and torches, ready to kill the occupants and fire the
house, this same Chatelaine met them at the front door; she was a beautiful, small blue-eyed fragile looking woman, (her portrait is still there), with
a courage and resourcefulness one would not have expected from her delicate appearance. The men were shouting: ‘Vive la Republique; A bas les
Aristots’, but as she stood her ground at the top of the flight of grey stone
steps, the shouting gradually died away. Then she made a short speech, in
which she welcomed them all to her house and asked to speak to their
leaders. These she knew and addressed by name. She took two of them
and led them to the Salon, others following. There she pointed to the Wallpaper and said: ‘Voila la France Républicaine qui félicite l’Amérique sur
son Independance’ (Here is Republican France congratulating America on
her independence). Could anything be more democratic and republican?’
The men, amazed and confused could only agree. They remained sometime
in the Salon, where a new enthusiasm took hold of them. They remembered how the Comtesse had always helped them when they were ill
or in need; how she had assisted the celebrated Doctor Blanche of Rouen
vaccinate them (much against their will) for smallpox;109 and the miraculous results. When they were shown, in the big hall, a plaster bust of what
was in reality a ducal uncle in a high Louis XIV wig, and were told it was
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Robespierre, their enthusiasm burst forth. The leaders informed the waiting
crowd, which had been fortified and comforted with jugs of cider and
chunks of bread and cheese, that this was a Republican household. A new
shout went up: ‘Vive la Republique and vive la citoyenne Bonnespoire.’ It
was a joyous triumphant crowd that danced and staggered their way back
to the village that night.

Filling the fourth page, this seemed a natural end to the story, but
page five has one long paragraph written only a few days later. Before
that happened, Diana opened her diary again, on 2 June at 3 a.m.
I don’t know if it is the roar of planes or the creamed rabbit that has
woken me up but I have just had the most weird dream about Bosmelet.
I went back (Pierre was already there) I was dropped by plane with
Dad & Robert Mayer to support me. Somehow Bosmelet was strangely
transformed, & in between the main vestibule & the salon there were
marble halls with steps (a mix up with the McClaren’s house in South
Street, that we had been talking about with Biddy at dinner). There were
lots of people, Madeleine’s sort, Fourcade (who passed paper cuttings into
my hand), and many others—when I met Mémé I was half laughing half
crying—because, of course, Gentien. I kept on saying Pierre was much
more important & I hoped to have twin boys shortly. Pierre—ever fishing—
down some marble steps near the vestibule—someone (Madeleine’s sister,
a fictitious character) rang and was going for ages—& he frowned, furious
because it disturbed the fish. Then suddenly he was lying in bed down there
wearing frills (& almost I believe a nighty). Anyhow he didn’t wish to meet
me. I was very hurt & wanted to yell ‘grand putain!’, but just controlled
myself & didn’t. Wonderful food dropped by plane; salmon & ham.
Then woke up.
Do so hope & pray Pierre’s O.K & also Bosmelet.
Two days later, 4 June, a brief entry: It is quite impossible to sleep tonight. It is now 4.30 am I have been awake since 3 trying to read but the
roaring planes make even that impossible. When will the invasion start?
Tony Hughes is home on leave, so are many others.

Then, 6 June—D-Day:
The Invasion started at 6 AM. We have been listening to the wireless
all this evening. Saw hundreds of striped planes with gliders fly out to
France about 8 PM only a few hundred feet up. So relieved it has started.
All of us are much on edge.
Can’t make up my mind whether I should go up to London leaving
Hélène down here or not. I have an appointment with the corsetriere &
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Mayme is going up. So far nothing has happened here nor seems likely but
one never knows.
‘…Nothing has happened…’: no new of Pierre, but Diana still hoped he

might show up any day, so a new corset might be useful. She was in
London the next day and found it much changed: …everything over here
is very much calmed down. The trains are empty. Always on time. There’s
no traffic on the road & in London one can even get a taxi, an impossibility before D-Day. The cleaners too are willing to take on some clothes,
sure sign the Americans have moved on.
*
It must have been only a day or two later that Diana added the fifth
page to her story, ‘The Wallpaper’:
In June 1944, the Allied bombers and gliders roar ceaselessly backwards and forwards over France. British and American troops are landing
day and night. Will they be in time? Once again will the Americans save
the Château and the Chatelaine? If the Château has not been bombed—
because at times it is used as a German headquarters and at others as a
barrack for their soldiers—and if it is not set on fire as the Germans have
threatened on leaving, it may still be standing. If the poor Chatelaine, having sent her only son to join de Gaulle, after 4½ years of lonely waiting
and suffering with her villagers and farmers, is still alive, she will be there.
She will be standing on the grey stone steps to greet the Americans. As on
the wallpaper, the French Republic will greet the soldiers of her great
younger sister, THE REPUBLIC OF AMERICA.

After writing the 6 June diary entry, two weeks passed before she
wrote another on 22 June, which I’ve mentioned already. ‘A wonderful
thing has happened,’ she began, going on to described receiving the letter
from Pierre brought by the Squadron Leader a few days earlier. She also
mentioned the gifts that Pierre had sent, including the ‘silver Foulbé
heart.’ But her diary entry made no reference to Pierre’s assertion that ‘I
don’t suppose much remains of home!’ Perhaps because the remark was
such terse speculation, Diana simply may not have been able to take it
seiously. Or perhaps those few words merely underlined Diana’s worst
fear: after all, two weeks before she received Pierre’s letter she woke up
from a nightmare in which ‘somehow Bosmelet was strangely transformed.’
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As Diana closed her 22 June entry, she could not have known the
connection between Pierre’s glancing reference to the château and what
she was then writing: It’s now nearly a week that the Flying Bomb has
been in action. The Doodlebug as they call it.
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Chapter 41

THE TELEPHONE CALL COLONEL WACHTEL RECEIVED at his Auteuil
headquarters at 1.30am on 6 June was not early congratulations for his
47th birthday. The gliders that Diana had seen flying over Sussex late on
the previous evening were a large vanguard that landed around midnight
at the extreme ends of the Normandy invasion zone, near Sainte-MèreÉglise in the west and Caen in the east. By the time the news was relayed
to Wachtel the initial attack had already been reinforced by hundreds of
paratroops. This was not going to be a happy birthday.
Two hours later Wachtel received a report by telephone from Lt. Col.
Heidschuch at Intelligence in Arras: the enemy had arrived in gliders and
by parachute on the Cherbourg Peninsular and just west of the Seine.
Wachtel’s units were not immediately threatened—he’d already pulled
them out of the Cherbourg area—but Wachtel decided to shave off his
beard and put on his Luftwaffe uniform for the first time in many weeks.
Shortly before dawn he received an order to attend a meeting at 65th
Corps headquarters in Maisons-Lafitte. He had his driver use the
Chrysler: it would be daylight before he returned, and enemy aircraft
were less likely to strafe a civilian vehicle.
There was considerable rushing about at 65th Corps Headquarters.
The Corps Commander, General Heinemann, said there were reports of
an armada off the coast of Normandy, and his officious Chief of Staff,
Colonel Walter, asked, if Operation Junk-Room—the code name for preparing the launch sites for action—were to be activated today, could
Wachtel be ready to open fire on 12 June. Wachtel reminded Walter that
they had already discussed the possibility of opening the campaign in
‘mid-June’, when Wachtel had explained that his men needed ten days to
set up the ramps, collect the flying bombs and fuel, and run the safety
checks. Meanwhile the enemy had shot the hell out of the transport systems, complicating the delivery of all these items. Wachtel wanted the
opening offensive to be powerful and well-organized: a feeble attack

would merely reveal the positions of the new launch sites. Colonel Walter said that the enemy’s invasion negated all of that; much had been accomplished on the logistical systems; and the Führer had been promised
the attack could be launched in six days. General Heinemann said he
would recommend to High Command that we follow the original plan for
opening the attack on 15 June: but he expected to be ignored.
During the drive back to Auteuil Wachtel saw numerous signs of recent damage by enemy aircraft. He told his officers to put on their
Luftwaffe uniforms with the Flak gunners’ red tabs and to prepare to
transfer the headquarters seventy kilometres to the bunker at Saleux,
which had the sickening smell of fresh concrete. The order to begin Operation Junk-room arrived at 05.15.
Over the next six days innumerable time-consuming problems arose,
mainly with transportation. On 8 June, enemy aircraft attacked a train
pulling twenty-two tankers filled with low octane fuel for the flying
bombs, and fifteen of them went up in a massive explosion. On the same
day a number of flying bombs were destroyed when the train carrying
them was attacked. By 12 June the two main munitions dumps, had received only a quarter of the total of 3,000 flying bombs they were supposed to hold.
Because of the secrecy surrounding the flying bomb, items were
sometimes sent to the wrong places, or wrongly packed, or with key
components left behind. Only eighteen launch sites received the dummy
missiles needed for testing; most still lacked lighting facilities; and
Wachtel’s exhausted men found many foundation sockets in the wrong
place and had to cut new ones with a hammer and chisel before the
launch ramps could be assembled.
Wachtel and his senior staff were summoned to Maisons-Lafitte on
11 June, and Wachtel’s officers reported consistently that they needed
more time to prepare. But Colonel Walter insisted the attack must begin
tomorrow—as agreed and promised to the Führer.
The original plan was for a salvo—sixty-four bombs launched simultaneously—to be fired at dawn, so about forty of them would strike
Greater London within seconds of each other, but only fifty launch sites
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had their ramps in place, none of which had been tested; and only three
had everything needed to launch a flying bomb.
General Heinemann bought Wachtel some time by saying final instructions on the attack would be telephoned through tomorrow morning,
and he’d drive over to watch the launches, which must take place before
tomorrow ended. If Wachtel was grateful for this delay of perhaps eighteen hours, but the regimental diary entry for 11 June was scathing:
The operational order was given by the Corps despite the fact that they
have many times been informed by the regiment that full readiness for action could not exist by such a premature date…. One cannot help feeling
that the Corps’ operational order has be to judged as an armchair decision
by its leadership.

Wachtel’s team worked through the night, managing to complete the
installation of a few more ramps, hampered by the lack of essential supplies that had not arrived from Germany. Later that morning the formal
orders arrived for Operation Polar Bear: a salvo at 23:40 and another an
hour later, to be followed by independent fire until 04:45. After that, the
camouflage nets were to be put back in place and the men could rest.
Before noon—and before General Heinemann had yet appeared—
Wachtel summoned his senior staff and commanders. Eleven hours to go,
but none of the four battery commanders was certain he would be able to
fire anything for the first salvo.
Wachtel thanked them for their frank reports and asked them to be
just as frank when asked for reports by General Heinemann. They had
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done a magnificent job, and in another three days they could have fired
proper salvoes. Whatever happened tonight, Wachtel intended to make
sure that the blame for this fiasco is not attached to the regiment. He then
read out his order for the day:
After a long period of waiting, the day has at last arrived for our
weapon to be employed on operations! I know that the months between
your training and the assembling of your sites have been a trying time for
you. The tasks have been extremely heavy because of the variety of work
to be done, …I myself have seen, at the unloading stations and on the sites,
the endurance and devotion to duty with which you have set about, day and
night, bringing up and assembling your launchers and equipment. I wish to
express my gratitude to all officers, NCOs and men.
Now at last your patience and labour will have their just reward. The
order for operations has been given.
We approach these operations with complete confidence in our weapon.
This will undoubtedly be arduous, at a time when our enemies in the West
are making every effort to get a foothold on the Continent. Our operations
are therefore all the more important, and when we fire our missiles today
and in the future we shall be thinking of the suffering and destruction
which the enemy has inflicted upon us with his terror bombing.
Soldiers! The Führer and our Homeland are watching us in the expectation that our operations will be rewarded with complete success. We shall
do our duty with unyielding determination but in a joyful spirit of self-sacrifice. As our attack begins, our thoughts linger fondly and faithfully upon
our native German soil.
Long live our German people. Long live our German Fatherland. Long
live our Führer.

Captain Gerhard Grothues was instructed to include the order in the regimental diary, raising a patriotic umbrella before the storm broke.
*
General Heinemann arrived at Wachtel’s headquarters bearing news
that 65th Corps’ plan for a ‘coordinated attack’ involving bombers over
London and air-launched flying bombs had fallen apart, as the Luftwaffe
struggled with the with the Allied invasion. The coastal batteries would
still lob shells at Calais and Folkstone, to little effect.
Wachtel’s battery commanders kept sending increasingly desperate
reports about missing equipment and supplies. One hour before the first
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salvo was to be fire Wachtel asked Heinemann to approve a two-day
delay. Heinemann reluctantly denied the request. Wachtel eventually
ordered his men to open fire as soon as they could after 03:30 in the
morning, and then to close down and camouflage their sites before they
were exposed by the dawn.

A flying bomb being prepared for launch.
In the background men are removing camouflage nets from the launch ramp.

At 03:56 the first flying bomb was blasted toward London. Nine
more followed in the next hour, all fired from only five launch sites. And
that was all. Wachtel’s crews saw five of the ten flying bombs crash just
after leaving the ramps. He hoped the other five would hit London and
grimly reported to Corps that the lack of safety equipment and time for
adequate checks resulted in two of his men had dying, asphyxiated by a
malfunctioning ‘perambulator’.
Wachtel’s single consolation was his belief that the enemy had not
detected the new system of launch sites and would therefore assume that
whatever flying bombs reached England had actually been fired from a
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few of the already-bombed launch sites that had somehow been repaired
sufficiently to support this trivial attack.
Colonel Wachtel did not know that the Allies had in fact discovered
his new site system six weeks earlier and already knew the locations of
most of the ‘modified sites’—or ‘Belhamelin sites’, as the Medmenham
PIs called them. Construction solely by German labour, the sites were so
simplified that they were much more difficult to detect from the air. Although no Frenchmen had worked on the new sites, some still learned
about them. The Germans had released Joseph Legendre from Fresnes
prison, not realising he was Michel Hollard’s right-hand man. He carried
on the work of his imprisoned boss by rebuilding part of Hollard’s network and bravely carrying the intelligence to Switzerland, using Hollard’s routes and contacts.
The British had found most of the modified sites before D-Day, but
only one desultory attack was launched on 26 May against one of them,
and the results were poor. The Allied air forces were too busy supporting
the invasion to waste further resources on the launch sites. While everyone at Medmenham was drafted into poring over photographs in search
for the new ‘modified’ launch sites, the head of D Section (Industrial),
Squadron Leader André Kenny, continued to look for ways to neutralize
the threat from the German rocket and flying bomb. D Section searched
for factories in Germany producing the liquid oxygen needed for the A4
and the hydrogen peroxide use for both the rocket and the flying bomb.
Kenny’s section also power supply systems in Northern France. Reports
from French agents on the ground were often vital to these investigations, which grew in importance after the ‘Belhamelin’ sites were discovered.
Of the five flying bombs Wachtel hoped might hit London early on
13 June, one must have disappeared in the Channel because only four
crossed the English coastline. The first landed at 4.18 a.m. in Kent
between Dartford and Gravesend—seventeen miles from the Germans’
target, Tower Bridge—and caused no casualties. The second caused no
injuries or damage when it fell on a Sussex farm thirty-five miles from
the target point— and seventeen from Bury, where Diana was sleeping at
the time. The third flying bomb, only two miles off target, hit a railway
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bridge near Liverpool
Street Station, killing
six people, wounding
twenty-eight, and
leaving two hundred homeless. The last flying bomb struck a farm in
Kent at 5.06 a.m.—twenty-three miles from Tower Bridge. A policeman
found dead chickens and ruined greenhouses.
Two days after the still-born attack of 13 June, Wachtel reported having fifty-five launch sites ready for operations and opened fire at 23:18.
Despite various problems, when the attack ended at 09:00, Wachtel’s
men had fired 244 rounds from 55 launch sites; 35 flying bombs crashed
shortly after take-off; 10 more exploded during launch procedures,
severely damaging the launch sites. Six of his men were dead, twenty
wounded, and three missing: none as a result of ‘enemy action.’ Based on
previous test results, Wachtel estimated that at least 170 bombs crossed
the Channel and that 120, each with 900 kg of high explosive, would
strike the area of Greater London.
Wachtel dispatched telegrams of congratulation to numerous officers,
departments, and industrial chiefs. May our triumph justify all the expectations which those at the front and those in the Fatherland have bestowed upon our weapon. Wachtel finally got some sleep in the late afternoon while his subordinates supervised the uneven re-supply in preparation for the next attack later that night, 16 June. This time only 45 of
the launch sites were able to operate, and by 05:00 on the morning of the
17th, the regiment had fired only 121 rounds. Wachtel was not discouraged: the men performed well; none were killed and only two wounded
during the launches; and only fifteen of the launches resulted in a visible
crash, so 12% compared with 20% the previous night.
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Wachtel shifted manpower to the tasks of loading, transporting, and
unloading the flying bombs. On the night of the 17th the attack was
opened using, again, only 45 of the 64 launch sites, but this time the regiment managed to fire 189 rounds. However, three more launch sites
were ruined by explosions on the ramps, and four men were killed. There
were also 37 ‘observed crashes,’ back to the 20% ratio of the night before
last. Nevertheless, there was an air of celebration at Wachtel’s headquarters near dawn on the 18th, when the 500th bomb was launched. General
Heinemann was present to witness this, having unexpectedly arrived at
the bunker in Saleux for a short visit.
Congratulating Wachtel on what he was achieving, Heinemann could
tell also him about a meeting with the Führer, who had come to France
the day before yesterday, but had already left. It was obvious enough that
Hitler wished to exploit the good news about the proper opening of the
flying bomb campaign by meeting with von Rundstedt and Rommel at
the Führer-bunker at Margival, near Soissons. Jodl and Keitel were there,
and Rommel’s chief of staff, Speidel; and Heinemann had brought along
Colonel Walter.

Rommel had been asking for days that someone come out from Führer-headquarters to see what the troops were really up against in Normandy. The success of the V-1 campaign emboldened Hitler to confront
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Rommel and von Rundstedt himself. He knew they wanted him to release the reserves kept further north. Now he could tell them they must
hold their ground because, thanks to the pounding Wachtel was giving
London, the Allies would be forced to speed up their ‘real’ invasion, at
Calais, in an effort to over-run launch sites. Hitler was confident that the
Allied landing at Calais would be swiftly repulsed; and when the Allies
realized they could not stop Wachtel’s attack they would start sending
peace-feelers to the German government.

The main meeting room
in the Führer-bunker,
Margival

When Rommel and von Rundstedt urged that the flying bombs be
used against the invasion troops in Normandy, Hitler asked Heinemann
to explain: that the seven-kilometre margin of error meant that any flying
bombs aimed at the invaders on the beaches were as likely to hit the defenders. Colonel Walter then suggested that the flying bombs could strike
the invasion ports, such as Portsmouth and Southampton, but the Führer
immediately shouted, ‘London! Your target is London and only London!’
Although Hitler promised to visit Rommel’s headquarters in two
days’ time, a few hours after the meeting Hitler headed back to Germany.
Blumentritt—von Rundstedt’s chief-of-staff—was later told that the
plans were suddenly changed after a flying bomb landed dangerously
close to the Führer’s bunker. It seemed ill-advised to put himself at further risk. A worried Wachtel might have explained that it could have been
one of those malfunctions—that happened all too often—when something went wrong with the servos on the compass control and the bomb
turned 180 degrees. It was later determined that such a malfunctioning
flying bomb did indeed hit a farm near Margival, but it fell at 04:30 on
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the 17th, before Hitler had even arrived at Margival.110 But Hitler would
be glad of any excuse not to travel along dangerous roads to Rommel’s
headquarters where he would hear nothing but complaints.
Wachtel’s campaign continued. After a week of steady firing, 1,000
flying bombs had been launched. Within five days another 1,000 were
fired. Congratulations were pouring in. It was clear that the enemies’ air
forces were having great difficulty seeing the small, well-camouflaged
launch sites, and the British and American attacks were barely inhibiting
the efforts of Flak Regiment 155. It was the Allied bombing of infrastructure targets, especially the transport system, that impeded Wachtel’s
campaign by preventing rapid resupply of missiles and fuel. He had
enough men and launch sites to fire three or four times as many flying
bombs as were currently being launched. As an anti-aircraft specialist,
Wachtel knew that sending larger numbers of flying bombs, especially if
fired in coordinated salvoes—which at present seemed impossible—
would make it far more difficult for the British to knock out the incoming missiles, whether through anti-aircraft fire, or the efforts of fighter
pilots, or barrage balloons snaring the flying bombs on their cables.
While Wachtel did all he could to improve the logistical problem, his
other obvious difficulty was determining if his aim was correct. The excellent British air-defence system made any Luftwaffe aerial reconnaissance of bomb-damage impossible. Controls on the British press prevented closed off a likely source of information about the death and destruction, so German intelligence had only two sources: information gleaned
from monitoring neutral embassies in London and, more importantly,
reports from German agents on the ground. As early as 20 June, Flak Regiment 155’s diary recorded a summary by German intelligence of reports made on 17 and 18 June by ‘a very reliable agent’:
Shock effect very great at first…. Serious loss of work in many London
factories…. Anglo-American military authorities admit serious indirect
effect on invasion.… Damage often not so marked, as no concentrated attacks. Very many dead. Drastic censorship even internally. Line The Wash–
Bristol almost hermetically sealed off. Restricted use of telephone…. London railway stations crowded. Fantastic stories and figures quoted for dead
and injured. Places hit in London: Whitehall, College Street nr Parliament,
Big Ben completely destroyed, heavy devastation with high numbers of
dead between Limehouse and West India Docks. Also devastation of East
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India docks. Extensive destruction at Bromley gas works…. Serious damage to houses at Greenwich, Clapham, Earls Court…. Direct hit on East
Croydon station. Eye-witnesses report many dead.

The spread is wide, but already it seemed that flying bombs had
struck several places in the heart of London. Wachtel knew from the tests
in the Baltic that half of the flying bombs would land within a 15 x 15
kilometre square—and the other half would not, including most bombs
brought down by anti-aircraft fire and fighter planes. To improve his
chance of doing maximum damage to London, Wachtel needed data
about where the flying bombs were hitting to determine the Mean Point
of Impact (MPI).
According to Dieter Hölsken, of the 6,046 flying bombs fired
between 15 June and 1 August 1944, exactly 440 (about 7%) were fitted
with an FuG 23 transmitter. This spooled out 45 metres of antenna wire
when the flying bomb was six minutes from its target. Three directionfinding stations in France tracked the signal to produce a triangulation on
the location where the transmission ceased (i.e. when the V-1 crashed or
exploded). Of those 440, only 129—less than a third—were successfully
tracked. Wachtel’s men plotted these locations on a map of the Greater
London area, along with the locations where flying bombs fell according
to agent reports. The MPI according to the transmitter plots was five or
six kilometres south and east of the target, Tower Bridge: so an undershoot, while the MPI according to agent reports was a slight overshoot of
the target. Wachtel’s actual map was published by R.V. Jones (1978) and
Michael Howard (1990) in black and white, but Dieter Hölsken (1994)
offered a version in colour.111 According to his caption, ‘There are about
200 blue points and only 25 red ones’, the blue ones as reported by
agents and the red ‘transmitted by FuG 23-equipped V-1s’.
None of the three authors indicated the time period covered by the
map or the significance of the letters or digits visible beside each coloured dot but impossible to read even when magnified. Hölsken said 129
FuG transmissions were successfully plotted, but only about 25 appeared
on the map. An explanation seemed likely after the original map was examined in the R.V. Jones archive at Churchill College, Cambridge in
2013. The notations are dates (i.e. ‘16/6’), and for the 200-odd blue dots
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A photograph of the German map of V-1 hits,
as published in Hölsken’s V-Missiles of the Third Reich, 1994)

(agents’ reports), they ran from 16 June to 12 July, but for the red dots
(radio transmissions) the latest dots dated to 29 June. So the map did not
cover the whole two and a half months of Wachtel’s main campaign
against London, and Wachtel’s men stopped recording the FuG 23 transmissions after the first fortnight, but carried on pinpointing the agents’
reports for another fortnight. By that time little could be learned by
adding more dots to the overcrowded map and Wachtel and his staff were
satisfied that London was being severely battered so there was no need to
adjust their aim. The fact that that most of the radio-equipped flying
bombs fell a bit short of the target point caused no disappointment since,
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according to German Intelligence, their agents’ reports confirmed that the
flying bombs were hitting important targets in London.112 However, the
agents used by German intelligence were utterly unreliable.
*
The story of the ‘Double-Cross System’—in which British Intelligence used ‘turned’ German agents to feed false information back to
German Intelligence—remained a secret long after the war ended. David
Irving uncovered much of the secret while researching his book on the
German secret weapons, The Mare’s Nest (1964), but he suppressed the
information to satisfy official censors. Nevertheless, he was able to declare that M.I.5 had learned through some ‘controlled’ agents ‘that Germany had briefed their agents in London to report on the fall of flying
bombs.’ The dilemma was that giving true information would aid the enemy, but if false information was provided it might be shown, perhaps by
aerial photography, that the agents had lied ‘and were no longer reliable.’
And this is a crucial point: these agents were at that time performing the
vital task of feeding false information to their German controllers in order to maintain, especially in the days following D-Day, the massive illu509

sion that the invasion of Normandy was only a feint and the real invasion
was yet to strike the Pas de Calais.
According to Irving, M.I.5 contacted R.V. Jones who suggested that
the ‘agents’ should report the locations of genuine incidents, ‘but only
from those that had overshot Central London, while attributing to them
the timing of bombs known to have fallen short.’ Photographic intelligence would not be able to find any falsehood, and ‘the Germans might
take steps to reduce the range of the very flying bombs which were
already falling short.’ Irving eventually claimed that ‘Wachtel…
shortened his aim still more, and the mean point of impact moved even
further southwards.’ A few pages later Irving asserted (wrongly) that ‘the
“incident” charts showed clearly how the flying bombs’ mean point of
impact had marched steadily away from Central London to the south-east
under the influence of the false agents’ reports.’
By the time R.V. Jones published his own account in Most Secret War
(1978), the ‘Double-Cross System’ had been revealed to the world in a
book by J.C. Masterman. Jones never claimed, as Irving did, that the flying bombs’ mean point of impact ‘marched steadily’ south-east, but
rather that lives were saved by the deception plan because it helped to
prevent the Germans from correcting their aim.113 Had the actual shortfall been corrected the result, according to Jones, would have been 50%
increase in casualties. Jones’ book reproduced Wachtel’s map of Greater
London to support his view that the Germans had been deceived by the
Double-Cross agents’ false reports of flying bombs mostly falling on or
north of the Thames, but the map was on a small scale, in black & white,
and (lacking information about dates) actually proved nothing.114
In the early 1980’s Dieter Hölsken collected testimony from numerous veterans of Flak Regiment 155, all of whom asserted that there had
been no ‘correction’ of the ‘firing coordinates’.115
Bizarrely, British Intelligence may have delivered very little of this
‘disinformation’ German Intelligence. Because they hesitated to compromise their agents, it wasn’t until 22 June (a week after the main V-1
campaign began) that M.I.5 agreed that Garbo, Brutus, and Tate could
transmit some limited information to German Intelligence. Garbo did not
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begin to send reports in the form requested by his German handlers until
28 June, and soon after 3 July those handlers were alarmed to learn that
Garbo had been arrested, faked by M.I.5 until his ‘release’ until 14 July.
The Germans nervously instructed him to ‘cease all investigations of the
new weapons’, a message already sent to Brutus on 12 July. According to
a biography of Agent Tate (2011) ‘almost all traces of his activity are
missing. All communications concerning current V1 attacks…have been
destroyed, and in his file at the National Archives in Kew there is unfortunately a large gap.’ Another M.I.5 double-agent, codenamed Zigzag,
began sending reports on 1 July and continued for nearly a month, but
according to his biographer, Ben Macintyre, ‘Chapman’s deception messages have survived only in fragments. MI5 was careful to destroy the
traffic, aware of the potential repercussions if the inhabitants of south
London realised they were being sacrificed to protect the centre of the
city.’116
While British Intelligence dithered, the Germans actually received
detailed reports from one agent who wasn’t controlled by British, or even
in Britain, though M.I.5 was aware of him. Michael Howard (Strategic
Deception, 177-78) wrote: ‘Almost certainly it was a free-lance agent in
Madrid codenamed Ostro who based his reports on gossip, imagination
and anything that he could get from newspapers.’ Paul Fidrmuc, a Sudeten German born in 1892, dabbled in business and journalism and
worked for the Abwehr even before he settled in Lisbon in 1940. He
claimed to have agents in various parts of the British Empire and in the
United States. By 1943 British Intelligence had determined that his reports to German Intelligence regarding the United Kingdom were not
only inaccurate but phoney. The Germans nevertheless regarded him as
one of their best sources.117
Ostro was the source of that early report about massive damage in
London that reached Colonel Wachtel by 19 June. German Intelligence,
impatient for corroboration, pressed Garbo, Brutus and Tate to start
sending detailed information, and then seemed to ignore it, especially
when, to illustrate the failure of German propaganda, Garbo said the
British public were regaled with exaggerated claims cited from German
sources: ‘London is burning; London is evacuating; the railway commu511

nications have been stopped; the Metropolitan system has been suspended; Big Ben has been destroyed; etc., etc.… [The public] can see with
their own eyes that none of this is true.’ So Garbo was actually attempting to undermine the veracity of Ostro.
The whole deception plan was abandoned on 25 July, when some
evening papers in London began publishing the actual locations of impacts. It hardly mattered: Ostro had already convinced Wachtel that there
was no shortfall that needed correcting since his weapons were hitting
important parts of London, even if most landed far from the heart of the
city.
*
By 1 August 1944, seven weeks after Colonel Wachtel began his
campaign, he had fired 5,700 flying bombs at London, but had not yet
achieved victory or been defeated. The Allies failed to knock out
Wachtel’s launch sites or kill his men faster than he could replace them,
and they didn’t order their invading troops to prioritize overrunning the
Wachtel’s area of operations. However, the Allies’ general bombing of
the area all around Normandy—intended to impede the Germans’ ability
to move troops forward to launch counter-attacks—also damaged
Wachtel’s ability to obtain adequate supplies. Properly supplied Wachtel
could have fired a thousand flying bombs a day; 500 per day might well
have overwhelmed the British defences and possibly changed the course
of the war; but on the regiment’s best day 316 flying bombs were fired,
and the overall daily average was about 110. Against this relatively weak
performance the Allies were able to make intelligent use of four lines of
defence against the flying bombs—fighters over the Channel, a thousand
anti-aircraft guns lined up along the south coast, more fighters between
those guns and London, and 1,700 of barrage balloons on the approaches
to London. Between 16 June and the beginning August the proportion of
flying bombs brought down by the Allies rose from 22% to 70%.
Although Wachtel had sufficient reason to hope that his campaign
was gradually weakening British resolve as London was steadily turned
to rubble, by August it was obvious that the flying bomb had not yet
broken the Allies’ spirit. This, combined with Hitler’s disastrous strategy
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of waiting for the ‘real’ invasion and with a massive offensive mounted
by the Russians all along the Eastern front, convinced many German
generals that they could not win the war. When that situation arose in the
last war the German General Staff was willing to topple the Kaiser in
order to save the German army from destruction. Realising that Hitler
would carry on fighting till the last elderly reservists and Hitler Youth
were killed, several high ranking German officers made an unsuccessful
assassination attempt on 20 July. What effect this had on Wachtel is unknown, but Hitler may have convinced himself and others that the ‘vengeance weapons’ would still win the war.
At the beginning of August the Allies, while advancing south and
west, were still a hundred kilometres from Wachtel’s southernmost
launch sites, just north of the Seine. With the German army straining to
prevent the Allies from capturing harbours further along the coast,
Wachtel had a screen so his regiment could continue the campaign.
Wachtel was no doubt pondering how the war might end—at least for
himself. If his flying bombs brought London to the brink of annihilation,
the war in the west might soon be over. If, however, the Allies managed
to overrun his area of operations, he’d soon be back at Rerik training flak
batteries to defend German cities. In every scenario Wachtel could imagine the war ended soon. And if he survived, he could picture himself
going to Antwerp to find and marry a woman with whom he had fallen in
love. But right now, seven weeks after the Yanks landed alongside the
British and Canadians, everything was uncertain.
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Chapter 42
DIANA WROTE IN HER DIARY AGAIN on 25 June, three days after recording that It’s now nearly a week that the Flying Bomb has been in action, and nine days since the Squadron Leader brought Pierre’s letter
with the silver heart. The news that his mother was living in Paris and
that not much ‘remains of home’ probably meant less to Diana than his
reference to transferring to a ‘paratroop unit’ which somehow meant he
might be coming to England. The letter was dated 31 May: Pierre might
show up any minute. Diana kept repeating his words: ‘how madly I long
to see you soon and hold you terribly tight in my arms.’
June 25th
Cherbourg has fallen to the Americans. Hooray! At last we are getting
a move on.
Sister Betty with Francoise has come down here to get away from the
doodlebug. It is a great nuisance especially in & around London. Didn’t go
up last week, but [illeg., perhaps: must see] – corsetiere, hairdresser, &
shopping.
The nights down here are noisy mostly with our planes going out and
coming back. Distant heavy naval gunfire (maybe Cherbourg) & occasional explosions, probably doodlebugs.
Pierre sent word with the S/Ldr that he was applying to become a
Paratroop to be dropped in the Maquis—the S/Ldr says anyhow that will
probably mean he will be sent out here to train. In the meantime I have
written again to Col. Boislambert about the Liaison business. I feel hopeful.
Have written a story about Bos—called “The Wallpaper”. Have dispatched it to America. Hope it will be published.

Diana had contacted Colonel de Boislambert back in April, trying to
obtain a position for Pierre on the Colonel’s Mission Militaire Française
de Liaison Administrative, but if Pierre was about to arrive in England,
she thought it worthwhile to try again. Diana’s sister, Betty, and her infant daughter, Françoise, had abandoned London back in March because
of the ‘Baby Blitz’, and now it was the flying bombs. Although Diana

often argued with her sister, she was presumably glad her sister was
somewhat safer being in Bury again.
Monday July 4, 1944
Sister Betty has just heard that someone was buried from 1 am Sunday
night [sic] till Monday morning. She was taken to hospital, nobody allowed
to see her. A flying bomb dropped on the house she was sleeping in London.
These doodlebugs as they call them are really pretty frightful. Doing a
lot of damage & killing a lot of people. The windows in bldgs that have
been blown out: Pelham Ct. just opposite was destroyed. Regent Palace
Hotel—gone—Bush House, etc. etc. There have been lots of them round
Dad’s factory at Mitcham & really all the windows have gone & very few
of the part-time workers turn up—the Work has slowed up and maybe they
will have to close down.
Great many planes about tonight. The weather is better so they are
more active.

The next day Diana mentioned another effect of the flying bomb
campaign: thousands of children were again being evacuated from London. Some found themselves in Bury, where four-and-a-half-year-old
Hélène, played with them, to Diana’s dismay.
She speaks cockney - that I don’t mind, but she thinks cockney. Has
become wild and disobedient, sulky & deceitful, & worst of all has taken to
wetting her knickers 4 & 5 times a day. This morning I spanked her & this
afternoon she was wet again. She seems to get it in bouts. About every
month or so, but it doesn’t happen at night, which we all interpret indicates
it is not due to physical causes but more to psychology. The other children
are horrid to her & she gets miserable sulks. It is all v. puzzling & difficult.
I don’t want to stop her playing with them or keep them with me the
whole time but it looks as if I must.

Two nights later, finding sleep impossible, Diana turned to her diary
again:
Friday July 7
For hours now the air has been one incessant roar. Looking out of the
window it seems as if all the stars had started moving across the sky. They
do it in groups of 4 & 6 & 2 so that you realise it is planes, not stars. I
wonder if they are making another landing or just a lot of gigantic raids on
the Reich & and France!118
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No news from Pierre or Robert. Are they both in France, I wonder, or
in Corsica? Waiting to get to France? Pierre’s first honeymoon was spent
in Corsica!

More than a month had passed since Pierre had scribbled his last letter. Free French forces had re-taken Corsica from the Germans and Italians about ten months earlier, and it was a likely place from which French
paratroops could launch themselves into occupied France in order to assist the Resistance fighters rising up against the Germans, now in retreat.
Mentioning Pierre’s ‘first’ honeymoon on Corsica, Diana revealed her
jealous streak—and again as she wrote of her sister: July 12: Betty has
had news from Robert, who is fighting in Italy as far as she can make
out. The letter seems to make her v. miserable. She has now gone to
Uncle Bob’s for a week with the baby. Bob Conway—who had abandoned his given name, Ferdinand Joseph Wertheimer—was Diana’s
mother’s youngest sibling, one of the few still surviving. An artist in his
mid-fifties and a bachelor, Bob had a large house in Camberley. The diary continued:
Still nothing further from Pierre. I am hoping that ‘pour le 14 juillet’
there will be news. I have offered my services to sell French flags in London on the 14th.
There have been 5 doodlebugs that dropped round here since 5 AM.
The nearest was this evening at 7:30 it crashed on Bury Hill after sailing
over the house & cutting off its engine, it landed on top of Bury Hill.
Mayme in a great state.

Diana managed to sell a good number of flag and ribbons in London
on ‘“Quatorze juillet.” Everyone was wonderful, especially the Canadians, U.S. and Allied soldiers’. She noted that London’s shops were
much emptier and ‘everyone so polite (such a change)—I say it is the
result of the Flying Bomb as everyone wants to die politely. Mayme says
how cynical & that it is due to the wonderful cockney Christian spirit of
“Love thy Neighbour”.’
Diana spent the 16th bottling and pickling fruit all day, but also
‘wrote to Capt Rothschild about Pierre. FFL HQ at Dolphin St.’ Captain
Guy de Rothschild served under Colonel de Boislambert at the Mission
Militaire Française de Liaison Administrative. Although Pierre had left
for Africa before Rothschild had a post at the Free French HQ, they very
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likely met before the war, at places like Deauville or Chantilly. There is
no evidence that Diana’s approach to Rothschild bore any fruit.
Tuesday July 18
Wonderful sunny day. Hélène wore Calif. sunbathing costume and
paddled in the river.
The planes have been roaring over incessantly. At last they can really
get at the Germans in Normandy with the result that we have advanced
from Caen.

Then Diana recorded My favourite doodlebug story…
…is of the cockney when asked how he felt about it: ‘Well,’ he said, ‘First
of all they’ve got to launch the thing; then it’s got to get across the Channel
through the Spitfires, past the AA batteries on the coast, then the balloon
barrage, and it has to find London, then No. 32 Laburnam St.—and most
probably I’ll be out at the Pub.’

Five days later:
Alas the attempt to murder Hitler has failed, & the revolt of the generals seems to have been successfully quelled by the SS & Gestapo. Anyhow,
they seem to be fighting as strongly as ever in Normandy, though they are
retreating all the time in Poland and Italy. Maybe it is the beginning of the
end. Still no news from Pierre. Betty has had a wire from Robert saying
everything is alright.

‘It is the end,’ Diana wrote on 24 July; ‘…listening in to Germany on
the wireless’ Diana heard encouraging news about some ‘Peace Putsch’,
‘retreat everywhere’, ‘no petrol for Luftwaffe, no trains, no food, electricity etc. for Berlin, the secret weapon a complete swindle etc. etc.’ Then
she apparently listened to ‘the French news’ and learned that ‘the crisis
in Germany deepens.’ Diana concluded: ‘Another day or two I believe it
will be the end.’ But six days later she explained: ‘Apparently the news
we heard from Germany was very clever propaganda on the same wavelength.’
Desperate for news about Pierre, Diana sent a wire on 24 July to
Georges Provôt in Casablanca: ‘…very anxious. no news of Pierre 2
months. is he alright.’ More than once at this time she wrote in her diary:
‘If only Pierre is safe and sound.’
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Diana’s Aunt Betty rang up to ask if she could come to Bury for a
week (presumably to avoid the flying bombs). Diana’s father had quietly
invited his sister-in-law, which didn’t please Diana’s step-mother, Mayme, who ‘has been simmering for the last week or so…and this evening
she has overboiled…turned on me…completely hysterical.’ Diana tried
unsuccessfully to get Mayme to go over to her visit her daughter, Biddy,
and her ten-month-old grand-daughter, Harriet. Whatever had upset
Mayme, Diana offered a silver lining: ‘As I have to point out to her, it is
lucky we are not in a safe area, otherwise this house would be taken over
for evacuees.’
‘Exactly two months since Pierre’s last note was written,’ Diana
wrote on 31 July. ‘I am trying to tell myself every day “No news is good
news.” …I have decided to go away! We leave for David’s, Hélène and I
via Portsmouth on Thursday.…The crowds, & doodlebug in London were
too forbidding.’ Her brother, David Mathias, lived in Falmouth House,
Morriston, Wales, while helping to oversee the nickel refinery in Clydach
established by the Mond family. Packing for the trip proved upsetting:
‘Found Gentien’s yellow bathing cap, Hélène saw & remembered it was
for bathing. She went to sleep wearing it. Clothes are the most harrowing
things conceivable: they bring every-thing back so vividly.’
About 5 August Diana’s sister, Betty, telephoned with the news of a
cable from Provôt: ‘Pierre still in Casa, quite alright, received my letter
and cable.’ Her first reaction was anger: ‘I sat and wrote an irate letter,
scolding my beloved for not having written…by the time I had finished it,
felt rather ashamed on re-reading his of May 31st, he distinctly says he is
not allowed to write.’ A week later Betty rang again ‘about an unintelligible cable’. The main point in Diana’s vague diary entry was: ‘he has
found the Commandos.’ …My heart is in my mouth all the time whenever
I think of it. What madcap thing is he up to now?’
While Hélène was ‘getting most beautifully brown’ on trips to the
seaside, Diana read the war reports about Allied bombings in southern
France. On Sunday 13 August she wrote: ‘In a few days I feel sure the
French will land on the French Riviera, & sweep up from the South to
join up with the Americans.’ She obviously thought Pierre might take
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‘Di, Hélène and Barbara Lewis. 1944. Gower.’

part in such an operation. ‘Have been trying to think out a wire to send
Pierre something on these lines I think as soon as I have an address:
Capitaine B., 3ere Commando, France
Vive la France et nos fils du passé et future. Mille tendresses, Your
own love D.B.’
Pierre must have informed her that he was in the 3rd Commando but
could not provide an address. Diana repeatedly tried to encourage Pierre,
and perhaps herself, with the prospect of having another son. But her
main hope now was that Pierre would survive. ‘Now he is a commando, I
can’t do anything about it. Only hope and pray, that he will come safely
through. If only I could pray. But since Gentien’s death I can’t.’ She tried
to place her anxieties in perspective:
When one thinks of the suffering & torture that all French men and
women have to go through it is no wonder my beloved has taken the step
and feels he must do everything to help. My sufferings are as nothing com519

pared to the daily, hourly agony & anxiety most of the French have had to
endure all these years.
I must be brave, proud, toujours plus loin.

Two days later the Allied invasion of southern France began, mostly
with American forces but also a large contingent of de Gaulle’s French
1st Army commanded by General de Lattre de Tassigny.
Diana grew agitated. ‘Thursday Aug 16—[actually a Wednesday]—
On Monday, or was it Tuesday—the landing in the South started—I
didn’t sleep all Sunday night and on Monday morning I saw 1 crow or
rook sitting on the telephone wire outside my bedroom window. Had an
apprehensive, miserable dreadful day (that was before news was even
given out). The nursery rhyme, ‘One for sorrow, two for mirth…’, usually applied to magpies, but crows or rooks would do if one is on edge.
Diana submerged the omen beneath wishful thinking: ‘Since have felt
better & more cheerful. I go around saying “I hope to get no news for 2
or three weeks & then a phone call from PARIS!”’
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Chapter 43

EXACTLY WHEN PIERRE JOINED the Commandos de France is unclear. On
31 May he was planning to join a unit of ‘parachutists,’ and by 13 August
he was in charge of the 3rd Commando. Pierre’s military dossier declares
that 1 August was used arbitrarily for his transfer date, for want of proper
records. Pierre’s memoir is vague on dates, yet makes clear that he had
difficulty obtaining a position within the organisation.
Pierre and his three comrades, Hornof, Moscovitch, and Gérard, arrived in Algiers the day before they were to present themselves at the
nearby training base at Staouéli. On the advice of Hornof—who knew
something about commando training—the friends opted for a last night
out before getting down to serious work. According to Pierre’s memoir, it
was near the Casbah, at the longest bar in the world after that of Shanghai, that he ‘had the misfortune to see an enormous American Captain, a
sight that irritated me because of bad memories.’ Those memories included various dealings with American military figures during Pierre’s
months in the U.S. as well as the insults American policy-makers inflicted on de Gaulle as they promoted the interests of Darlan and Giraud,
whom Pierre considered Vichyist traitors. And perhaps Pierre had already
consumed a great deal of alcohol before he saw the American captain at
the longest bar in Algiers. Without further ado, and
in full euphoria I therefore attacked the Yank and found myself stretched
out, in the gutter of the Casbah, where the stream of water refreshed me.
Hornof, sitting on his heels near the water, said to me as I rapidly awoke:
‘Heading home, mon Capitaine?’ ‘Not before having revenge on the Yank.’
‘Very good,’ said Hornof. A second entrance and a second bout with the
American Captain. A second awakening in the stream. ‘This time, mon
Capitaine, I am going to give you a hand to smash his face.’ ‘No.’ Third
try, but this time, with a punch well placed in the stomach of the American
perched on a stool, which brought him down. The American military police
hit all three of us with their truncheons, blows which were both necessary
and sufficient, and they dragged us to their command post where, happily,
the Yank explained that we were three mates who’d got a little drunk. This

was not altogether true but we did our best with our new friend, and, early
in the morning, we shared some excellent cafés au lait and lots of croissants.
That was a good evening….

Toward eleven o’clock in the morning, the three lieutenants and Pierre
presented themselves at the ‘Fort de
Staouéli.’ They met the commander of
the Commandos de France, Lt. Col.
Fernand Gambiez, who said he could use
the three lieutenants as section leaders,
but regretted that he had no position for
Captain de Bosmelet: ‘All our Commandos have their commandants.’ Pierre
insisted that he’d be happy to lead a section. ‘Not possible,’ said Gambiez, ‘contrary to all usages. No, return to your
corps.’

Fernand Gambiez, 1903-1989

Pierre then asked for an order he could deliver to Monsieur Diethelm
‘who will understand that his ministerial order may not be executed.’ A
disgruntled Gambiez then told Pierre to wait upon Colonel Vallon, who
had helped to found the Commandos de France. Pierre had met Louis
Vallon in de Gaulle’s HQ in London, and Vallon had the kindness to remember this. Vallon then said to Gambiez that Pierre was an old friend,
and, since there would later be gaps anyway, they could employ Bosmelet as a second-captain. Then he asked Pierre if he’d be willing to ‘double
with Ter-Sarkissof, a Legionnaire captain who commands the 3rd Commando?’
‘Of course, mon Colonel.’
So I went then, with Hornof who wished to follow me, to present myself to the Legionnaire in order to place myself at his disposal. He welcomed me politely, without seeing how I could serve him, and the question
resolved itself when, the next morning, Sarkissof ruined an ankle during a
training jump…’
I therefore had my 3rd Commando, Hornof became my deputy, Moscovitch had a section, and Gérard was assigned to the 2nd Commando.
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Maja Destrem’s Les Commandos
de France: les volontaires au béret
bleu: 1944-1945 (1982), mentioning
Alexandre Ter-Sarkissof’s unfortunate
injury, provided a specific date for the
accident: 9 July 1944.119 Destrem also
wrote that Ter-Sarkissof’s injury occurred when a jeep overturned on the
way to an airstrip rather than during the
parachute jump and that Ter-Sarkissof
was replaced as head of the 2nd (not
3rd) Commando by Captain Villaumé
(not Captain Bosmelet), which suggests
some confusion in Pierre’s account.
Perhaps there was some shuffling of poLouis Vallon, 1908-1981
sitions before an opening appeared for
Pierre. It seems likely that Pierre was in charge of the 3rd Commando by
mid-July—which suggests Provôt’s telegram of early August was either
mistaken or economical with the truth in saying Pierre was still in Casablanca.120
*
At whatever date Pierre was actually appointed, Gambiez smiled (according to Pierre’s memoir) as he explained that the 3rd Commando was
‘incommandable’, except by a ‘superior chief like the legionnaire’ (referring to Ter-Sarkissoff). ‘All the boys,’ Gambiez continued,
are aged 17 to 22, and escaped from France through Spain. They have no
military training but are politicized and brawl with each other. Your first
section is composed of young Parisian communists, the third is mostly
made up of Basques and some Béarn royalists, and the rest are from all
over.

Louis Vallon was present and declared: ‘Don’t worry about Bosmelet, he knows how to swim.’
Pierre recorded that he put Moscovitch in charge of the cocos (communists) ‘making the most of his Russian side but carefully hiding the
fact that he was a White Russian and not a Bolshevik.’ About Hornof,
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Pierre wrote that he ‘made himself loved and respected by everyone,
lieutenants and men, by his technical knowledge, his cheerfulness, and
his character, not hesitating to sort out unruly elements with very firm
discipline.’ The camaraderie was ‘total’ and everyone, high and low,
spoke to each other as equals—except Gambiez with his regular army
training. One soldier placed in Pierre’s commando was a brave Pole (related to the Marshal Rydz Smigly) who had been a farmer in France and
was at least 45 years old. Maja Destrem provided the Pole’s name, Lel
Rydz, and wrote that he had been a legionnaire for seven years and that
Pierre had to do some special pleading to the Americans running the
training centre to convince them that Rydz was only thirty-five.
Pierre summed up his ‘six weeks of parachute and commando training, living under canvas on a beach, learning how to jump out of an airplane, to kill in silence, to handle explosives, and many other talents of
society.’
Vallon was rarely around because he was a member of the Consultative
Assembly in Algiers, and Gambiez annoyed us a bit by going off for a nap
during the training sessions. Algiers was more or less forbidden, but we
went there whenever we had a moment. The weather was marvelous, the
girls coloured golden brown by the sun, and life was exhausting and passionate at the same time. We—that is, Hornof and I, veritable twins—met
up with some acquaintances from London.

One was Jacquelin de la Porte des Vaux, the eccentric naval officer
who had recently shifted to the paratroops in order to return to France
more quickly. Pierre had last seen him in Douala, but he now invited
Pierre and Hornof to a sumptuous meal of crayfish at a bistro in Staouéli,
though he left Pierre to pay the bill. Pierre also ran into ‘Simone
Terray’—mentioned earlier in his memoir as ‘Hélène Terray’ though he
should have written Hélène Terré—the Captain of the Volontaires
Françaises Féminines. After seeing her from behind in the cloakroom at
the Hotel Aletti he called out ‘Bonjour, Terray’, but she replied rather
dryly ‘Je suis Commandant, s’il vous plaît.’121
Discussing his training at Staouéli, Pierre was annoyed that his thirtyeight years made him feel the pain earlier than his soldiers, ‘kids of 20
years.’ The parachute jumps made him horribly afraid, especially having
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to be the first in the queue of jumpers. ‘Decidedly I would always prefer
a taxi as a means of transport.’
On the first jump Moscovitch kept shouting the motto ‘Et Nom de Dieu,
vive la Coloniale!’ during the descent. Gérard was thrilled because he felt
the sensation was identical to that which he could procure from a pretty
girl. Old Rydz jumped without a hitch after I lied extravagantly to the
American instructors who wanted to refuse him because of his age. All the
Commandos were excellent.

Around this time Colonel Gambiez decided to inspect his commando
and used the occasion to suggest that Pierre hold a ‘campfire’. Pierre
asked what that involved; the Colonel replied, ‘What, have you never
been a scout?’ Pierre sought advice from a Sergeant d’Humières, who
was the son of one general and brother-in-law of another. The result was
a fine affair, with sheep roasted whole and plenty of singing. In order to
secure an adequate supply of wine, Pierre sought the ‘magnificent’ produce of the Trappist monks at Staouéli. Pierre had always acknowledged,
‘in spite of my ancestral anti-clericalism’, that the monks did valuable
work in teaching young Africans to read and write, and relying on his
most courteous approach he convinced one brother to make a charitable
donation of two barrels, ‘for all of you,’ said the monk, ‘who are going to
fight for France.’
On the night, Pierre had to sit by Gambiez’s side. ‘Mortally bored,’
Pierre decided to wind things up at 23.00. ‘Already?’ said Gambiez.
‘Mon Colonel, there’s training tomorrow; the boys need their sleep.’ The
evening ended with two songs: the final one was, of course, La Marseillaise, preceded by the Internationale.
‘Why, Bosmelet?’
‘It is the national hymn of our Russian allies: a decree to that effect
was registered when I was working for Legentilhomme.’
‘Ah, bon.’
Pierre’s memoir next tells the story of a visitor who arrived at
Staouéli by bicycle. He was a member of the Consultative Assembly in
Algiers, a communist deputy from the Alpes Maritime, and a commissioner to the Armed Forces. He arrived while Pierre was having a siesta.
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‘I was awakened by my armed sentry, with a cigarette butt hanging from
his lips. “Mon Capitaine, a civilian to see you.” “Good God, remove
your fag-end when you speak to me,” I replied, very irritated.’ A cyclist
in an undershirt presented himself: ‘I’ve come to inspect your Commando.’
‘Very good: we’re at your disposal, Monsieur le Commissaire.’ Pierre
asked his guest if he’d care for a bite to eat.
‘No, I’d like to dine this evening with the troop.’ Next morning he
shared a meal with the junior officers, and in the evening consented to
dine with Pierre and his officers—the food was the same in every case.
‘Can I address your Commando?’
‘Of course,’ said Pierre, who later wrote that
the good coco gave us the latest news of Stalingrad, avoided French internal politics, and declared at the end—‘Some among you are communists,
which is an honor but also a duty. I hope that you will respect absolutely
the discipline of your Captain and that I will never see a soldier looking
disheveled when on duty.’

When he mounted his bicycle to return to Algiers, the Commissioner
assured Pierre of his friendship ‘in order to cooperate with everyone in
the struggle against the enemy.’ ‘That friendship never let me down
later,’ Pierre wrote, ‘on a political level where we never lacked exchanges of good behaviour and forming alliances.’ In her book Maja
Destrem expanded on Pierre’s account of this visit and also supplied the
deputy’s name: Henri Pourtalet.
When the training ended the Commandos were billeted outside Algiers, near an airfield, and Pierre wrote that it was a ‘painful period’ of
‘not-departing-for-France’: ‘we dreaded arriving too late for the party.’
The Commandos de France were eager to be transported to France,
especially since two months had passed since the Normandy landings
and everyone assumed there would soon be an invasion of southern
France. One of the three ‘founders’ of the Commandos de France (along
with Louis Vallon et René Cerf-Ferrière, also members of the Consultative Assembly) was Henri d’Astier de la Vigerie, who had good connections with influential Americans because he had been useful to the Amer526

icans when they captured Algiers during Operation Torch, back in 1942. By
early August 1944 D’Astier had
learned that the plans for the invasion
of southern France—Operation Dragoon—were all agreed, with American
and British troops to be joined by
many of the 100,000 French troops
who had been helping with the difficult
liberation of Italy. D’Astier discovered,
however, that there was no role for the
barely-trained and completely unknown Commandos de France: no aircraft were going to appear suddenly to
carry the five hundred parachute-troops
Henri d’Astier de la Vigerie, 1897-1952
for their glorious jump into France.
D’Astier learned, however, that if he
could create a Special Detachment of about forty Commandos, and equip
them and somehow transport them to France, then they could join in the
invasion. This seemed to d’Astier the only way he could be certain to
take part in the liberation of France—before it was too late.
Although he apparently obtained a nod of approval from the commissioner of war, Diethelm, d’Astier kept every other authority in the dark.
On 9 August his Special Detachment boarded the Marietta Madre—a
two-masted schooner d’Astier had obtained—and set sail for Corsica.
General Gambiez was shocked when he found out. Some of the Commandos applauded the action, glad that some of their colleagues were
able to take part in the landing near Toulon on 15 August. But most
Commandos felt aggrieved at being left behind, and more so when they
were still in Staouéli while the invading forces captured Grenoble from
the retreating Germans on 23 August.
The hopes of the Commandos were raised when lorries were sent to
Oran to pick up more American arms freshly arrived from the U.S. On 25
August Lieutenant Hornof wrote to a friend that this might be the last
day he would spend ‘here’ before heading ‘toward the north.’ The tents
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had been dismantled, arms prepared, packs secured, waiting to depart.
The next day brought no such movement, but news did arrive of the liberation of Paris. On 31 August the men were still waiting, when the temperature was 43 degrees in Staouéli. On 3 September at 5.30 in the morning, according to Destrem’s account, ‘The captains, Renon, Villaumé and
de Bosmelet advised their lieutenants and sub-lieutenants: “We’re going
to embark from Algiers on the Duguay-Trouin, direction: France.”’
Five hundred and eighty men were assembled on the dock and waited
for the cruiser. It finally arrived; Colonel Gambiez strode up the gangplank; but something went wrong and the men were not allowed to
board. Gambiez strode back down the gang-plank, and the cruiser sailed
away at 10.00 in the evening. While Gambiez fired off angry letters and
telegrams in every direction, his men were given unsuitable billets in Algiers where their sense of military discipline steadily diminished. Fights
broke out with Arabs street-vendors who kept raising the price of cigarettes, with Italian P.O.W.s who seemed to enjoy exceptional freedoms,
and with military police who were usually American, which meant they
were associated with the Higher Command that seemed to be wilfully
obstructing the Commandos desire to get to France.
By 10 September, according to the
Commandos’ Journal de Marche Officiel
(JMO), the situation degenerated into a
violent brawl with the Arabs near the
Casbah. Word came down that the
Commandos de France might be dissolved and sent back to their original
units. Colonel Gambiez struggled stabilize the situation: the troops were sent to
live under canvas a few miles from Algiers, and Gambiez managed to recruit an
experienced regular officer, Henri Morel
Henri Morel de Foucaucourt,
de Foucaucourt, to serve as an adjutant
1905-1996
sharing command of the Commandos
with Vallon, who was essentially a politician. Meanwhile Gambiez
struggled to arrange transport for his troops to France where they could
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direct their anger toward the real enemy. According to Pierre’s memoir,
he actually helped to solve the problem.
Just then, by chance, I met a doctor—an officer with a monocle—I’d
met in Bangui where he served as Commandant, not a doctor, and who was
well acquainted with a young Rockefeller, an American sub-lieutenant [in
American terms, Second Lieutenant]. Without a doubt because he was
‘Rockefeller’, this sub-lieutenant exercised high functions in the security
of maritime transports in the Mediterranean. I persuaded him that the
Commandos de France were now ready and ought to be moved to France.
He requested a meeting with Colonel Gambiez, the business was concluded, and the next day we were transported toward Toulon on a Royal
Navy ship.
Old and young wept tears of joy when the coast of France appeared.
Gambiez squeezed me in his arms—‘Bosmelet, I will not forget that it was
you who obtained our embarkation.’

Maja Destrem made use of
Pierre’s account (probably obtained
through an interview rather than reading his memoir) and provided the
name of ‘commandant-médecin
Moynet’ whom he had met two years
earlier in Bangui. Destrem reported a
bit of conversation between Pierre
and Rockefeller, and that Rockefeller
subsequently promised to help Gambiez. The Montcalm duly arrived and
the Commandos were able to board.
Destrem made no mention of Gambiez hugging Pierre in eternal gratitude.122

David Rockefeller, 1915-2017

On 9 October the Commandos de France embarked from Algiers on
the Montcalm and landed the next day near Toulon. Destrem recounted
how, during the voyage, Moscovitch stayed up all night playing poker
with Sub-Lieutenant Lionel Mosseri, the scion of a Jewish-EgyptianPalestinian banking dynasty in Cairo. Educated at Oxford and Paris, fluent in French and English, and age twenty-three, Mosseri had already
made eleven parachute jumps into Yugoslavia and received a D.S.O.
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from the British before using his mother’s friendship with the wife of
Louis Vallon to wangle his way into the Commandos de France, where
he led the ten-man squad that protected Gambiez’s staff. Mosseri had
brought along what he called his ‘war chest’ of gold coins—collected in
Yugoslavia—which throughout the night he steadily lost. ‘I’m going to
take it all!’ said Moscovitch light-heartedly. ‘It’s not important. Soon
you’ll have no need of it.’
Through the dawn mist the troops leaning on the rail could see—for
the first time in four years for many of them—their homeland. They
learned they would disembark at Toulon. In the afternoon a sombre rain
fell as the Montcalm entered the harbour, with its funereal vista of gun
turrets and radar masts projecting at odd angles, marking the grave of the
French fleet scuttled in 1942. And beyond they could see the blackened
and shattered buildings of the town more than half destroyed by both retreating Germans and attacking Frenchmen when de Lattre’s army liberated Toulon seven weeks earlier.
On the very day he reached France, 10 October, Pierre wrote a postcard to Diana. She recorded in her diary that Pierre said he was pres du
front and proclaimed that Nous allons faire du bon travail. Presumably
he was obliged to write in French so a censor could approve the postcard.
Unfortunately, seven weeks passed before Diana receive the postcard on
28 November.
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Chapter 44

FOR THE 27 JULY 1944 ENTRY in the Flak Regiment 155’s diary Captain
Grothues summarized the intelligence reports: The devastation of London is becoming greater and greater. And it was true, as was the fact that
Wachtel’s troops managed to set a record a few days by launching 316
flying bombs in one day. What Wachtel did not know is that the ‘devastation’ was not as great as he thought, and that new record would never be
exceeded or even matched, even though Wachtel knew his men were
capable of firing 1,000 per day. And while he might assume the British
were improving their defensive capabilities, he could not know that only
a third of those 316 V1s actually struck Greater London. This knowledge
of his capabilities and ignorance of the enemy’s shored up his confidence
that his offensive was somehow destroying London at a rate that would
eventually become intolerable for the British.

As the Allied armies approached his southwestern flank Wachtel
began an orderly transfer of the most endangered battalions, shifting
them and their equipment to new sites further north and east. But the
failed coup against Hitler on 20 July made it a poor time to propose anything like a retreat. Finally, on 7 August Wachtel received orders that no
launch sites should be repaired or replaced south of the Somme, and new
sites should be constructed as far north as possible while still keeping
London within range of the V-1. Guessing operations would soon cease
south of the Somme, Wachtel had already surveyed sites in Belgium and
Holland. On 10 August the ‘modified’ launch sites hidden in the woods a
few kilometres from Bosmelet all ceased firing. The local people were
relieved that Flak Regiment 155’s lorries—normally seen at dawn, empty
and heading east after their night-time deliveries of flying bombs—were
now loaded with equipment and men as they abandoned their sites. Even
if the Allies had less reason to bomb the launch sites, plenty of Germans
still filled the area as they retreated across the Seine and reinforcements
arrived from further east, and the populace feared the region might yet
become a battlefield if the Germans made a stand along the meandering
Seine.
While half of his batallions were already lumbering along the
shattered roads through Belgium to reach Maria ter Heide near Antwerp,
Wachtel moved his headquarters 140 kilometres from Saleux to Roubaix,
the other side of Lille and two kilometres from the Belgian border.
Wachtel was the last to leave the underground bunker an hour before
dawn on 23 August.
In the 1965 Der Spiegel article more than a dozen pages described
Max Wachtel’s involvement with the V-1 from early 1943 to late August
1944, but the following eight months—up to the German surrender early
in May 1945—were covered in six sentences:
London was now beyond the range of the V-1.
On 16 December, when we were in the middle of Holland, the order came:
‘Fire on Antwerp!’ The order hit me like a club, because in Antwerp lived a
Belgian lady, Isabella de Goy, who would later become my wife. I met her
there in 1941…. but as the German forces evacuated the city in 1944 I had
to leave her behind. Now my V-1 batteries launched their flying bombs,
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smashing the city and harbour, and at the war’s end I did not know whether
Isabella might have been killed by one of my own weapons.

Philip Joubert in his 1957 book, Rocket, mentioned Wachtel’s own
account of how he had been ordered ‘to commence operations again Antwerp’ when ‘his wife—a Flemish Belgian—was at that time living in
Antwerp.’ In fact, Isabella was not yet Wachtel’s wife in 1944, but
Joubert continued: ‘He was naturally concerned as to her fate, though in
agreement with the military necessity of bombarding the docks through
which some of the Allied armies were drawing their supplies.’
Wachtel himself probably had no desire in 1965 to dwell on the fact
that his men eventually fired more flying bombs at Antwerp (8,696) than
at London (8,654), and Der Spiegel’s editors saw more potential in the
‘human interest’ story and told more of it in the ‘post-war’ section of the
article. But the story of the flying bomb campaign after the Germans retreated from France as recorded in the diary of Flak Regiment 155 reflected some of Wachtel’s turmoil as he was pulled in different directions by
his fear for Isabella’s safety and his duty to obey orders. He also longed
to see the flying bomb employed in a way most likely to halt the Allied
victory.
A double-article written by Armand van Ishoven in 1983 and published in a Belgian periodical included information about Max Wachtel
and Isabella de Goy not found in any other publication.123 Sometime in
1941, while working on the Siebel Ferries in Antwerp, Wachtel met Isabella de Goy, a waitress at the mess used by the German officers in the
Belgian Military Hospital. Tall, with a slender figure and light brown
hair, Isabella, like most of Antwerp’s citizens, was Flemish and also
spoke German. Isabella would have preferred that her country had not
been invaded, but felt little hostility toward the German officers she
served, especially if they were handsome and had the impeccable manners of Major Wachtel. From small talk as Isabella served his meals
Wachtel gradually learned that she came from a large family, lived in her
own flat on Marielei, and was twenty-five. Wachtel, being eighteen years
older and a widower with two children, had no expectation of forming a
relationship with Isabella. But, according to van Ishoven’s article, Isabella found the tall officer charming. Perhaps his lack of presumption
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contrasted favourably other German officers’ attitudes. She recounted for
van Ishoven the perfect manners Wachtel displayed: the heel-click, handkiss, and respectful form of address: Madam. He must have told her
about his deceased wife and his children living in (probably) Dresden.
Isabella soon offered to show Wachtel the sights of Antwerp, and their
relationship blossomed. According to van Ishoven, Wachtel never told
Isabella anything about his work developing the Siebel Ferries. However,
he did manage to convince Isabella that he loved her and wanted to
marry her. She agreed and also accepted that a wedding should wait until
the war ended.
Van Ishoven’s articles have few dates and never mentioned Wachtel’s
operation on Lake Ladoga over the winter of 1942/43. Sometime after
the relationship began, Wachtel was suddenly transferred from Antwerp
to the Flak School in Rerik in order to train ‘Flak Commanders.’ Normally, because of war-time restrictions on travel, it would have been impossible for the couple to meet, but Isabella applied to accompany one of
the groups of Belgian children who were sent to Germany as part of the
Kinderlandverschickung programme (‘the relocation of children to the
countryside’). Originally a pre-war National Socialist scheme to provide
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summer holidays for children of Germany’s urban working-class, it
evolved to allow children from occupied lands, such as the Netherlands
and Belgium to spend summer vacations in Germany. Flemish children
participated in large numbers. And Isabella found an opportunity to visit
Rerik briefly and, according to van Ishoven, ‘together with her Max she
continued to dream about their future.’
The next date mentioned by van Ishoven is ‘spring of 1943’, when
Wachtel was put in charge of training a regiment to launch the V-1 flying
bombs—another of Wachtel’s tasks about which Isabella knew nothing
until after the war. Van Ishoven does not mention a further visit to Antwerp by Wachtel in 1943, but a photograph appearing in the 1965 Der
Spiegel article is captioned as being taken in Antwerp in that year.

After the retreat of Flak Regiment 155 out of France at the end of
August 1944 Wachtel made a brief journey to Antwerp on 3 September—
no other source mentions this—in order to see the woman he’d loved
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since 1941. Wachtel could only stay for one day because British troops
were then entering the city, and Isabella begged Wachtel to let her go
with him. ‘Wachtel tried to keep himself cool, but after a while burst into
tears.’ Her request was ‘“completely impossible” he kept repeating.’ Before leaving he told her earnestly, ‘I am entrusted with a secret mission
and it may take a long time before we meet again.’
Wachtel did not tell her about his mission to inflict intolerable pain
on London by means of flying bombs. It was a chaotic time, but Wachtel
may have believed that, with the Allies now advancing so rapidly and the
Eastern front also collapsing, the war would soon be over. It is understandable if he did not wish her to know he might have to go into hiding
to avoid being executed by the British for the destruction of London.
Years passed before Wachtel learned that nine days after the Germans’ retreat from Antwerp Isabella de Goy was dragged out of her
home by two anti-fascist Resistants and pushed into a car where two
more men sat, armed with pistols. They drove her to the Belgiëlei where
a jeering crowd screamed ‘Dirty Kraut Whore!’ while Isabella’s long
brown hair was roughly cut to the scalp.
*
The Regimental Diary indicates that Wachtel never lost hope of resuming his campaign against London, which he saw as the only effective
use for the flying bomb. Wachtel could see that, although the overall
prognosis for Germany was dire, the local situation was not hopeless, for
the Allies had advanced so rapidly in recent weeks that they dangerously
outran their source of supply. Everything—ammunition, food and petrol—had to be transported by lorry over hundreds of kilometres from
Cherbourg. Capturing Antwerp—the best port in north-western Europe,
as Eisenhower would call it—had always been a priority for the Allies,
but its liberation on 4 September meant little because Antwerp and its
docks were located 85 kilometres from the North Sea, on the banks of
the Scheldt, still held by German troops. Two months passed before the
first Allied ship could enter Antwerp.
During that period, and while the Allies were distracted by their ‘Operation Market Garden’, which failed to secure bridgeheads over major
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rivers in the Netherlands, the German front became sufficiently stabilized
for Wachtel and his superiors to consider constructing new launch sites
without fearing that another enemy advance would quickly overrun
them. Wachtel’s diverse ‘superiors’ had different ideas about what to do
with the regiment, which gave Wachtel some leverage against the insufferable Colonel Walter. On 7 September Walter ordered that detachments
of Flak Regiment 155 move close to the Rhine and start launching flying
bombs against Brussels, Antwerp and the industrial area at Lille. On the
19th Walter said problems with supply lines across the Rhine bridges
meant no launch sites should be placed west of the Rhine, and he still
specified ‘Brussels and Antwerp’ as primary targets. Another two days
had passed before Wachtel noted in the regimental diary his view that the
flying bomb was only suitable for attacking ‘area targets’, and he prioritised five ‘areas’ in Belgium, with Antwerp at the bottom of his list. (With
the river Scheldt still under German control the Allies had not yet been
able to get ships to Antwerp.)124
On 3 October Colonel Walter again stressed that the main targets
were Antwerp and Brussels—the same priority given by Hitler himself
when ordering non-stop fire against them on the 12th. The new launch
sites did not become operational until 21 October, but just before the
launches were to begin, Wachtel’s engineers reported—according to the
regimental diary—that out of 320 flying bombs that were destined for
launching, two hundred had technical faults. Wachtel must have hoped
the operation would be rescheduled, for he knew there were great concerns about flying bombs prematurely crashing on German territory. But
von Rundstedt insisted on the firing. Over seven hours Wachtel’s men
managed to launch only thirteen flying bombs toward Belgium, of which
four were seen to crash early.
By the end of October a total of 337 flying bombs had been launched
against Belgian targets. Most were aimed at Brussels; only 27 struck in
greater Antwerp; and 47 crashed prematurely, many of them in the sector
manned by the German 66th Army Corps (for which von Rundstedt’s
chief of staff demanded an explanation). But by this time Wachtel was
already planning to resume his attack on London: on 3 November the
Inspector, Colonel von Gyldenfeldt, visited the regiment and informed
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Wachtel about further work on the flying bomb, meant to reduce premature crashes and stretch the range to 350 kilometres. Although no operational date could be set for the ‘Fi-103-E’—extended version—it was
provisionally decided to set up a new ‘skeleton’ detachment with men
drawn from the two surviving detachments and to move them into Holland.
Although Wachtel had followed orders to launch flying bombs
against Antwerp, he was running out of excuses to aim mainly at other
Belgian targets. On 18 November, the regimental diary recorded the
10,000th flying bomb fired since operations began in France in June and
also mentioned that all launch sites east of the Rhine should cease operating because of the crashes on German soil. Wachtel transferred more
battalions to the Netherlands to open further attacks on Belgian targets,
knowing these launch sites were also much closer to London.
Back in mid-September, only days after Wachtel has ceased firing
against London, the German Army’s rocket, the V-2, had gone into operation against London, and was soon used against Antwerp as well. Although the V-2’s greater range meant it could hit British targets from the
Netherlands, Wachtel was still convinced that manpower and resources
were being wasted on a weapon that cost one hundred times more than a
flying bomb, with a payload that was no larger. True, the rocket required
no camouflaged launch site because it would be transported on a wagon
which would then set it upright on any hard surface for immediate
launching; and it was practically impossible for the enemy to stop a
rocket once it was launched. But it was also true that the rocket was no
more accurate than the flying bomb.125 In any case, Wachtel could not
afford to sit around and do nothing while resources that might have produced more flying bombs were instead being re-directed to the manufacture of rockets. Once the V-2 was being used against Antwerp—a week
before any flying bomb was launched toward that city—Wachtel had to
stay in that game, at least until the manufacturers had produced a flying
bomb that could reach London from the Netherlands. But on 19 November Wachtel had a new reason to stop firing on Antwerp: an urgent request from the Army for flying bombs to be concentrated against Liège,
where the Americans were stockpiling equipment and ammunition as
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they pressed to capture their first German city, Aachen. The next day the
regimental diary recorded Wachtel’s statement to his troops: ‘The difficult situation in the third battle of Aachen urgently required the relief of
our army comrades who are involved in fierce fights. I therefore demand
non-stop firing…against the enemy supply centre at Liège.’
Liège was a temporary reprieve from the dread task of launching flying bombs against the city where the Wachtel’s fiancée was endeavouring to survive the downpour of V-1s and V-2s. Although Wachtel sought
other reasons for diverting his fire from Antwerp while waiting for the
long-distance flying bombs to become operational, it was a long wait.126
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Chapter 45

THE COMMANDOS SPENT TWO COLD OCTOBER NIGHTS in Toulon, sleeping in a sports arena in the deserted town centre, before climbing into
lorries and jeeps. Headed west toward Marseille, they passed some civilians who for the last two months had watched long the Germans retreat
along this route, pursued by General Patch’s Americans and General de
Lattre’s French Army Group B. Pierre heard the civilians cry out, rather
mechanically, ‘Vive les Américains!’ The peasants probably received the
same reply a dozen times from the passing troops, though not with the
irony of Moscovitch’s Slavic accent: ‘Mais non, cuillons, on est
français!’
The Commandos stayed in Marseille for eight days waiting for transportation further north. Some with family in the area were able to pay
them a visit. Captain Renon told his men in the 1st Commando they
could not go further than three hundred and fifty kilometres and had only
a 36-hour leave. Pierre was more vague with his 3rd Commando:
You ask permission to see and reassure your families? Fine, but I don’t
know when we’ll be pulling out. You’re Commandos, so prove that you
know how to sort things out. In any case, I’m counting on you: be on the
train that we end up taking. Good luck and come back full of yourselves.

Pierre himself couldn’t risk going off on a jaunt to Normandy, but he
sent letters to his mother and daughters in Normandy and hoped for
replies. He didn’t record that in Toulon he had already sent a postcard to
his wife in England, but he mentioned Diana in passing—though never
using her name—as he reminisced about a woman he met again after a
three-and-a-half-year absence:
I had the great pleasure of seeing again a good comrade who had helped
my wife and my two youngest children to reach Spain in 1940. When I
made my own departure from France at the beginning of 1941, I gave my
pistol and some cartridges to this young woman, telling her to look after it
till my return—‘at the moment I can’t cross two frontiers with it.’ But at
the liberation of Marseille the young family (she’d recently married) had

fired some shots from the barricades with my old pistol. As I was already
armed on ‘my return’, they kept my gun as a souvenir.

While Pierre renewed an old acquaintance, Hornof went on an excursion with Lieutenant Petitjean of the 2nd Commando and Lucette
Alquier, the only woman with the Commandos, a secretary in the recruiting office in Algiers engaged to Captain Larrieu, who had already gone
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to France in August with Commandant d’Astier. Lucette must told the
story to Maja Destrem. The trio visited a basilica that overlooked Marseille, and as they entered the crypt Hornof read the inscription on the
pedestal of a statue and said: ‘The Nazis have been here before us: look,
the first “S.S.”!’ The others, expecting graffiti, only saw the identification of a pope: ‘S.S. Pie IX, 1846-1878’ (‘Sa Sanctité…’ ‘His
Holiness…’). Everyone laughed at Hornof’s oddball humour, but then
Petitjean said, ‘We shouldn’t laugh like that: we’ll soon have things to
deal with’—which gave Lucette a chill of foreboding.
Pierre wrote in his memoir that, when they pulled out of Marseille,
thanks to the spirit of sorting things out among the Commandos, everyone
showed up at Lyon, although there I lost one bold little sergeant who had
told me: ‘It’s absolutely necessary that I see my wife; I am worried about
her virtue.’
‘Don’t be an imbecile, stay here now.’ He left in spite of me, but rejoined at Besançon.
‘You know, mon Capitaine, I’ve been cuckolded.’
‘Bah, it’s better than being wounded.’ I made a mental note to give him
the first chance that came along to distinguish himself.127

While billeted on the outskirts of Besançon, the Commandos had a
chance to liase briefly with some ‘F.F.I.’ who were looking in vain for the
Germans who had already abandoned the area. Forces Françaises de
l’Intérieur was the name de Gaulle gave the Resistance fighters now that
he had established a Free French government in Paris. There had been
concern about how well the Resistants, many of them communists,
would cooperate with the army created by de Gaulle. ‘I decided,’ wrote
Pierre, ‘that the F.F.I. in arms were good troops, already bloodied in the
maquis, and that the fusion would be without conflicts, amid the exaltation that animated everyone in the campaign for Liberation.’
Map V: Pierre’s Campaign in the Vosges
with the Commandos de France
The JMO mentioned briefly that, while the Commandos were near
Besançon, General de Lattre de Tassigny, commander-in-chief of the
First French Army, came to review the troops.
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Every officer and man, careful to maintain an
impeccably straight line in a green field, sought
the commander’s regard, and he could see that
they were ready. He called them to gather round
him and announced that their greatest wish was
about to be realised: Soon, perhaps tomorrow,
they will take themselves toward the enemy, make
contact, and vanquish them. Their joy came back
to life, and songs burst out everywhere, until the
men returned to their billets.

Pierre’s memoir added considerable detail.
‘Still without engagement with the enemy,
the Commandos were restless. Vallon, being a member of the Assembly
in Algiers, had no difficulty inviting de Lattre de Tassigny to dinner.’ Vallon summoned Pierre a day or so before the event:
‘Bosmelet, I take you for a specialist, after your service with Legentilhomme in London. Organize a revue and march-past, and find some good
wine for the head of the First Army.’
‘But will the wine be available from the grocers in Besançon?’
‘Think: all of our predecessors have managed to find drink. Just sort it
out!’

Pierre knew there was lawyer in the little village his men were billeted in, ‘and I thought he must have a decent cellar.’
He was absent, but I didn’t want anything broken. I found two of my
commandos who were hunters and poachers and could supply what we
wanted, with the help of some fishing rods equipped with brass collars that
allowed some miraculous fishing through a barred basement window. Vallon was satisfied.

Maja Destrem wrote that Pierre’s helper was Moscovitch, who initially proposed simply kicking down the cellar door, but Pierre said, ‘No,
one doesn’t break doors. I have no need to remind you that in my civilian
life I am a lawyer. I could not, even in wartime, involve my boys in a
break-in.’ But with the fishing-rods they managed to lift thirty bottles
through the basement window.
Pierre’s memoir also shed light on how the troops managed ‘to maintain an impeccably straight line’ during de Lattre’s review: ‘I managed to
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mark with chalk dust the places for the feet
of the men in the front rank.’ Pierre recalled
that

Jean de Lattre de Tassigny,
1889-1952

de Lattre disliked seeing my gold captain’s
stripes in place of the silver ones of the
infantry. ‘Why those stripes?’
‘Because I’m from the Colonial Army,
detailed to the Commandos; I’m not an
infantryman.’ The General shrugged and,
no doubt because of Vallon’s importance,
said nothing.

The march-past went well, according to
Pierre, because
I planned the route along the bottom of
some wooded slopes overhung by heavy
autumn branches, where, even though our
men knew nothing about marching in tight
formation, even the lynx eye of the General could not question the alignment.

The dinner, well-planned by Vallon and well-watered ‘thanks to my
hunters poaching from the cellars,’ was a great success. ‘In the euphoria
that followed de Lattre promised that, having observed the good order of
the Commandos, he would employ them incessantly.’
30 October was the date of this event, which Pierre mentioned to Dianain a postcard which, according to her hard-to-read diary entry for 3
December, took five weeks to reach her: Now rec’d PC from Pierre dated
30 Oct. He lunched with the French pol[iticians?] (DeGaulle, Lattre de
Tassigny) at Versol or [Besançon on the?] 30th. ‘Versol’ probably referred to Vesoul, a base for many of de Lattre’s troops, a few kilometres
from Besançon.128
There was probably no need to encourage General de Lattre to send
the Commandos into action at last. According to Destrem, the American
General Devers had told de Lattre on 27 October that his 6th Army was
preparing to attack Strasbourg and wanted de Lattre to secure the area in
front of Belfort, which must be captured to open the way through the
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Vosges. The Commandos de France would soon have their first taste of
being under enemy fire.
*
In his memoir Pierre devoted seven pages to the battle near the village of Haut-du-Tôt in the Vosges mountains by the eastern frontier of
France. The JMO covered the battle in twenty pages, three of which dealt
specifically with Pierre’s 3rd Commando. And Destrem’s Les Commandos de France offered over thirty pages on the battle, with numerous
quotations from interviews with Pierre. The three accounts sometimes
vary considerably.
Just before the first battle, the command structure was awkwardly
changed. Lieutenant-Colonel Gambiez commanded the ‘Brigade de
Choc’, comprised of his previous command, the 1st Bataillon de Choc,
and the new Commandos de France, under Major Vallon, who in
September had received a more experienced career officer as his adjutant, Major de Foucaucourt. The accounts are unclear about when Vallon
learned he was to return to Paris to serve General de Gaulle as an economic advisor, and possibly he disclosed the fact only to Gambiez because he wished to lead the Commandos de France—whom he had
worked so hard to bring into existence—into their first battle.
In his memoir Pierre baldly stated that before receiving his orders for
the battle he knew that Gambiez was in charge of the operation since Vallon had ‘passed his command because he was called to Paris’. Major de
Foucaucourt, in notes he wrote years later, asserted that he was not put in
command of the Commandos until Vallon and Gambiez had made a mess
of this first battle and de Foucaucourt had to help them get out of it.129 In
Maja Destrem’s account of the battle, Pierre was surprised to learn during an acrimonious pre-battle briefing that Vallon would soon be departing. Pierre admired Vallon as a politician and later benefitted from that
connection (as did Alex Moscovitch). Pierre never blamed Vallon for
what went wrong at Haut-du-Tôt, and, although Pierre never warmed to
de Foucaucourt, he could not blame him for the initial plan which belonged to Gambiez. Also, de Foucaucourt missed the contentious briefing
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because he was busy arranging transport for the Commandos to their
base of operations.
That briefing occurred on 2 November, the eve of battle, and was attended by Gambiez, Vallon, the three Captains—Renon, Villaumé, and
Bosmelet—and some of their platoon chiefs, Hornof among them. According to Pierre’s memoir, maps were distributed showing ‘Objective 1,
edge of the forest of Ligny; objective 2 (for me), a mill in a clearing 2
kms further. Maybe, later one of the peaks of Alsace?’ But Pierre became
alarmed. The map of the first objective ‘showed us a bare ridge to cross
between two horns of the forest that threatened it’—like the horns of a
bull. ‘A road, a crossroads, to the right of our position, ran back to two
tanks.’ Pierre’s 3rd Commando was on the left of the 1st, while the 2nd
was kept in reserve. He asked Gambiez about the enemy’s position and
was told,
‘The edges of the forest are not held by the Germans. They only need to
control the interior roads and tracks.’
‘And those two horns of forest, opposite us?’
‘Nothing, a patrol didn’t find a thing.’
‘That proves nothing; if I were opposite, I would have machine guns on
each of them, crossing their fire on this filthy ridge and, if I had mortars,
they would already have their fire trained on the ridge.’
‘Bosmelet, you do not command the manoeuvre: execute the orders.’

It is interesting that Destrem’s account, based on interviews with
Pierre and others, was even more tense:
‘How do you expect us to cross this naked ridge directly in front of the
main objective? We’ll be swept off….’
‘The patrols inform us that no defence has actually been organized,’
declared Gambiez.
Bosmelet, who had not heard anyone speak of any such patrols all day,
remained sceptical. He turned to Vallon, seeking his support. Vallon told
him:
‘Mon vieux, I’m obliged to hand over the reins to Foucaucourt; de
Gaulle calls me to his cabinet in Paris. I remain simply to assist with the
first engagement of my Commandos.’
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Stupefied by this news, Bosmelet appealed to Hornoff: ‘If you were a
German, wouldn’t you keep that ridge under fire?’
‘You know, mon capitaine, it matters little if we’re killed here or elsewhere, so long as we take some of them down.’

Pierre remained unsatisfied, and after recalling Gambiez’ abrupt ‘execute the orders’, Pierre wrote:
That’s precisely what I decided not to do, absolutely refusing to sacrifice in one idiotic charge a load of commandos who cost 500,000 francs
each to train—especially since they didn’t even have guns that would hold
a bayonet but simple machine guns that were, at most, effective up to
100m, when the distance between the ridge and the edge of the wood was
over 200m.

He then described how, instead of resting before the assault, he and
Hornof talked all night before making a proposition to Gambiez in the
presence of Vallon: to attack by surprise, as commandos were trained to
do, first one horn of the forest, then fall back on the other horn by cleaning out the edge of the forest. Someone—perhaps Gambiez—asked,
‘Why clean out the edge?’
‘Well, to let those who follow us advance!’
‘Gentlemen, there are no reinforcements behind us; this operation is on
our own account.’
Vallon suffered in this discussion, which was about something he
could not participate in since he was supposed to leave us at dawn. I conferred one last time with Hornoff, who said to me: ‘They are idiots, but
someone must be killed there; why not us?’

In Destrem’s account, later that night Pierre said to his men: ‘Do up
your equipment, mes enfants.’ But when he saw them rolling up their
sleeping bags and tents into short bundles he said, ‘No that’s not it. I
want it done Senegalese-style. You don’t know what that is? OK, it’s like
a sausage that looks like a bandolier.’
At dawn on 3 November Pierre was getting his men ready and in position for their first battle when he learned about six o’clock that the attack would be in line but spread out, so he had to shift the 3rd’s position
quickly. But then there was some delay. Pierre wrote:
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More time to rest. My good man Rydz brought me and Hornoff a flask full
of vodka; sitting on the edge of the ditch we each took a sip and I gave my
orders. ‘I will go ahead with a single liaison officer; you’ll take over the
rest of the Commando and wait with them or you’ll bring them on if I stop
on the ridge.’ We briefly discussed which of us would take the point position, and I won the argument.

Alll the accounts skirt over the fact that the attack was delayed at
least two hours. According to de Foucaucourt’s notes, it proved impossible to wake Vallon up at the appropriate time, 3 am, and then the
command car was slowed by all the soldiers moving along the narrow
roads. ‘We arrived several hours late in the proximity of the zone of
combat,’ wrote de Foucaucourt. Pierre’s 3rd Commando had to wait for
the 1st Commando and the accompanying artillery unit to pass before it
could move out toward its position, about 7 am, according to the JMO.
This, according to Pierre’s account, is when
I saw Vallon, sorry to leave us at that moment, standing under the porch
of a farm and looking sadly at his ‘morituri’ [Latin: ‘those who are about
to die’]. The one thing I didn’t know was the state of the morale of my men
who, for the most part, had never been under fire. So I did what was necessary to set the tone, knowing the affection they all had for their former Major, who had gained such prestige with his secret missions and had been so
humane in command.
‘3rd Commando, by column of three, quick march!’ There was general
surprise because already some mortars were falling on our obligatory passage in the village at the top of the pass, but the men also reacted immediately to obey me because they liked me well enough. Arriving at the porch,
I shouted: ‘Eyes right,’ saluting Vallon. I know he remembered this tribute
in the years to come, and my lads, whom I scattered like sparrows as soon
as they passed Vallon, felt superior to others, an essential quality for all
Commandos. ‘Cheeky but good, mon capitaine,’ Hornoff told me, laughing.130

Pierre’s memoir rarely mentioned the commander of the 1st Commando, and never by name. Captain Renon was a career officer, and
Pierre evidently had little respect for him. He presumably disapproved of
Renon’s acceptance of Gambiez’ plan of battle, and, after Pierre noted
that the two tanks that were supposed to support the attack were delayed
(one having hit a mine), Renon’s decision to mount the attack anyway
probably seemed wrong to Pierre. On the other hand, Renon may have
thought that the ten-minute artillery barrage shouldn’t go to waste and
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there was a thick fog which could provide some cover for the frontal attack.
My neighbour, 1st Commando, approached the ridge in line. 60 men
out of 135 fell immediately, mown down by crossfire from machine guns
and under mortars.
I was unfortunately proved right but had to make a decision. Leaving
my Commando downhill and in Hornof’s good hands, I climbed to the
crest for a look. A man from 1st Commando, his forearm torn off, running
and shouting like a wounded hare, plunged into my men. I ordered them to
knock him down and put a tourniquet on him, and then I noticed that Moscovitch’s platoon had disappeared in the turmoil; it had fled forwards in the
30 seconds during which the enemy had suspended his fire and found itself
alone near the first bushes.
I carefully found with my binoculars the flashes of the enemy’s fire on
my left when my liaison officer, lying flat on his face, turned to say, ‘Don’t
be an idiot, Captain, standing up like that!’
‘It’s necessary if I want to see.’ Immediately the lad began to get up to
accompany me, in the strict sense of the term. I clouted him on the helmet
with my stick to make him lie down: ‘One idiot is enough.’

Pierre barely mentioned his platoons becoming scattered, losing contact with the 1st Commando, and that other units were taking part in the
same action, but the lack of radio communications meant he hardly knew
what was going on beyond his own view, and in any case he was recording his own experiences, not writing a regimental history. Pierre seems to
have been more careful of his men’s lives than Gambiez or Renon. According to Destrem it was at this point in the battle that the 3rd Commando had its first casualty: Lieutenant Le Flahec was wounded when
the Germans fired mortar shells at the ridge—as Pierre had predicted
they would. Pierre sent him back to the rear and, according to the JMO,
his platoon was taken over by Lieutenant Claude Gillot.
I then slid my Commando to the left, always against the slope, and we
attacked the nearest horn of the wood. Everyone was shooting, if only to
encourage each other, and while still 50m from the wood we exhausted our
two minutes of fire. All we had left was our daggers and a lot of hope.
Then, quietly, my good [Adjutant] d’Avancourt crossed the ridge, alone
in a jeep after making the driver get out, and brought me the jeep-ful of
ammunition. The few Boches that remained of that machine-gun crew were
killed at once; Hornof and I started running towards our Objective No. 2.
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D'Avancourt conveyed to the Colonel my first report, ‘Objective No.1 attained.’
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Chapter 46

WHEN DIANA WROTE in her diary on 16 August 1944, she believed (correctly) that Pierre was now a Commando and assumed (incorrectly) that
he must be involved in the recent Allied invasion of southern France. ‘I
hoped to get no news for 2 or three weeks’—fearful the news might be
that Pierre was mort pour France—and longed instead to hear his voice
in ‘a phone call from PARIS!’ Meanwhile, Diana simply tried to remain
hopeful and cheerful. ‘Hélène is very sweet and becoming more of a
companion every day.’
On 20 August Diana received a
telephone call, alas not from Pierre
alas. It was Tony Veiller, the American who helped her write In
Golden Spurs. Still in the Army
Signals Corps, but recently promoted to major, Tony had been collecting information in France for
Frank Capra’s next documentary
film for the U.S. government. Now
Tony ‘Had just come back from
Normandy. Says it looks lovely. Am
lunching with him Thursday. Hope
for news. Am sending him copy of
my story suggesting it would be an
Anthony Veiller and John Huston,
interesting angle for a film. The who collaborated
on many films after the war
news is so thrilling these days one
can hardly believe it!’ The entry explained her excitement. ‘Cannot sleep
tonight. Scattered planes tearing over. Explosion in the distance. Our
troops are now North of Rouen according to the wireless. They must be
passing or have now passed Bosmelet.’

‘At 7 o’clock this evening de Gaulle entered Paris,’ Diana wrote on
25 August. ‘The English, especially the Londoners & the Lord Mayor,
were wonderful, flags, speeches, church bells. Still very noisy & flying
bombs continue…. A few over head these last few days.’
Diana said there were only two alerts while she was in London to
lunch with Tony Veiller, who soon flew back to Paris. ‘Gave him Fourcade’s address,’ hoping Tony might pick up news of Pierre or Madame
Soyer. They also ‘discussed the importance of Paris. He is v. antiFrench. Always has been. Says the middle aged bourgeoisie disgusting,
the youth amazing. So courageous & enthusiastic. Quite unafraid of
everything.’
Two days later Diana was still clinging to her fine hopes. Everyone is
rejoicing over the continued good news, but till Pierre is safe and we are
reunited I can’t join for long in the rejoicing. Alas there is still a lot of
fighting going on & a lot more to do before it is the End. After listening
intently to BBC bulletins Diana wrote on 1 September: ‘Today the Canadians entered Dieppe at Midday. Yesterday they were at Tôtes.’ Diana
must have known Tôtes well, dining at the Auberge du Cygne, which
featured in a Maupassant story. ‘How is Bos, I wonder? They must have
passed it yesterday. At midnight tonight we heard the Americans are
crossing over to Belgium and the Germans are flooding the country.’
Like thousands of people living in Britain Diana was eager to make contacts with family and friends in the liberated parts of France, even though
communications were still disrupted. ‘I have sent 2 P.C.s to France &
tried to send a wire but they wouldn’t take it.’
For the next three weeks the diary entries were sparse:
7 Sept. Brussels was liberated on the 4th.
17 Sept. Still no news. Had a bet with [her brother] John for £1: he says
war will end within six weeks. This evening on the BBC we heard that the
Allies had made the largest ever airborne landing in Holland, 20 miles
behind German lines. More flying bombs.

Wachtel’s regiment was unable to launch toward London at this time,
so Diana either saw or heard flying bombs that were ‘air-launched’—using Heinkel 111s to transport the bombs before releasing them, a rather
limited Luftwaffe operation over which Wachtel had no influence—or
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she may have been referring to actual V-2 rockets, the first of which
struck England on 8 September 1944, a week after Wachtel’s campaign
in France had come to an end. Over the next seven months more than
1,300 V-2s would be fired at London.
On Friday, 22 September, Diana wrote: Nerves terribly on edge
today. Didn’t sleep last night. Weather horrid. War at a climax. No news
from Pierre, or anyone. But Diana was distracted by something worse
than having no news from Pierre. Therese came over on Monday [the
18th?] & maddened me all the time, about how Olga of course, who has
just gone to Paris, will find out everything for me.—The little bitch, she
will probably—& get hold of Pierre, too.
Diana’s father had a sister, Therese, who was the mother of Olga,
born in London two years after Diana. Olga had for some years been a
divorcée who in 1945 would marry an American working in Eisenhower’s London HQ. It clearly outraged Diana that her cousin might see
Pierre before she did. ‘Only slight ray of hope,’ Diana’s diary continued,
was from Mr K who I met in the village. I told him I don’t care how much it
costs but I must get over to France. Legally or illegally. He thinks something might be arranged, but that to make even enquiries will take some
weeks. I told him I don’t care where I am dropped. I can always hitch-hike
to Paris & then to Bosmelet.131

There is no sign that Diana followed up on her wild plan, but a week
later, 29 September, she received news from someone just returned from
France:
Maj. Tony Veiller rang up this morning. Just back from Paris with news
that Bosmelet is completely destroyed. He spoke to Fourcade. MeMe had
gone down alone to review the ruins. I dashed up to London to see him as
he is returning to Paris on Sunday [1 Oct.] & I gave him two letters one
for MeMe and one for Fourcade. Still no news from Pierre. It is so difficult
to write to MeMe as she doesn’t know yet about Gentien.
Tony is very pessimistic about France heading for revolution etc. He
finds them most unsympathetic toward the Americans—also their state of
mind, repulsive. Of course he has always been prejudiced & anti-French,
& therefore I tell myself he can’t find out much how the French feel and
think. He says De Gaulle will [illeg.] soon.
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I am only hoping that he misunderstood Fourcade about Bosmelet, &
that something still remains. But I suppose I shall hear more soon. As long
as Pierre comes through safely.

It is clear that only now, eight months after the Château de Bosmelet
was severely damaged by Allied bombs, did she consciously understand
that something dreadful had happened. Pierre probably knew by 31 May
when he wrote ‘I don’t suppose much remains of home!’ in a letter Diana
received on 16 June. Diana hadn’t understood then, and found it painfully difficult to accept now.
2 Oct.: It is horrible, horrible, waking up every morning to remember
that Bosmelet is no more. I now have such a dread and apprehension of
further disaster that I can’t sleep & have to read in the night.
At lunch on Friday Hélène turned to me: ‘Mummy, the flying bombs
have been in France, haven’t they?’ Rather mystified I said, ’Yes, darling.’
‘Well, Mummy, do you think that my Magic Rocking Horse & Gentien’s red
car that has a proper horn are still alright? I do hope so.’ France, I realised, meant Bosmelet to her.
O Pierre Pierre Pierre. I have started a scarf for him but hardly dare
continue.

Amid all her other concerns, her relationship with her step-mother
was deteriorating:
9 Oct.: Dad just back from London, suggests I should look for a flat in
order to appease Mayme…. It seems so ridiculous. Betty has a flat but is
unable to go to it because of the flying bombs [or V-2s?]. Cecily & Tony
have a house in London, for the same reason won’t go there. In one breath
Dad says you know I want to have you here & I like having you her, & in
the next he says I must look for a flat.
Now Bosmelet has gone, God knows where I shall go with Hélène. If
only I could get some news of Pierre & if only he is alright. I hope to God
to go join him in Paris. Surely the war will be over by then. Anyhow even if
it isn’t, I must get over there, & see MeMe & go to Bosmelet & see about
the farms & the farmers.
Oh Pierre, Pierre, if only you are alright. I get so nervous and apprehensive. Betty had a letter from Robert, 100 miles from Nancy [in eastern
France], saying he was OK, no courage to write, & asking for a fountain
pen.
Nothing from MeMe or Fourcade & they according to Tony Veiller, 3
weeks ago, had no news of Pierre. Perhaps Richard Michaux (Simone’s
brother), whom I saw the other day, & who left for Paris last Sat. will find
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out something. He knew Henri Fourcade (our Fourcade’s brother) & the
Bank etc.132
My sweetest heart I long for you more every day.

On 21 October 1944 Diana wrote to René Massigli, de Gaulle’s ambassador in London. Diana mentioned being in French Cameroun for
nine months till her son’s death: ‘with assistance of General Marchand
and Mons. Cournari, my little daughter and I were repatriated to England
and my family (Aug. 1943).’ She was now worried about the plight of
other women in French Africa, declaring that ‘…in August 1943, when I
passed through Algeria, I spoke about this to M. Pleven, le ministre des
Colonies, and a personal friend.’ The fragmentary letter’s purpose is unclear since Massigli could have little influence on the well-being of service wives in French Africa. Perhaps Diana eventually requested for
permission to travel to France.
While waiting for replies to the letters Tony Veiller carried to Fourcade and Madame Soyer, Diana apparently sought another opinion about
the condition of Bosmelet. One arrived in October, probably before the
22nd.
In an epilogue added to her unpublished story, ‘The Wallpaper’, Diana wrote:
The author managed to get a high ranking British naval officer to visit
her home in Normandy in October and this is what he wrote:
‘I took the chance this fine Sunday afternoon to run out to Chateau de
Bosmelet and am sorry to say it is in a bad way. The Germans started to
make a flying bomb depot or site there, and the lovely glades are concreted. We replied evidently by bombing 13 times. The second attack the
chateau was split in two, have a wide gap you can see right through. The
farm buildings were also bombed, and all but one I hear destroyed. Not
content with all this, the Germans before leaving let off bombs in the two
halves of the chateau, leaving it worse than ever.
They never got as far as having a flying bomb site owing to our bombing.’

Diana did not name the naval officer, but it may have been Rear Admiral Cecil Harcourt, the stepfather of Diana’s friend, the ballerina, Diana Gould. He had commanded a naval force in the Mediterranean, but
returned to London in February (long before Pierre had reached Casa555

Diana Gould (1912-2003) during a visit to
Bury, and Admiral Cecil Harcourt (1892-1959

blanca). Harcourt was now Naval Secretary to the First Sea Lord: he
could easily cross the Channel and visit Bosmelet. (Also, two months
after she received the ‘high ranking’ naval officer’s devastating report
about Bosmelet Diana mentioned Admiral Harcourt in her diary in another connection.) Whoever wrote that report was familiar with Bosmelet
and could access official records about its bombing and the official
judgment that no flying bombs were ever fired from it.
The Admiral’s report did nothing to undermine Tony Veiller’s judgment. The depressing news perhaps made Diana even more desperate to
hear from Pierre. Diana’s previous absences from Bury coincided with
the arrival of important letters or cables, so perhaps Diana hoped for
some minor miracle by taking Hélène to stay for a few days in her Uncle
Bob’s Camberley home, where her sister Betty had stayed for few days
in July. After four days Diana and Hélène returned to Bury on 26 October. And the magic worked: two postcards had arrived from Madame
Soyer.
Diana quoted from these postcards in her diary on 26 October, and
also paraphrased them when writing the ‘epilogue’ for ‘The Wallpaper’ (which Diana was still revising, perhaps hoping her literary agent,
Curtis Brown Ltd., might published it in America). Madame Soyer’s first
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postcard, dated 6 October, noted that Fourcade had forwarded Diana’s
letter to her, then proceeded with harrowing news:
Our poor old home is in a dreadful state; all that remains are the ruined
walls of one half. The farmers are all homeless, but thank God no one was
killed. Only Hibon (a farmer) was wounded and he is nearly all right again.
The farmers have been wonderfully brave working under bombs. One family, the Fleurys, are living in a hole in the ground, and the Thierry’s who
have nothing left, are living with me in the cottage. He, (Thierry) is very
brave, trying to look after Jourdain’s land as well as his own. Of Jourdain’s
farm nothing remains. The old man is dead and all the children gone.
(There were 16 children, and 6 of the 9 boys I know were made Prisoners
of war, the rest of the family I heard were collaborating and so have probably fled.)

‘The cottage’ was ‘The Bocage’, a small property that the Bosmelets
owned on the outskirts of Auffay, and if Madame Soyer was sharing it
with the Thierrys then perhaps no building at Bosmelet was still habitable.
In the second postcard, dated 16 October—reaching Diana in only
ten days—Madame Soyer wrote: ‘I myself am very busy trying to find
temporary homes for the farmers and to repair their farms, but it is not
possible yet to do much as there is no material and no workmen.’ Then,
regarding the château: ‘But I think that because it’s a Monument classé I
shall be helped to repair it.’ Which seems, Diana wrote in her diary on the
26th, more hopeful than the Admiral’s letter gave me to believe. Perhaps
there is more left than I thought.
Diana also wrote in the ‘epilogue’ to ‘The Wallpaper’:
There will not be a Dark Age, thanks to America, and of, course, thanks to
brave little England’s solitary stand in the darkest days of 1940 and 1941.
Perhaps some building material will arrive from America in time to save
the half of the remaining walls of the Chateau. The half, I hope, which has
the wallpaper of France greeting America.

According to Diana’s diary, Madame Soyer’s postcards also said
‘that she has heard from Pierre Sep 4th.’ Then still in Africa, Pierre must
have read that Paris was liberated a week earlier and hoped a letter might
now get through to his mother. Diana commented in her diary that somehow Madame Soyer had replied to Pierre’s letter or postcard
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but not told him about Bos—as it would give him such a shock!!! I wonder
if he will get my letter of sympathy first—I only hope to goodness he will
get to her soon. She does not know about Gentien & he doesn’t know about
Bosmelet. Poor things when they meet. I wish I could be there to comfort
them both.

Diana still did not understand that George Provôt had told Pierre
about the bombing of Bosmelet which Pierre had referred to vaguely in
his letter of 31 May. But it is not clear when Pierre learned the bit of information that his mother now wrote to his wife: ‘I am very fit in spite of
it all and have even been in prison for two months.’ Diana made no
comment on this in her diary, being overwhelmed by the news that the
château might be repaired and Pierre was still alive six weeks ago.
Diana herself had received no word from Pierre for two and a half
months, though a letter, or cable, or the man himself, might arrive at
Bury any day. ‘Anyhow,’ Diana wrote,‘it seems to me more apparent than
ever I must stay here with Hélène till the Spring & keep [illeg.].’ Diana
abandoned the wild idea of dashing off to France and also resolved to
resist any pressure to leave Bury and set up a new home for herself and
Hélène in London—where the housing shortage was still getting worse
as V-2 rockets continued to strike the city.
*
Four days later, on 30 October, Diana’s diary entry began: The Mill,
Alderholt, Fordingbridge, Hants. She had decided on another jaunt—to
see an old friend, to get away from Bury, and, perhaps, to prod the postman into bringing something precious. She no doubt left strict instructions to be notified of any such arrivals.
The old friend was E.Q. Myers, the older sister of Diana’s erstwhile
room-mate, the accordian-playing Eve Myers (now Clarke). Diana had
been friends with E.Q. before she met Eve—their mothers had collaborated in arranging dances for the girls during their debutante year—but
she hadn’t seen E.Q. since returning to England. Perhaps seeing Eve and
her family back in January and February made Diana plan to contact
E.Q. This may have been postponed when Diana learned that the sisters’
father, Leo Myers, the novelist, committed suicide in April.
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E.Q. (née Myers) Nicholson, Eve (née Myers) Clarke, and their former governess, E. Hobbs

E.Q. was an artist and the same age as Diana, while Eve was two
years younger and essentially musical. Both sisters were wonderfully
unorthodox. E.Q. hated her given names, Elsie Queen: the first was the
name of her American mother and the second was some nickname of her
mother’s mother. E.Q. didn’t think much of the name Myers either, and
was glad to change it when she married the architect, Kit Nicholson, son
and brother of well-known painters. E.Q. and Kit had three children, the
youngest only slightly older than Hélène.
The Nicholsons had moved out of London during the Blitz, and E.Q.
stayed on at the Mill while Kit was away in the army. Diana enjoyed her
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stay especially because of the constant coming and going of various
artists and writers, many of whom she had met before. (Among the paintings that covered the wall, there was one of E.Q.’s mother by Sargent:
another link with Diana.)
Diana’s gambit worked. Someone who tried to telephone Diana at
Bury was re-directed to The Mill. Last night, about 6 oclock, Tony Veiller
rang up from London just back from Paris. He had heard Pierre has been
located somewhere in the S of France & had a letter from Fourcade
which he posted to me down here. (Maybe I shall get it tomorrow morning). This was excellent news, and almost as good as something else that
was, perhaps, arranged through Tony Veiller. Diana’s entry for 30 October continued:
Then, on top of that excitement, this morning I had a letter from an
agent offering me a contract to publish my story [her book, not ‘The Wallpaper’]. £15, down 10% royalties. I rang up, after some hesitation, & told
them to go ahead.
I had thought of writing a longer book, beginning in Africa, I’ve got the
material of the first part. I thought that after all this time no one would be
interested; of course if it is published, I can’t use the first part of the material. Dad advises me to fire ahead and get it published, because as he says it
may be years or even perhaps never before I get down to writing the rest of
it.

The agent was from Curtis Brown Ltd., and the publisher was Frederick Muller—who in November 1942 was unwilling to publish because of
the shortage of paper. Paper rationing did not end until 1948, so perhaps
the liberation of France—or Tony Veiller—influenced Muller to change
his mind. The contract for the sale of In Golden Spurs (‘by Diana de
Bosmelet as told to Anthony Veiller’) was signed on 15 November 1944.
The price would be three shillings and sixpence, and Diana and Tony, as
joint authors, would share 10% royalties, with £15 paid in advance.
On 3 November Diana wrote her next diary entry while still at E.Q.’s
and planning to stay one more weekend. By now she had ‘received unsatisfactory letter Oct 16 from Fourcade. A certain Mme Teyssier apparently saw Pierre in Algiers, 3 weeks before (end of Sept) & he was well
and about to leave for France. If only a letter would come.’
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‘Mme Teyssier’ turned out to be the friend Pierre had known since
1942, first in London and later Douala, as Raymonde Jore. She married a
French sergeant named Marcel Teyssier in April 1944 in Algiers, some
months before Pierre arrived there to join the Commandos. Raymonde
Teyssier-Jore (as she was later named on her book) sailed on the Takliwa
from Algiers to Cherbourg arriving about 14 October 1944. Pierre probably had asked her to contact his good friend, Fourcade, in Paris, so he
could let Pierre’s mother and wife know that he was about to embark for
France (something the military authorities certainly would not have allowed him to put in any letter). Raymonde could not know if Pierre had
yet reached France, but perhaps Pierre had managed to get a letter
through to Fourcade or his mother after he landed in France on 10 October, which is why Fourcade could inform Veiller sometime before 30 October that Pierre was somewhere in southern France.
Diana now knew Pierre had not taken part in the original invasion of
southern France in mid-August, was alive at the end of September while
still in Algiers, so had only reached southern France very recently. She
may have found Fourcade’s letter ‘unsatisfactory’ because it lacked further details, or simply because the last person to judge that Pierre was
‘well’ was ‘a certain Madame Teyssier’. The final paragraph for her 3
November entry sounded a more positive note:
Tonight E.Q. has been playing Daphne & Chloe (Ravel, always thought
it was Debussy) on the gramophone. So lovely—voluptuous & exciting.…
made me long for my Pierre. He is so handsome & lovely & he does make
love well—especially on a Sunday afternoon in Laguna!

A pleasant memory from a brief spell of happiness in California—
three years ago. Diana did not know that on this particular day her husband was fighting the Germans in his first battle as a Commando de
France.
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Chapter 47

PIERRE ALLOWED HORNOF TO TAKE THE LEAD with his platoon as they
ran the two miles toward the second objective in the battle at Haut-duTôt: the saw-mill. Along the way they met up with Moscovitch again,
‘resourceful as always, having climbed on the wings of an armoured
vehicle.’ Colonel Gambiez showed up in a jeep, and Pierre asked him to
allow Hornof to be the first to attack the Germans at the saw-mill, while
Pierre provided covering fire.
Destrem provided some additional information. When the Commandos found trenches abandoned by the Germans and strode across
them as if heading for some picnic, their officers (unnamed) reacted:
‘Don’t march like that…pay attention…there’s a war on!’ Then Destrem
then mentioned
…Bosmelet and Hornof, who were at the head of the advance and were
surprised by some gunfire. Bosmelet grabbed his binoculars: ‘It’s coming
from a half-buried timber blockhouse. Hand me some grenades.’ The grenades were sufficient to make the enemy climb out: fifteen soldiers, the first
prisoners of the unit.

Pierre’s own narrative continued: ‘Half a dozen enemies fled to the
woods because the mill was on a small stream in a clearing covered by a
meadow of almost two hectares. “Objective 2 reached, Colonel. And
now?” ’ Gambiez ordered him to hold his position and wait for further
instructions while regrouping his units.
It was still very clear and, with Hornof, I carefully examined this bare
bowl in which we were surrounded by hills covered with fir trees. I had
bad memories of the low ground at Airaines where we had been shot down
like rabbits in a farm and decided to install myself at 50 m, along the
wooded flank nearest the mill, so as to keep the meadow under our fire as
well as the path that crossed it toward the enemy. ‘Form a square!’
Except for Hornof and an old meharist second lieutenant [a veteran of
colonial wars in North Africa], my officers seemed surprised, and a career
officer just below Hornof in seniority asked me, smiling, if I thought I was

at Waterloo. ‘No, but with four platoons one can form a square, you know,
a rectangular geometrical figure. Align your platoons each 100m, dig in as
best you can, and never fire with the machine guns: if necessary, use grenades.’
I settled myself under an uprooted tree stump in the middle of my position and the wait began. Hornof watched over the execution, forbade the
men to go beyond the limits of our ‘square’, and showed them how to erect
makeshift shelters with tree trunks and small walls of stone, because we
had no tools: Commandos had not been destined for trench warfare.

Destrem again added details:
‘The old man, Rydz, held out to Pierre a flask of vodka. “Mon capitaine, job well done: have a drink.”
“Yes. Barely drinkable, this stuff, but considering the circumstances….” ’
Destrem also mentioned, but Pierre didn’t, that his commander, de
Foucaucourt, now arrived to install his command post on the first floor of
the saw-mill, and by evening he also had the 2nd Commando and artillery men brought up to the mill.
Pierre’s account continued, focusing on what he and the 3rd Commando were doing. While waiting for further orders—or, more likely, for
a German counter-attack—Pierre used the time
to write about fifteen well-deserved citations, without forgetting Hornof
and Mosco. I sent the whole package to the rear, 1.5 km, by a liaison officer. The installation—if one can call it that—was finished before nightfall. The men could eat some K rations and I waited for the night in the
silence and the blackout, without smoking, but with some anxiety for the
predictable counterattack.

It came at midnight, with the Germans probing first one side then the
other. The men were well dug in and drove off the enemy with grenades—gun-flashes would have revealed the Commandos’ specific positions. At dawn Pierre was pleased that none of his men had been killed
‘since we gave our farewell to Vallon the day before at dawn.’
Both the JMO and Destrem recounted the story of Lieutenant Gillot
of the 3rd Commando who was sent out with twelve men to protect a
team of mine-clearers. They encountered an enemy patrol which was not
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only protecting a team of mine-layers but was also larger than Gillot’s
patrol, which had to retreat. Gillot and one of his men were killed and
their bodies had to be left behind temporarily. Destrem added the name
of the other fatality, Charmet.
Pierre may have been referring to this incident when he described a
patrol led by one of his lieutenants nicknamed ‘The Archangel’, adding
that the name was ironic in terms of the character of the small, blue-eyed
Norman with a pretty face. The lieutenant had ‘asked to lead a patrol
forward. I instructed him formally not to go beyond the bend in the road,
after which we could neither see nor help him, but I could not refuse him
the opportunity to distinguish himself. With two commandos, he did as
agreed.’ But when he found an abandoned command car just beyond the
bend in the road the Lieutenant asked, ‘Could we not get it back?’
‘Out of the question,’ Pierre replied. ‘The Colonel told me to wait
here, to defend this post and that’s all.’
Alas, half an hour later, the kid could not resist. Without warning, he
proceeded with a man he had the good sense to leave at the turning and
went alone to explore the car he so wanted as a prize of war. Not only was
it booby-trapped so he was wounded opening a door, but he was easily
spotted and shot by enemy snipers. His little commando ran back to warn
me. His section chief wanted to get the body; I didn’t even need to intervene: ‘Enough bullshit like that,’ Hornof shouted, ‘if anyone here disobeys,
I'll kick his ass.’

Pierre’s account added information about the officer’s foolish disobedience, omitted in the JMO’s account. But Pierre did fail to mention—as Destrem did—that a second man, from the ranks, was also
killed.
Pierre’s narrative continued:
In the afternoon the Boches surrounded us and attacked us in good order. We repulsed them. A runner from the Commandos Group HQ managed
to crawl to us. Our Commander, the cavalry officer Foucaucourt, wanted to
know how we were doing. I reassured him with a little report.
The night, in contrast, was frankly bad, and because of the noise coming from our position, Foucaucourt sent us two tanks. I’d hoped we would
go back to Guebwiller, but no. The chief of the tanks told me: ‘We’re only
here to help you with our fire.’ I feared we would repeat the errors of 1940
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where, contrary to De Gaulle’s and Guderian’s ideas, we were digging in
what we should have considered as mobile guns, not metal stakes. I made
them conceal themselves as best as possible near the path leading to the
enemy and, chatting with them, I learned that the Commandos Group had
still not received reinforcement. We were lost children and I was more lost
than anyone, with only a single outside contact.

The Germans began a heavy bombardment with mortars. ‘I ordered
all movement inside our position to cease because the bastards saw us,
from the top of some trees. I left my rotten tree-stump and ran under a
tank with Hornof.’ The mortar-fire inflicted damage, but ‘the enemy was
always repulsed.’ Still, men were being wounded and were crying out.
Pierre mentioned an officer ‘who was a 3rd year medical student—also
godson of Clemenceau—who served us as a medic, running to the
wounded, sometimes with Hornof, sometimes with me. We held on no
matter what. The night was an incessant single combat.’
Both the JMO and Destrem reported that the third and last soldier in
Pierre’s 3rd Commando to die at Haut-du-Tôt was named Alibert, but
they add no information, and Pierre never mentioned him.
Destrem told a story which she may have heard from Pierre or from a
soldier in the 3rd Commando named Duchemin. As the mortar-shelling
gradually decreased during the night, Duchemin heard groans coming
from Rydz and de Limacher, the two ‘old men’ of the unit. He wondered
aloud ‘Is it possible they’ve been wounded?’ No, they were just sleeping
off the vodka.
According to the JMO, about 11am the next morning (5 November)
Pierre received the order to pack up and fall back on the Commando
Group HQ. Pierre wrote:
Hornof wanted to stay in the rear guard, but I arranged for him to perform the difficult maneuver of retreating under enemy fire. I gave him my
Commando with confidence and remained alone with my two tanks that I
did not want to allow to leave before my men…The withdrawal took place
under the admirable direction of Hornof.

The remarkable story of the withdrawal is echoed by Destrem, but
Pierre’s memoir tells it well enough.
Once I saw the last of my men disappearing in the trees, I told the two
tanks to start. One of them started his engine without difficulty, the other’s
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battery was flat. I urged them to pass a cable to pull the second tank because I saw the Germans running in the meadow. We finally left, myself
inside the turret of the second tank whose engine began to cough. I gave
some bursts from the machine gun when the first Boches were only 20
meters away. The other tank also fired at them with the machine gun. I was
hot but for once had the satisfaction of joining the Commandos Group in a
motorized machine and no longer on foot.

Although Pierre had already seen three of his men killed, he seemed
particularly upset when, a fourth man was killed during the withdrawal.
One of the last mortar shells hit one of my youngest men. He was a 17year-old Israëlite, son of great Parisian jewellers; his family had been deported and liquidated. During the departure from Algiers, I had an oversized section of five men and decided that this kid—a poet, distracted, not
at all cut out to be a commando—would not come with us. He became
desperate and had seized on Vallon, who said to me: ‘Bosmelet, if there is
anyone among us who has the right to kill some Boche, it’s him. Take him.’
He was in the platoon of Moscovitch who came in tears searching for the
doctor. I accompanied him to the hole where the kid lay. One leg had been
severed, the other only held by a piece of skin.
‘Make a tourniquet, Doc.’ The medic [Michel Conte] gave me a look to
make me understand that there was nothing he could do. I leaned over the
boy. ‘You have the best sort of wound; I promise you the Military Medal;
you’re lucky to get to see those pretty nurses –’ I could not continue, and
the boy, just before dying, told us quietly: ‘Come on, mon Lieutenant, and
you, Doc, and you, mon Capitaine, we mustn’t cry. I’m happy, I die for
France!’ 133

When his men were once again safe, Pierre’s next task was ‘writing
citations, posthumous or not.’ He also noted that the battle earned him ‘a
silver star for my Croix de Guerre.’ Assessing the larger significance of
the battle, he thought it was good that ‘Gambiez was reassured about the
morale of his troops who, during this baptism of fire, had been pushed
hard but had truly conducted themselves with panache.’
The sections of Pierre’s memoir concerning the Commandos de
France were shown to Inès Lacroix-Pozzi, who passed them to a veteran
of the 2nd Commandos, Claude Védrenne. Although he never served under Pierre, he knew some things about him from comrades who were
later transferred from the 3rd to the 2nd Commando. Védrenne’s comments were cautiously balanced, but he also suggested Pierre’s work
might be titled ‘How Bosmelet won the war by himself,’ and he thought
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the memoir did ‘not deserve to be published, because it could at best disturb an unsuspecting reader.’
However, in Pierre’s account of the battle at Haut-du-Tôt there is no
clear evidence of falsification, though some matters are not verifiable.
Pierre’s general distrust of the planning of the operation—largely reiterated in Destrem’s account—was also supported by the notes written decades after the event by Colonel de Foucaucourt, who blamed Gambiez
and Vallon: ‘It was a murderous infantry attack, unworthily prepared and
launched, utilizing none of the characteristics of commandos and responding to nothing in their training. 24 killed.’
Regarding the allegation that Pierre gave too little credit to others,
Pierre might be absolved on the ground that Gambiez didn’t deserve any
credit, Vallon had left too early, de Foucaucourt was brought in too late,
and another leading character in the battle,
Captain Renon, in charge of the 1st Commando, was described by de Foucaucourt
himself as having been ‘inert’ during the
battle. Pierre was writing only about his
own experience. Jean-Mathieu Boris’
much-lauded Combattant de la France
Libre (2012) has a section on Haut-du-Tôt,
recounting his experience with the 1st
Commando and never mentioning the 3rd
Commando. Although twenty-four members of the Commandos de France died in
that first battle (mainly from the 1st Commando), Pierre could feel some pride that
the 3rd Commando lost only four men Jean-Mathieu Boris, 1921-2017
killed.
*
After spending several days at E.Q.’s home in Hampshire, Diana and
Hélène went back at Bury, where she found a letter relating to Tony
Veiller’s information about a book-deal.
Nov. 10
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Yesterday I saw my Literary Agent! Miss O’Dea of Curtis Brown, suddenly
out of the blue. She wrote to say that Muller wanted to publish “In Golden
Spurs” now called “He will come back with Comrades”. She is drawing
up a contract £15 down.… Anyhow I gave her my short story, about 2000
words, “The Wallpaper” which she is sending to NY to Myron Selznic[k],
for Harpers (I hope).134 Still no news from Pierre. He really is quite disgusting. Not to have written or got a message through to me.

There is no evidence that ‘The Wallpaper’ was ever published, and
Diana (or Tony) managed to preserve the title In Golden Spurs, which
referred to Diana’s gift to Pierre. At the moment her feelings toward
Pierre were quite negative, and she vented them the next day. ‘On the
11th I wrote to my Darling P. or should it be Dear Bluebeard. Looking
for his 3rd wife.’ Nothing more is known of this letter, except, as we’ll
see, that it probably reached Pierre somehow. She may have sent it via
Réne Pleven, who had recently returned from Algiers to Paris with de
Gaulle, as Diana might have read in The Times.
Diana might have learned from The Times on 11 November—or
some BBC bulletin—about Prime Minister Churchill’s announcement in
the House of Commons. She wrote about it on the 12th:
2 or 3 days ago we heard officially about V2. So far, touch wood, we have
only had one round about. It fell in the marshes near Watersfield (about 2
and a half miles away).
Without a warning, one may apparently drop on anyone anywhere at
any time.
Up to now it is not as bad as VI, not so frequent. It may become more
so, though. I am afraid it probably will!

Like many Britons living anywhere near London, Diana already
knew something—if not ‘officially’—about the Germans’ latest ‘secret
weapon’. The first V-2 had been launched against London on 8 September—a week after Colonel Wachtel’s campaign in France ended—and
over the next two months Diana occasionally heard distant explosions
and assumed they were flying bombs, which may have been true if they
were among the 1,600 V-1s that were air-launched by the Luftwaffe from
Heinkel 111s over a period of six months. But some of the explosions
Diana heard might have been caused by V-2 rockets. She would not have
seen or heard the weapon’s approach, only the sound of the explosion
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after the V-2 hit the ground. Many Britons probably shared Diana opinion that the V-2 was ‘not as bad as V1’ because they did not terrify
people with the noise of their approach. On the other hand, at least the V1s gave people a few seconds to seek cover after their engines cut out as
they began their descent, while people killed by the supersonic rocket
literally never knew what hit them.
At first His Majesty’s government did not acknowledge this new attack by genuine rockets because, Churchill declared, ‘any announcement
might have given information useful to the enemy.’ But the Germans had
finally issued a communique a few days ago playing up the success oftheir new weapons. Churchill wished to play it down, and London newspapers and their readers were tiring of the phoney items about ‘gas
mains’ exploding.
The day after his announcement to Parliament Churchill began a tour
of France, starting in Paris on Armistice Day. Diana’s diary shows that
she was thrilled by wireless reports of Churchill walking beside General
de Gaulle down the Champs Élyseé amid the cheers of the people of Paris. From the summaries of Churchill’s speeches in Paris—some delivered
in French—Diana felt the Prime Minister had said exactly the right
things, giving proper credit to de Gaulle and to the growing French
armed forces. ‘It was most moving,’ Diana wrote. ‘In fact, he was just
perfect!’ Churchill even made the point that Britain might not have withstood the German blitz of 1940 but for the existence of the Channel—
something that had upset Mayme recently when Diana said it.
Two days later the The Times reported that Mr. Churchill had accompanied General de Gaulle on a visit to the ‘front’ in the Vosges where
General de Lattre’s First French Army was fighting alongside the American forces east of Besançon. Diana had visited Besançon with Pierre
four years earlier when he was stationed nearby. Could Pierre be with
General de Lattre’s forces at this moment? The Times even offered a photograph on 15 November, showing de Gaulle and Churchill reviewing
troops in Besançon on the 13th. The boughs of the trees over the heads of
the French soldiers were laden with snow, and each head bore a large
beret, though Diana would not know that this was part of the uniform of
the Commandos de France. For all that Diana knew Pierre may have
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been among the soldiers who
paraded in Paris on the 11th.
But if so, surely Pierre would
have contacted her by now!
On 13 November Pierre
was indeed at the review in
Besançon which occurred at
the end of a week in which—
according to his uncorroborated account—he played an
interesting if minor role. On
the afternoon of 5 November,
after more than thirty-six
hours under the heavy rain
and mortar rounds at Haut-duThe Times, 15 November 1944, p. 6
Tôt, the 3rd Commando was
relieved by elements of the 6th Regiment of Moroccan Tirailleurs.
Pierre’s narrative picked up the account from here:
Back in the truck to our station of rest, near Besançon.
Great administrative activity to reorganize the Groupe de Commandos
whose 1st Commando was half liquidated. From the Algiers base and the
FFIs, we urgently received additional staff. Vallon postponed his departure
to Paris to participate in this work.

Vallon had difficulty tearing himself away from the Commandos de
France. Foucaucourt’s notes assert that, as soon as the mortar shells started to fall at Haut-du-Tôt, ‘Vallon asked [me] to take command and left
with [Maurice] Rheims—some weeks later he would make an appearance at the GCF [Groupe de Commandos de France].’ Boris reported
that on 9 November Vallon invited the officers to dine together in a restaurant in Besançon, where Vallon stood up and raised his glass—‘To our
dead’—before calling for music. Pierre agreed that Vallon did not leave
once and for all during the battle. He wrote that ‘[General] de Lattre,
short of people, wanted to commit us immediately but a few more days
were essential to the reorganization of our units.’ Pierre did not explain
further, but the Allied strategy required the French army to keep pressure
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on the retreating Germans so they could not re-group or shift units to
confront the American or British forces. De Lattre in turn pressured
Gambiez to be ready to commit the Commandos de France to another
action soon. Vallon must have known this, and it was—according to
Pierre’s memoir—on 12 November, only a week after Haut-du-Tôt, that
Vallon intervened. No other source mentions such an intervention:
One night Vallon took me with him to the headquarters of the Commander of the First Army to ask for a little respite. The General’s antechamber was congested: a Cardinal dressed in purple; Bullit, the former
US Ambassador dressed as a French officer; some writers; in short, the
whole court of King John [de Lattre’s first name was Jean], who knew how
to organize his publicity admirably. My handsome sergeant was there too
with other young decorative people wearing capes as if they were spahis
[cavalrymen from North Africa]....
At the end of three hours of waiting, de Lattre received us. ‘What is it,
Vallon, and what is the captain doing here?’
‘General, the Brigade is not ready, and Bosmelet, a troop officer I trust,
will explain our needs.’
‘Well?’
‘General,’ I replied, ‘we need at least five days to reform and rest the
men.’
‘Fine—what I need is for you to take Belfort and you will not have
more than 48 hours. As for a rest, tomorrow evening you will provide a
guard of honor at the small station where de Gaulle will come accompanied by Churchill. If I had a company of cooks, I would use it. Dismissed.’

Two details ring true: the former U.S. ambassador, William C. Bullitt,
was indeed on de Lattre’s staff at that time, and de Lattre’s insulting remark about sending the Commandos to participate in a troop review, not
because he values them—a ‘company of cooks’ would have sufficed. The
point is that de Lattre was secretly planning to launch an offensive
against Belfort and, to make the Germans complacent, he staged various
deceptions—issuing a rolling series of furloughs, bringing dignitaries to
a front that might be deemed ‘quiet’, and, indeed, launching earlier attacks further north, such as that at Haut-du-Tôt.
On 13 November the Commandos, some Foreign Legionnaires, and
other units not immediately needed for operations found themselves
transported to an old army camp, Valdahon, thirty kilometres east of Be571

sançon. There, after a long wait in freezing conditions, they were reviewed by Churchill, de Gaulle, and Generals de Lattre and Juin. Pierre
described the scene:
The weather was terrible. Snow and extreme cold. De Gaulle and
Churchill got out of their car. Churchill kissed the Commandos pennant; de
Gaulle pinned a decoration on it. Later we learned that Churchill had said,
‘It is impossible to launch an attack and have these good people killed in
such weather.’

Churchill’s words were addressed to de Lattre, and most witnesses
offered different versions, though usually in the form of a question,
which de Lattre then answered. De Lattre’s own memoirs expressed the
exchange this way: ‘Surely you are not going to launch an attack in this
weather?’ ‘There is no question, Prime Minister.’
The very next sentence in Pierre’s memoir is one of the few that he
later crossed through with a felt pen. Yet most of it can be made out: ‘I
had time to send a card to my eldest daughter, Monique, age…13 years,
in order to tell her that I would…[about 5 words illeg.]…a beautiful town

placed under the…of the Lion.’ It was a slightly coded message for his
daughter: the ‘Lion’ refers to Frédéric Bartholdi’s famous sculpture finished in 1880 (almost as huge as his later ‘Statue of Liberty’). Without
exciting the military censors, Pierre let Monique know he was heading
for Belfort. Writing this while waiting impatiently in Valdahon, Pierre
evidently knew that de Lattre planned to launch his new offensive to take
Belfort from the Germans the following day. Why he crossed through
this sentence is unknown, and six pages later he mentioned receiving a
letter from Monique while he was at Belfort.
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Although de Lattre launched his offensive on 14 November, ‘The two
days allowed by de Lattre’ for preparation ‘were fortunately extended a
bit further,’ according to Pierre. ‘Vallon finally departed, taking with him
my friend Maurice Rheims, the auctioneer, who had family problems to
worry about since his father-in-law at that time was the politician
Malvy.’135
The next section of Pierre’s memoir was sub-titled: ‘Belfort’.
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Chapter 48

IT WAS LATE NOVEMBER BEFORE DIANA received a postcard Pierre had
sent the day after reaching France on the 10 October 1944, when he predicted that ‘We are going to do good work.’ When a letter finally arrived
from him, it was less optimistic.
Dec. 3rd
A sweet letter from Pierre, dated, Nov. 15. He writes very upset none of
his letters or PCs reached me—so I presume he has written—He was on
the eve of a big, difficult job—he tells me he has lost most of his friends. If
only he gets though alright. I can hardly live. He is getting more sensible &
talking of a Liaison or administrative job. He is getting tired.

Pierre no doubt had friends among the twenty-four Commandos who
died at Haut-du-Tôt. Despite having been in France for only five weeks
and in only one fight, the Commandos’ losses had been considerable, in a
battle Pierre considered badly planned from the start. He knew the next
objective was Belfort, within 60 kms of Germany, whose soldiers, far
from surrendering in droves as expected, continued to make the Allied
advance a ‘difficult job’, as Pierre expressed it in his memoir.
On the road to Belfort, by truck, we camped one evening in a village
[Châlonvillars] which the Germans had just abandoned. Again the Commandos acted quickly and well and I had to stop them only at the outer
edges as night fell. Difficulties arose in sharing the few barns with a detachment of armored vehicles that arrived too late to help capture the village. Fortunately I could get along with their boss, Major d’Harcourt, because we were distant cousins, both descended from my great-grandmother
[Blanche de] Virieu.

Pierre learned that his cousin d’Harcourt belonged to a combat-team
commanded by Colonel [Edouard] Renaudeau d'Arc. ‘These two senior
officers did not get along very well. As it happens, d'Arc, whom we
called “Jeanne”, had been my brother-in-law at the time of my first mar-

riage.’ Pierre had little regard for him: ‘very “old army” and vaguely Pétainist.’ Pierre’s next paragraph abbreviated a great deal:
The next morning arrived and we were close to Essert, one in the line
of forts surrounding Belfort. Gambiez gave his orders. Hornof patrolled
Fort Salbert. At night we slipped under mortar fire to the bridge under the
Marne-Rhine canal. We de-mined it for our tanks at dawn, and took the
first two houses across the bridge by force.

This photograph (captioned and posted by John R. Bruning, 6 Dec. 2014)
shows ‘French commandos’ —not necessarily ‘Commandos de France’—
in uniforms and equipment supplied by the Americans

Pierre’s ‘we’ refers to the entire action by the Commandos de France,
in which his own 3rd Commando did not play the leading role. Gambiez’
orders would have been passed along by Foucaucourt to his three Commando captains. One of Pierre’s section leaders, Mesmin, actually led the
reconnaissance patrol Pierre mentioned by, though Hornof volunteered to
join in.
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For the necessary context, Destrem’s narrative is the best guide. It
was 19 November. The last obstacle between de Lattre’s forces and
Belfort was the Canal de Montbéliard à la Haute-Saône. The Germans
had blown all the bridges, but in the town of Essert a road went under the
canal and came out onto the N19, the main road from Paris to Belfort,
three kilometres from Essert. Gambiez informed Foucaucourt that General Béthouart had said:
‘Gambiez, if you enter Belfort, I’ll buy you a drink.’ Foucaucourt, not
overly impressed, said ‘Nice. Well, it’s simple, we take Essert, then we can
take Belfort.’
‘Yes,’ said Gambiez. ‘Essert is behind enemy lines. It’s a good Commando job, but dangerous. The village is between two wooded heights
strongly held by the enemy.’
‘A Commando operation, that’s what I’m here for. But give us support.’

Then Foucaucourt met with his three captains, Renon, Villaumé, and
Bosmelet:
We’re going to go behind enemy lines right up to this passage under the
Canal de la Haute Saône. We don’t know what we’re going to find, we
possess no intelligence information, but we do know that we have to protect this passage. I’ll be at the head with the protection section, followed by
the 2nd Commando. Since radio communications haven’t been satisfactory,
we’ll run a telephone line. We set out at 21h 30.

Villaumé’s 2nd Commando was in the lead because Renon’s 1st
Commando had not yet recovered from the mauling it received at Hautdu-Tôt, and Foucaucourt evidently had doubts about Renon’s leadership.
The three captains spread the message to their platoon leaders: At all
costs we protect the tunnel for the tanks to pass through. We will be in
enemy territory. No shooting, no smoking, and absolute silence. Light
equipment, two hundred and fifty rounds for machine guns, four clips for
machine pistols, three grenades per man. It’s a Commando operation.
Destrem did not mention the patrol to Salbert wood, but the JMO did.
Foucaucourt wanted Pierre to install a squad from one of his platoons in
a wood north of the canal and west of Essert so it would already be
across the canal and positioned to support the main attack. Lieutenant
Mesmin set off at 21h, accompanied by two locals as guides and also by
Hornof, hoping to help get the men in the best location, though Pierre
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probably expected him to rejoin the main group before they entered the
village. In the end, even before crossing the canal, the patrol stumbled
into some dense barbed-wire. The Germans were alerted; automatic
weapons were unleashed on the patrol which hugged the earth till the
firing stopped. Surprise lost, the section returned to the command post at
Châlonvillars at midnight.
By 2 a.m. Foucaucourt, his staff, his protection unit, and Villaumé
with his 2nd Commando, had crept into the village and were all in position by the tunnel, on the crossroads, and in a couple buildings nearby. A
captured prisoner provided information about the enemy strength on the
hills and in the village. An attempt to grab more prisoners was bungled,
shots were fired, and an hour later the Germans mounted a counter-attack
which was fended off, but with many men wounded. Foucaucourt had
already gone back to Châlonvillars to bring in the 1st and 3rd Commandos as re-inforcements. They arrived about 3 a.m. Two platoons of
the 2nd Commando that were already spread among various houses in
the village were now reinforced by Renon’s 1st Commando, which since
Haut-du-Tôt had only two instead of four platoons. The 2nd’s other two
platoons, installed along the N19 between the tunnel and an anti-tank
ditch, were now joined by Pierre’s 3rd Commando. This was the movement that Pierre characterized as slipping ‘under mortar fire to the bridge
under the Marne-Rhine canal. We de-mined it for our tanks expected at
dawn.’ Again, ‘we’ referred more to his colleagues in the 2nd Commando
who had arrived long before Pierre’s men were sent in.
‘Bridge’ or ‘tunnel’: it was the place where the road passed under the
canal, and must be held until French tanks arrived. Although the brunt of
the German efforts to regain control of the village and the ‘bridge’ fell on
the 1st and 2nd Commandos, Pierre’s memoir makes it clear that he and
his men also had to fend off attacks from the moment they arrived:
I installed my first platoon, Moscovitch’s, in the house on the left of the
little road and stayed in the one on the right. Hornof advised me to lie
down for an hour or two and took command, [but] at this moment the
Germans counter-attacked to take the bridge. Gunfire in the dark. Silence.
Leaving Hornof to command, I took a machine-gun and lay down on the
road waiting for a piece of luck. It soon came. The Germans, hearing nothing more, came back to the streets. Taking advantage of a little moon, I
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waited as much as I dared and at 50m sent two deadly bursts close to the
ground. I immediately plunged through the door of my house, sprawled out
flat, and the fire of enemy submachine guns flew back over my heels.

Pierre’s action, and later exchanges to keep the Germans from approaching too close during the night, meant the bodies of eight Germans
were found in the road in the morning.
According to Destrem and the JMO, shortly after the 3rd Commando
arrived at Essert, Pierre was visited by Villaumé who asked if he could
send out a patrol to check on enemy infiltration along the anti-tank ditch.
Pierre ordered Lieutenant Rabillard to choose some men. They went out
into the dark and returned an hour later reporting that the enemy presence
was weak.
Sometime before dawn, according to a bizarre episode in Pierre’s
memoir, he finally took Hornof’s advice to get some rest:
I asked a kind girl on the farm if there were any bales of hay I might
rest on. The kid was so happy to see uniforms different from those of the
enemy that, as soon as she showed me the hay in the stable, she fell on my
neck—and I knew no other rest than that of the warrior.
Unfortunately Colonel Foucaucourt, wanting to see if we were well
settled beyond the bridge, suddenly appeared and asked, ‘Where is Captain
Bosmelet?’
‘He is resting a little, Commander,’ said Hornof, ‘but I am his second;
everything is fine and should be till morning.’
‘All the same, I’d like to see Bosmelet.’ Furious at being disturbed so
inappropriately, I left my position ‘laying in the hay’ and saluted my
Commander while putting my clothes in order.
‘Ah! Well, I see you are not worried.’
‘No, everything is fine and no one in my Commando has been
injured.’136

It is doubtful that Foucaucourt was as complacent as Pierre suggested, and the episode would not increase whatever respect Pierre’s commander felt toward this reserve officer—essentially a civilian in uniform.
In his memoir, Pierre continued the anti-heroic tone in his next paragraph:
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The tanks were a little late, and from a window upstairs I called across
the street to ask where Mosco was. ‘The Lieutenant’s not there,’ a junior
officer replied, ‘he’s dropped his trousers in the garden.’ Glancing in that
direction, I saw that my warrior was very busy, but, just behind the hedge
against which he was squatting, there were two Germans setting up an antitank weapon. By dint of shouting I was able to warn Mosco; both enemies
received the grenade that put end to the problem of the Germans ruining
the view.

According to Destrem and the JMO, the French tanks arrived more
than ‘a little late’ and then had problems getting through the tunnel and
across the anti-tank ditch. During a delay of four or five hours, Foucaucourt was busy trying to re-supply his men with ammunition, bring in
more re-inforcements, and call for artillery strikes on the areas where the
Germans were concentrating. At this point Destrem reported a conversation between Villaumé and Pierre that doesn’t appear in the latter’s
memoir.
Villaumé: With your 3rd Commando, can you take over the ground held by
my 1st and 2nd platoons that I’m going to send to re-inforce the men in
Essert?
Bosmelet: Of course. I can spread mine out from the tunnel to the anti-tank
ditch to protect the tanks.
Villaumé: Yes, and I’ll leave you to sort out the sector because I have to get
back to Essert to explain this to Colonel Foucaucourt and see if I can find
my adjutant, Lt. Petitjean.
Bosmelet: O.K.

So Pierre was the captain on the scene when the tanks finally arrived,
according to the JMO, about 7h 30. But it soon became evident that the
tanks could not get beyond the anti-tank ditch and the chicane created by
the Germans.
The tanks arrived; they belonged to d’Harcourt’s group, and so I found
myself under the orders of my former brother-in-law, ‘Jeanne’. We made
our way up the road to an anti-tank ditch. The tanks turned to the right and
I didn’t see them again until the afternoon. Bearing in mind the impossibility of getting the ditch and chicane levelled while under the fire of enemy
snipers, I went in person to the Commander where I found my dear Gérard:
very ‘Top Gun’, he said to me, all smiles, ‘I’ve had 18 on the hop, confirmed kills!’
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Pierre didn’t mention if he actually made use of Gérard’s sniper skills
—though Destrem noted that Gérard had earlier been deployed in a room
where the window had venetian blinds that made it easier for him to
‘shoot at anything that moved,’ which accounts for the eighteen kills.
‘Finally,’ according to Pierre, ‘a bulldozer came, operated by a quiet
American who knocked down the chicane and began to fill the ditch.’
This was at 11h 30 according to the JMO.
At this point Pierre’s
memoir veers more wildly
from the accounts in
Destrem and the JMO.
The Commandos de
France, especially the 1st
and 2nd Commandos, had
endured a sleepless night
of constant and intense
fighting which did not end
at first light as they had
hoped but continued until
A memorial plaque in the cemetery in Essert
early afternoon, when the
tanks finally began to pour through the ‘tunnel’ that the Commandos had
secured. With the tanks now across the canal, the Germans began an orderly withdrawal from Essert in order to strengthen the defence of
Belfort. It was early afternoon and the Germans were in retreat: Foucaucourt faced a difficult choice. His dead and wounded needed to be
dealt with and his men needed rest and resupply, but he also wanted to
press the Germans while they were off-balance and move into Belfort
before a proper defence could be established.
According to Destrem, Colonel Foucaucourt called together his captains and said, ‘The enemy thinks we are winded and doesn’t expect us to
follow him immediately to Belfort. We are going to do exactly that,
pushing up the N19. Only three kilometres to cover, and we’ll advance
with the tanks. We leave in half an hour.’
Villaumé, whose 2nd Commando and borne the brunt of the fighting
and had lost sixteen men killed, said that his men were dispersed all over
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Essert and the wounded could at last be evacuated now that the tanks had
passed through. Villaumé was not unwilling for his men to lead the pursuit of the Germans, but he needed more than half an hour to prepare.
Foucaucourt made a swift decision. ‘Right, Bosmelet, you’ll take the
lead with the tanks. Up to the present you’ve been relatively spared. Villaumé will catch up with you later. I’ll come along with you. The 1st
Commando will guard Essert and protect our rear. We must penetrate
Belfort before nightfall.’
Pierre’s account did not consider Foucarcourt’s difficult decisionmaking or Villaumé’s concerns. He gave the appearance of making the
key decision himself, then waiting for Foucaucourt to comfirm it. And it
is possible that Pierre genuinely did wish to take the lead in the assault
on Belfort and acted accordingly. It was while the tanks were passing
through the tunnel that Pierre began adjusting his dispositions.
It was Moscovitch’s turn to be sent forward with his platoon—with the
prohibition that he must not go beyond a small ridge a 100 metres away:
we wouldn’t be able to support him with our fire beyond that point. His
platoon leapt and was at the top in less than a minute. I was waiting for an
order from Foucaucourt to resume my progress because I had largely gone
past the rest of the Groupe de Commandos. I took advantage of the last
house next to the anti-tank ditch to shelter my commando.

If Pierre was in any sense ‘ahead’ of the other two Commandos it
was because his men had been kept back near the tunnel to assist the
tanks which he was now following onto the N19; and because his men
had not been involved in the fighting throughout the village, very few
had been wounded. But that was about to change.
I was with Hornof, d'Avancourt, and my young medic Conte, when they
brought us a commando from the unit on my right [2nd Commando]; he
had received a machine-gun burst in the belly; it was the composer of the
Commandos’ song [Sergeant Georges Schmidlin de Franck], and he died
before our eyes. Immediately afterward two of Moscovitch’s men brought
me a man with a head-wound, the temporary officer, Janot. He was a mess,
but nothing serious. While shouting an order he’d turned to the left, and a
bullet had passed through both cheeks without even breaking a tooth. My
medic wanted to evacuate him, but I wouldn’t allow that and instead had
him put plasters on the wounds: I decided Janot should wait here because I
knew that his young wife, an ambulance driver, followed us. I thought he'd
be better with her than in any hospital. ‘Where is your platoon?’ I asked
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Janot’s two carriers. ‘Well, the Boches were pulling out and the Lieutenant
wanted to follow them. We’re stuck 200m beyond the ridge and have no
more ammunition.’

This was how Pierre learned that Moscovitch had ignored his prohibition and got himself into trouble. Curiously, Pierre did not mention that
in the same action that saw Janot
wounded, another of his men, Chief
Sergeant André Mangematin had
been killed. For the moment Pierre
simply led his other three platoons
‘on the trot’ to catch up to Moscovitch, took the opportunity to yell at
him, and noted that they were now on
the road which crossed flat ground
toward Belfort, visible three kilometres away. Then he wrote briefly:
‘Resumed the liaison with Foucaucourt; short pause for sorting out the
Sergent Chef André Mangematin
echelons; and my Commando set out
again, in the lead for Belfort.’
Alerted by the shots of enemy snipers, I was given the task of scouting for
and supporting a lone tank that was supposed to rush along the road but
naturally needed to be accompanied by infantrymen. ‘It’s good, mon vieux,
it’s me, 3rd Commando, backing you up on the advance.’ Then to Hornoff:
‘This road is a trap for idiots; I do not want stupid losses among our men.
You take command and follow me, at least 200m behind.’ He obeyed and I
went on alone between the rear tracks of the tank towards our goal.

‘Mon vieux’ was evidently the tank driver, presumably not Pierre’s
cousin. Pierre then wrote that ‘The enemy sprayed us with enfilading
machine-gun fire, which didn’t matter to the tank or even to me, sheltering behind its tracks.’ After advancing one kilometre the tank was hit on
one of its treads by a cannon shot and ground to a halt. Answering
Pierre’s question, the tank commander said he couldn’t fix it, but he
managed to swing his own cannon to blast the one that fired at him.
I reflected that we were undoubtedly fucked, immobile on the highway,
but, as I told the tank commander, I couldn’t decently abandon him, so I
stayed with him, thinking that we would jump together when the enemy
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fired another shot. I was hot, in spite of the cold weather. Divine surprise,
we didn’t receive any more cannon fire and I prudently observed what was
happening in the fields around us. Infantrymen were advancing from afar
on our flanks and the mist was creeping in.
Hornof arrived, walking quietly down the road, the Commandos creeping along the side ditches. ‘I thought you were screwed, mon capitaine,
with the tank halted, so here we are.’
A heavy machine-gun fired at
us with tracer bullets from the
right, and we sheltered a little
more at the rear of the tank. ‘Mon
capitaine, if we get out of this, I
promise you we’ll get drunk at
Fouquet’s at the first occasion.’ 137
‘Fine about getting drunk, but
I don’t see us either leaving here
or arriving at the restaurant.’
Having finally spotted the
machine gun that was spraying us,
I grabbed a submachine gun from
the first of our Commandos in the
ditch on my side and began to
fire. Hornof was observing. ‘To
the right, higher.’ I corrected my
shot.
‘I can’t see very well.’
‘Take the binoculars off my back: I can’t leave my line of sight.’
This was our last conversation. While I was shooting, I heard my binoculars fall on the road. I turned to see my best friend on the ground dribbling a pink foam, a quarter of his head removed. I pulled him by one foot,
passed the command to a lieutenant, and, with another Commando helping,
carried Hornof, running along the road to our doctor, a little to the rear. At
the end of five minutes the doctor came out of the house where he’d set up
his aid station.
‘It’s over, mon capitaine. Hornof is dead.’
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Chapter 49

AT THE CHÂTEAU DE BOSMELET in November 2010 a large room that
had never been re-furbished after the war contained some interesting
grafitti. Presumably they were
produced by some occupying
troops. Germans, British,
Americans? Renée Thierry
spoke of Americans making a
camp at Bosmelet. Her brother, Rémy, mentioned Canadians passing through, then
Americans staying for a while.
Norbert Dufour said the first
Allied troops were Canadians
who spoke French, and during
this conversation Robert de
Bosmelet mentioned that his
grandmother, Madame Soyer,
told him it was the Canadians
who drew the ‘pin-up’ girls.
Oddly enough, no one suggested the Germans might have done this
while the château served as their barracks.
Histories of the Allied liberation and ‘occupation’ indicate that the
British and Canadians managed to cross the Seine in large numbers at the
end of August 1944, with the Canadians then advancing along the left
flank charged with securing the Channel ports while the British aimed
for the Somme. From Rouen the 2nd Canadian Infantry Division had
headed for the coast (passing within three miles of Bosmelet) to keep an
appointment at Dieppe, where so many Canadians died two years earlier.
While the 2nd Division paused for two days to celebrate with the liberated citizens of Dieppe, the 3rd Division followed a more easterly route

from Rouen, passing Saint-Saëns (only nine miles from Bosmelet) and
reaching the Channel at Le Tréport, nineteen miles up the coast from
Dieppe. To maintain contact with the 2nd Division, to look for pockets of
German resistance, and to make sure that no more flying bombs were
launched from the area, the 3rd Division sent out various detachments,
and it is possible, though unconfirmed, that one detachment was the Régiment de la Chaudière, made up largely of Quebecois. If true, this
would support Norbert Dufour’s testimony about French-speaking Canadians.
In any case, the Canadians had other ports to capture further east, and
there is no evidence they lingered in the Auffay area. Assuming some
time passed between the actual liberation of the Auffay area and the return of Madame Soyer from Paris, the Canadians had probably passed
through already. Would some Canadian soldier—a frustrated artist or
frustrated in some other way—have taken the time to draw a ‘pin-up’ (or,
in fact, three) on a half-ruined wall?
The Canadians came through in the first week of September and
sometime later other Allies actually camped at Bosmelet for a period of
time. A Gendarmerie report produced at Tôtes on 27 November 1944
states: ‘Since the arrival of the Allies, some troops, be they Canadian,
English or Americans, have camped in the region of Auffay. At the estate
of Bosmelet at Auffay the emplacement of German constructions has
been occupied for nearly three weeks by some American troops.’ There is
separate evidence that American troops arrived at Bosmelet before 12
November 1944.138
The American 12th Armored Division arrived in Britain in October
1944, landed in Le Havre on 12 November, and was transported the next
day to the Auffay area, where most elements of the division were camped
in various fields for three weeks. The Hellcat, the Division’s own newsletter which began in 1943 and still continues to this day, provides considerable information about their sojourn at Bosmelet. The Division’s
commander, Major General Roderick R. Allen, had a temporary
headquarters inside the château and the 17th Armored Infantry Battalion
was one of the units sheltering close by.
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Six members of Company C, 17th AIB, produced a book in 1945
(printed in Germany) entitled Mount Up! A History of Company C, 17th
Armored Infantry Battallion, 12th Armored Division. The men deposited
at Bosmelet saw plenty of war damage: ‘Everything on the estate was hit
from the château to the third-string pigpens; everything, that is, except
the rocket platform.’ Charles Wallman, of the 17th AIB, learned that he
was at the Château de Bosmelet ‘when I went prowling through the chateau on several occasions and came across dozens of documents bearing
this identification.’
Most of the headquarters staff and some of the soldiers made shelter s
inside the ‘tunnels’—the three ‘ski-buildings’ designed to store flyingbombs—while later arrivals had to settle for what was left of the stables
or construct some form of shelter in the open. It rained most of the time
they were there. The soldiers found a small half-buried bunker beneath a
huge chestnut tree and just beyond it remnants of what must of have been
the footings for some sort of launch-ramp. Inside the château, with its
heart blasted away and water running down most surfaces, they found
papers identifying the owners as the Baron and Baroness de Bosmelet.
Ernest Wallander recorded that
the buildings were assigned, [with] the Headquarters Company getting [a
still standing] part of the Chateau, the servants’ quarters, and one of the Vbomb storage tunnels [one of the three ‘ski-buildings’]; “A” Company was
assigned the second storage tunnel, the chapel and the adjoining ground;
“B” Company was assigned another barn while Service Company made
itself comfortable in a small concrete building on the runway [i.e. the
launch ramp’s platform].

Carl J. Lyons wrote that ‘Most of A Company was billeted in the
concrete tunnel the Germans had built to store ammunition…I wasn’t
lucky enough to get in there…. We found some large sheets of tin that we
made into what resembled a Quonset hut.’ It was only 4 feet in height,
but when packed with straw it made a decent and fairly dry place for Lyons and three buddies to sleep. Lyons even built a fireplace outside, so in
the rare times when it wasn’t actually raining, he could dry some laundry.
Lyons and three companions walked down to Auffay two or three
times where they could buy beer or cider but not much food. During a
jaunt to Rouen in search of cognac, they discovered pastis and calvados
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Carl J. Lyons, 17th Armored Infantry Battalion,
12th Armored Division, at Bosmelet, November 1944.

and shops with a surprising amount of highly-priced merchandise,
though, again, little food. Back at the camp ‘most of the time,’ Lyons
wrote, ‘was spent adding improvements to the huts that had mushroomed
all around the Chateau.’ According to the authors of Mount Up!,
‘Headquarters section and the A/T [anti-tank] platoon built dog houses at
the expense of every door on the estate, so they could be close enough to
be the first in line for chow.’ Meanwhile part of C Company found shelter in the two-storied stables, which they called a barn. ‘The ambitious
first platoon shoveled bushels of apples out of their barn to make the
finest quarters of all. The erstwhile landlady of the château objected to
the distribution of the apples, for they had found their way to the center
of her prize manure pile.’
A member of C Company, Clifford G. Shultz, remembered those
apples:
We landed at Le Havre; it was raining; we got into a truck and trucked over
to Auffay. There was a Chateau de Bosmelet; the big chateau had a big
bomb crater right in the middle of it, just devastated, but there were outbuildings all around. We got for our billet a storage shed for apples, so we
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got the apples and threw them over in the manure pit. And the lady of the
house — whatever her designation might be—came over and said ‘Don’t
throw my apples away!’ We had to scoop them back up, put them in the
cart, haul them over and let them make cider from them. I don’t know if
they washed them or not—I wasn’t along on that trip—but after that story
went around the market for cider went plunging.

The Allied invasion of Normandy and the bomb-attacks against the
V-1 sites had disrupted the summer harvest, but the campaign ended and
the apples ripened to provide a source of food and possible profit, if one
could find the labour to collect the apples and turn them into cider.
Shultz did not comment on the interesting fact that the ‘lady of the
house’ spoke English, but the authors of Mount Up! did:
After she had had heated discussions with everybody from PFC to Major (she could unfortunately speak English) the first platoon was placed on
detached service manufacturing apple cider. In some respects they were
lucky as the remainder of the company was forced into labor gangs for the
purpose of “beautifying the area”, which included laying a network of
brick roads and walks. Every wall and uninhabited building was leveled to
secure material for our constructions. The total bill for damages submitted
by the ‘landlady’ amounted to slightly more than four hundred dollars.

Madame Soyer must have organized whatever farmers had returned
to the bomb-cratered estate for the task of gathering two valuable
products, apples and manure, and she would not tolerate the American
liberators mixing them together. Back in June 1941 she had pressured the
departmental authorities in Seine-Inférieure to pay over 30,000 francs
‘for the costs of furnishing the needs of the occupation forces, when she
wrongly believed that, after a whole year of occupation by German soldiers, she had then seen that last of then. Three years later Madame Soyer’s determination and excellent English resulted, amazingly, in G.I.s
helping with the cider-making and paying for damage.
Major General Allen was probably glad that this feisty Frenchwoman
provided the jobs to keep his men busy while the Division waited for its
equipment to arrive. One can imagine the General inviting Madame Soyer to join them on 23 November when the Americans celebrated Thanksgiving. George Hatt, in A Company with Carl Lyons, recalled that ‘we
enjoyed a fine Thanksgiving meal after attending services in a bombed
out church, no roof and in pouring rain.’ The ‘church’ was the ruined
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Despite the mist, smoke and a large tree obscuring part of the view, one can see further trees
in the distant background made visible by the gaping hole in the middle of the château.
Photo taken by Carl J. Lyons.

chapel near Madame Soyer’s ruined château. Madame Soyer may have
been of use to the Division two days later when, according to Ernest
Wallander,
it was here, at the Chateau de Bosmelet, that the 17th Armored Infantry
Batallion scored a first in the 12th Armored Division by taking three German prisoners. They were members of the Wehrmacht who had disguised
themselves in civilian clothes and were trying to get back to Germany.

If the Germans wandered for several weeks without being captured,
one of them must have spoken fairly good French, and if the men came
under suspicion while near Bosmelet, it would require someone like Madame Soyer—who spoke excellent German as well as English—to unmask them. On the same day that the Germans were captured an order
arrived from Division HQ warning ‘to be ready to move in near future.’
‘Everyone was busy sharpening knives and bayonets now,’ commented
Carl J. Lyons. The Division finally learned on 27 November that it had
been assigned to General Patch’s 7th Army, and three days later the
American troops left Bosmelet.
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Was it the Canadians or Americans who drew the ‘pin-up’ images?
The Americans had more opportunity and perhaps more of a tradition for
such things. The 12th Armored Division’s archives contained several references to ‘Miss Armorette’—‘Selected by Armoraiders as the girl they
would like “to go home to” from a field of more than 250 in a nationwide voting contest sponsored by the Armored Force News.’ The winner
was Miss May Oliver, 23-year-old, five-foot five-inch, native of
Alabama, trained as a teacher but serving—like Rosie the Riveter—as a
Woman Ordnance Worker (abbreviated, appropriately in this case, to
‘WOW’). In May 1943 her photograph even appeared in the national
press. Two months later she married a Captain of the 12th Armored Division. And she may have inspired some artistic Hellcat to depict her on
the wall of a ruined château in Normandy.
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*
On 12 October 1944 Colonel T. R. B. Sanders received instructions
from Duncan Sandys to go to recently-liberated France in order to investigate certain ‘Crossbow Installations’ now in Allied hands. The main emphasis was on what were sometimes called the ‘heavy’ sites, the massive
concrete constructions that Sandys and his scientific experts had assumed
were connected with the German ‘secret weapons’ programme. The instructions mentioned six sites in particular, including Watten and
Mimoyecques, which had been bombed four or five months before the
comparatively minute ‘ski sites’ had been identified and attacked. But the
‘heavy’ sites—called the ‘problem children’ in Sanders’ instructions—
were still little understood. The Germans had not yet been defeated, and
these sites might give more clues about their ‘secret weapons’, especially
whether there were more than just the V-1 and V-2, and whether the
Germans had been planning to launch nuclear bombs. Though these sites
were now secure and no further ‘heavy’ sites had been identified in Germany itself, there was some notion that these sites in themselves might
still pose some threat.
Colonel Terence Sanders had been working for the Ministry of Supply back on 3 November 1943, when Sandys had been dispatched him to
to Medmenham to report that it was now thought the German ‘longrange weapon’ launch sites might not need to be located near railways.
Now, nearly a year later, Sanders was asked to produce a report ‘for the
Prime Minister’ and to do so ‘with all speed and not allow any administrative difficulties to stand in your way.’ When Sanders filed his report in
March 1945 (WO 106/2817), Appendix F in volume I listed four people
as ‘Members of the Mission’: the first was Sanders, the third and fourth
were also from the Ministry of Supply (W.R.J. Cook and A.D.
Merriman), but the second name was ‘Sq. Ldr. A. Kenny, A.I.1(h), Air
Ministry’. Kenny was an obvious choice: he’d puzzled over photographs
of these sites for eight or nine months, written the early reports on Watten, and, according to Ursula Powys-Lybbe’s The Eye of Intelligence,
spotted that artificial haystacks were used to cover shafts leading to the
underground workings at Mimoyecques. I doubt he spent many weeks on
the Sanders investigation, which began in November, because he had so
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much work to do at Medmenham, but it must have been interesting for
him to learn that Mimoyecques, if it hadn’t been bombed out before it
could be used, had been intended as a launch sites for the V-3 ‘cannon’, a
weapon that would have been able to fire 600 explosive projectiles per
hour, all aimed at London, 165 kilometres away. Kenny’s specific role in
the Sanders Mission is unknown, but his technical and linguistic skills
could assist with the interrogation of some of the captured German engineers who had been involved in the weapons projects. Squadron Leader André Kenny proved himself useful for intelligence work beyond interpreting aerial photographs.
*
‘At last a P.C. from Pierre!’ Diana had written in her diary on 28
November. The postcard—written seven weeks earlier—told her he was
near the front and preparing to do some ‘good work’, but that card was.
Fortunately Diana also received ‘a P.C. from Me-Me & letter from
Fourcade’, noting that their latest news of Pierre dated to 12 November.
‘I have been through such agonies, thinking something must have
happened to my Pierre, above all that he didn’t love me any longer.’ But
Diana now regretted having written to Pierre on 11 November with a sarcastic (but heart-felt) remark about his being a Bluebeard, looking for a
third wife. Diana also recorded that ‘Fourcade has been splendid: he
went down to Bos—told Me-Me about Gentien.’ Diana rushed through
the rest of this day’s entry: ‘Too busy with the book to write in my diary. I
saw the publisher last Tuesday & he has given me 1 month to finish rewriting etc.’
Only six days later, on 3 December, Diana finally received ‘a sweet
letter from Pierre, date Nov. 15.’ By this time Pierre had been through
the blood-letting at Haut-du-Tôt and had learned that it was not going to
be easy to drive the Germans out of France. Diana was relieved that
Pierre was certainly alive less than three weeks earlier and was also considering a desk-job. She couldn’t know that Pierre had already suffered
the devastating loss of his best friend, Vlad Hornof, or that by the time
she read his letter, Pierre’s career with the Commandos de France had
nearly come to a sudden end.
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*
When the medic told Pierre that Hornof was dead, it was no surprise:
he knew the German sniper had blown away a quarter of Hornof’s skull.
Pierre had no time at that moment to grieve.
I leaned against a wall, vomited violently and ran to the head of my Commando which I quickly led one kilometre closer to Belfort. We commandeered a house before dark. I ordered a halt and we organized ourselves in
hedgehog pattern [as a fortified advance point], lost, cut off in the cold
shadows. The men were desolated; I promoted the first career lieutenant
[Lt. Mesmin] to be my second-in-command and I finally got some sleep,
chilled for all time in my heart.

Pierre’s men, like him, may well have felt ‘desolated’, but it was only
Pierre, not his military command, that was ‘lost, cut off in the cold shadows’. He knew where he was: one mile from the gate into Belfort, and
sometime shortly after Hornof’s death Pierre’s men were passed by the
men of Captain Villaumé’s 2nd Commando, Captain Ruais’ protection
platoon, and Colonel de Foucaucourt himself. The JMO recorded that the
liberators passed the sign reading BELFORT at 15h 30, and that ‘The
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electrical station, the last line of enemy resistance, is reduced.’ The next
sentence reads: ‘The 1st Commando remains in Essert, the 3rd is stopped
and the 2nd goes again in the lead by crawling in the muddy ditches of
the low sides.’ Foucaucourt would not be satisfied till the Commandos
captured the main barracks within the city, the Fort des Barres. There
was more fighting as the men advanced behind the tank: it is not clear
exactly at what point Pierre’s 3rd Commando was no longer involved.
According to the JMO, during the advance the 3rd Commando captured
‘twenty prisoners, one of them a captain.’ By nightfall Villaumé’s 2nd
Commando was completely regrouped and billeted in the Fort and the
3rd Commando’s ‘Captain decides to install himself in an advanced post
in a large house. The prisoners are evacuated to the rear.’ Destrem, who
had the benefit of interviewing participants, wrote of Pierre: ‘The captain, overwhelmed with sadness, asked that he be left alone until dawn.’
During that night, according to his memoir, Pierre ‘had the time to
prepare the last citation for Hornof, who received the Legion d’honneur,
posthumously’:
Hornof Vladimir. Lieutenant du 3rd Groupe de Commandos; Magnificent
career officer in the Czech army. He proved this once more during the capture of Belfort, 20 Nov. 1944, constantly marching with the tank at the
head of the advance, after having accomplished a difficult and effective
night patrol. A ceaseless example of courage and bravery, he was killed by
a bullet to the head, while standing to correct the fire of an automatic
weapon.

Pierre’s ended his reminiscence of Hornof in his memoir by writing:
‘Later his family informed me that the government of Prague had set up
a bust on one of the bridges of the capital in memory of the man who
was my true brother.’
Pierre’s account of the capture of Belfort then described events on 21
November, the day after Hornof’s death:
At dawn I continued the advance toward my objective, staying 50m in
front of my men. We had to occupy a barrack in the interior of Belfort.
Street fighting, harrassed by the inhabitants who threw flowers at us,
kissed us, and offered us drinks, all in vain: we were in too much of a
hurry. Alone in front of my commando but accompanied by a lost legionnaire who attached himself to me, I stopped a moment at the guard post,
not reassured by the look of the barrack’s courtyard, ‘flat as a billiard
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table’. Finally we entered… We were dispersed in the barrack, keeping
close to the walls, and getting shot at from the roofs which surrounded us.
We were to learn later that those last enemies were French miliciens, fanatical people sacrificed by the Nazis.

Villaumé’s 2nd Commando had already fought its way to the Fort des
Barres the night before, but two sources corroborate Pierre’s reference to
further fighting with miliciens and snipers on the 21st. Jean-Mathieu
Boris, whose 1st Commando, like Pierre’s 3rd, entered Belfort on the
21st, wrote that even though the German commander surrendered that
afternoon, shots continued to ‘spray the town, making victim of civilians’, and he mentioned the later surrender of Frenchmen serving in the
légion Charlemagne, a unit originally intended to ‘fight Bolshevism’ and
dressed in SS uniforms—the ‘miliciens’ mentioned by Pierre. And
Pierre’s own lieutenant, Alex Moscovitch, mentioned in his own memoir
that after he was finally shown to his barracks in Belfort he was not surprised at the sound of machine guns ‘because there remained some Germans hidden here and there who continued shooting.’
Whether or not it involved more fighting, ‘throughout the day on 21
November’, as the JMO said, ‘the 3rd Commando increased the number
of its prisoners in the course of various patrols in the town’ and ‘toward 6
o’clock the 3rd Commando cleaned out a German position that had been
pointed out by some civilians and took twenty prisoners.’ This must relate to the events described next in Pierre’s memoir:
Unfortunately, Moscovitch brought in some prisoners he’d captured
while wandering in search of a café au lait.…[The next two sentences,
quoted earlier, mentioned hugging the walls of the barrack courtyard while
being shot at by fanatical French traitors]… Anyway, I gave the order to
get rid of Mosco’s prisoners who were useless to us and dangerous if kept
among us while we went on fighting. I refused to report them to Mosco’s
credit in the citation I wrote for him.

About this shocking incident Pierre said no more in his memoir.
Destrem—who interviewed Pierre, probably interviewed Moscovitch,
and certainly made use of the latter’s memoir—provided the background
that led up to Pierre’s order to ‘get rid’ of the prisoners:
Lieutenant Moscovitch said to Bosmelet, still overwhelmed by his
grief, ‘Mon capitaine, some civilians told me there’s a group of Germans
over there, on a farm. Do you authorize me to make a detour?’
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‘Our objective is the barrack in town. If there’s any fighting in the
streets, your platoon won’t be large enough. In any case, don’t take any
prisoners. At the moment I can’t bear the sight of Germans except as cadavers.’
Moscovitch came back a little later—with twenty Germans—to find the
3rd Commando installed, like the 2nd, in the Fort des Barres. He didn’t
realise that Bosmelet was not able to ‘swallow’ [i.e. accept] the death of
Hornof, and said to him, laughing: ‘We had a café au lait with the prisoners.’
Bosmelet, overcome by fury, lost all control; found some volunteers
and immediately massacred the twenty Germans with machine guns.

In his own memoir Moscovitch did not mention any warning by
Pierre not to bring back prisoners or any joke by himself about having
breakfast with the prisoners, but he did describe the massacre as a shock.
He wrote of arriving with prisoners—not ‘returning’ with them, because
he’d made a side-trip before his platoon had reached the barracks—at the
courtyard of the barracks where
I stopped the men, put them ‘at ease’, and headed for the Colonel’s office
to learn to which part of the building we’d been assigned. We were all exhausted and eager to have a shave and some sleep. In front of the Colonel’s
office I met Captain B[osmelet] who said to me:
‘Take the right side of the building and don’t bother about the prisoners: I’ll take charge of them.’
I’d scarcely reached my room when I heard the crackle of machine
guns. I wasn’t too surprised because there remained some Germans hidden
here and there who continued shooting. My ablutions were interrupted by
my orderly…, ‘Our prisoners, they’re shooting them!’
‘You’re mad; who would do such a thing?’
‘Come see. They’ve been taken to the shooting range and been shot
against a wall.’
I hurried outside to see if this was true. In spite of coming through four
years of war, I collapsed. I wanted to cry.…The death of the enemy did not
trouble our conscience. But this was something else. I was overwhelmed.
All the more because the man who did this was my best friend, who I loved
tenderly, whose breadth of spirit and liberalism I admired. He stood in contrast to the mentality of a large part of our body of officers among whom
were some excellent soldiers all things considered, courageous, passionate
patriots, but not brilliant in their level of thought.
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Moscovitch talked long into the night with Pierre, who was ‘in a
dreadful state, his best friend having been killed during the capture of
Belfort.’ Moscovitch himself didn’t sleep for some nights, ‘but friendship
prevented me making the thing public.’ He only wrote about it in his
1977 memoir because ‘it was for me a new lesson in psychology. The
notion of good and evil is very relative….Placed in certain circumstances, a man can become worse than a beast, which doesn’t kill until
it’s hungry.’
Others were less forgiving. According to Destrem, Captain Ruais,
chief of staff for Colonel Foucaucourt, was ‘disgusted by the carnage’.
Foucaucourt himself, in notes about Destrem’s book, wondered why she
had to mention ‘the abominable clandestine murder by Bosmelet of prisoners several hours after the combat.’
Some period of time passed before Pierre was directly confronted
about the murders. There is no record of any trial or judgment; no reference is found in Pierre’s military dossier. The matter was set aside.
Though not officially punished, Pierre would not remain a Commando
for much longer. Perhaps he was not immediately relieved of his command because one of the other two captains was suddenly replaced after
the capture of Belfort. This is not recorded in the JMO, but Jean-Mathieu
Boris recounted in his memoir how he, a lieutenant in the 1st Commando, personally denounced his own captain, Renon, who had made
light of the death of one of Boris’ friends: Boris slapped him and then
went to Foucaucourt, explaining that Renon had spent the entire period
of combat hiding in attics or cellars in Essert and if Foucaucourt didn’t
transfer Renon immediately, then Boris would kill him. Foucaucourt
made the transfer and, having lost one captain because of evident cowardice, perhaps delayed losing another captain immediately for murdering enemy prisoners.
Everyone knew the Germans had committed worse atrocities. What
was inexcusable was not inexplicable: a moment of madness following
the death of Pierre’s best friend. But those closest to Pierre probably understood this was not the full explanation.
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His final remark in his memoir—‘I refused to report [the dead Germans] to Mosco’s credit in the citation I wrote for him’—may be some
glib joke, or a hint of Moscovitch’s role in the actual massacre, but it
suggests Pierre saw the act, not as one of madness, but as creditable.
A year and a half after Hornof’s death Pierre wrote a letter (cited
earlier) to a veterans organisation knowing it would be passed along to
Hornof’s brother. ‘I can assure Doctor Hornof that I personally took a
cruel revenge on behalf of his brother. We never again took prisoners
after the death of “Binguel”.’ And Pierre closed his chapter about Belfort
by noting he was there only briefly before being sent elsewhere with his
Commando for further combat.
One single night of rest and celebration for all, which I spent alone with
my grief. It was at Belfort that I had received a letter from my eldest
daughter, Monique: ‘Dear Papa, thanks for your news. All three of us,
Mama, my little sister and I, are well. I was very sad when we learned that
my brother was dead. But you must not let the pain discourage you. You
still have to kill all the Germans you can. With lots of kisses, Monique’

‘This child,’ Pierre added, ‘had a sense of patriotic priorities.’
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Chapter 50

‘THE BRIGADE SET OUT THAT NIGHT to go 20kms behind the German
lines, a real Commando operation.’ Thus begins the chapter of Pierre’s
memoir entitled ‘MASEVAUX.’ It was the pre-dawn of 22 November
according to the JMO. ‘Knowing that I no longer had Hornof, I was
joined by my friend, Captain Ruais, an engineer and now deputy of Paris.
Masevaux—Massmunster in German—was the first village we reached
in Alsace.’
To say that Captain Pierre Ruais was ‘my
friend’ and meant somehow to replace Hornof may
have been a bit of black humour on Pierre’s part.
Destrem wrote that Ruais expressed outrage about
the massacre, and he didn’t actually take over
command of Hornof’s platoon or prevent Lt.
Marty from continuing as Pierre’s Adjutant. Ruais
may have been appointed to keep an eye on Pierre:
perhaps a form of punishment.139 On the other
hand, Pierre and Ruais were not career officers,
both had served at de Gaulle’s headquarters in
London, and both were political associates of Louis
Vallon.

Pierre Ruais, 1907-1996,
as he appeared in 1956

‘We had a civilian guide that took us through forest trails, in a pouring rain and ice, to the hamlet of La Madeleine, our goal.’ By ‘we’ Pierre
is referring to the entire brigade, for La Madeleine, a staging post for the
eventual assault on Masevaux, was actually captured on the 23rd by Lt.
Vinceguerra’s Commando d’Accompagnement, manning the brigade’s
heavy machine guns and artillery. ‘In a meadow, among the woods, there
was a small château, the seat of a Nazi headquarters. We liquidated it
very quickly and took down the SS colonel in particular.’ According to

Destrm, intelligence arrived that the staff of the SS commander Karl
Oberg—the ‘Butcher of Paris’—with thirty officers and eighty guards,
were located in two small châteaux at nearby Saint-Nicolas. The 1st
Commando under Captain Guillaume du Bellay carried out a raid to kill
or capture the lot, only to find that the SS had already departed. The
Commandos hid near the châteaux hoping the SS men might return, but
only four SS officers approached in two cars, and they were killed. The
entire brigade was brought up to Saint Nicolas while Gambiez planned
the next move from his headquarters in one of the châteaux.
According to Pierre’s memoir
A hundred yards away [from the châteaux] there was a convent, a girls'
school, where the château-owner was the patron. I went to the Mother Superior in the middle of the night and asked to lodge my men in the school.
‘Impossible, mon Capitaine, but to which army do you belong? The Germans are still there.’
‘We are the French Army, why impossible? My men have been fighting
solidly for 5 days, have just walked 20 km, and I want them to rest.’
But I have no room, mon Capitaine, all the dormitories are occupied by
my little girls.’
‘Squeeze them in two per bed and assign me half of the dormitories.’
This was done, in spite of Mother Superior's worries. The little girls were
very happy to embroider the four names of my battles on my pennant,
which never left me; it had floated from a branch within my ‘Square’ at
Haut-du-Tôt. I wore it around my waist as a sort of flannel belt.

My friend Inès is adamant: ‘There is no trace of soldiers having been
lodged in the orphanage.’ Admittedly, having Pierre’s men take up the
beds of school-girls sounds more a fantasy than a recollection. Destrem
mentioned only that Captain du Bellay was invited to the convent for a
meal, but, she did accept that ‘Bosmelet brought back his pennant on
which the sisters embroidered the names of Airaines (the little corner of
the Somme where the captain won his Croix de Guerre in 1940), Hautdu-Tôt, Belfort and Masevaux.’140 Destrem said nothing about dormitories, and yet Pierre was lingering at the convent long enough for the ‘little
girls’ or ‘sisters’ to show off their needlework. In the end Pierre’s story is
implausible, yet still possibly true. Perhaps Pierre decided to act like an
outlaw because he was being treated as such after the massacre at
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Belfort. Although Pierre didn’t say so, the JMO and Destrem indicate
Foucaucourt’s plan for the assault on Masevaux had du Bellay leading
out with his entire 1st Commando, Villaumé joining in with three of his
four platoons (the fourth resting after a long patrol), and Bosmelet’s 3rd
Commando staying put at Saint Nicolas, along with elements of the Bataillon de choc Gayardon. The latter unit, as Pierre later mentioned, was
made up of barely-trained school-boys from Pierre’s old lycée Janson de
Sailly. Only one of Pierre’s platoons would take part in the initial assault,
but it would be commanded by the platoon leader, Lt. Richard, while
Pierre was left to rest with his other platoons and baby-sit the new arrivals.
The next day in the morning we were able to wash ourselves and stay clean
as we marched two kilometres to the first part of Masevaux, which had just
been taken by the Battalion de Choc No. 1 and our Commander de Foucaucourt. ‘For you, it’s a rest,’ the Commandant said to me. ‘I hold most of
Masevaux and the Battalion de Choc No. 2 will finish the cleanup.’ The
men were genuinely exhausted and, after making sure they looked after
their feet and boots, I thought I had a moment to relax.

Pierre is open about the fact that he and most of his Commando
played no role in the initial assault on Masevaux, but he ascribes this to
his men’s need for a rest—when in fact all of the Commandos could do
with one. Several key points and bridges in Masevaux were captured and
held by the Commandos, but the German resistance was fierce, and their
counterattacks compelled Foucaucourt to ask Gambiez for reinforcements. The Germans still held the saw-mill and two châteaux northeast
of Masevaux. On the 26th Gambiez sent in some Legionnaires, elements
of Moroccan Tirailleurs, and the untested Bataillon de choc Gayardon, to
relieve some of the Commandos who had been fighting for the last three
days. The next day Foucaucourt drew up plans for the capture of the sawmill and the two châteaux.
Gambiez decided the ‘Commando raid’ had to become an ‘infantry
attack’, supported by tanks and anti-tank guns, which he ordered up.
Since heavy casualties meant that Gambiez was down to 180 effectives
among the Commandos, he decided to have Foucaucourt summon
Pierre’s 3rd Commando on the morning of the 27th. The JMO notes that
the 3rd Commando (and not just Lt. Richard’s platoon, which had
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already done good work capturing and holding an important bridge) went
into action on November 28 shortly after some tanks arrived at 8 am ‘to
proceed in liaison with the 3rd Commando toward the northern exit from
Masevaux (route Joffre).’ Pierre’s memoir apparently compressed time,
not describing periods of rest, which did occur. But conditions were bad
for all the Commandos—many kilometres behind enemy lines, in freezing and wet conditions, with few supplies, and no real interruption in the
operations—so Bosmelet and his men suffered with everyone else. Pierre
was clearly not in a good frame of mind: his desire for some more rest
was a ‘crazy hope’.
At 11 am I was summoned to the Commander [Foucaucourt]. ‘Bosmelet, I want you to clean out the little château of Masevaux north-east of the
village.’
‘But it was me yesterday: it can’t always be my boys’ turn.’
‘Yes it can, because I have nothing left. The Battalion de Choc No. 2,
I’m telling you, was made up from the pupils of Janson de Sailly—who left
their classes to try to follow Leclerc during the Liberation of Paris. They
were completely inexperienced, about 17 years old, and, in any case, they
were just raked in a quarter of an hour at the exit for Masevaux. So the job
is yours.’
I stressed that my guys had frozen feet and ‘How many Boches are
there at this bloody château?’
‘Oh, a handful, but they’re shooting well.’
‘In that case I’ll take it with only a few men; the others can rest.’
‘That’s your business. Just take the château for me, that’s an order.’

At this point Pierre’s account proceeded at a pace differing from that
of the JMO, and as usual Pierre said little about other units involved in
the fight. The JMO described an initial attack which went badly, a pause
while Foucaucourt reorganized the plan, and then a resumption with a
successful result. But we’ll look at Pierre’s version first.
We approached cautiously, especially as, going up the street leading to
it, we stumbled on the remains of the young lads from my old school. All
my people sheltered in the house nearest the château where the Lieutenant,
my second in command, immediately organized them on the defensive, and
I choose two officers among the volunteers to accompany me.
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A tank in
Maurice Bokanowski’s
unit of Fusilliers Marins

Pierre described but didn’t name. Destrem’s account suggests that the
two volunteers were Michelot and Fos. Michelot was certainly the intermittent ‘officer’ that Pierre referred to as ‘my little sergeant’ and ‘the
cuckold of Lyon’—who kept going AWOL to check on his wife in Lyon.
But Pierre wrote that he ‘liked him very much because, miraculously, he
was always showed up again half an hour before a battle.’ Pierre twice
promoted him before again demoting him. Fos, described as an ordinary
soldier by Destrem, was probably not the ‘handsome junior officer’ mentioned by Pierre, who was evidently annoyed that the young man never
wore a helmet ‘lest it spoil the natural waves of his hair’ but always wore
‘the red sash of the light cavalry’ even in open battle. (While presenting
Pierre’s account Michelot’s name will be used along with ‘the junior officer’ for the other man.)
In front of the gate a tank of Fusilliers Marins was in flames after being
hit by a bazooka before managing to crash through the gate. I prevented a
second tank from suffering the same fate; they belonged to Maurice
Bokanowski’s unit.141

The JMO noted that during this action five prisoners were taken and
provided information that the East château was occupied by eighty S.S.
troops ‘determined, it seemed, to hold on at all cost.’ According to Destrem, at 9h ‘Foucaucourt arrived—on a bicycle. He stopped the attack and
modified the plans.’ The château was surrounded by a thick wall, and any
attempt to scale it would result in serious losses. The new idea was to use
cannon-fire from the tank-destroyers and then grenades to push the Ger603

mans back into the château, then make a breach in the surrounding wall
and clean out the château.
With my two young officers I ran along beside the enclosure wall of the
property until I found a breach. A few trees in the park separated us from
the château, the windows of which were bristling with arms. I understood
that the ‘handful’ announced by Foucaucourt was, at least, underestimated
and that, to avoid having my little crew smashed, it was necessary to strike
a real ‘commando blow’.

Then Pierre’s account passed over the fact, noted by the JMO and
Destrem, that, when Foucaucourt resumed the attack at 13h 30, it was
‘the best throwers of grenades from the 2nd Commando’ who ran
through a breach in the outer wall and threw 150 grenades into the
grounds, forcing the Germans to retreat to the château. Meanwhile German mortars responded by shelling the Commandos, who took cover.
‘At 13h 40,’ according to the JMO,
a tank-destroyer passed through the breach in the wall, supported by the
3rd Commando, and destroyed a corner of the château, from which the occupants dashed into the cellars where a part of them were killed by grenades. 60 men and 3 officers were taken prisoner. A few who tried to escape
to the North were killed by the 2nd Commando.

Two Commandos were killed during this action. Pierre’s memoir didn’t
mention the large role played by the 2nd Commando or that one of the
two fatalities was Sergeant Laplana of the 3rd Commando. Instead he
wrote about how he sent Michelot
to hide himself against the wall, near the entrance to the cellar, while the
junior office and I fired on the air-vents. [Michelot’s] mission was to throw
one or two grenades inside. As soon as the first one burst, we ran up and I
allowed the junior office to pass [Michelot] while firing a short burst to his
right. At his heels, I fired to the left. Smoke, acrid explosives! I was
screaming, ‘Surrender! Raus, Raus’, and hoped [the Germans] would want
to leave.

There is no trace in the Journal de marche of Pierre’s conversation
with Fourcaucourt, which is not surprising, but Destrem doesn’t mention
it either, even though she did briefly mention of the action by Pierre, Fos
and Michelot, quoting someone as talking about ‘breaking some
eggs’ (which she footnoted as meaning ‘throwing grenades’), and ending
the paragraph about their action by writing: ‘The Germans who were not
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killed surrendered: sixty men, three of them officers.’ Pierre gave a much
more detailed description of what happened after he and his two men
threw their grenades and shouted for the Germans to come out:
The problem was that we only had one-and-a-half magazines for our
machine guns. I proceeded to economise: as the Germans came out, one by
one, the junior officer gave each a blow on the head with his rifle butt, I
propelled him with a kick towards [Michelot], who skewered him with a
dagger.
In spite of the intense cold, the smell rose from the growing pile of the
dead, which for a moment stopped the exit of those who remained, instinctively hesitant, like animals at the entrance of the slaughterhouse. Two more
grenades, then cries from civilians locked in the cellar’s bomb shelter. I
ordered, ‘Cease fire!’ for the excellent reason that there was hardly a cartridge left. I thought there couldn’t be many more Germans inside, but I was
wrong about that, and we continued our merry-go-round for a short time.
Even we were disgusted: a hundred and fifty Germans had had their stomachs opened; we made prisoners of the last fifty, completely dazed.

No other source refers to this ‘skewering’ of a hundred and fifty
Germans. Either it didn’t happen or no one else thought it something to
boast about. It is interesting, however, that at the end of his description of
the battle at Masevaux Pierre quoted a citation that accompanied the
award of a ‘Croix de Guerre avec palme’ that he received:
Captain Bosmelet. Brave officer who led, constantly at the head of his
Commando, the fight in the course of operations of November 19 and 20,
1944, during the capture of Belfort, especially on November 20. He set an
example by walking with the tank in the lead under the deadly flanking
shots of heavy German machine guns. On the 28th of November, by quick
and daring action, he opened the North-East outlet of Masevaux, killing a
considerable number of adversaries and making 50 prisoners.142

The number of prisoners matches Pierre’s account, but ‘a considerable number’ killed does not confirm a hundred and fifty, which seems
unbelievable. And the incredulities increased as Pierre finished his account of Masevaux:
I had [the prisoners] line up and take off their shoes in order to handicap them by means of the -10º in a carpet of snow.
At that moment Foucaucourt arrived by bicycle: ‘Where’ve you got to?’
‘Objective achieved. Your “handful of men” translates into a heavy
company. 150 dead, 50 prisoners. Send me my Commando on the trot be605

fore the counter-attack; we’re only three and out of ammunition.’ ‘I
thought your men had frozen feet. I can take these bastards to the rear.’
Whereupon the Commander, who spoke German well, marched the barefoot prisoners in front of him, under the threat of his machine gun.
Two minutes later my Commando came running. There was hardly time
to set them on the defensive against any enemies trying to return. The
Germans did not attempt it and we were relieved by elements of the [Foreign] Legion. We left for the rear of the central square of the village and I
could shelter all my men who needed a breather.

One can challenge Pierre’s account on several points:
1. The lack of supporting evidence—or understandable reason—for
Pierre setting out with only two men to assist in neutralizing the east
château.
2. No other sources mention Foucaucourt showing up a second time
on a bicycle, or the two conversations Pierre alleged they had, or
prisoners being forced to walk barefoot through the snow.
3. Foucaucourt was unlikely to conduct fifty prisoners to the rear by
himself if the rest of the 3rd Commando was only two minutes away,
and he was not the sort of officer who would make prisoners march
barefoot.
The disparity between the ‘eighty S.S. troops’ mentioned in the prisoner interrogation before the main operation and the two hundred plus
that Pierre claimed to have killed or captured might be the result of many
more Germans retreating into the château before the attack was resumed
at 1:30 pm. But it remains difficult to imagine a huge number of wellarmed Germans—especially S.S. troops—being killed by three French
commandos.
Less difficult to imagine is that, given any opportunity, Pierre de
Bosmelet would seek vengeance for the death of Hornof—and for the
massacre of his Senegalese troops four and a half years earlier, and for
the destruction of his home, and even for the death of his only son. Monique had written that he should kill as many Germans as he could, and
Pierre later assured Hornof’s family that he never willingly took Germans as prisoners after Hornof’s death.
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Perhaps Pierre did find another opportunity in Masevaux to kill more
Germans soldiers a week after he’d massacred at least twenty of them in
Belfort; perhaps his effort was interrupted by the arrival of some senior
officer, so some potential victims survived as prisoners. But what demon
drove him—while writing his memoirs three decades after the event—to
exaggerate the numbers beyond all reason?
*
It was 29 November when Pierre and the other Commandos were relieved by some Foreign Legionnaires and pulled back to the central
square of Masevaux for a ‘breather’. ‘Unfortunately,’ Pierre’s memoir
continued, the period of rest was violently interrupted when
a German self-propelled 88 fired on us from a road leading from a pass.
The small town of Masevaux was naturally in the hollow of the valley. The
Commandant [Foucaucourt], having received the order, made us carpet the
small rectangular square entirely with the swastika flags collected from the
houses. ‘On the occasion of his birthday, General de Lattre wishes to review us while treading on the Nazi emblem in our first village of Alsace.’
Of course, I bolted and chose the north side of the square for a nap and,
[during] the up-coming review, to avoid as much as possible the on-target
shots of this dirty 88 that was shifting position so fast that it couldn’t be
silenced by a counter-battery.
The result I expected was not long in coming. During the ridiculous
carpeting chore one man was killed and some others wounded. My young
doctor [Conte] ran there and was badly wounded in turn, one leg very
mashed up. I railed against the review though I did attend with my Commando, slightly sheltered by the houses on the north side.

General de Lattre’s birthday was in February, not November, and the
JMO mentioned that one Commando was killed and eight wounded by
German shelling on 29 November, but did not connect de Lattre with this
event.143 Maja Destrem wrote that de Lattre paid the Commandos a visit
while they were resting in Masevaux and that ‘the general had just left
the town square as the mortar shells began to fall’; but neither source
mentioned the business of striding upon Nazi flags. However, the order
that reached de Foucaucourt may have mentioned some other anniversary which confused someone, and Pierre’s story was largely corroborated when Alex Moscovitch expressed mixed feelings about de
Lattre in his memoir:
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I saw him at Mazevaux [sic], in Alsace, superb, passing the troops in
review in a bowl bombarded by the Germans, who held the surrounding
passes. In front of the assembled brigade, under the shells of mortars and
cannon, de Lattre advanced, walking on the German flags that were
scattered on the road.… I no longer knew whether to hate him or admire
him. I still don’t know.

Pierre evidently had no doubt about his feelings:
I very much regretted that the 88 did not fire at the precise moment
when de Lattre paraded around while passing very quickly on the square....
I went, without my Commando, to the quick burial—under enemy fire—of
a man who died uselessly….

Pierre added: ‘…this was, for me, the end of the military combats.’ Indeed, the JMO mentions actions over the next five days by portions of
the 3rd Commando under Lt. Richard, Lt. Poggi, and a junior officer, de
Saint Blanquat, but also notes that ‘Captain Bosmelet, Lt. Moscovitch,
and Adjudant Cordier rested with the remainder of the 3rd Commando at
St. Nicolas.’
According to Maja Destrem, leaves of absence were given to most of
the Commandos de France beginning about 6 December, and there was
also a major re-organization. When the troops returned from their leaves
of absence, the 3rd Commando was basically dissolved, most men and
officers being distributed among the first two Commandos, while a new
3rd, and even a 4th, Commando were recruited.
Moscovitch’s memoir says that during his leave of absence he went
straight to Paris and obtained work in military intelligence through Louis
Vallon. Pierre also never returned to the Commandos, and, although he
probably did not regret this, it was not entirely his decision (and that may
be true of Moscovitch as well).
Leaves of absence were indeed given and de Foucaucourt told me:
‘Bosmelet, you’ve had a shock; you’ve done all you could; now that we’re
in Alsace, you should go. France is liberated. I am giving you leave of absence for a renewable fortnight, for I don’t want you to go with us into
Germany.’
‘Thank you, but why?’
‘Because I feel that you’d shoot everyone, even civilians.’
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We parted without regrets because I was genuinely a wreck of nerves
and fatigue. The role of commanding one of the Commandos was truly
exhausting. In addition to the fighting, we, the four captains, could never
sleep because, while our subordinates were sprawling for a few hours’ rest,
we spent every night in ‘Briefings’ with our leaders.
Moreover, the diet of K rations—and the vodka that my faithful Rydz
was always bringing me (never letting me take a step without offering me
his full canteen)—had afflicted me with severe boils on both buttocks.
In the end, I had personally killed three white men for each of my
blacks massacred on the Somme - anti solfége144 - and I had certainly followed Monique's advice.
I’d had enough.
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Chapter 51

AS PIERRE’S MEMOIR CONTINUED into his post-Commando phase, the
main corroboration comes from Diana’s diary when she began to receive
more regular information about Pierre as cross-channel communications
improved. For some reason Pierre chose to write two separate narratives
in his memoir—twenty-seven pages apart—about his return to Bosmelet
after leaving the fighting front. The first two pages of the first account
show signs of later changes: parts of pages cut off or covered up with
other parts and two or three substantial passages inked over, as if Pierre
was unsatisfied with what he had written. And yet later he returned to the
subject and wrote in greater detail. It concerns the painful subject of what
he encountered when he first returned to Bosmelet.
I advised my mother by telegram and arrived at Auffay. Maman waited
in the pony and trap. ‘We go to bed in the Bocage’ (little farm of the estate
1 km from the town instead of 3 like Bosmelet).
‘Why not the house?’
‘Because it was bombed, you’ll see it tomorrow.”

The narrative continued but was covered over with about twenty
more lines that had been typed already, though their beginning had been
cut off. The paste-in began mid-sentence, but Pierre crossed through that
partial sentence (which can mostly be read: ‘construite par l’[?ennemi?]
…pas de…de V-2’—something about the German constructions but noting they did not relate to the V-2. The next sentence was left unmarked:
‘My English allies had certainly exploited the information that I’d given
them, but my old house died.’ This is the second time in Pierre’s memoir
that he expressed the idea that he had given the British some information
about the construction of the V-1 launch site at Bosmelet, but there is no
evidence he had any opportunity to see or learn about that construction,
which began long after he last visited or (as far as we know) had any
communications from Bosmelet. So the matter remains a puzzle.

And there is another puzzle: Pierre’s memoir, written thirty years
after these events, suggests he was surprised when his mother said the
château had been bombed, which he would see the next day. And yet
Pierre had already written on 31 May 1944: ‘I don’t suppose much remains of home!’ Pierre did not say who sent the news—dated 20 March
—to Provôt, but it could easily have been the Bosmelets’ family friend in
Paris, Fourcade.
I don’t suppose much remains of home! Why would he write that if he
had not received some information—however indirectly—about the effect of the two bombs dropped on his home by 613 Squadron on 28
January 1944? But perhaps the situation did not have become ‘real’ for
him until he saw it for himself.
In this first version of his return to Bosmelet, Pierre then began a new
paragraph with a statement he subsequently inked over—though, again,
not thoroughly, and one could reconstruct most of the sentence, helped
by some information found later in the memoir:
Je décidai aussitôt qu’il n’…vait plus qu’à raser la ruine et constru...
au même emplacement une longue chaumière normande sans étage, avec
une piscine à un bout et un “sunken garden” à l’autre.
I decided immediately that [there was no choice?] but to raze the ruin
and [build] on the same footprint a long, single-storey, Norman thatched
cottage, with a pool at one end and a ‘sunken garden’ at the other.

Why Pierre inked through this statement is uncertain: perhaps some
regret about the harshness of his judgment. The narrator then turned his
back and went for a walk in the woods—‘without my dogs,’ he wrote,
remembering how four years earlier his mother had killed them so they
could not lead the Germans to him when he passed through here shortly
after the ‘defeat at Airaines.’ He carried on walking; ‘the snow helped’
him find the trail he’d followed back then, armed with his machine pistol. At a crossroads he encountered one of the Lhernaut boys: he’d
helped gain an acquittal for his brother in 1937. ‘How are you?’—‘And
you, Monsieur?’ The boys’ mother had worked a farm in Pierre’s grandfather’s day, and ‘the ties uniting the two families were more than
friendly, nearly feudal.’ The young man mentioned that, alone in the
countryside, he had once killed a Boche, near the end of the occupation,
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then had to join the maquis in the nearby fôret d’Eawy because the villagers reproached him, fearing reprisals—the execution of hostages. They
disliked him anyway, he said, for being a communist. ‘I made a mental
note,’ wrote Pierre, ‘that he was on my side.’
The first three words on the next page were inked over, but were the
ending of some sentence not present on the previous page. Then the next
paragraph is also inked over, a cause or result of the fact that Pierre decided to write almost the same wording in a later section: ‘…my daughters arrived from the place where their mother was installed, at Wargemont, in the commune of Berneval sur Mer, 30 km from Bosmelet. They
hadn’t suffered during the occupation and seemed lovely and robust little
girls.’
Pierre finished this account of his period of ‘leave’ with one more
paragraph:
Maman, in her turn, was imprisoned by the Germans at Bonne Nouvelle, the bizarrely named prison in Rouen. The chaplain of the prison had
been able to get her into the Common Law section [rather than as a political prisoner] which is how she avoided deportation. She’s left a painful
memoir of this adventure. At her leaving the prison the Germans had forbidden her to return to Bosmelet where she was not able to return until
after the liberation of Normandy but to find there some Americans. ‘Worse
than the Boches,’ she told me. ‘Some real savages; they broke the walls of
the potager [the walled garden] which dated to Louis XIV in order to pave
some paths.’

Later in his memoir, when Pierre repeated some information about
his own return to Bosmelet, he began by writing: ‘On leave Noel 1944, I
went immediately to see my mother, escaped from an imprisonment of
three months by the Germans and found her with a little pony waiting at
the station at Auffay.’ In fact, his mother’s ‘painful memoir’ had was
clear that her sentence had been for two, not three, months, but this part
of Pierre’s memoir provided additional detail—and also included some
bits inked through in the earlier account—about his experience of seeing
the ruined château for the first time. And, again, Pierre does not mention
that he had learned months earlier that his home had been badly damaged.
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She informed me of the severe bombardments which had struck our property but asked me not to go there till the day after because we were awaiting my daughters who were coming from their mother’s place in Dieppe to
see me. They had not suffered during the occupation and seemed beautiful
and solid little girls.
Under the snow, I went to Bosmelet the next morning.
The alleys of three-century-old limes and hedges were massacred; my
jardin à l’anglaise, in the former potager, had been destroyed by two efficient bombs, the only things standing were the blockhouses of the enemy.
My old home of 1632, le château, offered a spectacle that desolated me.
This jewel of Louis XIII architecture was eviscerated by the bombs. In the
middle, the vestibule no longer existed. To the left, the dining room, the
small salon, my bedroom and bathroom, were no more. The grand stairway
was demolished, as was my office on the landing where I had family
archives and documents of political work: the room had been specially
chosen by my dear uncle and adoptive father, Adrien de Bosmelet, for its
independent access. In this room I had restored a monochrome wall-paper
of the Revolution which showed the liberation of the slaves. On the first
floor, there was nothing left of the bedroom I used as a kid, nor of the ink
drawings made by a great-uncle [Gentien Thomas de Bosmelet] who travelled by horse from Tierra del Fuego to Panama and sailed by Easter Island. Also gone was the engraving of Paul and Virginie sheltering from the
storm under the young girl’s dress.

Pierre also noted the loss of the bedroom that had once belonged to
an ancestor who had been President of the Parlement of Rouen and had
opposed Louis XV’s minister, de Maupeou, when he tried to suppress the
provincial parlements—and he recalled that the bedroom once contained
two beds à la polonaise complete with plumes and hangings of toile de
Jouy. The walls of this now-destroyed room had once been covered,
Pierre continued,
with wallpaper painted with representations of ‘America,’ completely naked but for savage feathers, coming to thank ‘la France’ for her aid during
the War of Independence—paper on which the coats-of-arms and fleur-delis had been carefully covered with bits of paper during the Revolution by
a good wife before a visit by inspectors.

So Pierre knew before Diana did that the American G.I.s who had left
Bosmelet only two weeks before never had a chance to be impressed by
the wallpaper expressing America’s great debt to France.
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Pierre went on to regret the loss of ‘the Regency chairs with velvet
upholstery which is fashionable again. The rest of the furniture the Germans had used to feed their stoves. What remained of the right wing was
ruined, with the roof collapsed.’
All my familial past had disappeared. The future of the name ‘Bosmelet’ reposed in a cemetery in N’Gaoundere, in the centre of the Cameroun.
Returning to dine with Maman—who worried how I would take the
destruction of our home—I told her of my plan of reconstructing it as a
one-storey Norman thatched cottage on part of the foundations, which
would at least permit us to enjoy the perspectives designed by Lenôtre.
‘What about restoration?’ [she asked].
‘Not possible. Who would pay? Certainly not the Germans, we know
the song.’
‘Well, you must be right.’

*
The diary that Diana had begun in November 1935 in Vienna opened
with the words ‘Expecting to be married soon, so won’t write much.’ And
on 3 December 1944 she squeezed onto the last page: ‘A sweet letter
from Pierre, dated Nov. 15.’ Nine years—with most of the entries mentioning Pierre, who was beyond her reach for five years because of the
war. Diana began a new diary on Saturday, 9 December:
Received telegram from Me-me sent 8th from Auffay: Pierre hopes to be
in Paris Monday [11th] bring military and civilian clothes.
Evidently they think it quite easy for me to pop over. I am told that it is
far from easy. I wired back: Presque impossible venir Paris pour démarches. Plus pratique Pierre vient Londres.

It appears that after Pierre learned he would be leaving Alsace and
not returning, he considered the practical problems of having little in the
way of clothing with him at the moment, the doubtful prospect of finding
any at Bosmelet. He’d probably left plenty of clothing, civilian and military, with Diana’s family before he left London for Africa. Diana could
pack a couple suitcases and bring them to Paris. As that plan foundered,
Pierre may have tarried in Paris before giving his mother a definite time
for his arrival at Auffay station—before which she arranged for his
daughters to travel down from Dieppe on the same day.
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Ever since she learned that Pierre had become a commando—and
then guessed wrongly that he’d landed in southern France in August—
Diana became desperate to cross the Channel. This proved extremely difficult. The Times reported on 10 November about questions in the House
concerning the need to apply to the Passport and Permit Office, with
sponsorship from a Government department, consultation with the Foreign Exchange Control, obtaining a visa from the French Consul-General, arrangements with the Ministry of War Transport—and that was for
‘journeys to France for business reasons’, not to deliver clothes to a
spouse. An M.P. quipped that ‘trade relations are not likely to be resumed
before 1980’.
Now that Diana knew Pierre would be in Paris within days, she made
new efforts to reach France, even though she cabled that it would be better for Pierre to come to London. Her brother, John—who worked for the
Foreign Office—‘is just back from Paris. Says it is dreadful, so cold, no
fuel, no food.’ Still, she visited consular offices and filled out paperwork.
‘But the wonderful thing is Pierre is back on leave & we will get to one
another somehow….’
On 11 December—the day Pierre expected to be in Paris—Diana
noted that she was seeking help from Admiral Harcourt (possibly the
‘Admiral’ who reported to Diana in October about the bomb damaged to
Bosmelet). ‘There has just been an alert,’ Diana added, ‘and a flying
bomb has just gone by. Thank goodness it was going strong from the
sound of it.’ Two more days pass: ‘Monday night, have heard 3 buzzers,
went by.’ The next day, 14 December, Diana heard no V-1s, but had to
report sadly ‘Still no wire.’ Another week passed, with no reply to her
cable. On the 19th she took her book to the publisher in London and had
lunch with three men at the House of Commons, presumably M.P.s.145
Finally, on 23 December Diana received both a letter and a cable from
Pierre.
Diana only wrote that the letter was ‘lovely’, dated 9 December, and
‘In answer to my Henry VIII???’ Presumably Pierre was replying to her
11 November letter in which she remarked about Pierre ‘looking for his
3rd wife.’ Pierre’s cable said that it would be impossible for him to join
her for Christmas; he had to work in Paris; ‘come when you can.’
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Diana wired back ‘Thankful you are in Paris,’ and noted in her diary on
26 December: ‘Am in such a torment. My beloved so near & yet so far.
Am going up to London to see what I can do.’ That day Diana also recorded: ‘War news bad. Germany back again to Meuse.’
Pierre’s memoir stated that he ‘returned to Paris’ at the end of his
leave and was transferred to the Directorate of Military Affairs under the
Colonial Ministry. His service dossier somewhat arbitrarily dated this to
1 January 1945, and according to Diana’s diary, Pierre wrote to her on 28
December that ‘He has got a job.’
‘Life in Paris was very difficult at the start of 1945, an epoch of penury,’ Pierre wrote in his memoirs. ‘I lived at first in a bachelor flat of
Maurice Rheims,146 then at the home of a Rumanian sculptor who had
been a resistant, then at the home of a childhood friend, a widow with a
little girl, and we were able to cook because I had access to victuals as a
soldier.’ Possibly the widow was the ‘Madeleine’ Diana mentioned in her
diary a year and a half later (when she was expressing anger about Madame Soyer): ‘She seems to create these situations on purpose as she did
when P. first came back to Paris in Dec. 44. When he went to stay with
Madeleine & she nursed him through his boils and malaria.’
Whoever Madeleine was, Diana probably only learned about her long
after she ‘nursed’ Pierre. Pierre’s memoir mentioned that his mother arranged for him to see his daughters, Monique and Béatrice, as soon as he
returned to Auffay, but there is no mention of Geneviève, though Diana
would not have been surprised if Pierre had found an early opportunity to
see his ex-wife, Geneviève.
Another issue that came up somewhere along the line was the question
of Geneviève Bérard, Monique and Babs' mother. Yes, I have also heard
that she had been shaved after the war for having had a liaison with the
other side. I have never tried to verify the story as I felt it was improper
and would anyway appear as such if I were to do so…. Geneviève was obviously traumatised by something, but she remained deeply in love with
Pierre all her life.

Pierre’s son, Robert, provided that information in November, 2011.
When asked how likely that story was to be true, Robert replied: ‘5 or 6
out of 10.’
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If Geneviève was indeed the victim of the head-shaving punishment—meted out to some French women mostly by French men who
were not serving in the French army which was actually fighting the
Germans—it probably occurred shortly after Dieppe was liberated by the
Allies on 1 September 1944. By December her hair would have been less
than four centimetres long, so she may have avoided the public’s gaze,
especially that of her former husband. And, assuming Pierre eventually
learned the truth in any case, it was probably out of regard for her—or
his daughters, or himself—that he made no mention of it in his memoirs.
*
All those flying bombs mentioned in Diana’s diary in December
1944 must have been ‘air-launched’ flying-bombs, maybe some of the
dozens launched toward Southampton rather than the hundreds aimed at
London. Max Wachtel’s men had nothing to do with air-launches, and
since retreating out of France late in August Wachtel waited impatiently
for the boffins at Zempin and the manufacturers to produce flying-bombs
that could reach Britain from the nearest occupied territory, namely Holland. To keep his regiment functioning Wachtel would fire at inferior targets, but only London was large enough to hit with some frequency and
important enough that its potential destruction might force the British to
stop ‘terror bombing’ German cities.
Wachtel believed his first campaign—lasting less than twelve weeks
—had severely damaged London. Now, with a more reliable system of
supply, Wachtel might finish the job, if only he could convince higher
authorities not to waste metal, man-hours, and high-explosive on producing more V-2 rockets. And the Luftwaffe shouldn’t expend Heinkels and
crews on the ‘air-launch’ programme or waste flying-bombs by pretending they could be used like heavy artillery against harbours, docks or
troop concentrations.
Now that Allied troops had swept across most of France, their line of
supply was lengthening and stalling their offensive. The war was definitely not going to end by Christmas. While waiting to resume his attack
on his ‘serious’ target, Wachtel had orders to give top priority to the target he least desired to hit: Antwerp, where his lover, Isabella, lived—if
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she still lived. Wachtel embraced every opportunity to fire at other targets—most recently the order on 19 November to concentrate on Liége
—but on 3 December Wachtel received an order from High Command
West: ‘…for very special reasons the 5th Flak Division will be deployed
only against Antwerp. Even partial deployment against Liége is strictly
forbidden.’
Within three days Wachtel had Captain Grothues compile a report
showing that, since resuming operations in October, the regiment had
fired 2,738 V-1s. 29% of these had crashed within sight of the launch
ramps. Wachtel halted all launches till the problems were resolved. The
regimental diary recorded a visit by General von Axthelm on 10 December. Perhaps the General came only to press Wachtel to resume the
launches, but he may have delivered a different message. As head of the
Anti-Aircraft forces Axthelm would have known a good deal about the
Hitler’s top secret plan to launch an offensive against the enemy on the
western front. Axthelm could have explained that had to Wachtel concentrate all his fire on Antwerp in order to interrupt the enemies’ unloading
of food, fuel and ammunition onto the docks and into lorries to carry to
their troops. What would have surprised Wachtel—assuming Axthelm
knew and told him—was that Hitler’s plan was to sweep through the Ardennes, divide the British and American forces, and capture Antwerp
with its treasure-trove of supplies. The loss of Antwerp would mean the
Allied armies would be too far in advance of their other supply points—
Cherbourg and Le Havre—and Hitler could hope to destroy the invaders’
divided forces piecemeal.
If the plan worked the war in the West might end in some political
settlement so that Germany could then save Europe from the Bolshevik
menace in the East—exactly what Wachtel hoped to achieve by threatening London with complete destruction. And when German troops re-occupied Antwerp, Wachtel could focus on establishing new launch sites in
Holland, and perhaps even near Antwerp, where he could try to find out
if Isabella was still alive. Whatever Axthelm said to Wachtel on 10
December, the next day the factory defects in the V-1s seemed to have
been corrected and a supply of the missiles was stocked up. Whether his
flying bombs assisted the capture of Antwerp, Wachtel could console
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himself that any disruption to the Allies’ supply system bought time for
the manufacture of new V-1s that could reach London.
New launch sites were set up for firing at Antwerp from additional
angles, mostly in pine forests which provided natural camouflage even in
winter. Wachtel probably received little advanced notice of the actual
date for the beginning of the German attack, but on 16 December at
05.02 Flak Regiment 155 resumed its attack on Antwerp. As the flying
bombs were not passing over German territory but crossing the flat land
of Holland and Belgium, the altimeters were set low to make it more difficult for the enemy to see the approaching missiles, and some flew only
80 metres above the ground. This was an important attack, though not, as
the 1965 Der Spiegel article suggested, the first time that Wachtel was
ordered to fire on Antwerp.
In their first six days of operation the seven new launch sites in central Holland fired 274 flying bombs, but by 20 December Wachtel saw the
first evidence that the Führer’s new offensive was not the blitzkrieg of
1940. Wachtel received orders to attack Liége again, less than three
weeks after being commanded to stop targeting Liége so the Americans
could fill it with supplies, especially fuel, which the Panzer divisions
were now supposed to capture—but didn’t. At first both the westward
thrust of the Panzers and launches of Wachtel’s V-1s had benefitted from
the heavily overcast skies, which kept Allied aircraft grounded, both reconnaissance and fighters. Then the weather improved just before
Christmas, and the sun glinted off the Allied aircraft that filled the sky.
Wachtel was quickly disillusioned with his new campaign against
Antwerp. He never had the benefit of any German air reconnaissance or
of any German agents on the ground to confirm how many of his flying
bombs not only slipped through the Allied defences around the city but
actually hit the narrow area where ships were being unloaded. The regimental diary for 23 December commented that ‘The Division Commander’— Colonel Walter, whom Wachtel despised—
takes the view that it is first of all important for him to find confirmation
and recognition from the Commander-in-Chief West [General von
Rundstedt] that the present bombardment of Liège represents a considerable relief for the ground forces. In opposition to that, the regiment takes
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the view that the V-1, due to its large spread, can be used as a terror
weapon only, but not for attacking military targets. The terror effect on
London and southern England has been proven by various sources. Apart
from that a very large military force has been required for defence purposes. There are no documents available to show the effects on Antwerp
and Liège. A military effect, not a terror effect, is intended there in any
case, by means of harassing unloading and supply. Just how much this has
been achieved seems very doubtful…. The regiment therefore regards the
deployment against Antwerp and Liége as an interim solution, where the
relation between expenditure and effect is not nearly as advantageous as
during the deployment against London.

Colonel Walter paid no attention and told him to continue the bombardment of Antwerp.
By the time Diana wrote in her diary on 26 December, ‘War news
bad. Germany back again to Meuse’, the German offensive was actually
unravelling rapidly. And yet by New Year’s Eve the Flak Regiment had,
since the resumption of operations on 21 October, launched 5,097 flying
bombs against Antwerp and Liège. Wachtel used optimistic terms to describe a dire situation in a New Year’s Eve message to his troops: ‘After
years of reverses Germany is on the attack again! We enter the New Year
in a spirit of cheerfulness and hope, all the stronger in our conviction that
under Adolf Hitler’s leadership we shall see the victory of our cause.’ But
as Hitler’s counter-offensive stalled, the only hope now for a victory in
the West depended, as far as Wachtel was concerned, on the degree of
terror that could be inflicted on the enemy by the V-weapons. When the
Allies seemed to be making little effort to protect Antwerp by attacking
his launch sites, Wachtel made this an argument in the regimental diary
on 2 January 1945 for renewing the attack on London:
If one compares the scale of the enemy defences during our offensive
against England with those of our second phase, one is compelled to wonder whether in fact the enemy could care less about our bombardment of
Belgium. If in spite of that they have put up a show of defending themselves, then it has clearly been only to humbug the German Government
into thinking that the bombs have done something; who can blame them
for that? Every flying bomb launched at Belgium is one less to fire at London.
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In the same entry he enthused that ‘new wooden wings are being tested
at Zempin and these will probably meet the requirements for greater accuracy, greater speed, and longer range.’
The next day at a conference in Berlin Colonel Walter noted that 22
German civilians had been killed and 228 wounded by the flying bombs
and complained about equipment being delivered from factories withouadequate testing or operational instructions. He added, probably with
Wachtel in mind: ‘I would be grateful if the division could be informed
which departments and personnel are entitled to order…stoppages. It
cannot be true, as it obviously has been up to now, that any officer or engineer who notices a fault arbitrarily orders stoppages.’ If Wachtel was
not in the audience, General von Axthelm certainly was, and could certainly inform Wachtel. On 4 January the regimental diary noted that ‘An
attempt shall be made to reduce spread considerably by shortening the
flight route. To accomplish this it will be necessary to go as close to the
front as possible.’ Wachtel’s idea was to set up three new launch sites
south of Rotterdam, 100 kilometres closer to Antwerp, with the bombs
flying over Dutch and Belgian land, not German territory. The new sites
would also bring Wachtel 50 kilometres closer to London. The next day
Wachtel recorded his usual complaint in the regimental diary:
First of all, the regiment, as is generally known, regards our weapon as
an instrument of political importance!…Both the 65the Army Corps and
the 5th Flak Division, having failed to agree with the regiment’s opinion,
[still believe] the [V-1] is nothing more than an extended arm of the artillery…capable of harassing enemy supplies and deployment.

However, on 8 January Wachtel also made a point to his men that ‘German women and men’ were being killed by flying bombs that were
crashing after making a ‘circular flight.’ The next day Wachtel learned
that Colonel Walter had reduced the daily allocation of flying bombs
from 160 to 100, and he also reduced the fuel allocation proportionately.
An extreme shortage of fuel often kept the Luftwaffe grounded even
when there were enough aircraft and pilots to fly them, but Wachtel undoubtedly thought his regiment should have priority. Still, until the new
‘extended’ flying bombs were in production, Wachtel could hardly
haggle for more resources to carry out tasks he constantly criticised.
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While the new Rotterdam sites were being established ingeniously in
dock sheds and warehouses, with the doors closed between launches, the
existing sites continued the campaign against Antwerp and Liège, with
more than half of the 3,293 flying bombs that were launched between 21
December and 20 January aimed at Liège. But it was the batteries firing
at Liège that were being shifted to Rotterdam, so the regiment was then
firing exclusively at Antwerp. Wachtel hoped that by being closer to the
target a higher proportion of the flying bombs would strike the docks of
Antwerp and not the residential areas. The Allies’ own assessment was
that the V-1s coming from Rotterdam—which began firing on 27 January—were 25% more likely to hit the docks than those fired from other
directions, but Wachtel could not know at the time that the defences created around Antwerp by the British and Americans were extremely effective.
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Chapter 52

DENYS FELKIN, IN HIS NOVEMBER 1945 REPORT on Wachtel and the Flying Bomb, related a story about Wachtel dating to January and drawn
partly from the regimental diary and partly from German prisoners-ofwar interrogated by Felkin, such as General Koller, the Luftwaffe Chief
of Staff, and Flak Regiment 155’s chief engineer officer, Eberhard (but
not Wachtel himself). Because of ‘constant difficulties with manpower,
transport and fuel supply’ and Colonel Walter’s apparent efforts ‘to usurp
at the earliest opportunity the functions of [Flak Regiment 155]’,
…Wachtel’s enthusiasm began to wane and on January 10th he left for
what was intended to be a protracted cure. His bush telegraph must have
remained in operation, however, for he broke off his cure on January 30th
and returned to the Regiment by way of Berlin, where he lobbeyed [sic] the
General of Flakwaffe [Axthelm] and the staff of SS Obergruppenführer
Kammler. Three days previously Kammler…had been authorised by Goering to assume control of 5 Flak Division.

The context is that Heinrich Himmler, head of the ever-expanding
S.S., became interested in the V-weapons programme after his first visit
to Peenemünde in April 1943. After the R.A.F. bombed Peenemünde the
following August, Hitler allowed Himmler to take control of the Army’s
rocket production. Himmler placed Hans Kammler in charge. In October
1944 Kammler tried in vain to gain control of the V-1, but on 26 January
1945 Colonel Walter’s 5th Flak Division was indeed placed under the
control of Kammler, who now commanded all of Germany’s long-range
weapons. Apart from the fact that Max Wachtel was simply not the type
of man to go off for a ‘cure’, it seems very likely that he decided that the
energetic Kammler was more likely to support his plan for a new V-1
campaign against London than Colonel Walter had ever been. He probably went to Berlin to obtain support from his old colleague, General von
Axthelm. There are accounts—perhaps fostered by Walter—that, to keep
his position, Walter would have to join the S.S. However, Hölsken wrote
that ‘all officers and troops remained members of the Luftwaffe’, and

when Wachtel was appointed to replace Walter on 5 February, there is no
evidence that he was enrolled in the S.S.—though, since he’d previously
donned any uniform to help his cause, the ghastly black S.S. uniform was
unlikely to deter him. Wachtel did, however, receive something new to
wear—the Ritterkreuz des Kriegsverdienstkreuzes mit Schwertern
(Knight’s Cross of the War Service Cross with Swords). Instituted in
1940, only about two
hundred were awarded
during the war and required the personal approval of Adolf Hitler.
Wachtel’s Ritterkreuz was
awarded on 31 January
1945, and Kammler received one the next day.
The last war-time photograph of Wachtel, probably taken in February
1945, showed him wearing his Ritterkreuz while
in Luftwaffe uniform.

Amid these organizational changes, Wachtel finally saw real progress
with his plans. On 5 February—the day he replaced Walter as head of 5
Flak Division—Wachtel was told by Kammler that the new V-1 with extended range—the Fi 103 F-1—would soon be ready for deployment.
Using the operational code-name Pappdeckel (Pasteboard), Wachtel
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began shifting his batteries, hoping eventually to man twenty-one launch
sites in Holland.
While the new sites were being prepared, Kammler wanted the bombardment of Antwerp to continue. Between 11 and 20 February an average of 98 flying bombs were launched every day. This was using up the
old stock of V-1s, but in mid-February it also became clear that only a
limited number of the extended-range flying bombs would be available
when the new sites were ready.
On 24 February Churchill was given a summary of recently intercepted German radio signals, one of which mentioned ‘instructions to a
German agent in London to regard reporting flying bomb incidents as an
immediate task.’ This ‘German agent,’ of course, was one of those controlled by British Intelligence, and most members of Churchill’s War
Cabinet were kept ignorant of Bletchley’s ability to decode German signals. General Ismay advised Churchill on 26 February that
The Chiefs of Staff wish to emphasise that all our information about the
flying bomb comes from the Boniface source [i.e. Bletchley’s decrypts]
and therefore hope that when, and if, the information is divulged to the War
Cabinet, it may be given in such a way that may lead Ministers to believe
that it was acquired through prisoners of war and agents.’

In fact, the story put out was that a flying bomb had crashed without
exploding in Antwerp on 25 February and was found to have a wooden
nose and other modifications, indicating that a longer-range version
could be used against London. The more significant fact about the new
Fi 103 F-1 was that it had a larger fuel tank and smaller payload of explosive. In any case, the British government was forewarned and wellprepared.
The continuing advance of Allied troops meant that the Flak Regiment 155 only managed to set up three—not twenty-one—sites for
launching the Fi 103 F-1, two near The Hague and one at Delft. On 3
March, at 02.30, the first extended-range flying bombs were fired at
London. Forty-nine were launched on that first day.
Two days later—and one month after taking over 5 Flak Division—
Wachtel stepped down as commander of Flak Regiment 155 and allowed
Major Heinrich Steinhoff to fill that position. It is unknown if this was
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another of Wachtel’s efforts to throw British Intelligence off the scent or
simply a move toward greater efficiency. Most probably Wachtel devoted
his energy to increasing the rate of production of the new weapon and
maintaining the system of transport between the factories and the launchsites. On 11 March Kammler ordered the regiment to give the highest
priority to deployment against London and promised to increase production of the new weapons—music to Wachtel’s ears. But the supply was
far less than Wachtel had hoped for. Wachtel did manage, briefly, to increase the rate of fire, but he must have known that time was against him
as the Allies’ troops advanced in his direction.
*
Between December 1944 and March 1945 Pierre de Bosmelet spent
most of his time in Paris while Diana sought a way to travel to France.
Pierre had written to her on 28 December that he had a job in Paris, and
his service record indicates he was now at the Directorate of Military Affairs under the Colonial Ministry. While Diana struggled over the winter
to obtain permissions to travel to Paris, her heart was already back in
France. On Boxing Day she’d recorded that at Bury ‘we were most comfortable for Xmas. Heating on, plenty of food, mostly we overeat too
much butter & rich pudding. Disgusted that we are given extra rations
for Xmas while the rest of Europe is starving. Quite unnecessary.’ Two
days later Diana noted that ‘The French take a very serious view of the
new German push, & say that until it is over quite impossible for either
Pierre to come here or Me to go over. Transport has been held up for 4
days because of the fog between Paris and London.’ Diana had to be
content with sending Pierre a telegram: ‘My fondest hopes & wishes for
you for the New Year. Pierre wire all news. Mille tendresses, DB.’
Diana was confronting a greater impediment than consular bureaucrats when she wrote on 29 December, ‘I now don’t see how I can leave
my little darling Hélène’. If conditions in Paris were as dire as her brother John maintained, taking Hélène there might prove risky, especially in
winter. On the first day of 1945—the day before Hélène’s fifth birthday—Diana wrote to Pierre, reporting that ‘Hélène said I had three
darlings, Herself, Daddy & and Gentien, but of course Gentien was ill &
had gone to heaven where God would take care of him, but that God
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would send him back again as the new baby that Daddy was bringing—
which she said we must call Gentien.’
Diana’s desire to have another child with Pierre was a constant
theme, one that seriously misjudged Pierre’s feelings about Gentien if
she imagined Pierre would allow that name—too sacred to engrave on
the silver Foulbé heart—to be re-used.
Pierre’s next letter—possibly a reply to hers of 1 January, as letters
were now crossing the Channel more speedily—Diana summarized in
her diary on 7 January: ‘War news not too bright. The Germans have now
made another strong attack on Strasbourg.’ After some references to the
French army and the
Commandos, ‘Pierre
writes that in Paris
things already apprehensive. No food, no
fuel, & no accommodation. Everything blackmarket.’ All true, though
Pierre may have sought
—temporarily or otherwise—to discourage Diliberated but still short of petrol, relied on the sort of
ana from coming to Paris,
gazogéne-powered vehicles that Michel Hollard had helped
France.
to produce earlier in the war
Two days later Diana wrote in her diary that she couldn’t leave
Hélène during the winter because ‘she might start one of those earaches
again’, but three days after that she described how Hélène had been outside ‘playing in snow.’ Her playmate was a boy named Stuart, an evacuee
who‘hadn’t been in London for a year and a half.’ Stuart described a
snowman as looking ‘like a “barrage balloon” and when Hélène dug up
the snow in what she said was the shape of a cross, he said “No, it was a
buzz bomb.”
Finally, on 5 February, an ‘exit permit’ arrived ‘valid till May 1!
Wired Pierre that I had it & coming March. Yesterday received answer. It
was a cable, but because it lacked punctuation, was in French, and copied
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in Diana’s difficult handwriting, the message is garbled: ‘Delighted you
can come. No place for you. Suggest … [you] alight at her place [descendre chez-elle].’ Perhaps he was suggesting Diana stay in his mother’s
flat in Paris, or at Auffay where his mother was dwelling at the Bocage.
In any case, Diana noted in her diary, ‘Have practically decided better
wait till March 21.’
While preparing for this trip, and knowing there were considerable
shortages of food and clothing in Paris and no doubt the rest of France.
Diana wrote letter to the The Times dated 10 February 1945. There’s no
evidence it was printed, but Diana’s concern is palpable:
Unfortunately the exigencies of War have obliged us to destroy the
Normandy coast, the ‘V’ bomb sites and the transport system throughout
France, leaving millions of people homeless and destitute, suffering and
dying. Surely the least we can do is to cut the red tape and send relief immediately. Through the French Red Cross, who have now been allocated
shipping space, this can be done.

The next day Diana wrote to General Sicé, the Free French Medical
Inspector who also worked with the French Red Cross. She mentioned
her distant cousin, Lady Reading (connected by marriage to the Mond
family), the head of the Women’s Voluntary Service which had collected
loads of clothing that could be made available to people in France. A
week later The Times reported that Lady Reading told an audience at
Caxton Hall that two million articles of clothing had already been sent to
liberated countries, although a few days later Diana read that General
Sicé believed those articles had been handed over to the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), which only came
into existence four months earlier and was not yet functioning in France.
Diana then wrote a letter on 23 February to UNRRA’s regional director
in London, urging him to donate some of the clothing to the French Red
Cross.
In the meantime, Diana noted in her diary on 19 February that she
had received ‘2 lovely letters from P, with plans and drawing for a new
Bos.’ Since Diana had no need to be shown how a straightforward restoration of the château might look, the plans probably related to the
chaumière normande Pierre mentioned in his memoir: a large thatched
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cottage to be raised on the foundations that remained after the château’s
ruins were scraped away.
Pondering the difficult conditions she might encounter when travelling to Paris, Diana reminisced in her diary on 1 March about ‘how I just
have to go to Pierre when he wants me, how we went through the jungle
on a lorry with two children and three blacks to join Pierre….’ She
closed with a severe injunction and a strange explanation for it: ‘It is our
duty to have a son. Poor starved, dying Europe, hived off by the New
World.’
Three months passed before Diana wrote in her diary again on 16
June. ‘I went over to Paris on March 20th. Pierre met me at the station.’
Among some loose papers at the back of her first diary was a sheet of
brief notes, begun as if for later use. Diana wrote a French title, ‘Ma semaine à Paris,’ but stopped after recounting only half of her first day.
Arrived Sat. March 10, 6 am. Soldiers everywhere & excited French officials; apparently Fr. Prisoners arriving back from front also English leave
troops returning. No taxis or busses. Arrived at studio. Lunch, went to a
funny little bistro chez Henri. It was black market, of course.

The 10th seems the more likely date of her arrival than the 20th, and
it later becomes clear that she remained in Paris with Pierre not for a
week but at least a month, before travelling with Pierre to Bosmelet and
staying there, or perhaps back in Paris, until returning to England, before
16 June.
*
Although Pierre had described his feelings on seeing the ruins of
Bosmelet for the first time in December 1944, his memoir made no mention of Diana’s first return to Bosmelet in March 1945. Before Diana arrived in Paris, Pierre had been living and working there since December.
His boss was Paul Giacobbi, the Minister for Colonies, a radical-socialist—like Pierre—and the father of a still-serving member of the Commandos de France. ‘The work was routine,’ Pierre wrote in his memoir,
except for visits from comrades on leave, from parents of men killed, wanting details of the glorious death of their child, and, one day, the preparation
of a decree permitting FFL officers who desired it to be integrated into the
ranks of the colonial administrators. Between 70 and 75 of my former
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comrades made use of these facilities. I didn’t, despite my love of Africa,
because I thought mainly of politics in France.

Some time after arriving in Paris Pierre learned that one of his comrades—the young second lieutenant Michel Conte, 3rd Commando’s
medical officer—was in a hospital in the city. Conte was seriously
wounded on 29 November 1944 when the Germans shelled the main
square in Masevaux just as General de Lattre finished a military review—an incident which, as we’ve seen, enraged Pierre against de
Lattre. Pierre visited Conte in hospital,
and he told me: ‘I was given the Military Medal and de Lattre, on a visit,
decided to confer it on me himself. As I am indebted to him and him alone
for my shortened leg, which will be a great impediment for dancing with
the girls, I threw the medal at him. Naturally he put me under close arrest,
a matter of absolute indifference to me, here on my bed. But, on second
thought, I kept my medal.’

Considering Pierre’s past record, we might assume that during that
four-month period before Diana joined him in Paris he did not lack female company. Even before Pierre had actually reached France, Diana
was upset that her cousin Olga—‘the little bitch’—might meet up with
Pierre when she travelled to Paris. Much later Diana learned that when
Pierre reached Paris in December he ‘went to stay with Madeleine’—
otherwise unidentified, but perhaps the ‘widow’ Pierre described as a
childhood friend with whom he resided for some period.
At some point Pierre renewed his relationship with Jeannine, the
young woman he met at a nightclub in Montmartre when he was still a
law student. From Pierre’s sixteen-page biographical sketch of her, we
know she married about 1930 and had three more children by 1940,
when the sketch abruptly ends, but Pierre made no mention of her in the
memoir between the time of their youthful affair, about 1926, and a resumption of relations by early 1947. No evidence indicates how soon
Pierre reconnected with Jeannine after his return to Paris in December
1944.
In his memoir Pierre was not explicit about having love affairs in
Paris before Diana joined him there in March 1945, and Diana—always
doubtful about Pierre’s fidelity—made no solid accusations in her diary.
She came to France to be reunited with her husband and to plan their fu630

ture. Because of the difficult circumstances Diana left Hélène at Bury
during this initial visit. She came filled with hope, quite different from
the hope that energized Max Wachtel who, by that particular time, had
finally resumed his V-1 offensive against London. When Diana returned
to England about three months later, the war in Europe was over, and
Wachtel had failed to win it for Germany.
*
Operation Pappdeckel, the new V-1 offensive against London, began
on 3 March. Kammler’s promise of an increased production of flying
bombs proved empty.. On 27 March the orders came to leave Holland to
avoid the advancing Allied troops, and on 29 March the attack was
broken off after 275 V-1s had been fired at London. During the eighty
days of the first London offensive Wachtel’s sites in France had launched
8,564 flying bombs, and over the 160 days that his troops were aiming at
Belgian cities nearly 12,000 were fired. In this last brief offensive against
London Wachtel’s men fired from well-concealed launch-sites that were
closer to the factories in Germany, but the factories’ output was limited
by Allied bombing and Wachtel had seen too many of his men transferred to other roles in the desperate defence of Berlin. When the new
long-distance flying bombs finally became available, Wachtel had only
three launch sites set up in Hollard to fire on London, and one was
knocked out by Allied bombing on 20 March and a second on 23 March,
leaving only one firing on the last five days. This is why the Flak Regiment went from averaging over 110 launches against London per day in
the summer of 1944 to only 12 per day in March 1945.
Of those last 275 flying bombs, 12% crashed shortly after launch,
and only 125 were seen approaching the English coast. 87 of these were
shot down by anti-aircraft guns (using the new American proximity
fuses), while the fighter pilots brought down only four—partly because
the modified V-1s were so light by the time they reached England that
they achieved higher speeds than ever before. Of the 34 not shot down,
only 13 hit London.
Wachtel could not know how few of his recent flying bombs actually
reached London, but he was right to believe that his overall offensive
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caused great damage. 6,184 people in London were killed and 18,000
wounded, 29,000 houses were destroyed and 1,255,000 damaged, and
hundreds of thousands of people evacuated London yet again. A biproduct of his campaign was the diversion of Allied aircraft, air-crews,
and bombs: hundreds of Allied pilots died or were captured while attacking launch sites that were often ringed with anti-aircraft guns, and, as
Hitler said, every bomb dropped on France was not dropped on Berlin.
Nevertheless, all this was a small fraction of the havoc Wachtel needed to
cause in order to compel the British to halt their bombing campaign
against Germany.
Orders were placed for 60,000 flying bombs, but by March 1945
German manufacturers produced only 32,000, of which less than a third
were fired at London. On their best day Wachtel’s men managed to fire
316 at London, less than a third of the number they could have launched
if adequately supplied. If Wachtel had possessed enough flying bombs to
launch on average, say, a mere 500 per day, it is very likely that the antiaircraft guns, fighters, and barrage balloons would have been unable to
prevent the V-1s from inflicting critical damage on the buildings, roads,
railways, industries, docks, communications systems, government offices, and people of London. (The Allies, naturally, would have deployed
more resources for counter-measures—including Churchill’s suggestion
of gas warfare—but any redeployments would further undermine the
strategic bombing campaign and the D-day invasion.)
Although Wachtel had his men trained and launch sites ready by
December 1943, testing and production delays postponed his offensive
for another six months. By then the Allies had troops in Normandy and
were bombing every form of transportation that might bring Germans
forces (or fresh flying bombs) into Normandy. Through no fault of his
own, Wachtel’s first offensive in France was simply ‘too little, too late’.
The last offensive, from Holland, was even less and even later, as the
German war machine ground to a halt largely through lack of fuel.
Wachtel could not know how many people his V-1s had killed in
London, Antwerp, Liége and Brussels, but he probably assumed the
number was huge. Few commanders, German or otherwise, had ever
killed so many civilians. The siege of Leningrad starved more civilians to
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death (and Wachtel had played a minor role at Lake Ladoga); millions
died in Himmler’s concentration camps; and the tens of thousands that
the Luftwaffe killed in the Blitz on London were later outnumbered by
the deaths caused by the Allied air forces’ raids against German cities.
Wachtel might assume that if the Germans won the war, the men who
ordered the ‘terror’ bombings of Hamburg, Berlin and Dresden, would be
severely punished. And he might suffer a similar fate.
On 30 March Kammler Flak Regiment 155 fired its last flying bomb
—perhaps a short-range one—against Antwerp. Over the next week most
elements of the regiment retreated over five hundred kilometres eastward
until they reached the Elbe on 8 April and camped near Lüneburg, about
fifty kilometres southeast of Hamburg, Wachtel’s childhood home.
Wachtel sought to help his men survive the coming defeat. Using his S.S.
connections, he obtained vehicles to retrieve the men still at Zempin,
nearly three hundred kilometres further east and likely to be overrun by
the Russians at any moment. Meanwhile Wachtel resisted the pressure to
hand over his manpower to create infantry troops to defend the Fatherland. He used his influence to arrange assignments that would keep his
men on the western side of the Elbe, more likely to be overrun by American or British forces rather than by the Russians.
It was mid-April and the light green buds of spring were finally visible. Wachtel decided to disappear.
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Chapter 53

DIANA LEFT HER DIARY in Bury when she travelled to Paris on 10
March., When she wrote in it again for the first time in three months on
16 June, she reflected on a traumatic experience. ‘In spite of the acute
discomfort—the cold for the first fortnight was frightful, I sat up in bed
in my mink fur coat, no bath, no food, no taxis or buses, & felt almost
crushed to death in the Metro—I was, & we were, so happy. At least for
the first month in Paris.’
People lingered in the Metro for warmth. Shortages of petrol becalmed buses and taxis. Even the gazogènes were rare, wood being
scarce, let alone coal. The war was not finished, but the black market
food was good at Chez Henri, and Diana was thrilled to see Pierre for the
first time in twenty months: he had survived and was no longer at risk.
Pierre could tell Diana about his struggle to get back into the fight
against the Germans, the terrible things he saw in the Vosges, the death
of his best friend. Working at the Direction des affaires militaires in the
Colonial Ministry Pierre could follow the progress of the war, and was
frustrated that everyone in Paris behaved as if it was over, with newspapers barely covering the French troops just entering Germany with the
British and Americans. The war must end soon, and then he would return
to his political ambitions. He would set his sights low at the start by running for the office of Maire of Auffay, a position formerly held by his
grandfather. He hoped to start laying the groundwork for the municipal
elections scheduled for the end of May. Perhaps by then the war would
be over and himself demobilized. Till then, it was no drawback to be
campaigning in his uniform: before the war Pierre made known his advanced, centre-left, ideals as a member of the Radical-Socialists, and
military service lent more credit than noble ancestry. During the war
Pierre had made important connections with politicians, not least Louis
Vallon. If, as everyone expected, General de Gaulle carved out a post-

war role as president, that might be useful to Pierre, though he knew the
General was far to the right of him politically.
Diana could bring Pierre up to date about the family. Pierre was
probably more interested in news about his brother-in-law, Robert Guillaumet, than about the war-time desk jobs of Diana’s brothers. He was
pleased to hear about Hélène, but because Pierre had spent only a few
months with his daughter since her birth, she was less real to him than
the sadly missed Gentien. At the time of the boy’s death—almost two
years ago now—in their rush to transport Diana and Hélène back to England, the parents never had a chance to grieve together, and written
communication remained so difficult. The pain had been submerged, but
now whenever Gentien’s name came up, the heartache returned, so they
avoided the topic, as they both avoided the question of why he died. Both
had reasons to feel guilt, but such feelings had to be locked down tight.
Any words might be too wounding and might choke off that fragile love
that Diana believed must survive, while Pierre remained as he always
had been, unsure.
Pierre may have been reluctant to have Diana see Bosmelet again, or
wanted to wait for better weather, or for the moment to start campaigning
for the Maire’s office. For whatever reason, they spent a month together
in Paris before, according to Diana’s diary,‘we went down to Bosmelet in
the milk van.’ Why the milk van? Probably to do with transportation difficulties.
Diana may already have seen Madame Soyer in Paris, unless they
were reunited for the first time when she and Pierre reached Auffay,
where they apparently stayed at le Bocage where Madame Soyer was
residing with the Thierrys. The two women would surely circumvent past
antagonisms as they talked first about Hélène and then Gentien. Madame
Soyer, not the sort to dwell on her own sufferings, would have said little
about the damage done to the château, by the Germans—and by the
R.A.F. and, most recently, by the American 12th Armored Division. She
knew that Diana would soon see for herself.
If it happened to be a sunny April day, Pierre and Diana may have
walked from Le Bocage to Bosmelet, unless they borrowed Madame
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Soyer’s pony and trap. Diana could gaze intently in front of her, looking
for signs of damage, but the rows of massive trees screened the site—just
as they had when Michel Hollard paced the distance from the centre of
Auffay and turned back to try a different direction. Eventually reaching
the top of the slope and turning left onto the familiar drive Diana would
see that it was still covered by the arch formed by the double rows of
beeches: a cathedral just budding out, with a pale green haze filtering the
sunlight. If the pony was with them, the suddenly loud clopping of the
animals shoes on concrete—instead of gravel—would signal the first
change.
The Germans, Pierre could explain, laid down concrete to accommodate the lorries bringing in great masses of building materials and
later the flying bombs—though he know by now that the Germans never
got so far as stocking up with bombs, let alone firing any from this site.
The Boches’ concrete was made even uglier after being fractured in
dozens of places because it had not been intended to support the armoured vehicles that were parked here when the American 12th Armored
Division’s equipment finally arrived from Le Havre.
In the middle of the field on their right some low mounds of earth
were left by the up-cast where the Germans dug down to pour foundations for a large bunker meant to sit far down into the soil. The concrete
walls and internal partitions were all in place, but the structure never received its roof. On the same side but closer, nestled under the trees, stood
a long rectangular structure: more concrete, the purpose of which was
not obvious, but as they passed by Pierre recognized a pile of empty tins:
he’d consumed plenty of American K-rations in the Vosges.
Further along the lane they may have noticed the ‘ski-building’ located under a row of trees on their right, but Diana would have been too
stunned by the sight on her left: the chapel with all its windows blown
out, the roof slumping in the middle, and several rafters exposed after
roof-tiles had cascaded down from below the cupola, itself leaning back
precariously. Three long tree trunks leaned against the side wall, propping it up. And beyond that was the old Orangerie, in slightly better
shape—no props, and its chimneys still upright—but several windows
were boarded over.
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Stopping in front of the massive pair of brick columns supporting the
main gates, Diana had the view toward the château so beloved by the
postcard photographers. As Diana wrote many years later, ever since she
first laid eyes on the château she had always considered it
a great and beautiful building because of its wonderful mixture of stone,
brick, pediments and roof, a delight to the eye…it pleasantly smiles at you
from all angles with its great inviting windows and its contrasting white
north and south stone façades and entrance doors with their semi-circular
fanlight above.

Now she was shocked to see a huge gap where it appeared some giant had stamped down on the roof, pulverizing along a quarter of its
length everything down to the ground-floor. Through the gap one could
see lime trees in the distance, and their canopies were also visible
through the skeleton of roof-beams and rafters which seemed to have lost
most of their roof-tiles. In the east wing, furthest from the hole, a few
windows still retained some glass, but everywhere else they were blown
out, along with their frames in some cases.
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As they moved slowly along the cobbled walk, half-way to the building they crossed a three-metre-wide concrete path that ran perpendicular.
If Pierre had not returned to Bosmelet since his first visit in December
when the ground was blanketed by snow, he must have been surprised by
the mess now visible: not just the material flung outward by the explosions inside the château, but also the numerous bomb craters, the pits and
ditches the Germans dug for rubbish and latrines, the clumsy brick paths
that the Americans had poorly laid in various directions, the collapsed
lean-tos made from once-ornate doors and sheets of corrugated metal,
pits where their campfires had barely kept them warm. A major shock for
Diana was the hideous German constructions visible on their right, a
motley row of concrete bunkers and buildings running between the Orangerie and the far side of the château. Barely scratched by Allied
bombs, these thick structures mocked the relative fragility of the château,
the chapel and the Orangerie. By now Pierre probably knew that the
Boches had built identical structures in the Delacroix’s orchard at Bon
netôt and at other sites throughout the region: seemingly immovable abominations, left behind by the Germans like a curse.

Three bunkers and a cistern built by the
Germans close to the château
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Walking around the right side of the château and glancing between
the bunkers and the coils of barbed-wire, the couple could see in the distance the sagging remnants of the stables. Diana was drawn now toward
the potager, her beloved walled garden: practically the entire south wall
was missing. One of the gates through the east wall was leaning awkwardly, supported by a single hinge. They slipped through; the central
pond must have taken a direct hit by a bomb; beyond it the limestone
statue of Demeter lay beside its pedestal, her head and an arm resting
nearby. Most of the beds were reduced to weeds and thorns. But Diana
noted that several of the espaliered fruit trees were blossoming and some
bulbs had defiantly produced flowers.
Top: Pre-war photograph of NW side of the château. Bottom: same view, post-war, showing
Diana in foreground and, through the gap, part of the chapel in the background.
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The sight of survival in the garden could give Diana a sense of hope.
After reading the Admiral’s report that the château was ‘in a bad way’
after the Allies targeted Bosmelet thirteen times, Diana had pictured the
bomb-sites in London: areas almost completely leveled, barely one brick
standing above another, only weeds poking up through the rubble. More
recently, Pierre had sent her some drawings for a new Bosmelet, answering the necessity ‘to raze the ruin’ and build a chaumiére normande ‘with
a pool at one end and a “sunken garden” at the other’, as he put in in his
memoirs. Such drawings shouted that the château was not worth saving,
but now that Diana eyed the situation for herself it did not seem so utterly bleak. The damage was unquestionably severe, with the roof too
fragmentary to prevent two winters’ rain and snow from soaking
everything in the interior: and yet three-quarters of the outer walls were
defiantly standing.
At some point Diana presumably wondered out loud whether they
couldn’t restore the château, a suggestion that would stun Pierre. Standing on the once beautiful lawn, looking around at the unholy mess, he
could scarcely imagine the scale of such an undertaking. Yes, most of the
exterior walls were still upright, but many interior walls had also been
blown apart; every timber in the roof would have to be taken down and
most of them replaced; few of the roof-tiles could be reused, and new
ones would have to conform with the 17th century style; most of the parquet floors, wainscotting, door-frames, and the doors themselves, if not
already burned as fuel, had been ruined by a year of rain-leakage; and the
windows needed re-glazing, and probably new frames and moulding before that. The costs would be enormous and unconscionable at a time
when the French economy was on its knees. Pierre, after four months in
France, knew the severity of the shortages and the crippled nature of basic infrastructure, which is why dozens of his comrades-in-arms were
taking every opportunity to find administrative or commercial positions
in France’s overseas territories, especially in Africa.
Diana might have responded with arguments about the need to undo
what the Germans have done, to preserve French cultural heritage, and to
restore the property so it can be handed down to the next generation. Diana might have touched on the sensitive point that she had a trust fund
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from her father who would probably offer even more money to help with
such a worthy project.
Pierre could not actually counter that he himself could earn the
money for restoration work through his legal practice since he intended
to make a career in politics, which was unlikely, in the near term, to produce much income. However, he could point out that the family’s main
source of income from the estate was the rent paid by the farmers, who
would not be able or willing to resume payment until the Bosmelets first
helped them to rebuild their farm-houses and barns. Indeed, if Diana had
any intention of bringing Hélène over and setting up a household in
France, then they themselves would need some place to live that was larger than Le Bocage. And as for any argument about restoring the château
in order to pass it along to the next generation, Pierre might have made
the bitter point that he had no son to inherit the property. Diana’s would
have pointed out that he still had an heir—Hélène—and she would probably repeat that it was their duty to have more children. Pierre may understandably have felt that this was not the time to bring another infant
into the world, and he probably kept a plentiful supply of condoms.
For the present, the couple could at least agree on the need for some
place to stay other than Le Bocage. The Orangerie—originally known as
the Maison du Chapelain—was less damaged than the neighbouring
chapel or the château and could be made habitable relatively soon. Even
if Pierre saw no point wasting money trying to restore the château, Diana
could quietly consider any work on the Orangerie as a first step on that
longer journey. Since Diana had a separate source of funds, useful work
could be done on the estate without interfering with Pierre’s plans for
public office.
One assumes Diana found an ally in Mémé. Pierre’s memoir shows
that his mother had once mentioned the possibility of restoring the
château and that Pierre’s simply replied there was not enough money.
Perhaps Madame Soyer had never understood why her son had married
Diana in the first place, but if it was because of her family’s wealth, then
now was the time to make use of the situation. Since 1931 when Madame Soyer first obtained a protection order for the property, she had
been dealing with the bureaucrats at Monuments historiques: who failed
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her when she sought help during the German military occupation, so they
ought to do something now about saving the château from further damage. She had already managed to squeeze some compensation money out
of the American army for the damage done by the 12th Armored Division: maybe they could be talked into bringing some equipment in to
clear away some of the rubble. Pierre was happy to be distracted by his
political campaigning, but Diana could work with Madame Soyer to have
a local builder start fixing up the Orangerie so that they could move back
onto the estate and eventually bring Hélène over from England to join
them.
Since Diana was without her diary from March to June 1945, it is
fortunate that a charming piece of evidence exists from this period reflecting none of the actual tension because it was a letter written by both
Diana and Pierre to their daughter in England.
Auffay
Seine Inférieure
April 25th 1945
My Darling Little Hélène,
Such a funny thing happened this afternoon. Daddy & I are living with
our farmers, a very nice family called Thierry. Mémé has put some of her
pretty furniture in one room. It is on the ground floor with a door leading
out into the orchard—where the baby chicks, the baby ducks, the lambs
and the little calves play about in the sun.
When I came back this afternoon from Bosmelet, where I had visited
the carpenter & mason who are doing up the ‘Maison du Chapelain’ for us
this summer, I noticed that our bed was all untidy. I couldn’t think why,
because I remembered making it carefully this morning. I went to tidy it—
when I saw an egg lying in the middle of a cozy little nest made in the
counterpane. The cheeky hen must have jumped in through the windows
(or perhaps through the door, which I may have left ajar), rumpled up the
counterpane & laid an egg in the middle of our bed. I am leaving it to show
Daddy when he comes in.
This afternoon I have just heard that the Americans are going to send in
a Bulldozer to help clear up the mess at Bosmelet—all the bomb holes &
pits the Germans made for their horrible ‘V’ bomb sites. I wonder if you
have ever seen a Bulldozer? It is a huge machine that picks up the earth &
moves it & puts it into the holes, & makes the ground level. At Laguna
there used to be one outside the Post Office, and Gentien used to watch it
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for hours. But I think that was too long ago for you to remember. You
were only 2 yrs old.
Daddy is going to finish this letter. So my darling, I send you my very
best love & heaps of kisses & hugs. From
Mummy
—
My Darling Hélène,
Don’t you think it is a good idea to live in a farm and get the hens to
come and lay eggs right in your bed! It saves a lot of trouble going to pick
them up. We had better try this summer, if we manage, to meet at Bosmelet
with Monique & Babs who are very impatient to meet you again as they
only remember you as a little baby 3 months old. They are 12 & 13 but I
believe you will be able to have lots of games together.
I am very busy trying to become Mayor of Auffay & will know by
Sunday the result. The rain has started after an unbroken spell of 2 months
splendid weather, but everyone is pleased because it will make the grass
grow & the cows happy.
Lots & lots of love,
Your Daddy

Pierre was elected Maire of Auffay on 22 May 1945 and Diana was
temporarily back in England by 16 June. While Pierre was preoccupied
with his new mayoral duties and higher political ambitions, Diana had
put the repair of the Orangerie in motion, and was eager to see Hélène
again, so it was a good time to return to Bury for a few weeks until the
accommodation was arranged so she could bring Hélène back to Bosmelet.
The cheerfulness of the letter to Hélène belied what Diana wrote in
her diary on 16 June after returning to England. After referring to travelling to Bosmelet ‘in the milk van,’ Diana’s account grew darker:
& there somehow, confronted with the ruins, & haunted by our memories,
of Gentien, we drifted apart or rather became separate. We each tried to
hide our despair, and became bad tempered and irritable. & Pierre was
terrifically busy with the municipal elections, disappeared all day and even
till late at night—I got hurt and then I regret to say took up an injured,
martyred attitude. Which is quite fatal. Beastly for everyone specially the
martyr. Then Pierre went and changed his name without warning me or his
mother, called himself at the election Pierre Soyer.
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It made sense for Pierre to play down his seigneurial status, but it
was a shock that he had not even floated the idea with his wife or mother.
He probably viewed them as allies opposing him over the restoration issue, which later, in his memoir, Pierre presented as ‘the determining
reason for my rupture with my wife who decided, authoritatively as always, to carry out an exact restoration, using her personal fortune, if it
held out.’ Elsewhere in the memoir Pierre mentioned other causes for the
rupture:
In 1945, in spite of the opinion I’d given and the period of penury
which reigned in France bled white after the German pillage and the destruction of the war, my wife returned from England with our little Hélène.
Our characters clashed more and more; the separation during the war and
the death of Gentien had very much disunited us.

The war in Europe had recently ended, but the scars lasted for decades. Bosmelet suffered grievously from the flying bombs even though
none ever actually flew from its launch site. The hideous German concrete that formed the bunkers, storage buildings, lanes, and the base for
the never-installed launch-ramp, stood out like so many gravestones and
burial vaults, largely untouched by the Allied bombs that missed their
targets but shattered a château and the fragile hopes of the former residents who returned to such devastation. The omens were not good for the
restoration of the château or the marriage. A feisty grandmother had endured two months in prison, but no one in the family had been killed by
the war, except for the boy who rested in a cemetery in N’Gaoundéré—a
loss more shattering than any bomb.
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Chapter 54: Aftermath, Part One

SEVEN DECADES HAVE PASSED since five-year old Hélène Soyer de
Bosmelet received that letter of 25 April 1945, and of the people mentioned in this book she is one of the very few who is still a witness. This
‘Aftermath’ will briefly tell part of the subsequent story of her family and
the Château de Bosmelet. The lives of several other ‘characters’ in this
book were also strangely intertwined after the war , although only one of
those characters—apart from Hélène’s family—ever visited Bosmelet
after the war: Michel Hollard.
On the very day that Diana and Pierre wrote their charming letter to
Hélène, Michel Hollard was in a dark and deep place, where death
seemed the only escape and very close. He’d spent fourteen months in
German hands, ten of them at Neuengamme concentration camp southeast of Hamburg. There Hollard learned of the Allied landings in Normandy, the V-1 offensive, and the liberation of Paris—though he knew
nothing of the roles that all three of his children played in that drama.
But as winter approached in 1944 and the Allied offensive seemed to
have stalled, Hollard began to believe what a fellow Frenchmen had said
to him after six months at Neuengamme: ‘You know you’ve come here
to die.’
While seeing men killed every day for trivial reasons, Hollard continued to risk his life daily sabotaging the machine-gun production on
which he was forced to work. Despite harsh conditions and minimal
food, he strove to maintain some degree of physical fitness, and his spiritual fitness was even more important. As no religious services were
permitted, Hollard improvised his own, every Sunday gathering a few
friends together and discussing their faith in God. Such gatherings attracted other prisoners, not just Frenchmen: but no one ever betrayed Hollard.

Many prisoners died over the winter of 1944, but the camp still
seemed overcrowded when in March the SS guards shoved in an odd
mixture of new prisoners: more Polish and Russian prisoners, more Jews,
and more Scandinavians, transferred from camps further east. The waste
of transport moving prisoners from areas where they might be liberated
suggested to Hollard that the Germans had no intention of letting the
prisoners survive a German defeat. The Norwegians and Danes were a
puzzle: segregated from the other prisoners and receiving Red Cross
packages regularly.
Suddenly on 20 April it appeared that Neuengamme itself was to be
emptied. A convoy of buses—painted white and with the Danish flag
painted on the sides—loaded up all of the Scandinavians. Over the next
few days the other nine thousand prisoners were loaded once again into
cattle trucks at the train station. The train went north and stopped along a
quay of the port of Lübeck. Jumping down from the stinking cattle truck
Hollard could smell the sea.
Three cargo ships were moored at the quay. Hollard’s group had to
climb down several ladders into the lowest hold of the Thielbek. When
the hatch was closed, the prisoners were in pitch darkness. Periodically
the hatch was opened to lower a barrel of soup or to raise the barrel of
excrement.
After several days—Hollard lost track of time—the ship’s engines
began to rumble. All of the prisoners believed this was the end: the ship
would be taken out to sea and scuttled, their existence erased. In the
darkness some of the prisoners recognized the voice they had heard
many a Sunday in Neuengamme, speaking calmly in French:
‘My friends, our turn has come to set out for the unknown. We are all
afraid, and I must admit that the prospect is far from reassuring. Is not
this the moment to show what sort of men we are? Some of us are believers, or claim to be. This is the time to show it.’
Blindly, several men joined hands with Hollard as he uttered a prayer: ‘…and whatever happens to us, O God, we implore you to protect our
wives and our children and guard them against all evil….’
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Just then the engine fell silent, the hatch opened, and in German
someone shouted: ‘All French-speaking prisoners on deck!’ Hollard was
able to translate: ‘They want us out. All who can speak French. Up on
deck. Quick!’
The ship was still at the quay. About two hundred prisoners were on
the deck, some from the other vessels, and they included not only
French, Belgian and Swiss but also Dutch. All filed past a table where a
blond woman in an SS uniform recorded names and places of birth. Then
a hose was turned on them to remove the grime from their bodies. It felt
as if some miracle was occurring.
They had no way of knowing that Folke Bernadotte, a Swedish nobleman, diplomat, and vice-chairman of Sweden’s Red Cross, had since
1943 been meeting high officials in London and Berlin in order to arrange exchanges of disabled British and German prisoners-of-war. Recently the SS chief, Himmler, had sought to use Bernadotte as a gobetween for negotiations Himmler tried to open (without Hitler’s knowledge) with the British and Americans. Although the Allies eventually
rejected Himmler’s proposals, Bernadotte capitalized on his position by
obtaining Himmler’s permission to repatriate from his concentration
camps hundreds of inmates, first Swedish citizens who had participated
in resistances activities in Norway, then ‘Scandinavians’ more generally,
and later ‘Western prisoners’ (including French-speaking) and
‘Poles’ (including thousands of Jews).
Eventually Hollard and his colleagues were transferred onto a
Swedish ship, the Madgalena, and given the first solid food they had
eaten in a week. The ship left the quay, and when the German escort vessel turned back on reaching the estuary, Hollard and his colleagues dared
to believe themselves ex-prisoners and burst into La Marseillaise.147 The
passengers were quarantined in Sweden for some weeks, but on 17 June
Hollard was reunited with his family in Paris.
Hollard had already earned the Croix de guerre in 1914-1918 and
now received another for 1939-1945, as well as the Legion d’honneur
and the Rosette de la Résistance. His friends in British Intelligence saw
that he also received the highest award Britain could bestow on a for647

eigner, the Distinguished Service Order (D.S.O.). The British also
offered Hollard a material reward for having helped to save the city of
London from destruction, but rather than take a penny himself, he distributed the money among the widows of the comrades in his network
who never returned. Surviving members of Hollard’s network formed an
association, and Hollard now christened the previously unnamed network
with the simple verb, ‘Agir’.
When the RAF flew Hollard back to France after he received the
D.S.O. in London he asked the navigator if they might fly over the area
south of Dieppe where he had first discovered the V-1 launch sites. Hollard, who had studied the maps of this area so thoroughly, had no difficulty spotting the site of Bonnetôt, still pitted with hundreds of bomb
craters. That flight took him right over the Château de Bosmelet, but it
wasn’t until 1980 that he met Diana de Bosmelet. She attended an event
in Dieppe at which Hollard gave a brief commentary on a film that director Jean L’Hote had made for French television in 1972, based on
George Martelli’s biography of Hollard.
Michel Hollard died in 1993 at the age of ninety-six, and the following year he was commemorated when the municipal council of Auffay
unveiled a plaque near the train station declaring that the square outside
had been renamed ‘Place Michel Hollard, L’Homme qui sauva Londres
en 1943’. A decade later, in 2004, the Channel Tunnel rail company,
Eurostar, named one of its trains ‘Michel Hollard’. Robert de Bosmelet
was heavily involved in both commemorations.
*
Jeannie Rousseau also conveyed vital information about the V-1 to
British Intelligence before she was arrested by the Germans in April
1944—two months after Michel Hollard’s arrest. She was imprisoned in
Rennes, Paris, Ravensbrück, and Torgau, but with two of her friends, the
countess Germaine de Renty and the communist Alice Curateau, Jeannie
made a pact to refuse to do anything to help the German war effort. ‘Resistance didn’t stop when we arrived at Ravensbrück,’ Jeannie said years
later, ‘resistance is a state of mind, and could be put in practice at any
time.’ But when the three Frenchwomen refused to help manufacture
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arms in the factories near Ravensbrück and Torgau, they found themselves instead on the banks of the Oder in the harsh winter of 1944 clearing land for a Luftwaffe airfield.
Convinced they could not survive the winter there, Jeannie came up
with a bizarre escape plan. She and her two friends hid in a lorry—
among prisoners who had already contracted typhus and were being
taken back to Ravensbrück’s gas chamber and crematorium. Having escaped into a concentration camp, they were eventually found out, interrogated anew—with each telling different stories—placed on half-rations
and given the worst jobs inside the camp. Jeannie was now sick with
tuberculosis, but a Czech doctor helped to keep her alive.
When, in April the Swedish Red Cross arrived with authorization to
remove thousands of prisoners on their white buses, a female German
guard tried to prevent her from leaving her cell. Jeannie lashed out: ‘You
will be in terrible trouble after the war ends. They know I’m here. They
will come after you and find you, and punish you.’ These words, hissed
in perfect German by a skeletal form who could barely stand, had the
desired effect. Jeannie and her friends joined over seven hundred female
prisoners who were evacuated on 23 April, first to Denmark then to
Sweden, where Jeannie collapsed. She weighed about 35 kgs at the time.
Jeannie asked a doctor to cable her parents that she was still alive. He
hesitated: ‘Let’s not get their hopes up.’ Jeannie underwent a dangerous
lung operation then began a slow recuperation at a tuberculosis sanitorium in the French Alps. There she met Henri de Clarens, who had barely
survived twelve months in Buchenwald. Each valued being with
someone to whom one did not have to explain past horrors. Although
their marriage gave Jeannie the title of vicomtesse, she continued to
work—teaching at the Sorbonne and interpreting for the UN, Amnesty
International, Les petits freres des Pauvres, and other organizations—
while also raising two children. Jeannie was made an Officier de la Légion d’honneur in 1955 (promoted to Commandeur in 1996 and Grand
Officier in 2009), and played an active role in the Association nationale
des anciennes Déportées et Internées de la Résistance and the Association Amicale Alliance. The Vicomtesse Jeannie de Clarens died on 23
August 2017 at the age of ninety-eight.
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The main description of Jeannie’s war-time experience is a brief article that appeared in the Washington Post in 1999, though Jeannie’s role
in obtaining intelligence about German V-weapons was first brought to
public attention in a 1968 book by Marie-Madeleine Fourcade, who
headed the Alliance Resistance organization that brought Jeannie’s reports to London. A decade later R.V. Jones published his praise for Jeannie’s intelligence work, which had been so important to his own.
*
Twenty years after the war Jones finally learned the identity of ‘la
jeune fille’ who provided the vital intelligence about Peenemünde and
also Wachtel’s organization. At a reception in London for the Resistance
leader, Marie-Madeleine Fourcade, Jones heard that the jeune fille was
Jeannie Rousseau, code-named Amniarix, who had survived the war, and
was now la Vicomtesse de Clarens. Jones learned more when Fourcade’s
book appeared in 1968, and in December 1976 he actually met Jeannie
when Yorkshire Television made its documentary series about ‘The
Secret War’. Jones and Jeannie began a correspondence that lasted for
the rest of his life. Jeannie wrote an elegant preface for Jones’ bestselling book, Most Secret War, in which ones added few facts to Fourcade’s earlier account, but was effusive with his praise of Jeannie. They
last met in 1993 when both were invited to CIA headquarters to be the
first two recipients of a newly inaugurated ‘R.V. Jones Intelligence

R.V. Jones and
Jeannie (Rousseau)
de Clarens,
at CIA headquarters
in 1993
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Award’. Jones had already been awarded the American Medal of Freedom in 1946 and the United States Medal for Merit in 1947, the British
Government had made him a Companion of the Bath in 1946 and Companion of Honour in 1994, and seven universities conferred honorary degrees on R.V. Jones before he died in 1997.
When excerpts from a French translation of Jones’ book appeared in
Paris-Match in February 1980, mentioning two of Hollard’s exploits—
investigating Bonnetôt while disguised as a labourer and providing copies of construction plans for Bois Carré—Michel Hollard wrote to Jones
to clarify some points (the results, it turned out, of mistranslations).
When replying to express his dismay at these errors, Jones added, ‘I am
absolutely delighted to have heard from you. We did not meet during the
war, but I admired your work enormously and in fact had the pleasure
and honour of writing the citation for your D.S.O.’ At a conference in
Paris in 1982—where Jones met Jeannie for the second time—he made a
short after-dinner speech in which he noted: ‘It is the greatest pleasure
and honour for me to meet Michel Hollard here tonight.’
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Chapter 55: Aftermath, Part Two

IN HIS CORRESPONDENCE WITH JEANNIE ROUSSEAU, Jones once wrote,
‘Incidentally, Max Wachtel died about two years ago, 18 June 1982. I
never met him although we were both at the same conference in Munich
in 1955.’ A decade before that, in the closing days of the war, Max
Wachtel had his greatest war-time success: he survived.
The 1965 Der Spiegel article attributed to Wachtel gave only a brief
account of this effort. He obtained an Opel P 4, decked it out with household goods and strapped a mattress on the roof so he’d look like a
refugee, tied a scarf around his head like an old man with an abscessed
tooth—difficult to answer questions—and passed through British checkpoints on the road into Hamburg on 9 May 1945, the day after the German authorities in Berlin surrendered. In a suburb he got hold of a caravan that had belonged to the Circus Sarrasani, acquired a horse, sheep,
hen and dog, and became a farmer.
More details were provided in the 1983 article by Armand van
Ishoven, an aviation enthusiast who interviewed Wachtel and his second
wife, Isabella. After Wachtel’s regiment was no longer able to launch flying bombs, he led his men ‘farther and farther north in the direction of
Schleswig-Holstein. A few fanatics tried to persuade him to go to Berlin
with the whole regiment and to defend the beloved Führer, but Max
Wachtel looked after his men.’ Then, in an important point not explicit in
the Der Spiegel article, Ishoven wrote that Wachtel ‘began to suspect that
the Allies would brand him and his men as war criminals, and he advised
everyone to wear civilian clothes and go into hiding.’ Then we have the
revelation that after Wachtel donned civilian clothes he ‘smuggled his
two grown-up children from his first marriage out of Dresden, which was
already occupied by the Russians, and went into full anonymity.’ Presumably the children enhanced the impression of being a refugee family
as he crossed the checkpoints. Naturally, ‘he wisely hid’ his various

medals ‘for better times,’ but it may have been risky to bring along the
‘loyal orderly’, mentioned twice, but unnamed. He apparently helped
hammer together a kitchen and bedrooms in the caravan. ‘It was not
fancy,’ Ishoven commented, ‘but it was better than the dock at the
Nuremberg trials.’
Wachtel remained incognito for fifteen months, presumably growing
vegetables to sell in Hamburg, within the British Zone of occupied Germany. Then, ‘on a hot Sunday morning’ in August 1946, according to the
Der Spiegel article, a British automobile pulled up. Out climbed an English officer who approached Wachtel, grinned and said: ‘Herr Wachtel,
oder Herr Wolf?’ The officer is then described as
Squadron Leader E.J. André Kenny, an officer and analyst of aerial photographs in Medmenham, where he mistakenly identified the trial ramps for
the flying bomb at Peenemünde as ‘sludge pumps’. Later he was in
Counter-Intelligence. In the summer of 1944 he was dropped into France
with the task of abducting or killing the commander of the unit launching
the flying bombs. Now finally, in the summer of 1946, he had found his
old opponent.148

Ishoven’s version has some interesting variations:
There stepped out a man in uniform, a squadron leader. He looked long
and hard at Max and asked threateningly: ‘Shall I address you as Colonel
Max Wachtel, as Oberst Wolff, or Oberleutnant Wagner?’
Max Wachtel thought that the ground was sinking under his feet. But
then Squadron Leader André Kenny stretched a hand at him and grinned,
‘You’ve been my arch enemy, and I’ve literally tried everything to kill you,
but now the war is over. It took a while before I found you, but I wanted to
meet the man I had fought against all this time.’
It became a lifelong friendship.

Wachtel was the source for both versions of a story that became even
stranger. The ‘lifelong friendship’ did not prevent Wachtel from gravely
misunderstanding Kenny. At Medmenham Kenny worked assiduously on
the problem of understanding and countering the German long-range
weapons. But he was essentially an intelligence officer, never involved
directly in counter-intelligence or violent special operations. British Intelligence did at one point propose to the Crossbow Committee a plan to
capture some technician involved in the V-1 project in order to squeeze
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information out of him, but it never happened.149 However, German Intelligence did worry about possible threats to Wachtel. Probably some
combination of various bits of information—such as Kenny’s involvement in the Sanders Mission in November 1944—gave Wachtel the impression that Kenny was a kind of special agent. Kenny was well briefed
to know the aliases Wachtel had used, and he must have received help in
locating Wachtel. Indeed, Wachtel was probably on some list—fairly low
down—of people it might be worth talking to in order to see if they had
any useful technical information.
Kenny was the man for the job: he spoke German and knew a great
deal about the flying bomb from photographs at Medmenham and visiting storage sites with the Sanders Mission. Also, a document dating 8
July 1947 mentioned that ‘S/Ldr. Kenny informed the undersigned that
von Braun had spoken of atomic energy at Garmisch in 1945. It is odd
that, in March 1947, [von Braun] should deny any previous discussion of
this important point.’ Wernher von Braun surrendered to the Americans
on 2 May 1945 and was held at Garmisch in Bavaria until 19 June, when
he was transported to the United States. Evidently Kenny was involved
in the search for personnel and papers connected with the German longrange weapons projects. The document [National Archives, FO 1031/12]
was issued by F.I.A.T. (Field Information Agency, Technical) /‘T’-Force,
and Kenny was on the distribution list.
Presumably it was this work that, in August, 1946, brought Kenny to
Hamburg—where someone had apparently picked up the trail of Max
Wachtel—in order to confront the man, confirm his identity, and determine if he had information that would make a formal interrogation worthwhile.
After Wachtel admitted who he was and Kenny pointed out his personal interest in meeting Wachtel, the two men probably settled into a
relaxed conversation. Kenny could have enlightened Wachtel to the fact
that his flying bombs, while wreaking much havoc and taking thousands
of lives, had not been as devastating as Wachtel had been led to believe
by German intelligence. It was known to the Germans, even before the
war ended, that the Americans had already built copies of the V-1, and so
Wachtel knew the Allies had no great need for technical information
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from him. Kenny may have probed to see how much influence Wachtel
had over German policies of using prisoners-of-war to build launch-sites
and concentration camp inmates (who were worked to death) to manufacture both V-1s and V-2s. Wachtel could easily deny any responsibility.
As for the ‘terror bombing’ of civilians, Wachtel could point over his
shoulder in the direction of Hamburg, or mention the city from which
Wachtel had recently rescued his two children, Dresden, to make the
point about equivalency. Kenny could assure Wachtel that the Nuremburg trials were winding down, and that Germans were increasingly
viewed as future allies against Soviet expansion.
Perhaps Kenny told Wachtel about various counter-measures taken
by the British—such as trying to bomb the HQ of Flak Regiment 155—
and said ‘we’, which Wachtel misinterpreted to mean ‘I’; or, more likely,
the editors of Der Spiegel decided to spice up the story of Wachtel as a
hunted man, which meant turning Kenny into a different kind of hunter
than he was. The fact that Ishoven’s 1983 article also played up the tale
that Kenny had been out to kill Wachtel —Je bent mijn aartsvijand
geweest en ik heb letterlijk alles geprobeerd om je van kant te laten
maken—may indicate that Wachtel really believed that and said so to
Ishoven, or that the latter was overly influenced by the Der Spiegel article.
Preparing to leave Wachtel’s caravan Kenny mentioned having business in Brussels. Wachtel asked if Kenny might help deliver a letter to
Antwerp. Kenny agreed, and Wachtel scribbled a message to Isabella. He
hadn’t seen her for two years: she might have married someone else—or
been killed by one of his V-1s or the Army’s V-2s.
A few weeks later Wachtel had a visitor: Isabella had illegally
crossed from Belgium into the British Zone of Occupied Germany, alive
and healthy. She had survived the hail-storm of ‘vengeance’ weapons,
but did not escape the vengeance of her fellow Belgians. She’d had two
years to grow back her hair, and perhaps delayed telling him of her humiliation; or perhaps she used it as an argument for why she wanted to stay
with him. Now that his children had met Isabella, Wachtel was eager to
marry her, but that could not happen while she was illegally in Germany,
and he could not leave Germany while his status was still uncertain. It
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had been dangerous for her to cross the border and was more dangerous
to stay, but over the next few months, according to Ishoven’s article, she
made four similar visits. During the fifth one she was caught and put in a
prison. Wachtel decided to write a letter to Squadron Leader Kenny.
At this time Kenny was still doing a combination of rather mundane
work and also some more important work. In the National Archives file
cited earlier, FO 1031/12, were several documents relating to a joint British-American project of discovering and examining several cases of
German documents, many relating to the V-1 and V-2. The project was
called Operation Abstract by the Americans who initiated it, though a
British Colonel, Edmund Tilley, of F.I.A.T., had apparently been involved from the start. One of the papers mentions ‘Tilley’s Treasure’ and
proposed to designate the British involvement as Operation Windfall. A
document dated 31 May 1947 clarified that the Air Ministry wanted the
Ministry of Supply to select members for the British team, a task then
handed to H.W. Wheeler, Director, Guided Weapons Research and Development (D.G.W.R.D.), who sent Squadron Leader André Kenny and
his secretary, Flight Sergeant Helen Edwards, by air to Germany on 3
June to make arrangements for the British team. Kenny, of course, served
under the Air Ministry, and had worked closely with Duncan Sandys at
the Ministry of Supply, and one of the documents referred to ‘Sq./Ldr.
Kenny of D.G.W.R.D.’
By 23 June Kenny and Edwards were back London working at the
interrogation centre called Spedan Towers in Hampstead, interviewing
small fry: three reports exist of interviews they conducted that day: the
three Germans were all labourers, one an ‘electro-technician’ who knew
something about welding. But a week later, on 1 July, Kenny’s boss,
Wheeler, ordered Kenny to carry a letter to Colonel Tilley in Frankfurt. A
telegram from T-Force in London asked T-Force in Germany to expect
Kenny and Edwards on 3 July, ‘duration of trip 12 days approx.’
It is unknown what exactly Kenny did with T-Force or where he was
when he received the letter from Max Wachtel, probably in the autumn of
1947. Whatever Wachtel requested, he appears to have received more
than expected. After seventy-four days of incarceration, according to
Ishoven’s article, Isabella was released by the British authorities in Ger656

many and expelled back to Belgium. Then some R.A.F. officers arrived
at Wachtel’s caravan, and flew him to London for interrogation. The
same happened to Isabella. And when they unexpectedly met in London,
they were able to marry on 7 December 1947 at Hampstead Register Office. The marriage certificate shows Max was fifty years-old, Isabella
thirty-two, and the witnesses were Squadron Leader André Kenny and
Flight Sergeant Helen Edwards. The Der Spiegel article mentioned a
wedding reception at Kenny’s residence with guests including ‘people
from British Intelligence,’ while Ishoven went further: three of the inA certified copy of the Wachtel/de Goy marriage record, 9 Dec. 1947

vited guests were ‘members of the British Intelligence Service who had
been parachuted into Europe by Kenny with the explicit task either to
kidnap or to kill Wachtel.’ When the couple left for Germany they carried
four suitcases filled with items difficult to find in Germany and a War
Office letter forbidding anyone to search their luggage.
1947 was also the year that André Kenny returned to his studies of
classical engineering, publishing in the Annual of the British School at
Athens an article on ‘The Ancient Docks on the Promontory of Sounion’,
which Kenny had last examined twelve years earlier. The article was
written at ‘Shell Mex House, London’, where the Ministry of Supply was
located. Also in that year Kenny’s wife, Dorothy, died at the age of fiftynine. Kenny, only thirty-eight, returned to the Cambridge area, working
again for the Great Ouse Catchment Board, with frequent trips to London
to look after rental properties he’d acquired. The widower then married
again in August 1949 in Oxford, and Kenny’s former Medmenham colleague, Winnie Bartindale, was a witness at the wedding. Kenny gave his
profession as ‘archaeologist’. His bride, Mary Phillips, a ‘receptionist’,
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gave her age as thirty-four although she was born in the same year as the
groom. The marriage was short-lived, for Kenny married a third time in
March 1956. By then forty-six, Kenny described himself as ‘Mechanical
engineer & company director’. His new bride was Leslie Solly, thirtythree, ‘spinster’, no profession, daughter of a deceased scientific instrument maker. She had been renting one of Kenny’s properties in Fulham,
where the wedding took place in the Register Office.
While renting out properties in Fulham, Kenny also sold petrol and
repaired cars at a garage at Fulbourn near Cambridge. He became wellknown to Cambridge undergraduates needing work on their motors, his
specialty being Lagondas. In 1958 he was treasurer of the Cambridge
University Austin 7 Club. One Cambridge resident, who was not a student, sought him out in 1957 for a very different reason. Constance
Babington Smith, the former leader of the Aircraft Section at Medmenham, was doing research for the book she published later that year, Evidence in Camera: The Story of Photographic Intelligence in the Second
World War. Babington Smith, having gained some notoriety as ‘the woman who discovered the V-1’, interviewed more than two dozen of her
former colleagues for her book, the first to describe Medmenham’s important contribution during the war. The Medmenham archives contain
the transcripts for these interviews, and although letters from her to
Kenny prove she interviewed him, that transcript is missing. Around this
time Kenny and his third wife lived at Alpheton Mill near Long Melford
(thirty miles from Cambridge) where he ran a garage and workshop.150
In 1963 Kenny was contacted by historian David Irving who was
working on his ground-breaking book, The Mare’s Nest. Irving also interviewed Max Wachtel and consulted very closely with R.V. Jones,
whose negative view of Kenny influenced him.151 Irving wrote to Jones
on 5 October 1963, ‘I understand what you meant about Flight Lieutenant Kenny: again and again he appears to have failed to ask himself (as
Denning would say) the “proper question”.’ But after finally meeting
Kenny, Irving wrote to Jones again on the 17th:
I spent most of this morning with Kenny here in London and I can quite
see how he was able to convince with his arguments about Peenemünde
during the war; he really is a most likeable fellow. He has very persuas658

ively passed most of the responsibility for mismanagement of the P.R.U.
investigation onto Mr. Duncan Sandys’ shoulders.

However, Irving adhered to Jones’ negative viewpoint. If Kenny was
annoyed when The Mare’s Nest appeared in 1965 and was serialised in
the Sunday Telegraph, there is no evidence about this. Kenny simply
worked on his vintage cars, looked after his rental properties, and maintained his interest in classical studies, archaeology, and technology. He
became a member of the Newcomen Society, sometimes reading papers
at its meetings in the Science Museum in London and becoming the Society’s president in 1967. In that year he helped a post-graduate student
in Geography by translating from modern Greek an article about Crete.
The young lady was more than thirty years younger than the fifty-seven
year-old Kenny, but a decade later they collaborated on an article and
then a book about Crete. One source suggested Kenny’s third marriage
suffered because of this. The young lady became a lecturer at the University of Sheffield in 1978.152
André Kenny, c. 1961, with a 1938 Lagonda he restored
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In that year R.V. Jones published Most Secret War, severely criticising an unnamed Kenny, but, as we’ve noted, in 1983 Ursula PowysLybbe defended Kenny when she published The Eye of Intelligence.
When Der Spiegel published its article about Max Wachtel in 1965
Kenny may have been pleased to be depicted as a romantic match-maker
and bemused that Wachtel—or his editors—said Kenny had been sent to
France in the summer of 1944 to abduct or kill Wachtel. In any case, the
article included a photograph—a poor one, but apparently recent—of the
two middle-aged men standing together.

The caption says
‘Retired Colonel
Wachtel, ex-agent
Kenny:
“I’ll be your best
man.”’

After Kenny’s 1946 visit ended Wachtel’s self-exile and later allowed
him to marry Isabella, Wachtel abandoned farming and found a better use
for his organizational skills. From 380 applicants and then a short-list of
four excellent candidates, Wachtel was chosen in 1950 to become the
Director of Hamburg Airport.
About 1958 Max and Isabella had a son, Reinhold, named after
Max’s brother. In January 1960 United Press International issued a news
story that Britain’s Minister for Aviation flew into Hamburg Airport and
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was naturally welcomed by its Director. ‘Hello, colonel, I know who you
are,’ said Duncan Sandys to a puzzled Wachtel. ‘We tried to kidnap you,’
Sandys said. ‘Unfortunately, we never succeeded.’ The story quoted
Wachtel: ‘It stunned me to learn the man I met once headed an organization that was out to capture me and destroy the flying bombs.…During
the war I changed uniforms frequently and went halfway underground to
escape Allied agents, but I did not know that it was Sandys who directed
it all.’ The two men shared a bottle of wine in the airport restaurant as
they exchanged war-time recollections for three hours. The Times of
London did not carry the story, but five years later it emerged in the Der
Spiegel article supposedly written by Wachtel: ‘Over a drink Mr. Sandys
asked me: “Did you know
that we wanted to kidnap
you, dead or alive? Unfortunately, we were not successful.”’
It is likely that Duncan
Sandys’ banter at Hamburg
Airport gave birth to the fictional depiction of Kenny—
the ruthless enemy with a
heart of gold—expressed in
the 1965 Der Spiegel article
and van Ishoven’s 1983 article. There is no other evidence for an actual attempt to
kidnap Wachtel, though the
R.A.F. may have bombed
the château de Merlemont
because of information that
some V-1 staff were there:
but Wachtel was not present
anyway. If the British government, and Duncan Sandys in particular, did
consider ‘terminating’ Colonel Wachtel, there is no evidence that Kenny
was their tool.
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Although the encounter at Hamburg Airport in January 1960 was reported by the United Press International wire service, The Times in London did not report it, and the UPI reporter seems to have spoken with
Wachtel alone: ‘It stunned me to learn…[that Sandys] was out to capture
me and destroy the flying bombs.’ And if Wachtel was ‘stunned’ by what
Sandys told him in 1960, then Sandys must have told a tale that had not
been mentioned by Kenny in 1946 or by the British Intelligence personnel who attended Wachtel’s wedding the following here.
At the end of 1960 Wachtel retired from his airport directorship. He
was interviewed by David Irving in 1963 and provided photos and information for the Der Spiegel article in 1965, but otherwise Wachtel
wrote no extended account of his war-time activities. He died in June
1982 at the age of eighty-six, and Isabella died six months later. They
were survived by three children and eight grandchildren. Wachtel’s enemy-turned-benefactor, André Kenny, who died in 1991, never fathered a
child, despite three marriages.
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Chapter 56: Aftermath, Part Three

AFTER BEING ELECTED MAIRE OF AUFFAY on 22 May 1945, among the
first activities Pierre organized was a reception for the Archbishop of
Rouen, who laid down the condition that the Maire and his council
should first attend a mass. ‘I therefore went to mass for the first time
since the service at Casablanca to honour the dead of Bir Hakeim.’ In his
memoir Pierre quoted a long speech he gave in the Archbishop’s honour.
While sincerely praising him for the way ‘your love and your charity
were extended to the unfortunate Jews, whose persecution you forbade
while suspending publication of your religious bulletin rather than let it
carry the abominable articles dictated by the Occupiers’, he mentioned
General de Gaulle rather frequently, which may not have gone down well
with all the congregation.
On 18 June—the fifth anniversary of de Gaulle’s famous Appeal—
the municipality dedicated a new flowerbed near the war memorial, laid
out in the form of a Cross of Lorraine. In another speech—four pages in
his memoir—Pierre summarized France’s involvement throughout the
war, again heaping praise on General de Gaulle. Near the end Pierre
mentioned the Commandos de France and even ‘our brave Camerounais,
our dear tirailleurs from Oubangui’—the men who, after he no longer
commanded them, went on to fight in France ‘liquidating’ the Germans
who had held out in pockets along the Atlantic coast. ‘To “liquidate” is
indeed the right word,’ Pierre asserted, ‘since I have the joy to learn that
my former company took no prisoners.’
Shortly before Pierre gave this speech that Diana returned to England
to be with Hélène while Pierre was to supervise the repair of the Maison
du Chapelain to make it habitable for the three of them. On 3 July Diana
wrote in her diary about cabling Pierre to ask when she could come over
again after she had ‘received a PC from Mémé saying Colange [the
builder?] had done nothing—no windows or doors as yet.’ She mentioned receiving a wire from Pierre, presumably explaining the lack of

progress. Diana replied that they should concentrate ‘for present’ on
building a hut at le Bocage. The diary entry ended with the sad lament:
‘It would be wonderful if I could make P. love me in the same old way.’
Three days later Pierre cabled: ‘Hut, 3 rooms, at Bocage, nearly
ready. Come now with 3 bedding. Love, Pierre.’ Whenever Diana brought
Hélène travelled Auffay, she also brought her diary and made the first
entry from ‘Our hut in France’ on 25 July. The hut proved to be ‘very
sympathetic, and as soon as the leaks in the four corners are repaired
will be most comfortable.’ Three weeks later the next entry was on 12
August: ‘Terrifically busy, never have time to write.…Pierre gone to
Dieppe for the day, had a lift to the races…. Not back yet: 10:30. Can’t
go anywhere. Can’t leave Hélène.’
The next day perhaps Pierre looked after Hélène, for Diana wrote that
she went with ‘Mémé, Monique and Babs to dress-making class with the
butcher’s wife, Mme [Coquerel? illeg.]. Seemed to learn mostly about
killing cattle.’
Progress on the Maison du Chapelain must have been slow, with
Pierre busy at the Mairie and also preparing for other political campaigns. He went to Paris on 20 August to be officially demobilized from
the Free French Forces. Pierre met up with Louis Vallon—‘with whom I
remained linked’—who convinced him to say his farewell to de Gaulle.
Pierre described the scene:
‘My respects and my adieus, mon Genéral.’
‘Why are you leaving, Bosmelet, why not stay in the army?’
‘No, mon Genéral, I’m only a reservist, and lawyer by profession and
interested in politics.’
‘Well, which side?’
‘I’ve been Radical-Socialist since 1932; I kept quiet for the duration of
my engagement to Free France, but now I shall rejoin my friends.’
The boss frowned, not liking the Radicals, but said, magnanimously,
‘Good, go back to your party and keep alive the spirit of the Resistance.’

‘Pierre asked me if I could be chauffeuse during the coming political
campaign,’ Diana wrote on 28 August. ‘Delighted to.’ But the mood
changed three days later:
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Talked of getting back the camionette, but it evokes memories. Chatted
about Gentien. Strange how P. has idolized him so much and in his talk of
him makes him so intelligent and precocious & I think makes him sound
such a prig, none of which he was—but I can’t tell P so or contradict him. I
had a wretched night dreaming of him. And began this morning thinking of
Gentien all the time.

About a month later, early October, Diana became pregnant. She had
been hoping for this, much more than Pierre. And Pierre’s political aspirations took a battering in cantonal elections in the last week of September. Diana wrote in her diary on 17 October that ‘Pierre was beaten by a
Vichy man, Bataille, who appeared at the last moment, in collusion with
a third candidate…. Disgusted to find that nearly half of the canton of
Tôtes were collaborationists, which is the meaning of the self-protective
Bataille vote.’ Pierre described Bataille as ‘a former collaborator who
rendered great service to the wealthy cultivators during the era of the
black-market.’
In the National Assembly elections a week later, ‘Pierre’s Radical
party do badly (like liberals, such as Beveridge, in the English general
election),’ Diana wrote on the 26th. ‘Most of the radicals will now turn
right, the rest, including Pierre will go left.
Pierre’s memoir reflected his political difficulties:
The confusion following liberation tore at the delicate political life. I was
still too hot from combat and not sufficiently diplomatic. My efforts to create a pool, the assistance to the Union of French Women infiltrated by the
communists, the renovation of the ‘Infant Weighing Facility’ created by my
mother and my wife before the war—all became tangled in a cascade of
elections: legislative, cantonal and referenda.

Pierre explained that he had returned to the Radical-Socialist cause
just as France was blaming the defeat of 1940 on the party’s former leader, Daladier. In two elections Pierre was on the list of candidates for the
local party—which garnered so few votes that even the man who headed
the list, his friend the former deputé Galimand, failed to get a seat. ‘We
were regularly beaten.’
In the midst of one of these elections Pierre’s secretary at the Mairie
told him ‘There’s a Black who asks to see you.’ It was Pierre’s former
orderly, the ever-faithful Mekambo, who had a week’s leave from his
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camp near Bordeaux before being transported back to the Camerouns.
Pierre embraced him, took him to a café with his municipal councillors,
then led him to the Hut at the Bocage. Little Hélène had already gone to
bed, and Mekambo, who had adored her, refused to sleep anywhere but
outside her door. When she saw him the next morning she cried out ‘My
Mekambo, my Africa!’ (Even in Pierre’s memoir written in French her
words are in English.) Under Pierre’s questioning, Mekambo assured him
that he had been merciless with the Germans whenever possible, but
practiced only a small amount of cannibalism because the French officer
who replaced Pierre didn’t approve. Learning that Mekambo hoped to
marry when he returned to his village, but lacked the necessary bride
price, Pierre transferred two thousand francs into an account in Batouri.
Pierre’s defeat in the cantonal elections by a ‘solide propriétaire Pétainiste’ was only part of a larger disillusionment: ‘as soon as they were
freed from the Germans, the good Normands gradually returned to their
most material interests.’ But then, after describing Hélène’s joy at seeing
Mekambo (without mentioning Diana) before turning to his political
troubles, Pierre finished this section of his memoir with a bitter note:
To complete my disgust, my wife made a scene—as ridiculous as it was
odious—one evening when I was having a friendly meeting with my councilors. This scene did me the greatest harm in front of my good countrymen
who never understood why I had not asserted my masculine authority with
a pair of slaps richly deserved by the person they, in any case, considered a
stranger who had not assimilated, an ‘Horsain’ [a peculiarly Norman word
for ‘outsider’].
I began to make plans to return to the Cameroun, the land of dreams, still
the best colony for an old colonial soldier.

Pierre did not record what this ‘scene’ was about, when exactly he
‘began to make plans’ to go to Africa, or how he presented them to Diana. She was dealing with more mundane problems:
Stove put up in middle of hut, to heat water and wash by, fixed in so
badly that needed an an umbrella to keep rain off…. Hélène with bronchitis
flu. Calling in Dr. Fleury from Rouen. Had to stay in with Hélène. Pierre
defending two small cases in Dieppe and has a large one waiting in Paris.

Then, on 19 January 1946:
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Hélène is just getting over measles. Pierre has just come back from
Paris where is has been preparing his departure for the Cameroons. Full of
plans for starting lots of business enterprises with Alex [Moscovitch]. Alex
is leaving on the 22nd, Pierre sometime in Feb. probably.
He seems to have given up all plans of politics for the moment, too disgusted with the way things and people are behaving in France. Maybe in
five years he will come back into politics. In the mean time I am holding
the fort here. Seeing to the rebuilding of the farm & Bosmelet & war damage claim. Anyhow till April, when I leave for England to have the baby
sometime in June/July.

Entries from Diana’s diary suggest Pierre was tying up some loose
ends, making sure that de Gaulle had signed his Legion d’Honneur before the president left office on 20 January and going to Rouen to see
about his Medaille des Evades. ‘I feel amazed and sore about all this,’
Diana wrote on 2 February, ‘as the latest news is that Pierre may leave
any minute to follow the new Governor General de la Vignette [Robert
Delavignette] to the Cameroons or as an adviser for this new American
trusteeship in project.’
Diana had the pleasure of learning that In Golden Spurs had been
published on 24 January. ‘The cover is not bad,’ was her only comment
about her book that extolled her husband as a hero of and sought to encourage Allied support for the Free French cause. Instead, she complained in the same diary entry of having
‘the greatest difficulty in getting H. to eat
properly.’ Hélène played continually with
the farmers’ children, particular Rémy Thierry: ‘She talks of nothing but Rémy all day.’
When Diana took her to a public play area
she herself had difficulty chatting with the
other parents: ‘I never stay long as I nearly
always contradict them after a while and if I
am not careful get rude. They are such
Vichyite, Reactionaries and Collaborationists etc.’
Diana’s relationship with Pierre was
completely breaking down. On 20 February
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Diana wrote (with syntax going awry):
I was so furious last night, Pierre did not
come back, neither wrote, wired or
phoned. Frenchmen, I have come to the
conclusion, are just brutes and beasts. Why
did I ever marry one & madder crazier
still, and I about to have another child
from him. He who pretends that he doesn’t
want a son because he could never be so
beautiful and wonderful as our first. It is
more because he shuns all ties and responsibilities. & like all Frenchmen, has
no fidelity of purpose, of character or anything else. If only he had written wired or
phoned. What the hell can I ever do to
him? I can’t get free of him. Anyhow in my
present state.

As shared hopes and communication evaporated, the written evidence begins to run dry. Diana grew less inclined to write in her diary and
Pierre, who never used Diana’s name in his memoir, wrote little about a
period which was also traumatic for him as he broke various rules and
conventions. At some point he had renewed his acquaintance with the
woman who was probably the love of his life. In his memoir Pierre
called her Jeannine when he knew her in her youth and again when they
rekindled the relationship by early 1947. But in the sixteen-page sketch
he wrote about her (covering her life up to 1940) he called her Fanny, a
name one can find in a transatlantic passenger list with her husband’s,
François de Goulet): by 1947 she had been married for seventeen years
and had four children, one from before her marriage. Pierre’s descendants referred to her as Jeannine.
Was Africa Pierre’s best chance to make money to finance the restoration of Bosmelet, or a refuge as he became disillusioned with France? It
was Pierre’s escape from political obstacles he could not overcome, and
a vision to beguile Jeannine into abandoning her husband and children.
Africa and Jeannine offered a more attractive choice than remaining with
a wife he never truly loved, a daughter who spoke English better than
French, a new baby who could never replace the son he’d lost, an estate
he couldn’t afford to repair, a role—lord of the manor—that he repudi668

ated, and a normality that the war itself had made intolerable. The time
seemed right to renew an ancient love affair, to leave behind the hypocrisy and follow his true feelings, to return to the colonial world he had
experienced with such excitement and the people he found so sympathetic, to join in a new adventure with familiar colleagues (many of his wartime companions were carving out new lives in the Camerouns, such as
Moscovitch, d’Avancourt, Guillaumet, and Mekambo). If he should die
there, his remains would not end up in the Bosmelet vault in the Auffay
cemetery, but would rest in the same soil as Gentien.
An odd document found at Bosmelet was a brief reply, dated 11
March 1946, to a request for information sent by Pierre six days earlier
to the Abbey of Our Lady of the Grande-Trappe in Soligny, where Pierre
had, in desperation, entrusted Ouarokoro to the care of the monks during
the fall of France in June 1940. Seven months later, when Pierre visited
his mother at Bosmelet in February, 1941, he learned that the monks had
sent word that his friend was doing well. Now, five years later Pierre
clearly wanted to find out what happened to Ouarokoro once the war
ended.
On behalf of
the Abbot,
Brother Eric
wrote to say that
Ouarokoro remained at the
Abbey until the
liberation, working in the garden and kitchen.
He converted to
Catholicism before leaving to
return to Africa,
and Brother Eric provided his address in French Sudan.
When Diana wrote in February 1946 that Pierre ‘shuns all ties and
responsibilities. & like all Frenchmen, has no fidelity of purpose, of
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character or anything else’
she may not yet have
known that Jeannine was
part of the story. Diana was
then six months pregnant,
and Pierre was still in
France two months later
when Diana went to England to prepare for delivery.
Pierre crossed the Channel
when his son was born on 4
July. In his memoir Pierre
wrote that, during this time
of multiple problems, ‘I had
the joy of seeing the birth
of my son Robert.’ However, in a photo from that
period, only Hélène managed a genuine smile. Diana had once suggested a new son should be
named Gentien: Pierre must have refused. ‘Robert’ was agreeable, being
the name of both Diana’s father and Pierre’s. If Pierre was supposed to
have the Maison du Chapelain in shape so Diana could bring an infant
there, he failed. Presumably she was still in England when Pierre sent the
tragic news that his eldest daughter, fourteen-year-old Monique, had died
on 10 October from a burst appendix at her boarding school. How soon
Diana came over is unknown, but in her diary she recorded her address
on 27 October as 79 rue du Général Chanzy, in Dieppe. It is possible that
the death of Monique, like the birth of Robert, caused Pierre to postpone
his escape, while he consoled Geneviève and Béatrice. Perhaps Diana
convinced him not to leave before Christmas and Hélène’s seventh birthday on 2 January. The 22 January meeting of the Auffay municipal council had to appoint someone to preside in the Maire’s absence.
Just before their flight, Pierre and Jeannine had ‘a farewell cocktail
with our friends’, though Pierre named only two, Jeannine’s eldest
daughter (whom Pierre had pushed in her pram when she was a baby)
and ‘Robert [Guillaumet], who was in the process of getting divorce
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from Diana’s sister, Betty. He, too, was
in Douala by 1954, though when he arrived is unknown.
By February 1947 Jeannine and
Pierre were in Cameroun, where Alex
Moscovitch had already gone to arrange
for the purchase of banana and coffee
plantations about 70 kilometres from
Douala. ‘Naturally there was some turbulence in France,’ Pierre wrote. ‘The
husband of Jeannine agreed to divorce
at the end of a year; my wife never
agreed to one, and I entered upon an
interminable series of family disputes
with sometimes useless and odious litigation.’
Much of the litigation aimed to stop Pierre selling off—through
agents in Auffay and Paris—Bosmelet land and objets d’art to fund his
plantations. Pierre sent small amounts of money for gifts for Hélène and
Robert, but none for the restoration. For some years Pierre lived the
pleasant life of a colonial planter, but had no talent for it, and gradually
sank into a financial mess. Diana’s father relieved both situations to
some degree by purchasing from Pierre and Madame Soyer a large portion of the Bosmelet land not yet sold: this provided them with some capital without the land falling into the hands of strangers. But instead of
gifting the lands to Diana personally as she hoped, Mr. Mathias carefully
arranged—through a French legal construction, a donation partage—for
the land to be divided between Pierre’s three surviving children,
Béatrice, Hélène, and Robert.
Meanwhile, with no help from Pierre and less than she’d hoped from
her father, Diana plunged ahead with restoring the château. Even before
Pierre left, Diana obtained from Monuments Historiques a protection order on the facades and roofs, dated 30 July 1946, but the ministry of
Beaux-Arts only managed to put a temporary covering on half of the
roof, allowing the rest to collapse. In 1948 Beaux-Arts sent a team to
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clear some debris, then did not return for four years, when after another
six months of work the budgeted funds ran out, leaving half of the east
wing’s roof still without slates.
In 1955 Diana was able at last to remove most of the V-1 blockhouses—eyesores that for a decade painfully reminded her of the havoc
caused by the Germans. Robert de Bosmelet related—with a laugh—that
the only demolition firm able to blow up the concrete structures without
damaging the château or the ancient trees turned out to be German. Four
remnants were spared: the half-buried firing-point bunker hidden beneath
the canopy of an ancient chestnut, two ‘ski’ storage buildings (still nicely
camouflaged by trees and rather useful for storing firewood), and the
concreted main drive, cracked and charmless but reliable when the rain
turned other lanes to mud. In 1956 work was begun to restore the chapel,
and after that, at last, the Maison du Chapelain—or the Orangerie, an
earlier name that Diana restored as well. Here Diana and the two children
could live when not staying in her Paris flat or visiting Bury. Mémé con-

Clearing the rubble of the V-1 bunkers a dozen years after the war.
The person in the middle is Hélène, with her eleven-year-old brother, Robert, to her right
(and an unknown person on her left). C.1957
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sidered the Orangerie to be
Diana’s home and would not
sleep there herself, preferring
to stay in her flat in Paris or the
Hut at Le Bocage. Diana later
had the Hut moved, thatched
roof and all, and re-erected
near the Orangerie. (After
Mémé’s death the Hut was given a sturdier roof and serves
today as a garage and workshop.)
In 1958 eighteen year-old
Hélène was studying art in Paris
under such tutors as Georges
Braques, but in The Times on 5 May Diana announced that she and
‘Mlle. Hélène de Bosmelet would be at 11 Kensington Gate until the end
of July’, when ‘the season’ traditionally ended. Hélène was one of the
1,400 debutantes presented at Buckingham Palace—a record number because this was to be last year the ceremony took place. Three decades
earlier Diana had hated being presented because she felt so awkward and
unattractive, but now her envy of her
beautiful daughter was outweighed by
pride as she saw the Duke of Edinburgh choose Hélène for the first
waltz at the subsequent ball. Hélène
received invitations to numerous balls
and dinners, and at one she met
twenty-one-year-old Tom Chetwynd,
son of a major in the Grenadier
Guards and cousin of Viscount Chetwynd. Tom and Hélène were married
The débutante Hélène in The Tatler, 1958
the following year.
Lukey Mathias, Diana, and Hélène, outside the
bomb-damaged chapel, c. 1957
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‘Pierre has suddenly arrived back in France, with Jeannine,’ Diana
wrote in her diary. ‘Hélène has now seen him twice—once with Tom in
Rouen and once in Paris without Tom.’ What Diana found most terrible
was that ‘Pierre writes to Hélène rather pathetic letters…& threatened
me, unless I divorce at once, to force his presence on me & also to sell up
all the [estate].’ Diana consulted her lawyers ‘& they agree I must not
whatever happens divorce until the Tort Familiale procès is over.…
Pierre has promised Hélène & Tom to leave me in peace till after the
wedding.’ A huge social wedding in London was organized for October:
Diana was paying for it and refused to invite Pierre.
Pierre also saw his son, Robert, for the first time since he was an infant. Now thirteen, Robert had been raised mainly in England, either at
Bury, where he loved being with his grandfather, or at public schools,
beginning with prep school at Scaitcliffe in Surrey. He was about to enter
Downside. While he knew that his sister Hélène had fond memories of
their father, Robert was predisposed to dislike a man who had apparently
turned his back on his responsibilities. During this ‘reunion’ Robert felt
no regard for a father suddenly appearing from nowhere and offering
little sign of affection. Diana feared Pierre had only returned to France in
order to squeeze more money out of the family and property, and she
brought a suit to have Pierre declared unfit to manage his family affairs
and to put him under judicial control.
In 1961 Diana’s father died, but, although he was a wealthy man, he
had to make provisions for five children (and a widow who had three
children of her own). For his two daughters, Diana and Betty, Robert
Mathias established special trusts to protect their interests—against their
unreliable French husbands. Her father’s foresight allowed Diana to live
very comfortably but unable to fund Bosmelet’s restoration costs on her
own.
Shortly before her father’s death Diana had met Uffa Fox, a wellknown yachtsman and friend of the Royal Family. During a visit to
Bosmelet in 1962 with his French wife, Fox was strolling with Diana toward the walled garden when she looked up at the ruins of the château,
and then covered her face with her hands. ‘I can’t bear it! Our beautiful
château!’ Sobbing, she repeated the phrases, until Fox grabbed her
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wrists, and made her look at the
shattered building. He asked
her, ‘What are you going to do
about it?’ When she couldn’t
speak, Fox said, ‘It’s time to
start rebuilding. You have to set
a course, then you see how you
want to trim the sails!’
With this encouragement,
Diana finally got started. She
pressured the French government which, to her surprise,
soon offered her a hundred
thousand francs to repair the
war damage to the interior of
the château. It was nowhere
near enough, but Fox said,
‘Take it. You can’t spend it on
the interior yet anyway. Tell the
chaps at Beaux-Arts you now
have the money to finish the
roof.’

Diana on site with Uffa Fox

Robert de Bosmelet, assisting with the restoration,
1964

Fox helped Diana restore
the pediment while another
friend, sculptor and designer
Robert Bray, assisted with the
stone-carving, making young
Robert his apprentice during
holidays from Downside and,
later, from Magdalen College,
Oxford. Beaux-Arts finished the
roof at last in 1966, but for
years Diana badgered the ministry to fund work, to carry it
out, to compensate her for the
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work she paid for, and to grant protected status to the grounds as well as
the château. By 1981 the main structure was completed and Diana obtained a preservation order for the property and its immediate environment and two-thirds of the requested compensation.
Pierre’s mother, supporting
Diana’s efforts to restore the
château, was dismayed by her
son’s behaviour. In addition to
selling Bosmelet lands, he also
sold the ownership (the
viager) of his mother’s Paris
flat (20 rue Chalgrin), where
she died in 1968 at the age of
eight-eight. Although Mémé
remained extraordinarily agile
into her old age, her last years
were blighted by dementia. At
some time when she was still
capable of understanding,
Mémé was distressed to learn
that her eldest grand-child,
Henriette Soyer de Bosmelet, c. 1950’s
Béatrice, decided to have her
own share of the Bosmelet land
divided between her half-siblings, Hélène and Robert, which later proved
a source of tension.
In 1973 Pierre tried and failed to win a seat in the National Assembly
for the 5th arrondissement. In a campaign leaflet he described himself as
‘Marié, 5 enfants dont trois vivants majeurs et une ancienne pupille
camerounaise.’ This refers to a young African girl that Pierre and Jeannine informally adopted and who came to live with them in Paris. In his
memoir Pierre stated that Marcelle was the daughter of a prominent
Camerounian mother and a European administrator, though he mentions
that his own mother at first assumed the child was his own. Diana also
believed this for a while, but evidence eventually convinced her that
Marcelle was not Pierre’s daughter.
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At some point, probably during his dozen years in Africa, he became
a Muslim, which he mentioned only briefly in his memoir, though among
his papers is a four-page essay entitled ‘L’Anti-Croisade’, dated 4 March
1970, which praised Islam, its history and contribution to civilization: he
signed it as ‘Itinerant Ambassador of the Universal Muslim Community’.
Four years later, on the last page of his memoir (bearing the date 10 August 1974) he wrote that he had not seen any of the plans for his Muslim
Community become a reality. Also on that last page Pierre paid tributes
to members of his immediate family (though the order lacks any logic):
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to his eldest son, Gentien, who had ‘matured beyond his age’ before he
‘died, an infant in Africa’; to his eldest daughter, Monique—‘so patriotic,
so Jansenist’—who died while playing at her convent school; to ‘the
beautiful Hélène…married to a charming English writer’; to his mother,
the indominable Henriette…. She had no trouble ridding herself of her first
daughter-in-law, but failed with the second who was as stubborn and as
obsessed as she was with Bosmelet, or at least with the remaining ruins.
There was an endless battle between the two women which the younger
won only with the aid of the senility and finally the death of her mother-inlaw.

Then after that stab at his second wife whom he disdained to name,
Pierre mentioned his second-eldest daughter, Béatrice who ‘tirelessly
pursued studies in psychiatric medicine.’ Finally, after a brief reference
to his last and unsuccessful political battle in 1973 followed by his retirement to a rest-home for lawyers in the Pyrenean town of Pau, Pierre’s
last sentence is: ‘There will be a day for the brilliant young Robert to
continue, if he wishes, the Saga of the Soyer Thomas de Bosmelet family.’
Robert, in fact, graduated from Oxford in 1969, became a marketing
consultant based in Paris, and in 1976 at the age of thirty married
Laurence Grenu, a civil servant in Paris. Robert resisted a large church
wedding, so a civil service in Paris was followed by a massive reception
at Bosmelet, held in the restored chapel. Diana also arranged so that one
bedroom in the château was made habitable, and the bride and groom
spent a candle-lit night there. A daughter, Élodie, was born in 1977 and
in 1980 a son was born and named after his father’s deceased older
brother, Gentien.
Robert’s father, Pierre—not invited to Robert’s wedding—died in
October 1986. For a dozen years he had been living in La Maison des
Avocats dans les Hautes Pyrénées. Jeannine remained his companion till
death. Robert went down to deal with his late father’s affairs, arranged so
Jeannine could remain in the home, and brought to Bosmelet his father’s
papers and other objects. Diana died the following July, and shortly afterward Robert moved his family permanently to Bosmelet, to live, as his
mother had, in the Orangerie. Robert took up the challenge of maintaining the property and attempting to raise funds to complete the restoration
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of the interior of the château. It was a huge task which Robert and
Laurence hoped to achieve by diversifying the functions of the property.
The ground-floor of the château was sufficiently restored to provide a
venue for weddings, Christmas fairs, and art exhibitions. As both Élodie
and Gentien are involved in music, there were frequent recitals and dinner-concerts, sometimes featuring the duo Les Souffleuses—Élodie
singing to the accordion accompaniment of her friend Clarisse Catarino,
much as young Diana Mathias and Eve Myers did eighty years earlier. In
1992 the château was a location for a television film of Maupassant’s
Mademoiselle Fifi. Laurence took the initiative to transform the walled
garden into a ‘Rainbow Vegetable Garden’ (potager arc en ciel) which
won a gold medal in the 2000 Chelsea Flower Show. Special activities
were provided for visiting school parties, and a further source of revenue
was provided by the comfortable gîtes created out of the the former
stables.
Bosmelet is in a beautiful part of Seine-Maritime, only 30 kilometres
from Dieppe and 44 from Rouen, yet 150 from both Paris and from the
Normandy beaches, so off the beaten tourist trail. Ironically, trying to
repair war damage exhausted the family funds, while some historyminded tourists might have been attracted if the grotesque German installations had been left in situ. There are still remnants of the German
structures, but there are better preserved launch-sites in the area, particularly at Val-Ygot, 15 kilometres east of Bosmelet.
Robert de Bosmelet spent much of his youth helping his mother to
remove the effects of the German occupation and of the bombing of
Bosmelet, but later he was instrumental in memorializing the war, particularly the achievements of Michel Hollard, helping to arrange for a
square near Auffay’s train station to be named after him, as well as a
Eurostar train. It was partly because of his desire that more people should
know about Michel Hollard that Robert encouraged me to write this
book. I suppose we both hoped that making Bosmelet more widely
known might raise interest in the château and somehow help Robert to
fulfill his mother’s dream of having the entire château, not only the exterior and the ground floor, restored to it pre-war splendour. But that
dream was tragically left unfulfilled when Robert at the age of sixty-five
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suddenly lost his life to an inoperable
cancer on 23 March 2012. Robert was
buried in the Bosmelet vault, which contains the remains of and memorials to six
of Robert’s ancesters (beginning with
Blanche de Virieu, born in 1814), but not
of his mother or father. Diana’s name is
engraved on the gravestones in London
of her mother and father, Robert and
Helena Mathias, along with the names of
Diana’s sister, Betty Mathias, and her
brother and sister-in-law, John Mathias
and Ludmila Krasin, but Diana’s ashes
were spread in the woods at Bosmelet. It
is that Pierre was cremated and there is
no marker anywhere.

Robert de Bosmelet

Barely a month after Robert’s death his older sister, Hélène, suffered
a second tragic loss with the death of her husband, Tom, the father of
their three daughters, Yolanda, Natasha and Bridget. Hélène Chetwynd,
now [2020] in her eightieth year, remains the last person to have been
born in the Château de Bosmelet.
In 2016 the family found it necessity to sell the property to someone
who might have the means to develop its potential. The new owner was
the artist, designer, and author, Alain Germain, who, with the collaboration of his colleague, Vincent Vivés, a univerity professor of French Literature, embarked on a large-scale restoration of the structures on the
Bosmelet estate and an ever-expanding series of cultural events which
are successfully attracting public interest. In the summer of 2018, my
wife and I paid yet another visit to Bosmelet—eight years after our first
—and were delighted to be welcomed by Alain and Vincent and to discover that the estate could not be in better hands. Among the many other
more important restorations, there had been a proper excavation of the
small concrete bunker from which the launching of a V-1 would have
been controlled. Although no flying bomb was ever fired from this beau680

tiful place, that bunker launched me on research project that brought
great satisfaction and wonderful friendships.
With its beautiful Louis XIII architecture and peaceful grounds, its
rows of massive lime trees, its colourful jardin and comfortable gîtes,
and even its surprising traces of a terrible weapon of war overhung by
ancient chestnuts, the Château still beckons the visitor. And Alain and
Vincent seemed pleased when Sarah and I said we hoped to make future
visits to check on their progress.
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Notes
1 Direct

quotations from the most frequently cited and immediate primary source, Diana’s diary, will be italicised to signal unrevised thought.
2 Should read ‘Neumann’, Anna Allegra, wife of Jewish banker Sir Sigmund Neumann.
3 Irene was a daughter of Mr. Mathias’ cousin, Sir Robert Mond, ‘Uncle Bob’: I’ve
found nothing about her character.
4 On a 1941 Passenger List (to be discussed later) Pierre’s apparent response to a question about any previous visits to the U.S. was ‘1920’, ‘New Orleans’, for ‘two weeks.’
As he was fourteen in 1920, this makes no sense; if an error (deliberate or not) was
made and the date should have been 1926, then it would fit the context of the ‘short
exile.’
5 The opponent of Prudhomme and then Galimand, named Luart, was actually a major
landowner, possessor of the château Chamacourt near Bosmelet and, in fact, a distant
cousin of Pierre—but too right-wing for Pierre’s taste.
6 The sixteen-page biographical sketch was found in 2015 in the same box-file as
Pierre’s memoir. It was entitled ‘Passagère’ and various evidence makes clear that the
subject, ‘Fanny’, bore the actual name of the woman who appeared in Pierre’s memoir
as ‘Jeannine.’ While the memoir was found in photocopy, the sketch appears to be the
original typescript, with annotations in red ink. The last page ends abuptly, so some
pages are missing.
7 Near the end of his memoir Pierre mentioned that Jeannine had several children including a son named Maxime de Goulet born about 1940. That clue led to a several
discoveries through genealogy websites and online French civil records.
8 Interestingly, ‘Adrien’ is not a name that had previously appeared in the Bosmelet
family, nor in Grandmère’s family, the de Woelmonts, but it was Prosper d’Épinay’s
second name and the one his own father used as a first name.
9 Most of the information about Valérie is found in Pierre’s memoir, but a great deal is
provided by Dr. Sil van Doornmalen, a Dutch historian and archivist who has researched the life of Valérie’s father, Arthur de Woelmont, and found information Pierre
evidently did not know.
10 National Archives, Kew, J77/186/4788.
11 Sil van Doornmalen has shown me a letter written by Arthur de Woelmont in midAugust 1876. He wrote to ask an old friend to help him to be released from some madhouse in Switzerland, where the police had put him after he fired a shot—accidentally,
by his account—at his friend, Baron Pierre de Bosmelet, who was in Switzerland trying
to obtain citizenship to facilitate his divorce. Woelmont’s daughter, Valérie, was also in
the process of obtaining a divorce, and Woelmont thought that Pierre should not be pursuing his daughter until both were free to marry. Woelmont had been drinking heavily
and perhaps only meant to threaten Pierre, but the pistol went off while he was pulling
it from his pocket. During the tussle that followed Woelmont did not notice that the

pistol’s hammer had nipped his own finger, and a bit of his blood was smeared across
Bosmelet’s cheek. He asked Bosmelet where he was wounded. ‘He answered me: “You
missed me, my good man!”—ironic words to me who wouldn’t miss an egg at fifteen
paces. Only then did I see that the blood on his cheek came from my finger.’
12 The Papal court’s ruling revealed the pressure put on Pierre’s grandfather by his aunt
Eulalie, the failed effort to obtain a divorce in Connecticut, and that Pierre’s grandfather
had a friend, John Box, who was also a close associate of Arthur de Woelmont (Analecta Juris Pontificii, ser. 19 [1880], 35-93).
13 Claude Vento, Les peintres de la femme (Paris, 1881), 235.
14 This nickname was used by Monsieur Eloi, one friend of Adrien’s in Auffay, according to Eloi’s daughter, Mme Delmas. She is also the little girl who spoke to Adrien
about the loss of Alice Graille.
15 Diana's son, Robert, possessed a copy of the typewritten programme used for the performance, along with three attached pages on which Diana hand-wrote, decades later, a
vivid description of the experience. She also noted that BBC Television celebrated
Edith Sitwell’s seventy-fifth birthday in 1962 with a special edition of Eammon Andrews’ ‘This is Your Life’, without mentioning that she was one of the guests on the
stage for that event.
16 My friend, Sil van Doornmalen, has found that Ghislain de Woelmont (1889-1955)
was an administrator in the Congo. It is interesting that even after Valérie seemed to
have severed all relations with her feckless father, Arthur de Woelmont, she maintained
good relations with his brothers and their descendants. When Valérie issued the ‘fairepart’ announcing the decease of her husband Pierre de Bosmelet in 1903, Arthur’s name
did not appear but the names of two of his brothers, Gustave and Leopold, did. Ghislain
was the grandson of Gustave.
17 Pierre had no sister, but two sisters-in-law: Diana’s sister, Betty, and before that
Geneviéve’s sister, Jacqueline Renaudeau d’Arc (née Bérard) who probably came with
her sister to the funeral.
18 A final note regarding the death of ‘Valérie Diane Theodora Napoleone’: this, with
slight variations, is how her Christian names are inscribed in every official record available, but on the memorial plaque in the Bosmelet family vault in Auffay, the first of the
four names is ‘Diane’. No explanation is known.
19 Diana’s maddening scrawl obscured the letter-writer’s name. Certainly it wasn’t
‘Pierre’, and at first glance looked like ‘Lotus’: a strange name seen nowhere else in
Diana’s diaries; three years later I saw Lotus de Païni’s name in Pierre’s memoir. He
wrote that his mother’s friendship with Lotus ‘lasted until the arrival of Hitler, approved by Lotus and naturally rejected with horror by Henriette.’ Lotus was in the
Auffay area around this time: a 1936 bulletin from the Rouen Archdiocese announced
that Lotus had just painted fourteen images for a new ‘Chemin de Croix’ [Stations of
the Cross] in the church in Auffay. These paintings were hidden in 1939 and only rediscovered, restored, and reinstalled in 2013 (Paris Normandie, 25 May 2016: www.parisnormandie.fr/region/auffay--l-ancien-chemin-de-croix-de-la-collegiale-retrouve-dansun-placard-DJ5865234, 23/5/20160). Perhaps, while in the area, Lotus may have somehow become friendly enough with Diana to send her news of her mother-in-law. ‘A.B.’
remains unidentified.
20 This is the only report that Valérie and Mr. Mathias ever met, presumably at Bosmelet.
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The husband of Diana’s aunt Betty was the brother of Jill Salaman’s father. Born in
1906, Jill was already an accomplished potter in 1932, and her younger sister Merula
was an actress who later married Alec Guinness.
22 In 1906 Diana’s mother was about to give birth to her older brother, John, in the family home, then at the corner of Berkeley Square and Mount Street. She then heard that
Ottoline, who was also pregnant and planning to lie in at the house of her half-brother,
the Duke of Portland. But the Duke was rude to Philip, so she left the Duke’s house,
and came to the Mathias’ house to have her child. According to Diana’s memoir, ‘Ottoline’s daughter Julian, and John were thus born in same building within days of each
other and remained close friends.’ [When confirming the daughter was actually named
Julian, I discovered she and John were, in fact, born five months apart.]
23 British Library, Add. MS. 88886/4/32, 3 Aug. 1932.
24 ‘Mme Salti a choisi un nouvel avocat français M. Foyer [Soyer] de Bosmelet,’ Ce
Soir, 19 juin 1938, p. 5.
25 There is no stamp-cancellation-date on the unaddressed card (presumably sent in an
envelope), but the postcard’s illustration was a drawing by Henri Vincent-Anglade (interestingly, a friend of Madame Soyer) and beside the artist’s signature is ‘38’. The only
year in which Nanny accompanied the Bosmelets to England was 1938.
26 Pierre wrote his Journal in English while living in America, which may explain why
he frequently used ‘miles’ instead of ‘kilometres’.
27 Gérente was married to Simone Fourcade, who I believe may have been the daughter
of Pierre’s banking friend.
28 In Diana’s book Duez’s name was misspelled, but Pierre had the correct spelling in
his memoir. Duez’s 18th Infantry Regiment had been at Eben Emael, the newly-built
fortress that protected important bridges along the Albert Canal. German paratroops
attacked and captured the place before Germany bothered to declare war on Belgium.
Most of Duez’s men were killed or captured, and amid the general chaos, Duez was
appointed interim commander of the 7th Infantry Division, which was already in full
retreat. Duez suspected some treachery was involved when the orders to destroy the
bridges before the Germans seized them were not carried out.
29 On 3 July 1940 the Royal Navy seized by force several French ships that had avoided
capture by the Germans by sheltering at Plymouth and Portsmouth, and sank or seized
many more French vessels in the ports of Alexandria, Egypt and Oran, Algeria. It was
the only way to prevent the ships falling into German hands, but Many lives were lost
during these actions, straining relations even between French people who were making
their way to Britain to join de Gaulle’s movement and those British who were trapped
in German-occupied France, such as Diana.
30 In her book Diana only mentioned ‘the girl I had’ briefly when describing her later
departure from La Roche-sur-Yon, though there are a couple more references to her in
Diana’s diary.
31 Churchill made this speech in Parliament on the afternoon of 4 June. The speech—
which was not recorded until 1949—was not repeated by Churchill over the airwaves,
but a BBC announcer read sections of it during the nightly news on 4 June. Diana presumably heard this while sitting with Madame Soyer in the château. Incidentally, the
speech reported that ‘the Guards defended Boulogne for a while and were then withdrawn by orders from this country’—and if that was included in the bulletin, it may
have encouraged Diana’s hope that Pierre had somehow reached England.
21
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Dr. Jean Fleury was friend of Pierre’s and among the Bosmelet papers is a bill on
printed stationery showing his Rouen address.
33 The commandant was presumably referring to the time when the Royal Navy kept up
the blockade even after the armistice in 1918.
34 Diana’s diary and later book both confirmed that Paul Foisy encouraged the escape
from Bosmelet, and no ‘Peggy Branch’ (or even ‘Margaret’) appears in her other writings. The Mathias family had close ties with the Branch family. Mary Branch, known as
‘Mayme’, was widowed in 1931, and her son, Guy, was briefly engaged to Diana’s
friend, Pearl Argyle, but in 1939 he married Prudence Pelham. Later that year Guy’s
sister, Bridget, married Thomas E. Hubbard, who served in the same R.A.F. squadron—
601—as Guy. At the end of May 1940—when Diana decided to flee—both pilots were
in France, using bases at St. Valery-en-Caux and Merville. One or both of their wives
might have crossed the Channel to be near them: no one expected the Germans to advance far into France, and either young bride would have been welcome at Bosmelet.
However, in Diana’s diary Bridget is usually called ‘Biddy’, not ‘Peggy’, and I don’t
know if Prudence Branch was nick-named ‘Peggy’.
35 Not in any case to be confused with Pierre’s former lover, Jeannine/Fanny.
36 Pierre described a perfectly plausible way to reach his Mother’s rooms. In Golden
Spurs, by contrast, offered a bizarre story of some ‘charcoal burner’ telling Pierre about
a secret tunnel that allowed him to emerge into his mother’s room through a ‘clothes
cupboard’. There is no such tunnel, which must be the invention of Diana’s co-author,
Anthony Veiller.
37 The ‘Mlle.’ may have been ‘Madeleine Mass, a French friend from my village in
Normandy who had been living with me and helping with the children,’ as Diana later
wrote in her memoir about events in September 1942. A ‘Madeleine’ was mentioned
three times in letters Diana sent to her father from California, but the earliest references
dated to January 1942, and seemed to suggest that Madeleine had arrived only recently,
so not travelling on the Excalibur. Otherwise, I have been unable to trace her and have
doubts about the surname, which seems to have no connection with Auffay.
38 It appears that the co-author of In Golden Spurs, Anthony Veiller, invented the drama
of a last-minute arrival: ‘And on the 24th of April, the night before I was to sail, [Pierre]
walked calmly into my room in Lisbon….’
39 No French poodle appeared in the photograph, but Diana later told her father that it
was only after they arrived in Hollywood that they learned that the dog was deaf.
40 Born in Philadelphia in 1889, Balderston was a playwright and screenwriter who died
in 1954. Between about 1914 and 1931 he worked as a journalist in London, and most
of his screenwriting had British themes.
41 Possibly this was Colonel Harry F. Cunningham ‘of the War Department’ who later,
in the autumn of 1941, was part of an American mission to establish contact with Free
French forces in French Equatorial Africa.
42 ‘3 Arch Bay’ should be ‘Three Arch Bay’, not a street address but the name of the
neighbourhood’s coastal landscape. A photograph that Robert de Bosmelet showed me
in November 2011 included a street sign, Cabrillo Way, which is just above Three Arch
Bay and was probably the location of the ‘charming bungalow.’
43 A grand-daughter of Pierre told me that during a visit in 1980 with him, he told some
tale of being attracted to the ‘most beautiful ballerina’ and then, when attempting to
32
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make love to her, being unable—so the grand-daughter believes it was Pierre’s embarrassment that made him wish to leave Pearl’s house.
44 Pleven was five or six years older than Pierre, came from a military family in Rennes,
and had studied law in Paris. When he failed a particular civil service exam, he travelled in the U.S., Canada and Britain, and became an executive in the Automatic Telephone Company, based in London.
45 Later evidence suggests Pierre bought not a ‘dozen lipsticks’, but a ‘gross’.
46 While investigating Marjorie McRea I encountered her distant cousin, David McRae
(who lives in Australia where an ancestor changed the surname’s spelling). David and I
assisted each other’s researches, with surprising results.
47 Robert Rhodes James, Bob Boothby: a Portrait (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1991)
wrote that Marjorie had been a promising pianist until she broke all of her fingers in a
skiing accident in Switzerland; that she was then persuaded by Boothby to take a secretarial course, and that for three or four year she worked occasionally as his secretary
until, in 1932, she married Francis Brooks, as submariner in the Royal Navy. She must
have told James that Lt. Brooks was killed during the tragic sinking of the submarine
HMS Thetis in Liverpool Bay in June 1939, when in fact he died in combat in June
1943.
48 Pierre also recounted some of Legentilhomme’s other amours: while hunting down
pirates in Indochina he had once taken a well-earned ‘warrior’s repose’ with a pretty
villager who revealed the secret of the pirates’ ability to hide under water while breathing through bamboo poles; he later married a cousin when he was too young, resulting
in ‘a predictable divorce; had an affair with the wife of a notable while serving in Madagascar; and during a passage through Aden he accompanied the pretty wife of an English airman to a pool in an oasis—Pierre later had occasion in London to dine [as chaperone?] with Legentilhomme, the pretty wife and her husband, who had become an Air
Marshall.
49 The ‘childhood friend’—perhaps also ‘the beautiful English woman’—was Sibyl
Esmond, an English-born cousin of the French branch of the banking Rothschild’s.
50 Pierre’s memoir paid tribute to ‘the younger branch’ of the Bosmelets, the descendants of his great-uncle Gentien. Gentien’s daughter, Amelie, married an English officer.
Mrs. Gibbs ‘aimiably yielded to her cousin Henriette [Pierre’s mother], a small farm
attached to Bosmelet, but lived in England. She married her daughter Viviane to an
English general, [actually, Major Patrick Philip] de la Hogue Moran.’
51 In January 1944 Charles de Gaulle and his commissioner for colonial affairs, René
Pleven, organised this conference to adjust the relationship between France and the
French colonies: a tentative step toward decolonisation, but sharing some authority and
political rights with colonial people.
52 Although Pierre’s memoir said that Claude Chandon was ‘de la famille du champagne’, his father, Claude Jacques Léon Chandon, was a lawyer who also sold champagne, but did not belong to the family that helped produce the famous Moët & Chandon champagne.
53 Not named for obvious reasons, Chief of Staff was possibly Commandant René
Loudet. The ‘faithful orderly’ from Batouri [400 kms from Yaoundé] is named frequently later on: Mekambo.
54 Graffin was not Alsatian, but since 1931 had been second-in-command (‘bishop coadjutor’) to Bishop François-Xavier Vogt, who was born in Alsace. Both had French
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nationality. Cameroun ceased to be a German colony in 1919, but there was a remnant
of Germans who were Catholic, and Vogt also provided catechisms in their language.
Vogt died on 4 March 1943, so Graffin was apparently exercising full powers in late
1942, when Pierre dealt with him.
55 The rather small writing below the Powers’ Brentwood address read: For three years
the Free French Forces have been fighting in Africa. No letter, no bundles ever reach
them….Help us take care of them….Keep them fighting…. The entire proceeds will go
directly to the Free French Relief Committee. Tickets sold here and at the entrance.
ENTRANCE $1.25
56 For the two versions of the story Diana offered different explanations for Gentien
imagining he might be able to fly: 1) Diana had been reading Peter Pan to Gentien and
2) they had seen Disney’s animation, Dumbo, released about ten months earlier (in
which a ‘magic feather’ that helped Dumbo to fly). Also, Gentien ‘was 3 1/2 years old’
in December 1940, whereas Pierre did not leave California until October 1941. This
signifies nothing but the waywardness of a parent’s memory.
57 While Diana’s memoir gave Ian Wilson-Young a crucial role, he was not mentioned
in the few letters that we have, and the roles played at the same time by Robert Mayer
and John F. Thompson are not mentioned in the memoir.
58 Presumably Federal officers, possibly F.B.I., perhaps O.S.S. (predecessor of the
C.I.A.); unlikely to have called themselves ‘2nd Bureau’, a term that Diana, however,
would have understood. It was short-hand for ‘French Military Intelligence’: in 1935 a
French film, 2e Bureau, was made, based on a French novel with the same title, and the
following year the film was remade in Britain as Second Bureau.
59 The document was produced on a word-processor, a re-typed copy of some document
Madame Soyer had written or dictated before her death in 1968. One important error
crept in: ‘le vendredi 28 avril 1942’ must originally have read ‘aout’, not only to fit the
narrative sequence, but also because 28 April 1942 was not a vendredi while 28 August
1942 was.
60 That the ‘girl’ was Renè’s niece was information provided by Rémy Thierry, a young
boy in 1942 and a child of farmers on the Bosmelet estate, like his older sister, Renée.
Rémy did not name the ‘girl’ and his sister claimed not to know the girl’s name (which
seems unlikely). Diana’s 1981 guidebook said, quite differently, that Madame Soyer’s
offense was her refusal ‘to engage Maria, her maid’s sister, as a housemaid (for the
Germans to sleep with).’ A bit of collaboration with the enemy is probably being
covered-up.
61 In her 1981 guidebook, Diana wrote that Madame Soyer ‘went to prison clutching a
small silver spoon and fork that Perpétue de Bosmelet, her ancestor, had taken with her
to the Bastille in December 1772. Perpétue had been released after two months: perhaps
she would be too?’ I cannot reconcile the two accounts, and note that in ‘Ma Prison’
Madame Soyer knew before arriving that her sentence was for two months.
62 See Sylvain Cornil-Frerrot, ‘Les Force françaises libres d’Afrique équatoriale
française,’ Revue de la Fondation de la France Libre, Décembre 2009, no. 34, pp.
24-32 and Jacques Sicard, ‘Les bataillons de marche de l’Afrique française libre et leurs
insignes,’ Militaria Magazine, Septembre 1994, no. 105, pp. 46-49.
63 ‘When the Captain leaves for the War, he must not be worried about his wife. The
Lamido will take care of her.’
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On page one, upper left-hand corner, Diana wrote ‘(Final version?)’. The undated
work may have been a part of the autobiographical material Diana began writing in
1965, to continue the story that had stopped at the end of In Golden Spurs.
65 Hélene’s daughter told me that among her mother’s memories of Africa is an encounter she had with a snake, when Mekambo saved her life by climbing a tree and
jumping down to land on the snake with his heels.
64

Pierre’s typescript reads: ‘J’appris que le Colonel aurait dit “Pour Bosmelet, c’est
bien fait, avec le caractère qu’il a” ???’ The three question marks perhaps represent his
amazement that Chandon made such a remark in front of whoever reported it to him.
67 Châteauroux is the nearest town to Les Charmes, a residence of Madame Soyer’s old
friends, the Raymondeaus, with whom Diana sheltered during the exodus in 1940.
68 This rough draft in pencil had one phrase in ink, presumably added later: the date, ‘5
octobre 1943’. It is possible (and in some ways would make more sense) that the correct date was 5 September, since this might be the reply to whatever Franchette wrote to
Madame Soyer on 4 September.
69 Possible corroboration for Madame Soyer having to leave Bosmelet in October: National Archives, HS 8/301: 15 Feb. 1944 report (from a French Source about a British
officer who had been organizing sabotage group in Normandy) that, in October or
November Auffay became a restricted area: ‘some time in December…a man he knew
in Paris had abruptly ceased to receive his usual regular supplies of butter from Auffay,
without being given any explanation.’ Perhaps Madame Soyer had been his supplier!
70 A 1931 German trade directory lists Max Wachtel as a director of the Krenter Zigarren-Werke in Dresden. Salomon Krenter (1878-?) was a Jewish industrialist who bought
a cigarette factory near Dresden in 1931, and imported American machinery to introduce mass production. The world-wide depression of the early 1930’s stiffened opposition from competitors who relied on ‘hand-rolling’ production. In less than two years
Krenter filed for bankruptcy, and the enterprise was bought by a Jewish merchant from
Amsterdam, who managed to continue the automated operations until he was driven out
by the Nazi Regime in 1935.
71 ‘Bodyline’ was a cricketing term, implying the opponent is not playing fair; later,
when the launch sites came under attack, they were code-named ‘Noball’ targets, another cricketing term.
72 D.S. 9 actually states that N/853 took place on 2 June, but the first digit of ‘12’ was
probably missed out: a later report by Kenny (D.S. 27, 16.8.43) lists N/853 in four different tables as dating to 12 June, there is no sortie listed for 2 June; and Kenny would
not have delayed writing such an important report for a fortnight (AIR 34/196).
73 Robert de Bosmelet thought Hollard deserved to be better known. He helped arrange
for a square near Auffay’s train station and a Eurostar locomotive to be named after
him.
74 Before Hollard discovered any flying bomb launch sites, he may have helped to inform British intelligence about a massive concrete bunker for launching, not V1s, but
V2s, a point not mentioned in the two biographies. Allan Williams, in Operation Crossbow (2013) wrote that ‘On 6 July 1943 a ground report was received at Medmenham
from secret agent Michel Hollard… [whose] report indicated possible rocket activity at
the same geographical pinpoint near Watten.’ 200kms NNW of Bonnetôt, Watten was
then photographed and an Interpretation Report, B.S. 4, was issued on 15 July. Unfortunately this and subsequent reports fail to indicate that the 6 July ground report came
66
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from Michel Hollard (and an exchange of emails with Dr. Williams has not produced an
explanation). Incidentally, further photographs taken on 14, 15, and 17 July eventually
reached André Kenny, who wrote an interpretation report (D.S. 19) about Watten on 20
July 1943. Kenny concluded that the structure had no conceivable purpose except to
store or launch the German long-range weapons, such as the rockets Kenny had spotted
several weeks before at Peenemünde. Partly as a result of Kenny’s report (and information conceivably provided by Hollard) Watten was heavily bombed on 27 August by the
U.S. Eighth Air Force.
75 Florian wrote that his father’s best agent, Joseph Brocard, broke his back on 19 July
while escaping arrest. Michel Hollard obtained medical treatment for him before transporting him safely from Paris to Switzerland, an adventure that lasted three weeks. So it
was well into August before his father returned to Paris, where he was given a letter that
led eventually to the discovery of Bonnetôt.
76 Abbé Norbert Dufour had, at the age of eighteen, been forced to work on the construction site at Bonnetôt. In 1993 he published, with Christian Doré, L’Enfer des V1 en
Seine-Maritime durant la second guerre mondial, in which he wrote that Hollard did
indeed approach Bosmelet before going instead to Bonnetôt, but he didn’t quite go far
enough to see the construction work at the château. When I asked how he knew this,
Dufour replied that Hollard told him: they’d met in Paris on one occasion, but Dufour
also spoke with him in 1971 when Hollard visited Auffay. It was a great privilege to
meet Abbé Dufour, who sadly died in 2014 at the age of eighty-eight.
77 ‘Brauquetuit’ should be spelt Braquetuit and ‘Le Bosc Melet’ is an archaic spelling of
Bosmelet that appears on the 18th century Carte de Cassini of France. The influential
19th century Carte de l’État-Major has ‘Ch. de Beaumelé.’ Although an 1886 map
clearly indicated ‘Ch. de Bosmelet’, most maps of the 19th century and first half of the
20th century—especially Michelin road maps—seemed to omit Bosmelet entirely, since
it is a private estate, not a community—unlike nearby Fréval, Belleville, and Pommeraye, all of which possessed V1 launch sites that would be located by British Intelligence long before Bosmelet’s was identified. Agents’ reports sometimes mentioned a
‘site near Auffay’, which could refer to Bosmelet.
78 The only secondary source in which I have seen this folder cited is Les Armes V1 et
V2 et les Français (2010) by Maud Jarry, who only cited the work once, to support the
fact that Hollard’s penetration of Bonnetôt demonstrated the lack of security around the
construction sites (a point obvious enough from Martelli’s account).
79 An interesting note in DEFE 40/12, dated 17 November 1943 and initialed by Jones’
boss, Wing Commander Frederick Winterbotham: ‘As from 22.11.43 all CX reports
recognised and issued as having a direct connection with BODYLINE will bear in addition to the usual CX headings and number a special heading PINGPONG followed by a
serial number starting with 1.’ Apparently such numbers were applied retroactively to
pre-22 November reports.
80 Bosmelet was not listed, but might have been one of the sites referred to as ‘Tôtes’ or
‘Auffay’.
81 David von Felten, Le poste récepteur de renseignements genevois du service de renseignements suisse pendant la Seconde Guerre mondiale, Université de Lausanne dissertation (2003), 74. A memorial in Paris reads: ‘Ici a vécu Capitaine François Claude,
Legion d’Honneur, Croix de Guerre, chef du Réseau François Claude, mort pour la
France en 1944 à l’age de 22 ans.’ (https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Plaque_François_Claude,_178_rue_de_Courcelles,_Paris_17.jpg)
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[11 Nov. 1943] ‘For several months we have been getting reports of this secret
weapon, and except for Z.187’s [‘Michel Hollard’ in footnote] excellent reports all accounts rather smack of the fabulous tales of the Lochness monster.’
[28 Dec.] ‘The Germans secret weapon, the catapult rocket, has been causing London
quite a lot of excitement. O.P.’s agent, ‘187’ [with question mark], has so far given the
best information and was able to supply a great deal of accurate detail concerning the
gun emplacements which are being constructed. In fact, his reports earned a special
bonus of S[wiss] F[rancs].2000 on two occasions.’
83 Director Jean L’Hote, filmed ‘L’Homme qui a Sauvé Londres’, a documentary based
on Martelli’s biography of Hollard and broadcast on French television in 1972. Robert
de Bosmelet had given me a copy on CD. It included interviews with several of Michel
Hollard’s associates, but not with Jean-Henri Daudemard, who is only briefly mentioned once.
84 Rather than citing some intelligence report about Bonnetôt, Jones merely wrote: ‘At
the same time [as we received reports about the test trials in the Baltic], many reports
were coming in of new German construction near the Channel coast.’
85‘19 septembre 1943’ is the date Besson mentioned, not in his book, but in a separate
magazine article, for the actual handover of the information to ‘O.P.’: ‘Michel Hollard,
le résistant qui sauva Londres,’ in Le Rotarien, June 2013, p. 28.
86 National Archives, Kew, AIR 29/227.
87 On 9 November the Diary noted that the competition had produced a few talented
entries: some a bit too obvious, with a fist, or lightning, crashing down on a map of
Britain; or a hammer hitting a top-hatted Churchill; or a stylized image of the FZG 76
itself.
88 In Most Secret War, R.V. Jones claimed he organized the 28 November sortie flown
by Squadron Leader John Merifield three weeks before it finally occurred after being
delayed by bad weather. Jones explained that after seeing the 3 November photographs
of the launch sites in France, and knowing that launches of something were taking place
regularly from Peenemünde, and probably from Zempin where, according to Jeannie
Rousseau’s ‘Wachtel Report’, a training base had been established, he ordered the
sortie, and ‘even specified the timing, since we were beginning to see the daily pattern
of firing….’ However, in an interview conducted by Constance Babington Smith when
she was researching for her seminal book, Evidence in Camera, Merifield confirmed
that he was photographing several other places, as scheduled, and only switched on the
camera again while he happened to be returning over Peenemünde to ‘finish up an odd
bit of film on the way back.’
89 In AIR 20/3426 I found seven specified requests for particular aerial reconnaissance
missions—all in December 1943—sent to the Assistant Director of Intelligence (Photography) at Medmenham and signed by ‘E.J. André Kenny, Flight Lieutenant for Air
Commodore [Pelly].’
90 An expert on Photographic Interpretation, Roy M. Stanley, discussed the allegations
against Kenny in some detail in his 2010 book, V-Weapons Hunt (p. 80-81) and agreed
with Powys-Lybbe’s exoneration of Kenny.
91 Information about Hornof comes from Pierre’s memoir, from Maja Destrem’s Les
Commandos de France (1982), and from a few letters and a small memorial publication, Vzpomínáme na Vláďu Hornofa, found among Pierre’s papers.
82
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Florian Hollard also asserted that his father’s measurements, collected under ‘extraordinarily perilous conditions’, later proved less than 10 per cent off from the actual
dimensions of the flying bomb, but cited no evidence for this.
93 Hölsken (p. 187) reported that the first flying bombs were sent to France ‘a few
weeks before the opening of the attacks’, so not until May or June. A report (‘Supply
system for flying bombs in Germany’) in DEFE 40/11 from November, 1944, referred
to ‘…the first two consignments of flying bombs to reach France in May 1944.’
94 Another possible problem is that André Bouguet, the man Martelli credited with tipping off Hollard, was arrested by the Gestapo on 14 December 1943, according to a
1945 newspaper clipping found on a weblog (https://railetmemoire.blog4ever.com/
bouguet-andre). Tortured and sent to a concentration camp in Germany, Bouguet died
27 June 1945, after spending three weeks in a Paris hospital and never reaching his
home.
95 In his acknowledgments Martelli thanked Mme. E. Mignon for that photograph: perhaps she also drew the sketch.
96 Hinsley, British Intelligence in the Second World War, volume three, part II (1988), p.
533.
97 Jones himself wrote in Most Secret War that when he first met Jeannie Rousseau after
the war—the remarkable ‘jeune fille’ who had produced the ‘Wachtel Report’—he
mentioned a second report that he suspected might have come from her. ‘She confirmed
that the report was hers, and also that she sent others which neither of us could identify.’
98 An Air Ministry historical report about Operation Crossbow (AIR 34/80) noted that
shortly before 17 December the Germans had begun work on a new launching ramp
—‘Site V’—on the reclaimed land on the northeast corner of Peenemünde and by the
time it was finished some weeks later the design was the one later used in Wachtel’s
new series of ‘modified’ launch sites.
99 Alternatively, ‘Parrain’ might have been the family banker, Fourcade, or some senior
farmer on the estate, or some actual godfather of Pierre, or even Madame Soyer, using
‘Parrain’ as a code-name so any intercepted letter it could not be traced back to her.
100 Robert Donat was in the title role at the Westminster Theatre, where the set had been
designed by the painter Rex Whistler (probably an old acquaintance of Diana), who was
supposed to be training as a tank commander with the Welsh Guards.
101 It is doubtful that British intelligence knew enough about Wachtel in July 1943 to
organize an assassination, and evidence exists that Heidschuch was then based in Italy
and was not transferred to France until November.
102 Denis Felkin, who based much of his November 1945 report about ‘Wachtel and the
Flying Bomb’ on the evidence of the diary of Flak Regiment 155, and Air Chief Marshal Philip Joubert de la Ferte, who used both the diary and interviews with Wachtel, for
his 1957 book, Rocket, both asserted that Wachtel always insisted during the war that
the V1 campaign was, as Joubert expressed it, ‘a form of retaliation for the massive
Allied air bombardment of German cities’, though Joubert added ‘Colonel Wachtel, in a
recent conversation, most emphatically denied this was his view.’ Dieter Hölsken also
accepted the regimental diary’s account: ‘the Flak Regiment 155… pleaded over and
over again for the pure terroristic character of operations by arguing that “the effect of
our weapon is more effective for demoralization than for devastating military use”.’
103 ‘May-bug’ or ‘cockchafer’, the latest codename for the flying bomb.
92
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104 Almost

all of the Diana/Pierre correspondence has disappeared. After Robert de
Bosmelet’s death in 2012, I was told that his sister, Hélène, once said that after their
mother’s death Robert was so upset that he made a bonfire of his parents’ correspondence. For some reason—perhaps because of the associated gifts, Pierre’s actual letter
from Casablanca survived in a suitcase of extraneous items.
105 ‘Foumban’ is still an important centre for traditional African art in Cameroun, and
Madame Gariod may have been the wife of Louis Gariod (b. 1904), an administrator in
French Africa.
106 I don’t know why Moscovitch didn’t mention Hornof or Gérard, why Pierre didn’t
mention ‘Schneider’, or why, in Maja Destrem’s re-telling of their story in Les Commandos de France, she included a ‘Schmilder’. She also listed Schmilder among the
officers in Pierre’s 3rd Commando; cited Gérard many times, but attached to the 1st
Commando; and mentioned once a Col. Schneider on the staff in Algiers, so probably
not the one mentioned by Moscovitch.
107 This is plausible: Pierre’s brother-in-law, John, was married to the daughter of a
member of Lenin’s Bolshevik government: ‘crazy Aunt Lukey’ (as Robert de Bosmelet
called her). And Lukey’s mother was married three times, so Lukey may have had several half-brothers of whom one might have been a cousin of Moscovitch.
108 Either Madeleine Antoinette Clément de Verneuil (c. 1771-1837), the wife of Jean
François Thomas de Bosmelet (1761-1822), or, more probably, the latter’s mother,
Françoise Magdeleine Berthe de Tracy, whose precise dates are unknown.
109 Antoine-Louis Blanche (1752-1816).
110 Didier Ledé, ‘Margival: Hitler en France le 17 juin 1944,’ Histomag’44, avril mai
2009, 9-11.
111 Both Jones in Most Secret War and Howard in British Intelligence in the Second
World War, volume five: Strategic Deception commented that the war diary of
Wachtel’s regiment indicated that the more favourable evidence of the agents’ reports
caused the Germans to ignore the evidence of the FuG 23 indicators. Hölsken agreed,
and added information gained from survivors of the regiment who said they never saw
any reason to adjust their aim.
112 One can offer three reasons why the ‘short-fall’ data from the radio transmissions
might be unreliable: 1) ‘enemy action’ or malfunctions would cause more flying bombs
to ‘fall short’ than to ‘overshoot’, and while the transmitters might accurately represent
this, the ‘agents’ were far more likely to report disproportionately on ‘hits’ near central
London that had not been shot down; 2) the transmitter’s 45-metre antenna might have
caused some drag, reducing average distance; and 3) the tracking, which failed with
two-thirds of the radio-equipped flying bombs, naturally became more difficult the
farther the aircraft flew.
113 The National Archives (DEFE 40/11) holds a report Jones wrote on 8 July 1944
about ‘Points of Impact and Accuracy of Flying Bombs’ during the period 22 June to 7
July: ‘There is no evidence of intentional change of aiming point.’ During the war Jones
assumed the Germans’ ‘target point’ was Charing Cross; in fact it was Tower Bridge, so
the Germans’ ‘shortfall’ was, all along, slightly less than the British asserted.
114 Richard Anthony Young’s The Flying Bomb (1978) cited Irving’s book and echoed
his view that the agents’ reports ‘indicated to Wachtel the need to reduce his range for
he was overshooting the aiming point by several miles; this he did at the end of the first
week’s operations.’ In a footnote Young wrote that ‘During the month beginning 22
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June the MPI for radio-carriers was, in fact Dulwich Village; that for all bombs being
near Gypsy Hill railway station.’ If this was meant to show that the MPI had significantly shifted southward, it doesn’t, since the railway station is only a mile south of
Dulwich village.
115 Hölsken’s conclusion—that the Germans did not fall for the British deception—was
dismissed by Roy M. Stanley in his 2010 book V-Weapons Hunt: ‘The “we fooled them
but they didn’t fool us” statements negating the effect of Allied deception seems [sic] a
bit revisionist.’ However, Michael Howard’s authoritative view had already been expressed in British Intelligence in the Second World War, volume five: Strategic Deception (1990): ‘…the War Diary of Flak Regiment 115…makes it clear that the Regiment
was satisfied with what it was achieving, or thought that it was achieving, and at no
point thought it necessary to adjust its aim.’
116 See Michael Howard, British Intelligence in the Second World War, vol. 5: Strategic
Deception (1990), 167-78, Tommy Jonason and Simon Olsson, Agent Tate: The Wartime Story of Harry Williamson (2011), and Ben Macintyre, Agent Zigzag (2007), 281.
Howard, op. cit. 175 n., wrote: ‘The principal double agents left were Treasure, Tate
and Zigzag. Unfortunately their traffic files have not been preserved adn no trace of
Tate’s messages appears in the files. About 16 messages from Treasure appear in traffic
for June-August 1944, alost all reporting true incidents (although without times) in the
West End.’
117 In early June 1944, when Ostro made a lucky guess that the Allied invasion would
be at Normandy, not the Pas de Calais, M.I.5 analysts determined he had no actual basis
for this guess and they also knew—through Ultra decrypts—that, fortunately, the Germans had dismissed Ostro’s suggestion. British Intelligence debated whether Ostro
should be ‘terminated’, but feared this might jeopardize Ultra.
118 Diana would have been distressed to learn that 467 aircraft of RAF Bomber Command were dropping over 2,000 tons of bombs on Caen in preparation for Operation
Charnwood, Montgomery’s plan to drive the Germans from the city, which was left in
ruins.
119 Maja Destrem, married to a former Commando, interviewed several dozen more,
including Pierre de Bosmelet, who is listed thirty-seven times in her index. A blog
which reviewed her book led me toward a website [http://www.blot.giraud.co/commandos-de-france-maja-destrem; and http://1erbataillondechoc.forumactiv.com] dedicated to the Commandos de Choc, of which the Commandos de France were a subset.
Through the website I had the good fortune to meet Inès Lacroix-Pozzi, a translator
who is god-daughter and distant cousin of two members of the Commandos de France.
Inès had recently published on the website her transcription of the Commando de
France’s Official Diary, or Journal de Marche Officiel (JMO), which clarified operations more loosely described by Destrem. When I sent Inès the parts of Pierre’s memoir
about the Commandos, she agreed with me that the writing was lively and the narrative
entertaining, but she disputed Pierre’s accuracy when describing actual operations.
120 Paul-Antoine Lota, another former Commando, mentioned in his memoir, Corsair et
Para (1981, p. 132), attending a celebratory dinner in Algiers with seventeen other
Commandos, including Pierre de Bosmelet, Moscovitch, Hornof and Ter-Sarkissoff—
which must, therefore, have occurred before the latter’s hospitalization, lasting from 9
July till November. This might be further evidence that Pierre was in Algeria at least a
month before Diana had any inkling of the move.
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In Algiers Pierre also saw Sylvie Oppenheim (the younger sister of his childhood
friend, Cécile) who had fled from the Midi with Gilbert Weil (who later became her
husband) following a Resistance operation involving the collection of parachuted containers: nearly all those involved in the operation were arrested near Cannes.
122 David Rockefeller’s Memoir (2002) makes clear that he was a lieutenant in the U.S.
Army, doing intelligence work in Algiers at exactly the time required, though never
mentioning Gambiez, the Commandos de France or Pierre. Inès Lacroix-Pozzi found
the story—especially Gambiez’ show of emotion—hard to believe and pointed out that
Paul-Antoine Lota, in his memoir, Corsair et Para, wrote that after a nasty outbreak of
violence among the angry Commandos, Gambiez asked Lota to go and see Admiral
Barjot and General Chassin. Lota found them with Admiral Auboyneau, and he
answered their questions about the state of the Commandos very frankly, and ‘the meeting ended with howls of laughter.’ Barjot then said to Lota, ‘Leave it to us; we’ll deal
with this.’ And soon the Montcalm arrived. Inès thought Lota’s version was more likely
than Pierre’s and that Destrem used Pierre’s only because she had interviewed him and
not Lota, whose memoir was published after Destrem had finished her research. The
possibility remains that Gambiez obtained help from Admiral Barjot as well as David
Rockefeller.
123 The double-article published in Panorama, 18 and 25 Feb. 1983, bore the titles
(translated from Flemish) ‘I married the man who bombarded Antwerp with V-1s’ and
‘The British secret service acted as a marriage broker.’ I am indebted to Isabella de
Goy’s niece, Emilienne Peterson, for providing the Panorama articles and also for generously providing me with photographs and useful information, including two facts
mentioned earlier: the death of Wachtel’s older brother in the Great War and the name
of his first wife.
124 Hölsken commented (p. 226) that Wachtel’s list marked a reversal of his previous
view that the flying bomb as a weapon was ‘more effective for demoralization than for
devastating military use,’ but I think it is more significant that Antwerp appeared so far
down the list.
125 See the comparative assessment of the V-1 and V-2 in Horst Boog, Gerhard Krebs,
and Detlef Vogel, Germany and the Second World War, vol. 7: The Strategic Air War in
Europe and the War in the West and East Asia, 1943-1944/5, pp. 454-56.
126 It remains a mystery why the 1965 Der Spiegel article clearly suggested that Wachtel
had not been ordered to fire on Antwerp until mid-December when in fact Wachtel,
however reluctantly, had fired hundreds of flying bombs at the city in the preceding
eight weeks.
127 Maja Destrem varied the story, but supplied the sergeant’s name, Michelet. When he
showed up at Besançon, he was asked by Pierre what he thought he was doing. ‘I have a
young wife,’ he said, ‘and wanted to know if I’d been cuckolded….’ In the face of such
ingenuity, Pierre exploded: ‘I don’t care! I’m demoting you. And you undoubtedly are a
cuckold since it was two years ago that you left your wife! But don’t worry, I’ll give
you the first chance to distinguish yourself and then I’ll put you up for officer-training.’
128 I have no evidence that de Gaulle was in that area on 30 October, but he was there a
couple weeks earlier and visited it again two weeks later.
129 This information comes from six pages of notes typed by de Foucaucourt about an
article (Jacques Sicard, ‘Les bataillons de choc, 1945-1963’, Hommes de guerre no 21,
1989) and two more pages about Destrem’s, Les Commandos de France. I am indebted
to Inès Lacroix-Pozzi for providing access to these notes.
121
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The JMO said the HQ for the Commandos Group—‘delayed by vehicle
blockages’—was not in place until 8h 15: too late for Vallon to receive Pierre’s salute.
But the timings are actually close, and considering the fog of war and the clarity of
Pierre’s description, his account is still plausible.
131 ‘Mr K’ was possibly Eric Kidman, who had residences in Bury as well as St. Johns
Wood, London.
132 The Michaux are unknown and not mentioned again.
133 Destrem, providing a shorter version, named the young man as Gérard Baer and said
that his last words were simply ‘I know it’s the end.’
134 Perhaps Miss O’Dea spoke in error, because Myron Selznick, brother of the famous
producer, David, died seven months before Diana mentioned him.
135 Although Louis Malvy had had a distinguished career, in 1940 he was one of many
deputies who voted full powers to Pétain, and after Paris’ liberation, many such people
faced indignities.
136 Inès Lacroix-Pozzi thinks it unlikely that a conscientious officer would behave like
this in the midst of a battle. I can’t imagine why he would invent the tale: many stories
in Pierre’s memoir show he rarely passed up an opportunity to have sex.
137 In the Service historique de la Défense (Paris), 2008 PA 33/3, Fonds Jean Lasserre,
there is a copy of a 23 July 1946 letter written by Pierre, reporting this exchange with
Hornof slightly differently: immediately after Pierre tried in vain to order Hornof to
take himself to the rear to look after the bulk of the Commando, Hornof said, ‘No, mon
cher, if we ever get out of here we will go together to drink a good whisky at Fouquet’s,
but until then I stay with you.’ The cataloguer mis-read Pierre’s signature as ‘René de
Bosmelet’.
138 Two websites found in November 2013 provided useful information about the American 12th Armored Division camping at Bosmelet in November 1944: http://www.
12tharmoredmuseum.com and https://texashistory.unt.edu’, the ‘Portal to Texas History’, where the Division’s digitized archive is easily searchable.
139 I am indebted to Inès Lacroix-Pozzi for offering this perspective.
140 If Pierre already possessed a pennant when he formed at his ‘square’ at Haut-du-Tôt,
then perhaps it was the one he’d talked his ‘charming’ English cousin—probably Vivianne Gibbs—into embroidering for him ‘in the course of our amorous weekend’ during
the winter of 1941/42.
141Michel Maurice-Bokanowski (1912-2005) was later a Senator in the 5th Republic.
142A copy of this ‘Decision No. 433. Order of the Army. J.O. 18.3.45’ is in Pierre’s military dossier, apparently signed by General de Gaulle on 24 Feb. 1945.
143Again, I am indebted to Inès Lacroix-Pozzi for these two facts.
144‘Anti solfége’: an awkward metaphor. ‘Solfége’ refers to ‘singing the names of the
notes’ in music (basically, scales). However, Pierre apparently was referring to ‘rhythm
notation’: whereby the ‘black notes’ (crochets, quavers and semi-quavers) generally
outnumber the ‘white notes’ (semi-breves and minims) because, for example, one
‘white’ semibreve fills the same time-measure as eight ‘black’ quavers. Pierre has, as it
were, reversed the proportions by killing many more (white) Germans than the Germans had previously killed of his beloved (black) Senegalese.
145 ‘Stokes’ and ‘Ivor Thomas’, were probably Richard Rapier Stokes and Ivor BulmerThomas, both Labour members; ‘Rooter’ is unidentified, possibly a nick-name.
130
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146Apparently

a friend before becoming a fellow-Commando, attended the same lycée,
though Rheims was three years younger; auctioneer and author even before the war, and
later member of the Académie Française.
147Later Hollard learned the fate of the thousands of other prisoners who remained on
the Thielbek and the other cargo vessels that the Germans planned to scuttle too far
from shore for any prisoners to swim back. On 3 May RAF fighters, hunting for vessels
transporting enemy troops along the coast, spotted the ships still at anchor. Seeing nothing but German uniforms on deck, the pilots attacked and sank three ships. Most of the
prisoners drowned and many more were killed either by their SS guards or by German
soldiers on shore who machine-gunned most of the prisoners who reached land—until
British troops arrived and the Germans fled.
148Whether it was Wachtel or some Der Spiegel editor who repeated the slur about
Kenny’s alleged mistake, it is doubtful that either heard this directly from Kenny, and it
is a fact that over the six weeks immediately preceding the publication of Wachtel’s
article Der Spiegel had run a serialization of David Irving’s The Mare’s Nest, which
propagated the false impression which Irving had picked up while interviewing R.V.
Jones. Also, I’ve seen no evidence that Kenny was ever ‘dropped into France’ in order
to capture or kill Wachtel. I suspect it is an invention of a Der Spiegel editor.
149 War Cabinet Papers, C.O.S. (44) 131 (0), ‘Crossbow, Capture of Technical Personnel
for Cross-Examination, Memorandum by S.O.E.’, 5 February 1944.
150Back when he was a student at Cambridge the historian Richard L Hills became a
friend of Kenny and collaborated in 1963 on an article about ‘The Steam Pumping Station at Stretham, Cambridgeshire’, and Hills told me that Cambridge students bringing
their cars Kenny’s workshop were often invited for a Sunday meal cooked by Leslie,
and they could stay overnight at the Mill if they wished.
151David Irving allowed me to see his correspondence with these men—and more of his
correspondence with Jones is in the latter’s archives at Churchill College, Cambridge.
152When contacted by the author, the lady was unwilling to discuss André Kenny.
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